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Admissions falls short of enrollment goal
by Laura F. Hartley
38 percent of those admitthe Class of 1984 at
azOO College actually
for the Fall Quarter of
This figure is considerably
than the 46 percent average
ovet the last seven years.
"er..... 'no to Mr. Bob Maust,
lep_pr/><I{lent of Student Services
temporary Director of Admisa seven - year s tudy
1980) has been developed to
admissions trends at the
This study shows that the
~rce:nt,lge of deposits received in
from admitted students to be
during the seven-year
to

Admission's Office ac80 percent of the students
applied for the Fall. But only
percent of those admitted paid
deposit, indicating their procommittment to attend K.
average number of deposits
over the last seven years has
at a much higher rate of 52
. Acceptance figures for
Class of 1984 are shown as
1263 applications
1015 admitted
440 deposi ts paid
389 enr911ed
"The target figure for 1980,"
Mr. Maust "was 430, but
Iv 389 students enrolled."

Despite the fact that the College
fell short of its quota, there was a
record enrollment this yea" This
was due to, in large part, the considerable retention rate, which
was especially noticeable in both
the sophomore and senior classes.
Enrollment at K reached 1452,it
the beginning of this school year.
This figure was 24 more than anticipated .
There has been some concern
that the academic standards for
admission would have to be
lowered in the future to attract
students with lower ACT scores
who have no financial need . As
Mr. Maust contends, however,
"Our reputation as a leading
academic-oriented institution
would be at stake if standards
were lowered." If that happened,
the school would find it hard to
"regain it s reputation. "
"Kalamazoo cannot afford,"
continued Maust, "to lose those
students interested in the
academic atmosphere for which it
is known."
•
The Admission s office has
already begun next year's work to
meet the target of 425 for the incoming freshman class. Taking into consideration fhe trend of the
past seven years, Maust feels this
figure to be reasonable . "Of
course, if more students were interested in enrolling," said Maust
"they would not be turned

Some of the freshmen whom K expected disappeared before the Fall.
- photo by Frank Roberts

away. "

tudents solicit money for
by Jeffrey T . VanGelderen
The Kalamazoo College Funds
the Future program is employstudents in their "Capital-by, campaign, in an effort to
a portion of the final monies
needed for the capital drive.
Karen Blum, resident manager
the new campaign, predicted
drive will raise $500,000 in
l rep_vpor pledges. The campaign
under way on Monday,
12.
The students are used to call
requesting pledges, relying
a script for basic direction.
they can begin calling, the
are required to attend a
session, which was given
the first time last weekend .
training sessions are importo ensure that the students are
with the situation
are satisfied with the idea.

Student callers will begin at
minimum wage and are paid for
the training session. After working four nights and attending the
training session, Blum believes
students will know if they are happy with and suitable for the operation . At that point, they could get
their first raise. After approximately the same period they will
be eligible for another pay hike.
However, Blum stressed that
students enter into a contractual
agreement and need to prove their
ability. She has the power to hire
and fire and said she will "use that
power to ensure that she has top
quality workers."
So far,' 120 students have applied as callers, and some have
been put on a waiting list. Blum
believes that money may have
been the initial purpose students
had for signing up, but she is sure
the students will find the program
worthwhile. The campaign hopes

capital

to contact 7000 alumni.
Senior, David Small said he
decided to sign up for the program
"because of the money and
because it would be a good parttime job." He also believes the
job will be interesting and the
Capital-by-Phone campaign "will
be an effective program.
Everything is designed toward a
specific goal . It's a little more high
pressure than I would do it but
I'm not familiar with the way
fund-raising is done," he said.
Sophomore Robin Thomas was
involved in setting up the program
last quarter and found the money
the most appealing aspect. She
also said it would be, "interesting

Quirks and Smirks
Headlines
COllege Arguers Meet Three Kalamazoo College Statistics:
Teams- Unemployment In surance Furnishes Debate Subject ' Enrolled Originally . . . . . . ... . 401
Are enthusiastic about eight
Severns Plan Trip to Greece, o'clock classes .. . . . . . ... .. . .. . 6
SOuthern Europe (Dean Severn Think they're big shots .. . . .. 401
Wear spats ... . . . ... . .. ... . .. 95
and his wife)
Are jealous because they have
no spats ... . . . . . . . ... . . ... . 105
Results of intramurai basketball: Are good 100king . .. ..... .. .. 6O
Are still pure .. . .... .. ... . .. 000
Outcasts, 14; Communists, 8
Pole Cats, 14; Third Floor Say, "Well, yes and no" ... .. 303
Say, "It all deper.ds" .... . .. . 345
Water Rats,5

to talk with alumni about the College. "
Another student, when asked
about the script said it was aggressive and rude. "We don't like
doing it, but we need the money.
We are nice people and we want to
be nice."
According to Blum, the script
serves several purposes. It gives
students a groundwork from
which to conduct the telephone
conversation and is designed to
convey a positive attitude while at
the same time being assertive.
Every three or four sentences in
the script are questions that do not
have simple yes or no answers but
require the alumni to express his

drive

or her ideas and attitudes. Even If
a particular alumnus decides not
to donate, the questions provide a
way for the caller to learn why a
donation will not be made.
"People need to be helped to
give," said Blum, "and students
can give alumni first·hand information about the College and its
needs. This is one of the reasons
students were chosen for the campaign. Students also bring an
energy and vitality to the campaign that is unique and students
are easily accessible to the College.
Kalamazoo College has used
students before in contacting
(continued on page 2)

State cutbacks squeeze students
by Greg Shinsky

50 years ago in the Index

funds

All state recipients of Michigan
State aid began this quarter in
financial uncertainty. Due to the
tremendous difficulties in our
state's economy, the so-called
"Michigan money" has simply
not yet arrived. As a result, all
students receiving the Michigan
Tuition
Grant
(MTG),
the Michigan Competitive
Scholarship Grant (MCSG), or
the Michigan Tuition Differential
Grant (MTDG), (for these combined, Kalamazoo College usually
takes in over a million dollars a

year) have been given two options.
Students may defer their unpaid
balance at an annual interest rate
of 18 percent, being charged as of
January 25th until the state money
arrives. The other alternative is
for students to rely upon personal
resources, such as securing a loan
to pay the balance due. If and
when the state money does arrive
those students paying the balance
due will be given a credit towards
their spring bill.
Despite the high interest rates,
students may find some relief. The
state is expected to reimburse the
College within the next four mono

ths. According to Ms. Jo Sirotli,
Director of Financial Aid, the first
state payment consisting of approximately "one-third of the
total should be here late this week
or early next week ." However, the
College did not receive the entire
aid package required during fall
quarter. Although the MTG and
the MCSG money did come in the
very last week of the quarter, 62
percent of the MTDG did not arrive at all.
The procedure for payment for
those receiving the MTDG will be
(continued on pege 2)
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Choosing a major?
Find a SAC
by Mark Furlong
Overheard at a cocktail party:
"Hey what's your major?"
"Well, I really don't know what I want to do or what I should be studying."
.
"Hey, you know you're going to have to declare a major pretty
soon."
" Yeah, whalta bummer."
. .
This poor student probably is not aware of Senior AcademIC
Counselors (SACs), a group of seniors who have v~lunteered to help
bewildered underc1ass people figure out what they mIght want to take.
These students are not a replacement of, but a supplementt~ ~aculty advisors . There are two SACs selected for each academIC dIVISIon .
"Sometimes it's good for student s to talk ~o a"peer who has been
through the K-Plan before deciding upon a major, accordmg to Dean
Trader of Academic Advising. SACs also help coordmate the advlsmg
program for new students and act as a liaison between the Dean of Ad vising and the faculty . They can be used as a resource for floor adVIsors
and faculty counselors .
.
Unfortunately, many people do not realize that they eXISt or what
they do. Flyers will soon be coming out about SACs and ,?ean Trader
encourages people with questions about them or the advlsmg program
to call her office at 38454.
The SACs for this quarter are

"Come in!" says Arthur Caccese, new assistant director ?f Career
Development. Caccese began work January 5, filling the opening left by
Swede Thomas, who retirrd last fall.
_photo by Robert L. Burns

Division I: LanguagesJulie Redner-German
Robert Swope-French

Students help alumni to give
(contin.ued from page 1)

alumni for donations to the Annual Fund and to elicit alumni
help. These campaigns have been
successful, earning upwards of
$750,000 and incorporating about
24 percent of the alumni which is
above the national average, according to Blum.
The Capital-by-Phone program
differs greatly from past efforts.
For one thing, callers must
undergo the training session.
Secondly, Blum will be present
every night of the fifteen week
campaign to work with the
students.
This campaign also uses a
sophisticated approach of letters
and phone calls. Alumni initially
receive a letter from Betty Upjohn, Chairperson of the Funds
for the Future Campaign. Ms.
Upjohn's letter suggests ways to
donate money, as well as approximate donations. For most alumni, a minimum request will be
$1,200 over three years.
Capital-by-Phone is a relatively
new fund-raising technique
developed by Yale University four
years ago, and Kalamazoo College
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is the first institution in Michigan
to employ it. According to
Richard Nirenberg, Director of
College Relations, "The Development Office had heard of the program and observed how it was run
and how successful it was. The
College also looked at the effects
on the alumni. Based on what we
saw, it was deemed a good opportunity to solicit aid from alumni."
Nirenberg said "the Capital-byPhone program" is a way to contact a large percentage of alumni
and give them the opportunity to
donate to the College."
Blum believes this form of
fund-raising is not overly costly.
She estimated that the total
budget for the campaign will be
made up in the first four weeks,
leaving the remaining eleven
weeks for profit. Blum figured it
should cost the school $6 for every
$100 raised. Virginia Military Institute raised over $2,000,000 during a similar 15 week period.
"Alumni may earmark their'
.onations to a particular aspects
of the Funds for the Future Campaign," Blum said. Otherwise the
donations will go to the Funds for
the Future Campaign in those
categories where it is most needed.
Blum anticipates the drive will be
both successful and rewarding for
those concerned. "Personally,"
she said, "it is the most exciting
new fund-raising technique
around and K alumni and students
will be pleased with the results and

Division II: Natural ScienceDavid Horowitz-Health Sciences/ Music
Carol Keeler-Biology

glad that they were a part of this
campaign. "
Applications for a position on
Capital-by-Phone are stili bemg
accepted. Students interested in
applying should call Karen Blum
at 38529121 between 2:00 and
11:00 pm Monday through Thursday.

Division 1111 HumanitiesJanel Moore-Religion
Katherine Rakowski-Philosophy/ Math
Division IV: Social ScienceDouglas Behrend-Psychology/ French
Craig Brown-Economics

Results of commission elections
Second Vice-President:
. George B. Whitfield
Treasurer: Mark Entenman
Secretary: Jeff McQueen

Dewaters: Andrea Hodak

Hoben: Adam Gravley

PBC: Brad Barris
Kevin Kane
Pally Watters

Severn: Stephanie Teasley

CLC: Dan Minkus
Amy Pellattiere
CUB Chairperson: Chris Fritz

cutbacks hurt
future reductions are expected for
both the MTG and the MCS. The
MTG is expected to be cut by S 180
with payment spread evenly over
the winter and spring quarters .
The MCS to be paid during the
winter will be reduced by 4 percent, or $38.
The decision to accept deferred
payments of college fees at the 18
percent charge was made by the
College and approved by the
Financial Affairs Committee of
the Board of Trustees. In a recent

Crissey: Jeff Fitzgerald

Harmon: Sue Williams

EPC:Pam Harris

(continued from page 1)

Student Coun:Dan Kellar

Trowbridge: Fran Dur ivage
Honor Houses: David Emery
Town Rep: David Abramowitz

students

letter to students and parents it
was stated that "Generally, the
College would prefer not to
establish a deferred payment program. However, it is our belief
that such a program will provide
an option to those persons who
wish to either finance this shortfall in personal or public funds for
their education through the College, or their own local financial
institutions." Quoting further,
"This plan also appears the most
equitable, since it is directed to
only those persons who will have a
specific need to delay their

payments." A slight tuition increase for all students would have
been the alternative.
In the past, the College has built
its financial operation on the
premise that students, with the
help of their parents and financial
aid programs, would be able to
pay their full tuition and fees prior
to their enrolling in classes for the
quarter. This allowed the College
to make investments to help
reduce future tuitions. N~w,
however, this is simply not possible due to the economic situation
in Michigan.
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Pragmatic generation's protest
note: The London Times Higher Education Supplement has
run two columns by President RainsJord and RainsJord reports
has completed two more. The columns appear every third wee~
month. The Jollowing is an excerpt Jrom President RainsJord's
column, which ran in September.
July 1,1980 and August I, 1980 all American males born in
1961 were required to go to their local post offices and fill out
. ration form.
registration is a smouldering issue on many college camThe fact that it is smouldering and not bursti!)g out in flames prointeresting mirror of aspects of the character of this generation
lege students.
a truism that each generation has its calling cards. For the current
these cards have much more to do with the three-piece suit
the beards and sandals of the 1960's. There is a considerable swing
right on the part of much of adult America and this is clearly
on college campuses. More people now than at any other time
Viet Nam believe that the problems facing our nation can be sol vmiltary might.
is a large group of students on most campuses who support the
registered without protest, and expect to go to war in the Persian
or elsewhere (even if it is not yet clear who the enemy will be).
arguments of those opposed to registration fall into several
Few are saying that they will not register or otherwise oppose
because the government is wrong, either in its foreign or
policy. Moral convictions about war are however blessedly still
in a few who refuse to register because they refuse to take up
as a matter of conscience. These are now joined by a larger group
did register but under protest. For most of these students with
desires to maintain personal freedom of choice as to job and ex, the military is not a desirable option.
is also a growing realization that refusal to register is a silent
, while the alternative of registration under protest is a public
for which there are, as yet, few penalties. That alternative apthe pragmatic rather than the revolutionary nature of this
vcl1alllles for refusing to register are up to five years in prison and

fine. This suggests that the matter is not so casual or innocent as
national administration claims. Ironically, as the college degree has
less valuable in the immediate sense, there is more fear of losing
as the result of an arrest record. "What happens if 1 am
a much more compelling question than it was for this
older brothers and sisters on the barric'ades in the 1960's .
although there were strong opinions individually held, these have
yet been expressed in group action .
_
questions must finally badger the thoughtful person. These are
whether we can indeed fight a limited war in the Middle East for
registration may be a first step toward preparedness. The debate
Steven Rosenfeld of The Washington Post has said , "between the
that using force in the Middle East is the problem , and the idea that
force in the Middle East is the problem.
second question has to do with the role of principles. Some argue
we should desist from a foreign policy based on moral arguments
deal only from our perceived ecomonic and geographic self-interest.
of this view suggest that if we had economic rather than
arguments for our involvement in Viet Nam we would never have
and impoverished the country. This point of view would lead
uncomfortably to the argument of a preemptive strike in the Midto protect our economic oil interests.
may be faint-hearted even in the defence of our democracy if we
that the enemy is just as right as we are or we are just as wrong as
many democracies have perished under the onslaught of an in whose technical and organizing ability commanded the admiraof a people brought up to admire technical and organizing skil.ls .
Our vague feeling that democracy is just a way of life, a way of livand in comparative peace with the world and one
, we may soon begin to wonder whether it can stand the strain of
times.
date democracy looks less efficient than dictatorship . Thus we
have a better answer to the question, "Why should we fight for
than that it is the form of government we are lIsed to . In the
of clear answers to these questions, we will have to settle for the
But somehow
that "God is on the side of the big battilions."
are not yet questions be.ing posed by this pragmatic generation of.
udents.

Dear Editor :
Does the Index represent our
community, the fruits of our
liberal arts education? It ought to,
but I don't think it does. Articles
in the Index often seem to have little to do with this community's
life, as our liberal arts education
asks that we view it.
1 think the Index has become
the foremost sparring ground for
various groups' ideologies. We,
the community, have idly sat back
and let the Index fall from our
hands . It is no longer an extension
of our community, rather it has
become the creature of those who
employ it for their particular ends,
disregarding the fact that the Index should be the paper for the
community. The title Kalamazoo
College Index has become
misleading, for few are writing
with the interests of the entire college community in mind. This
cannot be right. The Index should
not be various groups' party
newspaper. The use of any such
propaganda, even to tell the truth,
divorces the Index from the concept of the liberal arts education

which we claim to pursue. Propagandizing by groups fractures
the community of Kalamazoo
College.
There is need for the voicing of
differing opinions in the Index; it
is through their dialogue that we
learn. Dialogue is essential in our
community. Writers in the Index
have every right to seek to in fluence and change opinions, but
not with heavy-handed, or even
light- handed propaganda which,
by its nature, alienates all who
may disagree with it. The resentment which results from propagandizing leads to schisms.
Rhetoric (one of the seven
liberal arts) is needed . We must
try to employ the tools of the
liberal arts or, if not, we will not
hear each other for all our
shouting. We are exchanging verbal artillery when we should instead be listening and responding
to one another. If the Index is to
represent us, then it can not also
alienate us. Let us respect one
another and our college cammunity enoukh to stop employing the
community paper for selfish ends .

,Students lack concerns
Dear Editor:
When this letter was solicited
from me (you can admit that you
solicit material for the first issue,
can't you?) I gladly agreed.
"After all," I thought, "I do have
opinions on most everything."
Having now stuggled three days in
search of a topic relevant for
"Campus Views", I think my
topic is the very reason I found no
other topic. This is, to be specific,
the lack of continuity on campus
from one quarter to the next.
What is an important issue ill the
fall goes home with the student
body on break and is never heard
from again.
The reason for the problem is
obvious-the K-Plan insures a
constantly changing student body.
What is a life or death matter for
the theatre majors in the fall
means very little to the econ ma-

jors when they return from SIPs
in the winter.
But that brings to mind a deeper
reaching problem. Have we, as the
student body of a very academic
college, no more general concerns
which might unite us and bridge
. the quarter gap? What about the
draft, the drinking age, nuclear
power, dr civil rights which are
still being denied after the turmoil
of the '60s? Why is it that we do
not use our powerful influence (if
you don" think that exists, review
your history) to change the world
we will soon be leaders of?
I have no answers . I would just
like to think that while my fellow
students and I are busy eyeing the
job market, we would take the
time to look into the condition of
the world as well .
Johanna Humbert

If we are truly extensions of this
college, let us work together, as a
body does, in mutual support and
aid for one another.
Daniel Fagan

Bigger

a~

better
Dear Editor:
As if there are not any more
pressing issues to address in this
fine example of journalism, I
would like to share a few thoughts
on bigness.
Bigness first came to my attention when a prominent British
observer visiting the States commented on how everything from
our land mass and refrigerators to
the American species of robin was
bigger in the States. And it is true.
The point I would like to discuss is
the American perception of bigger
as better.
Everyone can admit to unconsciously relating the biggest
house in the area with the best
family .or the thickest paper as the
most comprehensive. Many times
the people with little items feel
meek when faced with bigness.
The people with the large yards,
big cars, a big yacht, large families
with kids in big name schools who
work for big corporations and in.vest in big name investment firms
bring forth a mild feeling of inferiority and resentment.
However, the 1980' s will see
bigness "going out" and littleness
becoming more and more acceptable in the U.S. Look at the sales
of small cars, the failing of large
corporations, the conservative
movement toward smaller
budgets, the increase of smaller
families, and the troubles of large
universities. Of course many
psychological, sociological,
economical and political factors
are involved in any social trend,
but specifying any of these further
• would result in a bigger letter to
the editor.
Michael Toth

The Index welcomes letters and
articles from any interested student, faculty or administrative
member. Please submit copy to
Commuter Box 2 on the lower
level of Hicks Center.
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A Pragmatic generation's protest
Editor's note; The London Times Higher Education Supplement has
already run two columns by President Rainsford and Rainsford reports
that he has completed two more. The columns appear every third wee~
of each month. The following is an excerpt from President Rainsford's
first column, ",:hich ran in September.
Between July I, 1980 and August I, 1980 all American males born in
1960 and 1961 were required to go to their local post offices and fill out
draft registration form.
National registration is a smouldering issue on many college camuses. The fact that it is smouldering and not bursting out in flames proides an interesting mirror of aspects of the character of this generation
f college students.
It is a truism that each generation has its calling cards. For the current
eneration these cards have much more to do with the three-piece suit
than the beards and sandals of the 1960's. There is a considerable swing
to the right on the part of much of adult America and this is clearly
reflected on college campuses. More people now than at any other time
since Viet Nam believe that the problems facing our nation can be solved through miltary might.
There is a large group of students on most campuses who support the
draft, registered without protest, and expect to go to war in the Persian
Gulf or elsewhere (even if it is not yet clear who the enemy will be).
The arguments of those opposed to registration fall into several
categories . .Few are saying that they will not register or otherwise oppose
the process because tre government is wrong, either in its foreign or
military policy. Moral convictions about war are however blessedly still
prevalent in a few who refuse to register because they refuse to take up
arms as a matter of conscience . These are now joined by a larger group
who did register but under protest. For most of these students with
strong desires to maintain personal freedom of choice as to job and experience, the military is not a desirable option.
There is also a growing realization that refusal to register is a silent
protest, while the alternative of registration under protest is a public
protest for which there are, as yet, few penalties. That alternative appeals to the pragmatic rather than the revolutionary nature of this
generation.
The penalties for refusing to register are up to five years in prison and
$10,000 fine. This suggests that the matter is not so casual or innocent as
the national administration claims. Ironically, as the college degree has
become less valuable in the immediate sense, there is more fear of losing
its advantages as the result of an arrest record. "What happens if I am
caught?" is a much more compelling question than it was for this
generation's older brothers and sisters on the barric'ades in the 1960's.
Thus, although there were strong opinions individually held, these have
not yet been expressed in group action.
Two questions must finally badger the thoughtful person . These are
first, whether we can indeed fight a limited war in the Middle East for
which registration may be a tirst step toward preparedness. The debate
is as Steven Rosenfeld of The Washington Post has said, "between the
idea that using force in the Middle East is the problem, and the idea that
not using force in the Middle East is the problem.
The second question has to do with the role of principles. Some argue
that we should desist from a foreign policy based on moral arguments
and deal only from our perceived ecomonic and geographic self-interest.
Proponents of this view suggest that if we had economic rather than
moral arguments for our involvement in Viet Nam we would never have
defoliated and impoverished the country. This point of view would lead
rather uncomfortably to the argument of a preemptive strike in the Middle East to protect our economic oil interests.
We may be faint-hearted even in the defence of our democracy if we
believe that the enemy is just as right as we are or we are just as wrong as
he. Too many democracies have perished under the onslaught of an invader whose technical and organizing ability commanded the admiration of a people brought up to admire technical and organizing skil,ls.
With our vague feeling that democracy is just a way of life, a way of living pleasantly and in comparative peace with the world and one
another, we may soon begin to wonder whether it call stand {he strain of
modern times.
To date democracy looks less efficient rhan dictatorship. Thus we
must have a better answer to the queStion, "Why should we fight for
it?" than that it is the form of government we are used to. In the
absence of clear answers to these questions, we will have to settle for the
notiOn that "God is on the side of the big battilions." But somehow
these are not yet questions being posed by this pragmatic generation of
colle e students.

Dear Editor:
Does the Index represent our
community, the fruits of our
liberal arts education? It ought to,
but I don't think it does. Articles
in the Index often seem to have little to do with this community's
life, as our liberal arts education
asks that we view it.
I think the Index has become
the foremost sparring ground for
various groups' ideologies. We,
the community, have idly sat back
and let the Index fall from our
hands. It is no longer an extension
of our community, rather it has
become the creature of those who
employ it for their particular ends,
disregarding the fact that the Index should be the paper for the
community. The title Kalamazoo
College Index has become
misleading, for few are writing
with the interests of the entire college community in mind. This
cannot be right. The Index should
not be various groups' party
newspaper. The use of any such
propaganda, even to tell the truth,
divorces the Index from the concept of the liberal arts education

which we claim to pursue. Propagandizing by groups fractures
the community of Kalamazoo
College.
There is need for the voicing of
differing opinions in the Index; it
is through their dialogue that we
learn. Dialogue is essential in our
community. Writers in the Index
have every right to seek to influence and change opinions, but
not with heavy-handed, or even
light- handed propaganda which,
by its nature, alienates all who
may disagree with it. The resentment which results from propagandizing leads to schisms.
Rhetoric (one of the seven
liberal arts) is needed. We must
try to employ the tools of the
liberal arts or, if not, we will not
hear each other for all our
shouting. We are exchanging verbal artillery when we should instead be listening and responding
to one another. If the Index is to
represent us, then it can not also
alienate us. Let us respect one
another and our college cammunity enough to stop employing the
community paper for selfish ends.

.Students lack concerns
Dear Editor:
When this letter was solicited
from me (you can admit that you
solicit material for the first issue,
can't you?) I gladly agreed.
"After all," I thought, "I do have
opinions on most everything."
Having now stuggled three days in
search of a topic relevant for
"Campus Views", I think my
topic is the very reason I found no
other topic. This is, to be specific,
the lack of continuity on campus
from one quarter to the next.
What is an important issue in the
fall goes home with the student
body on break and is never heard
from again.
The reason for the problem is
obvious-the K-Plan insures a
constantly changing student body.
What is a li fe or death matter for
the theatre majors in the fall
.means very little to the econ ma-

jors when they return from SIPs
in the winter.
But that brings to mind a deeper
reaching problem. Have we, as the
student body of a very academic
college, no more general concerns
which might unite us and bridge
the quarter gap? What about the
draft, the drinking age, nuclear
power, or civil rights which are
still being denied after the turmoil
of the '60s? Why is it that we do
not use our powerful influence (if
you don't think that exists, review
your history) to change the world
we will soon be leaders of?
I have no answers. I would just
like to think that while my fellow
students and I are busy eyeing the
job market, we would take the
time to look into the condition of
the world as well.
Johanna Humbert

If we are truly extensions of this
college, let us work together, as a
body does, in mutual support and
aid for one another.
Daniel Fagan

Bigger

a~

better
Dear Editor:
As if there are not any more
pressing issues to address in this
fine example of journalism, I
would like to share a few thoughts
on bigness.
Bigness first came to my attention when a prominent British
observer visiting the States commented on how everything from
our land mass and refrigerators to
the American species of robin was
bigger in the States. And it is true.
The point I would like to discuss is
the American perception of bigger
as better.
Everyone can admit to unconsciously relating the biggest
house in the area with the best
family or the thickest paper as the
most comprehensive. Many times
the people with little items feel
meek when faced with bigness.
The people with the large yards,
big cars, a big yacht, large families
with kids in big name schools who
work for big corporations and in.vest in big name investment firms
bring forth a mild feeling of inferiority and resentment.
However, the 1980's will see
bigness "going out" and littleness
becoming more and more acceptable in the U.S. Look at the sales
of small cars, the failing of large
corporations, the conservative
movement toward smaller
budgets, the increase of smaller
families, and the troubles of large
universities. Of course many
psychological, sociological,
economical and political factors
are involved in any social trend,
but specifying any of these further
would result in a bigger leiter to
the editor.
Michael Toth

The Index welcomes letters and
articles from any interested student, faculty or administrative
member. Please submit copy to
Commuter Box 2 on the lower
level of Hicks Center.
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perspectives

Poletown residents
robbed of homes

editor's
column

Defending the ivory tower
by Corinne Lewis
editor
I'U bet you think that this is going to be another one of those
"negative" articles which complains about administrative
policies or attempts to dig up a
hidden controversy. Have no fear.
All that this editorial may do is
make you a little angry, so if
you're willing, read on.
Many students told me, as soon
as they'd heard that I'm editor of
the Index, that they want to read
"positive" articles this quarter,
articles that tell you how wonderful life is, how well the college is
handling problems and what a
great bunch of students we all are.
The Index could be completely
positive, but it wouldn't take your
mind away from your books too
long and

it

wouldn't ask you to

reflect upon your education, your
life or the world around you.
These "positive" articles would
appear to indicate that everying is
running smoothly at this college.
Therefore, we could just sit back
and study for our A's, worry
about getting into a good graduate
school and dream about the
money we will make. After all,
isn't our education just a stepping
stone to economic security? The
easiest road to this goal, is to concentrate on our own personal interests (our grades and recrea-

tional activities) and ignore those
events going on around us in the
world and at "K".
I feel that the Index serves as
one of educational sources of the
college. Its so called "negative"
articles can help you see both sides
of a problem, encourage you to
reflect a little bit upon what you
are doing with your life, how you
are affecting the lives of others,
and even elicit a little bit of emotion from you (maybe). If it
doesn't accomplish this winter
quarter, I will feel as if I have not
fufilled my responsibilities as
editor.
"Positive" articles are not indicators that everything is running
smoothly at "K". They are only
pleasant superficial facade covers
for the real issues.
And if you really think

Of the numerous injustices
committed by our government in
recent times, none could be more
viciously inhumane, more totally
irrational, or more completely
bereft of any redeema\?le qualities
whatsoever than the forcible
evacuation of the residents of
Poletown in Detroit. For those
not familiar with the story, the City of Detroit is evicting hundreds
of lower income people from their
homes in order to provide space
for a new General Motors Plant.
The principle which supposedly
gives them the "right" to do this
is called "eminent domain," and
the city will decide how much
money GM will have to reimburse
the people for their homes.
Naturally, the city sought to
find some socially acceptable
reason for committing such a
grave injustice. It claims that the
new GM plant will be a boon to
the area economy. This, of
course, is ludicrous. It is simply
not true that GM's expansion will
create more jobs. The time,
money, and resources spent in this

endeavor will take away from
other projects which could have
created employment equally as
well. GM's borrowing from the
money market will create a force
tending to raise interest rates, and
other firms will be discouraged
from making their planned investments. And, in fact, considering the present state of the
American car market, I really
doubt that GM is going to find a
plethora of new jobs simply
because they have a new factory.
First I'd like to see them hire back
all the people they've recently
fired.

But whether or not an expanded
GM plant would really create
more jobs is irrelevant; even if it
were true that it would help
Detroit's ailing economy, that still
does not justify the theft of people's homes by the City of Detroit.
And don't say that this is not
"theft" simply because the
residents will be "reimbursed" for
their houses. To own a piece of
property means that one has the
complete control to dispose of the
property in any non-violent way
one wishes. This means that only
the owner can rightfullly decide
when to sell their property and the
price they will ask for it. If there is
even a theoretical threat that the
government will forcibly gain control of your property, that property is not, in fact, yours. You only
hold it at the present moment by
virtue of the government's
benevolence. If a person were to
offer you some token in exchange
for the purse he was taking from
you by force his action would still
(continued on page 5)

everything is going so well here,

when was the last time you talked
to someone whose Michigan aid
has been cut, or what callers for
the phone-a-thon are being instructed to say? Caring enough to
investigate the interiors of our
ivory tower is the only way to truly preserve its strength. By insisting upon defensively
"positive" letters we are ignoring
the internal problems that undermine the ideals K College is supposed to stand for and undermining those personal ideals that support our lives and future.

----

. _.0

---- ----

Can we make America great again?
For as long as I can remember,
the new year has provided us with
a slight respite during which we
are expected to review, evaluate,
study, ponder, and ruminate upon
the preceeding twelve months, all
the while looking ahead toward a
brighter, happier and more fulfilling new year. In past years this
period has been characterized by a
sense of hope and renewal. Hope,
in that tomorrow always beckons
us with the promise of being better
than today. Renewal, in that, for
one day at least, we feel strong
enough to discard the baggage
that comprises our past, and begin
our lives anew. Regretfully, it is
not within our pOwer to start
afresh. Our lives are continuums-continuums that always
temper the promise of the future
with the realities that constitute
our pasts. In consideration of
these truths, 1981 glares at us
ominously, and outwardly there is
little to be sanguine about.
A sampling of the materials that
have crossed my desk as of late
would appear to substantiate this
sense of despair. Automotive
News, a leading industry trade
journal, produced the following

headlines for its final issue of
1980, "Story of the Year: Auto
Industry Awash in Red Ink." As
the story behind the headline unfolds, we are bombarded with
facts and figures documenting the
agony of an industry that is, in
many respects, the very heart and
soul of this nation's economy. We
are told that, in total, the
automotive industry will lose
almost five billion dollars in the
1980 fiscal year; that Chrysler is
once again preparing to feed at the
public trough-this time to the
tune of $4()() million; and that,
despite the optimistic forcasts of
Lee Iacoca, Roger Smith, and
Phillip Caldwell, 1981 promises to
be no better.
A review of The New York
Times Op-Ed section yields more
gloom . Columnist Anthony
Lewis, writing in the January 4,
1981 Times sets forth one of the
most depressing world views it has
ever been my misfortune to read.
He begins by saying that "most
Americans, even those who voted
for Ronald Reagan, have very
limited hopes for transforming the
years ahead. We doubt 'hat life

will improve." Working from thiS
optimistic base, he proceeds to
plunge ever deeper into the depths
VI uc.pair; proffering a plethora
of problems that range from the
depletion Of. natural resources, to
cnme, to raCism, and finally to the
degradation of U.S. culture as a
consequence of viewing too much
television. So Lewis concludes his
remarks with a statement that
smacks of "I-am-beginning-to_
take-mysel f -too-seriously-itis" .
He declares that "Selfishness is in.
I'll get mine, and build a wall
around my~elf. Materialism is not
just a habit, but a god." And now
for the bad news ...
Finally, some rather depressing
news from overseas in the form of
an article written by one of the
senior editors of The Economisl.
In the article, entitled "Mr.
Reagan's Inheritance," Norman
Macrae opens up on this country
with both barrells-a-blazin'. From
the "Carter maladministration"
of foreign policy, to his bold
assertion that "most analysts now
believe· that Russia would win
almost any war against the United
States in 1981-85," the best Mr.
Macrae can do is conclude that

"The world is in great danger this
Christmas. "
How should we, as individuals
and as a nation, respond to this
pervasive pessimism? Shall we
follow the path of least resistance
(the one we appear headed down
as of this moment)-a path that
includes denial of personal
responsibility, and seemingly
endless rounds of self-pity and
self-criticism? Or shall we stiffen
Our resolve and, in so dOing, meet
the challenges bequeathed us by
Our parents? I am unsure that our
generation, for its part, possesses
the stomach to meet the challenges
of the future. Students ceaselessly
decry the state of the world, hurling invectives at both leaders and
nations, yet they refuse to participate, except upon the most
superficial levels. They do not
make use of the political and nonPOlitical mechanisms p'rovided
them in order to establish an agenda for change-and then carry
that agenda into actuality. Like
small children that pout when they
do not get what they want, we don
black armbands when leaders we
disapprove of are elected; yet
more often than not, we have not

even exercised our right to determine who those leaders shall be.
In small groups we meet,
sometimes speaking in hushed
tones and at other times wailing to
high heaven, to discuss ways of
circumventing governmental programs such as draft registration-ail the while forgeuing that
the freedoms we enjoy are written
not with ink upon paper, but with
blood upon sand.
When Ronald Reagan, during
the recent presidential campaign,
challenged the people of this
country to "make America great
again" most students snickered,
thinking his statement nothing
more than the reminiscence of a
doddering old man. Our laughter,
however, brought us no honor,
rather, it served to demonstrate
the most dangerous form of
pessimism yet encountered-a
form that has destroyed our will
to aspire to greatness, leaving in
its wake a mere shell satisfied with
wallowing in the mire of mediocrity. If such is the case, I fear that
all is lost. The choice is ours to
make.
Bradley P. Barris
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politics
K students register
with reluctance
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by Russell Canning

ing the week of registration.
About thirty students attended
The first week of Winter
the meeting. They had the opporQuarter brought more than the
tunity to ask questions covering
regular worries over grades and
everything from filling out forms
classes for many Kalamazoo Colto filing as a conscientious objeclege students. Those male students
tor.
born in the year 1962 also had to
Cohen along with Howard
worry about registration for the
Perry, the assistant to the Dean of
draft at the local post office.
the Chapel, expressed the concern
Most students who registered - that this registration would lead to
did so with reluctant compliance.
a draft.
The penalty for failing to register
Perry added that he could see
is a fine of $10,000 or five years in
no reason for a registration if a
prison.
draft. were not being planned.
Many registered under protest
"Registration provides a pool of
by placing a small sticker on the
names. After that it's simple to
registration forms which read "I
crank up the rest of the
am registering under protest."
machinery," he said.'
The stickers were supplied by
Perry, a conscientious objector
members of the coalition called
from the Viet Nam war, offered
Kalamazoo Against Registration
his assistance to anyone considerand the Draft (KARD), which is a
ing filing as a conscientious objeccounseling and information
tor.
oriented group.
He said, "It's something you
KARD members were located in
have to think about and talk
the lobby of the Court Station
about early with someone." If a
branch to aid IS-year olds in obdraft is initiated, conscientious
taining a better understanding of
objectors would have only 15 days
their legal rights concerning
to file a documented claim.
registration.
Any students with questions
by Joan K. Wisner
They made it clear that they did
about registration and the draft
not encourage ~he IS-year olds not
may call (344-2493) or visit
In a tone decidedly military,
to register, but instead offered
KARD's office which is located at AJexander Haig, testifying before
them information on their alter901 South Westnedge.
the Senate Foreign Relations
natives and the consequences of
Committee on his nomination as
Questions
for
the
Selective
Serthese alternatives.
Secretary of State last week, warnvice System should be addressed
Jennifer Bing, a Kalamazoo
ed of the dangers presented by unto
Selective
Service
System,
600
E
student and Quaker, but not a
controlled Soviet military power.
Street, NW, Washington, D.C.,
member of KARD, helped out in
In the retired general's own
20435.
the post office during the week.
words, "unchecked, the growth
"Our presen"ce there made a difof Soviet military power must
ference," she said. "Many of •••••••••••••••••••••
eventually paralyze Western
them seemed scared of a draft and
power altogether."
they listened to what we had to
Underscoring the changes that
say." She felt that about 75 perThe Society for Political and have occured in Soviet-American
cent of the registrants she had
World Affairs will present Dr. relations in the last year, while at
talked to had registered under
Waldemar Schmeichel, Professor the same time skillfully diffusing
protest.
of Religion, in a discussion of critical questions about the
The registration also brought Alexander Solzhenitsyn's con- Watergate scandals and other sensome action on campus as Henry troversial 1975 Harvard Universi- sitive issues from his days in the
Cohen, professor of Romance ty commencement speech. The Nixon White House as Chief of
languages and a former draft talk will be given at 4:00 pm, Staff, Haig's persistant theme in
counselor during the Viet Nam Wednesday, January 21 in the his presentation to the committee
war, invited KARD members to Olmsted Room.
was that the overshadowing
talk with Kalamazoo students durwhich America presently
••••••••••••••••••••• danger
faces lies with the military and
political aggression of the Soviet
(conti nued from page 4)
Union. Haig's solution, not surprisingly: Increase the defense
budget, already approaching a
grandiose $200 billion a year.
With little opposition expected
This type of action is typical of coalition between government
both Republicans and Democrat~ (which does have a legal monopo- to Haig's confirmation, one might
who will put through any project lyon physical force) and business regard, somewhat fearfully, his
which reeks of pragmatism is extremely dangerous . Only with exhortations as the opening
foreign policy presentation of the
without regard for the long term the weapons from the Detroit
Reagan administration. As James
effects, or for those whom they Police Department could GM
Reston, political analyst for the
may step on in the process. In a evict people from their homes.
New York Times observed, the
free, libertarian society, GM Ultimately, if the city did not
would expand only if the market threaten the residents with armed American public may expect
for their product merited it. If police officers who would appear Haig, from his statements, to play
GM's business was booming to on their front porches to physical- a new role as Secretary of State:
"concentrat(ing) on the arts of
the extent that expansion would ly arrest them unless they relinbe profitable, they could afford to quished their property, they
war rather than the arts of
peace."
pay the residents of Poletown would not go. But what is it that
such attractive prices for their the Detroit bureaucrats could wish
The dangers of regarding
property that they would move to gain from this action? What is
diplomacy in such military terms
voluntarily.
the city's real motive for proare great. Increased defense spenmoting
the
plant?
Well,
it
is
true
ding
may well have a serious effect
be considered theft. Why should it
on the economic security of the
be any different for the govern - that GM will be paying some pretnation . Haig said little about how
ment? As is always the case in ty hefty sums in city property
he planned to encourage coexsuch a comparison, the thief may taxes . . .
As a final ironic note to this
istence between the two major
actually be considered more virnuclear powers. Rather, the
tuous than the government. A story, I recently learned what GM
logical conclusion to his presentathief, at least, uses his weapon and plans to build in this new plant
tion before the committee would
does not pretend to be doing you after displacing the low income
Poletown residents. The plant will
seem to be that the United States
any favors.
should undertake a military draft.
While big business alone can be commissioned to build
He did not, however, explicitly
only exploit people's ignorance, Cadillacs. Enough of the
mention a draft . And, and
and does not have the power to fraudulent belief that government
response to questioning by Sen.
physically force people to act is sincerely concerned over the
.
Gary Hart (Illinois Democrat),
against their own judgement , a alight of the poor.
... Craig Brown
Haig said that he did not "in

Haig warns of Soviet aggression

discussion

Residents evacuated

(

general" believe the United States
should pursue superiority over the
Soviet Union.
Haig seemed deliberately vague
on specific policy solutions regarding the 52 American hostages
still being held captive in Iran, or
the Soviet Army which has set up
camp in Afghanistan, or the
unresolved conflicts in the Middle
East, Africa, Asia and Latin
America .
Haig made it clear that as
Secretary of State he would be the
unquestioned spokesman for the
Administration on foreign policy

except for Mr. Reagan himself.
Haig was referring to the clash
between Cyrus Vance and
Zbigniew Brezinski in the Carter
Administration.
With little doubt expressed by
Republicans and Democrats alike
on Haig's prompt confirmation
(expected to be before Reagan's
inauguration on Jan. 20), and
considering the central role Haig,
if confirmed, would play in shaping the Reagan foreign policy,
Haig's foreign policy presentation
should be carefully scrutinized by
the public.

'Pro-morality' groups
form strong coalition
by Daniel Calto
One of the mOSt unsettling
events of the 19S0 election was the
rise of the Moral Majority and
related groups, including the National Conservative Caucus and
Christian Voice.
Politically oriented ultraconservative groups such as the John
Birch SOciety have existed for
many years without influencing
American politics to any great extent. But now, linked with ,the
rapidly growing "pro morality"
fundamentalist groups, the far
right has effectively formed a
strong coalition.
The political tactics of this new
coalition are authoritarian and
vindictive. They speak of
themselves as "pro-morality",
implying that anyone opposing
their views is necessarily morally
vacuous. An opposing viewpoint
is not simply wrong; it is heretical,
and offenders can rest assured
that they will be "punished" at
the polls for their actions . As
Barry Goldwater has said, "If
they disagree with you one bit,
you're a not good S.O.B."
The language these groups use
to promote their views is peppered
with rhetoric directed primarily at
the defamation of their
"enemies." Simplistic and emo-

tional language is used to reduce
complex issues to clear cut "good
guy" versus "bad guy" confrontations. Thus, an issue as complicated as detente is defined
simply as delivering of our
freedoms into the greedy hands of
communists.
The Morality coalition has a
legitimate right to express their
views and try to pursuade others
to accept their beliefs, but they
have abused this right by slandering their opposition without even
trying to understand opposing
viewpoints. The public must be
wary of such a simplistic, selfrighteous approach to politics.
Small groups can and have yielded
power far out of proportion to
their size. Remember what effect
Senator Joseph McCarthy and his
band of communist hunters had in
the '50s.
This is not to say that the coalition's political influence is as yet
far-reaching; the media has exaggerated its influence on the 19S0
elections. Consider the Reagan
administration: while staunchily
conservative, it has no
ultraconservatives in significant
positions. Yet, if the far right continues to grow in the coming
decade, it could become a powerful and dangerous force in our
political system.
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arts/entertainment
An affinity for jazz
by Amy Marcaccio
Wednesday night. Flickering
candlelight casts a warm glow,
visually enhancing a slow, sensual
ballad. Mellow or driving, bop or
swing, the jazz performed by
Dave Harris' Affinity at Chaps on
Main never fails to evoke the
senses in a most pleasurable manner.
In addition to standard tunes,
Affinity's repertoire includes Harris' own compositions which
reveal the influences of Keith Jarret and Chick Corea. While hot
Latin rhythms pulsate throughout
"EI Viento," an original piece
featuring the trio of Harris
(piano), Dave Watson (electric
bass) and Dave Enos (drums),
trumpeter Doug Meu wsen adds a
di fferent dimension to the music;
a shade of blue if you will. Cool or
caliente, Meuwsen climbs the scale
hilling both high and low notes
with equal ease and clarity. Harris
himself continually impresses the
aud ience with his improvisational
skills, his hands fairly flying over
the keyboard, buiding chords,
trilling.
Dave Harris feels confident and
positive about his newly formed
group. Having played with musicians in Europe, specifically in
Scan dana via and France, this
Kalamazoo College graduate has
maximally utilized the opportunities afforded by the school's
foreign study program. A talented
young man, Harris views the
band's engagement at Chaps par-

tially as a vehicle to introduce his
original compositions to a jazzoriented public. One need not be
knowledgeable about the jazz
style, however, to appreciate and
enjoy Harris' music. Although he
describes his tunes as "complex,
using compound forms," his
pieces flow easily, smoothly,
almost effortlessly. The quality of
the compositions, coupled with
the talents of the musicians, are
responsible for the latter effect;
nothing seems forced or contrived, allowing the audience to relax
with the music rather than to
squirm and struggle with the ambiguity of a sloppy composition.
Even the most devoted rock fan
will find solace in the harderdriving tunes which occur with
greater frequency as the night progre~ses.

Dedicated jazz musicians, all
four lTJembers of the quartet have
chosen not to join commercial
bands, preferring to play the small
clubs rather than to compromise
their music and themselves.
Although making a lot of money
has never been synonymous with
performing jazz, Harris asserts,
"We all love what we're doing."
This positive attutide come
through in Affinity's music. Each
member contributes the mastery
of his instrument to produce a
full, exciting total effect.
The band continues at Chaps
throughout the month of January,
pe'rforming Wednesday and
Thursday nights from 9:30 to
1:30.

AtK
Film Society:
January 16-The Rainmaker 6:30,9:00, I 1:30pm
Recital Hall, $1
January 21-Crime and Punishment 7pm
Recital Hall, $1
Music:
January 18-Jerry Brown & Beyond 8pm
Dalton
Around Town
Theatre:
January J6-17-Ca/ijornia Suite at Civic
January 15-18-The Au Pair Man at New Vic
Bijou:

Cousin, Cousine and Bread and Chocolate
Bad Timing
January 16-17, midnight shOw-The Rocky Horror Picture
Show
Kalamazoo Institute of Arts:
January 15-18-Miriam Shapiro retrospective exhibit (see
article)
January 16-ARTist Tour
January 18-Symphony/ Art Center Concert (Woodwind
Quartet)
Night Music:
Chaps on Main (9:30-1 :30 nightly)
January 15, 21, 22-Dave Harris' Affinity-jazz (see
article)

- ph oto by Robert L. Burns

Shapiro exhibit:

In celebration of women
by Kyle Hicks
What do the images of a fan, a
house, a theater, a handkerchief,
or an egg mean to you? Miriam
Schapiro, in her work currently
showing at the Kalamazoo Art
Center, chooses these objects considered trivial by culture and
transforms them into heroic
forms. She has chosen fabric and
the decorative arts as tangible
symbols for her connection to
dO'mesticity and to express her
belief that art resides in domesticity. She focuses on making art out
of women's lives and validating
the traditional activities of
women.
The Schapiro Retrospective, a
collection of her work from 1953
to 1980, is a visual record of her
personal growth and renewal as a
woman and artist. Her earliest
works are usually catigorized as
second generation abstract expressionism and are large, bold,
figurative paintings. In the early
sixties, her work shifted
significantly. Although she continued to work-with large canvases, she also began to explore a
personal question 'Of her identity
as a woman artist. Recurring images of tower-like structures, eggs,
and windows became symbols that
are allusions to her private self.
For a brief period in the midsixties, she eliminated these allusions to herself and began working with geometric forms
generated from experimentation
with computers. The images are
still present but as Ms. Schapiro
later observed, there was a lack of
clarity about her connection with
history and identity as a woman
artist.
In 1970, Miriam Schapiro
began her involvement with the
Feminist Movement in collaboration with Judy Chicago. They and
seyeral other woman artists
transformed a Hollywood mansion into a feminist political work
called Womanhouse. It was
through this collaboration thaf
Ms. Schapiro found the clarity
and connection she was searching
for. Her focus became the lives of
women past and present. Her
medium became collected objects
and bits of fabric, combined with
acrylic paint, in the form of col-

lage. Sentimental objects join to
form images that are celebrative,
sensitive, and symbolic of a new
self-created, self-aware woman.
They are unique and deeply personal statements suggesting one of
the many possible modes of interaction between feminism and
art.
The Schapiro exhibition was
organized by Thalia Gouma-

Peterson, professor of Art
History at Wooster College and
will be at the Art Center until
January 18th. Thanks to the funds
from the National Endowment for
the Arts and other sources, The
Square Root of Paradise will be
added to the Arts Center's permanent collection. The Art Center is
located at 314 South Park Street
and admission is free.

•••
CAR LOS MURPHY'S
According to legend, Carlos "Four Great Combos" offered).
Murphy, a genuine product of the Don't despair; one can also order
American melting pot, decided items a la carte. VegetarialJs and
that the pubs in Kalamazoo lacked non-Hispanics-at-heart, rejoice:
the festive, bawdy spirit of the Carlos Murphy's offers a variety
Irish and the friendly, spicy flavor of quiches, crepes, salads and
of our neighbors on the southwest sandwiches. Carlos hasn't forgotborder. The product of a rather ten his Irish heritage, either, and
odd clash of ethnic backgrounds he has secured some family recipes
myself (somehow I've survived the to satisfy the Gaelic population as
"Polly-Wop" label), I in- well. If you're feeling especially
vestigated with great curiosity this gluttonous, I would highly recomrecently-opened Irish-Mexican mend the nachos and potato skins
cafe on 5650 West Main.
as appetizers, although each order
The place was unbelievably could easily pass as a meal in
jammed at 9:00 on a Sunday even- itself.
•
ing. My friends and I soon
In addition to fine food, Senor
discovered the "Por que" of the Murphy believes in vino fino.
matter.
Mi,er that [ am, [ ordered the
First of all, if you're looking for special of the day, a Strawberry
an intimate, quiet restaurant in Ma,rguerita. Huge glass, fresh
which to wine and dine a special fruit, pleasant buzz.
friend, forget Carlos Murphy's. [
Some say that service makes or
haven't seen such a boisterous, breaks a restaurant. Our waiter
joyful hustle and bustle since responded to my rather
returning from Madrid. Carlos unreasoable request for a pitcher
certainly has achieved one of his of 'water sangria by actually apchief goals: to construct an at- pearing with a delightful jug of
mosphere of fiesta.
the stuff, sliced lemons and
As for the restaurant's comida oranges floating about freely.
and bebida, well, let's just say that Needless to say, we tipped him
my usual cast-iron stomach (ac- well in appreciation.
quired through years of pierogi
Depending on one.' s appetite
and pasta consumption) rebelled a and finances, one can expect to
tinge from the enormous quantity spend anywhere between $4-$8 at
of refried beans, Spanish rice, and Carlos Murphy's. No reservaother Mexican delicacies which tions, so bring a book or an inhad been heaped upon my plate (a ter~sting conversationalist io pass
dish humorously entitled "Carlos the time while waiting. Buen ProRio and the Lobos," one of the vecho!
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The Moon
f'loon
I could say
it is that cool hand
that's always checking up on the sick
back again.
I know
the moon has dropped her airy
night-skirt
and is choosing partners,
ancient as she is.

I can hear t he rattle
of her ladder at my window-Every summer's end she wants to elope.
I tell her it's cold sleeping out on those hills.
CRAZY LADY
props her chin on the pane until I follow.

All night I feel pieces of earth breaking
and weeds stretching on the moon of my stomach.
By morning I am cold
and she is hightailing across cornfields .
V. L. Reichow

ConveT 5 ~ -t ('0 n ...
-were you always blind? i mean,
do you mind me asking?
-no. i had my sight when i was
born . i lost it later.
-do you remember much?
-sure. a few things.
-like what?
-well ... do you really want' to
hear about it?
-yes. i do.
-well. when i was a kid ... i
remember. .. i don't know. very
little. once in bed i saw the moon
out my window. this is a very early
memory. it was big because it was
just about to set, just above the
trees, just going down into the tree
line, and it was a crescent moon,
very thin, with the points going
up, pointing to the sky. and it was
this shade of yellow. i guess that's
what i remember, the yellow crescent with the black trees crossing
in front of it.
-so you can remember colors?
-i remember yellow. that particular shade.
-you don't remember any
others?
-no. not really. a few . not really.
-not like that yellow, huh.
-i remember thinking it was pale,
kind of unearthly, pale yellow,
not Ii ke most yellows i was used to
seeing. but now i can't remember
the ones i was used to seeing. i
think ... you know i think the
reason i remember that is not
because of the color, but because
of the fact that it was the moon i

saw. I remember my grandfather
used to show me the moon. at
night we'd walk out in a field or
on the road with this dog he had.
and it would usually be just getting dark, and he'd say ... i mean
once he said, he pointed at the
moon and said, the moon
is ... we're really lucky to have the
moon, he said, because of the
way ... i got it wrong. do you want
to hear this?
-of course.
-because i got it wrong.
-that's okay. go on to the end.
-well my grandfather was part
cheyenne, you have to understand, and he was always thinking
about things like this. but this
time he said to me, gilbert, i do
not know why everyone likes the
moon so much. and i said but
grampa .why? and and he said
because i do not understand her.
and i said but that's the point,
there's nothing to understand. but
he said there is something to
understand. he said i do not
understand how the moon eats
herself up until she is gone, completely in one month, and then
comes back again until she is
whole. and then repeats the entire
process. i do not understand this
about the moon.
(pause)
-what did you say?
-i hadn't though of it that way,
so i shut up. i think i told him i liked it ~nyway.
-matt goulish

- - ----- --------------------

----- - -------.-- - - --------Lu.n'b.T ron.er Ie. a.

<VIIt is often said that spring isCYthe time when a young person's \?
fancy
turns to love . But hark! What about that February day when we all express our internal desires with cleverly clandestine cards and metaphors
of amour. No, not Ground Hog's Day-St. Valentine's Day. Now is
your chance to have published your own Valentine's Day rhyme and riddle to your prized peer. professor, or protege in this notable tabloid.
Drop yours in the Index box-CB 2-as soon as you can . Space is
limited and emotions are running rampant from Trow to Severn. Don't
miss out ...

Women feeling tired and rundown should try the following
remedy:
Pick and dry equal parts of pennyroyal. mugwort, catn ip,
chamomile, mistletoe, and pepperming leaves. Steep in hot
water. Set out overnight in a glass
jar so that it absorbs adequate
moonlight. Drink at room
temperature or cold.
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winter sports preview
Men's basketball:
K discovers .the 'joy of winning'
by H. Barber
A postive mixture of old and
new blood has brought about
what cou ld be termed a new "era"
in K College Basketball. The K
cagers decided not to wait around
for the completion of the new gym
to find that winning is more fun.
The improving K team is currently riding a four game win
streak and entered the league
schedule sporting a 5-4 won-loss
record-tops in the MIAA for
non-league play. The highlight of
• the season so far was a heartstopping one point victory over a
highly touted NCAA Division II
squad from Indiana-Purdue at In dianapolis. Head Coach Raymond B. Steffen predicts of this
year's team, "If we can keep from
getting big-headed about this
whole thing, I think we'll find

ourselves in the thick of the league
race. "
K is led by Junior co-captain
John Schelske. Known as "JohnJuan " for his slick moves on the
court, the forward from Ann Arbor is leading the team in scoring
and rebounding. Schelske is currently scoring at a 24 ppg clip
which places him in the top ten nationally in scoring.
Senior co-captain Tony Perticone's silky smooth jump shot is
almost automatic, and many of
the league's opposing coaches are
losing sleep trying to figure out
how to stop him.
Another shooting star, and one
that will be shining for three more
years is Freshman Doug Hentschel
from nearby Portage Northern .
Head Coach Steffen says of
Doug, "He's a good one, a real
asset to our program."

Wet look: women's swimming

Rounding out the starting five
are steady and constantly improving Sophomores Darrell Ban ks
and Chuck Jager. But this year's
cagers are a team in every sense of
the word. Every member plays a
vital and important role-this includes Senior Scotty Combs,
Juniors Craig Mueller and Norm
Van Sile, Sophomores Barry
Owens, Mark Koets, and Dave
Shannon and Freshmen Ken
Sanders, Mike Van Nieuwenhze ,
DerWOOd Haines, Steve Adelman,
and Shawn Truelove.
League action opened at Adrian
on Saturday January 10; where
KalamaLoo downed the Bulldogs
65-59. The Hornets find
themselves on the road for three
straight games, then return home
on January 24 to battle the Olivet
Comets.

Men's swimming: K won't 'plunge' In '81!
by Bruce Dresbach
The K men's swim team gained
the season's second victory last
week over Valparaiso University,
79-34, in its attempt toward an
undefeated season . Although
many performances weren't
noteworthy, freshman Curt Crimmins established a varsity record
in the 1000 yard freestyle with a
time of 10:27 .25.
Predicted by Swimmillll World
magazine to fall out of t he top 10
from a"sixth place finish last year
in NCAA III, Coach Bob Kent
feels that this year's squad has the
ability to once again prove such
predictions inaccurate. Keeping in
good form, the 1981 Hornets, led
by senior captains Tom Hessburg,
Rob Hildum and Chris RObe,rt s
are expected to, for the tenth consecutive year, walk away with the
MIAA championships.
In addition to the three senior
captains, other key figures in K's
victorious season will be returning
All-Americans, junior Mike Burn
and sophomore Will Oberholtzer,
as well as sophomore Peter
Romano and freshman Curt
Crimmins. Adding depth to the
tanker squad will be sophomores
Leif Bates, Scott Powley, Kevin
Shugars, Ralph V~nen and David
Zimme l.

1
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ATIENTION SPORTS FANS:
Now you can show your talents on
the court as well as off! That's
right- the Winter Intramurals are
here and this time its Basketball
and Volleyball for all to join . The
1M Volleyball program will consist of men's, women's and coed
teams, while Basketball will be
limited to men's and women's
teams. Additionally, a racketball
tournament is tentatively scheduled to take place around the fifth
week of the quarter. 1M competition should be exciting and the
winning teams will be awarded 1M
Championship t-shirts sporting
the K College colors of pumpkin
and ebony.
A\ always, matches will take

Coach Lyn Maurer and the 20
members of the Kalamazoo College Women's Swimming and Diving Team are looking forward to
another strong season in 198 I.
This year's squad, under the
leadership of senior captains Julie
Redner and Pam Hamp, is comprised of five seniors, nine
sophomores and six fresh women ,
I I of whom are returning letterwinners.
The conference race should be
.exciting this year as both Hope
and Albion have strong teams. Of
course, Kalamazoo has always
been successful in MIAA swimming competition and plans to continue the trend. Coach Maurer
feels that "Although the team
misses the juniors on Foreign
Study, the 1981 squad is about as
strong as last year's team,
a lthough its trengths lie in different events." In addition, this
year's squad shows plenty of team
spirit and support.
Maurer hopes to qualify four or
five individuals for the 198 I
AlA W Nationals at Coe College,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, March 12,

13, and 14.
or the nine dual meets this
season, three wilt be held at
Kalamazoo: Hillsdale-January
28, Hope-January 31. and
Calvin-February 17 .
The team looks forward to the
highlight of the season-the
MIAA Conference meet to be
hosted by Kalamazoo on February
28, 29, and 30. This year's league
confrontation should be close,
and K's swimmin' women are certainly looking for some good college support at this and all home
events!

Women's Swimming Meet Results
Wednesday, January ,7, 1981
Kalamazoo at Valparaiso
68-68
Coach
Maurer,
having
predicted the score to be 69-67
felt, that there were some good individual performance and was
pleased with the over-all performance of the team . Valparaiso, a
school which gives gives athletic
scholarships, downed Kalamazoo
last year by 40 points.

Women's b·ball has new coach
/
by Sue Gordon

- drawing by Jonathon Luse

Don't rassle with these wrestlers!
by Jeff Mohney
Once again, the Kalamazoo
College wrestlers under the direc.tion of new head coach Terry SI.
Louis take the mat this season in
search of yet another conference
championship.
Having had a good recruiting
year, the team will be depending

1M 1M 1M 1M 1M 1M
by Wayne Tucker

by Nancy Walden maier

place at WMU's Recreational
Center between 10 and 12 PM,
Mondays through Thursdays.
There's no need to worry about
walking in the cold-transportation will be provided to and from
the matches from Hicks Center.
Any questions about this
quarter's 1M program should be
directed to Dave Michelin or Paul
Jakubic. Furthermore, it should
be noted that Western allows the
use of the facilities to students
with K College IDs any time during open recreation.
As a final note, the supervisors
of the Athletic department wish to
thank the scorekeepers, drivers
and referees who made possible
the success of the Fall quarter 1M
program.

on good performances from its
freshmen Mark Weiner, Pat Wittekind, Scott Yates, Scott Teter
and Ralph Mahalak. Returning
lettermen are sophomore Daryl
Stout, juniors Chris Davis, Tim
Mallett, Jeff Mohney and senior
Rich Ringer. Mallett and Davis
are both defending conference
champs and Davis is this year's
team captain.
The wrestlers opened their
season with a second place finish
at the Hope Invitational where
Wittekind, Mallett and Mohney
took firsts, Davis and Stout took
seconds, Yates a third and
Mahalak a fourth .
This season, the team's two
home matches will be held at
Kalamazoo Central High School:
These are against Calvin- January 27 at 7PM and
Alma-February 3 at 7PM . The
conference tournament will be
held at Olivet on February 19.
1981 Kalamazoo Wreslling
Lineup
WI. Class
Wresller(s)
1\8
Rich Ringer, Mark Weiner
126
Pat Wittekind
134
Dayl Stout
142
Chris Davis
ISO
Jerr Mohney
158
Scott Yates
167
Scott Teter
190
Tim Mallett
Heav)weight
Ralph Mahalak

The Kalamazoo College
Women's Basketball team will
start afresh this season under the
guidance of their new head-coach,
Terri Beattie. A graduate of
Western Michigan University, Ms.
Beattie majored in Engli~h and
had a minor in coaching .
Although this is Beattie's first
year as coach of a college team,
she has seven years of high school
coaching behind her.

This year's squad is made up of
three seniors, one junior, seven
sophomores and three freshmen.
Co-captains senior Becky Gray
and freshman Kari Brown are
expected to be standouts, while
sophomore Karen Goxem should
help out considerably with rebounds.
The team is looking forward to
its first conference game against
Calvin at 7;30 PM, Tuesday,
January 13, to be played at
WMU's Oakland Gym.

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS
Men's Basketball
January 17, at Calvin, 8PM
January 21, at Albion, 8PM
Women's Basketball
January 16, at Alma, 7PM
January 20, at Olivet, 7:30PM
Men's Swimming
January 16, North Central at Kalamazoo, SPM
January 17, at Ferns, 2PM
Wrestling
January J7. at Elmhurst Tournament. 8:30AM
January 20, at Adrian, 7PM

SPECIAL NOTICE
Due to the current renovation of the Kalamazoo College Athletic facilities, home matches for the Men's
and Women's Basketball teams and the wrestling team
will be held at the follOwing locations:
Men's B-ball-Read Field House-WMU
Women's B-ball-Oakland Gym-WMU
Wrestling-Kalamazoo Central HS

SPORTS TRIVIA QUbGTIOIJ:
loIho '>l,! • the OJlly r.tudent in
hi~,torJ to
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Free at last!
by Bryan Wolf
The 52 former American
hostages were flown to freedom
Tuesday, only moments after
Ronald Reagan took the oath of
office as America's 40th President. Their departure at 8:55 pm
(12:25 EST) marked the end of
their 444 days in captivity and
ended an ordeal that had
frustrated the nation for those 14
months,
The former hostages, escorted
by Algerian diplomats, boarded
an Algerian 727 at the Tehran airport while militants taunted them
with cries of "God is great! Death
to America!" The revolutionaries
kept custody of the Americans until the last possible moment, hustling them to the steps of the
waiting aircraft. The three
Algerian aircraft involved in the
transfer of Americans and
Algerian intermediaries, once out
of Iranian airspace, flew to
Athens, Greece for refueling, on
to Algiers, and finally brought the
former captives to the American
military complex at Wiesbaden,
West Germany.
The release of the Americans
came in the wake of a complex
agreement which was not finalized

until early Wednesday morning.
The Iranians received $2.9 billion
of their more that $12 billion in
frozen assets after the hostages
were released. The 2.9 billion
came from about $8 billion that
the United States transferred into
a special escrow account in the
Bank of England on Tuesday
before the hostages were released.
After it had been certified by
Algerian intermediaries that the
Americans were out of Iran, the
Algerian Central Bank, which
controlled the escrow account,
put $5.1 billion aside to payoff
Iranian debts to various European
bartks and transferred the remainder to Iranian accounts.
Former Treasury Secretary G.
William Miller said that the $8
billion that went into escrow in the
Bank of England included about
$5.5 billion in Iranian deposits
and interest in European branches
of American banks, about $940
miIlion worth of Iranian-owned
gold and $1.4 biIlion worth of
Iranian-owned Treasury securities
that had been frozen in the
Federal Reserve, Bank of New
York, and .about $40 million in
frozen Iranian funds that had
been held by the government.
In addjtion to this $8 biIlion, $4

billion in Iranian assests are still
tied up in the United States, much
of it in lawsuits brought by companies with clajms against Iran.
American clrums found valid by
an international arbitration panel
will be prud from this amount; the
remainder will be returned to Iran
in a complicated series of legal
steps.
All across the nation,
Americans celebrated the freedom
of their 52 countrymen. In New
York City, the carillon at the
Cathedral Church of St. John the
Divine rang out an hour-long
festal peal once it was announced
that the rescue plane was in the
air. The national Christmas tree
near the White House was finally
lighted; the floodlights on the
Statue of Liberty were turned on
for the first time since the
Bicentennial; and the Olympic
torch at the Los Angeles
Memorial Coliseum was illuminated for a joyous occasion
for the first ti:ne since the 1932
Games. Here .It K College the
Chapel bells rang out on Tuesday
to celebrate the liberation of the
52 Americans.
All this comes as the culmina(continued on page 5)

Symbolizing the freedom of the hostages, American flags are being
proudly flown throughout the U.S.
-photo by Frank Schellenberg
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Commission aims for efficiency Harmon to close
by Brent Gurney
"In its present form, Student
Commission is a confused and inconsistent organization." So
states the introductory paragraph
of a recently released Student
Commission reorganization document, written by current President
Charlie Bono and former Vice
President Ralph Basile.
This statement does not contajn
an y new information. Its
significance lies in that it is the
first time Student Commission has
officially acknowledged its own
inadeq uacy.
Although no one has yet been
able to determine exactly what
Student Commission is supposed
to do, Bono's reorganization plan
is at the very least, an attempt to
outl ine an efficient commission

program for the future. The mere
fact that the President of Student
Commission has outlined ideas
for change indicates a fundamental departure from past practices.
Basically, Bono proposes two
changes:
-to cut the total number of
meetings to five or less.
-to utilize standing committees
(the executive committee, the
social policies committee, the
food service committee, the
academic affajrs committee, and
the financial affajrs committee)to
discharge the bulk of Student
Commission's functions.
These proposals are aimed at
streamlining the decision.making
process, avoiding the senseless
squabbling of past meetings, and
at giving Student Commission a
real mission. According to the
plan, each member of Student

50 years ago in the Index
Headlines
Margaret Gordon Kappa President
Speeches on program for non-society

~en

Students carve names in unfrequented spot
Quirks and Smi rks
Lest we forget: Final exams all next week.
"What is love?" someone asked at the dinner table
recently after being penalized two scoops of hash for
mentionin~ final examinations.

Commission will be assigned to
one committee. Each committee
will address only issues in its area
of expertise. Only the most important issues will go to the full Commission for a vote, thus
eliminating unnecessary meetings.
These changes are designed to
build expertise among Commission members in their respective
areas and to ensure that Commis~
sion members do not waste their
time on issues which do not concern them.
The problem is, of course, that
Student Commission is supposed
to be a forum for student input.
By compartmentalizing Student
Commission's functions, the
discussion of topics from many
perspectives may well be compromised. Vice President George
Whitfield, however, disagrees. As
Whitfield points out, each
member of Student Commission is
stiIl free to attend other committee
meetings if he or she has a specific
interest in that committee's work.
The executive committee, then,
will play a primary role in the
system, for it is this committee
which will determine which issues
do and do not merit the attention
of all members.
The committee system is not, in
fact, new, for it has always existed
at least in name. What is new,
however, is that the President of
Student Commission has promised to make use of it.
Whether or not these changes
will be effective remains to be
seen. Nonetheless , most Commission members already profess an
inordinate amount of optimism.

for renovation
by Katherine Del Guidice and
Jeffrey T. VanGelderen
Old age has taken its toll on
Harmon. Deteriorating plumbing
and wiring have forced student
services to schedule Harmon for
renovation beginning immediately
after Commencement. The project is scheduled for completion
by December 15, 1981.
Because the required work cannot be undertaken while the dormitory is occupied, Harmon will
be unavailable for student use
once the renovation begins. This
will result in a shortage of 122
beds (the current capacity of Harmon). This reduction will be of little importance during the summer
quarter, since Harmon would
have been closed during this time
without the renovation. During
the fal l, however, places will havr.
to be found for 122 displaced
students.
One alternative is to house
displaced students at Western
Michigan University, motels, or
other available places. off campus.
A second alternative, and the one
which is most likely is to make
double rooms into triple rooms.
"The most viable and least
traumatic alternative is to keep
everyone on campus, which means
the tripling of freshmen in double
rooms, primarily in Trowbridge
and DeWaters," said Jim Kridler,
Associate Dean of Students. The
tripling of students in double
rooms is intended only for incomfreshmen.

This alternative, then, would
not be disruptive to upperclassmen. Because freshmen
would not be affected until next
fall, ample time would exist for
explruning the necessity of this act,ion to affected students and their
parents. Kridler went on to point
out that Kalamazoo College is the
only school in the GLCA which
has not used double rooms as
triples . He also mentioned that a
modest price discount would be
provided to affected students.
The Department of Housing
and Urban Development, through
the College Housing Loan Program, will provide the approximately $558,000 required for the
refurbishment. The loan program
provides funds for colleges and
universities to build or improve
dormitories and dining facilities,
especially with regard to energy
conservation. The loan will be
reprud over a twenty year period
at a 3 percent interest rate.
According to Dr. Roger Fecher,
Vice-President of Business and
Finance, "Harmon will become a
much better operational dorm,
particularly the heating system.
Harmon is now steam heated with
one main valve for the entire
building, and we are now designing a hot water heating sy~tem
with seven hot zones making Harmon much more energy
efficient. ..
Bids from outside COnlr .l~tors
will be obtained once written confirmation from the federal
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features/news
Urban semester offers work,.
study and cultural growth
by Kim Cummings
What is the Philadephia Urban
Semester? Who is eligible to go?
How does it fit in with K plan?
These are some basic questions I
would like to address. In an accompanying article, Lisa Kron
gives a personal account of her experiences in Philadelphia this past
quarter.
Most briefly, the Philadephia
Program offers an intensive experience of work, study and
cultural involvement in one of our
great cities. The program provides
full academic credit and those
who participate generally are
sophomores during fall quarter.

Returning students agree that
their experience has been rich and
diverse. They have worked four
days a week under expert superivision in such varied fields as education medicine, law, social work,
and audio-visual arts. Here they
develop skills and test both their
abilities and interests in a particular field of their choice. Work
placements offer opportunities to
meet critical human needs and
often to engage directly in working for social change.
Students attend classes one day
a week. These seminars aim to
develop insight into the work experience and city life more
generally. Seminars are taught by

• • •

Sure, you say, I've heard all the
rhetoric. I know all about the
"value of an urban experience"
and "personal growth" and if I
hear the phrase "cultural opportunities" one more time I may
throw up. But tell me, what is the
Philadelphia Urban Semester really like?
Picture this-it's five days into
the program. Mary Beth and Lisa
are sitting on a bench on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway. A tattered map of the city flutters at
their feet. Their eyes are glassy,
movements listless, faces smeared
with city soot. They have
undergone five days of grueling

ist milleriill, originil1lrilphics, fine
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apartment hunting. In des paration they have sought quarters in
both a convent and a flop-house.
Their
conversation
goes
something like this:
M.B.-We're never going to
find a place to live.
L.-I know.
M.B.-We'll have to become
bag ladies and sleep in the subway.
L.-l know.
Like everyone else on the program we did find housing. The
next day we found Rosa, a
schizophrenic Italian woman who
not only rented us an apartment,
but for no extra charge instructed
us on t he proper way to handle
our love lives.
Our apartment was nice. The
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cockroach problem wasn't even
too bad-at first. It did get worse
later on, but by that time we had
developed a sort of comraderie
with the little fellows. I don't
think we ever killed one outright.
Instead we chased them with
DeCon Roach Motels beckoning,
"Room for a night. Room for a
night. "
The stories go on and on. There
was the month without furniture
and the following month with furniture but no heal. There was the
night Rosa threatened to throw us
out and the night Mary Beth was
burned in a grease fire (five hours
in Penn. Hospital with a discointern who kept muttering, "bummer! "). And who could forget the
time Mary Beth, Corinne and I

carried a mattress a mile and a
half home at II :30 at night? The
three of us could have gotten il
home with no trouble at all if il
hadn't been for the box spring,
Imagine Corinne sitting on a mat·
tress on 10th street in the
of the night asking no<:<pr'. hv
"Have you got about
minutes?"
I was warned by Mark
Mary Beth that this article
discourage people away from t
Philadelphia Urban Semester. I
disagreed . Surely people will
know that it was the challenge
ridiculous nature of
such as these that made Ur
Study Semester such a great
perience. Finally I just told t
not to worry-no one will
believe it anyway,

Bell cuts long-distance service
by Kathleen M. Key

!l

Phone 345-2161

Three Kalamazoo students after a semester In Philadelphia. From left to
right are Mary Beth Gossman, Mark Furlong, and Lisa Kron.
-photo by Corinne Lewis

but what is the Philly program really like?

by Lisa Kron
with Mary Beth Gossman
and Mark Furlong

SNACK BAR

program staff, who double as advisors helping to maximize the
learning value of the students'
work. In the seminars and
through the housing arrangements, which they make for
themselves, our students develop '
close frienships with those from a
variety of other colleges
associated with the program.
Up to twenty sophomores from
Kalamazoo can participate in the
program each fall. The combined
costs for tuition, housing,
transportation, and fun only
somewhat exceed expenses at K.
The program yields three units of
credit and counts as a regular
quarter in residence.

So, you got back from break,
even remembered that you promised to call home to let them
know you're still alive, and got a
strange voice (Dad?) on the other
end of the line telling you your
phone service was "restricted".
No problem, you thought to
yourself, you didn't want to pay
for a phone call anyway. Once
again you picked up the phone
and attempted a collect call. This
was no more successful than your
first try. Frustrating? Yes. Maddening? Yes, expecially when your
own bills are all paid. But
Michigan Bell is just as frustrated
and maddened by K students who
have not paid.
Restricted service was an experiment by Michigan Bell to have
overdue accounts paid up. All student phones on campus were
restricted in order to prevent
students from creating new bills
before paying old ones. According
to student representatives of the
phone company in the Kalamazoo
area, the program has been very
successful in the number of overdue bills that have been paid. Next
semester Western Michigan
students will go through the same
process to have their long distance
service resumed. One student

representative said most districts
across the state have already instigated this procedure for colleges and universities.
The process of regaining long
distance service has been
modified. After Michigan Bell
receives the completed forms for
long distance from students at the
beginning of each quarter, the
names are checked for overdue accounts for as far back as the
students have records through K
College with the phone company.
Only after the accounts for all
those in the suite have been paid
will an order be written to have
long distance service restored.
Once approved, long distance can
be resumed within two days. Processing takes longest at the beginning of the quarter because of the
barrage of requests for long
distance.
Because Michigan Bell has
received a number of past accounts paid to date, they feel the
program will probably be continued in the future. Due to
"company policy" Michigan Bell
will not divulge exactly how much
was owed by K students, nor how
this figure corresponds to the
more general population of
telephone consumers. However,
many K students are two, three, or
four quarters behind in payment.

A major
students is
operator cannot be reached
collect or emergency calls who
service is restricted. Michigan I
will have this and other
to solve as the program rnnllnIlI" "
for the coming quarters .

WIG conferenc
The Kalamazoo
Women's Interest Group
sponsoring the Great Lakes
leges Association's second
Women's Studies Student
ference on April 24, 25, and
1981.
The theme of the conference
"Communicating Hersto
Women's Studies and
Lives" and will focus on St
led discussions and workshops.
WIG is asking students to
mit papers or other ideas they
would be relevant to the
ference.
Any correspondance should
addressed to the Women's
Group C. B. 12, or contact
Van Valkenburgh or Barb
at 388-3401 .
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Pat Brooks
Instructor, Spanish
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On being professional, married,
and separated at Kalamazoo College
"Le gusta a Vd. su profesion?," is a question that I often receive d
ing a session of "gustar" in one of the Spanish grammar
always causes me to pause, for the simple "si" or "no" seems too
to be able to reflect the many nuances of my relationship with my profession. I do usually manage to respond affirmatively (vowel pure and
voice loud), which I suppose in part is due to the difficulty inherent in a
beginning language class, when a "no" demands some sort of explanation or requires the students to ask a further question, both options
which quickly become non-options because they have to be done in the
foreign language ("do you want this question in Spanish?").
Nonetheless, I can say truthfully that the answer is a "si," although the
affirmation may be lying deep within my consciousness.
Landing a job these days in foreign languages can make one feel very,
vcry special. Too, the stimulation of doing what one has been trained to
do and what one truly enjoys doing will keep one going for weeks on
end without anymore than four hours of sleep a night. I admit it: I revel
in seeing my name on the office door, especially since this instructor's
most recent identity was merely the terse, the wretchingly suggestive
"SPOUSE" as affixed upon a plastic MSU library card.
I had mapped out my voyage through marriage so cautiously back in
1977 when the MSU job offer appeared to my then-companion, and the
separate or get married decision had to be made. Used to twenty-nine
years of Pat Brooks, I never really thought of changing my name to his.
It was a natural reaction, but in the back of my mind I was aware that
this might be a way to keep track of myself in a Michigan where my husband would be the professor, and I would only be "Mrs."
Not so easy, the young/ old bride discovers. The former graduate
school companion, now husband, flourishes, advances, thoroughly enjoys his daily contact with literature and students. The SPOUSE finds a
job at the library, working on her thesis during free time. Why the
library job? Why does she not teach with her husband in the same
department? Did not the SPOUSE receive one of the two nomination
for the best T .A. instructor within the very large department of Spanish
and Portugese at Indiana University, whereas the husband did not?
Brooks' first contact with the reality of being a married professional
ends in humiliation, as her dossier and interview are not considered
seriously by those professionals who have known her socially, as Professor X's wi fe.
Being considered seriously here at Kalamazoo College has certainly
helped to replace the SPOUSE image, for myself and for those colleagues of my husband, with the most authentic Senora Brooks to date.
My day by (lay [ole seems completely honest to me. You know that you
are in the right place at the right time. Ultimately it is a matter of pride.
Life-the daily ins and outs-do not allow one to stand still,
however, and excitedly contemplate one's return to authenticity . One is
really not single, although one seems to be, setting personal and sn;am!ell
hours for work . On Fridays, you rediscover the band on your left finger,
and re-experience all those delicate, complicated emotions that did
motivate you to marry someone. Then, it is difficult. Too, you see the
charming old house that has just been purchased, the home that you
have never lived in for over 2Y, days at a time. You remember the cafd
table and broken bridge chairs (from graduate school days) and t
Yellow plastic bean bag chair graciously donated-or dumped off-by a
fritnd back at your "home" in Kalamazoo. You and your mate decide
go skiing, and you discover that your boots are in Kalamazoo. There
also all the strange, ghostly tensions that arise when there are both
prOfessional and household tasks to be done, all in one weekend, when
all your really want to do is talk and begin to remember what the other
looks like .
The tensions increase, expectedly and routin~ly, on Sundays around
fi~e pm. The parting is very difficult, but that long drive down 69
dissipates any discomfort, as one's attention is drawn to the wee
tasks ahead . By the time the books are brought out onto the ma,ke,hift
deSk on Sprague, the hu sband does not exist anymore. It is not a cold hearted attitude that prompts this deliberate disregard, but something
Very strong and necessary for anyone- male or female-who is serious
a profession: self-pride.
The point is this: you can be professional, married , and separated and
Survive quite well . You get sympathy for your position, but-in
truth-you don't need it. You are doing exactly what you need to do
satisfy your most personal needs, and eliminate the dreaded
Identification . Your important people (parent s and other
might not understand the politics of "married and living apart," but
they cannot deny that it is working, that no damage bas been done.
Their attitudes are changing, and that-in itself-is exciting.
P.S. Lest anyone be overly concerned at my coolness in matters of
marriage, let it be officially known that I do love my husband very
mUch.

Dear Editor:
In the faculty forum of January
IS, 1980, President George
Rainsford made some rather large
generalizations and simplifications alongside hi:; generally
perceptive analysis of the student
population of the 1960's and
1970's. Although I was not forced
to register for the draft, having
been born in 1959, I feel his
analysis should be supplemented
with some "insider's" observations.
Dr. Rainsford indicated that
few students are opposing the
draft because of the policies of the
U.S. government in the foreign
and military sectors. Yet a great
difference exists between the late
60's and the 80's: the U.S . is not
now involved in an unpopular
war. The Vietnam War was one
which the student population saw
as horrifying and unwanted, and
therefore they fought actively
against the draft as a means of
undercutting and down playing the
American war effort. Now,
however, no such rallying point
exists. If a war were being fought
in Somalia, for example, I feel
that the anti-draft registration
sentiments would have had a
much greater intensity, perhaps
rivaling the enormous pressure
brought to bear in the late 1960's.
Of course, one must be leery of
forecasting with certainty, but so
my anal~sis re~ds.
A second point Dr. Rainsford
presented was the increasingly
pervasive opinion that the government can project military power

Students question
America's greatness
Dear Editor:
Re: Your article of January IS,
1981 "Can we make America
great again?"
I. What do you mean by "great"?
If we assume that America is or
was great, and that it is her
technological know-how that has
made her great, then we are led to
believe that this has come out
through a quest for knowledge .
Out of this quest come a questioning of the past.
2. What do you mean by "great
again"?
Do you mean: Slavery?
genocide?
World War I?
racism?
sexism?
Vietnam?
Watergate?
3. When was America great?
Martha Skidmore
Carol Collier
Phillipa Nunez
Evelyn Dorman

overseas to solve problems, and
that eligible draftees are more willing to fight now than in previous
years . This may be so, but the extent of the commitment towards
armed conflict is not so well defined . For myself, I feel that I could
fight for the maintainence of the
integrity of the United States. The
relative freedom this nation enjoys should be preserved and such
a cause is worth my commitment.
Yet once in the military, I might
be asked to fight not because the
situation threatens the United
States directly, but because a
military action would be in the
"vital interests of the United
States," as Secretary of Statedesignate Alexander Haig puts it.
Unfortunately, such a blurb can
mean many things. Indeed, one of
Mr. William Stringfellow's more
perceptive remarks in his recent
visit to K concerned General
Haig's use of this phrase. One
does not know exactly what these
vital interests are, and no Senator
actually pressed the Secretarydesignate to reveal what they are.
Fighting the Soviets is one matter,
but fighting the EI Salvadorians is

another. I personally would not
wish to serve as a proxy to protect
U.S. copper interests (witness
Chile).
A final point is that of
materialism. The "calling card"
of our generation may be the
three-piece suit, but I feel this
overstates the matter. Many more
students are concerned about personal happiness, but I do not
believe that this exclusively entails
pecuniary goals. There is a desire
for a better Lebensqualitat. Willi
Brandt's term for the state of all
facets of our society which contribute to happiness (a better environment for example). I believe
Dr. Rainsford exaggerated the swing right on the part of many
students in this respect.
President Rainsford did have
many interesting and valuable
observations, and in a brief column I understand that everything
cannot be expressed . One must be
careful, however; stating that
students have not considered such
a question as "Why should we
fight?" may appear to many as
somewhat condescending.
David Abramowitz

Sophomore woes:
Finding a CD job
Dear Editor:
o the joys of sophomore year!
The thriUs of preparing for Career
Development and the anticipation
of waiting for a response. Strangely enough, it's not quite as easy as
described in my first Kalamazoo
College brochure.
Obtaining a job through the
Career Development office has
become somewhat like winning
the lottery. Only if your number
comes UP in the right place at the
right time will you be able to have
a fighting chance. I'm not talking
about a high-placed moneymaking position, just something
somewhat related to my field of
interest: perhaps something a little
more relevant than working at
Gay's Supermarket Inc. in
Machias, Maine.
I realize the amount of work the
Career Development office must
be besieged with Winter quarter,
yet their service seems unnecessarily impersonal for such a
small and supposedly "communal" college like K. I'm just
another name on another card,
hopefully the yellow card that will
be picked for the job. If not
that ... when's the next flight to
Machais, Maine?
edi tor: Corinn e Lewi s

Attempting to find a job on my
own has proven to be just as
challenging. The library copy
machine must be making a
million. For government related
jobs you need not only the four
page Standard Form 17 I -A, but
also recommended is a resume,
personal essay, some samples of
your writing, a description of
what Career Development is, a
cover letter, and in some cases
your first-born male child.
This suspense will end when our
cards are drawn and we're
(hopefully) placed in jobs where
we will .... . test our vocational
aims and preferences, while we
grow in self-reliance; become
more aware of the educated person's responsibility to society;
and. when we return to classroom
courses, be able to see practical
application for the material we are
studying. "
Then we can sit back and "enjoy" the rest of our education,
only to have the vague awareness
that there are only five more
quarters in which to decide what
to do for our SIP lurking on the
horizon.
Lynn Teri Arsht
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perspectives
•
up
In
Waking
Let's face it, our nation is going
to the cardboard cowboys. We
can no longer escape ten gallon
hats, big shiny boots, or the symbolic, mechanical disco bull.
Marketeers, capitalizing on
America's dire need of a hero,
have inserted are-vamped, oldwestern motif into nearly every
commercial facet of our lives.
Each day people wake up in
Marlboro country to the bandanabreathed Willie Nelson on their
radio-alarms, pull boot-cut levi's

over size ten Dingo's, slap on
some Chaz, and draw upon
themselves, with imaginary guns,
in the mirror before saddling up
either their Mustang II's or Bronco pickups, and hitting the dusty
trail.
Without intending any insult to
our great American heritage, what
is so attractive about this hundred
year old theme? Why is it for sale?
And why do we rely upon it rather
than our own innovation to come
up with something more original?

editor's column

Marlboro country

Does the horizon of tomorrow
hold for us anything but an old
cowboy ridinl1. off into the sunset?
Is our mentality regressing, or
do people now feel that we've
been regressing ever since the day
of the cowpoke, and now should
return to it?
It wasn't so long ago that this
country "Of ours never lacked a
fresh, invigorating individual
whom we could place faith in .
Granted, many times it was probably just a whimsical notion, but

o

Moral and ethical questions raised by
the "Capital-by-Phone" program
by Corinne Lewis
editor
Rumors have been circulating around campus concerning the
students' role in the "Capital-by-Phone" program. Perhaps rumors are
deceptive, inaccurate or even completely false, yet there have been too
many to dismiss them as utter nonsense. Having interviewed many
students, faculty members and administrators (including President
Rainsford) over the past week and a half, I have finally been able to pinpoint (with the help of Dr. Wade Robison) the two aspects of the
phonathon which I find disturbing: (I) the techniques utilized by this
specific program to solicit contributions and (2) the motivation behind
students' participation. Concern about these two areas has led me to
speculate about the long-term effect of the "Capital-by-Phone" program upon K College's relationship to the present alumni and future
relationship to the students presently enrolled.
First of all, let me question the motivation of students who are
presently active in the program making phone calls. How many students
are participating in the phonathon because of their sincere interest in the
economic we II-being of the coIlege, and how many of them are participating because of the opportunity to make money? PersonaIly !
would prefer to be called by someone who cares enough about the financial situation of the collegethll' he/she is wiIling to voluntarily donate
his/her time and not add his/her own wages to the already overwhelming financial burdens of the college.
Secondly, why does the school have to employ an outside organization to set up another program when K already I!a it own phonathon
program? Why do we have to pay students to help our scnool now? I
realize that the Funds for the Future campaign is run on a business-like
basis, yet how far must K CoIlege go in order to obtain funds? Do we
really need psychologicaIly tested letters sent in advance of the phone
call to "prep" alumni to give? According to many students I interviewed, they are encouraged to be "aggressive but not obnoxious", to
regard alumni as "customers" and to replace their own personalities
with phone personalities in order to raise money with maximum efficiency. Students are urged to "chew" on alumnus, playing upon his/ her
sympathies in order to receive or increase a donation. Yet just how far
should a student be encouraged to push an alumnus for money beyond
his/ her inclination or economic means? Are these the kind of "skills"
that K College wishes its students to learn? For I fear that the "hardsell" tactics of the "Capital-by Phone" program encourages the acquisition of just these kinds of skills. I must wonder what kind of moral
and ethical basis K College rests upon if it must resort to such
manipulative techniques in order to make ends meet.
Both of these questions seem to raise a final and perhaps more important concern for campaign drives in the future. If we encourage students
now to regard our alumni as "customers" what happens to the vision of
• alumni as people who give to the school because they believe in the kind
of education they received ·here? Are we not, by encouraging current
students to regard the alumni's relationship to K in financial terms
(upon which to "cash in ") only paving the way for these future alumni
to come to see their own relationship to K in these same economic
terms? And with this perception of Alumni-College relations, will these
same alumni (those students who so eagerly solicited funds in (981) be
so eager to donate funds to their old alma mater? I don't think so. From
what I've seen of the "Capital-by-Phone" program they may as well
take me off their list right now!
These criticisms of the "Capital-by-Phone" program are not made in
ignorance of the fact that K College needs the financial support of its
alumni in order to survive. I just question whether the "hard-sell"
techniques used in this specific program are appropriate for the kind of
school that K is supposed to be. The moral and ethical questions raised
are important considerations and should not be dismissed lightly. If
these moral and ethical foundations of K College are compromised by
such techniques, one must wonder whether the quality of the K education can remain as high in the future. I have loved my three and a half
years here and have come to value the kind of educational experiences
offered at Kalamazoo College. I would like to see this college maintain
the same high ideals in the future as I believe it has held in the past.
(0 A special thanks to Tomison Winquist for her comments and sugges-

tions .)

we somehow believed that there
was a timeless supply of heroes
who could rise up and guide us to
the promised land.
In the early sixties, ·there were a
few original, promising souls who
seemed to have some force, a grip,
and an understanding of social
rhythms (Unfortunately, their
lives were abruptly ended).
Where, now , have these heroes
gone?
Presently, nobody seems to
have the skill to capture, or get a
grasp on, the significant issues.
Perhaps it is simply that the
critical public eye won't allow
them room to breathe. As a result,
a great cynicism has set in. It has
become increasingly difficult to
place trust in anything, or
anybody . Sincerity herself stands
accused on many issues, and very
simply it's hard to find someone
to look up to these days.
As a consequence, the
marketeers have turned our heads
around to the past, capitalizing
greatly upon our patriotic urge
and desperate need of a hero, by
giving us our longed for mythical
hero--the cowboy.
The cowboy was known as selfsufficient, proud and tough. In
addition, there is always the at-

traction of open spaces and the
simple, uncluttered life .
What really makes the idea so
attractive is that ingrained quality;
a sort of pure, untarnished version
of the 'American Dream'-the grinand-bear-it-rugged-individualism
of a guy like John Wayne.
It's all too easy to try and recap.
ture a time gone by and to fall
back on a fantasy. So easy in fact,
the whole package appears irresistable in a time when we have
lost our heroes, and lost even
those with heroic qualities.
Cowboy boots, ten gallon hats,
and mechanical bulls might temporarily satisfy the longing for
open ranges and a simpler life.
However, can we expect to pro.
gress in this day and age by digg
ing up heroes from the past?
The truth is that none of this
cowboy stuff is going to solve
anything. Maybe it's safe,
harmless escapism. Actually, it
probably is. But the sad irony of
the whole thing, in this election
year of all years, is that some early
morning around I a.m. when the
late movie ends with a dusty
beaten cowboy riding out of town,
you're going to have to consult the
T. V. guide to find out whether or
not that cowboy is our President.
by Craig Mueller

The Humilityperspective
of neozenscopism
We are biological entities. The
differences between dogs in the
street and cephalopods in the deep
blue sea closely approximate the
differences between humans at
schools of higher education and
Morus rubra (the mulberry tree)
around which we all go. None can
escape their mere biological existence.
Basically, we constitute a thin
film which coats the planet called
Earth. The density of the film increases in certain areas around the
globe (fof instance, in China), and
decreases or even becomes quite
negligible in certain other areas
(such as the northern pole of our
planet).
As I mentioned above, we are
merely biological specimens .
There is actuaIly very little to
distinguish us humans from other
forms of life, with the exception
of science. Science is but a handy
tool for coping with our insignificance. Science includes any
and all intellectualization.
Intellectualizing our phylogeny,
denying our state of helplessness,
rationalizing our superiority, or
suppressing the truth that we are a
mere form of life (no better or
worse than any other) is an
avoidance of my issue: The globe
has a thin film on it. Some sections of the film destroy others .
The film recapitulates itself,
changes its composition, draws
energy from the sun, and one secttion of the film calls itself human.
How strange.
I do not intend to dwell upon
the film as a whole simply because
it remains a mystery even to us
Neozenscopists. Since the portions of the film which segregate
themselves from others interest
me the most, I will attempt to explain the perspective on those por-

tions alone in the generous allotment of space provided.
There are at least four abstracts
which concern the human sample.
These are time, acceptances,
neurosis, and iove. (Since I don't
have the space to deal with energy
in this article, time will have to
suffice).
In a nutshell, Neozenscopists
believe that Yesterday is gone, Today is, and Tomorrow will be.
Although the standard 24 hour
unit of measurement is used to
depict my meaning, I feel it is too
small to serve the ,Neozenscopic
purpose. A more meaningful unit
is the time gap. This is the amount
of time required for light to travel
from one end of the Milky Way to
the other. Hopefully, the
neozenscopic perspective will
someday encorporate larger and
larger time units until time itself is
a useless dimension .
The use of broad time gaps
helps to calm the masses as well as
the individual. Daily, yearly, and
other recurrent accomplishments
and defeats are blurred by the use
of time gaps. Continued progress
is stressed by the Neozenscopists,
not Zenithic achievement. Thus,
we "fly by gaps".
The maintenance of placid emotion results in freedom from agitation. By accepting our comrads as
biological entities, which strive to
approach a happy state of being
through their own egocentric
modes, one is able to minimize
agitation caused by fellow sapiens. Behavior is determined,
justified, rational (we often consult the I-Ching), and acceptable.
General agitation results from
denial of the inevitable. Our
priests are often asked how one
can remain calm when the sky
bellins to fall. Neozenscopists

learn to develop the affinity for
assimilation of percieved events.
Moreover, we feel that objects
and events of perception exist in·
dependently of all who perceive.
A brief mention of neurosis is
essential to the diatribe on human
film. Neurosis exists hand in hand
with the failure to admit, or ac·
cept reality . Ideologically, there
is no sense to being neurotic (are
there any objections from those
who have read about the Brave
New World?). Why should we
subject ourselves to latent
physiological stresses like
hypertension, neurosis and in·
spissated flatus? It seems that
those humans who deny the inevitable place themselves in a
non pliant frame of mind and cannot tolerate alterations in their environment.
Neozenscopists are never surprised. Why should we be? In ad·
dition, we accept defeat with grace
and acknowledgement. We feel no
animosity. The Neozenscopists
only love. It is thoroughly acceptable to us when brethren slow
down certain aspects of their existance, for we are all alike . We
accept each other as we accept
ourselves.
I recall a set of phrases I once
encountered when Scopism
first introduced to me. The
was: "Whatever happens"
the second was: "I love it".
I must admit, at first I thought
the whole idea was weird . In fact,
I still do. In my next issue I'll explain how I was reformed by
Neozenscopism. I shall also include; the ideal Neozenscopist, a
list of his/ her .ecord collection
and dietary habits, and a sample
of poetic scopism, and the issue of
death from this perspective.
by Joe Baublis
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politics
Hostage crisis exemplifies policy paradox
by Christopher Reynolds
In the waning days of the Iranian hostage crisis, the citizens of
the United States must be preparing to exhale a collective sigh of
relief. Like the mother-in-law thal
visits and never leaves, Iran has
demanded enormous amounts of
the nation's time and attention,
both of which were sorely missed
on affairs elsewhere. It's probable
then, when the mess ends, that the
country will consign the hostage
:risis to the bin of history and TV
mini-series, thus fulfilling a
general desire to get the whole
hullabaloo over with.

"It's probable that
when the mess ends,
the country will consign the hostage crisis
to the bin of history
and
TV
miniseries. "
This, however, would be a
dangerous, though not unprecedented mistake; an important question concerning
American foreign policy would be
left unanswered. And, when
history (like TV) repeats itself, the
u.s. might not be able to handle
the situation.

United State' relations with the
Shah and with Anastasio Somosa
of Nicaragua. Currently, this
paradox is being revealed in relations with the governments of
South Africa, the Phi IIi pines,
South Korea, EI Salvador and
various other nations where a
"moderately repressive" government and U.S. security interests
coexist.
When confronted with the
paradox, some people point to
U.S. security interests and justify
support on that basis. U.S. security must be a primary consideration, and in a decidedly insecure
world as that in which we live,
that point has substantial validity.
Yet, the argument's validity is
lost on people whose individual
interests of liberty and justice are
threatened by a repressive regime.
Therefore, the United States cannot expect the victims of a Shah or
Somoza to hold American intere ts in high esteem once a
government is overthrown.

HIt is only a matter of
time until (another
Iran)
happens
again. "

"(The United States)
cannot expect the victims of a Shah or
Somo za to hold
American interests in
high esteem once a
government IS overthrown. "
Central to understanding Iran
and the questions arising from the
hostage situation is a curious U.S.
foreign policy paradox: the U.S.
has to decide whether to support
an openly repressive government
which has little or no internal support from its electorate to protect
Our security interests. This
paradox has surfaced in the

Whether we re-evaluate foreign
policy objectives, rethink what
constitutes American security interests, or simply accept such
things as embassy seizure and ensuing world humiliation, this
country and those who make its
foreign policy must prepare for
another Iran. It is only a matter of
time until it happens again.

(

")

Free at last!
tion of the ordeal that bega~ on
Nov. 4, 1979 when 400 Iranian
'stUdents' invaded the U.S. Embassy compound in Tehran. What
began as a routine Sunday morning demonstration quickly turned
mto an occupation as a padlocked
gate was opened with a pair of
bOlt cutters and the mob flooded
into the 27 acre compound. As
Marine guards held the doors
shut, the Americans barricaded
inside destroyed secret embassy
documents. The Americans then
Surrendered to the mob.
The negotiated release caps a
senes of efforts to free the
hostages that began with their

High inflation levels
continue to plague economy
by Michael Toth

Hence, the nation must be
prepared to pay the price demanded by the victims now that they
have attained power--be it 5.5
billion dollars or a decided tilt
towards "the Soviet camp". The
danger in forgetting Iran lies in
forgetting these consequences.
With a foreign policy solidly
behind Shah-like governments in
EI Salvador, South Africa,et aI,
the United States must develop a
response to an angry nation that
sees the United States as the sugar
daddy of its former tyrant.

(continued from page I)
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capture in November, 1979. These
efforts included the aborted mission of April, 1980, 'ordered by
former President Carter, which
left eight dead U.S. servicemen in
the Iranian desert.
In the wake of the release of the
Americans, Carter was named by
President Reagan to act as his
emissary when the former
hostages are broughl to the U.S.
military hospital in Wiesbaden.
As the hostage crisis draws to a
close and a new President begins
his term, we can only hope that
the coming four years spare us the
international tension and unrest
that marked the end of Mr.
Carter's term.

Inflation is an important issue
in the United States today. This is
clearly shown in the great attention the issue receives as the outcome of the recent national election, and indirectly, at the social
level, such as a rise in crime and
violence. With price increases at
record levels since World War II,
attention should be given not only
to the causes of inflation, but to
predicted inflation levels as well.
In the search for the causes of
inflation, one must first regard the
escalating price of petroleum and
other energy products. In 1980
alone, foreign crude prices increased approximately 60 percent,
and domestic crude about 70 percent, over 1979 levels; in 1979
prices rose 47.6 percent and 36.5
percent respectively. Prolonged
conflict between Iran and Iraq,
lessening their potential supplies
from the world market, could
again trigger a rise in prices as seen
in 1980.
Less importantly, though still
significant, are the unreliable
prices of other energy products tn
1980. Natural gas prices rose over
30 percent and electricity prices increased more than 25 percen t. As
energy is the one resource used by
every home and business, the inflationary levels of energy
reverberate throughout the entire ,
economy. Indeed, a large part of
in ilation is explained by the
massive price increases in
petroleum and other energy products which results from the
regulation of these products.
With foreign crude oil prices increasing at the rates specified
above, more and more American
dollar are paid to foreign
sources, even though crude oil
consumption decreased in the
U.S. in 1980. Formerly, these
foreign sources invested the
money in American banks.
However, with the general decline
in the value of the U.S. dollar
against other currencies during the
'70s, more and more dollars were

removed from the U.S. and invested elsewhere. As these dollars
left the country, they also left the
monetary control mechanisms of
our country, notably the Federal
Reserve.
Financial institutions can easily
create money, as any Econ.44 student will attest. [n our country
this creation process is monitored
by the Federal Reserve, but the
money that left our country could
grow at rates unchecked by
American institutions. In effect,
more dollars can be used to purchase American goods. This increased demand for goods bids up
prices, other things remaining unchanged. Unfortunately, the
amount of U.S. dollars in foreign
countries (most generally known
as euro-dollars) is unknown. It is
thought that the supply of eurodollars is at least as large as that of
the domestic money supply and
potentially could be two to fOur
times greater.
Although the domestic money
supply is regulated by the Federal
Reserve (under certain obligations
to Congress), a substantial growth
in money has occurred. The
growth of money in the first
quarter of 1980 was negative, but
thl! short-term growth rates were
as high as 16.3 percent. The
growth in the domestic money
supply (as measured by M I -B) is
rising at a 6.5 percent annual rate.
Some money is stockpiled, but a
vast majority is used in markets to
purchase goods. The amount of
goods on the market is usually
measured by the Gross Nationa[
Product (GNP) deflated to constant dollars. [n 1979, the deflated
GNP grew less than I percent. In
1980, the deflated GNP declined
approximately 2 percent. [n other
words, in 1980 there were 2 percent Ie s goods and services than
last year. Thus, the GNP declined
despite substantial growth in the
money supply. [n 1980, the most
disastrous economic possibility
occurred: monetary growth and
production contraction causing
high inflation.

With such prospects at present,
what can we expect in the near
future? Of course much depends
on upcoming political events, such
as the Mideast conflicts and the
actions of the newly endorsed,
conservative politicians. The
situation, however, looks bleak
for any improvement in the inflation rate. [n 1979 and 1980 the
average age of American capital
equipment increased and is expected to continue increasing.
Total investment fell in both '79
and '80 and productivity decreased for both years. With older, less
technically advanced capital,
more goods at lower prices will be
nearly impossible to produce.
Almost the only factor which can
contribute to lowering prices
would be decreased wage rates.
Even though workers in ailing
economic areas in and around
Michigan may be willing to accept
lower wages, the majority of the
American population hascome to
expect double digit inflation, and
wijl display these expectations in
wage talks and when looking for
new jobs. Even in Michigan, wage
rates would have to decrease
drastically to lower prices slightly,
decreasing the buying power of
these workers. Thus, in the eyes of
this student of the economy, high
inflation levels are expected to
continue to plague the U.S. in the
near future.

(Special thanks to Dr. Strobel for
his comments on this article.)

,

•••••••••••••••••••••

discussion
Men and Feminism is the topic
of the next Women's Interest
Group Symposium on Wednesday, January 28 at 7 p.m . in the
President's Lounge. The discussion will deal with the ambivalent
nature of the male role in the
feminist movement.

• ••••••••••••••••••••
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New York artist designs
collage in FAB lobby
by Peter Brakemen
Converting the entire lobby
of the Fine Arts Building into
his studio, artist-in-residence
Fritz Bultman has provided the
Kalamazoo College community with an opportunity to actively participate in creating a
full scale collage. Serving as a
model, this collage will be
translated eventually to stained
glass, filling the stark lobby
windows. From eight in the
morning until well after five in
the afternoon, Bultman and his
assistants (students, faculty,
townspeople, and even some
suzuki players) can be seen
painting, cutting and glueing
sheets of paper, piecing
together the giant design.
Bultman wishes to achieve a
feeling of joy and celebration
through the combination of
flowing, curving, spreading
organic shapes with strong
shades of the primary colors.

Week of January
22-28

Bultman recalls that "Bernard Palchick ... conceived the
idea last summer and telephoned me to see if I would be interested." It was upon seeing a
photograph of the lobby windows that the artist "fell for
the project hook, line and
sinker."
Currently, an exhibit of
some of Bultman's current
work, consisting of sculpture,
figure drawings and collage, is
showing in the gallery of the
Fine Arts Building. The gallery
is open as long as work is being
done on the collage. Bultman
works all day, eats his meals at
SAGA, and is always willing to
discuss or explain any part of
the project or his work.
Perhaps the most satisfying
answer to any question about
the piece can be found in working on it, in discovering the difference that a fraction of an
inch can make in a curve, that
a spot of color can make in a
composition.

The artist explains, "In order
to experience the full flow of a
curve it is often necessary to
cut or oppose it with a straight
line in order to produce a
rhythmic interplay." This play
between curves and angles produces associations so universal
that we as viewers respond with
an emotion.
Bultman himself has led a
full life. In the early 1930's, at
the age of sixteen, he left his
home of New Orleans to study
at the Bauhaus in Germany.
Here he met Mrs. Hans Hofmann. When the Bauhaus was
forced to close, he returned to
the States and lived with the
Hofmanns in Provincetown,
Mass. and New York City. The
artist has lectured at the
Smithsonian Institution and
taught at Hunter College, Pratt
Institute and the Fine Arts
Work Center in Provincetown.
It was at the Fine Arts Work
Center that Bultman first met
Bernard Palchick.

AtJ(

Film Society:

Friday-Everyman For Himself and God Against All.
7:00, 9:00, and 11:00 pm,
Wednesday-A Man and a Woman. 7:00 and 9:00 pm
Recital Hall. $1.
Black Spot:
Friday at 9:30 pm. \ No admission charge.
Dalton:

Castleman's Run Country Grass Band in concert Saturday
at 8 pm.

Visions of contemporary America
Bored of Kalamazoo? Need a
change of scenery? Relief lies a ten
minute stroll from campus, where
you can immerse yourself in the
private worlds of Frank Gohlke
and Nick Nixon, two of the
foremost photographers in the nation. The two man show at the
Kalamazoo Art Center displays
their current work, part of the
"American Images" project of
the late '70s. The aim of the pro-

Artist-In-residence Fritz Bultman.
':""photo by Frank

Scllell<enbe~

Around Town
WMU Film Series:
Wednesday-Renoir's Madame fJovary. 4: 15, 7:00 and 9:30
2750 Knauss Hall; free.
•
Le Bijou:
Humphrey Bogart Film Festival: Casa Blanca and The

Falcon.

Sally Rogers, regionally acclai.med folksinger. performs on

by Frank Schellenberg

/

ject was to generate work showing
aspects of contemporary America.
Gohlke photographed 4x5 landscapes in his native Texas, and
Nixon photographed people of all
ages and races with an 8x 10 view
camera.
Gohlke's photographs of Texas
have the same formal sense as his
earlier work , but these pictures are
larger and have a wider view. By
making larger prints, a sense of
reality and consistency is formed
within the frame. The illusion of

House with Round Porch, Hillsboro, TexBS, 1978
by Frank Gohlke

reality is similar to that of a convincing dream-we as viewers feel
as if we are seeing a very real
Texas although we are only looking at one man's two dimensional
view. It is easy to become bored
with them if one is impatient; one
must look at them quietly. for a
long time. for the sense of reality
to sink in.
Nixon's photographs have a
more dynamic effect than
Gohlke's. although his seemingly
casual images of people do have a
similar sense of balance and structure. The exquisite quality of the
printing lends a feeling of excitement to the pictures. In fact, the
print quality is more of a subject
here than the people themselves.
Nixon's chief concern is with the
tonal values human skin can take
in a black and white photograph.
He does not try to explain the people. tell a story. or pass any moral
judgement on the people
themselves . These photographs
simply describe the people before
the camera-cleanly. formally.
and beautifully.
o reproduction here can do
justice to either man ' s work . The
prints must be seen to be fully appreciated. Gohlke and Nixon will
give a slide show/ lecture about
their work on January 29, at 7:30
p .m. at the Art Center. Admission
is $1 for students, $2 for the
general public.

Also, French films Cousin, Cousine and Bread and ,--"VLIV'. '
Films run Friday through Thur~day.
Theatre:
New Vic-Hugh Leonard's comedy The Au Pair Man runs
Friday. Saturday and Sunday.
Kalamazoo Institute of Arts:
American Images, a show of works by nationally
photographers Frank Gohlke and Nicholas Nixon.
Night Music:
Chap's on Main-Dave Harris' Affinity, jazz quartet,
continues Wednesday and Thursday, 9:30-1 :30. Cover.
Hobie's-Ken Morgan Quartet plays jazz Friday and
9:00-2:00. Cover.
Whistle Stop-Duncan Wooden Mitchell. contemporary
entertain Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 9:00-1 :30.
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distortions
Exodus--Ka/amazoo style
by Doug Behrend

- photo by Frank Schellenberg

stretch ing the truth :
In search of the
grandiloquent verity

The forecast was not promising:
"Snow ending tonight, then clearing and turning sharply colder,
low around zero." My father
shuddered while Mom wrapped
the afghan around her toes for a
fifth time. Having been hardened
by several Michigan winters, my
East coast companions and I
would not have batted an eye had
it not been for one thing-the last
rites that had recently been performed on my car heater.
"Don't worry," I cajoled confidently, "the sun will keep us
warm most of the day."
Unassured, my companions nodded, and we all turned in .
When we awoke at daybreak, I
knew it was as cold as it gets in the
part of the country because my
cocker spaniel had completely
buried her face under her oversiz-

ed ears. I took this as an ominous
but not disastrous sign, and instructed Stacey and Connie to fill
a couple of thermoses with hot
chocolate while I went to pilfer a
bottle of brandy from my parent's
liquor cabinet. Equipped with
blankets, long-johns, and thermal
gloves, we set out for the Zoo .
By the time my windshield was
clear enough to see through we
have driven about fifty miles and
were ascending into the Pennsylvania mountains. Stacey and
Connie had decided to use sleep as
their protection against the cold,
but miraculously their teeth were
chattering in perfect time to the
Springsteen tape I had put in the
deck. A few cups of hot chocolate
sustained us to the first gas stop,
'high in the Allegheny mountains.
As my cohorts ran in for some
more coffee, I battled with a
frozen gas cap and then had to
kick the pump before the dials
reset.

by Chris Flynn
"But do not make believe; if pedantry has not eaten all the reality out
pf you , recognize, as you must, that there is much you do not doubt, in
lIe least."
--Charles Peirce, 1905.
"And that's no exaggeration . . . "
-- Dr. Joe Fugate, 1973,74,75,76,77,78,80,81.
Now that our Foreign Study tales have moved from the proverbial
'diculous to the oft ill-defined sublime, it is clear that our experiences
more or less fell into three categories: 1) the cultural differences routine,
ighlighted by such stunning revelations as "and he screamed when I ate
. my left hand," 2) the 'great deal' anecdote, characterized by such
adept remarks as "here it costs an arm and a leg, but there I got
with everything but (chuckle) my left hand," and finally, 3) the
year version of the first two categories, whereupon we hear lines
" left hands are so cheap in Patras you just wouldn't believe it."
we've run out of things to tell one another regarding our exploits
, we tell them again, changing the names and facts to protect the
ennui.
Yet, imaginations have been stretched to their utmost; one can only
be so interesting with a Eurailpass. Fortunately, K Seniors have encountered another activity that offers a chance to constructively rearrange the fact s:.graduate school applications. Perhaps the major benefit
of foreign study lies in the well-honed imaginations that emerge from
the overseas antics, for the applications that confront us offer an interesting challenge.
This occurred to ine as I mulled over a form from an Eastern school,
trying to decide on the appropriate amount of pedantry to sprinkle
throughout my answers. My life at K seemed so drab in black and
erasable white. The solution seemed simple--lie, but use four syllables to
do it, thereby legitimizing the half-truths . What is pedantry but mere
elevation of our intellectual pursuits to a level of perfect uselessness and
nebulosity? Yes , this is life beyond puns, beyond cheap Saga gags--we're
down to some serious bullshitting, preparing ourselves for the
daily manipulations of fact we'll have to make in the mythical Real
World. Peirce's statement, primarily dealing with acceptance of that
World, rung in my ears as I took my pen and dictionary in hand . I
resisted all efforts by my conscience to temper my statements .
I read the first question . No chance here--just that mundane stuff-grades, class rank, etc . Hopefully inconsequential. I moved on to the sequestion. "If you wish to do so, list no more than three extracurricular or community service activities and your contribution to those
activities." An absolute gold mine. I began to craft my answer with the
skill only a Fugate veteran may possess. Brevity is a virtue. My reply was
simple: "Having taken an interest in participatory student government,
I have become involved with our student commission, expounding upon
ISSues extemporaneously in the grand style of such other ineffectual
Speech-making bodies as the U.N. and OAS . In the interest of a
pOlymorphous education, I have also endeavored to participate in a
modern, coeducational (in accordance with the guidelines of Title IX)
version of the old Scottish game of rounders . The non-competitive atmosphere o f this sport has lent itself to the nascent awareness I have obtained regarding gr up interacti ve dynamics." A masterpiece. I had
wondered how I would involve our coed softball second place fini sh in
this excogitation. I proceeded, tropologies tropologically in hand , to the
next question, praising Joseph Heller the whole way.
It was brutally blunt. "List all scholastic honors you have received ."
This would require sheer genius. "The ubiquitous demand for scholastic
honors creates an air of exclusivity and elitism . The awarding of these
honors actually debilitates the academic process. Therefore, I have
aVoided receiving honors in the interest of higher eduction, opting for
the mere intrinsic value of knowledge, its lux esto." The rest of the apPlication presented no problem.
.While I don't guarantee admission to the desired institution, one may
51111 save face. Those slated for Foreign Study in the spring should take
nOl e, as well as advantage, of this opportunity. And remember--in Paris
they can steal your underwear while leaving your pants in place--and
that's no exaggeration.

- photo by Frank Schellenberg

Exaggeration through the years
Exaggerations come in all shapes and sizes, but the distortions of the
truth heard here on our campus stray a bit from the norm. Here are
some classic examples.

Freshman Fall: Isn't it exhilarating to get up for eight o'clocks?
Sophomore Summer: All I want to do is get my gym credits in before
foreign sludy .
Junior Spring: I've always wanted to be a triple major!
Senior Winter: Who doesfI '/ want to be a super senior?

As predicted, the sun continued
to shine all the way to the Ohio
border, but it did nothing to help
our plight save for acting as a rear
window defogger. As soon as my
watch told us it was noon, we
reached for the brandy and had
several snorts each. Suddenly,
things weren't so bad-the feeling
came back to our toes and we
could even joke about our
predicament:
"Did you hear about the
morons who froze to death at the
drive-in-movie?" Stacey asked.
"They went to see Closed for the
Season. "
"A fine film, an epic even,"
Connie added between chilled
chortles.
"Yeah," I said, "didn't it star
Shelley Winters and David
Frost?"
More laughs. Ah, for the
wonders of alcohol. .
Things took a turn for the
worse when night fe ll somewhere
south of Cleveland. Stacey and
Connie had hudd led together in
the back seat under several
blankets, leaving me alone in
front with my breath which was so
white that I could barely see the
dotted lines on the turnpike. Idea!
We still had a thermos of hot
chocolate. I announced my
cerebral discovery to my friends.
who Wt;re amazed that my mental
faculties were still so alert. I listened intently to the opening of the
thermos which was followed by a
distincly non-liquid sound .
"How's it look," I said timidly .
"Fine, if you like ice floes,"
Stacey retorted, showing me a
solid mass that looked too much
like Lake Erie in February for my
tastes. A tear started to fall from
the corner of my eye, I Jt it never
got any farther. It froze there,
making me a perfect candidate to
be a poster boy for UNICEF or
CARE.
When we stopped again, we
were comforted to be among a
number of other frozen
souls- those who has just spent
the afternoon outside, watching
the Oakland-Cleveland piayoff
game . I asked several of them who
had won , but none answered ,
leading me to conclude that the
Browns had probably lost. I could
have sworn, though, that one man
uttered the words "oil can" out of
the miniscule portion of his mouth
that opened. I asked him if he was
heading towards Emerald City,
but he failed to see my humor and
whispered, "Try exit eight."
Toledo at last-the final stop
before Kazoo. Stacey was at the
wheel as we turned into the gas
station.
KA-THUNK! The car lurched
past the unleaded pump. "Put in
the clutch," I shouted from
underneath a quilt.
"It is ," the driver answered
solemnly. No need to say anything
more . We pushed the car out of
the way , took out our suitcases
and walked next door to the
Toledo Turnpike Motel. We
graciously declined the free inroom movies, and ignored the
Three's Company stare and went
immediately for the warmth of
our rooms, knowing very well that
drastic measures would have to be
taken if we were to hand in our
SIPs-our lives-on time .
"Ah well, they'll get there, God
willing," Connie said from behind
the radiator.
"Of course," I added. "After
all, we are the Frozen People. "
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sports
Nationals: Here comes K!
by Cindy Ackerman
The men's swim team will not
go undefeated this season after
last Saturday's hard fought 48-65
loss to Ferris State.
In what was to be K's toughest
meet of the season, the Ferris
team outdid themselves by breaking eight school records.
However, this proved to spur on
the angry Hornets, who after losing the first four events came back
to place first and second in the 200
1M and 200 fly, first in 100 free
and 200 back, second in 500 free,
and second and third in 3M divin2 .

Despite a second place finish to
a Ferris diver in the 3M event,
Oberholtzer's score of 281.4
qualifies him for NCAA Division
III Nationals this year for which
the cut-off score is 275.

In addition, sophomore
Hoisington just missed the
cut-off time for national COrr
tion in the 200 1M with a Sll
2:01.99, which gave him the
State pool record for the eVt

f

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS

Men's Basketball
January 24-0livet 8PM
January 28-Hope 5:15 PM
Women's Basketball

Calvin tough on
K women cagers

January 24-Hope IlAM
January 27-at Albion 7;30PM
Men's Swimming
January 22-23-GLCA Relays at Denison

by Sue Gordon

-photo by Robert L. Bums

Swimmin' Women down Alma
by Nancy Waldenmaier
Kalamazoo just squeaked by
Alma in their first conference
meet of the season with a score of
71-59. The Scots, having a strong
diver and a couple of good
sprinters>gave the Hornets an exciting match, but could not sur-

pass good performances by Julie
Redner, Marti Erickson, Pam
Hamp and Kathleen Ward.
The
Super
Swimmin'
Kalamazoo Women are looking
forward to the GLCA meet in
Denison Ohio on January 23 and
24, and also to their first home
meet against Hillsdale on Wednesday January 28, at 7 PM.

WMU's Oakland Gym was the
setting for the Hornet's first conference women's basketball game ,
against Calvin played Tuesday
night, January 13. K has shown a
great deal of improvement since
fall quarter and did fairly well
during the first half against the
strong Calvin team. During the second half the team made a
number of mistakes which cost
them the game. Nonetheless,
Kazoo has the opportunity to
meet them again later in the
season a.nd continues to work
hard in order to come out on top.
Kalamazoo's leading $corers
were Senior Becky Gray,
Sophomore Karen Goxem and
Freshman Kari Brown, with six
points each . Goxem and Brown
were also the most successful rebounders of the evening. The
team averaged 33 percent from the
floor and 33 percent in six attempts from the free throw line.

•

Sidelines.

• •

Wrestling
January 24-at Sienna Heights 7PM
January 27-Calvin 7:30 PM

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS

Men's Basketball
January 17-at Calvin 37-58 L
Women's Basketball
January 13-Calvin 30-86 L
Men's Swimming
January 13-Grand Rapids J.C. 78-35 W
January 17-al Ferris 48-65 L
Women's Swimming
January 14-al Alma 71-59 W

by Jan Spierenburg
The NCAA recently announced that junior forward John Schelske is
ranked sixth in national scoring, averaging 24.6 points per game for the
Kalamazoo College Men's Basketball Team. The 6-6 Schelske of Ann
Arbor (Pioneer High School) has contributed 197 total points in eight
games this season. John scored 26 points in a 65-59 victory over Adrian
on Saturday January 10, and won the "MIAA Player of the Week"
award. He leads the league in scoring and is tied for the rebounding
leadership (9.5 per game) . Topping all MIAA scoring efforts to date,
Schelske has 40 points scored and 16 rebounds in single game performances.

Wrestling
lanuary 17 Elmhurst Tournament Second Place

1M 1M 1M

• ••

The new Kalamazoo College Wrestling Team coach, Terry SI. Louis,
reports the beginning of another successful season, the team recently
winning 50-0 and 42-9 over Grand Rapids Bible and Music and Grand
Rapids Baptist, respectively . Team captain Chris Davis, a junior from
Kalamazoo (Central High School), has a 4-1 record in the 142-lb. weight
class and placed second in the invitational at Hope College. Coach SI.
Louis also singled out Jeff Mohney (Portage Central High School), calling him the "surprise of the season". Mohney earned a regular varsity
spot this year and wrestled to a first place victory in the 158-lb. weight
class at the Hope Invitiational . As a Junior at Kalamazoo College, Jeff
Mohney now wrestles in the I 50-lb. class and already has a record of 3-0
in the 158-lb. class and 2-0 in the 150-1b. class.

Snorts t r:vla
" "10 sc or ed the most

by Wayne Tucker

•••

Marj Snyder, a 1975 Kalamazoo College graduate, will return to
Kalamazoo-as the new women's basketball coach for Hope College.
Ms. Snyder earned more varsity letters (I I) than anyone has ever been
awarded at Kalamazoo College. She was honored in women's basketball, field hockey, tennis, and swimming. Upon graduation from K, Ms .
Snyder joined the Kalamazoo College coaching staff and worked with
women's sports in the 1976-77 and 1977-78 seasons. The Kalamazoo
College Women's Basketball Team will meet Hope College on Saturday,
January 24, at 11:00 am in Western Michigan University's Oakland
Gym .

Women's Swimminl!.
January 23-24-GLCA Relays at Denison
January 28-HUIsdale 7PM

~ 'r .

The race for the prized orange
and black t-shirts has begun and
after one week of heavy competition the championship is still up
for grabs . In coed volleyball there
are nine teams competing with
four moving into playoff action .
Die Schlaeger and Australoids are
leading the league so far both with
2-0 records .
It's still early in Men's 1M
Basketball and any team could
emerge victorious this winter.
American and National divisions
have been formed each consisting
of five teams two of which will
qualify for post-season battle.

career points in COl
basketball history?
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Faculty resign from PBC
by Carrie Vernia
The faculty members of the
Planning and Budget Committee
(PBC) gave President George
Rainsford (PBC Chairperson) a
memo outlining their grievances
and tendering their resignations
last week, after consulting with
the Faculty Council.
The grievances arose out of the
fi rst PBC meeting of the quarter
in which Dr. Roger Fecher, VicePresident of Business and
Finance, informed the committee
that the Board of Trustee's Financial Affiars Committee (FAC) and
Executive Committee had recommended the adoption of the
1981-82 budget as presented by
the administration without PBC's
endorsemen t.
According to Kathy Reish,
professor of French and faculty
PBC mem ber, by resigning the
faculty is expressing its concern
that the budgeting process should
be participated in by the various
constituencies of the College community. "
Reish went on to explain that
the student and faculty members
of PBC expressed surprise and
concern that the budget had
already been presented by the admini5tration. "Our expectation
was that we had not arrived at the
conclusion of our deliberations,"
she stated.
Rainsford explained, however,
that the move was not unexpected. "There was a clear
understanding that w'! would
come back to PBC [only if the
FAC made changes in the
budget]." The FAC accepted the
budget without alterations.

A student PBC member who
refused to be identified, however,
stated, "there was no such
understanding." Furthermore,
Reish reviewed past PBC minutes
and found that for several years,
either a consensus had been reached or a vote taken on the PBC
budget
recommendations .
However, for the 1981-82 budget,
neither a consensus was reached
nor a vote taken.
Rainsford went onto term the
faculty action as "irresponsible,"
stating that, "It's important for
the faculty and administration to
stay in touch with one another
long enough to understand if there
was an honest misunderstand
ing. "

Dispute over contingency
fund
The lost opportunity for further
consideration by PBC cam~ as an
especially hard blow to student
and faculty members of the committee. Both groups had been in
the midst of a vigorous campaign
to transfer all or part of $150,000
from a proposed contingency
fund to student financial aid .
The $150,000, if budgeted as a
contingency fund, would be an expenditure out of general revenue.
According to .Rains ford , this
money would be "there to deal
with crises that occur within the
budget either on the revenue or
expenditure side." Two examples
cited were a shortfall in admissions (which would create a shortage on the revenue side), or extreme, unplanned increases in fuel
or other costs .
Student and faculty represen-

Flu strikes K
by Chris Flynn
Flu struck K College last
week. The Health Service was
confronted by at least 80 cases
between Wednesday morning and
Friday afternoon. It is not known
how many additional cases were
not reported.
"Definately an epidemic," affIrmed Nurse Shirley Barron,
noting however, that the number

of cases treated Monday seemed
to be lower.
The flu is characterized by a
sudden onset of fever, body aches
and cough. Similar outbreaks
have been reported at Western
Michigan University and Ferris
State.
Students are advised to take it
easy. Several recovered cases have
experienced fainting from overexertion .

50 years ago in the Index
Headlines
Price for banquet lower this year
Five graduated in February here
Hornbecks entertain science club Monday
Ten new students enroll in College
Quirks and smirks

For one week during the pre-exilic period it looked
as if studying were going to take a place of importance
among College activities 1 But we were needlessly
alarmed. It never lasts more than a week we are reassured. So long as we don't receive education in such
large doses that we get hopelessly behind in our recreation we shall make no changes in the policies of the
College.

tatives had been strongly united in
the struggle for increased financial
aid. Increasing the financial aid
was believed to be especially important due to declining admissions, major cuts in state aid, and
wage decreases due to the
automotive indUlitry slump-a
slump which directly or indirectly
affects the income and financial
need of a majority of K students.
In contrast the administration is
in favor of establishing a contingency fund. Rainsford pointed
out that the Model for Fiscal
Equilibrium (a plan to balance the
College budget and cure its financial ills) had been designed to incorporate a contingency fund in
the 1981-82 budget, that the
Board has been fighting for such a
fund for three years, and that
some kind of reserve is necessary
in a budget of over $12 million.
Faculty and students, however,
conluded that in time of economic
stress, the contingency fund
should be given lower priority.

Becky Gray, a Kalamazoo College student, has been selected as a
Rhodes Scholar-the first in tbe history of the school. (See article on
page 2.)
-photo by Frank Schellenberg

Women's studies spurs debate
by Steve Thoburn
The Committee on Women's
Studies attempt to introduce a
three-term introductory Women's
Studies (WS) course into the
Kalamazoo College curriculum
has met with opposition from
faculty and others, who feel such
3 course could not live up to the
principles of a liberal arts college.
The most outspoken critic of
the proposal is Dr. Harold Harris
of the English Department. Harris
detailed his objections in a memo
circulated to the faculty earlier
this month. The memo calls on the
faculty to give these objections
careful consideration, as he
regards WS to be a "radical
departure from the College's intellectual tradition."
His first objection is that WS
does not fall under any specific
discipline, a shortcoming Harris
considers serious: " . . . the concept of discipline is at the very
heart of the liberal arts tradition,"
he says in the memo.
Provost Warren Board,
however, does not see this to be a
major obstacle. "The argument
that anything studied at a college
must fit into the [established
disciplines] is faulty," he states.
"A new idea's failure to 'fit in'
does not invalidate the idea.
Women's Studies is not a
discipline; it's another way of
looking at things."
Dr. Kathleen Reish (a co-author
of the course proposal) feels WS is
by its very nature an interdisciplinary study, one which
therefore cannot find its home in
anyone department or division of
the College.
The proposal was written by
three members of the Women's
Studies Committee, Drs. Gail
Griffin, Berne Jacobs, and Reish.
The committee itself was formed
by President Rainsford in July
1979 with the charge to "inventory the current status of offer-

ings, ... evaluate the needs of the
College with regard to Women's
Studies, and to make recommendations to the Provost and to the
EPC." Since that time the committee has questioned faculty
member in order to determine
what, if anything, might be lacking in the curriculum vis-a-vis WS.
The proposal is the culmination of'
this work, and has been deemed
necessary because of "unexamined assumptions about women and
the role of women in history,
politics, culture and society."
The course would span three
quarters; students would attend a
seminar once a week for two
quarters and would be responsible
for an independent project during
the third quarter. Students would
attend the seminar, to be led by a
different professor every two
weeks, in addition to the regular
course load; making a total of
four classes.
The purpose, however, of the
course, according to Ms. Lisa
Godfrey, WS committee chair, is
to familiarize students with the
basic issues of Women's Studies
and to investigate how definition
through gender affects the individual. "It's too easy to say,"
Godfrey remarks, "that 'women
are oppressed,' and to prescribe
remedies. The course would open
these issues and examine them
more carefully." It is hoped that
this will help prepare students for
other already existing courses,
such as "The Literature of
Women" and "Women in Crosscultural Perspective."
Another criticism Harris made
of WS is that it too often serves to
espouse the feminist ideology. In
the field of literature, Harris
argues, " . . . feminists are often
not interested in great works, but
rather seek out those which support their ideology ... The best
female minds and talents are
deliberately ignored by feminists

and by WS because they fail to
support the feminist argument."
Harris questions the possibility of
divorcing WS from the feminist
ideology from which it arose. He
argues that WS can serve" . .. not
to liberate the young mind, but to
inculcate it with an ideology."
Among others, Reish believes
that WS can in fact be as objective
a study as any other. "The
classroom," she says, "is no place
for proselytizing-that's the antithesis of academia. In analyzing
medieval literature, for example, I
don't proclaim the 'sexist' nature
of the text, but try to understand
the role women did play, and to
thereby come to a richer
jJnderstanding of the text's
dynamics ... More perspectives
leads to a richer understanding,
and this belongs to the intellectual
community; we're opening issues,
not closing them."
Ruth Moerdyk, one of the four
student representative on the WS
Committee, hopes that the College will someday offer a
Women's Studies concentration.
"Academia has centered on great
men , ignoring the contribution of
women," she says. "Men have
controlled the power structures
and publishing houses."
"More and more schools are offering programs in WS," Moerdyk continues. "It's an increasingly legitimate study in academic
circles." Godfrey reports that
1500 institutions offer courses in
WS, and that over 235 have formal WS programs, among them
Dartmouth, Stanford and Yale.
Provost Board hopes the proposal will be reported out of the
Educational Policies Committee
for faculty approval in time for
the course to be among this summer's offerings. "It's not a question of 'if,' bllt of 'how," he
states. He adds that at this point,
however, the College has no plan
to develop a major or concentration in Women's Studies .
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~Gray

earns Rhode~ scholarship

by Gayle Oaks
Becky Gray, a Kalamazoo College student, has been selected as a
Rhodes Scholar-the first in the
history of the school.
To become a Rhodes Scholar,
as stipulated by Cecil Rhodes, the
bequeather of the scholarship
funds, Becky had to meet the
following four requirements:
academic achievement, a "moral
force of character", compassion
for the poor and oppressed, and
also a fondness for, and success in
sports.

A math major and an
academically fine student, Becky
has received high scholastic
honors every year . 3he has
demonstrated ner athletic ability,
winning three varisity letters on
both the field hockey and basketball teams; and being elected cocaptain of each her senior year.
Becky's first term at Oxford
begins October I I, 1981. She
hopes to attend Trinity College,
one of the many colleges in the
Oxford Federation, where she will
pursue studies in Theology.
Although there is no formal
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Although Becky won the Rhodes
scholarship on her own merits, she
says, " I realize just how much
support the College community
has given me."
Becky learned about the
Rhodes Scholars when she was
younger and thought it would be
great to be one. Therefore, when
the opportunity arose this year,
she proceeded, with the support
of her professors and friends, to
apply for one of the scholarships.
During the many interviews in the
application procedure, Becky
found that her liberal arts education was an important asset and
favorably viewed by most of the
interviewers. She says, in regard
to her liberal arts background and
the role it played in the attainment
of her Rhodes scholarship, "I
couldn't have planned my education in a better way. " She is happy
that she can lend further
legitimacy to Kalamazoo College
and its liberal arts program by being chosen as a Rhodes Scholar.
Becky readily encourages other
students to try for a Rhodes
scholarship because she feels that
the whole application process is
worthwhile and truly reveals how
the K community stands behind its
students with much encouragement and support.

by Mary Harrington
The University of HanOVer
which actively participates in th
Kalamazoo College foreign stud
program, invited Dr. Barclay t
join their university last fall as
guest lecturer. He taught tl\
seminars-one entitled ..
History of German and "'''"CIIC'.
Trade Unions-a
perspective," and the other
ed "German-American Relatiolll
since WW I."
Dr. Barclay' was able to
tinue his research on the
trade systems, something which
has been working on for
some time-along with
other research topics. This
up a point of which very
students are aware: as Barclay
it, "all of us professors
some way or
specific sets of research
which we work on ." The
history professor stressed that, bl
devoting time and energy to
specific area of personal ~U"~~IlI,
they are able to "maintain an
tellectual edge," and sustain
fresh, lively outlook on theu
work . Not only did the experienC!
provide him with an onlnortll
to observe, interact, and spe:cullatll
on the German university
it allowed him to further
vestigate his particular research
terest.

Toxic Shock
linked to varied causes

"',"UCIC.!Io ..

~• .,..,. _ , NII... "u

framework of study in Theology,
there are core classes which insure
that students learn Greek, basic
Biblical analysis, and various doctrinal studies. The academic program entails no actual classes per
se: Becky will work on her own
with just a weekly conference with
a tutor. Her studies will extend for
two years and at their termination
she will have to prove her acquired
knowledge through examination.
Becky feels that many persons
believe in "the myth" that the
scholarships are awarded just to
"eggheads" or "jocks"; and that
her own selection, and the attitudes of the interviewers who
award the scholarships, disprove
this myth . She says that she feels
lucky to have been chosen, and
that there are others at K who are
just as qualified but didn't have
the time or opportunity to apply.
A major point emphasized by
those who selected the scholars,
she reports, is that ,"the scholarship is not a reward for past
achievements but an investment in
persons
with
leadership
potential. "
When asked how - she feels
about being the first Rhodes
Scholar from K, Becky replied, "[
feel humble. All of my inadequacies have come to mind."

Barcia v
lectures in
Hanover

item pizza)
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In the summer and fall of 1980,
much publicity was given to Toxic
Schock Syndrome (TSS), an illness primarily found in
menstruating women and believed
to be linked to the use of tampons. At first, attention was
centered on super-absorbent tampons and, in particular, Rely, a
brand which was subsequently
withdrawn from the market.
However, current studies continue
to link TSS development to all
major brands of tampons.
TSS is believed to be caused by
a mutant form of the toxinproducing bacteria Staphylococcus aureus. This bacteria is quite
commonly found in the upper
respiratory tract, but does not
become pathogenic there because
its toxin must be introduced into
the bloodstream for illness to occur. However, if absorbed into the
bloodstream, the TSS toxin can
cause a rapid drop in blood
pressure, severe shock, circulatory
collapse and (in ten percent of
confirmed cases) death. The
Federal Center for Disease Control estimates that the occurance
rate of TSS for menstruating
women is 15/ 100,000 per year.
One contributing role which
tampons may play in the occurance of TSS involves the initial
carrying of the bacteria from the
fingers or the mouth of the vagina
into the vagina. Several theories
have been proposed as to how
tampons may further aid in introducing the TSS toxin into the
bloodstream once it has entered
the vagina. One theory suggests
that the use of tampons causes a
pooling of blood in the vaginal
cavity. This pooling in turn

creates a back-flow of that blood
through the uterus, the fallopian
tubes and into the peritoneal cavity. From this cavity the TSS toxin
may be easily absorbed into the
bloodstream and thus TSS results.
Another major theory proposes
the tampons and/ or their applicators cause abrasions in the
vaginal walls. The bacteria and its
toxin may them be introduced to
the bloodstream through these
abrasions which in turn causes the
onset of TSS.
Only recently having come to
public attention, TSS was first
recognized in 1975, and was not
named until 1978. So, much
research has yet to be done before
final conclusions may be drawn
concerning the exact causes and
contributing factors in TSS. "The
picture is changing weekly and
almost daily ... we don't know
enough yet to make final recommendations," claims Paul Lang
of the Kalamazoo Health Department concerning TSS . Indeed,
there are still many unanswered
questions. For example, if tampons are involved in TSS occurance, how may the few cases of
TSS reported in men and children
Warning signs of TSS
- Sudden onset, during or just
after menstrual period , of high
fever (102 or higher)
- Sudden onset of shak ing chills
- Vom iting and / or diarrhea
and/ or muscle spasms
-Rapid drop in blood pressure
- Headache and/ or dizziness
-Sunburn-like rash followed by
peeling of skin
Recommended precautions
-Risk can be entirely eliminated
~y not using tampons at all

be explained? And are
women more susceptible to
either for biological reasons
because of personal habits
hygiene?
Dr. C. Newton of the
department here at K suggests
perhaps the two most lml,ortanil
things that every woman
know about TSS are its synlptlJrrul
and the recommended
tions. She stresses that
woman must decide for
how to respond to the studies
ing TSS with tampons. "It's an'
dividual thing," says Newton.
"Each woman has to decide ho~
much risk she ' s willing
assume." For many women,
convenience of tampons may
outweigh the risks.
Shirley Barron, R.N., of the K
College Health Service
that no confirmed cases of
are known to have occured at
"We had one scare, which we
down to Bronson emergency, but
no diagnosis [of TSS] was given."
She also mentions that any stu·
dent interested in TSS is welcome
to come into the Health Service
office and discuss any questions
or concerns he or she might have.
- Women who choose to use tam·
pons may reduce the risk by:
a . Not using super-absorbent
varieties
b. Using regular tampons intermittently during each menstrual
period (Alternating a tampon with
a napkin every fou r hours)
c. Not wearing any tampon for
more than four hours at a time
d. Not wearing any tampon
overnight
e. Using tampons with cardboard or no applicator (The
plastic applicators are believed tJ
be more abrasive)
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To be objective is to be superficial
To be objective and dispassionate-a commonplace expectation of
scholarly activity-is required in order to allow the natural flow of
logic and evidence to direct a disinterested search for truth. I think
we all know what we wish to indicate by such an expectation and
what abuses we desire to curtail, if not abolish; Graham Greene calls
it the human factor: 'the' possibility of special pleading, the · interference of the bias, the coaching toward a cherished outcome-all
on the part of the scholar whose human predilections are suspect in
the pursuit of his vocation.
If the general goal of objectivity and dispassionate inquiry can only be applauded, we must acknowledge from the outset that it cannot
be achieved. Those who employ the terms actually mean something
other than they suggest. For the best of scholarly activity is the result
of intense passion and interest; our actual thinking is always moved
by feeling and desire. The most honest answer you can give to
yourself and your parents as to why you have chosen this particular
major rather than any other is probably" Because I like it." And you
better I The sustained attention which eight units, plus a SIP, plus
mandated graduate work and, finally, a life-long occupation with the
same stuffrequlred is only humanly tolerable if at a very basic level
you have fallen in love with it. I suspect the very fact that you are in a
given field in the first place is the result of a teacher who taught you
out of his/her own love for this knowledge. In a quite literal fashion
knowledge,like Stroh's beer, is passed on from one lover to another.
Yale philosopher B. Blanshard put it this way, "The brains ... of
persons, when they think, are not dynamos humming in a vacuum;
actual thought is always bathed in personal feeling, and invested with
the lights and shades of individual temperament ... And most people
are so constituted that facts are far more vivid and interesting if they
come wearing the stamp of another's interest across their face."
If all of this is true, what has happened to objectivity and dispassionate inquiry? They are misnomers, at best applicable in a limited
sense. The fear is not that love exists in the intellectual life, but that it
may be "compromised by passions other that a love of the truth"
(Gamwell). Genuine love allows the other to exist and to emerge in
hisl her integrity. It docs not infringe upon necessary freedom nor
impose alien norms. It is not devoid of self-criticism nor bound to ignore defects.
What is true in genuine interpersonal love,mutatis mutandis, is
also true of a student's love for an area of knowledge. What has to
be feared in both instances is the intrusion of other loves, those that
begiJ. the relationship with pre-determined convictions, that reduce it
to subservience, that ignore and violate the uniqueness of the partner, etc. The danger that these two loves may be confused is ever present; the option not to love is tantamount to a refusal to know.
A brief word about objectivity. To be objective about something
means to regard it as an object, i.e. as something alien and distant
which stands over against me as a subject. As I, the subject, study an
object, I obtain a certain amount of information about it. But as I do
so, this object begins to intrigue, interest, engage and otherwise fully
involve me in its richness. It then loses its alien, distant, "objective"
character and becomes very much a subject as I am, and a deeper
knowledge is made possible. In short, I have ceased to remain objective. This is not a failure on my part where I have succumbed to the
lure of blind affection and uncritical acceptance. Rather, it is a
necessary step toward a profounder knowing. Perhaps too casually
We say, "She is involved in writing," and do not notice that we have
borrowed the verb from the experience of personal relationships.
Make the proper substitution, "She is involved with Torn" and
recognize the common elements.
. The caution that is traditionally suggested under the names of obJectivity and dispassionate inquiry actually aims at fairness and truth
and warns against the human desire to control evidence toward preCOnceived conformity. That warning remains, but it should abstain
from a ' conceptualization that makes the act of knowing on a
deeper level in itself impossible.

To the Editor:
Although I do not have any
direct knowledge of the events
surrounding last week''S Planning
and Budget Committee controversy, what I have learned does not
surprise me at all. As a student
member of the Committee for the
previous two quarters, I have experienced nothing but frustration
and grief. The most recent circumvention of the Committee by
the administration, although
significant, should not be our major concern, however.
What should concern us is the
content of the budget for 1981-82
that has been pushed through to
the Board of Trustees virtually undiscussed by PBC. This budget,
for example, raises student
charges by 14 percent or almost
$900 per student. How students
are expected to corne up with that
additional sum in light of inadequate financial aid should be the
focus of any discussion about
PBC.
However, there really isn't
anything new about this controversial situation; the PBC has
been hindered for the past two
quarters by a lack of up-tO-date
information. The Committee's
time was wasted with trivial and
inconsequential reports about the
administrative hassles of running
the Financial Aid office and
discussions about the twenty questions to be placed on a questionnaire. When the committee finally
began discussions about the
1981-82 budget, members were
working in the dark, being spoonfed only small morsels of mostly
irrelevant information. It was not

until after the final meeting of last
quarter that the actual budget
figures for the previous year and
the administration's proposed
figures for the 1981-82 budget
were made available. By the time
of the first meeting of the quarter,
those figures had essentially been
adopted by the Board of Trustees.
To exacerbate the problem, the
Board did not pay a bit of attention to the PBC's major proposal
for change: transferring some
$SO,OOO from a contingency fund
to financial aid.
When I finally did obtain a
copy of the proposed budget, I
discovered several interesting
points of which students and
faculty should be aware:
I) Student aid as a percentage of
student charges is budgeted at 9.6
percent for next year, in comparison to last year's 11.9 percent.
A drop of 19 percent in real terms.
2)In addition, the budget figures
for the current year (1980-81)
show a drop of some I.S percent
in student aid from last year's
levels.
3)The proposed budget, for
1981-82 projects private gift and
grant revenues totaling less than
one-half of those received in
1978-79, even though significantly
more effort and money is being ex~
pended by the Development Office. In fact, gift and grant
revenue estimates for the current
year are some $380,000 or 40 percent lower than the audit shows
were actually received last year.
4)Bookstore profits have increased from $17 ,6S0 last year to a projected $46,300 for next year a 160

President admonishes editor
Dear Editor:
In your column on page 4 of the
Index of January 22nd you raised
some "moral and ethical questions" about the Capital-byPhone program suggesting that
the way the program is run is compromising the integrity of the College. As Editor you certainly have
the right to your opinion.
However, there is, in my judgement, inherent in the process by
which you arrived at your opinion
and your statement of it a threat
to the intellectual integrity to the
College substantially greater than
that posed by the Capital-byPhone program. You have
acknowledged your debt to Wade
Robison,
Professor
of
Philosophy, in your formulation
of the issues. You neglected to
state, however, that in forming
your opinion VOll did not feel it

necessary to talk to Karen Blum,
the person responsible for the
Capital-by-Phone program, nor
even observe the program in action to hear for yourself what was
being said. Your explanation
when I asked you if you had done
any of these things was that you
did not feel that was necessary
since this was to be a statement of
opinion.
This seems to me a violation of
everything that Kalamazoo College stands for by way of intellectual honesty, to say nothing of
common professional courtesy. If
we are educating our students to
form their opinions separate from
and regardless of the facts, we
have compromised our intellectual
integrity very seriously indeed.
Very sincerely,
George N. Rainsford
editor: Corinne Lewis
news: Brent Gurney
features: L. Carol Ritchie
campus views:
Tomlson Winquist
perspectives:

The Index welcomes letters and
articles from any interested student, faculty or administrative
member. Please submit copy to
Commuter Box 2 on the lower
level of Hicks Center.

Gregory Shinsky

percent increase I This is just
another example of hidden costs
to students from a supposedly
non-profit operation.
S) The State of Michigan has
already promised additional cuts
of some $37,000 to K students
receiving Competitive Scholarships and Tuition Grants, with
further cuts likely as economic
recession continues in the state.
This makes the College's financial
aid commitments even more important.
6)A budgetary enrollment level of
142S has been proposed for next
year, even though the experience
of the last ten years projects a
level of 1439 (1447 if we use last
year's experience). The cost of this
unwarranted conservatism in increased student charges is
anywhere from $123,000 to
$200,000.
7)The administration claims the
increase in student charges to be at
the level of inflation, yet inflation
in 1980 was 12 percent and is projected to be substantially less in
1981. Hardly a justification for a
14.1 percent increase in tuition.
8)K already "boasts" the second
highest tuition rate in the state, second only to Suomi College. For
the 7S percent of our prospective
and current students who are
residents of Michigan, this must
be a factor in any decision to corne
to (or to remain enrolled at) K.
9)K also "boasts" the highest rate
of increase in total student charges
over the past five years in the entire GLCA, with an average annual increase of approximately II
percent. Meanwhile, student aid
expenditures at K have increased
an average of only 9 percent per
year.
These points are just a small
part of the financial picture being
painted for K students in the next
year. The extreme fiscal conservatism being exercised by the administration and the Board of
Trustees in a period of economic
hardship for many students and
their families can only hurt this institution in the long run. Unfortunately, neither the administration nor the Board of Trustees
have shown even the slightest sign
of flexibility or concern over this
temporary plight of many
students.
Personally, I am ashamed to
have been in any way connected
with this budgetary process. I am
worried about K's ability to attract and retain any but the
wealthiest students. Finally, I urge
the Board of Trustees to reject this
proposed 1981-82 budget and extend the fiscal equilibrium program over another two years.
Michael Riebe
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pers pectives
The Decline of the
Super-powers

editor's
column:
by Gregory John Shinsky
-photo by Frank Schellenberg

The price you pay for perfection
I would like to dedicate the editor's column this week, to those
whom I feel need it most right now: those people who become
prisoners of their own perfectionistic attitudes.
I have noticed that during midterms each quarter, a significant
number of "K" -students undergo more severe anxiety attacks than
do others taking the same tests. What is most interesting is that many
of these students inflict intolerable worries upon themselves in great
fear of "messing up" their grades, which they equate with "messing
up" their lives. As they are students, I feel they have the right to
make this equation . However, by way of this article I intend to convince these despairing souls that in the long run it would be more
practical for them to replace their vision of academic perfection with
an awareness of their mortal limitations.
Before writing further, I would like to make clear what I mean by
perfectionism. I do not equate perfectionism with the healthy pursuit of excellence by men and women who take genuine pleasure in
striving to meet high standards. Without concern for quality, education would seem shallow and true accomplishment would be rare indeed. The perfectionists I am writing of are those whose standards
are high beyond reach or reason. I am referring to people who strain
compulsively and unremittingly toward impossible goals and who
measure their own personal worth entirely in terms of productivity
and accomplishments. For these people, the drive to excel can only
be self-defeating. Believe me, please, for I have experienced this
mentally taxing trauma.
Perfectionists tend to look at things wholeheartedly as either totally and completely right or wrong. They cannot derive adequate
satisfaction from any activity in which they do not perform in an
outstanding manner. At the other extreme, they go as far as to consider committing suicide when their aspirations go astray.
To all of this, a perfectionist might reply that his or her ideal induces the energy and drive from which they derive their maximum
levels of productivity and feelings of superiority (or, in the perfectionist's case, their feelings of adequacy). They feel the time they
spend relaxing is actually the painful price they have to pay in life.
and this is precisely where I would like to make my point.
According to David D. Burns, M.D., a clinical assistant professor
of psychology at the University of Pennsilvania School of Medicine
and author of Feeling Good: The New Mood Therapy, "Evidence is
mounting that the price perfectionists pay for their habit includes not
only decreased productivity but also impaired health, poor self, control, troubled personal relationships, and low self esteem".
Because perfectionists both fear and anticipate rejection, they tend
to react very defensively to criticism intended for improvement. Such
defensive attitudes often hamper the learning mechanism of their
mentalities and may bring about the very unfavorable responses
perfectionists fear most. When this does in fact happen, the perfectionist will often take it as a reinforcement to hislher own irrational
belief that they must be perfect to be accepted. Thus, is the manner
in which perfectionists think. They believe in an "all or nothing"
philosophy. When they encounter a series of life's disappointments
they either lose their will or waste inordinate amounts of time striving
for the impossible. Afterall, a perfectionist's work in never done.
Students at "K"-college appear apt to submit themselves to such
an attitude as we all live in an environment of competitive achievement and burdensome deadlines. Professor Burns cites these
characteristics as factoring greatly in the perfectionistic mentality.
Subsequently, my aim is actually only to convince some of you
that your need not look upon your midterm grades as a class rank or
a social position. To relax is not necessarily a waste of time.
Therefore, don't be afraid to loosen up a little. It is not for us
students to decide which of us are better than the others. Rather, it is
only for us to decide how and why we differ .

STUDENT DISCOVNTS

ON ART SUPPlIE!'

1980 has witnessed a further
deterioration of the so-called
super-powers in world affairs.
Many disparate events point to the
conclusion that the rest of the
world is increasingly unwilling to
be swayed by their influences.
This development in global
politics will have important repercussions throughout the political,
military, and diplomatic affairs of
the western world, the Soviet
Bloc, and the developing nations.
It is no secret that the United
States has long been distrusted by
Third World nations. However,
until recently, the Soviets were
generally held in high esteem.
Developing nations are growing
much less inclined to trust either
super-powerr and are now forming a bloc of non-aligned nations.
This can perhaps best be typified
by Iran's proclamations during
the hostage crisis. They would not
tolerate meddling of any sort by
either the United States or Rusia
in their internal affairs. Interference by the U.S. in the high
level political affairs of Iran was
one of its strongest and most valid
complaints. On the other hand.
the
Soviet
invasion
of
Afghanistan resulted in a resounding condemnation of the
U.S.S.R. by third world nations
and various national governments
on the floor of the U.N . The
Soviet's move turned their own
Olympics into a fiasco.
tries of Western Europe, France in

particular, have been pursuing
foreign policy oftentimes
divergent from priorly stated U.S.
goals. Jimmy Carter's summit
meeting with Helmut Schmidt in
1978 characterizes the increasing
strain in the United States'
Western European relations.
Russia has not done any better in
their relations within the Soviet
Bloc. The year witnessed a birth
of trade unions in Poland with
this movement being instigated by
the one group the Soviets cannot

effectively criticize, the workers.
This perhaps was the single most
influential political event of 1980.
It demonstrates well the increasing
ineffectiveness of the super.
powers in controlling other coun·
tries' destinies.
The true danger of this situation
is not in its end result. It is time
for the U.S. and Russia to put an
end to viewing other countries as
pawns in a global chess match.
They must begin to see these coun·
tries as they have truly become .to
(continued on page 5)

Neozenscopism defined
In order to illuminate the
ramifications of the perspective of
Neozenscopism I aim to do the
following: explain what the word
"Neozenscopism" means; explain
how I was reformed by NZS;
clarify
who
the
ideal
Neozenscopist is; provide a sample of poetic scopism; and deal
with the issue of death.
The word Neozenscopism can
be broken down into its fundamental units. First, consider the
word "NEO". Its meaning, according to the American Heritage
Dictionary, is defined as "indicating a new or recent development". The second root, "zen",
is a bit more complex. Zen is the
school of thought that asserts that
enlightenment can be attained
through meditation, selfcontemplation, and intuition,
rather than through the scriptures
(although we feel that Jesus was a
zen scopic master.) The word
"scopism" is a neologism derived
from "scope", an instrument for
observing or detecting. The summations of these root definitions
is the definition of the
whole-neozenscopism: with the
new perspective of life encorporating insight, acceptance, love
and peace.
Taking into account the
possibilities of the approach, one
can empathize with my acceptance
of the perspective. I've develoP'!d
from a junky banjo player, to an
off-beat guitar player. NZS
reformed me by stressing progress, insight and tranquility. My
values have shifted, but that isn't
the point.
Learning the NZS doctrine is no
easy chore. Not until many pain-

ful hours of insight had passed did
I realize what the ideal
neosenscopist was. This proces!
was initiated, of course, at my
birth in 1959. Details of the ordeal
and its ideals are detected
assimilated into the minds of the
students of NZS throughout their
lifetimes. One of the silly realiza- I
jons that students of NZS make is
that the ideal Neozenscopist is
their self.
Poetic-scopism is often
employed by students who
develop a sense of the ideal NZS
~oncept. Master scopists have
often tried to help their students
to understand basic principles of
Neozenscopism by asking that certain quotations be learned. It is
hoped that quotations help
students attain erudition of the
ideal. Below are a few examples
by one NZS master.
6125 / 1828 What is the matter with the world
that it is so out of joint.
Simply that men do not rule
themselves
but let circumstances rule
them . ..
1111828 Don't you see
You are the universe to
yourself
you carry your fortunes
in your own hands.
7/1831 I write the things
that are,
not what appears;
Of things as they are in the
eye of God
Not in the eye of man.
(I'll not include the name of this
poetic-scopic, lest his perfection

be hindered by respect.)
In order to conceive death
the Neozenscopic perspective,
must conceive life. The point
which one begins or the other
is not often considered.
tunately, these concepts are mask·,IIU
ed by more urgent ones.
The neozenscopic perspective
of life and death is quite simpl~
We feel there is no death, only fr~
quent mourning for those who
aren't alive. Psychologists lJIighl
refer to our behavior as a defense
mechanism: a denial of the facts.
Neozenscopists feel that life is on·
Iy a transient phase of existence.
What people call death is just I
change of existence. This idea
compasses the idea that "life'
bordered by creation and
Beyond death there is a
istence of diverging particles.
phase of life is the result of
relatively unique convergence
matter (We feel reincarnation is
distinct possibility.)
Death and preexistence are
infinite. This idea ought to
why NZSs do not need time
The infinitude of those states
divided into two equal halves
the life stage. Life itself
become timeless to us . This is
humility is so accordant for
neozenscopist. Humility is our
ceptance of life. Love is our joy
our perfection. And neurosis
the decay of life which is, by
way, acceptable to us . Since
abstracts were described in
first Index article and as I
demonstrated to be
constructs of the humility np,'<nc' ~,
tive of Neozenscopism , I COlllSilj'.,••
the issue closed.
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ranlan crISIS over. but verbal barrage persists
The official reaction of the
House to reports of torture
52 American hostages, '
have emerged since their
was "outrage". However,
Reagan administration seems
planning to hold up the U.S.
of the bargain with the Iragovernment despite the ferof the American public. The
,roc,e<!ure which would deliver to
$4 billion in frozen assets will
be put into motion until after
designated 30 days of conIn the meantime, the
barrage between the two
continues.
Americans are appalled by the
that have surfaced since
hostages returned home.
of beatings, standing in
near-starvation, solitary
humiliation and
torture left formerJimmy Carter badly
He said last week, after
the hostages, "The acts of
which were perpetrated
by Iran can never be
. " Carter aides said
hostages were forced to
in front of mock firing
Other were taunted with
and gifts from home, but
allowed to have them.
hostages reported being
and kicked.
the other side, Behzad
vi, the chief Iranian
ator in the American
crisis, insists that false acof the treatment by the
of the hostages are part of
by U.S. politicians to turn
opinion against !tan. He
the U.S. is subtly trying to
on the agreements which it
with Iran concerning the
of the hostages.
a press conference last week,
. claimed that the horror
which have emerged, since
were released, are
but "lies" and that the 52
hostages are "ungrateful
do not understand the mean-

ing of kindness." He claims to
possess videotaped interviews with
the hostages in which they profess
to be in good health and free of
complaint. Nabavi said, "If
necessary, we will transmit all of
them through satellite for the
judgement of the people of the
world. Then it will be known
which is the liar, Washington or
Tehran."
Nabavi further said that he "expected this kind of libel," charging that the hostages were brainwashed while in Wiesbaden, West
Germany before they had a
chance to testify in the United
States. Nabavi maintains it is all
because of Carter, and his suc
cessors will do anything they can
to break the agreement with Iran.
Two U.S. congressmen have
already introduced resolutions
giving President Reagan a green
light for breaking the deal . Sen.
Dennis De Concini (D-Ariz.)
wants to put Senate support
behind any choice Reagan may
make "in refusing to carry out the
agreement." Rep. Paul Findley's
(R-1lI.) resolution would express
the "sense of Congress that the
president would be justified in renouncing all or part of the agreement if he finds it is in the interest
of the U.S. to do so."
The Reagan administration is
now busy reviewing the arrangements made by former president Carter. Carter aides say that
they have "No reason to think
that at the highest level there is
anything but an intention to fulfill
the obligations."
At this time, not much can be
certain except that nerves are raw
on both sides. Iranian officials are
frantically trying to convince their
country that they have struck a
victory in the outcome of the
hostage crisis. Anti-American
propaganda pours from the radio
and newspapers daily, and
Ayatollah Khomeini, Iran's
religious leader, is praising Iranian
negotiators. One Iranian

Super-power
influence wanes
(continued from page 4)
; independent nations with the
of self-determination. Both
U.S. and the U.S.S.R. refuse
view the situation in its true
but, instead, become rather
of "their" sphere of inThis can be seen by the
mmatil)ns of Russia on the
border and Reagan's
emphasis on a strong
defense even if the governof the Ally is repressive.
has expressed his desire to
El Salvador under its pregovernment, although it
little support from its own
Iran demonstrated the
destructiveness of this
Military interference by
country would only bring
vehement denunciations
Europe and the Third

cold war between the U.S.
the U.S.S.R. heats up conas each side blames its
perceived shortcomings on

the other's influences. There is
danger of a war as the superpowers, especially Russia, see
their power slipping away.
It is time, I believe, for us to
stop equating military might with
the greatness of a country.
However, it appears as if the majority has a far different opinion.
Recently, there has been much
talk of "making America great
again" . In addition, there is also
talk of "getting tough" with the
Soviets again, promising a quick
death to the arms limitation treaty. Nevertheless, it will be intersting to track both Russia's
conduct in Poland and that of the
United States in El Salvadore in
the coming decade. The decline of
the super-powers and their attemp,ts to arrest this decline will
no doubt be a dominant factor in
shaping global politics in the
decade to come.
by /Janiel Caito

newspaper said the hostage issue
has shown, "that it is posible to
stand in a world full of aggression,
fight against oppressive criminal
systems .and win."

While the hostages are trying to
readjust, many Americans want to
see some revenge takenO"On the
country .which held 52 Americans
captive, and a new president is In

pursuit of a resolution to end the
whole uproar.
When things cool off, we'll

see .. .
by Anne Sanderson

Decker discusses
U. S. -East Asian policy
In an informal interview with
the Index recently, Dr. Wayne R.
Decker, a visiting professor to the
political science department for
the academic year 1980-81,
responded to questions concerning several problematic East Asian
policy issues which the Reagan administration will face in the upcoming year. Below are excerpts
from the interview. Decker's
qualifications in East Asian
Politics include military duty in
Vietnam and Cambodia (now
Kampuchea), post-doctural work
in Singapore and Malaysia, and
extensive travels throughout
China an~ Hong Kong.
Interview by Brad Barris
and
Joan Wisner
Q: There are a number of "hot
spots" on the international scene
today, not the least of which being
the Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan, coupled with the
Soviet backed Vietnamese incursions into various Asian states.
What is your assessment of
Soviet/Vietnamese intentions in
this area?
A: There are a number of points
to be considered. First and
foremost, Vietnamese and Soviet
goals probably diverge in the long
run. There is not necessarily a
long run common interest. The
Soviet Union doesn't want to have
to foot the entire bill for the
reconstruction of Vietnam. It's
willing to pay for just so much. At
some point, it becomes counterproductive; it becomes a poor investment for the Soviet Union . I
don't see it as part of a monolithic
communist move to ta,ke over all
of Southeast Asia. I see it as part
of a move to put some pressure on
China and to make life generally
difficult for the United States.
In many respects, it's counterproductive, because it is drawing
the United States back into
Southeast Asia. The southern

Asian states are very much alarmed by Vietnamese invasion of

Kampuchea and countries like
Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia,
the Philippines. They are also very
actively seeking an' enh;nced
United States role in the area.
So, it can easily become
counterproductive. You have to
remember there have been a lot of
times when the Soviet Union has
been intimately involved with a
country, only to get tossed out on
its ear, Sadat's Egypt being the
outstanding recent example.
Q: Do you think that it's possible

for the U.S. to re-establish
diplomatic relations with Vietnam
this early on?
A: We're being hurt by not having
relations with the Vietnamese.
First of all, it's the legitimate
government of Vietnam. You only
have formal diplomatic relations
with whatever countries you can,
and that's the legitimate government. Secondly, we have a chance
if we're there of influencing them,
of offsetting the Soviet's influence
to some extent. That's long range
and problematical. Thirdly, we
gain intelligence. Fourthly, it
might lead to some economic ties
that might be important in the
long run. Fifthly, there is a
possibility that there still are some
American POWs there.
Q: In the aftermath of the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan, the U.S.
began to play its "China card"
with more force, sending various
delegates to Peking, including one
from the Defense Department
lead by Harold Brown. How
strong is that "card" as a means
of colltrolling the Soviet Union
and how should il be used in the
future?
A: 1 think that we just ought to
keep in mind that there are three
actors, all of them are capable of
playing the same cards. Peking
plays the Washington card .
MQscow plays the Peking card.
It's all the same theater. I think

that it can be stretched. I think
that given the fundamental Soviet
paranoia about encirclement, and
given the Chinese paranoia about
encirclement, it's easy to get
yourself in a lot of trouble in a
hurry.
It's very clear that there is some
foundation for the relationship
between the United States and
China. But we don't want to be
put in a position of enticing
Moscow into some kind of drastic
behavior by feeding the Chinese
paranoia and the converse is also
true.
Our fundamental interest in
China is I) economic and 2) seeing
a gradual economic development
in the place. One third of the people our interests are for in this
world are Chinese. It's in our into sell arms to them, and how far
smoothly, and the unspoken, but
the most important goal, in the
United States policy towards
China.
.
Q: What other foreign policy

issues do you see the Reagan administration having to confront?
A: Limited to Asia, he will have to
decide how far he wants to carry
the relationship with China. He
will have to decide whether or not
to sell arms to them, how far
we're willing to play this game of
three players, Moscow, Peking,
and Washington.
Ronald Reagan has some other
decisions to make as well. He's
going to have to make them
before he wants to make them.
One problem is the Vietnamese
encouraging Kampuchea . Reagan
has two decisions there. If the war
spreads to Thailand, he needs to
make up his mind, to what extent
will we back Thailand. As it is,
we're formally allied; we have formal commitments.
The other interest in question is
whether or not President Reagan
is willing to supply arms covertly
to other factions. And it's quite
conceivable he would do so.

arts/entertainment
Renowned violinist Schneider conducts in Dalton
by Barb Datz and Amy Marcaccio
Set aside all logic, rationality
and book knowledge for an hour
and reawaken some long-lost impulsive chords 'within your soul.
Unleash your romantic natures
and liberate yourself from
academic cares . Seduce a special
friend to accompany you on a
journey through the musical land
of Alexander Schneider on Sunday, February 8.
At 72, the world-renowned
violinist maintains his reputation
as "crazy, wild and enthusiastic."
Kalamazoo College has the great
honor and privilege of hosting the
event which will feature this
Russian-born maestro . Guest conductor of the Kalamazoo Symphony Chal}1ber Orchestra

(KSCO), Schneider will lead us
through the imaginations of
Mozart, Wagner and Hayden.
While Schneider exerts his energy
furiously, what must we do for
our part? Simply slip our way into
a comfortable seat in Dalton
Theatre by 3:00 pm. Travelling a
few paces across campus can
transport you many more
kilometres than you had dreamed
possible.
Ever regard Kalamazoo as a
"cultural oasis"? According to
Symphony spokesperson and
native New Yorker Susan
Magnusen, our city yields riches
comparable to those of the Big
Apple, thanks in part to our four
centers of higher education. Fortunately for Kalamazoo College,
the KSCO has implemented a pro-

Alexander Schneider, guest conductor.
-photo courtesy of Frank Salomon Associates
AtK
FUm Society:

Friday-Hearts and Minds, a compelling exploration into the
Vietnam War.
7,9,&llpm.
Wednesday-Renoir' s Rules of the Game, a satire of French
high society before WWII.
7, & 9 pm.
Recital Hall, $1.

Around Town
Miller Auditorium

The Elephant Man comes alive on stage Wednesday at 8 pm.
Reserved tickets are priced at $5, $7 & $9.
Internationally acclaimed soprano Martina Arroyo joins the
Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra in concert on Friday at 8
pm.

Dalton:
The Berea Country Dancers, performing traditional folk
dances, appear Friday at 8 pm. No admission.
The Fontana Ensemble, combining the talents of widely-known
virtuoso performers and soloists (including our own Barry
Ross), presents a chamber music concert on Saturday at 7:45
pm. 50 free tickets available for students; general admission
$6.

gram of free concerts for
benefit of our student body
faculty members.
Concert master Dr. Barry
views the concert series as an
valuable gift" to us as
and urges the College
to patronize the
which will continue as
support them with
and attendance.
Ross believes that "music
important part of our
especially for those of
Kalamazoo College, because
rare moment when we
dispense with the words
face day after day." He feels
music conveys a new' 'lalngllagt
impu lse, mood, emotion
gesture that goes beyond
Alexander Schneider has
in the Budapest String
23 years. In 1938,
w
famous quartet emigrated to
United States. Here, in New Y
he was resonsible for the
performances of works by
posers like Stravinsky. SUl)PO>rtJhc
of young people and
young musicians, ,",Cllnf"O'"
with a select group of high
students for his Christmas
concerts. He conducts
internationally and
nine different university
including the U of M.
If you don't consider a
orchestra concert a vaJluable
perience not to be missed,
afternoon, February 8,
change your mind. Sch .
thusiasm and zest for life
the music alive whether he is
ing or conducting. Mll<i,-i~ln.
non-musicians alike should
remember the special life
vibrance that Schneider bri
every note.

Grab the opportunity to participate in the selection and
dissection of talented acts at the CUB Gong Show on
Sunday at 7 pm.
The Kalamazoo College Faculty Chamber Music Society
performs on Thursday, February 5 at 8:30 pm. Free.
Recital Hall:

Barb Franke, soprano, will present a survey of French music for
her senior voice recital tonight, Thursday, at 8 pm.

Le Bljou:
French films Cousin, Cousine and Bread and Chocolate.
Also, Bad Timing, a new Art Garfunkle flick.
Films run Friday through Thursday .
Theatre:

Civic-Eccentricities of a Nightingale, featuring Paula Dewey

Senior Bllrb Frllnke presents
voice recitlll tonight lit 8

and Randy Bernhard, opens Friday.
New Vic-Hugh Leonard 's comedy The Au Pair Man continues
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Killamazoo Institute of Arts:

Frank Gohlke and Nicholas Nixon will give a public slide show
and lecture presentation in conjunction with their
photography exhibit American Images, tonight at 7:30.
$1 admission for students and Art Center members; $2 for
non-members .
The Chinese art collection of Dr. and Mrs . Paul Wang, including
paintings, sculpture and ceramics from the 1st century A.D.
to the 20th century, will be exhibited through February 22.
Night Music:
Chap's on Main-Dave Harris' Affinity, jazz quartet, performs
tonight from 9:30-1 :30. Cover.
Hobie's-The Brian Brill Quartet plays jazz Friday and Saturday
9:30-1:30. Cover.
I
Whistle Stop-The Bryce Robertson Trio soothes the Happy
Hour blues on Friday 9:30-1 :30. The jazz trio also jumps on
Saturday night, same time . No cover.

-photo by Frllnk ScllellenblPer

HOBIE'S
It all began promisingly
enough . Intimate atmosphere
enhanced by dark panelling and
candlelight, a menu promoting
home-baked delicacies and the
biggest beers in town . .. but alas,
Hobie 's fell short of our heightened expectations.
Financially sttapped students,
we decided to travel the cheaper
route and sample the simple com bination of soup/ salad/ sandwich .
In order to tune up our taste buds
before the meal, we ordered
"Tater Skins," which unfortunately defeated their purpose.
However, the fresh fruit bread
and crunchy bread sticks consoled
us and also helped to stave off the
hunger pangs we experienced
while waiting over forty minutes

for the main course.
I had no complaints about the
Genoa salami, smoked ham, provolone cheese, red onion, lettuce
and tomato which filled Hobie's
namesake sandwich, but I did object to the chewy, bland, abundant bun which enveloped the fixin's. Hobie' s serves six other
varieties of sandwiches which, according to my friends, tasted
"alright," even "good," but
never "ravishing" or "excellent."
You may enjoy the New York
style "legendary clam chowder" if
you ' re not averse to its puddinglike consistency. We delighted in
the Caesar salad, despite the
heavy-handed use of garlic in the
dressing and the averted glances
we received at the basketball game

immediately afterward
ourselves between
eaters on t i ghtlybleachers) .
I dislike negative criticism
sincerely feel that Hobie's
(including seafood crepes,
cacciatore and beef drnoJ,n«~
may prove more delicious
sandwiches. And although
could not afford to
"Warm-ups" of blended
and liqueurs certainly caught
interest.
At Hobie' s, the average
wich costs $3.25 and the
do not exceed $6. I would
patronizing the place after
catch some live jazz; sarl a¥"~i"
are served until midnight.
by Amy

MaJrcaC'cl~
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New wave
by Eric Lorey
"I belong to the blank generation/ and I can take it or leave it
each day," shouts Richa:d Hell of
the Voidoids. This message is central to the recently popularized
sphere of music known as the
"New Wave." While most people
may associate bands like Blondie
and Elvis Costello & the Attractions with the new wave or
"Punk" movement, the current
actually runs much deeper.
The mid 1960's abounded with
punk groups such as the Standells,
the Troggs, the Kinks, and Question Mark & the Mysterians. The
pop music of '64-'66 was fast,
choppy, and simple. The stars
were often teenagers, playing
songs conceived by themselves.

pringsteen proves it in South Bend
by Mike Shiner
one hears of Bruce
concerts are often
to be the words of
"He played all night" or
in lovel" arc common
that are heard the mornfollowing these events, and
who were not in attendance
their heads in disbelief. But
I, and several other K students
last Monday night at the
of Notre Dame, there is
speck of deception in these
Last October, at a performance
the University of Michigan,
"in.'.te"n played a show ladenwith new material. His intenseemed aimed at promoting
new record, The River, and
the record was released eight
later it quickly climbed the
to number one. Springsteen
spent three months on
Burce Springsteen has
to the basics. He no
is intent on selling his new
mainly because it appears
well on its own. Sprintentions are now
on his one life aspiration:
Rock 'n Roll.
In ~:slf,en's
new material
the focal point anymore,
was it forgotten. He opened
'Out On the Streets,' and
it into 'Two Hearts.' Both
"-"''''"IK rockers, they were fitreplacements to 'Born to
, his opening number in Ann
three months ago. The
to Run album wasn't
as Springsteen went inpaced version of 'Tenth
Freeze-Out,' and then a
of the title track of
album, Darkness on the
of Town.
a way only Springsteen can,
the crowd to sit down by
them, "Don't worry, don't
we're going to play all
Everyone sat down for an
version of the Credence
Revival classic,

'Who'll Stop the' Rain,' and immediately afterward went into a
rewritten version of 'This Land is
Your Land,' with political commentary I've never seen Bruce
deal with before. He rebounded
from its intensity with a hardhitting rendition of 'I Fought the
Law.'
His own music wasn't forgotten
as he went into 'Prove it All
Night,' 'Wreck on the Highway,'
'Badlands,' and 'Thunder Road.'
Then it was time for a break. The
audience had to relax a bit.
The second half not only matched the wizardry of the first, but
outdid it. 'Cadillac Ranch' was
followed by 'Hungry Heart,' the
first verse sung entirely by the audience. 'Sherry Darlin' followed,
and after it, Springsteen gave the
crowd a dose of those 'SOS songs
that had inspired 'Sherry Darlin.'
'Double Shot of My Baby's
Love,' and 'Louie, Louie' had the
crowd on their feet and pounding
their fists in the air. No one sat
down for 'Candy's Room,' but
when 'Point Blank' began with an
extended piano solo by Roy Bittan, the crowd returned to their
seats. They were rewarded with an
incredible version of '4th of July,
Asbury Park (Sandy)'. But the
mercy ended there. ,

Where have all the valentines gone?
have all the valentines gone??? Our first requests for these
of affection fell upon a great number of deaf hearts. Let's go!!
see a great bundle of romantic rhymes and sentimental wishes to
secret or not-too-secret friends and loves. Cupid does not demand
o"· 'ure--lDllI!llS or an appropriate pselldonym is just what he (she?)
for. Have your Valentine's Day wish immortalized in the
12th issue of the Index. In the meantime, be on the lookout
Index Kiss-an-Editor booth, to appear during Valentine's
Help the editors brighten up their desolate office and dwindlaccount in a most enjoyable way. Pucker up!

'Growin Up' followed as Bruce
told the story of an exploit of
Clarence Clemons, Steve VanZandt and himself. "We asked for
one wish," Springsteen said in the
middle of the number, "we
wanted instruments to play rock
'n roll." The lights began to rise,
and there was a saxophone and
two guitars in the middle of the
stage. The three jumped like little
children, picked up their instruments, and launched into the
conclusion of the song.
'Ramrod,' 'Backstreets,' and
Springsteen's customary concert
ender, 'Rosalita' followed. Bruce
thanked the audience for waiting
in line for tickets to the show and
left. The audience seemed to look
at each other-after three and one
half hours, they couldn't really
believe that they'd just seen him
walk off the stage.
But Bruce wasn't finished. He
came back for a version of 'I'm a
Rocker,' and what I consider to l!e
one the greatest moments in rock
history, a moving version of his
epic masterpiece, 'Jungleland.'
He left the stage again.
He returned to play his teenage
anthem, 'Born To Run,' and concluded the evening with a Mitch
Ryder medley. During this the
lights were up, the crowd was still
on their feet, and not a soul was
leaving. Bruce Springsteen was at
his best, and everyone wanted as
much of him as they could get.
Springsteen proved it all to
them ... and then some.

Anyone could start a band; any .
energetic highschooler who could
play three-chord songs on his
Sears electric guitar.
The late 60's saw the entrance
of a more complex kind of rock
music which relied on psychedelic
effects and long guitar solos .
Rock was slowing down. Superbands like Led Zeppelin and the
Grateful Dead won mass appeal.
Not everyone saw this as a
positive step. The hippies of the
late 60's lived in a dream world
with which they were smugly
pleased, but a certain crowd still
existed that preferred to emphasize the black side of life. They
faced reality and expressed
themselves with a rage of primitive
music that was the most basic to
rock: everything cut to the bone.
Iggy & the Stooges were the first
deliberate effort to return to the
primitive mid-60's sound. Iggy
Pop later declared that his goal
had been to "wipe out the
sixties." With their first single I
Want to be Your Dog in 1969, and
their punk effort Raw Power in
1973, a fringe group of "punks"
began to reidentify with the fast,
wild sound. The New York Dolls
banded in I 973 playing such tunes
as Personality Crisis and Trash.
The same year, Brian Eno contributed the now classic Baby's on
Fire. These groups recaptured the
raw energy that they felt contemporary rock music lacked. The
groundwork for the re-emergence
of punk music was laid .
With many lamenting the bland
sounds of the 70's, the time was
right for the new wave to hit the
musical scene. Bands such as the
Buzzcocks, The Jam, Wires, Fall,
and Ultravox hit Europe in '76
and '77. The sound eventually
drifted to a limited audience in the
U.S., those who felt no thrill with
Boston, Kansas, or Foreigner.
Creativity abounded as new
bands surfaced. Arty bands such
as Pere Ubu chose to reflect
dingy, dreary life with songs
about industrial culture. At the
same time, Devo made hilarious
fun of the same culture. Some
bands such as X Ray Spex used
wild blasts of the sax in their
chaotic songs; Tin Huey used the
same instrument to achieve a jazzy
sound.
The increased popularity of new
wave music has energized the local
music scenes of most of the larger
cities. In the Detroit area, local

bands such as the Mutants, The
State, Destroy All Monsters, and
the Reruns play the local circuits
and release 4S's which sell fairly
well. At many Detroit and Ann
Arbor bars, the "cover version"
bands which play other bands' hit
songs are being replaced with
punk bands blasting out original
music.
Personal emptiness is a recurring theme in new wave lyrics. The
Sex Pistols' song Pretty Vacant
sums up the attitude that our lives
are without meaning. The complaint that we live in a
maintainance-free and bland
culture also sparks this attitude.
Songs like Rise of the Robots by
the Stranglers and Plastic Surgery
by Adam & the Ants emphasize
the distasteful elements of our
"friends" science and technology.
The punks take a dim view of
science, which they fear will doom
us to either a dull world, or eventual destruction. To relentless
chords and eerie noises, Hawkwind proclaims a musical Brave
New World in Spirit of the Age:
.. I am a clone/ I am not
alone/every fiber of my flesh and
bone/is identical to the
others/everything I say/is in the
same tone as test tube brother's
voice/there is no choice between
us/if you had ever seen us/you'd
rejoice in your uniqueness/and
consider
every weakness/
something
special of
your
own."
New wave can be just for fun
also. Bands like the B-S2's and the
Ramones are funny, and are really
satires of themselves.
The scene is still expanding,
despite the fact that most radio
stations have been reluctant to experiment with this new music.
r-tost new wave bands that have
received airplay have had to compromise thir musical style to get it.
Therefore, the majority of new
wave activity is underground and
obscure.
The recent fad of new wave
music may soon die out, though
the "back to basics" attitude will
affect rock music for many years
to come. Some new wave bands
will sell out, as many already
have, to win mass-appeal. Some
rock bands will try to be "punk"
and look like silly poseurs in the
process. But punk rock will exist
for a long time all by itself, comfortably obscure, with a core of
faithful followers.
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sports
K swimmers conquer new frontiers at GLCA
Women's swimming
by Nancy Waldenmaier
Good performances by many
members of the women's swim
team helped them to place third
overall at the first annual GLCA
meet in Denison, Ohio this past
weekend .
Senior swimmer Julie Redner
highlighted the team's performances by winning both the 100
breast and 50 free events. Her 100
breast lime of 1: 12.2 qualified her
fOF AlA W Division 1II Nationals.
Coach Maurer commented that
she was extremely pleased with
Julie's swim, and is hoping that
Julie will place at Nationals.
There were several outstanding
finishes by other K women, as
well. Fr. Nancy Waldenmaier
placed 2nd in 100 fly. 3rd in 200

Men's swimming

1M and 8th in 50 free. Fr. Kathy
Sparrow took fourths in both 100
back and 100 fly, and Sr. Kay Lincoln finished 6th in the 3M diving
event. In addition, six swimmers
achieved personal best times for
the events they swam in this meet.
Another highlight of the meet
was Kalamazoo's finish ahead of
Albion, who had previously
defeated all other MlAA opponents by a wide margin at the
league relay meet in December.
The women's next home meet
will be held this Saturday at 12:30
PM against Hope Collp.ge. The
Hornets will attempt to outswim
the defending conference champs
in what.is expected to be their
toughest conference meet of the
season.

by Bruce Dresbach
The K men's swim team began a
new tradition by winning the first
annual GLCA championships this
past Friday and Saturday, at
Denison University in Granville,
Ohio. Coming in a close second to
Kazoo were last year's NCAA
Division III champs, the Kenyon
Lords. The final score was K-163
and Kenyon-161. It must be noted
however, that Kenyon was not at
full strength.
Taking firsts in the GLCA meet
were the following: Sophomore
Dave Hoisington in the 50 free
(22.4) and 100 free (49.19); junior

Mike Burns in the 500
(5:00.5) and 100 back
sophomore Will Oberholtzer
meter diving (454.4 points);
the team of senior Rob
sophomores Pete Romano,
Venen and Dave Hoisington
400 medley relay.
Also turning in fine
performances were Rob
Curt Crimmins, Kevin
Pete Romano, Chris
Ralph Venen, Tom H
Joe Baublis.

Nationals qualifier Julie Redner
-photo by Robert L. Burns

Almost 300 for
Coach Stefan
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Mea's BasketbalJ
January 21
January 24
January 28

at Albion
OLIVET
HOPE

69-71,L
S(}-S8, L

77-79, L

Women's Basketball
January 16
January 20
January 24
January 27

at Alma
at Olivet
HOPE
alAlbion

23-73, L

24-72. L
3(}-69, L
38-70, L

Men's Swimming
January 23-24

at Denison (GLCA)

1st Place

at Denison (OLCA)
HILLSDALE

3rd Place
99-31. W

Women', SwlmmJng
January 23-24
January 28

WmtHng
January 20
January 24
January 24

•

January 27

at Sienna Heights

18-27, L
36-12, W

at Spring Arbor
CALVIN

36-15. W
33-21, W .

at Adrian

The defeat Saturday night in
men's basketball surprised all who
watched as Olivet claimed a 58-50
victory over the fighting Hornets.
The game was expected to be Kalamazoo head basket ball coach
Ray Stefan's, 300th victory.
Nevertheless the team ' s first
home conference game of the
season proved to be exciting to the
last few seconds. Off to a slow
start, the Hornets trailed 24-27 at
the half, but subsequently came
back to remain within one point
of the Comets most of the second
half. Trailing by two points with
ten seconds to go, the Hornets
were unable to regain the ball in
order to score.
Although this defeat was a hard
one to swallow, the team was
proud and appreciative of Saturday night's excellent spectator turnout, which may have been the
largest in two years.
Forward John Schelske
_ photo by Robert L. Burns

,

Ice hockey 81!

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS

by the Team

)len's Basketball
January 31
February 4
February 6

at Alma

ADRIAN
AQUINAS

3PM
8PM
8PM

omen's Basketball
January 29
February 5
:F ebruary7

ADRIAN
at Spring Arbor
at Calvin

7:30PM
7PM

11 AM

en's Swimming
January 31
February 4
February 7

WHEATON
at Albion
at Hope

3PM
5PM
IPM

Women's Swimming
January3l
February 4

HOPE
at Albion

12:30PM
7PM

Wrestling
January 31
February 3
February 6-7

at Olivet
ALMA
at Ohio Wesleyan

Sidelines . ..

lOAM
7:30PM
OLeA

Unknown to some, there is an
up and coming team among the
ranks of K College sports-the '
Kalamazoo College ice hockey
club. Competing in WMU's intramural ice hockey league, the
team opened their '81 club season
with an impressive 6-0 win and a
come-from-behind 4-4 tie .
The Shockers roster consists of
18 players, II of whom are
freshmen. The team is not your
typical bunch of athletes-what
they lack in skill they more than
make up for in their tenacity and
humor. Coach Matt Burke says
the team looks good, and may be
the best ever assembled at K.
The club's contests are held
weeknights at Lawson lee Arena
located on WMU's campus. Spectators are encouraged to attend-they're bound to get their
money's worth (it's free) witnessing a fantastic display of skating,
shooting, and occasional scoring.

by Jan Spierenburg
Hornet wrestlers took second place in the 12-team Elmhurst
ment on January 17. Coach Terry SI. Louis highlighted first
formances by freshman Pat Wittekind in the 126-lb
sophomore Dayl Stout (Marysville H .S.) in the 134-lb.
Ringer, a senior from Griffith, Indiana, wrestled for a second
in the liS-lb. class, and juniors Chris Davis of Kalamazoo
H.S.) and Tim Mallet of Niles placed fourth in the 142-lb.
190-lb. class respecively .

• ••
The MIAA reported recently that K Women's Basketball playe
Brown is tied for second place for rebounding in the league, ave
9.0 per game. Brown, a freshman from Mancelona, also ranks t
best MIAA single game rebounding efforts to date. Brown clai
rebounds in a K contest with Alma College on January 16. Wo
Basketball Coach Terri Beattie commented that, "At 5'7",
always tough under the board."

SPORTS TRIVIA QUESTION
Who founded the Stingers?

February 12, 1981

Students protest Board's approval of budget
by L. Carol Ritchie
Approximately 200 protesting
students, shouting "No way, we
can't pay!" greeted the
Kalamazoo College Board of
Trustees members as they entered
Mandelle Hall for their quarterly
meeting last Friday.
The demonstration, organized
by junior Carrie Vernia and Student Commission President
Charles Bono, was a student protest to the Board's approval of the
1981-82 budget and it's $900-970
tuition and fees hike. The budget
wru. passed despite the demonstration.
"We will do what we can," said
President George Rainsford in a
statement made to the protesters.
"We understand, we are concerned, but we are going to pass the
budget. We guarantee that we will
keep your question in mind. Apart
from that there isn't much more
we can say."

News
briefs

"I'm really grateful you've
taken the trouble to come out
here," he stated. "We're happy to
see that the students of K College
are alive and well."
Most of the administrators and
Board members present at
Friday's meeting were impressed
with the protest. "I was delighted
to see them out there," commented Al Blum, Vice-President
for Development. "They did it
with admirable grace and style."
"I'm glad to see the campus
spirit," said one Trustee. "It's
kind of like old times."
Bob Maust, Vice-President for
Student Life, felt the protest was
effective. "It made the Trustees
very aware of the depth of student
feeling about the economic situation," he stated, pointing out that
although it was passed, the budget
is still open for alterations.
Al Dickson, a Trustee on the
Development Committee, felt that
the demonstration "made me
more aware of the complaints and
concerns of the students. I thought
it was apropos." About the 14
percent tuition hike, he stated,
"This is something they're going
to be facing the rest of their lives.
Everybody faces these concerns."
Others doubted the real effectiveness of the protest. Dr. Herb

Bogart, faculty representative at
the meeting, stated, "The Board
passed the budget like a hot knife
through bu tier .. . It was passed
with a minimum of conversation.
The Board of Trustees repsects the
decisions of the various committees, and usually approves their
proposals. "
"I think our statement was
made," said organizer Vernia.
Bono, invited along with Commission Vice-President Lawrence
Bauss to represent the students at
the Trustee meeting, noted that
"We were given a slot to speak
only after the budget was passed.
There were a couple of questions
asked, but there was no chance it
would.,'t pass."
Bono was more optimistic
about the protest's effects. "I
think that everything went well
Friday," he stated. "They really
appeared to listen to us and to be
concerned. "
Bauss was also satisfied with the
meeting' s results. "\ got the impression that if necessary they can
earmark the money for financial
aid," he commented.
The Commission leaders are
planning a meeting with the
Financial Affairs Committee of
the Board of Trustees to present
student ideas about financial aid .

Over 200 Kalamazoo College students turned out for the demonstration
last Friday in from of Mandelle Hall.
-photo by Frank Schellenberg

EPC

subcomf1litle~

examines curriculum
Since last October the
Subcommittee on International Education and
Freshman Seminars (of
EPC) has been evaluating
the "international component" of the College curriculum . The subcommittee, according to one of its
members, Dr. David
Barclay, seeks to make
specific proposals to
strengthen this perspective
by encouraging internationalism in classes; the
ultimate goal is to sensitize
students to issues of inter- ,
national concern.

Funds for the future
The Development Office
announced recently that the
Funds for the Future capital
campaign has succeeded in
raising 85 percent of the
$16.385 million goal. The
campaign was officially
launched in September
1977, and will come to an
end on June 30, 1981. Al
Blum, Vice-President for
Institutional Development
explained that funds raised
by the campaign will go
primarily to bolstering the
endowment of student aid
($5 million), faculty and
academic programs ($5
million), and maintenance
($1 million)-"basic underpinings of the institution."

Applications for admission
As of January 12 the Admissions office has received
502 applications, has admitted 303 persons, and has
received 81 paid deposits.
Last year, at the same time,
the figures were 659, 354,
and 77, respectively .

K seeks ,balanced budget
An Analysis
by Mike Toth
Recent acllvities on campus,
such as the resignation of faculty
PBC members and the student
protest against tuition hikes during a trustees meeting, have drawn
attention to the 1981-82 budget.
Many figures have been tossed
about. The most prominent figure
is the approximate $970 tuition
and fees hike, a 14 percent increase. Other interesting statistics
are the eight percent increase in
student aid and the six percent increase in wages for faculty and administrators.
The motive behind these high
increases is the Kalamazoo Col-

lege equilibrium plan, which is
meant to balance the College
budget in the years to come. In the
recent past, College budgets were
vague and ill-defined. More times
than not, annual expenditures exceeded annual revenues, requiring
the use of endowment funds to
balance the budget. This strain on
the endowment however, has now
taken its toll. In the 1972-73
academic year , the endowment
was at least three times greater
than the educational and general
expenditures. Today, the endowment is only slightly greater than
the education and general expenditures.

If the financial position of the
College is to be strengthened, the
above mentioned trend must be

reversed. With a balanced budget,
however, certain constraints will
have to be observed. Higher
salaries and lower tuition cannot
realistically exist simultaneously.
If salary levels are maintained in
accordance with the inflation rate,
a larger increase in fees will have
to cover the difference.
Budgeting is primarily thought
to be an accounting function. Actually, it is a political event. To
balance the budget, all participating parties must ~gree on a
level of revenue which meets the
agreed level of expenditures. On
the expenditure side, wages and
salaries make up the largest single
item of the bduget. These can be
cut simply by increasing at less
than the inflation rate. In the pro-

posed 1981-82 budget, wages are
increased approximately six percent, while expenditures on student aid are expected to increase
about eight percent. Thus, both
will decline in real terms.
On the revenue side, tuition and
fees are expected to increase 14
percent, up $970 from this year's
rate. Expected revenues from this
increase will not jump the total 14
percent due to the expected
decline in the number of students
at K next year. Revenues could
also be generated by increased
donations to the College. More
aggressive funding campaigns,
through the Funds for the Future
and the Annual Fund, could boost
annual revenues directly, or indirectly, by increasing the endowment and the revenue it earns.

Numerous thefts occur on campus
Keys stolen from , Union Desk
by Chris Flynn
Several College keys were noted
missing at 3:45 AM on Saturday,
Januray 31 when a Security guard
discovered a cabinet door ajar at
the Union Desk. Keys to student
organization rooms were missing
from that Cabinet.
Associate Dean of Students,
Jim Kridler, reported that after
breaking a bathroom window to
gain entry, intruders had removed
the cones from the lobby's W JMD
speaker and had broken down the
Union Desk's gate.
Kridler expressed doubt that
students were involved, noting the

forced entry. "We think they were
looking for money, " he said.
Money is no longer kept at the
Union Desk overnight.
Union Coordinator Barb
Vogelsang concurred. "We think
they were looking for valuables.
There are no valuables at the
Union Desk at night. I don't
understand why they broke down
the gate, though; all you have to
do is reach over and unlatch it,"
she commented.
In response to the keys' disappearance, locks on several doors
in Hicks were changed,
(continued on page 2)

Stereo equipment and other valuables stolen
by Corinne Lewis
Four thefts occured last
weekend in which valuables were
taken from Dewing, Hicks
Center, the Fine Arts Building and
Catherine Street Apartments.
The Fine Arts Building was
broken into sometime between
midnight Friday and 8:00 am
Saturday morning. "We don't
know how they got into the
building,"stated Jim Kridler,
Director of Security. "The lock
on the door of room 100 was
bashed in ." A sound-proof double window was broken, the back
was taken off a wooden storage

cabinet, and the amplifier, turntable and tape deck were missing.
"The building is such a maze,
you would have to know where
you are going and what you are
after," stated Kridler, who
believes the break-in was most
likely done by someone familiar
with the building.
Blood was found around the
area of the broken glass of the
window. A man with a gash on his
knee requiring stiches, who was
trying to sell a turntable and
tapedeck, checked into Bronson
hospital Saturday morning. The
(continl!ed on page 2)
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features/news
Dewey takes sabbatical
by Mark Furlong
Dean of Chapel and AssociMe
professor of Religion Robert
Dewey departed for New York
City on January 25, what he called, "a long delayed sabbatical
leave." Dewey will pursue several
long-standing interests in acting
and writing, as well as gather information on the Columbia
Dean Dewey is studying acting, church history and debate on his sab/
batical in New York City.
-photo by Frank Schellenberg

Poker players set
Guinness record
by Corinne Lewis
What would induce eight K College students to play poker all
weekend in the Red Lounge? How
about an entry in the Guiness
Book of World Records?
Playing mostly five and sevencard stud poker, eight students
created a new entry in the Guiness
Book by successfullly completing
a IOI-hour poker-playing
marathon last weekend.
The marathon began at 6 pm on
Thursday and concluded Monday
evening at 11 after 101 hours. The
students played in shifts, with
four players at the table at a time.
The players took 9 to 18 hour

shifts, with a five minute break
every hour.
Bob Maust, Jim Kridler and
Dick Nirenberg each tried his
hand at the game. Dr. Rainsford
came in Friday afternoon, but he
folded after only one game. "I
guess he's not too much of a
poker player," said organizer Jim
Fitzgerald .
The idea of setting a Guiness
record began as a joke. When
Fitzgerald walked into his new
room this quarter, his suitemates
were all playing poker, " . . . and
they've been playmg ever since,"
he remarked. "You guys are
'poker-holics'" he told them .
"You guys should go for a world
record or something."

.CJ., "

r keys taken 1
A number of organizational keys
that were unaccounted for are
"floating" about campus. Kridler
explained that in the past, the
president or chairperson of a student organization would pass on
keys to successors .
The danger of such a procedure
is that keys soon disappear. There
was speculation that such
"floating" keys were involved in
last quarter's theft of Index
typewriters . Keys are now
monitored by Student Services.
Vogelsang praised Physical
Plant for quick action. "They fixed everything right away." she
said, adding that she felt the rapid
service merited at tention.

Five

Five Kalamazoo College seniors
have been awarded teaching positions in French schools for
1981-82. Of the five, Dan Fagan

v

STORESIDE PARKING
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1

valuab les stolen
(continued from page 1)

man was released before suspicions were aroused concerning his
guilt. Police suspect the name and
address he gave were fictitious,
but they have his physical description.
A window was broken in the
Catherine Street Apartments, and
a camera, camera equipment, and
a small TV were stolen . There are
no suspects at this time, according
to Kridler.
In Hicl« Center two coats and a

briefcase were taken from the
Gilmore Parlor coatrack while
professors were in the Gilmore
dining room.
In the fourth incident a briefcase was stolen from an unlocked
office in Dewing Friday afternoon
while the professor was at a TGIF
(' 'Tha n k-God- it' s- Friday' ')
celebration. Kridler feels these
two incidents may have been
related.

French awards

and Rob Swope have received
Fulbright grants, and Pam Abbott, Tim Hurley and Neal
Stovicek have been awarded "inhouse" teaching assistantships
provided by Kalamazoo College.
"I'm delighted,"said Dan Fagan.
All five students will teach
English to French students at what
is the French equivalent of junior or senior high school.
"Kalamazoo College will probably have more people over there
[in France] than any other school
in the U.S." exclaimed Dr. David
Collins, a member of the
Graduate Fellowships Committee.
Each year the French government
offers a certain number of
teaching assistantships to
American students. Some are administered on a national level by
the Institute of International
Education (I.I.E.), as were the two
Fulbright grants. Three other
assistantships are offered
specifically to Kalamazoo College
students through the French Em-

bassy in Washington. The College's exclusive clailJl on these
awards is seen by most as a result
of the College's foreign study programs and the efforts of Dr.
Fugate, Director of Foreign
Study.
The application process involved a written statement by the applicants followed by an interview
with several members of the faculty. "I was so nervous about the interview," confided Pam Abbott.
The faculty members then gave
their recommendations to either
the French Embassy or the I.I.E.
According to Dr. Collins, applicants were judged not only in
terms of academic success and
their ability to speak French, but
also in terms of their personal
qualities: aptitude, independence,
and dedication .
Although they were asked to
state their regional preference, the
recipients will not know for some
time where rxactly they will teach
in France.

valentine flowers at

PHONE 343· 2671

PROMPT OELMRY

r
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c] on Valentine's Day :.

1120 S. BURDICK

College .
When he returns to Kalamazoo
College June I, 1981, Dewey will
prepare a course in American
Church History as well as a
freshman seminar in debate. If interest exists, Dewey would like to
organize a forensics and / or
debate group for Kalamazoo College students.
While he is gone, Howard
Perry, a seminary intetn from
Vanderbilt, will perform Dean
Dewey's chapel duties. Dr. David
Collins, Professor of Romance
Languages, will take charge of
Forum events, another Dewey
responsibility.

(continued from page 1)

by Sue Williams

CJQ
.. try flowers for "sighs'"

University debate program.
Dewey called the trip "a chance to
retool to begin teaching next year
plus a chance to pursue the avocation of theater."
While in New York Dewey will
study American Church History
at the Union Theological
Seminary. In addition, he will
study acting with Herbert Berghof
at the Herbert Berghof Studio
while looking for acting opportunities.
Dewey also plans to gather information from Columbia
University's debate program with
an eye toward establishing a
debate program at Kalamazoo

SNACK BAR

Bring Marj and Vera a
Valentine this Friday and
receive a free small drink.
Happy Valentine's Day!!
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campus views
Budget passes,
but battle continues

faculty
forum
J. L. Brockington
Instructor, German

-courtesy of instructional services

Dealing with the questionable
My disserta~ion director at Michigan State, Kurt Schild, defines the
goal of educatlo? as: we are here not to learn by heart the answers to the
20? clever questIOns, but rather to learn to ask the right quesitons. In
thIS SImple statement lies the main premise of liberal learning: the accumu.latlOn of.enough back-ground material to be able to ask the proper
quest~ons. BaSIC to thIS, however, is t~e notion, that in asking the proper
quest.lons one must be able to IdentIfy that which is truly, that is in a
poslllve sense, questionable. For as we have all, sometimes painfully
learned, ~ot every o.bject will yield an answer when asked, and no singl~
questIon IS appropna~e to all objects. To illustrate these points, let me
draw upon my expenences as an instructor and a student of German
language and literature.
To b~gin: ther~ are probably few activities as questionable (that is, as
~onduclve to raJSlOg questions) as working with a language and its
hterature-no matter whether a foreign language or domestice-no
matter whether from the perspective of teacher or student. Some of this
qu~stlOnablh.ty IS no doubt due in part to the faustian, semischlzophremlC nature of this discipline. For as teachers and students of
language and literature we can readily identify with Faust's cry: "Zwei
Se~len wohnen, ach, in meiner Brust!" (Goethe, Fausl I). We too are
bel?g With two soul~; part of us is directed and dedicated to language,
while the other part IS as equally concerned with literature . The difficulty do~s not li~ .solely in t~e ?iversity of these two areas, nor solely in
their ~uxtaposlllon 10 one IOd~vldual; but rather in the fact that language
and hter~ture IOvolve t,:"o dIfferent modes of questionability and for
each, a dIfferent determlOalIon of what is positively questionable. Con~Ider please a few examples.
In the language classroom the primary goals can be stated generally
as: the mastery of a set of grammatical structures, the mastery of a set of
vocabulary and idioms, and the ability to pronounce these words and
phrases with the proper intonation and accent. The ultimate goal is then
for the student at the end of the prdscribed number of courses to be able
to read, write, speak and understand the target language. In short, to be
able to communicate in that language. In the course of learning that
language, a certain number of questions are going to come up. Some involve the functions and structures dictated by grammar, others the
meanings of words and idioms, and still others the WHY of the
language. The task here is to identify what is positively questionable.
Certainly questions of grammar and meaning fall into this category, The
sticky questions are the WHY's; e.g. Why are there adjective endings?
Why are nouns capitalized? Why do verbs come at the end? Why can't I
say: "Ich haben sie folgen." (Note: mostly because folgen is a weak
verb and requires the form ge---t in the past participle. It also requires
the proper inflected form of sein as the auxiliary and also requires dative
case.) For language, that which is positively questionable cannot be
revealed through why-questions about usage, but through questions of
'how can I express these concepts?' and 'what does this really
mean-that is what is the full range of cultural connotations and
cultural baggage expressed by this word or phrase?'
With literature the possibility of questionability increases exponentially, because literature is constructed of language-yet it 'says' more
than the sum total of the words of which it is made. Therefore, in
Ii terature (especially modern literature) there arise questions of
language, questions of literary forms and structures, and quite often a
statement of the (positive) questionability of some aspect of human activity is part of the author's goals in writing the text. Certainly those
three ageless questions: 'what is it?' 'what's it supposed to mean?' and
'people pay money for such stuff?' are no longer enough to deal with
this phenomenon. It is also clear that questions of language are not in
themselves adequate to unravel the polyphony of a literary work. (It's
my opinion that this is precisely what makes the advanced language
courses (51152) so frustrating. They straddle that middleground between only language and only literature .) If, as Picasso has said, art is
not truth, but a lie that reveals truth to us, it is clear that for a work of
literary art, we need a vastly different set of questions, than the one used to deal with reality as it is. However, it is also clear that a determination of the positively questionable in literary work can become an
etude for a similar determinatin in our own spheres of experience. And
it may also be that our occupation with the positively questionable will
lead us to an experience of our-Selves as the ones who question the
positively questionable.
"Never will you draw water from the depths of this well ."
"What kind of water? What kind of well?"
Silence
"What kind of silence?"
(Kafka)
Postscript: As a central part ot liberal learning, the determination of the
postively questionable cannot be limited only to language and literature.
Rather it forms a central aspect of every discipline in the liberal arts .
Also it will be noted that I have and can offer no ready-made, sure-fire
methods for the determination of that which is positively questionable.
To do so would only be to start the process towards the collection of
answers to the 200 clever questions.

Dear Editor:
As the dust begins to settle from
last Friday's protest and students
begin to feel the crunch of the
now inevitable tuition increase, we
feel that it is important to stress
that our efforts were far from a
loss. The student body as a whole
made a significant accomplishment through the protest and it is
essentiaf that we realize this and
proceed from here in an optimistic
light.
Our opinion was made known
and it was done in a constructive
manner. The Trustees really did
appreciate and even sympathize
with our concerns. Until now it
seems that they have just assumed
we had no objections to the decisions which they were making.
They now realize that we have
valid points to make and that our
input is important to them.
Hopefully, this is the first step
toward better student-Trustee
relations. After all, we are all out
for the same goal; that IS, to insure the continued quality of
Kalamazoo College.
The passing of the new budget
should not surprise any of us. We
expected that all along . But, that
doesn't mean we have lost the battle. The financial aid section of
the budget is still available for
revision. We will be meeting with
the Financial Affairs Committee
of the Board of Trustees in the

ideas concerning financial aid. We
are hopeful that we can come to a
compromise. For now, we must
continue to make our voices heard
and continue our efforts to keep
open lines of communication bet ween students, administrators and

Bono disgraces office

next few weeks to present our

Editor's Comment:
As a participant in last week's
demonstration, I was proud and
pleased to see that Kalamazoo
students can exhibit solidarity in
order to express their concerns.
One inherent factor contributing
to the success of any demonstration is that of the quality of
leadership; in this case that of our
Student Commission President
Charles Bono. I was disappointed
by the quality of his leadership exhibited on two recent occasions.
The first of these occurred at
the all-campus meeting held last
Wednesday in Dewing 103.
Charlie's explanation of the College's financial situation lacked
coherence and clarity and his encouragement of the student
demonstration seemed halfhearted at best. His unrestrained
belch also seemed to undermine
the seriousness of the situation.
The second instance occurred
on the day of the demonstration

Rainsford: Paranoid
about FFF campaign?

tion outside Mandelle Hall,
Charlie remarked in the presence
of two news media men, one from
Channel 8 and the other from the

Dear Editor:
Re: The letter to the editor by
Dr. George Rainsford appearing
in the January 29th issue of the Index.
I would like to ask-Dear Dr.
Rainsford: Why 'are you so
paranoid? If you have nothing to
hide about the Funds for the
Future campaign, why not answer
the questions raised by concerned
members of the College community, such as students and faculty,
who are not directly involved with
the FFF campaign? Perhaps these
members are not critical of the
program, but only interested in
what is happening in our College
community. Why do you and the
spokespersons for the "Capitalby-Phone" program respond so
defensively to sincere questions
concerning the program, such as
those raised in the Editor's Column of January 22nd? If you find
yourself responding defensively to
such questions and cannot answer
them, perhaps you should find out
what is really going on and
evaluate your own motivations.
Sincerely,
Kathy Lampo

Trustees. We feel it will payoff in
the long run.
Charlie Bono
Pres. of Student Commission
Larry Bauss
V.P. of Student Commission

While observtng the ctemonstnl:

Kalamazoo Gazette, and the VlcePresident of Student Commission
that he was "freezing his balls
off. "
These two instances lead me to
question Charlie Bono's perception of his role as Student Commission President. Implicit in the
decision to run for this office is his
decision to assume the responsibilities of that position. As a
representative of the students
Charlie Bono is not only a reflection of the student body 1 but an
indication of the quality of our
student leaders. At a time when
student activism appears to be at
an all-time low, it is important for
the brief expressions of student
concern to be well-formulated,
well-expressed and finally led by
responsive individuals. Although
a leader need not obliterate
his/her personality when a role of
leadership is assumed. he/she
should
temoer his/her ac,jen< I'U
oraer tu 1l1c[lIU.011U Uli:: I Q~ c-c:u
dignity which that particular position of leadership demands.
Sincerely,
Corinne E. Lewis

Student defends
"Capital-by-Phone"
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to your
January ' 22nd Editor's Column
dealing with the "Capital-byphone"
program.
Some
misconceptions have been expressed and I would like to clear them
up.
Of course the wage aUracts
many students, but the callers are
very interested in the economic
well-being of the College (Karen
Blum would not have them calling
if they weren't). You expressed
concern regarding the apparently
substituted personalities of the
callers and the "hard-sell" tactics
used by the callers. The callers do
not "chew" on alumni, nor do
they treat the alumni as
"customers". The callers merely
counsel the alumni on the
methods the alumni can affordably. pledge. You also expressed
concern about the present and
future Alumni-College relations.
editor: Corinne lewis

The alumni are not being pushed
into a corner with a gun to their
stomachs, they are merely being
politely asked to contribute a little
extra this time. An alum who says
'no' is not hunted down or put on
a blacklist. They are politely
thanked for their time and the
conversation ends with "Have a
pleasant evening."
As a student caller for the
"Capital-by-Phone" program, I
feel that you have misinterpreted
the importance of the program
and the actual nature of the student callers. Our College needs an
increased endowment to provide
new facilities, improve existing
facilities, provide scholarships and
to develop the faculty. The
Kalamazoo experience is very
special and should be preserved
for future students.
Respectfully submitted,
Keith D. Greenleaf
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perspectives
editor's
column:
by Doug Behrend

February:
-photo by Frank Schellenberg
what not to do about it
Face it, February is my least favorite month. It has the wrong
number of days, it pretends to warm up only to go into another deep
freeze, and aside from Valentine's Day (when my mailbox is conspicuously empty) and Washington's Birthday (which falls
on ... er ... the first ... uh ... Monday after ... who cares!), there is
no cause Jor revelling unless, of course, you are particularly intrigued
by the hibernatory habits of woodchucks.
In my efforts to make February a month more to my liking, I've
tried several strategies. First, I've looked up the names of everybody
who has a birthday during these fatal four weeks and have been invited to their parties. Unfortunately, this has led to severe headaches
and too many missed eleven o'clocks. I've taken a shot at crosscountry skiing, but found it to be as boring as jogging and a helluva
lot colder. Then, I immersed myself in foreign films, but all the Bertolucci and Lelouche.did for me was to lead me into a bout of depression once I recalled that during this month last year I sat on a beach
near Barcelona, chased pigeons in the Piazza San Marco, and bought
gadgets for family fun in the red-light district of Amsterdam.
With these tactics obviously doomed to failure, I was forced to
take a different approach to my dilemma. All I wanted to do was to
make February a little less noxious for me and all those around me,
so I set out to compile a list of behaviors to avoid during the month. I
doubt if anyone can rigidly follow the guidelines that I will propose,
but by taking time to review my suggestions for February survival,
your chances of reaching March unscathed could be much better
than what they are now.
I) Don't shave. The fierce winds and biting cold make the daily (or
weekly, as it may be) attack with a thin piece of metal even less
desirable than normal. And remember, facial hair is "in" in Paris
this year.
2) Don't go out with denial hygenisls. Nothing can make you more
down in the mouth than an evening with someone whose favorite
topics are bicuspids and periodontics. Besides, whenever you pick up
your drink, they invariably say, "Rinse, please."
3) Don 'I go 10 Salurday lunch al Saga. Definitely the worst meal
of the week, featuring dried out Monte Cristo sandwiches and jaundiced apples. If you must go, however, peanut butter and granola are
the only palatable choices.
4) Don'l open your phone bill. This month is one that demands
frequent long-distance consultation with parents, friends, and travel
agents, and is bound to make your bill skyrocket to incomprehensible levels. Your risk of heart failure is reduced tremendously if you
stash the unopened envelope in one of last quarter's texts-preferably in a chapter that you know you'll never refer to again.
5) Don 'I play frisbee golf. Icy weather makes bees much too brittle
and they are liable to shatter upon impact with lamp posts,
Trowbridge, or innocent passers-by. There is no need to risk your
prized disc on some winter whim, so be patient until late one balmy
night this spring when you can impress others with your athletic prowess and strange sleeping habits.
6) Don't talk about grades. Doing this is a sure fire way to be exiled from all of your social circles. Just the sound of any of the first
four or (heavens!) the sixth letter of the alphabet can send people into fits of manic rage that have in the past been manifested in people
making bonfires out of lab coats or pigging out on an entire can of
Betty Crocker Ready-to-Spread frosting.
7) Dont' tell your parents about your plans for spring break. This
is something that should never, ever be done before the first week ofMarch. Whether you're going South, going to a friend's house, or
bringing one home with you, don't let the folks know about it until
plans are beyond the point that they can be changed without causing
temper tantrums. No parent would damage your college friendships
or deny you your need for a winter tan at such a late date, so keep
putting off this task. For those who have no plans as of now, a list of
out-of-state students who wish to spend the break in Michigan can be
found by the Union Desk.
8) Don'l Ihink twice. It's all right.
9) Don't listen to Ted Nugenl. This suggestion can be taken into
account year 'round, but February is an especially important month
to avoid this man. With tempers running short in the dorms, the first
strains of "Cat Scratch Fever" of "Wang Dang Sweet Poon Tang"
that escape from a room are met with threats to destroy turntables,
receivers, and entire record collections. A solution: play Springsteen.
No one dares to complain.
10) Don't admit that you watch Dallas. If there's any time that one
needs to maintain some personal pride it's during Februa,ry, and if
you concede that you are an ardent follower of this contrived serial,
little hope is left. If somehow you are discovered, you can keep some
integrity by replying, "Ewing some, you lose some." .

11)Don 'l take life too seriously. Everything you do is not going to
make or break your career as an eminent entymologist or new wave
guru , so take it easy on yourself. Disastrous tray spills at Saga
brought on by anxiety over a forthcoming test can only add to your
problems. Relax-for all of us.

The major defect of
our student body
Karl Marx once brilliantly misquoted Hegel as having said,
"Events in history happen twice:
first as tragedy, then as farce."
For Marx in his 18 Brumaire, he
meant specifically the second
'coup' by another Bonaparte in
the overthrow of the Second
French Republic. However, the
phrase has numerous applications; ones that extend beyond
major political upheavals. Today,
I use it to illustrate something we
all know: the sixties are dead.
Perhaps the recent death of
John Lennon best manifests this.
He was one of many symbols of a
generation few of us (students)
remember and that even fewer
understand. Usually, only the
glorious aspects of an historical
figure live on after an assassination or 'tragic' downfall. History
stays in the books. It is with all
due respect to this misfortune that
I now write, at the same time
realizing the danger of the subjectivity I am immersed in. I fear the
consequences, but I'll risk it.
When I eagerly participated in
the student protest on our campus
last week, staged during the Board

of Trustees' meetlflg, I did so
because I thought it a good cause.
Like so many students, I may not
be able to continue my education
at K for primarily financial
reasons. Our cute slogan "We like
K, we wanna stay" for me, at
least, was true. Nevertheless, I
couldn't help feel like a fool as I
stood, toes frozen in my boots,

and shouted slogans that I doubt
will be taken seriously, or, for thaI
matter, even considered. As a
matter of fact, I couldn't help but
think all the while that it was funny. It appeared on the outside like
a farce. I felt more like a
cheerleader than someone seriously protesting. I resented the sixtyish tone of much of this protest,
(continued on page 5)

Communication is
lacking
The faculty members' resignation from the Planning and
Budget Committee and the subsequent developments highlight a
problem that has existed on this
campus since my freshman year,
and perhaps even longer than
that.
This problem is the lack of communication between the students
and the administration, and the
tendency of the administration to
disregard the feeble lines of communication that do exist when differences of opinion are great and
tensions are high.
An example of the limited input
and stifled communication with
the administration can be seen in
the listless attitude with which the
Student Commission is viewed.
Much of what Student Commission does is connected with the
transmission of student attitudes
to the administration. The administration closes its ears to the
Commission, and nothing that the
Commission suggests is ever implemented. Furthermore, there is
never any substantive response
from the administration to the
Commission (and thus, to the
students) concerning decisions it
has made, and why. Consequently, the Commission is viewed as
ineffectual, and interest wanes.
Many times I have heard the comment that the Commission is
merely a "playground" for
Political-Science and Pre-Law
types.
From the inception of the collegiate system there have been differences of opinion among the
respective students, faculty and
administratIOn of any college.
These differences are the result of
the separate attitudes of the three
components due to the viewpoints
and goals unique to each. The
places where this is most evident is
seemingly in the area of the

monetary management of the college. It is especially true here at
Kalamazoo College because of the
economic chaos evident in our
particular institution.
The administration needs financial stability and a guarantee that
the school will be solvent and able
to function in the future as an
educational institution. On the
other hand, the students view the
actions and opinions ot the administration as fiscal conservativism bordering on fanaticism.
To them, it is nearing a point that
the educational worthiness of the
school may be affected. However,
the reality of the situation most
likely lies somewhere in between
the two opposing viewpoints.
In order to cope with these opposing viewpoints, an adequate
system of communication is
necessary to provide mutual
understanding of each others'
views. The breakdown in communications at this school during
this trying time shows that the
system here is not adequate,and
that perhaps there never has been
any real input into the administrative decision-making process by the students and faculty.
At least not in the area of Planning and the Budget. The committee was, sadly, a placatory
gesture.
The lack of communication
coupled with an inability on the
part of the administration to take
the student's input in an open
minded and thoughtful manner is
harmful to the College . In addition, the administration's lack of
substantive feedback to the student's views is also a oetriment to
the system. It fosters a cynical and
apathetic attitude in the students
that leads to the degradation of
the concept of Liberal Arts.
The students, seeing their efforts to communicate as wasted,

spend their time doing things they
do have influence over, or stop
doing things at all. Many people
here spend their time unproductively worrying about their classes,
when this time and effort could be
channeled into other more productive areas, if those areas were
viewed as productive. Cynicism
becomes normal, which inhibits
the realization of the values,
ideals, and questioning attitude
that are the hallmark of a true
Liberal Arts education. The acquisition of fact and figures is not
enough.
Eventually the students will
stop trying to approach the administraiton. Although the administration may benefit from this
in the short run by not having to
deal with outspoken students
hampering plans for the future, in
the long run they also lose. Their
product becomes less marketable,
attrition increases, and they have
to turn a sugar coated, promotional face to the prospective
students, espousing the hypocrisy
of a happy, thoughtful, vibrant
campus.
Difficult, unpopular decisions
have always been made by administrations. There is no way to
change that. But denying the
students access to the decisionmaking process is not a valid way
to deal with the probelm. It leads
to apathy, cynicism, and a lack of
committment to the ideals of a
Liberal Arts education. By opening up the process, actively listening to the students and their opinions and producing feedback,
positive or negative, a more
healthy atmosphere can surround
the College. This would lead to a
more satisfied, questioning student body, more in line with the
tenets of Liberal Arts. Otherwise,
its going to get pretty dull around
here.
David Considine
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politics
Polish labor unrest continues
by Bob Carlson
The smiling, pipe-smoking Lech
Walesa, leader of Poland's independent labor union, Solidarity, was obviously pleased la~t
week with the government's concessions regarding the elimination
of a six day work week. The
government had agreed last
August to a five-day work week,
but later reneged, announcing that
the change would be phased in
gradually by 1985, and that the
workers would be responsible for
working two Saturdays a month.
This led to two Solidarityinstigated strikes in January.
Because of continuing pressure
from Solidarity and increased
fear of Soviet intervention,
negotiations between Solidarity
and the government were resumed
last week. An agreement was concluded which was similar to one
previously proposed by union
negotiato-rs', three free Saturdays
each month and olle six hour work
day on the forth. Greater union
access to the media was also promised.

Perhaps smiles were premature
for Walesa. Militants in Solidarity
were not satisfied with the government concessions, adding to the
growing dissent with the union
which resulted in wildcat striking.
Many observers fear that this may
lead to a Soviet solution to the
problem.
The government's refusal to
recognize the farmers' union
"Rural Solidarity," has led to
continued unrest among Polish
farmers. This and other "counterrevolutionary" actions on the part
of the workers seemingly led to
thp. announcement made Monday
which replace Prime Minister
Jozef Pinkowski with Minister of
Defense,
Gen.
Wojciech
Jaruzelski, pending approval.
This was seen by many as an attempt to increase military influence in the government.
Pinkowski's dismissal was followed later in the week with a ruling
by the Polish Supreme Court
declaring Rural Solidarity illegal.
As an alternative, they suggest the
formation of an association with

Student protest criticized
(continued from page 4)
including some of the phraseology
and song, partly because it seemed
silly, so small in comparison with
the mass demonstrations of over a
decade ago; but even more,
because I realized that we, as a
group, don't know how to protest. We don't know the meaning
of the word "demonstration", of
a serious cause, or of civil disobedience. With the exception of a
few of the main organizers, to
whom I give much respect, most
of us will not give this little show
of enthusiasm a second thought.
Or, if we do, we will have forgotten the original intent.
This response will seem as
though I am stretching the subject
a little too far to those who think I
am criticizing our meager efforts.
In fact, I was really happy with
the turn out and enthusiasm both
for the protest itself and the
previous meeting. I think it's the
first time that I've witnessed a
semi-mobilized campus since I've
been here, and if it marks the
beginnings of a retreat from
apathy, I'm all for it.
Actually, the protest is not my
main criticism. It is little more
than the vehicle from which I can
center what I believe to be a much
larger "defect" of the student
body. It exists beyond the boundaries of K, certainly, but can be
more easily focused upon within a
familiar context.

less power than a union. Certain
factions within Solidarity threatened to occupy the supreme court
building: Walesa thwarted the action, replacing it with a peaceful
march to protest the ruling.
Although 26 Soviet military
divisions are currently stationed
just across the Polish border and
approximately 40,000 Soviet
troops are stationed in Poland
itself, including 350 T -64 and T-72
tanks, United States officials see new Prime Minister, seems relucno immediate threat of Soviet in- tant to make use of the military.
tervention. State Department of- During 1976 labor unrest. Gen.
ficials stated Tuesday that the Jaruzelski, who is considered by
deployment of Polish troops in many to be a moderate, resisted
settling worker unrest would be using troops to restore order,
viewed as an internal matter, later reportedly saying to his coladding that any action by the leagues, "Polish soldiers will not
Polish army would be of great fire upon Polish workers."
Although the Reagan adconcern to the U. S. Concern over
such actions may be unnecessary ministration has been following a
though, since Gen. Jaruzelski, the hard line policy toward the Soviet
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Union, recent statements suggest
that the U.S. may not offer support to the Poles in the advent of
Sovi'et military intervention.
However, this same hard line
policy toward the Soviet Union
may be unable to prevent military
action through detente. Thus, the
new hard line policy which may
seem necessary from a U.S.
perspective may be a grave error
for European concerns.
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weren't for meal times and certain
rare events, the majority of us
would not exist for each other.
The weekends are really funny:
the snack bar is empty; the games
room is dead; nobody is outside;
nobody is even in the library. The
dorms, for the most part, are
lifeless except for isolated parties
where people go to avoid conversation (this I infer from the
volume of the stereos). Appreciation of the arts or of the intellectual is neglected. Generally, the
majority of us have no firmly based identity beyond the latest
fashions.
The self-indulgence of a genera·
tion has resulted in a conservative
imitation of the past. Thus, most
of our actions are farces, both insofar as we attempt to conjure
meaning from a history we have
little knowledge of, and as an' attempt to a ffect the future of our
"system". Unity is dead. The
nihilistic tendencies we embrace
threaten the very social foundations they are based on. Glimpses
of Turgenev's Fathers and Sons
reappear from time to time in my
mind, but I know this is overreaction. I accept my share of the
guilt. I am equally responsible for
not acting. But, I think it's worth
considering where we stand today.
Who would have believed the
'60s would lead to the '70s? A
decade of revolution was quickly
and quietly forgotten by the vast
majority. We imitate but don't
understand, pretend but do not
believe. The sincere efforts of a
few are listened to, but ignored.

We are the generation of the
'70s about to embark on the '80s,
though with such a lack of exKarl Marx's misquotation of
perience-Socially, economically,
Hegel could have been intenand politically-it's going to be
tional. If we don't understand
amusing, if not tragic, to watch.
We are a generation of culturally history, its application becomes
and materially sheltered in- farce. If we don't care, we should
dividuals. We have no concept of expect corruption. Napoleon In's
strife, struggle, or of other France is only one such example.
peoples. Most of all, we have vir- . Our campus community is
tually no concept of history. We another.
are hidden away in our rooms like
Jennifer Sarin
mice underground and if it

Meese plays master coordinator
in Reagan Administration
by Mike Toth
A month after taking office, the
Reagan administration has taken
shape. As expected, the President
has proven to be a delegator, a
leader who reigns more than rules.
The Reagan administration is
concentrating on cutting projected federal spending by $35-40
billion in fiscal 1982, which begins
in October; it also hopes to cut
this year's budget by $13 billion.
To accomplish these cuts, the
cabinet members have been given
free rein to investigate any budget
cutting possibilities in their
departments. Edwin Meese,
Reagan's senior advisor, already
being called "the prime minister",
is mainly responsible for bringing
all the ideas together. Meese accompanies the President to almost
all meetings, and he does not
hesitate to direct his boss. "Tbat

worked in California but not
here," he has been heard to say.
Meese must unify the cabinet
forces which are moving in
divergent directions. For example,
two powerful men in the cabinet,
director of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), David
Stockman and the Secretary of
State Alexander Haig, hold alternate views on the function of the
Export-Import Bank and other
foreign aid projects. Also, a
balanced relationship must be
formed betwee.p Stockman, who is
a crusader for tax cuts, and
Treasury Secretary Donald
Regan, who insists on matching
lower revenue with lower spending. Meese must also form a consensus of opinion in the cabinet on
the deregulation of oil.
At first glance, the structural
organization of the Reagan administration appears to exist for

the purpose of carrying out planned action in the political arena,
although the interest group lobbies may present potential
political problems. However,
Reagan's method of organization
makes the new administration
seem, at the moment, better positioned for action than the administration of four years ago.
While Meese plays master coordinator, President Reagan has
been selling unpolished ideas on
the Hill. Numerous visits to Congress have been made explaining
the low cuts that the Reagan administration hopes to make in
popular domestic programs.
Public appearances have also been
made, urging the nation to accept
his short-term budget cuts as a required step toward the highgrowth, low-inflation U.S.
economy Mr. Reagan thinks
possible.
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arts/entertainment
'Eccentricities' sparkles at Civic
by C. Opalski
Searching for a new form of
diversion? The Kalamazoo Civic
Players' production of Tennessee
Williams' The Eccentricilies of a
Nightingale, now in its final
weekend, provides students with
an opportunity for off-campus
entertainment.
Williams ' play, set in a small
town in Mississippi short Iy before
WWI, is an amusing yet ultimately moving drama about how society deals with its misfits . Alma , a
minister's daughter and singing
teacher, is considered 'eccentric'
because of her passionate public
displays of emotion and feeling.
Her father reprimands her saying:
"little habits, little, little mannerisms, little-peculiarities of
behavior-they are what get people known eventually as-eccentrics! And eccentric people are not
happy, they are not happy people,
Alma." Indeed, in the end, this
proves true for Alma.

Paula Dewe! and Randy Bernhard as the eccentric songbird
and respec lable medic.
-plloto by Jim Riegle

Schneider concert a smashing success
by Matt Goulish
Regardless of any preconceptions the audience may have
brought with them to the
Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra
Concert on Sunday afternoon,

what they heard was pure entertainment. Many of them looked to
be expecting an afternoon of dry
and polished classical music.
Although the performance was
polished to say the least, the music
was far from esoteric. In fact, the
pieces appeared to have been
chosen for their appeal to audiences.
The program opener, a piece by
Haydn, offered a variety of
moods which prepared the audience for what was to come. The
second selection was the Siegfried
Idyll by Wagner. Acquainted with
only the familiar Wagnerian
melodies such as "The Ride of the
Valkerie," I was pleasantly surprised to find that this composer
also wrote some quiet music. The
piece impressed me as one of the
most lyrical and moving I had
heard in years. The 35th Sym- .
phony and German Dances of
Mozart which comprised the concert's second half were as vibrant
as the youthful character of
Mozart himself. The closing German Dance offered such great
theatrical flair that the audience
was encouraged to laugh during
the music and applaud loud ly
afterward.
The world renown of Alexander
Schneider, the guest composer,
needs no explanation for anyone
who was there. His personal style
of conducting greatly enlivened
the performance. For more than
two hours, he stood without
podium or stool and was in complete control of the orchestra. He
pushed the Mozart works to their
limit as joyous celebration, and
guided the Wagner piece through
some electrifying moments of
silence and tension. There were
many times when the audience
were riveted to their seats as they
would be at a particularly
suspenseful stage play. Mr.
Schneider is indeed a master of his
craft.

We have the Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra to thank for this
series of presentations of rare
quality. I, for one, look forward
to each quarter's concert with very
high hopes. At Sunday's exceptional performance, however, my
hopes were easily surpassed.
AtK

Week of February
12-18

Alma has fallen in love with
John, a childhood friend turned
handsome and successful doctor.
John shows some interest in
Alma, but because of many
"practical" reasons and notably
his mother's insistance that he
have a "girl with every
advantage," John cannot become
too involved with Alma. John and
Alma have one intimate passionate encounter after which
Jnhn, we are to assume, moves on
to the respectable and conventional life of a doctor. On the
other hand, as we see in the
epilogue, Alma is left to live
memories and one night stands
with traveling salesmen.
Overall, the Civic Players did a
fine job with Willaims' play.
Paula Dewey, a recent K graduate
(some of you might remember her
as the nurse in K's production of
Romeo and Juliet) played the role
of Alma. Other than a bit of overdramatization of Alma's eccentricities in Act I which made her
character seem at time slightly absurd rather than merely eccentric,
Dewey's performance was excellent. The emotional force that
she brought to her character as
well as her portrayal of the
changes which occurred in Alma
during the course of the play,
especially noticeable in the
epilogue, made Alma a character
for whom the audience could feel
great compassion. Randy Bernhard, as John, did a fine job of
bringing to his character the control, calm and perfect manners of
the educated doctor and thus pro-

vided an excellent contrast to the
nervous emotional behavior of
Alma.
A good performance was also
given by Richard Niessink,
Alma's father, although at times
he sounded a bit like he was
reading a speech. Norma Lantz
did a fine portrayal of Alma's
'disturbed' mother who seemed to
wander uncontrollably on and off
the stage as a reminder of the uncontrollable peculiarities which
appeared throughout Alma's
family. Moreover, an outstanding
performance was given by Jean
Kenz who played John's proud
and fawning mother. Indeed,
Kenz made this overprotective and
snobbish character so believable,
the audience could not help but
dislike her.
The show was not without i!s
flaws. The southern accents were
inconsistent and noticeably lacking in the leading male characters.
Also, between scenes while the
stage was dark, audio was used to
blast 'meaningful' lines from the
preceeding scene at the audience.
This device, especially in the third
Act when the end of a scene was
particularly moving, came across
as a grating intrusion.
Overall, the Civic's prOduction
of Eccentricities is well worth seeing. For those of you who have
not been there, the Civic is located
on the corner of South and Park
Streets, across from Bronson Park
(easy walking distance). The
show's final performances will occur Friday the 13th and Saturday
the 14th at 8:30 pm.

Who are these characters?

Fil m Society:

Friday-Harold and Maude. 7, 9, &11 pm.
Wednesday-The Petrified Forest. 1 & 9 pm.
Recital Hall, $1.
Dalton:

Sojourner, a drama of the life of a freed slave, will be presented
by the Germantown Theatre Guild tonight at 8 pm.
No admission charge.
Recital Hall:
Pianist Sheila Smith (K '83) performs pieces from Brahms, Bach,
Chopin and Gershwin, Friday at 8 pm.
Old Welles:
Don't forget Monte Carlo Night, a grand Valentine Day
opportunity to try your hand at more than one brand of
gambling. See you Saturday at 9 pm.
Around Town
Night Music:
Chap's-on-Main-R-H Factor plays jazz every Wednesday and
Thursday throughout the month of February, 9:30-1 :30. Cover.
Wj1istle Stop- an all-star jam session featuring the WMU Jazz
Ensemble, Two Track, Tumbling Dice and Rue 66, will be held
tonight at 8 pm.

Why, ~he Gong Show emcees. of course. Mark [ntenman,
John Waldmeir and Larry Bauss abetted the cause of
hilarious entertain ment on February 1.

The Bryce Roberson Trio performs progressive jazz Friday and
Saturday from 9:30-1 :30. No cover.

-photo by Robert L. Burns
Miller Auditorium:

Hobie's-Open Stage Night happens every Thursday.
Any artist can sign up for one of the four 45-minute sets.
Ilobie's awards a $25 cash prize to the first place winner.
The Jazz Volition performs from 9:30-1 :30 un Friday and
Saturday. Cover.
Kalamazoo Institute of Arts:
The Chinese art collection of Dr. and Mrs. Paul Wang
including paintings, sculpture and ceramIC lrom the 1st centurv
A.D. to the 20th century, will be exhibited through February 22.

Michael Farrell, adjunct curator of Educat;on at the Detroit
Institute of Arts, lectures on oriental ceramics Sunday at 2 pm.
Free to the public.

"Whoopee!", the Broadway musical starring Imogene Coca,
relates the adventures of a hypocondriac tenderfoot who
travels West to nurse his health. It will be presented Tuesday at
8 pm; reserved tickets are priced at $10, $8 and $6.
Theatre:
New Vic- The Waltz of the Toreadors, a farce by Jean Anouilh,
opens tonight.

Civic-Eccentricities of a Nightingale, in its final weekend,
features Paula Dewey and Randy Bernhard.
Le Bijou:

Melvin and Howard and The Man Who Fell to Earth.
Midnight shows-Rocky Horror Pictllre Show and The Night of
the Living Dead.
Films run Friday through Thursday.

t
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valentines
Hey Roomie:
Thanks for all those
Wine and popcorn sessions.
Where would we be
Without them?
Your Roomie

Maura
We baven't always gotten along but I want you to know
That I think you're a lreat person
And I'm glad to bave known you
Tom
, To K.M.
I love Coca-Cola.
K.V_

Nanc-Thanks for being a friend-the BEST-:-Mare

Miss QI still want to be your dog.
R. Harmone

Botschaft zu mein Fraulein liebchen
Obgleich ich nicht sprechen Deutsch:
I have found that almost each and
Every one has got a choice,

To Dave, Greg, Bill, and Randy:
Happy Valentine's Day to you four cuties,
from one of your slaves on FFGI
With Jove,
Nancy

And since you made your choice of mich
Ich bin dankbar jenseits Worten
Mein Leben hat ein Licht zu reich
Der Tunnel ist nun frei von Wurgen .
I know this German is auch verfault
But it only goes to show
Sie have caught mich und it's your fault
lch bin viel in lieb mit duo

Mom
I can't afford anything else, but I want you to know
How mucb I love you.
Peace and sbalom,
Jobn (ID)

Viktor Der Furstwoofer
To the 3-Gees, the wonderwomen of 162:
Happy Valentine's Day! Ihr seid die Beste!
:To Leen: You're the greatest roomie ever!
Smootcb:
Love,
Summertime-And tbe IIvin' Is easy!
Lee
Goodrich GuyTbank you
That's yOu ... Happy
Missy,
Mootcb
Valentine's Day'
Happy Valentine's Day
My type
Love and kisses,
Shinsk
K.M .
The General's Mistress
L.P:
XOX
Please be my valentine.
Love,
M.your secret admirer

Muffy, this valentine message is for you
Be brave liule Buckaroo
To third floor Hoben women-Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Annie H.

A Valentine From Cbarlle Brown
The apple of someone's eye
How must you act today?
Wishes from what must be certainly
more than several
Mysteriously find themselves
under your possession.
What a fine one you must be
to deserve the thoughts of so many.
Remember Me?
So faithfully I followed like so many others,
perhaps too closely,
yet I appropriately blushed and trembled unbearably
passed over by your gaze.
Did I detect redness in your eye
from those late worried nights
the feelings of so many precariously borne
Or was it the reflection
of those inevitable heart-shaped dollars thrust from
Chicago, Detroit, and some place called "Kalamazoo"?
So aptly named,
this "boiling pot"
Are you the self-proclaimed "boiling stone"?
The apple of someone's eye,
yes, of mine
and of your own,
Sentiments resound for you from everywhere.
And, tell me,
How many did you return?
Kevin D. Gingerich

Pink and Blue

Thanks for the notes! You made a great page
Ed Index

Valentine's Day, beloved day
Our friends are important, today they get to know it

Arnie
We have been waiting for an
invitation to see those
etchings you've been bragging
about. "Won't you be our
Valentine?"
Two of the crazy six

Cards and flowers are bought, gifts are presented
Juliet gives something to Romeo
And Romeo shows Juliet his love
Girls don't fight, boys don't cry
Aren't girls angry, aren't boys sad?
Isn't Tim important to Romeo
Doesn't Juliet love Lisa?
Pink and blue are stong and weak.
Pink and blue love and hate.
Why do they stand on different sides of the river?
Can't they build a bridge, can't they become
just human and colQrful?

"Lady" plays, we hear a scream
My, you two are Quite a team!
(We're not as silly as we seem
You guys make up our valentine dream .)

Tina Y.
To Maynard and Marilyn:
Happy Valentine's Day witb lots of Ion.
Me

To Mom:
No one has a bigger heart! Happy Valentines Day.
With Love,
Little one

VIcki
To the three men in white tuxedos,
To
Jim:
I'll
love
you
forever
.
To tbe best alarm clock I ever bad.
For too long we have worshipped you
You are a great way to start tbe day.
Jennifer
from afar . You, the 3 gallant
Agape,
genb on the stage looking marvelous,
o RJS:
Jobn (ID)
Tbe greatest happIness of life Is tbe conviction
we in the cheap seats in the back
Darling Dave,
tbat we are loved, loved for ourselves, or ratber
Dalton Theatre. This Valentine's
Remember-there's more than one "spider" in the world.
loved in spite of ourselves-Victor Hugo
Day we would like to say, "Happy
.
Coffee-mate
Valentine's Day," and we still plan to
CEL
"meet you backstage after the show ."
Smouldering Hearts in Hatmon
Tweeble,
GHappy Aardvark Day.
James CurtisHappy Valentine's Day
Alvin
Happy Valentine's Day
To Bm Helm
-M
P.S. I love you!
and all that jazz.
"Be my valentine."
Pilgrim
A Friend
To Mary:
To J.S .T.
You are the sweetest roomie I've ever had!
Happy Valentine's Weekend!
Love ya,
L.M.B.
With
love,
Nancy
You're the best!
Kathy
Luv ya,
Fern,
To Bm and Bern: We ".ppreclate" our frlendsblp witb
L.C.G.
You are stili my favorite Valentine.
you!
, Love,
Leanett Jlf

Lynne Acht: I miss you! Happy V.D. to a real sweetheart!
Love,
A woman who doesn 't spit

To VC: You have beautiful eyes!

Mitch you tackle for defense
Liking you makes little sense
You smile at me when you pass
But then again, it could be gas
I wish so much that you were mine
Please, oh please by my Valentine

Harvard HotdoggerAll the best
?

To Jill (my Little Angel HI):
Be my Valentine? 1 love you!
Me
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sports
K defeats Aquinas 66·60

Women Swimmers
defeated twice

Coach Steffen wins 300

by Nancy Waldenmaier
by Jan Spierenburg and Cindy Ackerman

The K College women's swimmers and divers lost 61-70 in their
hard fought MIAA Conference
battle against Albion last week.
Although spirits were dampened
somewhat by a point deficit which
developed early in the meet, many
team members swam well in an attempt to come from behind and
make up the point margin.
Freshwoman Kathy Sparrow
swam for first place awards in the
50-yard backstroke, the lOO-yard
backstroke and the 50-yard butterny. Senior Julie Redner broke
the Albion pool record with her
lOO-yard breastroke winning time
of I: 12.9. In addition, Senior Val

Kalamazoo College Men's Basketball Coach Ray Steffen attained the
300th victory of his K career when the Hornets defeated Aquinas College 66-60 on Friday, February 6. The winningest coach in Kalamazoo
College history realized his landmark victory at this season's seventh
home game, played at Western Michigan University's Read Field
House.
Leading the scoring in Friday night's game were John Schelske with
24 points, and Doug Hentschel with 16 points. According to co-capt ian
Tony Perticone, Friday's win was a significant achievement for the
Hornets due to the fact that the Aquinas team has beaten the top three
MIAA teams this season.
Now in his 26th year as K-College head men's basketball coach, Steffen says, "The victory is nice for the kids. They've played well all year."
The Hornets have a 7-10 record overall thus far for the 1980-81 season.

The Swimmin' Women return
to action at home on Tuesday,
February 17, against Calvin College at 7 PM. This will be their last
home dual meet of the season.

Coach Steffen attentively watches
his team perform

....

----~~--------~

-photo by Robert L. Burns

Wrestlers fire up
for league tourney
by Cindy Ackerman

--(Ieft)-K WOMEN BASKETBALL PLAYERS in action against
Adrian-(Ieft to right) Maureen Wllyward, Nancy Thurston, Becky
Gray lind Kari Brown. (rig,ht)-Nancy Thurston out-jumps an opponent.
Kazoo meets Albion Friday, February 20, 7:30 PM at Oakland Gym,
marking the women's final home game of the season.

-photo by Robert L. Burns

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS
Men's Basketball
February 13
February 18

ALBION
at Olivet

8PM
8PM

Women's Basketball
February 14
February 17

OLIVET
at Hope

IIAM
7 PM

Men's Swimming
February i4
February 18

ALBION
ADRIAN

IPM
7PM

Women's Swimming
February 13
February 17
February 19

at Adrian
CALVIN
at Hope

7PM
7PM
7PM

Wrestling
February 13-14
February 19

Hyndeman, and Sophomores Sue
Davis, Claire Bryant and Jennifer
Hammond all had outstanding
performances in the meet.
With this loss-their second this
season in MIAA competition-the
Kalamazoo Women's Swim Team
will have their work cut out for
them at the league meet on
February 27 and 28. Regardless of
losses to Albion and Hope, Coach
Lyn Maurer believes that her team
is a contender for the league
championship.

at Wheaton Tournament
at Olivet MIAA Championships

The K College Wrestling Team
will travel to Olivet on Thursday,
February 19 to compete in the
1981 MIAA Wrestling Tournament. Although Olivet is favored
to win the league title this year, at
least 4 Kalamazoo wrestlers are
expected to take first or second
places in their weight classes.
Among these are senior Rich
Ringer (118), freshman Pat Wittekind (126), sophomore Dayl
Stout (134), and junior Jeff
Mohney (150).
Regarding the season so far, the
team's surprise has been junior
"dark horse" Jeff Mohney,
whose performances in previous
seasons hardly reflect his
remarkable current record of II
wins,S losses and I tie. Another
outstanding record this season is
held by freshman Pat Wittekind,
who has been termed "awesome"
by fellow wrestlers.
K's team is strong this year and
its freshmen have notable potential, how~ver the loss of two key
competitors--captain Chris Davis
due to a collar bone injury, and
junior Tim Mallett--has hindered
the Hornets' chances for the
championship. In addition, recent
dual meet losses to both Olivet
and Alma have been attributed to
Kazoo's forfeit of two weight
classes.

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Men's Basketball
January 31
February 4
February 6

at Alma
ADRIAN
AQUINAS

66-60, W

ADRIAN
at Spring Arbor
lit Calvin

27-94, L
25-87, L
24-63, L

WHEATON
at Albion
at Hope

81-31, W
71-41, W
86-25, W

HOPE
at Albion

57-74.. L
61-70, L

at Olivet
ALMA
at Ohio Wesleyan, OLCA

5-41, L
14-31, L
2nd place

Women's Basketball
January 29
February 5
FebruaT) 7
Men's Swimming
January 31
February 4
February 7
Women's Swimming
January 31
February 4
Wrestling
January 31
February 3
February 6-7

Sidelines.

69-76, L
54-49, L

• •

by Jan Spierenburg

•••
Members of the Hornet Men's Swimming Team recognized for their
especially outstanding achievements are Dave Hoisington of Birmingham (Seaholm H .S.), William Oberholtzer of Richmond, Ind ., and
Mike Burns of Kalamazoo (Central H.S.). In "Best Times" of the
periodical Swimming World, sophomore Dave HOisington ranks sixth
in the 200-yard Individual Medley in the NCAA Division III with a time
of 2:01.9 in that event. Will Oberholtzer, a sophomore diver, qualified
to compete in the One-Meter Diving event at the NCAA Division III
Championships when he earned 283.65 points in his diving against
Wheaton College on January 31. Junior Mike Burns set a pool record at
Albion College, finishing at 10:30.86 in the lO00-yard Freestyle.

•••
Basketball Coach Ray Steffen was recently honored by Edward Muller
& Associates of New York Life Insurance as one of Kalamazoo's "People on the Move", and was recognized on radio station WQLR for his
outstanding work in the Kalamazoo Community .

Trivia Question:
What K College swimmer held a
national record (NCAA III)?

•••
Kalamazoo College reaffirms its policy of individual and team particlpafor men and women in the National Collegiate Athletic Association
and the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women.

I iul\
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President Rainsford considers resignation,
by Steve Thoburn
President George Rainsford announced February 6 in his report
to the trustees that he has been
solicited by two western schools
for consideration as a candidate in
their search for new presidents.
He has just recently been offered
the position at Lewis and Clark
College (a private liberal arts college in Portland, Oregon), and has
until March 9 to make a decision.
The other institution, Claremont
Graduate School in Claremont,
California, has yet to make an offer.
"After having turned down
other offers," Rainsford said in
an interview Monday, "I agreed
six months ago to be looked at by
[these two). I want to make it clear
that I was not looking for another
Job; they came to me."

News
briefs
Commencement Speaker
wanted
Kalamazoo College is still
without a commencement
speaker. Due to prior committments, none of the originally
desired
commencement
speakers (Ellen Goodman,
Lewis Thomas, Hanna Gray,
Bill Moyers) accepted the College's invitation to speak.
The Forum committee is
now considering a new list of
potential speakers: John
Anderson, Millicent Fenwick,
John Gardner, Jr., Theodore
Hesburgh, Shirley Hufstedler,
Angelo Giamatti, Donald Kennedy, Sallie McFague, Barbara
Newell, Paul Simon, and
Thurgood Marshall. Not more
than two of the candidates will
receive invitations to commencement.
Women's Studlis
The members of the Educational Policies Committee
(EPC) have returned the recent
Women's Studies proposal to
its backers for clarification.
EPC chairman Clair Myers
stated at the January 29
meeting of EPC that his sense
of the open meeting held on
January 22 revealed no extensive opposition to Women's
Studies as a legitimate area of
study.
It was agreed that the Subcommittee on New Courses
would work with the proposers
to overcome the nonphilosophical objections raised
in recent discussions.
Although the debate among
EPC members about the
philosophical argull)ents surrounding the Women's Studies
issue is certain to continue,
"some sort of Women's
Studies program will probably
be passed," said student
representative Cindy Chiapettao

Rainsford has been College move on. The president expressed
President since January 1972 and his belief that the Funds for the
may well resign his post by this Future Campaign will be a sucsummer, should conditions be cess, and that the present cirright. "I've enjoyed K, he said. cumstances would provide a new
"It's presented me with important president with "a sound launching
and rewarding work. There are pad" upon which to build his or
still important things to be done her programs. "The College has
here, but there comes a Il.oint many options now ... 1t is a
where one becomes protective of positive time for [the school)."
what one has accomplished, ...
Some members of the faculty,
where one might become less open however, all of whom asked not to
to change, initiative, and new be identified, expresed dissatisfacideas. I don't want that to happen tion with Rainsford's perfor[with me)."
mance; many, it seems, are eager
Paul Todd, Jr., Chairman of to see him replaced. One senior
. the Board of Trustees, respects faculty member said recently that
Rainsford's thoughts on thi5. "It " ... the College lacks a sense of
was very gracious of him to tell direction ... long-term vision has
the Board," he said in a phone in- not been forthcoming .. . " hinterview Sunday. "This comes as ting this represents a failure on the
no surprise," he went on to say.
part of the president. Others are
"It's been discussed before. We unhappy with the Funds for the
both feel that after a period of Future campaign, believing it,
about eight to fifteen years a per- too, has been less than successful.
son should look for another posiRainsford visited Le.vis and
tion; . .. [one begins) not to find 'Clark College last week and, apthe challenges anymore."
parently, was well received by the
Mr. Todd praised Rainsford's students there. Jonathan Burton,
performance, as he did, it is editor of the school's newspaper
said Monday that "people really
reported, at the Board meeting. "I
feel he's done a good job [of see- liked him." One student coming) Kalamazoo College into a mented that "He seems less set in
positive position," he said Sun- his ways than any other administrator I've known." Burton
day. "He's gotten us from the
60's, a time of relative financial says rus college also considered
instability, into the 80's . .. He has two other candidates, one from
the Ford Foundation, the other
prepared the College to meet the
the current president of the
problems [it faces)."
University of Massachusetts.
Rainsford, too, is ple~ed with "[Rainsford) is seen as a happy
his accomplishments, and believes medium between the other two,"
the time may soon be right to said Burton.

President Ralnsford is considering positions at Lewis and Clark College in Portland Orgeon and Claremont Graduate Schools In
Claremont California.
-photo by Frank Schellenberg

Career Development changes look promising
by Carrie Vernia
As Winter Quarter ends and
sophomores prepare to depart for
Holland, Michigan, Chicago,
Washington D.C., and destinations beyond, one hears the
familiar accusation: Career
Development is the weakest link
of the K-plan.
Described in the College
catalogue as a program which
receives "enthusiastic and positive
response," Career Development is
often cited for its lack of individualized attention to the student; staff shortages, obsolete
placement listings which do not
reflect the actual goal or the financial needs of the student, and its
unimportance within the context
of the K-plan and the on-campus
experiences.
.
These criticisms, however, have
not gone unnoticed. Five months
ago, Career Development was
placed under the supervision of
the Provost (previously it had
been under the supervision of Student Services) in an attempt to
revitalize what Provost Warren
Board calls the "weakest link of
the K-plan."
In addition, upon the retirement of Swede Thomas, former
Director of Career Development,
the College looked for a person
who, in Board's words,would be a
"tiger," and would actively seek
innovative placements to meet the
changing needs of students. They
hope to have found such qualities

in the person of Art Caccese, who
is now Assistant Provost for
Career Development.
Board attributes part of the
department's decay to two
sources. The first, a shift in
philosoprues occurred between
the late '60s and early '70s; it
began to place more emphasis on
pragmatic Career Development
rather than voluntary Career Service, as Career Development was
previously called.
Second, according to Board,
there has always been difficulty in
harmoniously joining the abstract
ideals of a "liberal arts
education" and the development
of a vocation. Lack of faculty
support and counseling also
resulted from the fact that the
Career Development quarter is
viewed as a displaced summer
vacation.
As the result of a study conducted in the spring of 1979,
Board has outlined a plan to rejuvinate the department. This
plan includes:
·providing more flexibility for
students in terms of when they
participate in Career Development.
·awarding academic credit for
those students who participate in
research or studies carried out on
the job.
·providing more financial support
to the individual student who cannot take a volunteer or career
oriented job due to a lack of
financial resources.

·encouraging students to place
themselves. This idea has its
origins in the fact that finding and
obtaining the right job is often
educational in and of itself.
·enlarging the staff of the Career
Development office.
·combining academic and career
counseling.
·providing the faculty with opportunities to visit students while they
participate in the Career Development program.

Although the Provost's proposal has been submitted to, and
rejected by. one foundation. plans
for financial support are underway to submit similar proposals to
other agencies.
After less than two months on
the job, Caccese admits that many
of the problems of the program
cannot be overcome quickly. He
focuses on tbe mechanical faults
(continued on page 2)

Pruitt accepts Zaire post
by Mark Furlong
Dr. William Pruitt will be leaving his position as professor of
history at Kalamazoo College this
June to become the Peace Corps
Country Director of Zaire. He will
be based in Kinshasa. the capital
of Zaire. a city of about three
million people. With his staff of
twenty-eight, he will support
volunteers. organize training programs and develop new programming in education. public health
and agriculture.
Zaire has one of the world's
largest Peace Corps programs and
Pruitt described it as "an ideal
kind of country for the Peace
Corps because there is much help
needed there." He added. "I

believe in the Peace Corps and
what it tries to do, in its development philosophy of self-help projects at a local level. It gets the
Peace Corps volunteers' energy
and work down to where it mat-

ters. "
While in Zaire, Pruitt wants to
get involved in economic development issues and in issues that affect governmental policy. He said,
"I feel very strongly that it's important that Americans have
significant experience in the Third
World in order to come back and
be a consituency in the U.S. for
the Third World." Pruitt plans to
be in Zaire for at least two and
one half yean. and doesn't have
concrete plans beyond that as of
yet.
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Kirk shoots SIP film, "The Monkey's Paw'
by Matt Goulish
On the screen lingers the
riveting image of a hand with the
fingers tightly clasped in pain.
Slowly the hand opens, revealing
an unexpected gash and stream of
blood in the moonlight of the dark
room. The eerie electronic music
adds the final touch to the bizarre
tension of the scene.
If you could stand back from
the bounds of the screen,
however, you would see a small
bearded fellow crouched over a
super-8 camera, zeroing in on the
actress' hand after dripping a little
red food coloring on it. You
would find the source of the
moonlight to be a bright
photographer's lamp manipulated
by a technician just outside _the
window in the snow.
What you are witnessing is a
filming session under the direction
of William Kirk, the fellow behind
the camera. The scene is one of
the many unusual moments of his
SIP film, "The Monkey's Paw."
The actress is Paula Dewey, and
the technician in the snow is Matt
Goulish, the assistant director of
lighting and photography, the juggler of lOG-watt bulbs inches out
of the camera's eye.
The cast includes Ed Bevan,
Jody Humbert, Diane Suess, and
Alice Butler; all are familiar K
College faces. Each acts for an imaginary audience in front of the
whirring camera, but their acting

is very limited and far from the acting one sees on stage. "Actors are
objects," says the director, and
they must be manipulated for the
composition of the film. In a recent conversation, Bill Kirk
agreed that one of the difficulties
of creating a film is that the director must train himself to think in
terms of visual images instead of

dialogue or acting. Thus most of
the shots he directs have little or
no dialogue.
Many of the takes will last no
longer than thirty seconds in the
completed film, but take up to fifteen minutes of preparation to
shoot. Then comes the slow process of choosing the best version
of each shot and editing it into the

correct sequence with the other
shots, making a narrative story,
and, eventually, a completed film.
This is where the real work begins,
says the director, and it can't
begin until the shooting is over.
Bill Kirk is not a newcomer to
the art of filmmaking. He has
done several promotional television spots for the city of Detroit,

Paula Dewey performs before Bill Kirk's camera for his S.I.P. film, "The Monkey's Paw."

worked with a film student of the
University of New York, and
acted in many films with a group
of independent directors in
Detroit. "The Monkey's Paw" is
his second individual effort at K
College under the faculty advising
of Larry Jaquith of the theatre
department. He intends to go to
graduate school in film and eventually make directing his
•
livelihood.
This future do~ not appear far
from reality as one watches him at
work. The camera is a third eye,
and it takes a special kind of vision to see things through it that
most of us only feel. It is the kind
of vision that can transform feelings into pictures and ordinary
rooms into shadowy environments
of fear and anxiety. Without the
filmmaker's vision, we would be
doomed to see only the ordinary
room .
But as Bill retreats to his secluded hide-away and prepares to edit,
the idea of the filmmaker's vision
is far from his mind. He is more
concerned with getting the sound
to match the picture and meeting
his spring quarter SIP deadline
with the limitations of equipment
at hand. Someday, after the work
is done, he may comment on the
ideals of filmmaking. but- it is
much more likely that he'll just
start another film . In a matter like
this, it is often the work itself, and
not the finished product, that
matters.

-photo by Frank Schellenberg

feD changes 1
(continued from page 1)
of the program and exhibits a real
empathy for the individual student.
The office places over 200
students during the winter
quarter. pla<:ements whichlCaccese
is quick to point out, require individual letters and phone calls.
He remarked that the "volume of
work is unbelievable."
Caccese claims that the office is
now making an attempt to keep
the student informed by giving
him/her placement information as
soon as it receives it. He is in the
process of evaluating the program
for 1981-82. Two of his recom. mend at ions will be (I) to begin the
application process in the fall, and
(2) to provide students with more
assistance in developing their own
placements.
After examining similar programs at other institutions, Board
remains confident that K is "years
ahead of other liberal arts colleges," and he is "much encouraged by what we have to
begin with."

Old Welles mural

to be restored

by Mike Walters
Many students have probably
wondered why the College doesn't
give the dingy east wall of Old
Welles Hall a fresh coat of shiny
white enamel. Then again, most
Kalamazoo College students have
probably paid little attention to
the smoke-covered Philip
Evergood mural: "The Bridge of
Life." Since 1942, when the mural
was dedicated, K College administrators and students have
neglected and ignored what is now
considered one of Evergood's
finest works .
Recently, however, there has
been a revival of interest in the
work of Philip Evergood and
other "social realists." Bernard
Palchick, Kalamazoo professor of
art, has been researching the
possibilities of c1eaninJl the mural.
On January 20, Mr. Walter
Newman, an art conservator at
the Detroit Institute of Arts, inspected the mural and found it in
good condition. Dr. Palchick is
waiting for a written report and
cost estimation from Newman The Old Welles mural, shown as it appeared before the New Welles cafeteria was built, is to be cleaned and
before initiating any work on the renovated.
-photo by Philip Evergood
mural.
the
entire
project
depends
on
four-year
isolation
from
the
munity and its relationship to the
Similar to the stained-glass proeveryday scheme of things."
ject directed by Fritz Bultman in whether or not the necessary
College before starting his work.
Quoted in a 1966 Gazette arti- The mural contains many aspects
the Fine Arts building, Dr. funds are available.
cle, Evergood stated that his of the city of Kalamazoo: "It also
Palchick intends to have the
After the restoration work is
mural "is a serious effort, and has has its nostalgic propenrestoration work done primarily
completed,
the mural should be
splendid passages, such as the sities-slums, railroad tracks, litby K students cooperating with a
children . . . The
somewhat tle urchins with bare bottoms,
trained conservator. After clean- unrecognizably bright and colorsmugness of the college campus pastry shops, cheap movies, liing, a non-permanent varnish will ful. Once the students are able to
inhabitants is suggested, but not quor stores and lonely girls.
be applied to protect the mural see the mural clearly, they will
belabored. "
from possible deterioration and to perhaps appreciate the message
"It is a tribute to the ingenuity,
Evergood
was
trying
to
Evergood spent a few weeks in ambitions, genius and success of
facilitate easy cleaning. Of course,
relate-that "campus life is not a
Kalamazoo studying the com- the city of Kalamazoo."
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campus views
faculty
forum

Christopher Ryan
Instructor, Economics

u. s. 's commitment to foreign aid wanes
Since leaving Peru nine years ago, I have managed to maintain a
lively correspondence with a friend who was also my counterpart.
Recently, while laboriously composing a letter in my rusty Spanish, it
occurred to me that my friend has never asked the following question . Why has this country's commitment to foreign aid waned
almost continually since 1960? Why, more specifically, did the
percentage of G.N.P. dedicated to Official Development Assistance
fall from about one-half of one percent in 1965 to about one-fifth of
one percent in 1977 with no projected increases on the horizon? In
comparison with other "developed" nations the latter figure ranks
close to last. This same relative figure was almost matched by Nigeria
in recent years.
The reasons have to do, I believe, with a changed perception of the
Third World and of ourselves. Michael Harrington in his latest book,
The Vast Majority: A Journey to the World 's Poor, characterized
our view as "cruel innocence." I would like to point out a few factors which have seemed to alter our world view. Also, I will argue
that singly or together they do not constitute an acceptable justification for our weakened commitment.
First, our economy has suffered from high rates of inflation, interest rates, and unemployment coupled with rates of growth. The
perception may be that we can no longer continue with our past
generosity. Aside from the tendecy to over-rate one's own generosity, the argument ignores the effects of our difficulties in the Third
World. The high rates of inflation, interest rates, etc., are transmitted to the L.D.C.s at times in multiples.
A related factor has been the four-to-five-fold increases in crude
oil prices. O .P .E.C. has put pressure on all countries which are not
self-sufficient in oil resources . Resentment toward the rapid and
seemingly easily-obtained wealth is somewhat misplaced. Only three
O.P.E.C. members are identified by the World Bank as having a
capital surplus position . Their combined population is less than
twelve million. The remaining and much more populous O.P.E.C.
members along with Mexico have substantially improved prospects
but continue to face the usual difficulties in achieving sustained
growth. Those most severely affected were the non oil-producing
third world countries despite O.P.E.C. foreign aid and credits. SQaring international payments deficits on their part can be explained
partially by the O.P.E.C. pressure.
Of even greater importance is the perception that the
underdeveloped countries are making satisfactory progress. This optimism is only warranted in a relatively small number of cases.
Southern European countries, Taiwan, Singapore, and the Koreas
have sustained high rates of growth since 1960. Brazil and to a lesser
extent Mexico have grown rapidly since the fifties but in such an
uneven manner that many observers question the viability of their
systems. (A case in point may well be Iran.) India is believed to be
relatively self-sufficient in food production, but the question of
whether it will be remains in doubt.
Major studies coordinated by Jan 1:inbergen and Wassily Leontiff
project (utilizing largely optimistic assumptions) growth trends of the
world economy for several decades to come. Despite assumptions
such as an average of 0.7 percent of G.N.P. from the developed
couotries in assistance, the projections anticipate a slow closing of
"income gap" between North and South from a 12 to I ratio to that
of 7 to I (Leontiff, The World Economy in 2(00). More striking are
the World Bank estimations for 2000 of those who will live in "absolute poverty" ($SO or less per year capita). They force roughly SOO
to 700 million in this category. The prospects for this, the Fourth
World , are difficult to imagine. The obvious temptation is to turn
away. Yet in doing so we would be ignoring the vast difference between the alternative scenarios of 200 million .
A fourth factor is our frustra\ion with the apparent failures of our
past efforts to aid the Third World. Here I will simply note that
much was learned, if not enough, and our expectations were
unrealistic. Flawed programs, paradoxical results, and waste have
generated pessimism from a wide political spectrum. This pessimism
has in turn hampered any renewal of effort on our part.
Finally, our reaction to charges, explicit and implicit, that we are
somehow to blame for the status of the Third World is indicative of a
fifth factor influencing our view. The reaction in some quarters has
been practically vehement. Counter-arguments point to corrupt,
repressive dictatorships and extreme income inequality not infrequently found in Third World countries. That the problems of
development are internal to the individual underdeveloped countries
in evident. Equally as clear, however, is their dependence, historical
and present, whether this was forced or voluntary. Determinations
of guilty or not guilty pertain to courts which are not likely to be convened in this case. Rigid adherence to either judgment seems as
ridiculous as it is nonconstructive.
The calion the part of the underdeveloped countries expressed in
UNCTAD for a New International Order is , by now, well known .
These demands, largely ridiculed in the developed world, are worth
careful reconsideration. This, in addition to a renewal and expansion
of aid commitments to the Third World would represent a positive
new direction for foreign policy. Even in assessing the unlikelihood
of such changes, one should note the fundamental problems of
redistribution which would remain untouched by these changes .
Lester Thurow's The Zero-Sum Society extrapolated to planet
earth's dimensions anticipates the nature of decisions which can only
be avoided for a limited period of time.

New insights brought
to FFF campaign
Dear Editor:
The Funds for the Future Campaign has received a great deal of
attention from the student body
of this school. In an editorial, the
Index editor raised several serious
and valid criticisms of the FFF
program. For whatever reason,
Karen Blum and George
Rainsford have not realized the
necessity of responding to these
concerns. I certainly hope they
reevaluate their position. Last
week, the Index published a letter
(Keith Greenleaf, Index, February
12, 1981) in which a student expressed his viewpoint after working on FFF for a period of time. I
feel compelled to respond to the
letter.
Unfortunately,
Keith's
arguments lack a certain sense of
valid reasoning . In his letter, he
claimed "Some misconceptions
have been expressed . .. " I hope
he rereads his letter and realizes he
has contributed several more
"misconceptions" to this controversy . First, he claimeJ that the
callers are concerned over the
economic well -being of the
school. I must assume that Keith
is unaware that several students
on the College Work-Study program were assigned to FFF. One
of these stuaents was assigned to
the program against her wishes.
When the student tried to find

another job, she was informed
that no other positions were
available. Granted, I have only
documented one instance of a student forced to work on the campaign (yes, they were forced-out
of economic necessity), however
this example raises another serious
ethical question . Should CWS
students be compelled to work on
the campaign if they desire to attend this school?
Secondly, Keith claims that
•'callers merely counsel the alumni
on the methods the alumni can affordably pledge . .. " This is utter
and complete nonsense. During
my training session, the callers
were trained to push for a donation ("no matter how small it may
be") from the alumni. If anyone
doubts my contention, I suggest:
A) they go through the training
session, or B) they read the script
prepared for FFF. (Stop by my
room and I'll let you read my copy
of it!!)
Finally, Keith claimed the Index
has "misinterpreted the importance" of FFF. I seriously doubt
many people will deny the need
for this school to build its endowment. The means of achieving the
goal have been questioned, NOT
the goal itself.
The integrity of this school lies
in the balance. I urge all students

K students:
too busy for relationships?
Dear Editor:
When I decided to come to • in their relationships with others .
I understand that it takes time
Kalamazoo College, I thought it
and a good dose of effort to make
would be another great adventure
friends, but after working hard on
and also a lot of fun. It is indeed
it, I only have "acquaintances." I
a first-rate learning experience for
realize that K College is very
a foreign student like me to be
study-oriented. As I am also takable to spend a year in a foreign
ing classes, I am aware that there
country and enjoy the college life
is a lot of pressure to study hard
with American students . But I still
and get good grades . But does it
have mixed-feelings about the
mean that one should stay home
Kalamazoo College atmosphere.
My first impression of and study all the time? I tend to
Kalamazoo students was that they look outside K campus for entertainment and I have a hard time
were really friendly. Right from
the beginning the students said finding students who are willing to
spend an. evening out. Although
"Hi" to me to which I answered
students are busy studying, when
with a big smile. It made me feel
good to be acknowledged in a they take a break why do they stay
place unknown to me. But then I in their room? Is it because they
feel more secure inside their little
felt overwhelmed by the numerous
"Hi's. U "How are you's" coming world than outside?
Perhaps a lot of students can
from everyone; for then I realized
that it was only a sign of relate to my feelings but are afraid
politeness and that, in fact, to make the first step in
students did not really care establishing new relationships. If
whether I felt fine or lousy. I so, there must be many relationunderstand now that it is part of ships that can be worked out.
WeH, this is not meant to be a
the American culture and I find
complaint but merely a reflection
myself playing the game too.
On the other hand, there is one of a foreign student's impression
thing I cannot get over: the nature of the social life at Kalamazoo
of the students' relationships. I College.
Isabelle Ollitraut
find that the students are shallow

to investigate this matter soon.
Also, I urge the administors of the
program and the school to answer
these and other valid criticisms of
FFF.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter M. Omarzu

Student defends Bono
Dear Editor:
This is in response to Corinne
Lewis' February 12 Index
editorial.
I was shocked and disappointed
by your ill-formulated criticism of
Student Commission President
Charles Bono. Three points in
your evaluation of Mr. Bono's
performance require consideration. Apparently you overlooked
these factors in your role as
Editor. The right to your private
opinion is unquestioned; your
public duty as the editor of the
campus voice is quite another circumstance.
First, the personal observations which you chose to pronounce bear no relevance to Mr.
Bono's performance as Commission President. You publicized
"an unrestrained belch" as
evidence that Mr. Bono"undermines the seriousness of his role ."
Surely, Miss Lewis, you realize
that human biological processes
have no place in responsible journalism. Drawing attention to this
unconnected detail is not only in
poor taste, but reflects a gross
miscalculation of important facts.
Secondly, you cite a comment
that Mr. Bono allegedly made in
the presence of media reporters.
Aside from the fact that the comment was lifted out of context, I
ask: to what end did you feel compelled to take the remark to print?
None of the three news reporters
saw fit to include it in their accounts of the demonstration for
obvious reasons ' of journalistic
ethics. Such standards, we expect,
must be observed as well by the
Index editor.
Thirdly, you say that student
acitivism is at an all-time low. The
presence of 200 students gathered
in protest outside of Mandell last
Friday morning closes discussion
on this point.
Finally, as a member of Student
Commission who has witnessed
Charlie putting great time and effort into a thankless job , I believe
that he deserves not unprecedented personal attack, but
applause, and certainly your
apologies. Rarely do I observe a
student working so hard toward
improving and preserving student
interests at Kalamazoo College.
Respectfully,
Pamela L. Harris
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perspectives

Our political ignorance is embarrassing
I have just recently discovered
that my knowledge of current
socio-political events amounts to
nothing more than directed course
material or campus gossip. Unfortunately, I am Quite confident that
I am not alone in this boat of ignorance. Please let me explain.
Throughout the campus, studying ancient history is more widely
practiced than learning what
David Stockman is cutting today.
For instance, one of Stockman's
recent comments has been that the
seven percent student loans have '
to be cut because it is not wise to

be lending out money at seven percent when 20-22 percent could be
expected. I venture to say that less
than five percent of the student
population is familiar with this
proposal, while many more than
five percent would be affected.
This, I believe, is a dreadful
shame. Up to this point I have
been directing my comments
toward discussing the sociopolitical ignorance of the students
here at Kalamazoo. To prove my
point, I took it upon myself to ask
a random sampling of twenty-five
students five basic questions con-

cerning the news these days! The
questions were not what I would
call difficult, and the answers to
which I was able to think of
relatively easily. However, when
presented to the twenty-five
students, these questions became
parainount problems. The five
questions were as follows:
I)Name three present acting
heads of state in Europe.
2)Who is Cynthia Dwyer?
3)Who is Alexander Gromyko?
4)What does SALT stand for?
5)Who is Warren Christopher?
Of these questions, the first one
brought the most correct
responses-ten. The most popular
heads of state today were Helmut
Schmidt, Margaret Thatcher, and
Valerie Giscard D'Estaing. Some
other heads of European states, or
so those questioned said, were
"Bani-Sadr, " "Ayatollah Khomeini," "Winston Churchill,"
"Princess Anne," and "Prince
Philip."
The answers to question
number two were divided into
three categories. First there were
those who knew that his woman
was the "53rd hostage," held in
Iran on espionage accusations.
Another category was quite sure
-photo by Robert L. Burns
that she had been "an executive at
by Cindy Ackerman
Bendix corporation," and the
It all began at the end of my freshman year, \vhen I found my ceiling third group didn't have any idea
more exciting to read than my psych textbook. Moreover, I distinctly who she was.
remember the day when I tried to sneak out of a double-hour chemistry
Question three, concerning
lecture from the front row of aIds-Upton 107. "It's not that boring, is Gromyko, the Soviet Minister of
it?" remarked Dr. Cook, as I swiftly exited the room .
ForeIgn Affairs (similar to the
The symptoms soon became chronic. For another year I continued to U.S. Secretary of State), brought
attend classes rather irregularly, all the while feeling guilty about my several amusing respnses, but only
anti-studious tendencies, hoping not to offend my professors. When I four correct answers. Of the indid make it to class, I found myself counting how many of my vertebrae correct answers, let me share some
rubbed against the back of my chair when sitting in various positions. of the better ones. Alexander
What disturbed me most, I suppose, was the realization that I was in- Gromyko is : "not my father,"
deed a radical, a freak of the system at K. Other students were able to "an Italian," "the Secretary of
study hard. They seemed to have future goals or at least visions of State for the United States," or
greatness in mind. But I, having given up the notion of pre-medicine as "the publisher of Time
a freshman, felt I had no reason to even be at this insititution.
magazine."
Then it struck me that Dr. Cook was not very far off the mark. In all
SALT was the subject of questruth I was bored, not by him or by his lectures, but rather by my situa- tion four, and although many
tion at K in general. Somehow I felt that I was not being fully educated, responses were close, only four
in spite of K's excellent academic reputation. It seemed as though I was were correct. The middle two inwasting time sitting through class lectures, feverishly jotting down itials of this acronym were the
"spoon-fed-knowledge" that I knew would have been more mean- most easily solved: Arms and
ingful, more satisfying, had I gained it on my own. Most of all, I felt Limitation; however, the S varied
that I was missing a hell of a lot of life.
from "Soviet" to "Safety" to
Let's face it,those three courses each quarter can really limit your ex- "Southeast." As for the T, "treatracurricular and social activities, especially if you feel you must spend ty" was the most common
all of your free time studying for them . To keep it up for four years with answer, although the SALT "
no gratification other than three handwritten marks on an ordinary slip process resulted in no treaty whatof white paper seems like an awful lot to ask of anyone.
soever.
How did I alleviate the problem? At this point I began to diversify, to
Last question five: Who is Warbranch out both academically and socially. Exploring all of the ren Christopher? Two persons
possibilities for a new, sound major, I finally chose one not for its answered
that
Warren
future application or career opportunities, but simply for the enjoyment Christopher is "the actor who
of the discipline itself. In terms of extracurricular activities, I soon plays Father Mulcahey on
found that attending College Forum events, Film Society presentations, M"A"S"H. " Although (Father \
CUB activities, and athletic events can be enjoyable or at least Mulcahey is played by William
enlightening. Further, through participation in student organizations Christopher) I reminded them that
and teiun sports, both varsity and intramural, I gained some true fulfill- I was looking for characters curment. More importantly, I discovered and gained as good friends, peo- rently in the news. After explainple whose faces I had previously seen only in passing, or whose names I ing my purpose, neither could tell
had heard only in first-day class role calls.
me of any Warren Christopher.
It seems that once I gave myself a free rein to explore untrampled
ground, and stopped worrying about where I would be ten years down
the road, I became a much happier person. Above all, I discovered that
Kalamazoo College was not really limiting at all- it was I who had
limited myself 3.\1 along.
If you are reading this and happen to be a "slumping sophomore" or
a slumping anything, I wrote this column for you . Next time you feel
yourself succumbing to overwhelming boredom, or to frustration over
long range plans, stop and scope out your present situation. Before
looking to greener pastures beyond K, try to make yourself aware of all
of the academic and extracurricular opportunities which you may have
overlooked. In a short, four year college career, the possibilities for inby Kieran Beer
volvement in student government, athletics, or theatre and arts may be
endless. Ask some seniors why they' re still here. Then ask yourself,
Just when we were forgetting
" Have I been sacrificing all enjoyment and fulfillment now for some
Joseph McCarthy, and needed
future gratification? Have I limited myself in hopes of some job or an
historians to remind us of Atadmission to grad school of which I am not fully guaranteed or know I
torney General Mitchell Palmer's
even want?"
effort& to scare up reds following
Chances are, you'll answer "yes ." And all this time you've been
the First World War, some classic
thinking that Kalamazoo College is some kind of monastery.
American paranoids have ascend-

editor's
column:
Advice to a
slumping
sophomore

,

Four people answered this question correctly and incorrect
answers varied from: "a
newscaster"
to "the new
Secretary of State," to the everpopular response-"an author."
The purpose of this questionnaire was to prove that the general
student body at our College is
relatively ignorant of political affairs in the world today. All of the
students questioned admitted their
ignorance and felt that they would
like to know more about the "outside world" but didn't have the
time. The workload at Kalamazoo
apparently does not enable them
to follow the news. This argument
might have stood if it had not
been for the 6:30 viewing of
M* A "SOH in the television lounge
with nearly standing-room-only
crowds in attendance. Obviously
the problem must be that the news
is not on at 6:30, for several people who faired poorly on the questionnaire are regulars for their daiIv fix of the 4077th
The actual purpose of the questionnaire, however, was not to
condemn students for how they
choose to spend their time, but
rather to address a wider reaching
question-political ignorance. It
may be presumed that students at
a private, snowed-in College
perhaps have, some excuse for
lacking the knowledge of current
political events. However, the
questions asked were hardly
detailed. The question of political
. ignorance, on the other hand,
becomes much more serious when
it involves those making decision
in government.
Recently, the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee confirmed
William P. Clark, Jr. as Deputy
Secretary of State. If I may steal
some of the dialogue from this
hearing, I would like to share an
exchange betweeen Senator
Joseph Biden and Mr. Clark.
Biden: Can you tell me who is
the Prime Minister of South
Africa?
Clark: No, sir, I cannot.
Biden: Can you tell me who the
Prime Minister of Zimbabwe is?
Clark: It would be a guess.
Biden: What are the countries
in Europe, in NATO, that are
most reluctant to go along with
theater nuclear-force modernization.
Clark: I am not in a position . .. to categorize them.
Biden: Can you tell us, just
from the accounts in the
newspapers, what is happening to
the British Labor Party these
days?
Clark: I don't think I can tell
with specificity what is happening
in the British Labor Party today.
Presumably, Mr. Clark had

he we soc.iopol Hical ~unces ?
known about the Committee
questioning session for quite some
time, yet he still knew very little
about questions which one would
expect any worker in the State
Department to know (or at least
have an opinion for). Political ignorance simply cannot be allowed
in the highest positions of our
government. The question of
political ignorance is upsetting
and embarrassing enough when it
concerns twenty-five students in a
midwestern college, but political
ignorance among our "political
and policy experts" should not,
and cannot be tolerated.
By the way the answers are as
follows:
I. Margaret Thatcher, Valerie
Giscard D'Estaing, Helmut
Schmit, etc.
2. freelance journalist taken
prisoner in Iran-the .. 53rd
hostage."
3. Soviet Minister of Foreign
Affairs.
4. Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks.
5. Deputy Secretary of State
under Carter. (Important
diplomat in the hostage negotiations with Iran).
by Dan Minkus

Strom Thurmond reactivates
"Terrorism" subcommittee

ed to rower.

In the Senate Strom Thurmond
(R. South Carolina) has become
the new Chairperson of the
Judiciary Committee, replacing
Ted Kennedy (D. Massachusetts)
whose party took a beating in the
polls and lost its majority in the
Senate. Thurmond appears to
consider himself a man with a mission from God . He is out to save
America
from

bolshevism and immorality. One
particular expression of that mission has been the creation of the
Security and Terrorism Subcommittee.
"What McCarthy was trying to
do was the right thing," Thurmond claims. "But the manner in
which he went about it was
wrong."
(continued on page 5)
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politics
Crisis in West Berlin temporarily resolved
Edilor's note: Peter Kronenberger
is a foreign student from West
Germany studying at K until June.
At his home university in
Muenster he is studying communications, history, and political
science.
by Peter Kronenberger
The current political CrISIS in
West Berlin has its origin in the
unique geopolitical situation of
that city. Berlin, the old German
capital , has been on the
crossroads between East and West
since the end of the Second World
War. Out of this special situation
a unique political structure has
developed. Due to such able
leaders as Willy Brandt and Otto
Reuter, the Social Democratic
Party (SPD) has enjoyed wide
support (until just recently) in a city with a strong social democratic
background,. deriving from the
high percentage of lower and middle class people living there.
Over the years the SPD and its
current coalition partner, the Free
Democratic Party (FDP) , have
become increasingly entangled in
a densely-knit web of bureaucratic
and economic interests. This happened during a time when the
population of West Berlin had
begun to decline and economic
difficulties had begun to emerge,
the root cause being the isolation
of the city in communist East Germany. Scandals, intra-party
political turmoil, and investigations and inquiries have become
common elements of the political
scene in West Berlin during the
last decade. Today the city is
plagued by a shortage of housing,
a high percentage of foreign
workers (mostly Turks) who are
not integrated into the communi-

ty, a steady increase in the number example of the four Senators and,
of young people moving to the on Jan. 15, to resign himself.
West, and by the ever present
This marked the beginning of a
danger of isolation in a hostile greater political crisis, for the
neighborhood .
mayor of West Berlin holds a
The governing coalition's politically crucial position; it has
failure to deal effectively with great significance for the national
these problems has led to the cur- political situation in all of West
rent crisis. The situation has most Germany. The crisis has had a
recently been aggravated by the tremendous impact on the Social
recent Garski scandal. Dietrich. Democratic Party as a whole, for
Garski, head of the Garski Con- it comes at a time when the party
struction Corporation and a must contend not only with intermember of the FDP, borrowed nal dissension caused by the difseveral million German Marks ficult times, but also with its infrom a city-owned bank. The city creasingly fractious coalition partgovernment guaranteed most of ner.
the loans, even though the money
was to go to the construction of
In this situation Chancellor
projects in the Middle East, not Helmut Schmidt had to decide
Berlin. The Garski Corporation wpo was going to b~ Dietrich
went bankrupt, Garski fled the Stobbe's successor. Among the
country, and Berlin's taxpayers various contenders emerged Hanswere left with the bill-I 15 million Jochen Vogel, the former Minister
German Marks ($50 million).
of Justice. Vogel , mayor of
This, of course, stirred up con- Munich from 1960 to 1972, is
siderable protest from the opposi- touted as Schmidt's most talented
tion party, the Chris tian cabinet member .
Democrats (CDU). Investigations
Convinced by Schmidt and the
were demanded in order to reveal party to accept the nomination,
the dubious role of official institu- Vogel was elected West Berlin's
tions in the financing of the Gar- new mayor. Vogel has his work
ski project.
cut out for him. He must attempt
In the' wake of the political to solve the problems his
outrage, the Senators who had predecessor could not, and he
supported the Garski deal had to must work to preserve the unity of
resign, probably at the behest of his party and of the governing
the mayor, Dietrich Stobbe, in an coalition.
attempt to save face both for
The new mayor has until May
himself and for his party. But this to prove himself; new elections
attempted rescue was successful will be held then. The Social
for only a week. That the SPD Democrats have governed West
was losing support became most Berlin for 34 of the past 35 years.
apparent when the Senate rejected The May elections will test the
several of its nominations for strength of the coalition. As noted
various government posts. In ad- in the Economist recently, "If Mr.
dition, pressure from the opposi- Vogel loses the Berlin election, it
tion became more intense, and will be because the city has lost
embarrassing facts were published faith in the coalition-and that
by the investigators. As a result, will be a disturbing signal for the
Stobbe was forced to follow the rest of the country ... Political
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tremors in Berlin are clearly felt
[in Bonn)."
Vogel now has reason to be optimistic; he enjoys the unanimous
support of the Ber1in SPD, and a
previously critical press has
become increasingly sympathetic
toward him. Vogel's policy, according to his recent speeches and
interviews, is to cut spending and
to create a new momentum for the
revival of Berlin's economy, the

largest community economy unit
in West Germany.
But things will not be easy.
Vogel will bave to face the dreadful reality of Berlin, a city divided
and isolated, confronted with
economic and social problems of
considerable magnitude, leaving
only a limited choice of solutions-solutions which will often be painful and unpopular.

1

Thurmond threatens civil rights
(r.ontinued from page 4)

One may assume that Thurmond will try to go about redbaiting in the "right" manner. To
do so he has appointed nonlawyer Jeremiah Denton (R.
Alabama) to chair the security
SUb-committee. In appointing two
non-lawyers to serve on the
Judiciary Committee, Thurmond
has broken with Senate tradition.
(The other new non-lawyer is
John East, R. North Carolina.)
But Denton is apparently the kind
of guy Thurmond can count on.
He was endorsed by the Moral
Majority and advocated capital
punishment for adultery. Thurmond is big on capital punishment.
Thurmond has put the supervision of the FBI under the aegis of
Denton's sub-committee. As both
feel that America is ringed by
enemies (Thurmond says we have
to control "subversives and terrOrists"),it will be helpful to have
the FBI under the security subcommittee where it can work in
tandem with the committee. Not
to have made the FBI part of Denton's bailiwick would have left the
FBI answerable to the Criminal
Law SUb-committee now chaired
by Charles Mathias (R. Maryland~
a moderate-liberal. He might have
hampered an FBI crusade against

subversives with all sorts of concerns about civil liberties, which
the FBI has a history of violating.
For example, the Bureau one
remembers was always feeding Joe
McCarthy information with which
to badger "reds."
To recall Joe McCarthli
however, is not to equate him with
Strom Thurmond (or Jeremiah
Denton for that matter). Thurmond is smoother than McCarthy
and seems to have a sense of what
the market in demagoguery will
bear. He is, moreover, a true
believer in a way that the primarily
self-serving and ambitious McCarthy never was.
In the name of state's rights
Thurmond has opposed every major civil rights act. In the face of
federal efforts to end segregation,
he has fueled prejudice by pronouncing "the intermingling of
the races in our homes, in our
schools, and in our theaters is impractical and impossible." He was
the George Wallace. of 1948 who
ran on the State's Rights Party
platform, which advocated nonviolation of "the racial integrity
of each race." (Do we assume that
he feared a watering down of the
rich, pure racial broth of the races
if they were to begin to mingle?)
No, Thurmond may not be the
raging bull that Joe McCarthy
was, bl,t. that is not to say that he
and his Judiciary Committee do

not pose a real threat to political
dissenters on the left and to due
process of law in general. He is a
crusader, and the objects of his
crusades have been gays,
socialists, advocates of abortion
and others who are somehow "unAmerican!'
This is a good year to put aside
$5 of your beer money and send it
to the American Civil Liberties
Union, the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People or the National Organization for Women, to name a few.
AJI of these groups will be watching Strom Thurmond and his
cronies on the right closely.
Certainly the Burger Court offers us no great refuge against
Thurmond's Judiciary Committee. Nor can we take solace in
the warmth and decency Ronald
Reagan projects on television. He
is a sincere and amiable booby
who told the Los Angeles Times
that his participation in the anticommunist hysteria of the '50s
was in response to the American
Communist Party ' s "secure
domination of several unions in
the picture business, and [the
Communist Party) was trying to
take over the motion picture industry, and all the rewriting of
history today, and the stories that
we have seen, and screenplays and
television plays, and so forth,
about the persecution for political

belief that took place in
Hollywood, believe me, the
persecutors are the communists."
How the 200 or so Party members
persecuted the approximately
30,000 who worked in Hollywood
is unclear. Ronald Reagan's part
in their persecution is not.
Thurmond, Reagan and company will have their day .
Paranoids have come and gone in
American histroy. In 1800
Thomas Jefferson was elected
President despite the efforts of the
Federalist factions who threatened
the First Amendment, threatened
the very existence of the Republic,

with the AJien and Sedition Acts.
A "Libel on Law" Jefferson called the acts that he undid upon
becoming President. This is the
same Jefferson who charged
George III with obstructing the
administration of justice, who
fiercely defended the rights of the
individual to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness against
established religion and for that
matter against established government. Thurmond will have his
day, but so will the legacy of Jefferson when the people tire of intolerance.
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arts/entertainment
Spotlight on Friday night

••

Musical entertainment
WMU jazz lab
by Amy Marcaccio

The WMU Jazz lab band In preparation for Friday's concert.
-pboto by Frank Schellenberg

Let the WMU Jazz Lab Band
take care of the wintertime blues
this season. True to form, the
group will be performing a wide
variety of traditional and contemporary
tunes,
providing
"something for everyone," according to director Robert "Bobby"
Davidson.
A medley from Gershwin's
opera "Porgy and Bess," songs
featuring the jazz band's two
vocalists {including AI Jarreau's
"Spait."), and standard swing
tunes will comprise the first half
of the concert. Trumpeter Buddy
Childers, a contemporary of
Woody Herman and the Big Band
Era, appears during the second
.half as the featured artist, backed
up by the WMU band .
Jazz lab director Davidson feels
that "although it's a semirebuilding year, we have a good
group with strong underc1assmen." Davidson attributes
the quality and success of the total
band partially to the existence of
smaller ensembles within it which
perform at clubs like Hobie's and
Chap's. Davidson believes that
"off-campus training provides
good, practical experience for the
kids. "

Chap's-on-Main
An excursion to Chap's-onMain, a mere l2-minute walk into
the heart of downtown
Kalamazoo, is guaranteed to provide the average student with not
only a truly delicious experience in
wining and dining, but also a form
of emotional and intellectual
reprieve .
The restaurant's atmosphere,
reminiscent of a London pub,
reaches the peak of near frenzy
late on Friday afternoons. After
the drudgery of a five-day work
week, the mass of Kalamazoo professional people, Upjohn
employees, college professors and
students all seem to congregate in
Chap's to celebrate the rite of Friday Happy Hour. If you arrive
after five, you can expect to spend
more than a few minutes surveying the noisy smoke-filled room in
search of a vacant table. Generally
you find yourself shifting and
shuffling for seats along with intimate strangers. Ah, comradery.
Narrowly avoiding Chap's
Rush Hour, we arrived with the
specific intention of sampling the
munchies over the beverages.
Visualizing a huge baked potato
stuffed with savory meat, a blend
of cheese, and creamy vegetables
should provide a clear conception
of the house specialty, Lord
Potato. However, my affection
for succulent charbroiled beef, a
craving difficult to satisfy at Saga,
entices me every time to order one
of the eight types of "Beef Encounters." Served between thick
slices of either white, wheat or rye
toast, the ground beef burgers are
smothered with your choice of extras (fresh mushrooms, melted
cheddar, strips of bacon), and
potato chips accompany the entree. For an additional treat, I
recommend the Combo Basket,
which includes deep-fried
cauliflower, mushrooms, zucchini
and onion rings.
One can easily afford to be a
devoted Chap's fan for under $5.
And if you decide to prolong your
reprieve from on-campus anxieties

So, let WMU's jazz melt
freezing reason of your .u;n' •. r';rn
hearts Friday at 8 pm. in
Auditorium. Reserved
avaliable at the box office or
the door on the night of the
cert, are priced at $4.50, $3.50
$2.50.

guitar/flute du
All right, so you're too lazy
tramp over to Miller in the
slush, you don't particularly
for aig Band jazz, and you're
dire financial straits. U[l-Clampu
possibilities do exist for those
would like to hear some live
closer to home. Keith Burton
Steve Tapper, a vocal flute
guitar duo from
are presenting a concert in
The duo will perform
compositions in addition
repertoire of rock, blues, jazz
pop tunes. An acoustic Ulllrarl<l
Burton utilizes the Spanish
slapping technique in the rno ;nr';"
of his original songs.
derives his curious, i'llnc)va.tivi
flute sound through
processing devices.
Co-sponsored by the
Committee and the Black
the musical event begins at 8

Around Town

farther into the evening, you can
catch a few sets of live musical
entertainment and escape the
cover charge. Mangia bene!
by Amy Marcaccio

Theatre:
New Vic-The Waltz oj the Toreadors, continues Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.

Week of
February 19-25

AtK
Film SocIety:
Friday-Dersu Uzala. 6:30, 9:00 & 11:30 pm.
Wednesday-Diary oj a Chambermaid. 7 & 9 pm.
Recital Hall, SI.
Dalton:

Burton and Tapper, a vocal flute and guitar duo, perform
rock, blues, jazz and pop on Friday at 8 pm. Tickets are free to
students with 10; general admission S2.
Artist-in-residence Fritz Bultman will discuss aspects
of his work in a free public lecture Monday at 8 pm.
Stetson Chapel:
Dr. Romeo Phillips will discuss the music oj the
Underground Railroad and sing some of the traditional
spirituals.
The program commences Friday at 10 am.
Around Town

Caner Center-The Sea Horse, opens on Friday.
Limited seating is available, so call the Civic Box Office
for reservations (343-1313).
Student tickets cost S2.50; general admission is S3 .25.
Open auditions for the Ninth Street Player's production of

Jesus Christ Superstar (to be presented April 3-5,
10-12) will be held Saturday and Sunday at 2:00 in the
Kalamazoo Valley Community College theatre.
Call Dave Moberg at 383-8521 for more information.
Loy Nom HIgh School Auditorium-The '50's musical
Grease will be presented Friday and Saturday at 8 pm.
Reserved tickets are S3 .
Le BIJou:

Melvin and Howard and The Elephant Man .
Films run Friday through Thursday.
Kalamazoo Institute of Arts:
The exhibition of oriental art closes on Sunday.
The Symphony/Art Center Concert Series features Barry Ross
at 2 pm.

Kalamazoo Chamher Music Society:
The Julliard String Quartet performs tonight at 8:30
in the Civic Auditorium. Student tickets are $5.
Miller Auditorium:

JtTHENJt :IT

TheWMU Jazz Lab Band, with guest artist Buddy Childers,
performs in concert Friday at 8 pm.
Reserved tickets are available at the door for $4.50, S3.50 and
S2.50.
Night Music:
ChBp's-on-Maln-R-H Factor plays jazz every Wednesday and
Thursday throughout the month of February, 9:30-1 :30. Cover.
SNACK BAR

Wblstle Stop- The Bryce Roberson Trio performs progressive
jazz Friday and Saturday from 9:30-1 :30 in the lounge; no cover
The Suits, a new wave group, rock at the depot
on Saturday only; S2 cover.

Hoble's-McDuJJplays felk music on Friday.
the Laird Jackson Trio jazzes it up on Saturday.
9:30-1:30; SI cover.
Canterbury Coffee House:
David Kornblum, guitarist/singer, plays a blend of old
and new music on Friday and Saturday.
Doors open at 8:30 pm; $3 admission.

Take I Study Break
Tile Snack Bar Is open nlghlty,
9:00 PM until Mldnllht

BOOK SHOP
Westnedge at Lovell
Wed.-Sat. 10-6
Wed. 'til 9
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monte carlo

DEAR FIFI
Dear Fifi,
Oh, woe is me. 1 went to Monte
Carlo Night last week accompanied by a dental hygenist. 1
thought it would be a great
night-I mean 1 had gotten up the
gumption to ask her out, and after
1 assured her that 1 only had two
fillings, she accepted. How wrong
could 1 have been?! The night was
just awful. Here's what happened.
Dinner was going just fine until
1 got a fish bone stuck between
two of my teeth. She jumped out
of her chair and put some
Chloroseptic in my water, forced
it into my mouth, and then made
me spit it out into my salad bowl,
which was still half-full. Then, to
make things worse, she took her
gold-plated hygenist's mirror out
of her purse, tilted back my chair,
and told me to "open wide and
say 'aaahhh.' " I guess it wasn't a
total loss, though, because she
wrote off the dinner as a business
expense.
The dance was no better. The
first thing she did was to take out
the toothpicks from all the hors
d'oeuvres, warning everyone not
to use them because they can
splinter and cause tooth decay.
Then during a slow dance, she
didn't open her mouth the whole
time. When 1 asked her why after
the dance, she said doing
strenuous activities with your

mouth open is a sure way to cause
othodontic abnormalities.
"Holy molar," I shouted. "I
bet you won't even let me kiss you
goodnight '"
"I don't think there's any
reason why you should," she said.
"Haven't you been enamelled
enough with my presence for an
entire evening?"
Help me, please. How can 1
ever show my face on campus
again after being so embarrassed?
Signed,
Perry O. Dontics
Dear Perry,
I'm at a floss for words ... your
date sounds disastrous indeed.
Next time, try these bites of
wisdom:
Cut the puns, they are really offensive. Who wants to date someone who only plays with
words? I suspect that should you
be shunned on campus, a more
likely cause would be your verbal
egregiousness. I believe that her
distaste with your mouth had
more to do' with your fetid wit
than her professional appraisal of
it s clinical condition.
Next time don't take her to a
dance where you'll have to rely so
heavily on your social skills. A
movie would be much safer-say,
Jaws??
Fifi

Cronie Drops Wad at Monte Carlo
What began as an innocent desire on the part of Clark Cronie to partake of one of the College's mildly significant social events rapidly
degenerated into a personal and financial fiasco. Witnesses at the scene
reported that Cronie was forced to carry two sacks of money on his
back to keep up with an unknown, high rolling zero. Cronie collapsed
under the strain.
Before lapsing into unconsciousness, Cronie was heard to say, "never
again will 1 accept a blind date."
by B.G.

All photos by Frank Schellenberg

Special thanks to AkI Soga
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s'ports
Hoopsters victorious

Men swimmers triumph in last home meet

over Albion 70·62
The Hornets came out determined to hit their "freebies" in
the second half, which eventually
proved the difference as K hit 28
to only four for Albion. Schelske
got 12 of his points from the line
in the second half as the Britons
took to fouling in order to stop
him.
Chuck Jager snaked in 13
points and Darrel Banks had 12
points and ten rebounds, contributing to Kalamazoo's inside
game. Barry Owens added an inspired performance off the bench.
Kalamazoo raises its record to
8-11 with .three games remaining.
The Hornets play their final home
game February 25 at 8:00 against
Alma.

by Chuck Jager·
Friday the 13th turned out to be
very unlucky for the leagueleading Albion Britons as they
came to town and were knocked
off by a motivated Kalamazoo
hoop team, 70-62, at Read
Fieldhouse.
Armed with John Schelske,
however, the Hornets needed ' no
luck. The 6-6 junior drove, faked
and twisted his way to 34 points.
Schelske led the way as K staked
an early advantage and held a
29-24 lead at halftime. Three for
II free throw shooting by
Kalamazoo in the first half kept
Albion in the ball game.

LATE ADDITION:
Schelske sets school record with 44 point game
in Wednesday night basketball victory over
Olivet.

Swimmin' Women
swamp the Bul/dogs

by Cindy Ackerman
The Kalamazoo Women's Swim
team easily defeated Adrian last
Friday night with a score of 84-37.
In what proved to be a relaxed
and enjoyable meet for the
Hornets, most of Kazoo's swimmers changed pace by swimming
events other than those which they
usually swim. Nonetheless, K was
unbeatable, and Coach Lyn

Maurer was surprised and pleased
by many of the performances.
In a commendable attempt to
qualify for AlA W Division III
Nationals in the 2()()..yard Butterfly event, freshman Nancy
Waldenmaier swam an exceptional time of 2:26.1, but was just
seconds off the cut-off time. In
addition, freshman Kathy Sparrow turned in an excellent performance in the 500-yard Freestyle
with a winning time of 5:43.8.

Sidelines . ..
by Jan Spierenburg
In the Hornet Men's Swimming victory over Hope College (82-31) on
February 7, sophomore Dave Hoisington of Birmingham beat the
NCAA Division III Championship qualifying standard for the 2()()..yard
Individual Medley event with his winning time of 2:01.64. Hoisington
also finished first in the I()()..yard Freestyle winning with a time of 51.60.
Sophomore Ralph Venen placed first with outstanding performances in
the 50-yard Freestyle (23.70) and the 200-yard Breastroke (2:24.49). He
is a member of the 400-yard Medley Realy tern with sophomore Peter
Romano, and seniors Rob Hildum and Chris Roberts which took first
place with 3:51.24 on the clock. K swimmers also defeated Calvin 67-33
on February 11.

•••
Kalamazoo College grapplers took second place in the five-team
Great Lakes College Association (GLCA) tournament held at Ohio
Wesleyan College on February 7. Freshman Pat Wittekind and
sophomore Dayl Stout both defeated all their respective 126-lb. and
134-lb. opponents to finish at 4-0 for the day. Senior Rich Ringer was
victorious in both of his 118-lb. matches. In the ISO-lb. class, junior Jeff
Mohney wrestled to a 2-1-1 record, and fre,shman Scott Yates competed
for 3-1 success in the 158-lb. class.

by Bruce Dresbach
The K Men's Swim team gained
its 78th consecutive MIAA victory
on Saturday by defeating Albion
93-20 in the Hornet's final home
meet of the 1981 season.
Setting pool records ill the meet
were Rob Hildum in the 100
backstroke, Dave Hoisington in
the 50 freestyle and 100 butterfly,
Mike Burns in the 200 backstroke,
and the 4OO-yard freestyle relay
team of Hoisington, Burns, Peter
Romano and Bruce Dresbach.
Hoisington's time in the 50
freestyle also set a varsity record.
Also turning in a fine performance was Leif Bates who won
the 1000 yard freestyle
event.Many individuals came
within fractions of a second of
National qualifying times, and the
standard was finally achieved by
the 400 free relay team with a time
of 3: 16.2.
The meet was definitely among
the tanker's finest performances
of the season and all team
members should be commended,
especially the five seniors having
competed in their last home
meet-Tom Hessburg, Rob
Hildum, Kent Powley, Chris
Roberts and Tim Ryan.

Senior swimmer Rob Hildum, Tom Hessburg and Chris Roberts. (Tim
Ryan and Kent Powley not pictured).
-photo by Robert L. Burns

Women cagers excel
against Olivet
by Chuck Jager

unusually supportive crowd, the
Hornets came from 22 points
behind to close the gap to ten,
47-37. Time then ran out on
Kalamazoo who tallied their
highest offensive output of the
season.

An inspired effort last Saturday
fell short in the K women cager's
struggle for their first win of the
season against Olivet at Oakland
Gym. Kalamazoo dropped the
decision 53-39 in one of their best
"They really worked hard toefforts of the season.
daY,"commented first year coach
Turnovers spelled out K's fate,
SPORTS APPRECIATION NIGHT however, as the Hornet women Terri Beattie, "They were up for
it. We still need work, however."
came down the floor 38 times and
gave up the ball without getting a The Hornets were led by Nancy
shot off. Kalamazoo stayed within Thurston, who tossed in 12
points. Kari Brown added ten
Kalamazoo College's Sports striking range for much of the
Appreciation Night will take place first hal f, but the Comets parlayed points and eight rebounds. Karen
this Wednesday, February 25, several turnovers into fast breaks Goxem, K's towering center, proved to be an intimidating factor
during halftime of the Men's for a 29-16 halftime lead.
K was not about to give up on defense and also lead the team
Basketball game. The Hornets will
be matched against the Alma then, however. Inspired by an with ten boards.
Scots in their last home contest of
the season.
Sports Appreciation Night is
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
the College campus' chance to
show its thanks to all atheletes at
Kalamazoo. All varsity sports will Men's Basketball
53-63, W
CALVIN
be honored at the halftime presen- February 11
70-62, W
ALBION
tation and each team's captain February 13
will be recognized as a representative of his or her sport. In ad- Women's Basketball
39-53, L
OLIVET
diton, the halftime program will February 14
include special presentations such
as the Faculty Recognition
Award, the Don Flesche Award, Men's Swimming
67-33, W
at Calvin
and special awards to other February 11
93-20, W
ALBION
February 14
outstanding athletes.
The entire college community is
asked to attend to show their sup- Women's Swimming
84-37, L
at Adrian
port for the Men's Basketball February 13
74-57,
W
at
Calvin
February
17
Team--as well as for all other
athletes.
WrestUng
10th place
at Wheaton Tournament
February 13-14
36-12, W
at Hope
February 16
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Increased recruitment of
minorities demanded
by Kevin R. Howley
"A verbal commitment isn't
enough," said Pamela Price of the
Admissions Office to the often
stated concern of the Board of
Trustees that the minority population at Kalamazoo could be increased .
"I doubt seriously how strong
this commitment is. The campus
needs more that the verbal support of the President and the
Board of Trustees," continued
Price. "The commitment needs to
be understood and believed in."

President Rainsford has suggested that the Admissions Office
try to increase minority representation in the class entering in the
fall of 1981 by 25 percent over two
years ago. This action reflects a
belief that the minority population at K should be more representative of the national population.
According to Robert Maust,
Vice President of Student Services
and temporary Director of Admissions, "The percent of minority
students in graduate schools is
steadily increasing. We feel K
should be providing more of these

News briefs
Admissions director appointed

Women's studies issue makes
progress

Dr. David Murray Borus has
been appointed Kalamazoo College's new Director of Admissions. Borus, currently tbe
Director of Admissions at
Earlham College in Indiana, will
assume his new job at K beginning June I.
Borus holds a B.A. (Trinity
College) and M.A. (DePaul
University) in English and a
Ph.D. (University of Michigan)
in higher education administration .
Borus was selected over more
than 65 other applicants because
of his experience, education and
skills in market research, according to Robert Maust, Vice
President of Student Services
and acting Director of Admissions.

Progress has been made on the
Women 's Studies Issue. A
" Sub-committee on New
Courses" spent the past two
weeks examin i ng se veral
philosophical questions and
presenting their views. Drs. Gail
Griffin and Kathleen Reish attended the meeting to clarify
their intentions and present their
completed proposal for the
"Seminar in Women's Studies. "
The proposal will be discussed
further by EPC today.

Computer science concentration
passed
A concentration in computer
science has been passed by EPC.
The concentration proposal will
be presented to the faculty for
approval before it can become
an official part of the K College
curriculum.
Commission meets at Ralnsford's
This past Monday Student
Commission held its third
meeting of the quarter at President George Rainsford's house.
The meeting's location was the
result of an invitation extended
by Rainsford to the Commission.
Rainsford sat in on the
meeting as an observer, not a
major participant, although he
frequently commented on Commission issues, said CUB
Chairperson Chris Fritz.
Rainsford also expressed support for the proposed Women's
StUdies program.
Other than the novelty of the
meeting's location, the meeting
Was "nothing out of the ordinary," said Fritz.

Wbat ever bappened to PBC?
Shortly after the Planning and
Budget Committee was dissolved
earlier this quarter, President
Rainsford appointed a sixmember ad hoc committee (two
administrators, faculty members
and students) to redesign PBC so
it would function more to faculty and student satisfaction.
The committee hopes to have
its work completed by March 17
in time for administrative approval and implementation by
Spring Quarter.
Thus far the committee has
discussed possible budgeting
alternatives and the ideal funtionings of a budgeting committee; but no definite design has
been established.
New political science course to
be offered
A new course has been approved by both EPC and the
faculty, called National Security
and Natural Resources. The
course will be taught this spring
by Wayne R. Decker.
The Index stands corrected
The last issue of the Index implied that Ellen Goodman,
Lewis Thomas, Hanna Gray,
and Bill Moyers were the only
potential Commencement
speakers to reject the College's
invitation to speak. Barbara
Tuchman, Cyrus Vance, and
Simone Veil should also have
been included in that list.

students wno will later be leaders
in business, the arts and every
field . "
Maust contends that the 25 percent increase can be reached simply by "having all those minority
students attend who have applied
and have been acccepted. "
"We are fighting the best
schools in the nation for these
students," says Price. "Others
can provide financial aid and we
can't. We need to set up scholarships for minority students that
we do not have now. We need to
calion minority graduates to
develop scholarship funds ."
Along with her regular responsibilities, Ms. Price has been
assigned specifically to work with
the development of minority
recruitment programs.
"Right now I'm in the process
of taking as many ideas and tapping into as many groups as possible. K doesn't have a reputation in
the minority communities and this
has to be developed ." Price feels a
full-time minority recruiter/ advisor should be employed to coordinate activities in the Admissions
Office and p'ovide coumeling and
support to minority students.
Maust feels it would be difficult
" to afford the right person for the
job." Furthermore, he has seen
"no serious proposals to the effect
that such a person is needed ."
"We need support organizations for these minorities while
they are here ," contends Price.
"We cannot assume just betause
they are outstanding students
means they can handle it all. The
Black Student Organization
(BSO) is not sufficient the way it
stands today. The BSO has concentrated more on campus
awareness as a goal than on being
part of a support system."
"The BSO can help assimilate
new Black students," feels Susan
Russell, member of the BSO.
"People need to identify with
something that they are familiar
with. The majority of black
students coming to K now don't
need a support organization.
black students that are attracted
here are generally we II assimilated
into white society."
"You can in ~rease the black
population here by 500 but you
still won't have greater diversity,"
continued Russell . "The blacb
that come here, come from the
same socioeconomic background
as the vast majority of all K
students. "
Maust agrees that diversity will
not necessarily come 'from an increased minority population .
"Other schools have a racial mix,
but students don't interact. At
least at K the students interact.
That does not mean we are
satisfied with the mix here."
Price, however, feels that a mix
is essential . "Minority means
more than just black . We need
other groups as well. A true mix
can bring new ideas to this campus."
Minority entrance to K equalled
5.4 percent in the Fall 1980 compared to 8.7 percent for independent colleges with similar admission standards.

Denise Mclntosb and Jeannine Palma excbange Insults tbrougb tbe
mirror In "The Recruiting Officer," opening tonight In the Playhouse.
(see article on page 6).
-photo by Robert L. Bums

CD survey reveals
post-graduate trends
by Brent Gurney
If the past is any guide to the
future, approximately 85 to 90
percent of this year's graduating
class will, at some point, pursue
post-graduate education.
This conlcusion, based on
survey data of past graduating
classes compiled by Tom Francis,
Assistant Director of Career
Development, clearly indicates a
continuing desire among
Kalamazoo College students to
pursue post-graduate education.
Medicine, law and business are
clearly the most popular choices
of recent K graduates. Approximately 14 percent of past
graduating classes have chosen
one of these fields immediately
after graduation.

It is important to point out,
however, that when K graduates
are asked to discuss their future
plans, equal numbers of men and
women indicate that they intend
to pursue post-graduate education. That is, K women tend to
put off further education, but, in
the end, just as many women pursue post-graduate education as
men.
It is also important to point out
that unemployment is extremely
difficult to define, and that the
survey may indicate unemployment where it does not exist, e.g.,
where a female marries and
withdraws from the job market.
Even so, states Francis, it appears
that "unemployment is definitely
higher among K women seeking
employment after graduation than
it is for men."

Sex Bias?
The survey data also indicate
unmistakable patterns depending Major Is Not a Factor
on whether one is male or female.
Another conclusion which can
Nearly twice as many men as be drawn from the study, is that
women elected to pursue graduate there is little correlation between
education immediately upon com- • one's undergraduate major and
pleting their studies at K in 1979 one's short-term post-graduate ac(the last year for which data are tivities.
available). More men chose law,
Although
biology
and
business and medicine than did chemistry students tend more than
women. Of those graduates who others to go to medical school,
chose employment immediately and political science students tend
after graduation, more women more than others to go to law
were unemployed than men (seven school, the survey data show
percent versus two percent).
generally that anybody can
Whether or not these results become anything-and doe~.
point to a sex bias in advising is
For example, there is the
not obvious. Nonetheless, accor- English major who became a
ding to Francis, this was a very flight attendant; the chemistry
real fear and provided the impetus student who went to business
for a faculty workshop on advis- school; and the health science maing of women in February 1980.
jor who became a tennis pro.
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Attempt to overthrow Spanish government fails
by Chris Flynn
As Kalamazoo students prepare
for spring foreign study in Spain
and K students in Madrid prepare
for their return to the U.S., an attempt was made by ultra-rightest
military members to overthrow
the Spanish government. The attempted coup ended Tuesday
when the rebels surrendered, only
18 hours after the rebellion's inception.
Dr. Joe Fugate, K's foreign
study director, feels that the

events will not affect the Madrid
program. Life on the street is
calm, and the king's televised reaffirmation of the democratic
process seems to have strengthened the 4-year old constitution. "If
I had plans to go to Spain tomorrow," he said, "I would still go."
Led by Col. Antonio Tejero
Molino, members of Spain's
Guardia Civil had stormed the
Parliament during a crucial vote,
amidst burst of machine gun fire,
and apparently awaited support
from other sectors of the military.

SSO reaches out
by Mary Harrington
Have you ever attended a BSO
meeting? Most students at K are
only faintly aware that this
organization even exists, let alone
understand its goals or structure.
The Black Student Organization (BSO) has existed at
Kalamazoo College for 12 years.
Its primary purpose has been to
educate its members in black
history and culture, while at the
same time encouraging an
awareness in the student body of
the organization itself and its
goals and needs.
Despite this open-minded attitude and attempts at reaching
out to more students, BSO consists almost exclusively of black
students. This presents a problem
in communicating the aims of the
organization to the remainder of
the student body.
Gary Patterson, co-chairperson
of the BSO feels that one of the
most important goals is to educate
all students-not just blacksabout black culture and the current issues involving the black
population. As Gary put it, "If
Kalamazoo College is truly the
liberal arts college that it claims to
be, then we are neglecting to
educate the student body about a
substantial segment of American
history and culture."
Co -chairperson Cher-row
Pierce feels that the organization
has another important purpose,
"There is a real need for the black
students here at K to come
together and to discuss their feelings and concerns as part of a
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detinite minority."
Patterson also emphasized that
many black students, brought up
in environments and educational
systems which overwhelmingly
stressed the importance of black
culture and history, have
discovered a gap in the K College
curriculum which they feel needs
mending. In light of the "void,"
the need for an organization such
as the BSO becomes apparent.
It is precisely this "void"-felt
specifically
by
black
students-which tends to define
the membership of the organization. John Hittler, who attends
the BSO meetings, states, "As a
white student I felt very detached
and uncomfortable. There seemed
to be a need, felt by the other
black members, to organize and
make their presence known,
whereas my involvement was based more on an interest and a con-

cern."
In response to this observation,
Patterson added that even among
the black members of the
organization there exist many different
backgrounds
and
"reference points," and therefore
color is the only strong unifying
element. He adds that "Not until
we Can specifically identify the
goals and directions of actions
which we hope to work on will we
be able to attract interested
students, white as well as black,
toward a common concern."
When the BSO is not planning a
specific event or activity, the
meetings are spent in informal
discussion concerning the problems faced by a black student at
a small, overwhelmingly white college. Presently the BSO is involved with planning activities for the
Black History Month this month.
They recently sponsored a successful Black History dinner
which was attended by students
and faculty from all departments.
Twice this month they've been involved in planning the chapel services. Currently they are preparing for a dance to be held on
Saturday, February 28, at 9 pm.
They've contacted a 0.1. from
Detroit and the whole student
body is invited to attend.

That support never came. After
the government regained control
of the state-run television station,
which had fallen to a few
maverick officials of an elite tank
unit positioned outside Madrid,
King luan Carlos went on TV in
full military dress to denounce Tejero's move and called for the army to crush the rebellion. The only support for the uprising came in
the province of Valencia, where a
state of emergency was declared
and tanks patrolled the streets.
Tejero surrendered soon after
realizing that he had failed to ignite a military coup. The Valendan general, Milans de Bosch,
was formally relieved of his command about the same time. All
347 members of Parliament were
released unharmed.
Tejero's move seemed to be the
result of the Madrid government's
failure to control anti-government
terrorism. Guardia Civil personnel
are favorite targets of Basque
separatists, due to the former's
association with the repressive
Franco regime. During that time
the Basque provinces were treated
. more as an occupied territory than
as part of the nation. By
assassinating military officials, the
Basque terrorist group ETA,
which does not have popular support in the Oasque region, hopes
to force a military takeover. The
belief is that the Basques would
never accept another dictatorship
and would rise against Madrid .
The present Madrid government , meanwhile, has been experiencing an internal power

struggle. Since Adolfo Suarez
resigned as Prime Minister last
month, the government has been
almost completely stalled. Suarez'
ruling center-right coalition failed
to elect Leopardo Calvo Sotelo as
his replacement when several· Basque members withdrew their
votes. Monday's sesion was

crucial to the coalition; the Basques would have to return to the
fold if the government were to
continue . Before the vote
however, Tejero and his men
burst in, apparently motivated by
ETA's latest outrage, the kidnapping of 3 honorary consuls. It is
expected that Calvo Soltelo will be
elected later this week.

Environmental group exceeds
humble origins
by Corinne Lewis I
Who would ever have thought
that emptying trash cans in
Trowbridge would lead to the
founding of a campus group called the Environmental Organization. Until recently, Kalamazoo
College was one of the few colleges that did not have an environmental organization . The
College still does not offer classes
dealing exclusively with .environmental issues.
The Environmental Organization has far exceeded its humble
beginnings. Currently, under the
chairpersonship of Carrie Vernia,
the organization is expanding in
an attempt to achieve three goals
set forth in its constitution.
First , the organization is
dedicated to facilitating the paper
recycling project. Boxes are placed
in department offices, the dorms,
and at other strategically located
places, such as next to the student
mail boxes in Hicks. The
organization has grossed over
$225 from the paper project over
the past six months. "That, is
equivalent to 400 trees," explains
Vernia, "or approximately 2,870
cubic feet of land fill space."
Second, the organization intends to sponsor at least two activity trips each quarter. These
trips are intended to provide the
opportunity for students to "experience the environment," says

Vernia. Students have been rope
climbing and cross country skiing,
and the organization is currently
planning canoe and bicycle trips
for the Spring Quarter as well as a
back packing trip to the Smokey
Mountains during spring break.
Third, the organization is committed to sponsoring one or two
seminars each quarter. A week
ago Sunday a seminar on toxic

wastes was held in order to
educate and encourage students to
appreciate the environment.
"The organization, " states Vernia, "gives people a sense of doing
something actively."
A newsletter including essays,
news, poetry and art pertaining to
the environment is being compiled
by various members of the
organization. Its purpose is to
make the "existence of the
organization more broadly known
and understood, " according to
Vernia.
The money that has been raised
from the recycling campaign has
been used to buy library books
dealing with environmental
values .
The organization has purchased
a fig tree for Hicks lobby "to
make the lobby more pleasant,"
commented Vernia. Members are
also considering buying caulking
for all the windows in the dorms
in order to provide better insulation .
There is no official membership
list. All students are welcome to
join the core group of about ten to
twelve students. "The strength of
the organization [lies in) the quality of the people dedicated to it. It
is their enthusiasm and support
that is and will continue to make
the Environmental Organization
one that not only meets, but exceeds students' expectations,"
said Vernia.
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campus views
How to conquer Europe
•
In five short weeks

faculty
forum
David E. Barclay
Assistant Professor
Department of History
-photo by Robert L. Burns

The 1914 analogy
It is often misleading and sometimes dangerous to draw analogies
from history. This observation is really something of a commonplace, or if not it should be. One can cite innumberable examples of how certain people (frequently journalists and politicians)
have drawn spurious "lessons" from the past that they then attempt
to "apply" to the present. One particularly good example of this
from the 1960s was the "Munich analogy," which tried to suggest
that those who questioned the Vietnam conflict might well be new little Chamberlains; but this "analogy" misrepresented both the
Sudeten crisis of the 1930s and the conditions of Southeast Asia in
the 1960s. Nevertheless, some historical analogies can be rather
useful, particularly if one is conscious of their limitations; moreover,
such analogies should be carefully designed so that they can serve
analytic rather than demagogic or self-delusory ends. A good example of a brilliantly crafted and analytically suggestive Wstorical
analogy is a powerful article by MHes Kahler in the Winter 1979/80
issue of Foreign A//airs. Entitled "Rumors of War: The 1914
Analogy," it regards the present danger from an extraordinarily interesting angle of vision-namely, by comparing our current crisis to
the situation in which Europe had found itself by the summer of
1914. Written in late 1979, the article has lost none of its trenchancy
in the months that have since elapsed. I commend it to all.
Of course, one cannot do justice to Kahler's richly textured
analysis in this brief space; but among other things he redirects our
attention to the ways in which foreign and domestic policy can be intertwined. He reminds us, in other words, how domestic difficulties
can have dangerous consequences for foreign-policy formation. If
we compare the situation of pre-1914 Germany with that of the contemporary Soviet Union, some of the parallels in this respect are
sobering indeed.
Kahler bases parts of his analysis of German behavior on the influential (though controversial) interpretation of the "Fischer
school" of German historians. The Hamburg professor Fritz Fischer
and his followers have argued that Imperial Germany was an industrial giant with feet of clay. For all its economic buoyancy, Germany had remained a country which was characterized by
anachi-onistic, at best pseudodemocratic political institutions and by
a fearful authoritarian elite composed of a fusion of old-fashioned
aristocrats (often army officers or government officials) with
representatives of heavy industry. This elite was afraid of burgeoning
demands for a fundamental democratic transformation of German
society, and so it perceived that, as social and political tensions intensified before 1914, its own power position might soon be effectively
challenged. Accordingly, Germany's leaders increasingly opted for a
risky foreign policy, hoping that successes abroad would help shore
up their position at home and forestall the risk of "revolution." But
Germany's efforts to demonstrate that it could be a world power
were largely ineffective, while at the same time they aroused the
hostility and suspicion of other powers, especially Britain. (To use
Kahler's language, Britain could be regarded as the "hegemonic"
power of Europe and Germany as an "arriviste" power challenging
that hegemony.) And so, as David Blackbourn summarizes it in a recent study, "The faulted internal developments of the Reich
therefore laid the basis of a self-fulfilling encirclement." Germany's
setbacks thus increased the worries of that country's leaders. Among
other things, they were afraid that time might be running out for the
Reich. Some German planners argued that the temporary military
advantages that Germany enjoyed might be reversed in the near
future, especially if the Russian power became more formidable.
Fischer and his followers argue that when the crisis of July 1914
finally came (occasioned by the assassination of the heir to Austria's
throne), Germany's leaders were willing to take the risk of world war
in order to save their own position and resolve the threat of "encirclement" once and for all, before it was too late. And so Europe
marched down the road to catastrophe. Other historians have emphasized additional factors that contributed to this situation-for example, the spread of anti-German sentiments in the British Foreign
Office, the unimaginativeness of Europe's political leaders, greatpower rivalries involving smaller countries, and of course the
diplomatic rigidities imposed by two mutually antagonistic alliance
blocs.
(contlnued on plge S)

Dear Editor:
The Romans did it. Hitler tried
it. And now it's up to me. I've
loaded my Pentax, consulted
detailed maps of the territory and
carefully marked the most
strategic points to hit (designating
lie" for churches, Urn" for
museums and "0" for other
buildings of special interest).
One thing is missing however:
5trategy. I've not yet found the
ultimate strategy, the perfect five
week tour that covers all angles
quickly, cheaply and thoroughly.
As a modern-day Alexander
would do, I shall try to leave no
stone unseen and no site unphotographed.
After inspecting some of the
American troops already installed
here in Europe, I've considered
'
several plans of attack :
Take the true blue American
tourist, for example. Armed with
25 rolls of Kodak Ektachrome 135
(36 exposures), one backpack, two
suitcases, three rucksacks and
several plastic shopping bags, his
nose is always behind the camera
or buried in the latest copy of
"Let's Go Europe", "Let's Go
France", "Let's Go Britain and
Ireland". And, of course, his first
class Eurail pass is good for three
months. This plan of attack is
simple and direct, strike each

Chapel light
extinguished
Dear Editor:
It has come to my attention that
the chapel light is no longer lit and
my question is: what devious
dastardly deeds are doing in
DeWaters? We, from 11? are
expressly concerned that the fmal
vestiges of 'moral tradition are
perhaps doomed. We assure the
entire K community that we are
not responsible, although our
social club is more than delighted
to welcome new members. May
we all prosper.
Nobly submitted,
Madame MP
Den of Iniquity
'My girls are pearls'

Index Editor
Needed
Spring Quarter
contact: Dorothy Ashley,
Sec. English Department
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country at its heart-the capital.
Hit the biggest church, the biggest
monument and most famous
touristic site; and for God's sake,
make sure the camera is loaded!
Then there's the "Tuesday in
Belgium" type. It's a country a
day and th'is inexhaustible traveler
spends more time in trains than
out. But no matter, there are plenty of guide books and maps to
read en route .
Perhaps the most daring plan of
attack is the "European
Ambush" . No guide books, no
train schedules, no itinerary and,
more often than not, no luck .
Each city is taken by surprise, but
it's usually the carefree traveler
who is surprised when he
discovers there are no hotels open
or another train for 23 hours.

One important aspect of covering Europe is planning a budget,
usually the basis of strategy used
by the "budget-conscious "
traveler. His carefully planned
itinerary includes 22 nights in the
train, one night at the home of a
friend's aunt's mother-in-law who
happens to live in Norvik ,
Sweden, two nights in Gare St.
Nazarre in Paris and a weekend
on the Fjords of Finland. Food rations consist of Spam.
And which strategy will I
choose? Well, I suppose there's a
bit of me in all of them, but at the
risk of economic and moral
defeat, I'll charge full speed ahead
on the next train to Paris and hope
for the best.
Anonymous student
Caen, France

US uses African nations
as sacrificial pawns?

Dear Editor:
I recently read in the International Herald Tribune (that rag of
radical collaboration between the
Washington Post and The New
York Times) that President
Reagan proposed a definite shift
in US policy towards Africa. Fearing the worst, I read on to
discover that Reagan's "shift" is
really more of a stepping in place
than a move towards the expected
right.
In fact, the only major difference is that Reagan comes right
out and states in plain terms the
US-African policy that has been
practiced, but untrumpeted for
the past five or ten years. As
Reagan puts it-the US will begin
to "deal with its interests in Africa
in terms of Soviet intentions and
attitudes". This of course
necessarily means a movement
away from the concern for human
rights established by the Carter
administration. But it is done in
the name of "making America
great again". Well, campaign
rhetoric aside, Reagan is not suggesting a new course of USAfrican policy.
Irregardless of Africa's interests, the clash of US-Soviet in-

terests has reduced Africa to a
strategic chessboard. From our interference in Angola to dealing. in
foodstuffs for military access to
ports in famine-stricken East
Africa, we have used African nations as sacrificial pawns . Dr.
Kissinger's recent visit to Somalia
where he expounded US intolerance of Soviet expansionist
policies in Africa makes me
wonder-is not the pot calling the
kettle black?
If Reagan wants to resurrect the
international esteem of the US,
these petty and destructive cat and
mouse games with Russia must be
exchanged for a more humanisti.c
approach to Africa, which does
not include fair-weather-friend
human rights. Our heedless and irresponsible interference must be
exchanged for increased cooperation with African nations. Until
this exchange occurs, our AfriCUI
policy will continue to alienate a
powerful ally. I fear, however,
that President Reagan hasn't the
guts to really put some new life into US-African policy.
Lauren Coleman
Nairabi, Kenya
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perspectives
Reagan opens with a firm stance
The Reagan administration has
opened with a firm stance against
the Soviet Union . The President's
verbal barrage against the Soviets
was initiated in his first press conference when he commented that
"the only morality they (the
Soviets) recognize ... is what will
advance the world of socialism" .
The tone of firmness displayed by
Reagan was certainly welcomed
by our NATO allies, however the
nature of what was said troubled
them for it appeared to willingly
solicit confrontation with the
Soviet Union. It is vital that the
administration halt its approach
toward foreign relations on the
basis of a nation's supposed moral
character. If not, it is conceivable
that in place of a carefully plann-

ed policy there will be a crusade,
much like the previous administration's approch to human
rights .
American foreign policy has
certainly been restricted by the
good-vs .-evil approach taken by
recent administrations. However,
the basic root of this approach lies
in our governmental system and,
as a consequence, public opinion .
Americans feel that the United
States has certain obligations to
uphold the moral character of the
world and to ensure justice for all.
Popular belief is that if we won't
do something no one else will.
Consequently, the public has expected a moral "cause" to accompany American foreign policy.
Under Jimmy Carter the cause

"'

editor's
column:
by Tomison E. Winquist
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The Impotency of indecision
I finally "came to" at about 6: 15 last Saturday morning while taking a shower. Was I seriously planning to take the LSAT later that
day after spending the previous evening trying to learn New Wave
dance steps from my freshman escort until 2 a.m.?? What in the
world was I doing?! The past week had been both physically and
emotionally exhausting, and although I'd known for at least three
months that I was scheduled to take the LSAT on February 21, I had
done next to nothing in preparation. Not only was !"in no condition
to take the test, but I wasn't even sure about where the WMU hall in
which it was to be given was located .
The absurdity of my behavior forced me to consciously make a
decision that I'd unconsciously been avoiding for quite some time .
An honest reevaluation of my motivations for taking the LSAT told
me that I really didn't know why I was taking it except to leave all of
my options open; after all , I just might want to go to law school
someday. Yet my noncommittal attitude toward the likelihood of
this future was clearly evident in my inability or unwillingness to
prepare for the test or at least to get a good night's sleep the night
before. If I'd actually decided that law school was indeed a possibility I would have forgone the previous evening out (despite the potential it promised for an enjoyable time) and certainly done some
preparation.
It was only when time was running out that I was forced to make a
conscious decision, which was not to take the LSAT at that time, in a
condition which I could not possibly do my best. I felt greatly relieved by the decision and decided to wake up a friend for our 7 a.m.
breakfast appointment anyway.
I not only experienced a sense of freedom after finally making a
decision (not to mention the relief of not having to work through the
LSAT in a somnambulant state), but a sense of satisfaction as well .
I've always been notoriously indecisive; my mother loves to tell of
how even as a child I could never decide between the red sucker or
the green. Perhaps my childhood dilemma was caused by a real confusion over which sucker I preferred or every normally greedy child's
hope that if she holds out long enough she'll get to have both.
Whatever my more superficial motivations, I was actually more willing to let someont!" else make the decision for me (and have someone
other than myself to blame later if I found that I was unhappy with
that decision) than to make my own choice and take full responsibility for it. Of course you may ask how heavy the burden of responsibility can be in the case of choosing between a red or green sucker,
yet it is obviously the principle of decision-making which is important and not the specifics of sucker preference.
The refusal to exercise your free will by making choices is to abdicate the responsibility for your own life. After all, decisions have to
be made somehow by someone and if you refuse to make those decisions, sooner or later you're bound to begin feeling controlled by
other people and events. This position can become one of constant
frustration in which you seem to be forever trapped in a futile struggle against those controlling elements. It is only in taking decisive action that you will become independent and take control over your
own life. As John Foster said, "It is a poor and disgraceful thing not
to be able to reply, with some degree of certainty, to the simple questions, 'What will you be? What will you do?'"
Although I cannot say that I have any decisive answers yet, I can
say at least that I will not take the LSAT until after I decide that law
school is indeed a possibility and not just something that merges with
so many other options for the future in a haze of indecision.

was the human rights issue. In the
present administration the cause
appears to be anti-terrorism.
When the public discovers instances when U.S. policy is not
fundamentally grounded in
morality there occurs an outburst
of public opinion against the administration and the system. This
is precisely what occurred in Vietnam. Certainly, most Americans
don't feel good about our role
there. Ernest Hemingway once
said: "What is moral is what you
feel good after and what is immoral is what you feel bad after."
If this is the case, American actions in Vietnam were considered
to be immoral by much of our
public. In fact, it wasn't until the
seizure of the American embassy
in Tehran that public attitude
shifted from the soul-searching of
the post-Vietnam era to the
patriotic pride exemplified by the
welcomes received by the hostages
upon their return home .
A primary problem concerning
American foreign policy is the influence of public opinion (created
and expressed by the media). Unfortunately, the general public
(particularly in the United States)
is for the most part ignorant of the
world situation and America's
role in international affairs . Instead, the public voices the
"moral character" of the U.S .
concerning foreign policy, not
realizing that what is morally proper is not necessarily in the best interests of the United States. Vietnam was a clear example of this
potential paradox. Fighting in
Vietnam was supposedly in our
best geopolitical interest, however
we didn't succeed for two reasons.
Firstly, much of the public believed that the U.S. was morally
wrong . Secondly, we had no comprehension upon entering Vietnam of the military input that
would be necessary to gain victory . The American people
couldn't understand how a small
country such as Vietnam could

possibly put up a fight against our
great power. We naturally
underestimated the staying power
of guerilla warfare. In contrast,
the Russians will succeed in
Afghanistan because their military
and diplomatic policy isn't influenced by Soviet public opinion.
This is naturally a result of their
governmental structure which
doesn't allow for the voicing of
public opinion.
The Reagan administration is
correct in taking a firm stance
against the Soviets; how,ever, the
means it has utilized thuslfar seem
improper. Reagan is playing upon
the American public's moral
character by condemning that of
the Soviet Union. Perhaps this
will increase his popularity in the
U.S ., but to our European allies it
appears as an open invitation to
confrontation. Reagan's administration regards the Soviet
Union as an expansionist and
"criminal" power. Hence, there is
a tendency in the administration
to believe in an inevitable conflict.
On the other hand, Europeans
realize that their countries are
potential battlegrounds. Unlike
the Americans, they face the problem of co-existing with the Soviet
bloc in their own backyard. In addition there exists the reality of
Soviet superiority in conventional
forces, those non-nuclear forces
which may be used in an attack on
Western Europe. In many respects
our allies are attempting to buy
time, hoping that in the long run
the Soviet satellite system will
disintegrate. Hence, Reagan's
remarks are taken by them as a
push toward confrontation,
potentially on their own soil.

countries or support repressive
regimes, however it would be wise
if Reagan "quietly" let the Soviets
know what would happen if they,
for example, were to invade
Poland. Joseph Stalin perhaps
best summarized the SO~jet attitude toward diplamacy when he
said, "Good words are a mask for
concealment of bad deeds. Sincere
diplomacy is no more possible
than dry water or wooden iron" .
The United States does not have
to use expansionistic means in
order to stand up to the Soviets.
We can retain our self-image as
the "men in white hats" while
simultaneously regaining the
respeCt of our allies. However,
thi~ process will certainly not be
an easy one, for it will involve the
striking of a proper balance between our self-interests and moral
attitudes.
by Jim Staricco

Whether or not the Soviets are
expansionistic or merely security
conscious, Reagan won't improve
matters simply with harsh words .
Instead he should play the Soviet
"game" of conciliatory prodetente words while employing a
get -tough policy. It is not
necessary that the U.S. invade

Values of the majority
questioned
The influence of the majority
affects every part of our lives;
how we dress , how we think, how
we act, what we eat, and even
what we experience as beautiful.
Society imposes many values upon
us that often go unquestioned and
I find myself deeply concerned
about the blind acceptance of
these values . Does the majority
define what is right, or is there an
unchanging justice that is independent of what anybody and
everybody thinks? I believe that
there is an independent truth or
right ' and that it is our responsibility to seek it.
I think it' s safe to assume right
now that it's the opinion of the
majority that any individual has
the right and responsibility to consider himself more important than
any other thing in the world . To
question this right is to accuse
ourselves of selfishness. However,
rather than question this right and
accuse ourselves, we continue to
tell each other that to serve oneselt

answers that our lives are giving
through our actions. I believe that
we unconsciously continue in ignorance because we are afraid that
the knowledge we find will expose
values that we possess but that we
do not want to admit to . We like
to consider ourselves altruistic and
"good people" but do we mean
it? We must question our values
and our practices and also remove
the ignorance of the consequences
of our actions .
To be able to distinguish between what one hears from the majority and what is indeed just is
On a larger scale, we seldom truly a noble trait. The greatest
question our values as a nation. Is danger of the majority voice is
it just that those with more talent, that it fools us into believing that
drive and education live in luxury what it says is just and right
while those with less suffer pro- because it is of the majority. We
fusely. Is it right that we believe should seek the independent truth
and act as if an American is worth and not allow ourselves to be lullmore than a non -American? ed into holding unquestioned
Given time to think about it, I values and practicing unquestionthink most of us would answer ed actions by the tyranical voice of
"no" to these questions but , the majority
by Mark Furlong
somehow, we fail to consider the

is fine so long as we don't infringe
upon the "rights" of others. This
lack of thorough consideration of
our values needs to be examined.
One example of unquestioned
values is in the area of money . It's
generally accepted in our society
that it is normal and good to
desire and earn large amounts of
money. Perhaps this is both good
and true and, then again, perhaps
it is not. Nonetheless, it's not
money that I'm questioning, but
rather the unquestioning acceptance of it as inevitably
honorable.
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politics
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approaches resolution
crisIs
Korean
by David A. Wilson
Since the seizure of the
American embassy in Tehran and
the invasion of Afghanistan by the
Soviets, the preoccupation of
.\merican foreign policy makers
has been dangerously focused
solely on this region of the world.
While America's attention has
been riveted to the Persian Gulf,
the tinderbox which is East Asia
has been smoldering.
South Korea, once a bastion of
stability for American interests in
this region, has been wracked by
serious disturbances since the
assassination of President Park
Chung Hee in November, 1979.
Since Park's murder $outh Korea
has teetered on the edge of collapse as North Korea stands poised on the 38th parallel, salivating.
Many Americans consider the
Korean question to be moot,
believing that the conflict between
North and South Korea was settled with the end of the Korean War
in 1953. In fact, no peace treaty
was ever signed between the two
countries. North Korea has avidly
pursued the goal of uniting the
two halves under communism ever
since.
For America, the ramifications
of a united Communist Korea are
vitally important. Japan is situated just across the Sea of Japan,
and China totally surrounds the
country. If war were to break out,
the 40,000 American troops stationed along the 38th parallel
would find themselves on the
front line of a conflict that would
involve not only China but the
U.S.S .R. as well.

Due to the efforts of the late
President Park Chung Hee, South
Korea, once a destitute land, has
one of the strongest economies in
its region.
When Park
came to power in 1961, the per
capita income of South Korea was
a mere $85.00; at the time of his
assassination in 1979, it had
soared to $1500. Looked upon as
an economic marvel, South Korea
is a tempting sight to impoverished North Korea.
South Koreans have paid a
great price for the economic status
they have attained. Under the
constitution created under President Park, the office of president
was transformed into that of a virtual dictator. The heavy-handed
policies of President Park. along
with the stringent censorship and
human rights violations he
perpetrated, left the United States
in an awkward position. Politically and militarily it is essential that
the United States continue supporting South Korea. Yet for the
American leaders fighting for
human rights, the continued support of the dictator Park was an
embarrassing though necessary
contradiction.
President Park was assassinated
by the chief of his own inteIIigence
agency . Discontent within Park's
own administration had become
quite great, and the growing dissent among the people toward
Park's human rights violations
made his position even more
vulnerable.
In the first few weeks following
Park's assassination, a glimmer of
hope grew that the new leaders
would ease the restrictive censor-

ship and improve on human rights
issues. Before reforms could be
made, however, a new face appeared on the scene. On
December 12, 1979, Chun 000
Hwan, a powerful figure from the
army overthrew the successor to
President Park and declared martial law throughout the country.
Chun 000 Hwan immediately
took steps to reform the corrupt
South Korean government, but
unfortunately he also took steps
that angered the people against
him, such as suspending all
political activity and censoring the
media. Chun 000 Hwan assured
his people that these were temporary actions; they were to be
discontinued once the country was
stabilized and the threat from
North Korea had abated.
Conditions did not stabilize
very quickly, though. Students
demanding an end to martial law
and media censorship took to the
streets in May and June of 1980,
and called for free presidential
elections and Chun's resignation.
Events culminated when 200,000
students of Kwangju, the capital
of a major South Korean province, clashed with police and left
61 dead and hundreds more injured. Analysts at the time saw the
Kwangju riot as one more step
toward the collapse of all order in
South Korea and the inevitable intervention by North Korea. Chun,
however, took decisive action that
clamped stricter controls over the
country, and a forced peace finally ensued. Purges of his political
enemies, noteably Kim Dae Jung,
the leader of the democratic opposition, finally secured total control over South Korea in Chun's

World news

U.S. charges Communists with
supporting Salvadorian rebels
The U.S. Department of State
has released a report ("Communist Interference in EI
Salvador") in which it accuses
Cuba, the U.S.S.R. and other
communist countries of supplying
arms to the Salvadoran rebels to
aid their effort to topple the
military-backed Government. The
Slate Department says its allegations are supported by 19
documents captured from
Salvadoran guerilla commanaers.
The report, based on information
gathered over the past year, maintains that approximately 200 tons
of arms have found their way to
EI Salvador via a pipeline extending froDl Vietnam, Ethiopia and
Eastern Europe to Cuba and
Nicaragua. The State Department
now believes this flow may be
SlOwing.

U.S. demands more
of NATO allies
In an address before an
annually-held military policy conference in Munich last Saturday,
U.S. Deputy Defense Secretary

Frank C. Carlucci called upon the
NATO allies to make a stronger
commitment to the al\iance .
Referring to Soviet military
buildup in Europe, Carlucci said
that "[o)n all levels of military
capability, the trends are
ominous." Citing Western
Europe's tremendous economic
power, Carlucci hinted that the
U.S. expects Europeans to make
larger contributions to defense in
the future to pay their "fair
share." The Deputy Secretary also
called for greater cooperation
among the NATO allies.

Pope travels
Pope John Paul II spent his
fifth day in the Philippines Saturday, praying for better conditions
in Asia and for "increased aid and
compassion" for the Indochinese
refugees at the Bataan Province.
The Pope ~nded his visit Sunday,
and headed for Guam . Monday
the pontiff landed in Japan.

U.S.S.R. Opens 26th Congress
The 26th Congress of the' Soviet
Communist Party was opened
Monday and is being attended by
about 5,000 delegates from the fifteen Soviet republics as well as by
some foreign Communist leaders .
The keynote speaker, 74-year old
Soviet leader Leonid l. Brezhnev,

opened the congress with a three
hour address in which he proposed to meet with President Reagan.
Brezhnev called for "active
dialogue" with the United States
in order to bring a halt to the
degeneration ofrelations. Said the
Soviet leader, "'t is universally
recognized that in many ways the
international situation depends on
the policy of the U.S.S.R . and the
U.S.A. As we see it, the state of
relations between them at present
and the acuteness of the international problems requiring a solution necessitate a dialogue, and an
active dialogue, at all levels."
Brezhnev also discussed economic
questions, promising greater efforts to reduce the shortage of
food and consumer products.

German radlo station bombed
A bomb , believed set by
political extremists , exploded
Saturday in the broadcasting offices of Radio Free Europe in
Munich. Damage was estimated at
over 52 million . RFE is an
American-funded public corporation that broadcasts to the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe in 21
languages. Eight employees were
injured, none killed.

by Steve Thoburn

hands. Kim Dae Jung was found
guilty of sedition and was sentenced to death.
At this point President Carter,
who was enmeshed in a losing battle for re-election, sent a message
to Chun stating that the execution
of Kim Dae Jung would lead to
"serious consequences" for U.S.
and South Korean relations. Chun
ignored the threat. By November,
1980, South Korea had stabilized
to the point where Chun felt it was
safe to loosen the reins of dictatorship. He allowed a national
election on the new constitution
that he had drawn up. The constitution, which provides for a
"democratic welfare state" and
clearly limits the powers of the
presidency was soundly approved.
With this vote of national confidence Chun then announced
that free president ial elections
would take place in March, 1981.
Martial law had not been lifted,
nor had the death sentence for
Kim Dae Jung, but great strides
toward a more democratic South
Korea had been initiated by Chun
and more promised to follow .

+._.

tunately, the Reagan administration realized that American support of Chun's government was
necessary to diffuse this time
bomb in East Asia. Reagan also
had to tread carefully so as not to
appear to have reneged on
America's commitment to human
rights . Reagan's solution was one
that solved the dilemma and
ushered in a new era of intelligent,
decisive foreign policy making for
the. U.S. In return for an invitation to be the second foreign
visitor at the Reagan White House
(an honor that legitimates Chun's
leadership in the eyes of the
world), President Chun 000
Until a few weeks ago, one pro- Hwan lifted the death sentence
blem still remained which imposed upon Kim Dae Jung and
threatened the security of South cancelled the martial law under
Korea and the whole region. which South Korea had lived for
President Chun was still sur- one and a half years .
South Korea now appears headrounded by hostile foreign
governments which refused to ed on a path leading toward
recognize him as the new leader of political and social democracy, a
South Korea. The United States, path it has never traveled before.
South Korea's most important al- The people of South Korea solidly
Iy, and also the country with the accept President Chun, not only
most at stake if the government as a patriotic soldier who took
should fall, followed suit. Jimmy charge of a failing country, but
Carter, in his politically naive also as a political leader who is
post-election stupor, refused to sure to win the free presidential
support the Chun government un- election next month. President
til martial law was lifted and Kim Reagan, in his first attempt at
Dae Jung's death sentence repeal- foreign policy, is to be applauded
for his role in dealing with a situaed.
When Ronald Reagan took of- tion in such a way that a conflict
fice on 21 January, he inherited what could have expanded to
this stand-off between the United global dimensions was resolved in
States and South Korea . For- an inteIIigent and peaceful manner.

(

faculty forum

1

(continued from page 3)
The analogy that can be drawn from this should be fairly obvious,
and I leave it for readers to draw it for themselves (or else they can
consult Kahler, whose perspective is both elegant and analytically
nuanced). Now obviously the Soviet Union is hardly "economically
buoyant", but it is clear that that country can be regarded as an arriviste power attempting to assert its prerogatives as a world power
vis-a-vis the "hegemonic" United States; but these efforts have had
at best mixed results. It is also quite likely that the Soviet Union
perceives itself, rightly or wrongly to be "encircled", and that as its
perceptions of external vulnerability combine with its abysmal record
of domestic failure, its own wiIIingness to resort to some kind of
drastic action may intensify (especially if it is also perceives its own
position of relative advantage to be both temporary and threatened) .
The possibility that some confrontation may ultimately get out of
control is thus increased. And we cannot afford to be sanguine that
somehow things just can't happen that way. No one in June 1914
could have conceived the horrors th;lt lay in store for Europe .
What does all this suggest about U.S. responses to the Soviet
Union in an excruciatingly dangerous time7 For one thing, it suggests
that there are certain factors that simply cannot be affected by
American policymakers; though this should be an obvious insight, it
isn't always clear to Americans . The 1914 analogy also suggests that
Americans should avoid thinking that there are quick or e,asy solutions to the problems of U.S. -Soviet relations. (There are a lot of
people about in the West, from unilateral disarmers on the one hand
to theorists of "winnable" nuclear exchanges on the other, who
somehow think that easy solutions really are possible.) In developing
their relationship with the Soviet Union in the 1980's, Americans
have to learn to accept ambiguity and paradox as normal features of
great-power interaction; and they have to be prepared ~o think patiently, in terms of long historical processes. Unfortunately, I am not
expecially optimistic that Americans are prepared to do either of
these things .
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arts/entertainment
Hammar's choirs

A tradition of musical excellence
by David Horowitz

Dr. Russell Hammar conducts two choirs In March.
-photo by Robert L. Burns

Bach Festival Highlights
March 7-14
Stetson Chapel:
Saturday, March 7- Young Artists' Concert, 8 pm. No admission.
Sunday, March 8-Chamber Music Concert, 4 pm. Tickets are $5.
Saturday, March 14-The Passion According to St. Matthew will be
presented in two parts at 5:00 and 8: 15 pm., with the traditional
Intermission Dinner in Welles Hall at 6:30 pm. Tickets for the
major work are $8; tickets for the dinner are $6.
Student Series Tickets at $5 each are available in room 210 of the Fine
Arts Building from 9 am. to 4 pm., Monday through Friday, and between 9 am . and 12 noon on

In the upcoming two weeks,
Kalamazoo College will host two
traditional and well-beloved
events, both under the baton of
music professor Dr. Russell
Hammar. The Kalamazoo College
Singers present their Winter Concert on Monday, March 2, while
the annual Bach Festival enlivens
the campus Saturday, March 7,
through Saturday, March 14.
"It is stimulating to conduct
both the College Singers and Bach
Festival," Hammar stated. "The
College Singers is a melting pot
for a variety of talent, whereas the
Bach Choir consists of semiprofessionals and the most
qualified K students."
When contrasting the two
groups, Hammar said, "The goal
of the Bach Choir is to confine the
repertoire to the compos~r t.o
bring out the intrinsic value In his
music, whereas the College
Singers offers an opportunity to
explore variety in music."
Bach Festival concerts, held annually on K's campus, comprise
one of the major music festivals in
the United States. This year the
festival celebrates its 35th anniversary; it is Hammar's 20th as its
music director.
The festival, which spans two
weekends, kicks off March 7 at
8:00 pm. with the Young Artists'
Concert, featuring finalists of a
highly competitive music competition held in January. A Chamber
Music Concert, featuring K faculty members Dr. Barry Ross, violin
and Mrs. Mary Beth Birch, harpsicord, will be presented the
following day at 4:00 pm. The

Week of February 26-March 4
AtK
FUm Society:
Friday-Suspicion . 1, 9 & 11 pm.
Wednesday and Thursday-The rrials of Alger Hiss. 1 pm.
Reci tal Hall; $ I .
Recital Hall:
Lisa Ann MacCluskey (K '83) and Susan Russell (K '83)
will present a duet voice recital Sunday at 3 pm.

Horowitz featured
in chamber orchestra

The Playhouse:
The Recruiting Officer, a rollicking Restoration comedy,
runs Thursday through Saturday. Students may purchase
reserved seat tickets in advance with an ID and 50';
general admission is $3. Curtain time: 8 pm.

festival culminates on Saturday,
March 14, with the performance
of Bach's major work, "Passion
According to St. Matthew."
Spontaneous and adaptable,
Hammar's conducting technique
can be appreciated at both the

"The Recruiting Officer
debuts tonight
by Laurie Lautenslager
If you found the recent productions of "The Flies" or "Getting
Out" a bit heavy, try "The
Recruiting Officer" for a light,
whimsical and entertaining evening of theatre.
George Farquahr's late
Restoration comedy, opening this
evening in the Playhouse, was
written in 1703 and based upon
the author's actual experience as a
recruiting officer in the English
Army. Many aspects of this experience are carefully woven into
the play. Captain Plume (Thomas
Hasselwander), a recruiting officer, arrives in Shrewsbury to
recruit men. His methods are not
entirely conventional , ranging
from signing men on when drunk
to art elaborate ruse whereby his
second-in-command Mr. Kite
(Michael G. Apple), poses as a
fortune teller and convinces the
townsmen to seek a grand future
in the Army.
In "Officer" , Farquahr seems
to have used every dramatic device
of his period. There is, of course,
a young lady involved--Sylvia
Balance (Denise McIntosh), the
daughter of the local justice.
Despite his practice of being
rather free with the other ladies of
the town, Plum loves Sylvia and
deeply respects her independent
spirit. Plume's friend and confidant Mr. Worthy (Dale C. Brown)
is also in an unusual romance--the
object of his affection, Melinda
(Jeannine V. Palma), has suddenly taken to seeing other suitors,
leaving Worthy depressed and
desperate to win her. Melinda's
scheming maid-servant Lucy
(Tracey O'Rourke) wants a
romance, too, and does her best

lJy Ken Lacey
The Kalamazoo College
Chamber Orchestra will hold a
concert on Monday, March 9 at
8:00 pm. under the direction of
Professor Barry Ross.
The
program
includes
Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony,
a work describing the aura of 19th
century Italy, and the entire
Mozart Clarinet Concerto, in
which soloist David Horowitz will
be featured.
Horowitz is a senior music major who recently completed his
SIP studies with the internationally renowned clarinet instructor
Robert Marcellus of Northwestern
University.
In a discussion about the concerto, Horowitz said that he finds
the piece "very rewarding" to
study because "it is the premiere
work for clarinet and offers a
chance to explore the wide range
of colors the instrument can
offer."
The performance will take place
in Dalton.

College Singers and Bach Festival
concerts. Take advantage of these
opportunities to witness the
mature artistry of Russell Ham.
mar and the sensitivity of 'many
fine Kalamazoo community ar.
tists.

to snag Melinda's leavings.
Eventually the famous Restora.
tion conflict between love and duo
ty arises as Sylvia, upon the death
of her brother, becomes family
heir. She tries to solve this dilem·
ma by impersonating a man. (This
device, known as a "breeches
part, " was immensly popular, as
it gave Restoration audiences a
chance to see a bit of well-turned
leg without accusation of nude
display .) All the action moves
through the country town of
Shrewsbury, inhabited by colorful
and eccentric characters.
The production concept used by
director Clair Myers and
manifested by designers J .C. Far·
ris and Laurence Jaquith is based
upon the engravings of artist
William Hogarth, Farquahr's
near-contemporary. This stresses
a strong but off-beat individuality
in each character's manner and
mode of dress . The dull colors of
the town are in sharp contrast to
the bright flamboyance of the
soldiers. The action is gauged such
that the audience is drawn into the
scene through the use of in-house
entrances, direct dialogue, and
full utilization of the thrust stage.
And, says Sheryl Christy (Rose),
"By it being fun for us , we make
it fun for the audience. "
The cast of 21 is composed of
studt'nts from many differenl
backgrounds, and almost half are
freshmen. All come together for
wonderful ensemble work in
uproarious slapstick scenes. Free
tickets are available to K students.
For information call 383-8511 or
visit the Fine Arts Office. See
THE RECRUITING OFFICER
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday,
February 26,27, and 28-and, uh,
don't forget to buckle your swash.

Around town
Olmsted Room:
New York poet/author Paul Zweig will discuss "The Holy
Invasion: Eastern Thought and Western Minds"
tonight at 8 pm.
Stetson Chapel:
The Kalamazoo Col/ege Singers will present a variety of
sacred and secular music in their Winter Concert
on Monday at 8 pm.
Around Town
Kall1mazoo Il18tltute or Arts:
The exhibition of oriental art will run through nexCSunday,
March 8.
Miller Auditorium:
Pianist/composer Marvin Hamlish will make his Michigan debut
with the Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra on Friday.
The program, which includes music from "A Chorus Line,"
"The Sting," "The Way We Were," and " Ordinary People,"
will begin at 8 pm. Reserved tickets are $12, $9.50, $7 and $6.
Le Bljou:

The Elephant Man and Melvin and Howard.
Films run Friday through Thursday.

Theatre:
Civic-Raisin in the Sun, the musical drama of a black family's
struggle, opens this weekend and will run March 4-7, 13 and 14.
Curtain time is 8:30 pm. Friday and Saturday and
7:30 pm . Wednesday and Thursday.
Call 343-1313 for reservations .
Carver Center-The Sea Horse closes this weekend .
Friday and Saturday performances begin at 8 pm.
New Vic-The Waltz of the Toreadors continues Thursday
Friday and Saturday.
Night Music:
Chap's-on-Maln-R.H. Factor plays jazz Wednesday and
Thursday, 9:30-1 :30. Cover.
Whistle Stop-The Bryce Roberson Trio performs
progressive jazz Friday and Saturday from 9:30-1 :30 in the
lounge; no cover. Hombre rocks at .the depot; cover.

HOble's-Dave Harris' Affinity plays original jazz Friday and
Saturday, 9:30-1:30. Cover.
Canterbury Corree House-Peter "Madcat" Ruth performs
folk, blues and jazz. $3.50 admission.
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elsewhere
Tourist In Hiding
Yesterday, the picturesque cathedral faced town square;
today, the rolling hills bubble about a Mexican countryside sprinkled
with haciendas from another age
-ah, the tourist 's dream, marred by one pleasant problemhow to get it all in the same postcard.
yet, there lies Nature's Majesty with Man's Glory;
our scattered structures clutter the horizon like so many
broken thoughtsincomplete dreams really, fearfully riding Nature's slopes,
a roller coaster stuck at the top, overlooking the
slide that awaits ...
Lean back I-the first reaction.
But here all is not so simple;
a maze of wire, wood, brick, and steel enmeshes the land,
keeping us teetering at the top.
My postcard hums as Power burns from dream to dream;
electricity has saved the day, you know, knitting our
fragmented shelters into the tourist's shawl.
Crawl out? From underneath the 3x5 bliss? Hmmph.
Tonight, I sleep in its warmth, unaware of my very desperation.
Tommorrow, the cathedral's call will wake me, and my hypocrisy
I will send horne, in a simple note, signed
"love, "
C.W. Flynn

The True confession
of a foreign study thief
by Brent Gurney
Those of us who have been on
foreign study carry around certain
stories which we think particularly
memorable and therefore like,
from time to time, to foist upon
others. Let me bore you with one
of mine.
Approximately one year ago
this month, as a foreign study student in London, I was arrested
and ordered to stand trial for a
crime which I did not commit.
That particular Friday began innocently enough; I was late to
school, I was behind in my classes,
I was out of money, and I was going to squander the evening at a
friend's party-situation normal.
Unfortunately, on the way home
from school I decided to stop in at
the neighborhood bookstore as a
way of wasting time. While in the
bookstore, I set my books upon a
stack of books belonging to the
store, so that I could browse with
more ease. Fool.
After wasting a sufficient
amount of time, I collected my
things and left the store. Apparently, however, I had collected

more than just my things (I had
unwittingly picked up one of the
store's books), for out of nowhere
a store detective appeared, beaming, with what I though afterwards to be unneeded joy, and announced that I had in my posses. sion a book for which I had not
paid.
Convinced that I was on candid
camera, I accompanied her back
into the store. Once inside, she
pointed to one of their books
among my books. I stood paralyzed. But what had I done? It was
merely an accident. I didn't even
want the book. The ones I already
owned were merely for show
anyhow; who needed another
one?
As I left the store sandwiched
between two of London's finest, I
tried to look as nonchalant as
possible. Swivelling my head from
side to side, I attempted to suggest
to the gawking crowd that I had
nothing to do with these two
policemen and that my hapless
position between them was mere
coincidence.
When the paddy wagon arrived,
I knew that something serious was
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FRIDA Y, 4/28179 BERCHTESGADEN, GERMANY _ ... The next disappointment was tbat the Eagle's Nest was closed, a fact I should have known by
paying attention to the Michelin Green Book. However, there has been a bit to
do. This afternoon, we went to tbe salt mines and waited quite a while before getting to go In. It might have been educational had we been able to understand our
guide's Indistinct Bavarian dialect; at least It was fun sliding down the wooden
slide to the heart of the mine. Oh, the best part: we had to dress up In these
costumes like we were miners. That alone was worth the price of admission.

afoot. As I bounced around in the
back of the paddy wagon between
two burly British bobbies, I
wondered when Allan Funt was
going to pop out. He didn't. He
didn't pop out at the fingerprinting, the shooting of the mug
shots, or during the conducting of
the body search. No, I was
definitely not on candid camera.
British courtrooms are not like.
American courtrooms. The
lawyers stand where the jury is
supposed to be, the witnesses
stand' across from the lawyers,
and the defendent stands on a
raised, semi-caged, platform in
the middle of the room .
.
It was on this platform that I
stood when the time for the trial
arrived. ' By that time, I had
become thoroughly outraged. My
barrister told me that as long as I
hacln't intended to remove the
book from the store, I was guilty
of nothing more than stupidity (a
word which my parents continued
to shout in one form or the other
from the other side of the Atlan.
tic).
Thus, when my name was call.
ed, I mounted the platform, stood
ram-rod straight and assumed
what I thought was a look of unQuestionable rectitude. Fully
prepared to Quote from the
Magna Carta, discourse on the inalienable rights of man, and holdforth on the ignorance of the London police force, I was fully
prepared to see justice done.
The judge addressed me:
"What is your name?" That overwhelmed me. I mumbled my name
in an inaudible rasp and nearly fell
I off the platform . After this inauspicious beginning, the trial
proceeded smoothly-my bar.
rister calmly explaining the unfortuitious circumstances of what
had mistakenly been called a
crime, while I Quivered on the
platform like a blubbering idiot.
In many ways, this episode was
a beneficial one. I came to appreciate civil liberties in a way
which I had not previously
known . I became good friends
with several drunks and prostitutes while waiting for my trial.
And, finally , I provided Dr.
Fugate with a new story for orientation sessions, something which I
know many will appreciate.

-courtesy of Ken Lacey

Madrid
Madrid
Ma drid Mad rid mad rid
midnight
Madrid
madre
mad red
red sun at midnight
mad rush at midnight
sun glares
not soft
city stares
full and close
mad madre sunning
at rushing full and close midnight
made madre sunning
washing
rushing
steaming rugs of wash
smelling
of madres rushing
under porches
short porches close
all porches and laundry and mad talk and sun
red and full and close
and rushing
into midnight
rid madness
madre mine
mother mine
ring sons with red
not stares
red love and suns
red love ring
hard and wash all sons and madres
in city steam
city love
mad sun rings
of city love
before they rush through
black midnight
black madness
Madrid
Denise McIntosh

INteri~l. orilin~llr"""ics.
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sports
Swimming Hornets take on
the M IAA this weekend
champions.
Coach Bob Kent expects the
men to have no difficulty earning
their 10th consecutive MIAA victory this weekend. Strong in all
areas, the K tankers expect exceptional performances this weekend
from seniors Tom Hessburg and
Rob Hildum, junior Mike Burns,
sophomores Dave Hoisington,
Bruce Dresbach and Peter
Romano. Although only five
members of the team have
qualified for NCAA Division III
Nationals at Oberlin College,
March 19-21, Coach Kent, after
this weekend, expects to be taking
a team of at least 8-9 swimmers.

The highlight of both the men's
and women's swim seasons, the
MIAA championships, will be
held this weekend, February
27-28. The men will be traveling to
Alma to compete this Friday and
Saturday, while the women will be
hosting their meet here at K's
natatorium.
The men will be entering their
meet with a 15-0 league record and
an overall season record of 10-1,
losing only to Ferris State in a
close meet. Also, the Hornets in
1981 are the first annual GLCA

Members of the Kalamazoo men's swim team pose in their natural en·
vironment.
-pboto by Robert L. Bums

by Dan Minkus
Soccer is the fastest growing
sport in our country today, and
soccer at Kalamazoo College is no
exception. On the Kalamazoo
College campus, the sport has
taken several steps forward in
both the men's and women's programs. The Kalamazoo area is
sponsoring a Men's indoor soccer
league throughout the winter
months. The eight team league offers the best talent in the surrounPictured here, K's Swimming Women are dressed and ready for prac- ding area. Two of. the teams are
comprised of players from
tice, as always.
Kalamazoo Colleges's Varsity
-photo by Robert L. Burns Team. Although these teams are
not officially connected with the
The women, entering the meet season's end. Swimming at
school, participation in winter
with a 3-2 league record, will at- Kalamazoo's natatorium should
soccer enables them to practice
tempt to improve upon last year's prove to be a great advantage to
together as units, as they prepare
second place finish in the league. the Hornets, as the home crowd
.
for the 1981 season.
Predicted to be a close match bet- will provide excellent support.
Kalamazoo's Varsity schedule
ween Hope, Albion and
In last week's dual meets Nancy has just been completed for the
Kalamazoo, each of which has Waldenmaier set varsity records in
coming fall and in addition to the
concentrated strengths in different the 200 and 400 yd individual
usual opponents, the Hornet
events, the meet should provide a medleys, Julie Redner set a varsity
squad will face cross-town rival
challenge for each of the com- record and qualified for Nationals
Western Michigan University for
peting teams. Coach Lyn Maurer in the 200 yd breastroke, and
the first time ever. Also included
believes that having the score Mike Burns qualified for Nain the schedule is a trip to the
changed to include points for first tionals in the 100 yd backstroke.
through twelfth places "will give Following these, both teams an- Wabash Invitational in Indiana.
As for the Women's soccer promore individuals a chance to con- ticipate fine performances from
gram, they too are practicing
tribute to the team total." Maurer all, the women in regaining posesregularly in preparation for the
added that it has been a good sion of the top spot in the league,
spring season. The Club, now
season thus far and she expects to and the men in striving for a
entering its third season, was
see many times drop at the decade of dominance.
recently published in Soccer
America as one of the 110 Collegiate Women's Soccer Clubs in
America. Since this printing, the
club has received invitations from
such schools as The University of
Wisconsin at Milwaukee, and the
University of Cincinnatti. The
Club has already made arrangements to play Central
Michigan University, Bowling
Green State University, and
by Tony Perticone
for 68 (47 percent). John Michigan State University.
and Chuck Jager
The Women's program expects
Schelske, who had to work hard
against an effective box-and-one to have about thirty full-time parThe K College men's basketball zone, shot well, hitting 10 of 15 ticipants, and is interested in
team shot down the Comets of shots while leading the Hornets in players with or without playing
Olivet, 89·75 in league play last scoring with 29 points. Mark experience. Official practices will
Wednesday night, February 18.
Koets was the only other K player begin the first day of Spring
quarter. If you are interested in
During the first half, 6'6" for- in double figures with 10 points.
ward John Schelske was unstopShelske also led the way with 9 playing and have not yet signed
pable as he poured in 26 points rebounds, and Darrell Banks up, please contact Danny Minkus
and led the Hornets to a 48-18 grabbed another eight for 9-12 at 60 Harmon Hall, phone
number 39491.
halftime lead. A sound defense Hornets.
and wise shot selection were the
keys to what might be the best half
of basketball the team has producLAST WEEK'S RESULTS
ed all season.
The second half also belonged Men's Basketball
to Coach Ray Steffen's cagers for February 18
at Olivet
whom Schelske was the February 21
at Hope
dominating scoring force, bring- February 25
ALMA
ing his game total to a Varsity
record setting 44 points.
Women's Basketball
However, the Comets final run February 17
at Hope
was cut short by 5'8" junior guard February 20
ALBION
Norm Van Sile, who connected on February 23
at Adrian
both ends of a one-and-one with
I : 17 showing on the clock.
Men's Swlmmlnll
Sophomore center Darrell February 18
ADRIAN
Banks also turned in a fine perfor- February 21
ALMA
mance as he pulled down 10 rebounds and pumped in 12 points Women's Swimming
for Kalamazoo.
February 19
at Hope
When the team traveled to
Hope the following Saturday, Wrestllnll
however, the roles were reversed February 19
at Olivet-MlAA Championships
as Hope defeated the Hornets,
79-70. K shot a disappointing 29

.....................................................................
Cagers trounce Olivet
Sidelines . ..
by Jan Spierenburg

Junior forward John Schelske of Ann Arbor joined the ranks of
the top Kalamazoo career point scorers by surpassing 1000 total
points in the home K vs. Calvin game on February II. Schelske has
earned 1109 total career points and 515 points already this season.
The NCAA reported Schleske at seventh place in Division III scoring, averaging 24.5 points per game. Currently, Schelske leads the
MIAA in scoring with 264 points and holds the number one spot for
points overall. Seven other men's basketball players have earned over
1000 total points in their Kalamazoo College career.

•••

At the February 15 state women's judo competition held in
Jackson, MI, three Kalamazoo College women placed third in their
respective divisions to qualify for the United States Judo Incorporated (USJI) championships to be held on April 24-25 in Little
Rock, AR. Sophomores Cheryl Limer and Davida Kwoka competed
in the l06-lb. weight class and the 123-lb. class, respectively.
Freshwoman Cynthia Newhouse met 134-lb class challengers.

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS
Women's Basketball
March 5,6,7
Men's Swimming
February 27-28

at Adrian

SMAIAW Tournament

at Alma

Women's Swimming
February 27·28
at Kalamazoo
Wrestling
February 26-27

never out
of season

by Nancy Walden maier
and Bruce Dresbach

~

Soccer is

MlAA Championships
MIAA Championships

at John Carroll

NCAA

March 12, 1981

News
briefs

K Prof to w'ork with B.F. Skinner
by Doug Behrend

Two students
postpone graduate school
Two Kalamazoo College
seniors, Jeannie Wirpsa and
Brent Gurney, have each been
awarded a fellowship by the
Thomas J. Watson Foundation. These coveted awards,
presented annually to approximately 70 students selected
through rigorous national competition, provide each recipient
with $10,000 to pursue a oneyear, independent study project. Wirpsa plans to study the
importance of the symbolism of
the Virgin Mary in Mexican
culture. Gurney will go to
southern Africa to study the
political and economic impact
of Marxism. Both students
must begin their projects by this
fall. All members of the class of
'82 will receive information
about next year's application
process.
Dr. Fugate receives award
Dr. Joe Fugate, Kalamazoo
College Director of Foreign
Study, has been named to the
rank of Chevalier in the Ordre
des Palmes Academiques by the
Minister of Universities of the
French government. The award
is for distinguished service to
the French University system.
Dr. Fugate was nominated
for the award by the President
of the University of Strasbourg,
France, in recognition of the
role he has played since 1963 in
the relationship between the
University of Strasbourg and
Kalamazoo College.
Fees for 1981-82 are $7698
The Administration has
made next year's fee increase
official. According to Mr.
Robert Maust, Vice President
of Student Services, students
will have to pay $7698 to attend
K for the 1981-82 aCJldemic
year. This figure, which is 14.1
percent higher than last years's
($6747), includes tuition, room,
and board and may therefore
vary slightly from student to
student depending upon housing and meal arrangements.
Four years ago this figure was
$4,008.

The Index stands corrected
The Index incorrectly
reported in its February 19th
issue that Presidesnt George
Rainsford had been offered the
job of president at Lewis and
Clark College in Oregon.
Apparently, Rainsford had
been led by officials involved in
the selectIon process at Ley,is
and Clark to believe that he
would, in fact, he offered Ihe
position, said one administration source who asked nOI to be
identified. This resulted in the
Index's misstatement of
February 19.
Lewis and Clark chose, instead, James A. Gardner, a
director of Ihe Ford Foundation, as president.

;,

While some members of the
Kalamazoo College community
like to think of the college as the
"Harvard of the Midwest," there
is one member who is truly going
to have the chance to expe,rience
the renowned Eastern school. Dr.
Margaret E. Peterson, an assistant
professor of psychology, has
recently accepted an offer from
Harvard to begin work as a Postdoctoral Fellow under the
renowned psychologist, B.F.
Skinner. She will begin work April
I.
Skinner has been the leader of
the rapid growth of, and interest
in, behavioral psychology
throughout the world since the
1930's. His most famous works
include Walden Two, Beyond

Freedom and Dignily,andAboul
Behaviorism. Peterson's work
with Skinner will primarily consist
of organizing materials for the
third volume of Skinner's
autobiography, which will deal
with his life since 1960.
It was a very rapid sequence of
events which led Dr. Peterson into
this rather prodigious position.
While completing her Ph. D. at
Western Michigan University last
summer, Peterson sent Dr. Skinner a copy of a paper she had written. Skinner took an immediate

interest in the paper, and invited
Peterson to discuss it with him at
the American Psychological
Association convention in Montreal last September. Shortly
thereafter, Dr. Skinner invited her
to work at Harvard next fall.
Calling the offer "completely
unexpected," Peterson was then
asked to begin her work at Harvard this spring: The 77- year-old
Dr. Skinner's health was beginning to fail, and he wanted to begin
work on the final volume of his
book as soon as possible.
There were initially some difficulties for Peterson to accept the
position as it entails her leaving K
before her contract expires, but
these were soon overcome.
"Overall, they've been very supportive," Peterson said of the administration and faculty, citing
Provost Warren Board and her
fellow psychology professors as
having been particularly helpful
during the last few months.
Peterson has no regrets about
taking the position at Harvard.
When interviewed last week. she
was already fondly reminiscing
about her two years at K. "[ think
one of the hardest things is to be
leaving the students," she stated,
commenting on their willingness
to learn new ideas. "That just
makes teaching so much more
fun. "

Dr. Margaret Peterson of the psychology department begins work
with B.F. Skinner at Harvard April 1.
-photo courtesy of public relations

Women's studies proposal passes
by Carrie Vernia
After considerable debate and
criticism, a three-term Seminar in
Women's Studies received final
approval last week from the
Educational Policies Committee
(EPC) as a one-year experimental
course.
The program, designed by Drs.
Kathleen Reish (Romance
Languages), Gail Griffin
(English), and Berne Jacobs
(Psychology), will offer participating students one credit for a
series of seminars an an independent project spanning a threequarter period.
Most administrators and faculty now agree that Women's
Studies is a viable course of study.

But the format of the seminar is
unconventional for K, and this is
the aspect that results in controversy.
The seminar will extend over a
three-quarter period and will be
taken as a fourth class by students
and taught as a third class by
faculty members (each faculty
member normally teaches just two
courses). It is feared that this may
exclude some students f;om taking the seminars, and present an
unprecedented and undesirable
teaching overload for professors.
However, faculty and administrators, in granting the
course one-year experimental
status, hope to develop an alternative structure, and train a faculty member to take on the course as

a part of his or her regular
teaching load.
Dr.
Marilyn LaPlante,
Associate Provost, states that the
three-quarter curriculum is "going to be a thorny issue to overcome." She emphasized,
however, that the admimstration
supports Women's Studies: "I
don't think there is any question
that he [Provost Warren Board) is
supportive of the inclusion of
some Women's Studies courses."
The seminar structure is one
which is designed to enable the
.student to pursue women's studies
with an interdisciplinary focus.
Faculty resources from a variety
of departments will be used, with
no one faculty member responsible for the entire seminar. Griffin

commented that the proposal
came out of a perceived need and
desire to integrate and share the
resources of both faculty and
guest lecturers.
Students participating in the
weekly seminars will be graded on
their participation in discussions
of the various books read (sources
coming
from
Mary
Wollstonecraft to Simone de
Beauvior) and various papers
presented throughout the two
quarter seminar period.
An independent project, undertaken in either the second or third
term of the course will integrate
the individual's program experience with one of his or her
own interests.

Student .Commission winds up quarter
by Michael Walters
[n an effort to transform "a
confused and inconsistent
organization," Student Commission restructured its standing committees at the beginning of this
quarter. These words, taken from
a Student Commission report, indicated a desire on the part of
Commission members to improve
the organization.
One result of the overhaul is
that the entire Student Commission will have met only four times
by the end of this quarter, relying
upon the indtvidual committees,
which meet once a week, to accomplish the bulk of its work.
Financial Affairs
The Financial Affairs Commit-

tee headed by Dave Abramowitz,
decided at the beginning of the
quarter to evaluate the fifteen
hour work week, scholarship informatton, and a project known
as the LaCrome Park project.
Committee members, after
researching the possibilities of
higher wages and fewer hours for
work/study students, have proposed higher wages which would
be based on seniority and job
responsibilities .
Committee members have also
been trying to oblain higher wages
for students by securing
work / study jobs in the
Kalamazoo community. Progress
in this area has been slow,
however, due to the legal problems of using government funds
for off-campus employment.

The most interesting project is
the LaCrome Park project. Financial Affairs Committee member
Patty Watters is investigating the
possibility of Kalamazoo College
students redesigning the park,
soliciting funds to pay for the
work, and signing contractors to
complete the work.
According the Abramowitz, the
City of Kalamazoo will donate
one quarter of the funds raised by
students to the College. He
estimated that four or five
work/study jobs could be created
by the project.
Academic Affairs
Under the leadership of Cindy
Chiappetta, the Academic Affairs
Committee ha researched the
areas of faculty counseling, SIP

preparation, and the content of
student transcripts.
Committee members reviewed a
1979 SIP committee report and
concluded that students are not
given enough time to adequately
complete research on their SIP's.
As Chiappetta put it, "ten weeks
just isn't long enough." Chiappetta has proposed that students be
allowed to underload the quarter
before doing their SIP so that
much of the research may be completed beforehand.
The committee has also been investigating whether a college
transcript adequately describes the
education attained by Kalamazoo
College students. Chiappetta
stated, "We are hoping to include
information on Career Development and SIP's on thl" tramcripts ..
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features/news
The Harmones bring
profound sound to K
by Mark Furlong
The Harmones, that now-sound
pop band from deep in the bowels
of Harmon Hall, return to the
Blackspot tomorrow night due to
tremendous popular demand.
Those everchanging dynamos,
Marky, Tadly, Ricky and Johnny
Harmone will present a
smorgasbord of musical delights,
including familiar Ramones
melodies, new versions of rare
treasures from the 60's and inevitably chart-bound original
material.
Sporting such titles as "I Met
Her at the Laundramat," "I'm a
Loser" and "Now I Wanna be a
Beatnick," the Harmones believe
that music is "no joke" and
"should be taken with a great
amount of seriousness." Just
hearing Marky coo the lyrics of
"Laundramat," "I put my
quarter in/ And asked her for
some Breeze.! Our shorts went for
a spin/ I said my honey
plea-ease." shows that the boys
can be both profound and
philosophical in their social
statements.
Individually, here's how those
moptops line up: Ricky slings the
chainsaw guitar, Tadly hammers
the thumping bass, Johnny keeps
the beat with his pounding drums
and Marky brings it all together
with his soothing vocals. When

they're not playing, their hobbies
include Isreali folk dancing, pen
pals and hanging around Harmon
Hall .
Despite their hoodlum appearance on stage, their mother,
Mrs. Harmone asserts, "Don't
pay any attention to that noise
they make. 1 know that deep
down inside, my boys are fine
lads." When asked why she won't
be at the concert, she replied,
"They just don't play enough 19gy."
Sister/Road Manager Becky
Harmone explains why the Harmones themselves weren't
available for interviews. "This is
the Big Time Norm, this is Rock
and Roll." She also refused to affirm rumors that the Harmones
are actually staying at K College
during this week in order "to
avoid hysterical reaction."
In addition, this writer has it
from a reliable source that Elvis
Costello will be flying in from his
current Japanese tour to warm up
for the fab four.
As expected, scalpers immediately gobbled up all the advance tickets for this monumental
concert-event. Fortunately, in
keeping with Harmone tour
policy, plenty of free general admission tickets will be available at
the door. This writer will be there
at 10:30 ready to DANCE
DANCE DANCE!

HAIRSTYLING

The everchanging dynamos of The Harmones; Ricky, Johnny, Marky and Tadly, were hanging around
Harmon Hall when are photographer spied them. The fab four bring their music to the Black Spot
tomorrow night.
-photo by Frank Schellenberg

Survey indicates
interest in
birth control services
by Leslie G. Wirpsa
As a result of a student survey
conducted in early February, contraceptives may be made available
at wholesale prices through the
Kalamazoo College Health Center
this spring quarter.
The purpose of the survey, conducted by WIG members Sally
Garfield and Jennifer Bing, was to
determine the needs and opinions
of the student body concerning
birth control and to stimulate the
improvement of campus services
in this area. The "blue box"

MID-MICHIGAN'S #1
Hairstyling Shap for Men and Women

Complete Professional
Hairstyling for

only

$8.00

CAMPUS LOCATED
Coli

344·6487 for oppl.
SNACK BAR

0< Just ....k-I•.

KMS
NucleoProtein
Hair Care

15t4 W. MIch. A •••
Across from WMU's
R..d Fi.Jd Hoost

Products

OPEN
MOD·Thor 9·9
FrI-Sat 9·5

GREA T PRICES ON

PERMS

Take a Study Break
Tbe Snack Bar Is open nlghlty,
9:00 PM until Midnight

surveys were distributed in all stu- Health Center offers a program
dent mailboxes on February 3, which includes open education
and 242 students, 2S percent of classes dealing with sexual respon·
the on-campus population, sibility, films on breast and pelvic
responded. 90 percent of those exams, a pelvic exam, a pap test,
people felt a need for birth control lab work, and the opportunity to
services and pregnancy tests to be purchase contraceptives al
offered at the Health Center.
wholesale prices. Western's
Kalamazoo College has not vice can only accomodate a
made these services available on
ful of Kalamazoo
campus In the past because the students, however, and each
Health Center was not aware of dent must pay Western's
the need; only a few students per Health Maintenance fee
quarter requested contraceptives
$27. 7S . Kalamazoo Planned
or information. According to . Parenthood and the Family Plan·
Bing, the survey was the first step
ning Center offer similar services
in revealing the students' needs
at comparable costs. Further in·
and in "getting the inertia going."
formation on these services and
The task remains to determine the
also general literature on
most effective course of action.
sexuality and birth control
available in the Wo
Resource Center across from
If birth control is made
Mail Hut in Hicks Center. Tht
available, will it stimulate more
specific survey results will 111
sexual activity at Kalamazoo Colposted in the Women's Resourct
lege? This does not appear to be a
major concern of those conduc- Center, and students are encouraged to take a minute to read
ting the survey. Bing said, "I
don't think it is going to en- them.
courage any additional sexual acAs of now, a flyer will
tivity, and having services distributed early in the
available on campus would be quarter with more definite infof'
more reliable and less embarrass- mation on what community and
ing to students than going to the campus services are and will 111
drugstore. "
available. In addition, informaBob Maust felt there would be
little resistance from the administration; the main problem
now is to determine the most effective and inexpensive means of
providing service.
At present, gynecological aM
birth control services are available
within the community. Nurse Barron looked into these alternatives.
The Western Michigan University

tion sessions similar to the h umail
sexuality series offered in 1919
may be incorporated into the floof
advisors' training and freshpersoD
orientation week_
If contraceptives are disperset'
at K's Health Center, Nurse Baf' I
ron assured that it would be dolll
in strict confidence in examinatioO I
rooms in the Health Center, and
the Center "will even furnis~
sacks" to take them home .
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campus views
Women slighted
at Athletic Appreciation Day

faculty
forum
Hardy O. Fuchs
Associate Professor
German Language and Literature

-photo courtesy 01 H. Fuchs

A table is a table
Ein Tisch isf ein Tisch is a short story by contemporary Swiss
writer Peter Bichsel. It is about a lonely old man who gets tired of the
routine of his daily life, the regular walks in the mornings and afternoons, the brief conversations with neighbors, the evenings alone in
his room, day in, day out, the same old world, even on Sundays no
change. One day in early spring, his spirit is lifted in anticipation of a
change: "Jetzt wird sich aIIes andern." But back in his room, he
finds life is as before: a table, two chairs, a bed, and the ticking of the
clock. He cannot take it any longer, pounds the table and screams
until his hands hurt and his voice gives out. Things have to change
(HEs muss sich andern, es muss sich andern!") and he initiates the
change himself with a brilliant idea. He invents a new language by
calling the objects around him different names. Why not call a bed a
picture? , he asks himself, confident that such simple change of labels
will bring about the change in his life he has longed for so long. Now,
in the morning the old man stays in the picture longer, at nine the
photo-album puts, the foot freezes open and turns the leaves unto
the closet so he wouldn't have to look into the morning. The inventor proudly uses his new language by talking to himself until he
forgets the old one. The way people around him speak now sounds
funny to him and he is amused. He doe~ not understand anymore
what is being said and his neighbors cannot make out what the old
man is saying. Not understanding those around him was really not all
that bad. It was much worse not being understood. So he .stopped
talking with the people, spoke only to himself, didn't even say hello
to anyone anymore. Thefstory began sadly and it ends that way .
Without a common language, the lonely old man became even
lonelier.
There are times when the foreign language teacher, in a beginning
or even in an intermediate c1ass,identifies with the frustrations of the
old man ' '\ Bichsel's story. This particularly the case when the
teaching method used emphasizes speaking and understanding of the
spoken language over the other skills, that is reading and writing.
Every attempt is made to use the other languages for actual communication and as a true medium so as to simulate the foreign environment and accelerate the progress of adoption. Much is gained
by following this principle, especially in situations where the learners
are likely to go abroad soon where speaking and listening proficiency, even when not perfect, will be more beneficial than teading and
writing. But something else is lost in the process; and that is the opportunity to communicate fully.
The fundamental level of speech patterns at this stage is a
necessary step towards higher competence. But the foreign language
teacher here remains an "instructor" much longer before emerging a
"person" to his students. It would make matters so much easier to
use English a great deal more: Communication would be assured at
all times and the kind of alienation which results from the somewhat
synthetic linguistic network could be avoided. But so would be the
responsibility to guide the student to greater fluency and more facile
comprehension in the foreign language. As a foreign language
teacher, I accepted this exchange of benefits some time ago, that is,
the ratio of more foreign language in the beginning class and less
SOcial and human communication . I have been envious at times of
colleagues in other disciplines who do not have to cope with these
frustrations but are always sure of being understood and become better known to their students in the process. Most character traits and
the "stuff" from which we are made are revealed through language,
provided that language is understood.
The teacher in a beginning foreign language class is often a very
lonely person for this reason; there is little that can be done about it
if the methodological orientation is retained. It is clearly to the student's advantage, and not to the teacher's necessarily. Obviously, the
~tuation improves with increased facility in the "target" language as
both learner and teacher come closer to the meeting point. Spring
QUarter has long been a favorite term of mine for this reason. It brings back our exiles from foreign study and is a joy for the foreign
language teacher to witness so much improvement in a tongue that
'lias still so foreign only six months before. And: These same young
people to whom the teacher remained a stranger because of the selfI ifnOO!;ed communication barrier now find access to him and the relaI'IOrl.h in quickly turns to a more meaningful and gratifying associ aIt is the experience of oi-Iingual individuals that one know
Inother person in a certain single language. The relationship is tied to
I Particular idiom and only consumable through that one. Not hav'ng used much English before and only very elementary blocks of the
foreign language actually makes this period the beginning of getting
10 know one another. I will not be on campus this spring to exthis inter-personal thaw and I regret it. But I am fortunate
be able to do the next best thing: I will spend some time in GerYou see, a man just needs some understandin' once in a while.

Dear Editor:
When first told that an Athlete
Appreciation Day was scheduled
for two weeks ago Wednesday, I
was pleased; pleased that sports
participants would be recognized
for their effort expended as
representatives of Kalamazoo
College. I have, however, several
objections to the manner in which
this Athlete Ap preciation Day
was carried out.
Upon my arrival at Read Field
House, I was greeted by an official of men's athletics: "Hello
there, Sue, glad you could make
it." However, my name is not Sue
nor is it Missy or Donna

'Capital-by-Fun'
alternative proposed
Dear Editor:
No one disputes the fact that
Kalamazoo College needs some
kind of fund-raising program in
order to survive. And yet, many
have complained about the
Capital-by-Phone
method. I
would like to suggest an alternative.
I would like to suggest the implementation of a program which
could not only be a valuable
money-maker, but also extremely
beneficial in improving CollegeAlumni relations. I call this program Capital-by-Fun . It simply involves students offering sexual
favors in return for pledges to the
school. This program would have
several distinct advantages over
the Capital-by-Phone approach:
I) Capital-by-Fun involves much
more personal and intimate contact with alumni than just a phone
call; 2) surely the alumni pledges
would increase when they realize
the true caliber of student which
exists under those monogrammed
shetland sweaters; 3) students
would not have to be paid since
many students, frustrated by the
limited social intercourse on campus would surely jump at the
chance to become involved in such
a potentially satisfying experience;
4) Capital-by-Fun can be a learning experience-both students and
alumni can become exposed to a
whole new group of people in unique and personal ways .
I suppose there will be a few
hopeless idealists who might object to this program on moral or
ethical grounds. But I think it's
about time that we learn to deal
with the current economic
realities. In order for Kalamazoo
College to survive, we must use
whatever means or talents are at
our disposal. What do morals
have to do with making money
anyway? Business is Business.
Right?
Cheryl Opalski
P .S. There will be a sign-up sheet
outside of Saga.

(Darlin')-the other two names by
which he addressed me on the
sidelines. After introducing me
correctly as a senior and the captain of the women's swim team, I
would have preferred anonymity
to "Missy." Are male athletes addressed as "Johnny" or "Son"? I
was also instructed to smile when I
was being recognized on the court
to reinforce the fact that yes, I am
a happy jock.
There was also a discrepancy in
the order of introduction of the
teams . The women's teams were
introduced last. In addition, as the
men's teams were introduced they
were referred to as "our swim
team" etc. Yet don't the women's
teams also represent Kalamazoo
College?
The next category consisted of
"Special Honors and Awards", in
which Ms. Becky Gray received
the acclaim she deserves as the
school's first Rhodes scholar. The
host then proceeded to introduce
the men's All American/ NCAA
Champion Chris Burns, men's
swimming, wrestling, judo and
1M coordinators. Having run out
of time, the announcer returned
to the basketball game, somehow
ne!(lecting to mention the

FFF Campaign
defended once more
Dear Editor:
In the letter to the editor of
February 26th by Peter Omarzu,
he began by saying that the
FUNDS FOR THE FUTURE
Campaign has received a lot of attention from the student body.
This is true, but as I read his letter
I became very disturbed. It appears that the student body does
not know what the FFF Campaign
is, at leaSt as evidenced in letters
to the editor on the subject, nor
does it seem to understand the
Capital By Phone element.
In response to Mr. Omarzu's
comments about Work-Study
students working on Capital By
Phone, I would like to point out
that CBP actually created jobs on
this campus for WS students. This
meant many new jobs were
available that might not have been
otherwise. Any students who find
this job uncomfortable and are
not happy with it should not be
doing it. I would be inclined to
question the integrity of anyone
who continued to do so, especially
if they allow the money involved
to more important than their professed concern over the ethical
aspects of the program.
Mr. Omarzu stated in his letter
that he questions the integrity of
the methods used by Capital By
Phone. He does not realize that
editor: Gorinne Lewis
\
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women's swim team, which was
printed somewhere in the middle
of the list on the program.
I am no egomaniac; very much
the opposite. I am, however, proud of my accomplishments, which
have demanded a great deal of
time and effort. Athletes were instructed to be present at the
basketball game (during a busy
time of the quarter) where we were
to be honored for our achievement. Yet the women's swim
team, which is representing
Kalamazoo College in national
competition this week, was
somehow overlooked during the
"Special Awards" announcement. I did not feel honored. I left
the Athlete Appreciation
ceremony feeling upset, angry and
demeaned.
The evening's events reflect an
underlying attitude toward
women's sports at Kalamazoo
College. The next day I received a
sincere apology from the director
of men's athletics. In any case,
more thought and planning
should go into future "honors"
presentations so that such fiascos
never happen again.
Julie E. Redner
Co-captain, Women's Swim Team

Tomison Winquist
perspectives:
Gregory Shinsky

alumni do not automatically orinstinctively give money to
Kalamazoo College, no matter
how much they care for the
school. They must be asked, and
they need to know what the College needs. The purpose in calling
these KC alumni is to help them
understand the importance of giving money at this time when it is
needed most, and to give them a
better sense of ways in which their
gifts mav be made.
The Capital By Phone program
was set up to enable the College to
contact personally over 650 of its
alumni. It would be preferable to
visit each person personally, but
that is impossible. Reaching each
person by phone is the next best.
way to talk to them. It can only be
done if a dependable number of
callers are regularly available.
Enabling students to earn work
study dollars while assisting the
College in its critical fund raising
activity seems a reasonable way to
accomplish this .
I strongly encourage anyone
who disagrees with these fund
raising tactics to go to the
Development Office and talk to
AI Blum about it. You can only
help yourself to better under~tand
what FFF really is.
Jennifer E. Hammond '83
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perspectives
What do you turn on when the lights go out?
If the electricity were to fail this
evening after sunset, we would
suddenly be plunged into
darkness. Trapped in this dark
abyss, all the normal methods by
which we struggle to maintain
contact with those around us and
with the meaning in our own lives,
would be negated. Our thought

processes are constantly preoccupied by external stimuli. When
deprived of that external stimuli,
such as television and radio, we
are "plunged into darkness" in a
sense, for we have few, if any .re. maining inner resources to occupy
our thoughts.
Americans have a tendency to

editor's
column
by L. Carol Ritchie

-photo by Frank Schellenberg

Diary of a reluctant intellectual
"What I Did During Summer Vacation"
So far, so good.
Okay. Now, introductory paragraph. Uhhhmmm ... thesis
sentence ... catch the reader's attention ... uhhhmmm ...
This summer was one of the best summers of my life ... oh my God
that's boring!
I need a break. Go to the bathroom ...

Alright, here we go. Write. Fill up this white paper. This white
paper with one, two, three ... 34 blue lines, wow! And all of them
empty ...
Back to work, back to work! Okay, where was I? Topic sentence.
Alright, now thinkthinthinkthink: summer break; fun, excitement,
intellectual intermission, lackadaisical idleness, egrophobic canicular
days (what?) ...
Under the pounding, agonizing, vertical rays of the scorching,
sweitering, parched, ardent, isothermic, summer, how the hell do
you use this stupid Thesaurus anyway? I need a drink of water.
Now, what do I have so far? A title. Good, good.
If that guy at the end of the table doesn't put his shoes back on I'm
going to pass out.
This page is still pretty white.
Let's see: if I spend about four more hours tonight and finish it
tomorrow morning and type it after class I could have it in by five ...
Or I could ask for an extension ...
Or I could bounce my pencil eraser over and over again till the guy
at the end of the table leaves.
No, no . This is serious.
Yep, this is pretty serious.
What did I do this summer, anyway? I think I need another drink.
Hum de dum dum connect the lines down the
m

a
g
i
p or d
n and write u
0
w
n or-

What are they talking about over there? Something about Becky
and ... who? ... after the dance? What?
What am I doing?! This is ridiculous. I have a paper to write.
Okay, skip the stupid intro. Write ... As soon as I go to the
bathroom.
Okay . ..
Alright ...
Here I go ...
Oh no! Panic! They're turning the lights out! What am I gonna
do?
Aaaah- go hClmr <lnc/

seek the least strenuous form of
mental distraction, the most obvious and prominent being the
television. Families turn on their
televisions to watch other people
live their lives. Afternoon game
shows take the place of the ques!lons ~hich we should be asking
one another. Soap operas give us a
vicarious way to fulfill our need
for romantic satisfaction. Televised sporting events replace active
participation and identification
with a team. Television does not
encourage us to reflect or ponder
life, its meaning, our own meaning or purpose, for it replaces our
needs with the needs of others as
we become absorbed in watching
others live rather than doing some
living ourselves.
Television is not the only
culprit, the stereo and radio also
serve as mental distractions. The
beat of a disco song, the screech
of an elecric guitar effectively interrupt and put an end to any
ruminations or illuminations
which we may have been exploring. There is no need for us to
think or reflect, this need is taken
care of, or rather disposed of, as
discussion with others and contemplation are replaced by meaningless noise.
Thus, these external distractions function as substitutes for
such activities as communicating
effectively with our fellow
humans and communicating with
ourselves, and these activities
begin to be seen as serious intellectual endeavors which require
enormous amounts of energy
rather than inherent normal
aspects of our daily lives.
These activities may indeed

seem like burdens today because
we do not practice them. We
don't talk with one another very
often, but rather talk at one
another, generally uttering vague,
incoherent nonsense. Good communication necessitates clarity
and precision in speech and patience and understanding in listening.
Meals are good opportunities to
practice our speaking and listening skills, yet so often we rush
through a meal in order to satisfy
our physical hunger while ignoring our, and others' emotional
hunger. We attend parties to
"socialize" yet we often ignore
the opportunity to learn more
about others by over indulging.
Perhaps one of the reasons that

we are so ineffective in
municating to others is that
communicate so poorly
ourselves. We are often out
touch with our feelings and
to shy away from inner reIlcellOI
perhaps in fear of what we'll
Yet, without any kind of
reflection or communication
our fellow men/women, we
that we are isolated and lonely
the darkness. For although
may try to obliterate this
with the noise and nonsense of
radios, televisions and stereos,
know that we are still trapped
the abyss of isolation and that
must confront it in some way
order to preserve our own sense
self.
by Corinne Lewis
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Are you even interested
•
In EI Salvador?
So, you'd really just like to read
something interesting for a
change--is that it?--a little
something to talk about over dinner, but something that wouldn't
necessitate any real concern or
(heaven forbid!) any timeconsuming action such as writing
a letter to the editor? .. Well,
trust some of this: It won't show
you where you're at, but at least it
will help you really feel it.
"On May 14, 1980: Several
hundred peasants (one estimate is
600), mostly children and the
elderly, were machine-gunned to
death as they attempted to cross
the Rio Sumpul, which divides EI
Salvador and Honduras. The
slaughter was accomplished
through the cooperative efforts of
Salvadoran and Honduran
military forces, both of which
have been aided and equipped by
the United States."
This excerpt, taken from
Carolyn Forsche's EI Salvador:
the Next Vietnam? was published
in the February, 1981 issue of The
Progressive. The article continues
as follows, quoting from an article
in La Tribune, a Honduran
newspaper: '''The most dramatic
part of the tragedy', said
Salvadoran Paula Guadado, (one)
of the survivors, is that 'the
Guardsmen threw the children into the water, and boasting of their
marksmanship, shot them with
their machine-guns. Others were
thrown up into the air and shot. I

saw them cut off the Palomita
("dove," slang for penis) of a little boy ... and they shot at that
too.' she said." And, although
the above-mentioned article goes
on to report much more cruel and
shameful bloodshed, rapes, and
utterly inhumane chaos, I believe
that I've cited enough for my intended purpose, which for now is
simply to interest you .
In fact, right about now you
should be fairly well interested in
finding out a little more about the
U.S. involvement in EI Salvador.
That is good. Unless, of course,
you're already familiar with The
Progressive's reputation for
soliciting and publishing biased,
leftist articles demeaning the
government in almost any way,
you're probably quite shocked to
learn that the United States is
backing such a terroristic military
force. So, in order to reduce the
slight moral tension you've just
now acquired, you'll probably
want to read another--more
suitable--piece concerning the EI
Salvador situation. For the sake
of convenience and the least expense, y~u could walk to the
library and obtain a slightly
modified attestation published in
the January 30, 1981 issue of The
Detroit Free Press. On page 9A
you'll see an article entitled Arms
Aid to Salvador shows how lillIe
we've learned by Lucy Komisar, a
New York free Lance writer who
visited EI Salvador last

November. She states that
very same U.S.-backed "
troops invaded the Catholic
chdiocese Headquarters
Salvador, beat up
destroyed a medical
stole money. This month
dumped in a parking lot
bodies of 22 young people
said were subversives: the
women had been raped."
If this is stilla)it too serlsal:io~I~1
for your tastes, you might
to read either the March 3, I
March 5, 1981 Wall Street
nal's Review and Outlook
which state respectively
passages such as "We
gest that no danger lurks
Salvador" or that "The risk
so much that the U.S. will
deeply involved but that the
tory may be hollow", written
Karen Elliot House and
Seib, members of the
Washington Bureau.
such as these are in fact
teresting, are they not? And don
they make you wonder?
Nonetheless, there is nn,h,.blfl
nothing you could do to curb
interest in this matter right
so perhaps you should
finish your dinner and get
the books. Afterall, rpnnrl,!fll
slant the issues anyway, and
they do not seem to know
right angle from which to
our involvement in EI Salvador.
by Gregory J. Shinsky
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politics
"Reagano~ics" fail in England
by Brent Gurney

It may very well be impossible
to determine the workability of
President Reagan's economic program until it is actually implemented, but the case of the
British economy can provide
several clues. Since the election of
prime Minister Margaret That. cher in April, 1979, the British
has pursued
economic policies strikingly
similar to those currently advocated by Reagan. And the most
striking feature of these policies 'so
far is that they have all failed.
In late 1979 Thatcher announced three economic policies: slower
growth of the money supply, a
reduction of the budget deficit,
and a reduction of taxes. It was
these policies that were to return
Great Britain to economic prosperity.
Not only has the British
economy not improved-it has
worsened . When Thatcher took
in April 1979, the rate of inwas at 10. 1 percent, wage
averaged 15 percent,
unemployment stood at 5.5
. As of last month, inflawas at 15 percent, wage settle-

ment averaged approximately 26
percent, and unemployment had
climbed to 10 percent (a post war
high).
Part of the problem is that
Thatcher has been unable to
achieve her original three objectives: control of the money supply, reduction of the budget deficit,
and tax reduction. The original
philosophy behind these objectives ran as follows : inflation must
be reduced if the rate of growth in
the money supply declines, or, at
least, stabilizes. The money supply, however, can only be controlled if the budget deficit is reduced;
the British government would
otherwise be forced to print
money. Also, if the British
economy is to grow in real terms,
productivity in the private sector
must increase. This can best be accQmplished through a reduction
of taxes, which, it is alleged,
penalize saving and therefore inhibit productivity-increasing investment.
The Money Supply and the
Budget Deficit
To control the money supply
the British authorities raised interest rates. It was hoped that this
would restrict bank lending to industry. It did . In 1979-80 s.ome

10,000
businesses
went
bankrupt-a record. Unemployment climbed by 66 percent in
1980 and 86 percent since Thatcher took office.
This development forced an increase in welfare spending and
therefore the budget deficit. It is
calculated that each additional
unemployed person costs the
government about $12,000 in
unemployment benefits and lost
tax revenue. As a result, the
government deficit increased as
did the money supply.

Higher interest rates also accomplished something else. The
prospect of receiving high interest
rates attracted large amounts of
capital from abroad . This, then,
also increased the money supply.
The net effect of all this is that
the money supply has increased
since Thatcher took office. At an
annual growth rate of 22.5 percent, it is more than twice the
British government ' s growth
target of 7-1 I percent. The
significance of this is that if a
powerful parlimentary party such
as Thatcher's Tories cannot control the money supply, it may also
be impossible for Reagan's
Republicans in the United States.

Tax Reduction
The final component of Thatcher's economic strategy was tax
reduction if) order to stimulate
productivity and investment. The
British government did cut personal taxes, but found that this increased the government deficit.
Thatcher therefore raised the nalional excise tax as a replacement.
Raising one tax to lower another
has never made much sense to
anyone . Apparently it didn ' t
make much sense to British industry either. In 1980, investment
in British industry fell by 13 percent.
Recent Evidence
Recent evidence shows that inflation in Britain may be beginn-

ing to subside. In the past six
months, food, durable goods, and
clothing prices have risen by only
two percent. Unemployment,
however, remains at .a post -war
high and is projected to go even
higher. I
Thatc6ers policies, then, have
not yet returned Britain to
economic prosperity. In fact, they
have not even returned Britain to
where it was when these policies
were originally implemented. In
general, one can say that a
modicum of price stability has
been attained at the expense of
massive unemployment. Whether
Reagan's policies are destined to
bring about a similar fate in the
United States, remains to be seen.

Success of NA TO depends on greater understanding
by Brad Barris
we embark under the
Reagan Administration upon a
new foreign policy course, we
must acknowledge the central role
of the NATO Alliance within our
security framework and work
toward restoring it to its once vital
state. To a cc om p Ii sh
this

the United States must take a
more realistic approach in its dealings with the European allies.
The Europe of 1981 is not the
Europe of 1945. Europe emerged
from World War II devestated
economically and politically. Such
is no longer the case. Economically, the combined G .N.P. of all
members of the E.E.C. is now just

below that of the United States.
Politically, though important
hurdles remain, E.E.C. member
states enjoy a measure of intc:&ration never before achieved .

In the U.S. we tend to look
upon the successes presently en-'

World news
Germans cut back
development

U.S. bolsters defense spending
Secretary of Defense Caspar
Weinberger went to Capitol
Hill last week to propose a
massive increase in U.S.
defense spending. Citing "clear
evidence of aggressive Soviet
activity around the globe," the
Secretary stressed the inadequacy of the current U.S.
defense budget and that it
"must be increased if we are to
preserve peace and freedom."
Weinberger has requested
$222.2 billion for the next fiscal
year (as opposed to the $196.4
billion proposed by the Carter
~dministration) ; the requested
IOcrease is projected to amount
to a seven percent growth , after
Inflation, over the next four
Years. By 1984, if the Administration's proposals are accepted, U.S . defense spending
will stand at nearly $300
bilIion-approximately onethird of the Federal budget.
Currently defense spending acCOunts for 24 percent.

arms

In a related development, the
West German government announced last Saturday that it
has cut funds for the researchand development of several
significant military projects.
Defense Minister Hans Apel,
citing enormous budgetary problems in West Germany, said
that defense spending would
decline over the next ·few years
and will account for 16 percent
ofthe national budget by 1984.
Presently it stands at 18 percent. Monday and Tuesday the
West German foreign Minister,
Hans-Dietrich Genscher, met in
Washington with President
Reagan and Secretaries Haig
and Weinberger to reassure
them of Germany's commitment of the NATO alliance.
Poland seeks financial aid
In meetings held in Paris and
London last week, Polish officials asked representatives of
15 Western governments and 70
Western banks for financial
assistance totaling nearly $11
billion. Poland is currently suf-

fering from serious economic
difficulties, and Westerners appear generally sympathetic to
the legitimacy of the latest request for aid . Poland's foreign
debt has reached $27 billion,
$23 billion of which is owed to
Western nations. In addition,
industry is producing at only 40
percent of capacity, and exports are plummeting. Solving
this crisis is seen as essential if
the Polish government is to deal
effectively with its political problems and to head off Soviet intervention.
Walter Cronkite surrenders
throne
Walter Cronkite, anchorman
of CBS Evening News for nearly twenty years, has retired .
This comes earlier than expected, as Cronkite is not yet
65 . The veteran newscaster has
been replaced by another CBS
star, Dan Rather, who will be
paid $8 million over t he next
five years .
"And that's the way it is."

by Steve Thoburn

joyed by Europe as the direct
outgrowth of our efforts to aid
Europeans at the end of World
War II. While this success can in
some measures be linked to U.S.
post-War aid, that aid, given
almost four decades ago, does not
place the Europeans in the debt of
the United States fore ver. We
continue to demand, that Europe
respect and blindly follow the dictates of its patron. This demand is
not realistic given that respect
among states, like respect among
individuals, must be earned. The
U.S. has done little to earn the
respect of its European allies.
We must also come to grips
with the fact that European and
American political and economic
goals are no longer identical, and
are in many instances at odds with
one another. Our extreme disappointment over the refusal of our
European and Japanese allies to
fall immediately into lock-step
with our sanctions against the
Soviet Union (in response to the
invasion of Afghanistan) provides
us with a perfect example of
divergent interests. If nothing
else, the unique and mutually
beneficial trading re lationship
that has developed bet ween the
West and the Soviet Union would
explain the caution of American
allies. Yet, there are two other factors that impinge upon the European consciousness--factors that
weigh particularly heavy upon our
friends in the Federal Republic of
Germany.
The first involves the unique
division of East and West
Germany--a division that most
Germans believe can be bridged .
The separation of their nation into
"two states" has divided families
and sundered the soul of the German nation. Andre Fontain,
Editor-in-Chief of Le Monde, is
correct in pointing out that
"Chancellor Schmidt. . . considers

himself responsible for the
freedom of West Berlin and to a
large extent for the fate of his
compatriots on either side of the
Iron Curtain." This "responsibility," by its very nature, calls for
the exercise of caution by German
politicians. We must develop a
greater sensitivity to this problem.
Another factor that mitigates
European responses to provocative. Soviet actions is the fact
that, should conventional or
theatre nuclear war begin, the battles would take place not in
Virginia or New York, but on fhe
plains of northern Germany. Due
to the geographical position of the
U.S., Americans often forget that
West Europeans, West Germans
in particular. are "eyeball to
eyeball" with the Soviets twentyfour hours a day, 365 days of the
year. Of the 476,000 Soviet
ground troops stationed in the
various "bloc"countries, 75 percent are stationed in East Germany. This is a fact of life for our
European allies that we seem
unable to appreciate.

To be fair one should say that
our European allies are not entirely without blame. They are gUilty
of the same lack of consultation
for which they chastised the
Carter Administration--witness
Valery Giscard d'Estaing's secret
May 19, 1980 meeting with
Brezhnev in Warsaw. And the
West Europeans do not always
acknowledge that much of the
political freedom of movement
they enjoy is a result of their position beneath the American nuclear
umbrella.
Only by placing renewed emphasis upon the points of interest
Americans and Europeans share,
and by attempting to achieve a
more subtle understanding of
politics on both sides of the Atlantic, can the Alliance survive--and
survive it must, for all of our
sakes.
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artsl en te rta inmen t
'Rosie' revs down in the Dungeon
by Cheryl Opalski
Have you ever thought about
tap dancing for your SIP? Let me
assure you, it can be done. This
Friday (the 13th) Johanna
Humbert, a senior theatre major,
will be performing-as the
culmination of her SIP-a onewoman show in the Dungeon
Theatre. This performance involves not only tap-dancing, but
singing, acting and oral interpretation as well.
Humbert's show, entitled
"Rosie," is a character study inspired by Norman Rockwell's
Saturday Evening Post cover
"Rosie, the Riveter" (of May 29,
(943). Rosie embodies the woman
of the WWIl era, who patriotically takes up work in a factory while
her man marches eff to war.
Humbert did research to discover
more about Rockwell's Rosie
figure. However, finding nothing
on Rosie other than the Rockwell

portrayal, Humbert claims: "It
became a matter of me creating a
character that would fulfill that
role in some way, shape or form."
Referring to historical information about the time period including popular thought trends,
movies, plays and music ("You
know, finding out what kind of
toothpaste was popular, that kind
of thing," she quips), Humbert
reveals the character of Rosie
through dramatization and commentary of Rosie's life and the
events occuring during the war.
She mentions that her Rosie is
"considerably softer"
than
Rockwell's portrayal, but she
maintains her role as working
woman "devoted to her man."
Besides writing the script for
"Rosie," Humbert's SIP includes
staging, directing, costuming, set
design, acting, choreography,
publicity and, she adds, "generally cheering myself on." The show
involves six scenes and slides dealing with the time period as tieovers between scenes.

Oddly enough, Humbert was
originally going to student teach
for her SIP. However, she realized
that by working in the theatre
department with an aim towards
teaching, she had become "a jack
of all trades and a master of
none." She mentions: "When I
decided not to student teach, at
first it was really scary ... 1 realized that I was going to have to do
everything ... but working on the
show, especially in the past two or
three weeks as it's really gelled,
has made me realize that I can do
it!" By doing a show of her own
and having to focus on all the
apsects of a production, she has
discovered her particular interests.

soldiers), anyone would admit
that Humbert sure seems to be
having fun. Come join the fun.
Everyone is welcome to attend
and be dazzled by "Rosie" which
will be performed Friday, March
13 at 8 pm in the Dungeon
Theatre.

Despite all the hard work and
frustrations involved in doing her
own production, Humbert insists,
"I wanted to have fun with this."
And after watching her tap dance
across the stage (Rosie's attempt
to entertain and cheer up some
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Dalton:
Artist-in-residence Fritz Bultman will present a lecture entitled
"What Is the Relationship Between Art and Craft" tonight at
8:15 pm. A reception and dedication of the new Art History
Seminar Room will follow at 9 pm. All activities are free and
open to the public.
Dungeon Theatre:
Johanna Humbert (K '81) presents a one-woman show, "Rosie"
at 8 pm . Friday. The Dungeon is located on the ground floor or
the Light Fine Arts Building.
~
-photos by Frank Schellenberg

review

Fine arts wrap-up: Bultman and Bach
by Amy Marcaccio
Don't allow the nervous anticipation and flurry of upcoming
final exams hinder you from enjoying the fine arts this weekend.
Tonight, feel free to come and
celebrate at a closing reception
with our artist-in-residence Fritz
Bultman as he displays the completed collage murai. He also will
discuss the changing relationship
between art and craft. Then on
Saturday, the Bach Festival
culminates with one of the composer's major works, "Passion
According to St. Matthew,"
rep,drded by many scholars as the
most poignant expression of
Christ's crucifixion ever to be
written.

completed collage
After a ten-week quarter's
worth of painting)cutting and gluing, Bultman's finished .collage is
ready to be translated into stained
glass. "Student cooperation has
been fantastic," comments the artist. His wife, Jeanne, has been
helping him finish the tracings for
the leading pattern for the glass
and working on two sections (out
of 42) which will be made into a

window for the Fine Arts Building
lobby. In honor of Bultman's
residency, a reception wiIl be held
tonight at 9:00 after his lecture at
8: 15.

festival finale
In case you haven't noticed the
joyous Baroque music emanating
from the chapel, we are in the
midst of Bach Festival Week. The

Young Artists' Concert, Chamber
Music Program and Brown Bag
Luncheon Concert have but kindled the fire of J .S.B. desire. This
Saturday, take advantage of the
opportunity to join other Bach afflcionados in enjoying the composer's portrayal of the Passion
narrative, featuring the Bach
Chorus and Orchestra and
distinguished guest soloists. The
event begins at 5 pm.

Around Town
Night Music:
Chap's-on-Main-Ken Morgan's jazz unit plays every
Wednesday and Thursday throughout the month of March,
9:30-1 :30. Cover.
Hobie's-The John Reimer Trio plays jazz Friday and Saturday,
9:30-1 :30. Cover.
Kalamazoo Institute of Arts:
The Kalamazoo Area Show opens Friday and will run through
April 26.

Rehearsal Room :
Directed by Ed Bevan (K '81): two short one~act plays, "Bits and
Pieces" and "Dark Pony," will be presented on Saturday at
8 pm. and Sunday at 2 pm. The Rehearsal Room is located near
the Dungeon Theatre.
Stetson Chapel:
Bach's major work, the Passion According to St. Matthew, will
be presented in two parts Saturday at 5 and 8:15 pm., with the
traditional Intermission Dinner in Welles Hall at 6:30 pm.
Film SOciety:
Friday-East of Eden, the James Dean classic. 6:30, 9:00
and 11 :30 pm. Recital Hall, $1.
Welles Hall:
In honor of finals week, munch down at the CUB-sponsored
Midnight Breakfast, commencing at 9:30 pm.
Around Town
Miller Auditorium:
The Young Americans present a Gershwin Festival on Saturday
at 8 pm. Tickets are $7, $6 and $4.
Theatre:
New Vic-The Waltz of the Toreadors continues through
Saturday. Curtain time is 8:30 pm.

CIvic-Raisin in the Sun finishes its run on Saturday at 8:30 pm.
Le Bijou:

Return of the Secaucus Seven and Kagemusha.
Midnight shows: Return of the Living Dead and Rocky
Horror Picture Show.

Michael Farrel lectures on Picasso at 2 pm. on Sunday.

"Artists in Revolt: New York Painting and Prints, 1900-1920,"
and exhibit organized by Dr. David Strauss and Dr. Robert
Stauffer, opens Wednesday and runs through April 12.

Kalamazoo Chamber Music Society:
The Lenox Quartet from New York performs in the Civic
Auditorium at 8:30 next Thursday. Student Tickets are $4.
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spring thaw

A Distant Impression
Leafless trees
reaching out
for heaven
like the spread hands
of a dying one:
Stiff, almost rigid,
a desperate grasp
at help.

Hans-Georg Hesse

-photo by Nathan Rank

Sounds of "the coming spring
by John Waldmeir
Squatting down and sitting on
the curb, she noticed the only
patch of snow left in the corner of
the parking lot. It was covered
now with black bits of tar which
had been scraped from the asphait
by a winter plough. She
wondered if when the last of this
snow melted there would be a neat
tittle pile of stones, or only a muddy puddle filled with pebbles.
The rest of the snow had
melted. She had not seen any on
the bus-ride there; at least she did
not remember any. "The grass ali
looks so brown," she thought.
There were still last year's leaves
on the new young oaks planted
near the building, and she was
struck by how dead they, too,
looked-a dry, stiff, dead brown
that had amazingly long, too thin,
and narrow little branches. "They
all should have let go long ago,"
she assured I}erself.
It was not spring. Not yet
anyway. But it was not winter any
longer either. She was sure of that
by the smell of the morning air
that was only a little too coolon
the edges of her ears.
"Somewhere in between," she
thought, looking out over the
black-top and at the small
evergreens planted close to the
building next door. Their green
lOOked out of place in her eyes as
the only sign of something living-or at least ready to live. They
bothered her and she wished that
they were barren like everything
elle, like the trees which stood
nearby, without even a bud. If
they could not be outright barren,
then she wished they would at
least hide their lives and stand in
the warmer air behind dried and
dying brown leaves.

She shifted her weight slightly
on the cold cement and looked
anxiously at a car which seemed to
slow down to turn into the lot but
which only kept driving to the corner light. She imagined that the
first person to come and open the
building would be the young
receptionist whom she had met
before. But perhaps one of the
nurses would come first. She was
not sure. She remembered meeting
both, the receptionist and nurse,
when she was there the week
before, and now as she sat on the
curb she forgot the scene around
her and began to think only about
the young doctor who had talked
so politely to her about "the
operation." "You can have the
operation on Friday and be back
in classes by Monday feeling simply fine." He kept calling it "the
operation," and that struck her as
both strange and easy.
She was startled by the sound of
a car, and a green station wagon
pulled into the lot, the small
gravel crunching under its tires.
Standing up, she smiled at the
young receptionist whom she
recognized getting out of the car.
"Hello. "
"Good morning," the receptionist replied. She immediately
began looking for something in
her purse as she walked toward a
side door in the building. "Isn't it
a lovely day?"
"Yes. "
"We might finally have a nice
weekend."
"At last."
The receptionist continued
down the sidewalk to the side
door. "Listen, I'll come around
and let you in as soon as I turn on
the lights."
"Fine." She watched the receptionist disappear inside and she

Il

•

took another deep breath. "Is it
spring thaw or winter thaw?" she
wondered to herself. She looked
at the oak leaves and was silre it
must b.e winter.
Just then, she heard the door
unlock and open. She started up
the walk but hesitated as she heard
a bird chirp. "A sparrow. They
don't go south do they? No, of
course not. " It chirped again,
then again, then a'hother began to
sing with it. The two of them talked back and forth, and as she went
inside all she could hear over them
was the sound of the water from
that last patch of melting snow
running steadily down the drain
in the cement curb.
-photo by Nathan Rank

SkUng Cross Country

The thaw was slight today,
just a yawn
in the shade
of the pine tree.
A bough
loaded with snow
stirred from the ground.
The mound crackeda lair
for snow snakes,
the rib cage of a deer
a chasm of dogs.
You expect the wart
you had burned from your face
to be exhumed.
And the blister,
broken and bleeding
through your socks
feels better.
Eric Lund
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sports
Men 's swimming

K sets 10 MIAA records in '81 meet
by Jan Spierenburg
"It was a meet with overall incredible swims," exclaimed Coach
Kent after the Kalamazoo Men's
Swimming team's 10th straight
championship victory at the
February 27-28 MIAA league
meet at Alma College. Hornet
swimmers set 10 MIAA records
and six school records at the meet.
Bruce Dresbach, finished first
in the 200-yard Freestyle and the
500-yard Freestyle, establishing

/

meet records wi t h respective
preliminary times of 1:45 .882 and
4:49.550, which was also a school
record . Dresbach won the
lOO-yard Freestyle with his :48.254
time, and Dave Hoisington set a
school and meet record in that
event with his :47.440 4OO-yard
• Freestyle Relay lead-o{f time. The
400-yard Freestyle Relay team of
Dave Hoisington, Peter Romano,
Mike Burns and Bruce Dresbach
went on to set a 3: 13.038 school
and meet record. Triple winner

K's Swimmin' Women
take 3rd in MIAA

•

Men's basketball team
wraps up an exciting season
by Chuck Jager
Kalamazoo College men's
basketball team, "t he team
without a home," enjoyed an
eventful season which included a
10-12 record and Coach Ray Steffen's 300th win. The Hornets improved from last year's 5-17
record despite the handicap of
playing and practicing at Western
Michigan University.
Kazoo's basketball season
began in a mood of hopeful optimism, but somehow turned into
a year of "not-q ui tes" and
"could-have-beens." Plagued all
year by close, disappointing
losses, K lost only two games by
more than 10 points, and lost six
games by less than four points. A
switch of only 14 points could
have given the Fighting Hornets
an excellent 16-6 record.
The success the team did have,
however, can be attributed to the
outstanding play of junior John
Schelske . A shoo-in for the league
MVP award, Schelske hauled

down an average 8.9 rebounds
and 24.6 points per game to make
him the fourth leading scorer in
the nation in Division III.
In addition to providing the
team with leadership this season,
senior co-captain Tony Perticone
supported the team by scoring at
an average 8.2 ppg dip. Also
leading the team in free throw
shooting, Perticone canned 21 of
24 (87.5 percent).
Also aiding the cause wHe
spark plug Doug Hentschel, who
scored 9.3 points a game and led
the team in assists, Darrell Banks
(7.7 ppg, 7.2 rebounds), and
Chuck Jager, who shot 58.8 percent from the field and scored 8
points per game.
As always, the Hornets' prospects for next year look promising. Althought the team loses
seniors Tony Perticone and Scott
Combs, Hornet fans can look forward to a maturing JV team . In
addition, the cagers can count on
the advantages of a new gymnasium next year .

SHURGARD MINI STORAGE - THE SAFE ONE
2135 Sprinkle Road, Kalamazoo
T\:lephone: 342-1800
We have all size units to fit your needs.
You store it, We Shur-Gard it!
Resident manager on site.

The Kalamazoo College
women's swim team finished its
season by placing a close third
behind Hope and Albion in the
1981 MIAA conference championships held in Kalamazoo,
February 27 and 28.
This year, Kalamazoo produced
three
conference
champions-senior Julie Redner, and
fresh women Kathy Sparrow and
Nancy Waldenmaier. Redner won
the 50 and 100 yard breastroke
events, setting a new MlAA
record in the 100. Sparrow, who
won the 50 and 100 yard
backstroke events set new MlAA
and varsity records in both of
them. Walden maier captured the
100 yard butlerfly and the 200
yard individual medley, setting a
new varsity record in the 200 yard
individual medley.
The other Kalamazoo win, one
of the most exciting events of the
meet, was the 400 yard medley
relay team of Pam Hamp , Julie
Redner, Nancy Waldenmaier and

K wrestlers

Claire Bryant, which just touched
out the Albion relay team.
This year's meet was the first in
which all top twelve places were
scored. Since the consolation
finals were included in the scoring, more swimmers were able to
earn points and contribute to their
teams' totals . Swimmers and
divers from Kalamazoo finishing
among the top twelve in their
events were Claire Bryant, Laura
Caruso, Sue Davis, Jennifer Hammond, Pam Hamp, Joyce
Hawarny, Val Hyndman, Kay
Lincoln, Julie Morris, Julie
Redner, Kathy Sparrow, Anne
Stoline, Nancy Waldenmaier, and
Kathleen Ward.
Coach Maurer was very pleased
with the way all of her swimmers
performed at the meet.
This season was successful in its
own way for Kalamazoo's women
swimmers, and the team is looking
forward to next year in hopes of
more national qualifiers and an
MIAA conference championship.

Romano won the IOU-yard Butterfly (:52.978 school and meet
record preliminary time), the
200-ya rd Butterfly and the
200-yard Individual Medley.
Ralph Venen won two events-the
200-yard Breastroke with a school
and meet record time of 2: 16.22
and the 1000yard Breastroke. Tom
Hessburg set a school and meet
record in the preliminaries with
his time of I :01.262 in the
1000yard Breastroke.
In other individual events, Rob
Hildum fin ished the 100-yard
Backstroke with a :54.98 first
place 'Ifld meet record time; Mike
Burns completed the 200-yard
Backstroke in a school and meet
record time of 2:00.42; and Will
Oberholtzer earned 438.25 points
for first place in the Three-meter
Diving event. The 400-yard
Medley Relay team of Hildum,
Hessburg, Romano, and Hoisington set a 3:37 .670 meet
record-II seconds ahead of their
closest competitor in the meet.
"Their times were very good
compared to national times"
assessed Coach Kent, "and I think
our final placements indicate the
depth we have as a team." The
Hornets took all three top places
in the lOO-yard Breastroke,
200-yard Breastroke, 100-yard
Backstroke, 200-yard Backstroke,
and 200-yard Individual Medley.
Kalamazoo College will send nine
qualified swimmers to participate
in 21 events at the NCAA Division
IIJ National Championships at
Oberlin College on March 19-21.

Sneak peek at spring sports

go to nationals
Kalamazoo College wrestlers
Rich Ringer, a senior from Griffith, Indiana, Pat Wittekind, a
freshman from Culver, Indiana,
and Scott Yates a freshman from
Kalamazoo earned eligibility to
compete in the February 27-28
NCAA Division III National
Championships by their efforts at
the February 19 MIAA Championship tGurnament held at
Olivet College. Ringer won by a
10-7 minor decision in the 118-lb.
class, and Yates defeated his
158-lb . class opponent by a 22-6
superior decision to be awarded
first place honors in their respective divisions and nomination to
the All-MIAA team . Pat Wittekind took second place in the
126-lb. class . The Hornet Men's
Wrestling team finished at fourth
place in the MIAA.

Men's tennis coach George Acker and his golden boys will head
south for the spring break for some tough pre-season competition .
Matches on the tour include U of M, University of Georgia, Auburn
University of Alabama and several schools in Florida.
The women's tennis team accompanied by Coach Tish Loveless
will also leave for warmer climates next week to play against several
colleges in Virginia including Mary Baldwin, Randolph -Macon ,
Virginia Commonwealth and Mary Washington College .
Alabama bound for spring break, the baseball team and Coach
Dave Rowley will be stopping in Bi rmingham , Montgomery and
Mobile to take on schools there.
This year there will be no regu lar dual meet season for the men's
track team . Instead a few exceptional a thletes coached by crosscountry coach John Griffi n will be sent by Kalamazoo to several invitatio nal meets throughout the season.
However , the women ' s track team will have a regular dual meet
season and also a new coach. Ms. Terri Beattie will be tak ing the
position this year.
Coached by Ted Brooks, the women's archery team has been practice shooting and looks forward to another successful season .
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College to maintain quality African Studies program
by Corinne Lewis
Dr. William Pruitt, Assistant
Director of Foreign Study, has
successfully appealed and reversed
a decision that would have prohibited him from assuming a post
as Country Director of the Peace
Corps in Zaire.
Pruitt had received the routine
medical approval by the State
Department at the time of his appointment. However, the doctor
who had given the medical approval recently moved on to a new
position. His replacement reviewed Pruitt's file, and, seeing that
Pruitt is a hemophiliac, cancelled
the medical clearance.
The case was appealed to a
review committee of Peace Corps
officials . "A number of Dr.
Pruitt's colleagues wrote letters

that firmly stated that Dr. Pruitt's
hemophilia had never prevented
him from carrying out his responsibilities in Africa," said Dr. Joe
Fugate, Director of Foreign
Study.
"Dr. Pruitt's successful appeal
is not only the first time that a
hemophiliac has ever obtained a
job to work as an official
overseas, but is also the flfst time
that anyone has ever appealed and
had the decision overruled," said
Fugate.

Pruitt's Replacements
"Through Pruitt's committment to things African, he has
managed to shape a program
which is a strong one and he will
be difficult to replace," commented Provost Warren Board.

Course to begin this summer

Women's Studies seminar
obtains trial status
by Teresa S. Stevens
"There is an enormous amount
of knowledge on this campus
about Women's Studies. If we
can draw on that, we can learn a
lot from each other," stated Dr.
Gail Griffin, of the English
Department and Women's Studies
Coordinator, of the motivation
behind the recent addition of a
Women's Studies seminar to K's
curriculum.
Griffin recently spoke to an In dex reporter about the structure of
the introductory Women's Studies
course scheduled to begin this
summer. Griffin explained that
the structure outlined in the proPosal approved by the Educational Policies Committee Winter
quarter has been largely finalized.
The course combines two quarters
of seminar-type study with a onequarter independent project, to be
designed by the student and his or
her advisor(s) according to the individual's interest.
"The course is an interdisciplinary introduction to
Women's Studies," Griffin exPlained, "and carries credit
tOward graduation but not within
a specific department."
The
leminars will meet once a week for
two to three hours, and will be
taken as a partial overload earning
one-third unit credit. During the
Independent project quarter (SprIng or Summer, depending upon
the student's on-off pattern), the
stUdent will carry only two regular
courses, while earning the remainIng one-third unit for his or her indePendent work.
"In order to earn one unit of
credit," Griffin stressed, "the student must participate for three
qUarters. In the end, the under
and Overloads balance themselves
OUt; the student earns nine units

credit for three quarter's study."
The seminars, to be conducted
this summer, fall and winter with
the summer session to be repeated
in 1982, are designed to maximize
student involvement. Next year's
sophomores and seniors are eligible for enrollment.
The summer session, to be concucted by Griffin, will be devoted
to writings from 200 years of the
Women's Movement; including
such
authors
as
Mary
Wollstonecraft and John Stuart
Mill, among others. Following
this will be a study of historical,
anthropological and psychological
approaches to women's experience, taught in the fall by Drs.
Marigene Arnold, Sociology/ Anthropology Department, Sanford
Greenberg, Political Science
Department, and Berne Jacobs,
Psychology Department.
Dr.
Kathleen Reish, Romance
Languages professor, will complete the sequence with a seminar
dealing with the images of woment in literature and culture.
Working with an individually
selected project advisor, students
will complete independent projects during the Spring or Summer
('82) quarter.
Women's Studies Committee
Chairperson Lisa Godfrey commented that the "course draws
together experiences students may
have already had, as well as those
they will have post-course." Now
that the introductory course is a
working part of the curriculum,
Godfrey assured that the
Women's Studies Committee is
continuing to work "not unlike
any of the other special interest
groups" to meet "our particular
curricular needs.
"This [courser is a learning experience rarely seen on college
campuses," Griffin concluded.
I'm really looking forward to it."

Pruitt has served as both Assistant Director of Foreign Study
and as Director of the College's
African Studies Program. After
his departure, effective June IS,
1981, these responsibilities will be
split and delegated to two persons.
The College is presently
recruiting to fill the position of
Assistant Director of Foreign
Study. Two candidates for that
position were on campus this past
week.
"We really need to have a
full time person in this office,"
said Fugate. "Although Dr.
Pruitt's successor as Assistant
Director of Foreign Study may
not be an Africanist, that is not to
say that the African Studies Program will not continue."
Two part-time professors have
been hired for this summer's
African Studies Program. One
professor will direct the African
Studies Program and teach one of
the two courses while the other
will teach the second course.
"We must have a faculty
member whose prime interest is
African Studies in order to have a
core of students who are interested in going to Africa. It's
more important to have an
Africanist in the faculty than in
the office," Pruitt said.

-pboto courtesy of Public Relations

Congressman chosen for commencement
by Tim Schroder
After a long and strenuus selettion process by the Forum Committee, the President's Office has
invited United States Congressman Paul Simon of Illinois to
speak at this year's commenceceremonies. A Democrat from
the 24th district, Simon will address this year's theme,
"Change."

approximately 4 names is then
selected and submitted to the
faculty for approval before invitations are mailed.
This year the process was
repeated twice as flfst and second
choice candidates were unable to
accept due to the great demand
for their time or conflicting
engagements. Among those invited were Barbara Tuchman,
historian; Simone Veil, French activist; Cyrus Vance; Anna Gray,
University of Chicago President;
and ,television journalist Bill
Moyers.
Citing the expected large demand, and "a string of incredibly
bad luck" in corresponding with

According to Howard Perry,
acting Dean of Chapel and
member of the speaker selection
committee, Simon is reportedly a
"very good speaker" and was a
leading member of the Carterr
Administration's task force investigating international education
and foreign language studies in
the U.S ..
Simon is the author of
numerous books including a
by Dan McCarrel
biography of Abraham Linclon's •
early years, The Politics 0/ World
"I'm delighted to be here, and
Hunger, A Hungry World, and
I'm excited about my future work
most recently, The Tongue-tied
at Kalamazoo." Those were the
American: Con/ranting the
words of President Rainsford to
Language Crisis.
the Index during a recent interSimon served in the Illinois
view.
House of Representatives and
Senate from 1955-68 and was
Rainsford was questioned
elected Illinois' Lieutenant Goverabout his recent consideration of
nor in 1969. Since 1974 he has
job offers by Lewis and Clark
served as a Representative in the
College in Portland, Oregon, and
U.S. Congress.
Claremont Graduate School in
Clarement, California. Although
The selection process for a comhe
refused to comment about the
mencement speaker begins sumreasons, he made it clear that he
mer quarter, a year before graduawill not be leaving Kalamazoo
tion . A sub-committee of the
College, and that he is "not lookForum Committee consisting of
ing for anything."
students, administrators and
However, Rainsford did not
faculty accepts names of potential
rule out the possibility of his concandidates which relate to the
sidering other offers. He stated
chosen theme. A narrowed list of
that he believes there is an ap-

the candidates, Perry noted difficulty in recruiting the committee's original choices. He added
this is a chronic problem and the
only solution is to "ask early."
Eventually, with the aid of Congressman Howard Wolpe's office,
Congressman Simon was contacted, and he accepted.
While on campus, Simon will
participate in the colloquium
discussion of "Change", Friday
afternoon. Joining him will be
two additional recipients of
honorary degrees, neither of
whom have been announced.
Professor John Spencer of the
Religion Department will speak at
this year's baccalaureate.

~ainsford to remain at the College

Ipropriate length of time for a per

; son to be president of a college
and that he would consider ~.)
future offer Utat was "compell
ingly attractive."
This statement, and previous
ones by Rainsford (see Index,
Feb. 19) have led to speculation ru
to just how long he plans to re
main at Kalamazoo College.
While he would not comment or
the subject, he did say that, "
don't expect that I will retire from
Kalamazoo."
Rainsford said that the issue 0
his leaving is "behind us, and I'm
here," even though concern has
been expressed over how this wil
affect his relations with the college
community. When asked as te
whether he expects to encounte
difficulties in light of these events,
Rainsford responded with an une
quivocal "no."
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Kalamazoo seniors receive graduate scholarships
by L.E. Cohen
and Michael Moynihan
Increasing awareness of another
country's culture, gaining foreign
language proficiency and improving general communications skills
were the most common expectations held by this years recipients
of German and French FulbrightHays or in-house awards and
Watson scholarships.
K's 14 award winners will spend
a year or more following- graduation studying, teaching or researching in another country.

Some of K's award winners are (front row) Dan Fagan, Neal Stovicek, Brent Gurney, (back row)
Tim Hurley, Sue Gordon, Becky gray, Steve Thoburn, Jeanne Wirpsa, and Pamela Abbott.
-photo by Robert Burns

New York offers internships for K students
by Lisa Cohen
Four Kalamazoo students
observed New York City's communications and arts professions
first hand Winter quarter. The
students., myself included, found
internships Uluter the gUIse of the
Great Lakes College Association
New York Arts program.
Senior Anne McCready and I,
both worked on publications.
McCready was a researcher at the
Village Voice . She checked articles
for accuracy and sought material

for staff use. My placement, also
research oriented, was with
Quest/8f magazine. Because of
an almost total editorial staff exodus, the nature of my responsibilities changed. My original
work with unsolicited materials
was abandoned for a position as a
research assistant. I "fact checked" articles with source books,
telephone calls, and some library
work.
Also in Dublishing <pn;nr
Elisabeth Sydor worked with E.P.
Vutton Publishing House. She
worked in the capacity of editorial
assistant. Her major responsibilities included review of unsolicited proposals and synopsis,
reading materials which she reQuested from these, proofreading
and retyping manuscripts.
In the broader field of communications, Jamie Walker, a
Western student, worked for
Channel L cable television.
Walker basically directed shows,
concentrating much of his work
on a discussion interview program. He also worked on the
channels production forun.
Walker was able to participate in

SNACK BAR

Take a Snack Break
The Snack Bar is open oightly,
9:00 PM until Midnight

the GLCA program through
Kalamazoo College.
In theater, senior Ariette
Kassab worked with the Mitch
Leigh Company, a small theater
company, which is responsible
for the National Touring Company of The King and I. Kassab
was able to work in most phases
of the operation. During rehearsals she worked with the stage
manager. When the show opened
in Washington Kassab went
along. At other times she worked
in the office.
The program founa mternsmps
for an additional 30 students from
eight other colleges. The program
is open to students from all 12 of
the GLCA schools. K's application process is handled by program representative Bernard
Palchick, associate art professor. Tuition for this year's PIOgram was $1260. Living expenses
In New York, Including housing,
are between four !illd five hundred
dollars a month. '
une woman worked with Miss

Piggy's designer. Another did
costuming for children's theater.
Art students found placements
with professional painters,
sculptors,
potters
and
photographers. Theater students
worked with both on and off
Broadway productions. In addition, students were placed in
dance, museum work, music
management and film production.
Students were required to attend seminar blocks as well as
spend between 30 and 40 hours at
their apprenticeships each week.
K students participated in two sets

of the four session seminars.
Topics dealt with the arts and consisted mainly of observation and
discussion.
Students
familiarized
themselves with the city. New
York's transit system became simple. "Bag people" and fur coats
were accepted as the norm. The
culture and ethnic diversity of
New York were significant in the
learning experience of the program.

In-house awards, guaranteed to
Kalamazoo students by the German government, were awarded
to four seniors for study in Bonn,
Erlanger or Munster. Award winner Julie Redner looks at the
award as an opportunity to "get
her German to a point where she is
proud of it." She plans to compare German and American
poetry while taking classes at one
of the three German Universities.
Another award winner, K.aren
Hock, hopes to set future goals
based on her experience in Germany. She will study German
political science and history. Also
receiving German in-house awards
were Paul Chuba, Sue Gordon
and Steve Thoburn.
Thoburn, however, declined the
in-house award for the more
prestigious Fulbright-Hays grant
for study at the University of
Trier, near Luxembourg . He will

study international relations and
German politics. The knowledge
of the people and language that he
hopes to obtain will be used in his
planned international law
career. Thoburn feels that his
education in these areas would not
be complete if confined to the
U.S. Patty Wotila Croom, K 'SO,
re~ntly received final notification
of a German Fulbright. Senior,
Becky Gray turned down a German Fulbright for the Rhodes
Scholarship.

Five seniors were granted
French teaching assistanships
three of these were in-house
awards guaranteed to K by the
French government. Award winner Neal Stovicek, sees the
assistantship as a chance to teach
language as a means of communication between different
peoples. He will work much like
the language lab assistants at K,
teaching English at a French /ycee
for two years.
Another in-house winner,
Pamela Abbott, perceives her
assistanship as an opportunity to
improve her oral communications
skills, as well as learn about the
French language and culture. The
third in-house winner is Timothy
Hurley.
The other two assistantships are
Fulbright-Hays awards, granted
to Dan Fagan and Robert Swope.
This award is virtually identical to
the in-house award but winners
are chosen from a national field.
Swope will spend between 12 and
15 hours a week teaching
American literature and civilization. In exchange, he hopes to
"learn better ways of teaching a
language." This time will serve as
a foundation for Swope, who
plans to teach.
Brent Gurney and Jeanne Wirpsa were selected for Watson
scholarships. These annual
awards are granted to 70 students
from small liberal arts schools.
They provide for a year of independent study with foreign
travel encouraged.
Gurney plans to study the
political and economic impact of
Marxism in southern Africa.
Wirpsa will study the symbol of
the Virgin Mary as a role model
for Mexican women. Inspiration
for the study came to Wirpsa
while in Columbia where the
women seemed to fit one of two
stereotypes: the whore or the
Virgin. She hopes to gain insight
into the Mexican people, especIally the significance of their strong
Catholicism. Future plans include
work with Hispanics in America.

Artists in revolt

Bohemians featured in conference
by Tom Fitzgerald
The young artists and intellectuals who led a ragged army of
rebellion in the '60s were not the
first to chafe under the strictures
of a repressive culture.
There have been recalcitrant
youth-sensitive and disaffected-in every age.
Many of them create works of
art that go beyond protest, that
leave a lasting mark on our
cultural history.
Like the Greenwich Village
Bohemians, these avante-garde artists fueled a "movement" which
spanned the first decades of this
century-from 1900 to 1920.
From the Village sprang Gertrude Stein, e.e . cummings ,
Eugene O'Neill, and dozens lesser
known.
The College is holding a week
long conference-films, lectures,
colloquia-to shift through the
BohemIans' slgrul1cant work and
talk about their legacy.
According to one conference
sponsor, the Bohemians'
"cultural rebellion has remained a
seductive model to subsequent
youthful genetations, and their art

has given us all new'ways of seeing
ourselves and our world."
Alfred Kazin, literary critic and
professor, opened the conference
Monday evening with a keynote
address. Kazin ia a regular contributor to the New Republic and
the New York Times Book
Review. He also teaches American
Literature at the City University
of Ne,w .York.

Kazin opens conference.

The critic Kazin began his lec
ture with a mild disclaimer: "r
have no risque stories to tell aboUi
'Bohemian life'," he said. The
Bohemian movement, though ex.
uberant, was not the dissolute
orgy of legend; cultural rebellion
is serious business.
The Village Bohemians' "Little
Re~aissance" was "a revolt
agamst monopolistic capitalism "
K~in said. "It was also a rev~lt
against cultural repressions."
"The young always feel more
alive, freer in a big city than in a
small town," Kazin explained.
The movement was, inpart, "a
revolt against the small town
a.g~i.nst provincialism and
ngldlty-people came to New
York and Chicago to get away
fro~ the conventional and the
bonng."
On Tuesday evening, the conference shifte~ to the graphic arts.
Thre~ art hIstorians, including
MarCIa Wood, associate professor
of art at Kalamazoo College, commented on the exhibit "Artists in
Re.volt: New York Painting and
Pnnts, 1900-20," now Op display
at the Kalamazoo Art Center.
Yesterda~ I?r. John Cooley of
Western MIchIgan University talk-

-photos by Robert L. Burns
ed about Gertrude Stein, e.e.
cummings, and Eugene O'Neill.
Today, those interested can
view "Trailblazers of Modern
Dance," a documentary film, at
12 and 3:30 in FAB.
Four K professors-Herb
Bogart, English; Robert Stauffer,
Sociology; David Strauss,
History; and Wood-will wrap
the conference up with a session
on Friday at 4pm in the Fine Arts
Building.
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campus views
Student condemns
American imperialism

faculty
forum

Dear Editor:

Robert N. Maust
Vice President for Student Services

-photo by Robert L. Burns

Back to basics
Off and on during this year the theme of American social activists has
put before the campus for consideration. Currentiy the topic is the
Boh,:mians of the early 1900s and during the Fall quarter the issue was
IAl11erIl: an youth in the 1960s. In response to the fall programs I heard
students express some interesting reactions as they reflected unc)n.,N
campus climate and the image of what the campus must have
during the '60s. From many students I have heard the percepthe '60s were a time when campus life meant students who were
I SCI151l1 VC about social issues, who were involved and active about almost
except materialistic security. For some of us it appears that
battle cry for" relevance" of the previous generation has given way
a new demand for "practicality." This transition in mood and
lbellavior has been labeled "a return to the basics." If these generalizaabout the change in college students have any truth then this leaves
with the questions : what could have caused this shift and what are
"basics" we are seeking to retrieve?
Dr. Morris Massey h~ suggested a possible answer to part of my
laul:stl,on. Dr. Massey belIeves we form a very basic or ingrained sense of
about what is "right" and "wrong" during the first ten years of
our lives . While he acknowledges that people can and do change their
lalues he still maintains that we retain much of the value orientation we
during our first ten years of socialization. He proposes that
what we learn to value during our early stages is gained from the
immediately around us and their reactions to and assessments of
events. Therefore, Dr. Massey would suggest that if we wish to
understand the basic values of today's students we need to review
was taking place in our society and how people reacted to these
. during the period when our current students were growing up;
IS, from about 1960 to 1970.
For those people who were adults or just entering adulthood in the
'005 the memories of the following events are usually most vivid . There
John Kennedy seeking to "pass the torch to a new generation'"
Glenn orbitng the earth; music from "West Side Story;" Dr. Kin~
"I have a dream!;" and places which stood for events like
Newark, Selma, Woodstock, and Kent State; or major highs and
suc.h as The Jimmi Hendricks Experience, The Beaties, assasinaBlafra, and the Democratic Convention in Chicago. But what
to always run through these reveries is Viet Nam, Viet Nam, Viet
c:ertainly at least two ironic outcomes may be found in comparing the
of the ' 60s with today. One is the very phrase "back to basics."
the '60s this meant those ideas which supported the popularity of
Whole El1rth Catalogue, not the "three R's."
second irony is that the troubadour of the ' 60s, Bob Dylan,
. the prophetic lyrics to define the credo for the college
generatiion of the '80s. In his "Subterranean Homesick Blues" Dylan

gonna get hit
get born, keep warm
pants, romance, learn to dance
dressed, get blessed
to be a success
her, please him, buy gifts
steal, don't lift
years of schoolin'
they put you on the day shift.
out kid
keep it all hid .
jump down a manhole
yourself a candle
wear sandals
to avoid scandals
wanna be a bum
better chew gum.
pump don't work
the vandals took the handles.
If I may push this armchait analysis to a conclusion then I would
that the children of the '60s were presented with quite a different
orientation to the events of the '60s than were their adult counterInstead of major events being seen as determining possihle
" courses of action or at least opportunities to make a contributo the outcome of events, a different "right" answer was offered
apparently accepted . The new generation would accept our
that, "there is no need to get invloved," "nothing changes,"

Il..Olltinued on page 5)

Virtually every generation of
human beings has managed to
vomit allover itself in the guise of
a major war, the unavoidable
culmination of interaction between societies based on aggressive
expansion. The grotto of fascistocapitalist imperialism in which
American morality attempts to
justify such bizarre interludes as
Viet Nam and EI Salvador, while
condemning the Soviets as evil
vermin for dumping their load of
fascisto-communist imperialism
allover Afganistan, is about as
appealing and clear to those of
conscience as is a window covered
with bird shit boiled in butter. If
one's sensibilities can endure such
a sight long enough to scrape a bit
away, nothing is to be seen lying
beyond but a still-glowing cess of
radioactive mud.
We are faced presently with an
astoundingly puerile and
dangerous government, upon
whose horse we may very well ride
off into the sunset with all guns
blazing. The new government is
very popular, however, and
therefore we, as properly conditioned children, with our draft
numbers recorded, scoff at the
idea of rebellion as senselessly
romantic and impractical. Those
of us, students and others, with
enough freedom still to rebel must
soon leap the philosophical
bounds that technology has
already passed to establish, undoubtably at the expense of much
of our present anachronistic lives,
a sane framework of human and
societal behavior.

It is good to complain, and it is
good to rebel; and it is the place of
students and those not yet confmed to the sticky bile of economic
survjval and progress to initiate'
change in those areas where
societies reveal their most leprous
appendages, The submission and
regimentation of the citizens of
the world has increased
geometrically with the advance of
technology, weaponry, and
political turpitude, however. The
problem is not that people are
fundamentally different in their
ills and decencies than ever
before, but that the disgusting
ability of the few to do whatever
they please to the many has increased to an almost incomprehensible degree. Children
educated alphabetically in schools
and what-not where the vision of
personal gain and the accumulation of wealth in the world of corporate malignancy, or of communal control in the world of
totalitarian militiarism are given
little opportunity to consider outside values and existences. The

presence of mega-nuclear collusions, founded in some stinking
sulfuric abcess of damaged brains,
to preserve the peace and prosperity of their senile world
presents a situation the gross
obsenity of which is invisible in its

enormfty. The human mind has
not developed at the same rate in
its lobes of decency and sanity as
in its tumors of neuroses and
greed .
James Lindbeck

Editor's note: A welcome from Tina, a German at K, to all the people
home from foreign study,

Accurately again
I go home with happiness
I want to talk in my own language again
Say everything I want, tell all the experiences
The good, the bad, the funny , the sad
Everything.
I feel like these clocks, encased in a glass dome .
Now I will be freed of this glass dome and I'll
chime as loud as I can.
Chime and chime
I'll reach out my hands
I'll go accurately again.
Martina Hallberg

Fugate receives praise
To the Editor:
While studying in Europe I
noticed that many students spent a
large amount of their time complaining about the Foreign Study
program. Some of the gripes were
directed personally to Dr.
Fugate; most were spoken behind
his back. It was almost to the
point of the famous "Saga __
bitch"; people were complaining
for the sake of conversation rather
than because of any specific difficulties.
The first major step in the
Foreign Study program is the
weekly summer meetings held in
the heat of the chapel. These
meetings were admittedly dull,
and commonly considered the low
point of the average . scholastic
week. As sleepy as they were, the
orientation meetings proved
useful once students arrived on
the Continent with Eurorail
passport, vaccinations, ad in:
finitum. With these meetings and
much patience, the people in the
foreign study office managed to
take me' by the hand and lead me
to Europe, with a minimal
amount of cooperation on my
behalf.
Once in Europe, it was soon
evident that a great deal of work
had gone into K's program. After
surviving the six months, I'm
qualified to say that the well-run
program provides an excellent opportunity for both study and

travel abroad. There are flaws, as
in any program the size of this
one . These flaws diminish in importance, however, when one examines his or her foreign study experience as a whole. To detract
from this experience by continual
complaining is to rob both
yourself and those around you.
The person basically responsible for handling complaints is Dr.
Fugate. This is as it should be,
but for the few days that immediately preceded and followed
each visit to the center by the program director, the complaints
became noisy. Dr. Fugate would
arrive at a Foreign Study center r
and listen to problems for two
days, then proceed to the next
"troubled" center. One could not
;help but feel some sympathy while
standing in line to voice a particular grievance. People rarely
praise either the program or the
workers in the Foreign Study office who keep the program functional .
I feel that as a participant in the
Foreign Study program and as a
member of the college community, lowe Dr. Fugate and his comrades a great deal of thanks. The
Foreign Study program is one of
the highlights of a K-College
education . ... a fact that becomes
evident as I sit in this foreign
world of academia.
Name witheld by request
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perspectives
editor's
column
by Carrie V!!rnia

Board orescribes band-aids for aid Cllts
I

Last quarter a minor debate began over a major issue which, like
all issues on this campus, is endangered by the transience of the
K-plan. That issue involved a 14.1 percent ('900) increase in student
tuition and fees, which appeared to be needlessly high to students
and faculty. The implications of student and faculty impotence
within the Planning and Budget Committee was realized as the issue
was broadened by accusations of Board and Administration ignorance of the actual student financial aid situation. Worse yet, the
increase comes at a time when parental incomes are often decreasing
in step with dwindling federal, state and institutional financial aid opportunities.
Students were able to formulate a certain basis of protest by
demonstrating the need for increased institutional commitment to
financial aid due to proposed decreases in state and federal grant and
loan monies. Certain factions of paC also obtained data proving
that some parental incomes are not keeping up with inflation. Thus,
'in many cases, the hikes are not absorbed by corresponding wage increases, a major administrative justification for these now annual increases.
But the Administration's 1981-82 budget was taken to the Board
of Trustees and approved by two subcommittees prior to the entire
Board's approval. A protest resulted. Nevertheless, after little
debate, the budget we endorsed with no dissent.
From the ensuing protests, debates, and discussions with the
Board and Administration three points clearly emerge:
1)The administrative response has been one of little sympathy, uniformly stated as: "These are changing times, both
economically and philosophically." President Rainsford points out
that students today are caught up in a very difficult period which
marks a change in philosophies regarding who is responsible for
financing higher education. At the same time, both the Board and
the Administration contend that Kalamazoo College is the kind of
institution that will attract and keep students irregardless of cost.
These statements force students to take a very serious look at what
K has to offer. As the Administration established high tuition rates
now approaching those of Harvard and Yale, and the saturation
point, students must look at the College in what ultimately become
economic terms. The recurring statement that I have heard these past
six months is: "Sure, K's a great place, but not that great." The constant tuition hikes don't quite correspond, even on the Business Office's schedules and balance sheets, to concrete academic and program improvements. As the hikes continue, so may the claims that in
economic and other terms, K is just not the "Harvard of the
Midwest."
2)Among students there is a feeling of alienation, resulting
primarily from frustration, as their arguments fall on what appear to
be deaf ears. This perception would indicate that students see the
Board and Administration as their adversaries-as the victors in a
lost battle. this view, inherent in the very nature of student/administration relationships, leads to the conclusion that neither the
Board nor the Administration are particularly sympathetic to the
needs of the student. in other words, a balanced budget is being given
priority over the diversity which creates an intellectually and socially
challenging atmosphere.
In fact, this view was vigorously denied at a recent meeting of the
Board's Financial Affairs Committee. To show their interest in the
students, this committee has offered to address a letter to the student
body informing them of such an interest. While I recognize the
dedication of some of the Board's members to student issues and interests, and the advocacy for increased student financial aid on the
part of a few members, I fail to see this as an effective means of
fulfilling the Board's self-proclaimed committment to an
economically and socially diverse population.
3) When the Board quickly approved the 1981-82 Budget, and.
students quickly learnc:d the marginal results of their protest,they came to
the conclusion that the Board has won: a conclusion which in the~
'long run may prove to be dramatically false.
'
The motivating factor behind student and faculty dispute over the
high tuition increases stems from a fear that the College may, in fact,
not be able to meet the projected student enrollment figure for next
year.
The Board and Administration win no more in this situation than
the student who is forced to leave. High tuition rates exclude many
potential students as well, leading to a lack of social and economic
diversity on campus. This homogeneity in tum becomes stifling and
discouraging to students who stay at K, and can be especially unattractive to students who think of applying here.
In establishing high tuition rates, the Administration is setting a
dangerous pattern for to K to become an economically elite institution. Lowered academic standards also loom threateningly on the
horizon. A friend expressed concern for the future Kalamazoo College, wondering if, ten years hence, she would still be proud to have a
K diploma.
What is it that the guardians of Kalamazoo College's future are
reatin ?

Crime and society:
a question of responsibility
Does the fact that 20,000 people
are murdered every year in this
=ountry sur/prise you? Did you
know that there are more hand
guns per capita in the United
States than telephones? If you are
a typical American, these statistics
may sound vaguely familiar; indeed they might even cause a brief
moment of indignation or concern. And then, if you are truly
typical, you will tum to the sports
section and lament over the latest
loss of a baseball game.
Ronald Reagan was shot last
week, and this week a general outpouring of concern has been heard
across our great apathetic land, a
concern reminiscent of the same
concern expressed five months
ago wh~n j oiui Lennon was gunned down. And in two or three'
weeks the banners of gun corilrol
and capital punishment, placebos
so gallantly raised for a desperate
society, will once again fall impotently as the American public
and press await yet another
"celebrity murder" for which
they can express shock and indignation over the breakfast table.
As we anticipate the next "celebrity" victim, 400 "invisible" vic- ,
tims will be murdered every week,
57 every day, and approximatel)
two every hour. Figures such as
these promise that sooner or later
mutder won't just happen to the
"other guy."

blame on our weak judicial
system. Still others, perhaps the
wisest of all, blame the
breakdown of society and the consequential viciousness unleashed
in human nature.
Of the 10,000 people murdered
by handguns every year in the
country, SO percent are victims of
"crimes of passion." Neither
premeditated nor prone to be
committed by strangers, in the
heat of an argument friends and
relatives use the convenient
firearms for the production of
ever larger homocide statistics.
Supporters of gun control claim
that stricter laws could alleviate
the majority of these deaths, while
foes of gun control march under a
banner proclaiming the somewhat
trite expression: "Guns don't kill
people, people do." An analysis
of both the pros and cons yields
few insights, for both sides are
partially wrong and neither proposal would cure the sickness of
violent crime.
The fight against crime must
not focus on the symptom of that
sickness: in this case, murder. Indeed, the sickness itself must be
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treated. The systems built into
society to deal with crime are
necessarily at 'fault in this
tion. More likely it is the
itself which is failing.
The institutions that once
our society cohesiveness
shared sense of responsiblity
belonging, the family and
munity,
are
quick
disintegrating. We have
immune to the statistics and
tragedy and sorrow. of people . II
takes the death of a national
figure to ellicit any form of
cohesive societal response. And
what is a society, if not the people
who make it up? Until our apathy
and irresponsible disregard for the
strangers who are killed is
alleviated, violent crime will
always be in our society. And until
we consider the people
murdered every day as
human beings worthy of our
and responibility, we, the innocent bystanders, are as guilty of
murder as the person who pulb
the trigger.
by David A. Wilson
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The causes of violent crime,
particularly murder, are varied
and difficult to analyse. Some
claim hand gun proliferation accounts for the huge increase in
homocides, while others lay the

Computer·counseling: 'ENTER' at
your
PROGRAM: STUDENT AID

own risk
by Cheryl Opalski
Computers are taking over
Mandelle ... and it's about time.
Student bills, financial aid
statements, grade reports, etc. can
be figured and compiled quickly
and accurately through the use of
these amazing machines. Class
registration is also made more efficient with the new computer
system. In fact, by merely
touching a Jew keys on her computer terminal, a Records Office
secretary can easily sign you up
for Econ 44, Expository Prose or
Physical Chemistry. Isn't that
wonderful?
What I don't understand is why
the use of the computer system in
Mandelle isn't expanded. Just
think, if the computer were prograrnrned to handle students problems and complaints, valuable
administrative time could be saved. And a computer would deal
with all students impartially and
equally. Imagine how quickly and
efficiently a student problem-say, paying a bill-could
be handled:

ENTER STUDENT NUMBER
.770499
ENTER PROBLEM
.I can't pay my tuition this quarter.
"ERROR"
NO SUCH VARIANT IN THIS RECORD
ENTER VARIABLE
.I've been having a lot of personal problems.
"ERROR"
NO PRIVATE FILES
ENTER FACTORS
. Well, I've been having trouble with my parents and they refuse to
pay"ERROR"
NOT ALLOWED HERE
.-and my roommate just dropped out and left me with a a $300
telephone bill.
"ERROR"
INCOMPATIBLE TYPES
.-and I'm so confused about my life and future, . .
"ERROR"
EXPRESSION TOO COMPLICATED
.-because, well, I got my girlfriend pregnant and we've been talking
about getting married ...
"GLOBAL ERROR"
PROCEDURE TOO LONG
TOO MANY LONG CONSTANTS IN THIS PROCEDURE
TOO MANY EXTERNALS
ABORT
.Don't you have any compassion?
"ERROR"
NO CASE PROVIDED FOR THIS VALUE
.Shit.
"ERROR"
ILLEGAL EXPRESSION
ENTER OPTIONS
.Suicide.
"ERROR"
UNEXPECTED END OF INPUT
Ah, yes-computers are quick. And efficient. And impartial. Whal
more could we want?

politics

Torture, repression
characterize Turkish regime
by David France

Security Council (a ruling body
established by the junta). Under
the pretext of constitutionality,
The Turkish military coup
the junta has claimed unlimited
d'etat of September 12, 1980 has
power.
led to massive denial of human
In its attempt to quell political
rights in that nation. Although the ; unrest and reform what it viewed
ruling junta may appear to be
as a weak and excessively liberal
functioning under the Turkish
government, the junta has taken
constitution of 1961, the junta has , severe measures. The United
decreed that constitution invalid
States State Department estimates
when it contradicts decrees, laws,
that by January 1981 35,000 peoor other decisions of the National
ple had been detained by tbe

government, and unofficial
estimates are much higher. While
detained, people are subjected to
brutal forms of torture by the
police and military.
Journalists have been arrested]
books have been confiscated,
publication of various magazines
has been suspended, and all forms
of mass communication are subject to governmental censorship.
The junta has also claimed
authority over all decisions con-

I

cerning public personnel, including university faculty. This
measure effectively silences all
public opposition from Turkey's
intelligentsia, because of fears of
dismissal or further reprisals.

The junta has been particularly
victimizing Kurds, who comprise between 12 to 30 percent
of Turkey's population. In recent
years actions by Kurds in Iran and
Iraq have instilled government
fears of a Kurdish revolt. But
since the last uprising in 1939,
Kurds within Turkey have been
demanding government recognition; they have not been aligning
themselves with independence
movements in Iran and Iraq.
Suppression of the Kurds is a
long-standing policy of the
Turkish government. As defined
by the 1961 constitution, the
Kurds are seen as an obstacle to
the development of a united nation. Simply acknowledging the
existence of a Kurdish population
publicly is a crime punishable by
up to seven and a hal f years in
prison. Yet over the last two
decades, governmental policy
towards Kurdish recognition has
been relaxed considerably.

---graphic by Adelle Rumohr

Caribbean Islands get dumped on
by Heidi A. Tietjen
The Bahamas may be a
playground for the United States,
but it won't be a dumpsite for its
toxic wastes. A Birmingham,
Alabama waste disposal company, Ashvins U.S .A. Inc., contracted with a private Bahamian
flIm to dump hazardous wastes in
that tiny island country, but was
told no-go by the government
there.
The government of the
Bahamas announced refusal to
Ashvins' plans in January. "They
did not get approval because we
don't go for anything like that,"
layS Patricia Rogers, consul of
the Bahamas' Washington, D.C.

dumping grounds outside of the
such practices are those accompaUnited States.
nying the Resource Conservation
In January 1980 the Nedlog
and Recovery Act (RCRA) which
Co" of Colorado negotiated to
took effect in November 1980.
ship .up to a million tons of
RCRA requires any U.S. comchemical wastes to Sierra Leone
pany shipping hazardous wastes
and two other West African counto notify the Environmental Protries . That deal fell through when
tection Agency four weeks prior
Sierra Leone president Siaka
to initial shipment, and disclose to
Stevens backed down under a barwhom they are shipping and what
rage of criticism.
substances are contained in the
The rebuff from the Bahamian
shipment. The State Department,
government has not stopped,
wary of foreign policy implicaAshvins from hunting out other
tions of dumping toxic wastes in
tropical disposal sites. And, given
developing countries that may not
. the great need for foreign exhave adequate disposal facilities,
change in many developing counthen notifies the receiving countries, Ashvins and other waste
try's government.
disposal companies are likely to
Neither the State Department
find some takers , despite possible
nor the EPA, however, is em'risks to groundwater supplies and
powered to halt shipments to any
the environment.
country that has accepted the
According to Smith, his comwastes. "At the present time we
pany is presently in contact with
would not be able to do that
local business peopie in several
because there are no regulations,"
Caribbean countries and has , in
said Sue Peterson of the State
fact , been approached by some of
Department's office of environthem.
ment and health. "We could try
"Certainly we'll have some
to use our powers of persuasion
takers, " Smith said. "We are
but that 's all we could do."
dealing with private enterprises
So, in the meantime, the dumpand they are interested in developing is all perfectly legal. "All the
ing the [waste disposal] business."
State Department asks is that we
There is no U.S . legislation pronotify them, said Ashvins' Smith .
hibiting the export of toxic wastes.
"And we're following the rules to
The only regulations bearing on
the letter."

Although these allegations may be
biased, and press reports are few,
research conducted by the International League for Human
Rights indicates that oppression
of Kurds has escalated since the
September coup.
The Turkish junta has been
soundly condemned by several
organizations for its repression of
human rights. Among these
organizations is the Council of
Europe, of which Turkey is a
member. The Council is considering suspension of Turkey's
membership, which may make it
more difficult for that country to
obtain necessary economic credit
and aid . Such suspension would
continue until Turkey reincorporates democratic institutions.
The junta asserts that a return
to democracy will come only after
anarchy is eliminated and a new
constitution has been drafted. A
. fall 1981 date has been set to name
an assembly to draft the new
charter. The assembly members
will be appointed by the junta and
will exclude all former politicians.
It would seem, then, that the
assembly will consist of academics
and members of the military.
Proposals for the new constitution are already circulating, and
they include several measures
designed to remedy deep flaws in
the 1961 constitution which the
current regime tbinks must be corrected.

Under the current regime,
however, an attempt is being
made to suppress the Kurd's
cultural identity. Kurdish
organizations are being banned as
a threat to the nation; all parties,
The military government
cultural organizations, and labor
reserves ratification power over
unions controlled by the Kurds or
the new constitution, so it is likely
with large Kurdish membership
that the authoritative measures it
have been outlawed. The Kurdish
is proposing will be passed. The
language is considered illegal.
major proposals would curb the
Large numbers of Kurds have
independence of the judiciary,
been arrested and detained and acand reform electoral laws to
cused of secessionism. In eastern
discourage or eliminate the
Turkey, where the Kurdish
presence of small parties. The
population is concentrated, invapresident would be given power to
sions of rural villages, assaults
against villagers, house-to-house ' suspend the constitution during
emergencies, appoint and dismiss
searches and mass arrests have
been systematically undertaken by
all university faculty and governthe government.
ment ministers, and be given
trusteeship over local administrations and all professional
Currently, the armed forces
organizations of a public
regularly conduct military
character.
maneuvers in eastern Turkey. In a
statement by the Kurdish
The draft constitution seems the
Democratic Party, currently
perfect document to counter what
operating out of Sweden, this
the junta has defined as the propractice was denounced as an inblems of tbe previous constitustrument for spreading fear
tional order. There is thus cause to
among the inhabitants; the
express concern, not only over the
residents of affected towns are
charter which the proposed consaid to be forcibly collected and
stitutional assembly might procompelled to watch the
duce, but also about the potential
maneuvers. Similar allegations
contrivance
of the process itself.
have been made by the Federation
I f a similar constitution is
of United Workers from Kuradopted, constitutionality will
distan, in West Germany, and the
follow , but democracy will not.
Kurdish Democratic Cultural
Association in Stockholm .

Basics
(Continued from page 3)
"get an education and then get a job," and, "once you get established
then you can worry about those other 'things' ...
It does seem a shame, however, that as long as we are going back to
basics that we do not go back a little further. Back to some values like,
"all people are created equal," and" all people are endowed by their
Creator with the rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. " If
we were truly ru:;cepting of these values and willing to act in accordance
with our beliefs then we would possibly see a different message from the
'60s for the '80s . To this extent I could then agree that there is nothing
iike the good 01' days .
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arts/entertainment
SIP art show

Weavings and collages exhibited
by Bob Gilbo
The first of this quarter' s SIP
art shows opened Monday in the
gallery of the Light Fine Arts
Building. Sharing space in the
gallery are exhibits by two senior
art majors. Texture: Designs in
Fiber is a display of weavings by
Christine Rau and The Figure in
Col/age shows Max Gyllenhaal ' s
figure studies transformed by
various collage techniques, making primary use of tissue paper.
Rau ' s work includes several
wall hangings, a rug, and a
tapestry all of which were woven
on a loom in the basement of her
Birmingham home, which served
as her studio . As the title of her
section of the exhibit suggests,
Rau is concerned with texture.
Her works, woven in natural-dyed
wools, are often conceived in
terms of specific yam. Rau explained, "Sometimes you start

with an idea and work to the yarn;
sometimes you start with the yarn
and work to the idea ... Yarn can
have a very individual character."
Rau also takes ideas from a sketch
book she keeps. "Since I have to
carry my ideas around with me,
and since I can't carry my loom
with me, I take a sketch pad," she
said .
Spontaneity is in Rau's textural
designs as well." An idea could
just streak through my head , and
I'd have to go and work it out on
the loom," she explained. Experimenting and trying out ideas
in weaving presents a unique
challenge because "once you start
out an idea on the loom , you have
to finish it. "
Gyllenhaal's figure drawings
were the starting point for his
series of collages. These were
broken up spatially and colored
using a variety of novel techniques
developed by the artist. Many of

Jazz group to perform
by Amy Marcaccio

Max Gyllenbul and Cbrlstlne Rau relaxing amid tbe fruits of tbelr
labors.
-pboto by Robert L. Bums

Stemmler studies students
•
SIP slide show
In
by Chris Flynn
Kalamazoo College senior and
noted Snack Bar patron Lou
Stemmler is back on campus,
"despite the best efforts of the
Academic
Standards
Committee." Stemmler even arrived ready for the quarter, SIP
tucked safely under his amrwell,
sort of. Stemmler's SIP is a slide
and sound presentation scheduled
for Wednesday, April 15 at 9 pm.
in Dalton Theater.
This is the culmination of Stemmler's four years at K. The
ever serious Stemmler has in the
past been an advocate of W JMD
and, most recently, a contributer
to the April Fool's Day Daily
Bulletin. The notion of moving into other media areas occurred to
him during Foreign Study. "The
SIP offered me technical
know-how I couldn't have otherwise acquired at this beloved
liberal arts school."
An early plan included film
and videotape elements, but was
judged by Stemmler to be too ambitious. The final version of the
fully-automated show consists of
three segments. The first, "K Collage", is a sort of parody of K life.
The second segment is somewhat
cleverly entitled "Foreign Study
Study", and deals with the ups
and downs of life on the road. The
final segment is untitled, but
Stemmler revealed that it "alternately studies and has fun with the
Beatles' music" and "inevitably
includes" a John Lennon
memorial sequence. The whole
program contains nearly 1000
slides, utilizes three projectors,
and runs about an hour.
"The real difference between
the segments lies in the soundtrack," Stemmler explained. The

flTst is narrative, the second is
strictly musical which includes an
original composition by Doug
Behrend, while the third segment
is a documentary .
The greatest problems Stemmler encountered were what he
termed the "logistics and
mechanics-everything has to be
just perfect. " On the whole,
however, the experience was a
positive one and one that was not
without its debts. "I couldn't have
done it without me," he claimed,
with characteristic charity .• ,All
others were expendable."
Lou pointed out that pictures of
many K figures are part of the
presentation- come and see if
you're included.

The sizzling sounds of harddriving jazz will be emanating
from Dalton Theatre Tuesday
night when Dave Harris' Affinity
performs the music that has
already captivated the Kalamazoo
jazz public.
The concert will feature Harris'
original compositions, which tend
to be spiced with a Latin flavor.
In addition to tunes of a hotter,
more rhythmic quality, the group
plays slow bossas and ballads,
thus rounding out the repertoire.
The quartet, comprised of Harris (on keyboards), Dave Watson
(on bass), Dave Enos (on drums)
and Doug Meuwson (on trumpet
and flugelhorn), will be joined by
guest soloist Ken Morgan, the
well -known Kalamazoo saxophonist and leader of the Ken
Morgan Jazz Unit. Another guest
artist, Mary Ellen Geist, will offer
her vocal skills for a few tunes as
well.
Although Affinity was formed
only three months ago, the quartet
maintains a hot reputation
throughout the area and has been
performing at Chap's-on-Main
and Hobie's. According to Harris, his group's rise" would not

MIller Auditorium:
The Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra, featuring violinist
Ani Kavafin, performs Friday at 8 pm.

Pat Metheny in concert Saturday at 8 pm.
KallUl1llZ00 Institute of Arts:

have happened without Ken
[Morgan) ." Harris asserts that
Morgan "has paved the way for
us. .. he does more for jazz in
Kalamazoo than anyone . "
The leader of Affinity highly
praises the talents of Mary Ellen
Geist, whom he declares "the best
vocalist in Kalamazoo ." "She's a
musician, not just a vocalist--and
there's a big difference," affirms
Harris. She really knows jazz and
can improvise accordingly."
Affinity brings its intimate
nightclub jazz to the Dalton stage
at 8 pm . on Tuesday, April 14.
Admission is $1.00 for K students
and faculty, SI.50 for the general
public.

The Kalamazoo Area Show continues through Sunday, April 26.

Kalamazoo Symphony/Art Center Sunday concert begins at
2:30 pm.

Le Bljou:
I-The Man With Bogart's Face
U-H.G. Wells double feature: Time Machine and
Forbidden Planet, Friday-Sunday. Monty Python and the
Holy Grail and Jabberwocky, Monday-Thursday.
Bijou 1 films run Friday-Thursday; Bijou " films change
bi-weekly.

Week of April 9-15

AtK
DewIng 103:
Dr. George Winchester Stone, Jr., an authority on English
drama and stage from 1660 to 1800, will give a public
slide presentation, The Essential David Garrick: England's
Greatest Actor, tonight at 8 pm . The program is free.
Fine Arts Building:
The conference on Cultural Rebellion and the Arts culminates
with Boheminism and the Arts in America: The Little
Renaissance and Beyond. Presented by Drs . Bogart, Stauffer,
Strauss and Wood, the program begins at 4 pm. on Friday and is
free of charge.
Black Spot:

Cindy Mangsen performs Friday at \I pm.
Film Society:

Friday-Madame Rosa. 7, 9 & II pm.
Wednesday-Ryan's Daughter. 6:30 & 9:30 pm.
Recital Hall; $1.

Artists in Revolt: New York Painting and Prints, 1900-1920,
----- closes Sunday.

the studies use color derived by
applying wetted tissue paper to
areas of the design , giving the effect of a watercolor wash, but affording more control in the application.Others use the tissue
paper itself as color, glued directly
onto the designs .
Gyllenhaal said he " fell in
love with tissue paper" as a source
of color while working with artistin-residence Fritz Bultman, whose
designs for the FAB stained-glass
windows were laid out in tissue
paper.
Gyllenhaal "liked the effect the
colors gave" and worked to find
"a clean way of putting on blocks
of color." His major problem was
finding a way to apply the tissue
transfer colors while keeping a
sharp, clear outline. Drawing on a
knowledge of printmaking, he
developed control of the color using wax-resistant techniques . He
explained that the color serves to
break up the figures spatially and
to emphasize surfaces, which are
defined in a series of strong lines,
alternately straight and circular.
The exhibit continues through
April 17. Gallery hours are 2 to 4
p.m. Monday through Friday.

Recital Hall:
Senior flautist Kim HiII!assisted by a variety of musicians,
presents a recital on Monday at 8 pm.
Dalton:
Dave Harris' jazz quartet Affinity, joined by guest artists Ken
Morgan and Mary Ellen Geist, performs in concert Tuesday
at 8 pm.
Around Town
Theatre:

Ovlc-Bedroom Farce runs April 9-11, 17-18.
Nlgbt Music:
Cbap's-on-Maln-John Mooney and Bob Cooper, blues from
New York, play Thursday through Saturday, 9:30-1:30
52 cover.
Wblstle Stop-The Bryce Roberson Trio, jazz, performs
Friday and Saturday from 9:30-1 :30.

New Vic-The Good Doctor shows Friday and Saturday.
Kalamazoo Valley Community College-The Ninth Street
Players present Jesus Christ Superstar Friday, Saturday
and Sunday at 8 pm. Tickets are available at Boogie Records
for $2.50
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homeland
History
I've never been here,
but I've lived here since before I was born.
I was nourished on this soil, sucking it
from my mother's breast,
eating it in greedy handfuls
from holiday baskets.
In every breath I have ever taken
is the smell of this place.
I am distended -it stains my skin as it seeps from my pores.
I have thundered over these hills
on a gold-bridled mare,
and danced in these streets,
whirling in a wreath of cascading ribbon.
I carry my birthright
in the touch of my grandfather's hand
on my cheek.
I have lived here all my life,
and long before.

Teresa S. Stevens

~--~!H:!orne-------------------.
you enter
dull green walls
sparse furniture and two beds
on a brick cobbled street
cars parked at the curb
with chromium smiles
spend your days
-shelf lined nights
working on papers
(due in twenty-eight hours)
-eating in a room
divided internationally
(something on your plate turns blue)
-washing away the weeks notes
in a grain colored flood
(sometimes the only way out)
and of course you Itomplain
a hatred for this city
or
the stranger living with you
or
just being here
but still you return
for the next four years
to an 8xlO room
called
home
frank davis

Conversation in a european youth hostel
Part I
F: So, where have you been so
far?
A: Oh, all over. I've seen Italy and
Greece and France and
Switzerland
and-wher.e
else?-Oh, yeah, last week I went
to Romania!
F:Romania? What's in Romania?
A: Well, first I had to get a visa
and everything-took me two
hours to get it, you know, because
it's behind the iron curtain and
all ...
F: But what did you see there?
A: Not much. There's a lot of
pretty countryside. But it felt so
neat to be behind the Iron Curtain. I mean, they're communists,
aren't they?
F: Umm. Yeah, I think so. Didn't
you have any problems with the
language?
A: No, not really. I didn't talk to
anyone.
F: Oh. So when do you go home?

A: Two months and five days-I
can hardly wait. All this cultural
experience is just great, but, I
mean, I guess I'm having fun, but
you know, there's no place like
home ....

Part

n

AR: (With a. slight Spanish
accent.) Would you like some
chili?
A: Oh, no thanks. I don't eat
meat.
AR: You no eat meat?
A: Nope. I'm a vegetarian. Well,
sort of. I do eat eggs sometimes.
I'm from Denver. Where are you
from?
AR: Where I from? Arhenteena.
A: What's that?
AR: Arhenteena. In South
America. Don't cry for me.
A: Oh, I get it. Argentina. Hey,
you know I just met someone
from Peru-isn't that near there?
I think his name was Sergio or
something. Yeah, Sergio. I met
him in Florence I think ....

AR: Could you speak slow,
please?
A: Oh, right! Hey, I'm really
sorry. Urn ... No hablo espanol,
ya know?
Part III
G: Where do you come from?
A: Los Angeles. How 'bout you?
G: I come from New Guinea.
A: Isn't that in Africa? Or, no,
wait, South America, right?
G: Yes, I think so.
A: Wow is that great! What's it
like there?
G: Well, it's ~ery different from
here ...
A: Really? I bet you just love
travelling around Europe. I can't
believe I'm talking to someone
from New Guinea. Wait 'til I tell
my folks.
G: Your forks?
A: (Giggle) No, no. My
folks-you know, my mom and
dad.
G: Oh. Yes, of course.
by Lorri Hopping

Sueno

t1OM' JS WHef'e YOU HAN Et
YGVR

tHAT

This time
The moon was shining over La Mancha
Bleaching the mesa
the color of Andalusian whitewash.
Patches of olive trees stained
warm, wet earth.
(Even Harold, with his
Purple crayon
Could not have drawn
Such majesty).
I sat perched above, watching
Sancho and Don Q
Beat up some old windmills.
One, short and stocky
Probed with his sword like
Some robust Castillian senora
Vigorously stirring her cocido.
The other, tall and proud,
Thrust his lance desperately
Into the the mill's tenacles.
I think they thought
The mills were some Fascisla generals;
I heard them accusing the mills of
Plotting a coup.
(And just last week
I dreamt
I was dancing under Lorca's red moon
With the gypsies).

graphic by Brian Gougeon

Do you know what it's like to dream
In red and yellow?
Betty Johnston
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sports
Ten.nis teams return from successful trips
:+'--~r----"----.

Women notch third in GLCA tourney
by Doug Behrend
Kalamazoo College's women's.
tennis squad opened the 1981
season strongly by splitting six
matches with their Virginia opponents. Highlighting the team's
Spring trip were impressive victories over Virginia Commonwealth
University,
Bridgewater College, and
Randolph-Macon College; third
of these wIns being a 9-0 shutout.
The Hornets, coached by Tish
Loveless and captained by senior
Joan Thomson, then lost to
Eastern Michigan before bagging
a third-place finish in the sevenschool GLCA tournament last
weekend. Denison College and
DePauw College tied for first
place honors in the tourney, while
K was joined in a third place

K's number one singles player Chris Bums stands poised to return a
serve.
-Photo by Robert Bums

Men top two NCAA Division I foes
by Doug Behrend
The Kalamazoo College men's
tennis team returned last week
from its annual southern trip with
a record of 5-4 and prospects for
another immensely successful
season. The MIAA champs stunned two NCAA Division I opponents during the trek, as they
defeated Middle Tennessee and
South Florida, the latter for the
first time in over a decade.
Sparking what Coach George
Acker called "one of the most enjoyable southern trips we've had"
was the play of Chris Burns, Mark
Riley, Van Johnson, Dave
Cafmeyer, and Bill Vanderhoef,
who notched key wins in the victory over South Florida. Also
making the trip south were Dave
Higdon, Eric Trautman, Randy
Jacobs, and Chris Yates.

Three of the four Hornet 10sseiJ"'
came at the hands of Michigan,
Auburn, and Georgia, all from
Division L The only other team to
top the, Hornets was Rollins College, (he third-ranked team in
Florida, which took a 7-2 decision
over K. In adctition to the 6-3 wins
over Middle Tennessee and South
Florida, the Hornets took 9-0
decisions from Santa Fe Community College and Emory
University, and topped the
University of Florida "B" team
by a 5-4 score.
Acker was cautiously optimistic
about the rest of the season, wanting fifst to take the conference title in the much-improved MlAA
before looking ahead to the
NCAA championships. Last year,
the Hornets placed third in the nation, with Burns emerging as the
national singles' champion. This

year's schedule is comprised of 22
dual meets and 3 tournaments
which see the Hornets facing four
Big Ten teams, and other strong
squads including Penn State and
Notre Dame.
Why is tiny Kalamazoo College
playing against such large
schools? Acker explained: "One
of the ingredients of a strong program is strong competition." The
result of this philosophy is clear:
This year the team's shooting for
its 43rd consecutive league championship.
The Hornets, who are tricaptained by Burns, Vanderhoef,
and Ballantine, have a tough week
ahead of them as they will face
Kent State, Penn State, and
Miami (Ohio) before returning
' home to face Albion in their hom ..
opener next Wednesday.

K baseball campaign looks promising
by Chris Flynn
Having lost only two of last
year's starters, Kalamazoo College's baseball team hopes to improve on its 1980 third place
finish. If the team's successful
southern trip and an impressive
performance against highlytouted Kalamazoo Valley Community College last Saturday are
any indication, the season should
be a good one.
Every spring, the K team
journeys south to warm up against
a host of Alabama schools, usually ending up on the short end of
the score. This year, however, the
K nine managed two wins against
thirteen losses, and were "in" the
majority of contests.
"The won-lost record is really
deceptive," said senior co-captain
Britt Lewis. "The trip was encouraging because that's probably
as many games as a K team has
won down south in ten years. The
real purpose of the trip is to let us
pr.actice in warm weather and help
us develop a feeling of unity on
the team. This year it was successful. "
The first win was a 10-9 victory
over Huntington College.
Sophomore starter Barry Owens
survived two grand slams and a

solo homer, while his teammates
chopped away at the Huntington
lead. Owens later shut out Spring
Hill, 1-0, to pick up his second
win. Junior Dave Lewis led K's
offense with a .431 average and 8
RBis on the trip.
On returning north, K promptly
blew KVCC out of the park with a
13-1 thrashing. The mercy rule
was invoked after five innings.
Once again Owens led the way,
winning his third game of the
young season. Senior Scott

Combs finished the job with some
fine relief work.
Senior Tim Pobuda cracked a
two-run homer in the first, and K
exploded for eight more in the second. Britt Lewis, K's only returning first team all-leaguer, went 2
for 4 and scored 3 runs . Dave
Lewis and senior co-captain Kevin
Kansman added defensive gems
with diving catches in the outfield .
K opens its home season
Wednesday, April 15 at I pm
against MIAA-rival Albion.

deadlock with host school, Ohio
Wesleyan.
This year's team heads into
MIAA league action with juniors
Janine Ihssen and Tracy Berg
holding the top two spots.
Sophomore Nancy lanelli, a
transfer from Hope, is playing in
the third slot, with seniors Cindy
Chiappetta and Joan Thomson
following her. Rounding out the
regulars this year are senior Cindy
Ackerman and sophomore Liz
Munroe. The doubles' pairings
are compromised of Ihssen and

Berg, lanelli anp Chiappetta, and
Thomson and Ackerman.
K will be trying to recapture the
MIAA crown which was won by
Hope in 1980 (with lanelli playing
second singles). The team travels
to Olivet for its league opener
before returning home to face
Hope this Saturday at I pm and
Albion at 3:00 om on Monday.
Thomson urged all students to
come out in the fine spring
weather and cheer the team on
against these two MIAA foes.

Sidelines . ..
by Jan Spierenburg
Kalamazoo College senior Julie Redner became the first athlete
representing K and the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(AlA W) All-American status. Redner was a medal winner in three
breastroke event
Kalamazoo College senior Julie Redner became the flIst athlete
representing K and the Michigan Intercollgeiate Athletic Association
(MIAA) to achieve the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (A lAW) All-American status. Redner was a medal winner in
three breaststroke events at the Division III Swimming and Diving
Championships held at Coe College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on March
12-14. She finished 10th in the 50-yard breaststroke with her time of
33.45 earned 14th in the lOO-yard breaststroke by her 112.54 time, and
placed 16th in the 200-yard breastroke.
The Kalamazoo College Men's Swimming team placed 11th in a
strong field of 69 Division III teams at the 1981 NCAA Swimming and
Diving Championships held March 19-21 at Oberlin College. Seven
swimmers earned All-American status, and seven college records were
established.
Senior Rob Hildum took eighth place in the 1000yard backstroke with
his 54.13 record time for Kalamazoo to finish All-American for the
fourth time in his collegiate career. Sophmore Pete Romano earned A11American status for the first time with his 12th place effort of I :58.89 in
the 200-yard individual medley.
Hildum and Romano also competed with the four-time senior A11American Tom Hessburg and the second-time sophmore All-American
Dave Hoisington as a 400 yard medley relay team. The team placed 11th
in a 3:34.96 K record time.
The 800 yard free relay team finished sixth and set a school record of
7:04.12 through the outstanding efforts of second-time All-American
Bruce Dresbach, Romano; first-time All-American freshman Curt
Crimmins and Hoisington.
Sophmore diver Will Oberholtzer was named All-American for the
second consecutive year, placing eighth in the one-meter diving event
and sixth in three-meter diving.
K records were set in four other events by junior Mike Burns in the
200-yard backstroke (2:00.04), sophmore Ralph Venen in the lOO-yard
breastroke (I :01.11), Dresbach in the 200-yard freestyle (I :44.98), and
the Dresbach, Burns, Romano, and Hoisington 400-yard free relay team
(3.11.97).
The Hornet Women's Archery team defeated Alma College by a
1220-1154 score on March 31. Junior Merry Lu Jordan led the Hornet
attack, shooting 480 points for first place in the meet. Laura Hartley, a
senior accumulated Kalamazoo College's second highest meet total of
380 points. Sophmore Amy Popoff earned 360 points points for K.
Coach Ted Brooks is optimistic about the unfolding season. "It looks
like we're going to have a good team again," remarked Brooks after the
recent Hornet victory.

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS
Archery
April 9, Alma 6pm
April 14, at Calvin, 7pm
Baseban
April 10, at Aquinas, 1:30pm
April IS, Albion, Ipm
Women's Soccer
April 12, at U of M, Ipm
Men's Tennis
April 10-11, at Kent State with Penn State and Miami (Ohio)
April 13, at Hope, 3pm
April 15, Albion, 3pm
Women's Tennis
April 11, Hope, Ipm
April!3, Albion, 3pm

Junior Fred Bleakley takes a full cut In tbe batting cage during practice
this week.
-Pboto by Robert Bums

Women's Track
April 14, at Calvin with Adrian
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Funding shortage could force
10 hour work week
by Michael Riebe
Completing a study initiated
last summer, a subcommittee of
Student Commission has proposed two major changes in the
College work study policy.
The proposal suggests decreasing the maximum student work
week from the current level of IS
to ten hours. In addition, a system
is proposed that. "involves
categorizing each work/study job
according to the degr~e of skill reQuired ... with a different hourly
wage" for each category (as stated
in the proposal). The proposal
also suggests pay raises "for
seniority in a job."
The report, soon to be
presented to the Administration,
is primarily the work of
sophomore Martha Tomlinson
and freshperson Jeff Fitzgerald.
Last Quarter, these two were
members of Commission's Financial Affairs subcommittee.
The study of this issue
originated last summer in

response to negative student sentiment toward current work/study
policies.
Over 150 institutions of higher
education were contacted and asked to provide descriptions of their
work/study programs and
policies. Although varying widely
from school to school, the majority of those responding reported
some form or a job or wage ranking policy.
Financial Aid Director Joellen
Sirotti noted that she had "no
problem in general given
funding," with the idea behind
the proposal.
In fact, due to a probable 30
percent reduction in work/study
funds from the federal government, Sirotti explained that she
"will not be making automatic
awards of IS hours per week next
fall. Instead, we will likely fall
back to the ten hour per week
standard award."
Vice President for Student Life,
Robert Maust, when Questioned
about the additional aid gap

i ot rogr m for

high school seniors
gains approval
by Evelyn Dorman
A summer pilot program for
high school seniors admitted into
the Class of '85 gained faculty approval April 6.
The purpose of the program, as
stated by Associate Provost Dr.
Marilyn LaPlante in a proposal
for the Educational Policies Committee (EPC) , is to "assist
students bridge the gap between
their high school preparation and
the demands of college."
Faculty and administrative
evaluation will determine whether
or not the program should be continued on a regular basis.
The Admissions Committee expressed concern in 1979 about
the decline in the number of
potential students and the neglect
of high schools to prepare these
students for a college-level curriculum. An ad-hoc committee
was organized to discuss the
possibility of a summer program
to introduce these students to the
.academic rigors of a Kalamazoo
College education.
According to LaPlante the program is not for remedial purposes.
"All admitted freshmen are invited to attend. We hope to provide a bridge between the passive
high school education these
students have had to a more active educational program. Our
primary goal is retention-that is
getting these freshmen to continue
their education at Kalamazoo College."
If the program is continued it

could then be incorporated into
admissions policy. But the
primary goal of the program is to
improve retention rather than to
achieve diversity in the student
body.
LaPlante stressed that the program must be self-sufficient and
not financed by cu ts in other programs on campus.
The program will be approximately four weeks long; beginning at the same time as Summer
Quarter. Dr. Marigene Arnold of
the Sociology/Anthropology
Department will act as director for
the first year. One unit of credit
will be granted after successful
completion of the program.
Arnold hopes this program will
help with the transition from high
school to college by aiding
students who have the capability,
but might be over-anxious about
attending an academically demanding school.
"I expect it to be difficult, intense and personally demanding,"
Arnold said.
The loss of one professor will
affect the choice of some courses
offered this summer. In order to
maintain a balance, the
Sociology/Anthropology Department will adjust by dropping one
course and having Dr. Stillman
Br~field teach the Ethnology of
Africa course slated for the Summer Quarter.
If there are less tban IS interested freshmen, the program
will not be held .

created by this funding shortfall,
said that a significant part of the
loss will have to be absorbed by
the student and family, as increased federal, state and College
resources cannot be expected.
However, Maust also announced that "it appears that the
state [of Michigan) will meet all its
commitments" next year. He also
said that although the new standard work/study package would
involve ten hours, those who
desired to, could still work up to
IS hours per week.
With respect to the graduated
pay-scale proposal, tbe Administration appears interested,
but not yet committed. Both
Sirotti and Maust considered the
reduction of available funds to be
the major obstacle to implementation. Sirotti noted that there might
be problems with standardization
of job description and categorization, as well as some potential difficulty placing students who, at
higher wage rates, would work
less than eight hours per week.
Student reaction to the proposal has been mixed, with some
approving of any policy to ease
ome of the burdents created by
the 15 hour work week. Others
condemned the program as unfair
and likely to promote vigorous
and unpleasant competition for
high paying jobs.
In addition to other ideas, the
proposals are currently being considered by the Administration.
Action of any type is unlikely
before the next Fall Quarter.
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U tbe proposed "f\'ork/study plan Is approved tbese students would 1111
be earning different wages. But, proposed funding reductions may

force all students to work only ten bours per week.

Dinner meeting with Trustees

Please pass the financial aid
by Carrie Vernia
Representatives from Student
Commission and other student
organizations met with the Board
of Trustees' Student Life Committee on Monday night.
Approximately thirty students,
eight faculty and staff members,
and four trustees participated in
discussions focused on areas of
student concern and interest.
Topics ranged from admissions
and financial aid policy to Chapel
affairs.
The most heated debate of the
evening arose over a clause in the
statement of Admissions Office
expectations and duties which
reads: "This department is expected to ... seek students who
meet all the criteria just stated
[diversity, minority background,
and ::cademic credentials) but who

also have less dependence upon
/inanclUl aid" [italics added] .
Students condcluded that this
clause should be a low priority of
the admissions staff, if not
eliminated altogether.
Students also asked for
clarification on the College's use
of the term "diversity." No
answer was generated at the din-

ner meeting as to whether
Kalamazoo College is recruiting
for economic, geographic, or
ethnic diversity within the student
body.
Student representativers also
criticized the academic counseling
program and the lack of a
coherent career placement program for graduating seniors.
In addition, suggestions were
made regarding how the Financial
Aid Office could increase its
research into independent and
non-traditional sources of grants
and scholarship monies. Joan
Hinz, reference librarian, explained that the Upjohn Library
has a collection of seldom used
materials dealing with this subject.
The meeting closed with a
discussion of birth control needs
at the Health Center and students'
general lack of confidence in that
on-campus facility.
Robert Maust, Vice President
for Student Life, will take comments and criticisms generated in
this discussion meeting and use
them to redefine goals for some of
the College's Student Life programs and activities.

This meeting with student
leaders, campus media representatives, and organizational heads,
was the second of its kind to be
held this year. The first one occured Winter '
Creative writing contest announced
May 15 is the deadline to submit
entries to the second annual
writing competition for nonEnglish majors. The contest is
open to any Kalamazoo student
who has demonstrated excellence
in a creative way. The Schneider
Prize of $200, named after Mr.
and Mrs. Elwood Schneider, is the
award given in this contest.
The entry can take the form of a
novel (or part of one in
progress),a play, short story, collection of poems or a journal intended as a work of art. The entry
need not have been done for a
class or campus publication. Only
one entry can be submitted.
All entries must be submitted to
the English Department. Questions about the contest can be
directed to any member of the
department. The winner will be
announced at the Senior S~ ! ree in
June.

features/news
Royal

Lichtenstein Sidewalk Circus comes to campus
by Lisa Cohen

He reaches the top of the ladder
and jumps down .

She's like most of you. Get her
near grass and she won't work.

A bearded, balding man urges
Weber's next daring act is fire
Jingle Bells trots back.
the crowd to move up and sit
eating. He dips the coals into the
down. "There are other people
fuel and lights them:
Miss Gable, the feline act was
with equally bad taste who want
trained by Evil Knevel. Weber
to see the show," he says.
I have to refuel a lot. It helps my
prods the audience:
The crowd reluctantly moves in,
brother in Iran send his kids to
sitting on the damp quad. "Come
business school over here.
Right here, in front of the chapel,
on in professor. We'll give you
you're going to see the work
some ideas for your next class,"
He places the burning coals in his
evil. But don 'I worry. You can
adds the man.
mouth:
watch.
It's the Royal Lichtenstein
Quarter-Ring Sidewalk Circus.
I used to warm 'em up for a group
The cat attempts a daring jump.
There is no significance in the
called Kiss. That was when they
A bear, one of two wild animals
show's title. According to the
were called embrace. What will
in the show, eats marshmallows
founder and Ringmaster, Nick
they be called next?
from Weber's mouth:
Weber, it's merely a big name that
~ draws attention to a small show.
The audience winces as he puts the
If she kissed you once,
,~
The circus offers "a glimpse of
fire out in his mouth.
kiss you again?
1:
hope for hope hereafter," states
Weber becomes more serious:
Weber, four other performers,
The bear takes
1; and several animals entertains
This is not half as dangerous as
shmallow.
o campus crowds.
smoking a cigarette.
Weber's background as a Jesuit
~
At the start of the show, the
priest is recognizable in his circus.
performers claim that the circus
He looks at the audience:
The circus carries a moral theme.
Ratty and Mousy (pictured above) ~ome good neighbors.
will "let you catch yourself open
The show's fable urges people to
to our best parts o(you." PerforAnd that was unsolicited by the
be good neighbors, to follow the
ming is Weber's first love. The cirAMA. They're running a circus of "Golden Rule." The jokes carl)'
cus began ten years ago on a San
Attitudes or availability?
their own.
underlying messages, like the an·
Jose, California street corner as a
tismoking pitch.
one man show and since then has
He puts the coals down.
Weber and clowns end the show
been on the road with a changing
Weber introduces Jingle Bells
with a plea for money. "The
company for nine years. The show
the Blunder Dog:
communication is a major pro·
sooner your money fills thil
by Leslie Wirpsa
travels to colleges as well as high
blem. "We make an assumption
crown, the sooner we leave
schools and shopping centers in 41
Let's talk about sex. Initial
In seven and a half years with the
town," claim the clowns. They
that students know about the serstates.
reactions include a few guffaws
show,
she's only managed to learn
support themselves mainly on the
vices. The need exis ts to be more
The circus is not really meant
and wisecracks, as well as some
one trick. Sort of like a Western
donations they receive. As long as
creative and persistent about
for children. It is quick moving
comments concerning who was
student.
enough money rolls in, Weber will
presenting information, considerand very verbal. The jokes are
"with" whom after Saturday's paring one third of the student
continue to rewrite the show and
packed with political, sexual and
ty. Eventually a discussion of the
The dog trots over to the lawn:
population is new to the campus
take it on the road.
other social comments aimed at
recent campus survey on sexual ateach year," Maust said.
college level minds. Children may
titudes may evolve.
"It is hypocritical to say we are
be captivated by the animal, jugglThe questions raised by the
going to provide more birth coning and trapeze acts, the magic
survey as to whether or not control services if we don't offer more
tricks and the fables, but they are
traceptives and gynecological seropportunities to keep students ineasily bored otherwise.
vices are actually needed on camformed and offer more guidance to
As his first feat, Weber atpus and what the effects will be if
assist them in making responsible
tempts a daring knife act, ilthey are made available are still
sexual decisions, " Maust conlustrating the sharpness of the
under debate.
tinued.
blades by chopping a head of letHead of counseling Billie IGng
Student Services will maintain
tuce:
is frustrated with the problem.
its commitment to publicize the
She feels adequate programs,
availabilty ,of resources. "I'm
Boy there's not much to do at K
resources, and services are
hoping I will be able to show you
College today. Everyone's out
available; however, they are not
over the next year a series of ongohere watching me chop a head of
being effectively used by students.
ing programs to provide a consislettuce.
Furthermore, student attitudes
tent flow of information and
about personal sexuality upset
resources to the students," Maust
Weber then performs a first in
IGng.
said.
history, tossing fresh vegetables at
King said, "Not enough
Both Maust and IGng believe
the audience:
students are making conscious
small, personal discussions in addecisions concerning sex; they run
dition to campus workshops and
Catch that sir. Dry it and smoke
on emotion with a 'maybe it will
seminars would be effective means
it. It's a cheap high.
happen, maybe it won't' attitude.
of bringing these issues out in the
I hate to see young people making
open.
An amused onlooker catches the
decisions which make them feel
Maust concluded, "What w.e lettuce.
guilty. Nothing should be so terare really looking for is a shared
Weber climbs a ladder of the
ribly embarrassing or upsetting
commitment in dispersing inforknives:
about sex-we should be able to
mation and stimulating discussion
talk about it!"
of these values and issues."
It's really a mind over matter
IGng feels making contracepthing. With a mind like mine it
tives available on campus will
doesn't matter.
have little effect on student sexual
behavior and will only "enHe takes another step:
courage less than optimal birth
control. "
This isn't nearly as hazardous as
NidI Weber (pktured above) dalms, "I really get nervous when they
Therefore, the difficulties lie
what the voters did in November.
start photographing men In tights rrom behind."
not in a lack of availability of
resources, but rather in a lack of
Meeling for all students ml,~re!,leU
students taking advantage of what
rIellrtllltfCoilege Ring
in the new Women's Studies
is already there. Inhibition and igftlens-$.IU:§.... Women's- ~
norance of the fact that resources
Monday, April 20th
exist may be preventing students
5:30 pm
from using information which
Humphrey House Lounge
could aid them in making responsible decisions, IGng said.
For example, the local Planned
JUNIORS!!
Parenthood Agency presented a
workshop dealing with contracepStop wasting your money!
tion during the fall quarter. Only
The washers and dryers are
12 students attended the open
and
workshop. The Women's
Resource Center is overflowing
with information concerning sexRecycle paper
uality, birth control, parenting,
DINE IN-TAKEOUT
pregnancy, rape, and other related
There are boxes In all
issues, but much of it is gathering
OPEN II A.M. to II P.M.
dust, said IGng.
laundry rooms
816 S. WfSTNEDG.E AVE.
Robert Maust, Vice President
At
VIne
of Student Life believes lack of
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Romeo Phillips
Department of Education

Music of the Underground
. Railroad
A little while ago in talking with a number of individuals, I
discovered that they were under the impression that the nnderground
railroad consisted of a stearn engine pulling coaches tlirough an undisclosed sect ism of the country unknown to those individuals who
owned slaves. I think that I should correct this erroneous interpretation immediately, because the underground railroad was an organized effort to assist runaway !laves in their dash for freedom.
Since slipping away from one's master was a hazardous step, most
runaways required help. The underground railroad was the popular
name for the process of receiving these fugitives, hiding them overnight and then conducting them to the "next station" en route to
freedom . In addition to helping runaways, this movement had a
decidedly disturbing effect on slavery, making such property all the
more risky. Wilber H. Siebert, the foremost scholarly authority on
the underground railroad, came to the conclusion that it was "one of
the greatest forces which brought on the Civil War, and thus
destroyed slavery!"
Whites and blacks alike assisted in this work; one Levi Coffin, for
example, helped nearly 3000 slaves to escape. However, as recent
studies have shown, black underground railroad operators were of
major importance. A slave in flight would trust a black operator
whereas a white operator might make him uneasy. Additionally, to
blacks in the North, no other phase of the abolitionist program was
as satisfying as that of assisting a fugitive.
Of the blacks who worked in the underground railroad, all names
pale before that of Harriet Tubman, whose base of operations included the slave states themselves. But the story of Harriet Tubman
and many other conductors on the underground railroad is a dissertation in itself.
The basic background for the music of the underground railroad is
the acceptance of christianity by the slaves. Hearing sermons preached by white ministers to their slave masters, the slaves would repeat
the sermons telling the stories from the Old and New Testaments to
their fellow slaves in a manner which was unique to the slave experience arid which still stands today. The traditional spiritUals and
work songs had double meanings: worship/work; signal to escape.
A conductor would integrate herself/himself into the plantation
and would let their presence be known by singing the work song,
"Meetin' at the Building." Knowing the voices of their fellow
slaves and knowing that this voice was not the same voice, the slaves
would "assemble" on the lawn of the "big house" to "sing"
ror the slave master. This would be in the evening at the conclusion
of the day's work, and the slave masters would often look forward to
the singing of the slaves. One of the sacred songs often sung as a
signal was "Steal Away." One would do just that. The song "I Want
to be Ready to Walk in Jerusalem Just Like John" let the individual
know at how fast a cadence he or she should move on the road. John
was an individual that literally ran from point-to-point. If one could
walk at a leisurely pace, the name Mary or Paul or some other individual who was known to them would have been inserted.
When the slave masters realized that the slaves or slave had
escaped, they/ he would call out the bloodhounds to track the slave
or slaves down . The sacred song "Wade in the Water" traveled from
plantation to plantation (when an escape was attempted it was not
unusual for slaves on several plantations to "meet at the building")
to alert the escapees to get into the water in order for the dogs to lose
their scent.
When the slave masters returned to the plantations without the
Slaves, "Walk Together Children" was sung to alert the escapees to
get on the road and out of the water.

Dear Editor:
I am reminded of a speech I
once heard delivered by Mr.
William F. Buckley at the University of Chicago during which he
related the following story.
Buckley had been invited to
deliver the Commencement Address at a prestigious girls school
in the East. After accepting, he
re~ived a letter, signed by a large
proportion of that years
graduating class, expressing
outrage that a man with his
unabashedly conservative leanings
would be addressing the
graduating class of such a "progressive" ins.titution. What struck
Mr. Buckley was not the rationale
employed by the signatories, but
rather the language they utilized in
order to vent their ire. Never, he
asserted, had he been confronted
with such "vicious illiteracy." For
. my part, having read :~r. James
Linbeck's article on American Imperialism, I can honestly associate
with Mr. Buckley's experience of
having read something that is both
"vicious" and an example of
unrivalled "illiteracy." The strife,
however, merely adds insult to the
injury which is an outgrowth of

A question of quality
Dear Editor,
I am writing this in response to
the editor's calumn in the April 9
issue of the Index. Minor debates
over major issues (including
decreased financial aid and tuition
increases) are the exception at K,
the rule being no debate at all.
Both students and faculty either
groan mildly at such unpleasantries or we go away. Attrition has
become our maxim. Last quarter's
protest is perhaps a weak sign of
change or of our irritable times;
yet the ensuing silence confirms.
my suspicions.
In light of such tacit resistance,
the Board of Trustees can comfortably ignore the opposition and
get on with the business of managing this institution, which it does
admirably. For that is their
business--the survival of
Kalamazoo College--and in such
fmancially perilous times ensuring
solvency undoubtedly requires stringent measures. I cannot argue
that the administration's management is or is not exemplary (this is
the point of departure for debate),
but in sacrificing student concerns
the Board members presumably
attempt to hold the college intact.
Misguided they may be; but I
would not suspect their intentions.
True, restricted aid will inflict
pain on the Admission's Office
staff and perhaps soil our reputation, but perhaps, too, the recurrent fall enrollment crisis is the
financial discomfort needed to
sway a financially distracted
Board of Trustees.

As to your claims of a balanced
budget priority over diversity and
a "socially challenging atmosphere", the latter's absence is
nothing, new. We've been a
homogenous lot for years,
through red ink and black. As ·
desirable as diversity is, and as
regrettable is its absence, cash.
flow problems can' t deprive us of
what we've yet to achieve. Any
imaginable increase in financial
aid to llast levels would hardly
begin a solution.
The major concern, I would
argue, should not be so much a
decreased quality of students,
rather of faculty. Every four years
allow a relatively easy change in
the student composition, while
faculty are replaced less often and
will rel11flin more permanently tied
to the College. The present
economic dilemma and the competition from more lucrative
private sectors continually crimp
the possibilities of replacing lost
professors with faculty comparable in quality to the outstanding staff the College now enjoys.
Losing "quality" students is
painful and obvious. A loss of
"quality" faculty , however,
would be initially less noticeable,
in time less alterable and potentally much more disastrous for the
College and to its reputation ..
After the fact, a change in the
• Board's attitude would be impo,tent.
Tim Schroder

tripetal forces at work. Centrifugal in the sense that the international o?der is one characterized
by a state of anarchy; centripetal
historical value can ever spnng
forth from , uc:: A ~haotic state of
affairs. Imperialism is an attempt
by great powers to impose orderalbeit their own form of orderupon the anarchical world that
surrounds them. Thus if one accepts my assertion that imperial
behavior by great natinns is
historically inevitable, then the
question becomes one of choosing
the system that best takes into account the aspirations of the individual in his struggle to achieve
self-realization. Viewed from this
perspective the Anlerican form of
imperialism, with its emphasis
upon the freedom and worth of
the individual stands out as vastly
superior to its Soviet rival.
,
' Bradley P. Barris
Kevin L. Ferguson

Try a new course
In casual conversation, I have
not detected any hostility or even
strong disapproval regarding the
one year Women's Studies "test"
course. Rather, I hear things like
like: "I'm not against it, I just
don't think I'd fit into that kind
oj a course. " It came as a bit of a
surprise to me that this comment
didn't make me angry, until I
realized why.
I don't feel any need, as a
member
of
the
Women's
Interest Group, or as a feminist,
to defend the introductory course.
Women's Studies needs no
"justification" and no defense- it
is an academic discipline, albeit
one which makes room for aIIegdly "non-academic" perspectiv~ .
I do feel a-need to address
myself to students who find
themselves wary of taking "that
kind of course."
The
people
~hose
energies are going into organizing
and teaching this course are
dedicated educators and scholars.
The course is certain to be
challenging, as is anything in
which your input and level of involvement play central roles. It is
also certain that your studies will
lead you in directions you may
have never before explored, indeed, in which you may be one of
the first to do so.
I suppose it is a bit intimidating,
but it can only add new dimensions to your perspective, and
isn't that what "education" is,
after all?
Ab, well, if the "liberal arts"
bit falls short, how about the
merits of simply asking a few
questions?
Teri Stevens
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The history of the slave movement in this country is an exciting
academic study, but the music of the AfraAmerican and its double
lIleaning is the uniqueness which makes the AfraAmerican spiritual
work song a designation which could be given the title,. "Made in
United States I"

the content of the article itself.
There can be no doubt but !hat
the United States ha~ pursued, at
various times, a foreign policy
that contains imperialistic components . By in large measure,
American imperialism has been of
an economic nature~ To deny the
existence of American imperial
behavior is not possible: But to
deny the existence of imperialism,
as a policy that is pursued by all
great powers, is to be even more
naive. Linbeck's highly tendentious attack upon the United
States denies the history of the
post-World War II world--a
history riddled with examples
unremitting of Soviet military imperialism. For it is not the United
States that occupies Hungary,
Poland, East Germany, Bulgaria,
Rumania, Czechoslovakia, and
Afghanistan.
Imperialism has been historicalIy, and shall remain, a significant
component of all great power
dealings with the world that surrounds them. It is an outgrowth of
the paradoxical nature of r~:at;vns
among states. Paradoxical in the
sense that there are, simultaneousIy, both centrifugal and cen-
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Lessons to be learned from Econ 44
I flunked Economics 44 because of the term "cost-benefit." And
although I am not particularly proud of this accomplishment, I do
think that my failure can make a point.
While no economist I know of claims divine inspiration (with the
possible exception of Milton Friedman), I would argue that the
American society has become so enamoured with the idea of cost
balancing benefits (and vise-versa) in business and other transactions
that the mandate has become sacred.
Environmentalism and its long-term focus is not a popular idea in
our current political and economic climate. I am an environmentalist; in other words, I see the human animal as inextricably linked
to the world in which she/he lives, dependent ultimately upon scarce
resources for food, water, and protection.
In and of itself, this definition seems simple enough, yet only a
marginal percentage of the global population (an even smaller
percentage within the United States) recognizes this interdependence.
But those of us who are wealthy in the resources of food, water, income, and leisure time-who can afford to think about our
"philosophical" ties to the earth, who can best afford to make rational, long-term plans to accomodate for our children and their
children and their children and their children . . . , are doing little to
preserve the human species.
It could be argued, effectively I think, that our cost-benefit
oriented society is not preserving the human species nor any other
species. Two examples serve as evidence.
In many areas of the world, water is a scarce resource. For those
who live in Michigan, water is so abundant that it is free . It is so
abundant that we never stop to think about how much water we actually do use for drinking, washing, watering our lawns, and waste
disposal.
About two months ago, two city wells in Kalamazoo were found to
be contaminated with the man-made chemical tetrachloroethylene.
Water officials suggest that the contamination resulted from inadvertent dumping which occured as long ago as 25 years, and that the
situation is "manageable." If, in fact, the dumping occurred that
long ago, the culprit has long since escaped and the only lesson to be
i~.un;:d is that toxins, if improperly disposed of, will reach the water
table and contaminate persons depending on that water for personal
use. But a national toxic waste bill, which would force companies to
use more expensive, approved dumpsites (thereby averting future
catastrophes such as that of the Love Canal) is in limbo in the new
Administration.
Another example is that of nuclear waste. The United States produces tons of nuclear waste every year in the form of spent fuel .lI1d
uranium mining wastes. Neither on the national or the internatiunal
level is there a scientifically approved plan for nuclear waste
disposal. Suggestions have been made to bury it under the British
House of Commons, dump it into the ocean, or shoot it off into
space, yet none of these are particularly practical. The waste remains
radioactive for thousands of years: the product of a propoganda
campaign to convince the world that the immediate benefits of
nuclear-generated electricity outweigh the costs, fifty to one hundred
years hence, of radiation contamination due to faulty disposal.
The unlimited growth ideology of Ronald Reagan-an ideology he
claims the American people support-is a manifestation of costbenefit analysis used in a limited, temporal sense. Long-term costs
which cannot be computed on a balance sheet are called "externalities ." Externalities favoring business are ultimately
charged to the customer. Externalities unfavorable to business are
again charged to customers (clean-up of Three Mile Island serves as a
nice example: taxpayers and customers of the corporation pay).
Even more often-as in the case of the uranium coal miner, and of
individuals suffering from exposure to toxic wastes-the costs come
in much harsher and unquantifiable non-monetary terms. These cannot be called the costs of progress. We know the dangers that we are
potentially imposing upon our children and their children and their
children and their children . ...
Although it is recognized that there is no "technological fix" for
the crises we face today (energy, natural resources, etc.) perhaps
there is an ideological fix which rejects short-term quantitative costbenefit analysis as a meaningful concept.
Imagining that progress is our gift to future generations, we
carelessly justify it. We claim that our children are the ultimate
benefactors of increased material wealth . But from my environmentalist perspective, the long-term costs of the future we are building
far outweigh any possible benefits .
Admittedly, my Econ 44 background merely offers a simplistic
analytical framework . But the claim that this model, inappropriate
and simplistic as it may be, is used in general political and economic
decision making remains valid . The costs of accepting this mandate
far outweigh the benefits.

Easter observance:
Separating faith and culture
Although it has been some time
since Easter has affected me in a
deeply religious sense, this year
the holiday takes on an ironically
special significance because of my .
rejection of my Roman Catholic
faith.
This does not necessarily mean
that I have rejected "God" in
favor of the spring solstice, or
even that Easter has become merely the occasion for a half-day
break. It has been my experience
that Catholicism is a matter of
culture as much as it is of formal
religious affiliation. In rejecting
Roman Catholicism as a means of
self-definition, my beliefs did not
undergo any radical transformations, and I certainly did not alter
my culture.
It is precisely these cultural
ramifications which I find more
coml?licated and difficult to deal
with. It is surely a matter
of culture that I find myself cringing inwardly ever so slightly
whenever I hear myself saying "I
am not a Roman Catholic, and
I'm not even sure that I'm a Christian'" I still half expect a lightning
bolt to tear open the heavens, and
imagine an enormous wave of
black ink blotting me completely
out of St. Peter's ledger.
I certainly, would not presume
to attach myself to other peoples'
beliefs, but the images and exhortations of my Catholic upbringing
are mirrored in the not-so-distant
past of almost every one of my
Roman Catholic peers. No matter
where we find ourselves
theologically or spiritually, in
these matters of culture we always
seem able to identify each other.
At Easter time, the incongruity
of my present state of being is
particularly evident. Th,ere have
not been any new Easter bonnets
in my house for quite some time,
but the crucifix still hangs in the
hallway . And although my

parents have never been religious
(if you'll pardon the expression)
about observing Easter rituals, ~
am certain that there are, nevertheless, fresh palm fronds placed
carefully around the realistically
carved wooden figure of Christ on
the cross.
It hangs there on the wall, and it
hangs inside of my head: in the
quarter inch of solid sugar on my
First Communion cake, in the
swing of a nun's habit, superimposed automatically on my own
body with the prayer before every
evening meal.
The image of the cross was
especially vivid in my early
adolescence, when imagining the
horror of a human being nailed up
there actually hurt me inside and
made me cry. I wore a beautiful
gold cross on a delicate chain
around my neck, and I am
strangely glad that I have long

since lost it, and do not have to.
deal now with the dilemma of
what to do with it.
It sounds simple, doesn't it1 If
you don't believe in it, don'l
celebrate these holidays, don 'I
. concern yourself with the ritual,
throw the jewelry away if its sYm.
bolism bothers you (but keep the
chain-one can always use a niet
chain).
Somehow this Easter is not sim.
pie. I can experience "Holy
Week" this year as one conscious.
Iy and deliberately standing oul.
side of the profession and renewal
of faith taking place among
Roman Catholics all over the
world. But how do I stand outside
of my own past when it is all mix.
ed up with colored eggs and
triumph over death and voices
singing in a big marble church and
salvation and mea culpa1
Teresa S. Stevens

Space cadets

Our glorious mission of the future
I woke at 6:30 Friday morning,
confiscated a neighbor's television, grabbed a cup of coffee and
a cigarette, and anxiously awaited
the scheduled blast-off of the
shuttle craft Columbia.
Only the President himself
could have been more disappointed than I to learn that the
lift-off had been rescheduled for
Sunday. NASA announced that
there was a discrepancy in the
computer read-out aboard the
shuttle. Therefore, the trip had to
be postponed to correct the problem.
Columbia has four operating
computers aboard to assist the
pilots, and they govern their own
small democratic society. If one
computer mutinies and presents
dissenting data, the other three are
empowered to shut down the conspirator.
What if one computer were to
process in its memory banks the
idea that it could be the sole informant on the Columbia. Plotting
against its comrades, the tyranical
computer conceivably could control the nine billion dollar shuttle.
The rebel computer might even invent military objectives to con-

quer Russia. Who knows in this
age of Star Wars and space
cadets1
NASA ingeniously avoids this
potential conflict. If the situation
were to arise that only two computers remained operative, the
survivors are programmed to
resolve their grievances by averaging their data. It is certainly comforting to realize that so costly a
project would have to rely on
averaged data in a situation where
precision is necessary.
However, James W. Young and
Robert L. Crippen, the pilots of
this trip, were not merely
laboratory rats in an experimental
space-bound computer terminal.
To land the 80-ton Columbia,
Young had to put the shuttle into
a free-fall dive from a 172 mile
altitude. At 1,800 feet above the
Mojave Desert, a daring Comdr.
Young (with the help of his computerized comrades) managed to
belly-flop the shuttle onto a
cushion of air and glide her into
Edwards Air Force Base at 190
mph. Apparently a shuttle commander needs to be something of
a stunt man .
Although Columbia is billed as

a "civilian research craft," NASA
has a little more in mind than jusl
producing an amusing toy, or providing an exciting alternative to.
daytime television. Approximate'
Iy one-third of the flights planned
through 1985 are reserved by the
Pentagon for military and scien·
tific purposes. This developmenl
has already revived the
U.S.lU.S.S.R. space race.
Naturally, the Soviet Union
assumes a somewhat hostile al·
titude toward the shuttle, and has
initiated a similar project. Further
tension between the two powers
stems from the rumored Soviel
production of an anti-satellite
system equipped with lasers .
Yet for only a negligible nine
billion dollar expense to the
American public, we can impress
our friends by proudly donning a
"Shuttle Fever"
t-shirt, enjoy
watching two of "our boys" per'
form daring acrobatic feats in
space, and follow the intrigues of
a glorious space military race with
Russia. Some day, perhaps our
fortunate children will even travel
aboard a new armed "civilian
research craft."
by Michael Walters

Polish Crisis:

A crack in the Soviet -bloc
by Peter Kronenberger
The present political crisis in
poland exemplifies a conflict that
exists in all East European countries within the Soviet sphere of
influence. The conflict's roots lie
in deep antagonism between a ruling minority of Communist party
members, the armed forces, and
the ruled majority.
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and
East Germany share this problem
with Poland. All are prone to
domestic crises like those of 1953,
1956, and 1968. The 1968 crisis is
remembered best; Warsaw Pact
troops under Soviet leadership
crushed an attempt to set up a new
socialist system in Czechoslovakia.
The global political picture has
changed since then, but this fundamental conflict remains beneath
the apparent calm in East European nations, as the case of
Poland demonstrates. Friction
between the ruling elite and the
majority of Poland's population
has gradually led the Catholic
into a strong political posiSparked by last year's labor
another new political
group has also emerged,
workers' union
SolJdaI1tV. These two political
strongly oppose the tradiCommunist party demand
central leadership, thus
~re,ltenung the existing party dicwhich is similar to that
the Soviet Union.
In a nation where 95 percent of
ulation is baptized
the Church is a foradversary for the Comparty. Until last year the
mamtllinc~d a peaceful relawith the Church by
respectmg its power, but struggled
fOnsltaIltly with it over the quesof central political control.
This balance of powers changed

during the last year. Local protests, fueled by the economy's
failure to provide basic goods,
became a nationwide protest
movement led by the new worker
committees. These new unions
succeeded in i:stablishing a level of
self-control, then fought the party
and government controlled unions
to secure their own position and
gain more power. Much of the
unions' power is derived from
their independence of the
~overnment and the Communist
party.
The emergence of the radical
workers' unions under the banner
of Solidarity has forced the
Church into a new political position. During a decade-long struggle with the Communist party the
Church had counted on small
steps forward to avoid an open
challenge and a clash with the party. Consequently the Church, a
former adversary of .he government, found itself moderating the
battle between the two fiercely opposed politcal factions . ' The
Church advocatea moderate
changes, but remained caught between the party and the workers'
union. Its main goal is to avoid a
Soviet invasion of Poland;
therefore it refuses to endanger
essential elements of the existing
power structure.
The party soon found itself in a
defensive position, trying to maintain the status quo. But it could
not depend on the population's
support , especially since the
economy's collapse left the supply
of everything in shambles .
Through concessions and temporary resistance, the party tried
to maintain its central political
role. To frighten the workers, the
party always left open the posibility of police crackdowns on
unions. But this tactic didn 't
work, and Solidarity became
stronger, soon acting as an equal
to the government.

Eventually, the armed forces
have become viewed as the only
means for those in power to
reestablish the staus quo. The
armed forces of Poland, especially
the army, are well equipped and
trained , but consist mainly of conscriptees. This, combined with the
fact that the officers corps is
highly critical of the party's claim
to power, makes the army a questionable instrument for crushing a
domestic political movement. The
Polish army is not ready to shoot
compatriots in order to save the
party, so the only real ally of the
Polish Communist party is the
Soviet army.
The Soviet Union thus remains
the key factor in determining the
outcome of developments in
Poland. The Soviet Union is the
nemesis of any political change
within its sphere of interest. This
stems from the political structure
of the U.S.S.R., where a small
elite consisting of members of the
Communist party and the armed
forces rules, as in Poland. But
unlike Poland, the Soviet communists have had to control all
non-Russian elements within the
Soviet Union, plus Eastern
Europe, since 1945 when they
became part of the new Russian
Empire.
Pressurt,; to maintain peace at
home and outside the Soviet
borders makes Russian leaders
oversensitive and suspicious of any
political change within their
sphere of influence. To keep the
power structure intact, Soviet
leaders try to counter any threat to
their empire as early as possible.
They do not hesitate to crush opposition with brute force, as
events in Hungary, East Germany, and Czechoslovakia have
shown.
Again Soviet leaders are faced
with a decision of whether or not·
to invade. Th~ case of Poland
makes this decision especially dif-
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ficult. Due to a long and painful
history, the Poles regard the Russians as arch enemies. This attitude, combined with the Poles'
national pride, creates an atmosphere in which Russian intervention would lead to open
resistance and inestimable bloodshed.
On the other hand, choosing to
surrender
to
politi c al
developments in Poland would
certainly lead to an erosion of the
Communist party's power, and
perhaps to the abolishment of its
central rule. This could create a
potent political virus capable of
spreading all over Sovietdominated Eastern Europe. It
might also infect the non-Russian
parts of the Soviet population.
To avoid any development that
threatens its · vital interests and

the requirements of central party
rule, the Soviet Union will act
even when the odds are against it.
The existence of ruling party elites
within Eastern European countries is a prerequisite for Soviet
hegemony in the area. It is also
necessary to maintain the power
structure within the Soviet Union
itself.
So even with temporary relief in
the situation in and around
Poland, it is important to realize
the potential for Soviet intervention in the future and the consequences of such an act for the
global political situation. Poland
will continue to exist in limbo for
the foreseeable future with the
threat of a Soviet invasion hanging over it like a Sword of
Damocles.

Conservatives creating a nightmare?
by Ruth Moerdyk

For years conservatives have
crying for the preservation of
rraOllliOnai values and the restoraof the Great American
. In November, they finally
a political position which
make it possible for them to
their dream upon the rest
the nation.
Right-wing rhetoric espouses
rnn<:iples that are hardly new. To

differing degrees, conservative
values have always functioned in
our society and have been factors
in public policy. The Right simply
carries these values to extremes.
American citizens are urged to
remember that what is best for
business is best for the United
States, and that anyone can
achieve material comfort simply
by working industriously. In the
name of liberty the United States

must defend the non-communist
world against the Soviet imperialism responsible for all
upheaval in other nations.
Invoking the name of God and
waving Old Glory, the Right now
seeks to transpose their version of
the American dream into public
policy. Tax programs are proposed which will mainly benefit
big business and big investors.
Welfare and job programs that
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apparently undermine the work
ethic are major victims of proposed budget cuts. Cuts in food
stamps, Medicaid, aid to education, and other social programs
are explained by David Stockman,
Director of Office of Management
and Budget, by stating that the
federal government isn't responsible for the welfare of its citizens.
Apparently, the Right has
forgotten that the United States is
a diverse society. Their dream
benefits only one sector of society-white, upper middle class males.
By ignoring other sectors of society and institutionalizing its values
in public policy, the Right will
more deeply entrench the class
conflicts and divisions that
already exist in our nation.
Proposed benefits to business
such as tax breaks and reduced
regulations are based on the blind
faith that other benefits will
trickle down to the rest of society.
Little historical evidence exists for
this argument, especially in regard
to benefits for the poor and
minority members of society.
Cutting federal employment
and training programs will only
serve to close the single avenue to
employment open for many
members of the underclasses. Cutting aid to education will aggravate the existing situation in
which good public education is
available only in localities which

can afford it. But the question of
education is irrelevant to people
who can't pay for food and housing; proposed cuts will make it
even more diffICult for many to
pay for life's essentials.
While social programs are being
cut, billions of dollars are poured
into defense. Apparently, the
development of an efficient war
machine is more important than
providing the poor with means of
existence.
The list of right-wing crimes
against the oppressed classes of
our society could continue infinite\y. One need not look far to
find evidence that conservatives
are interested in benefiting only
our nation's ruling class. Their
rhetoric states that other elements
of society must support
themselves; it doesn' t include a
program for acquiring the means
and tools of self-support. Instead,
it denies these tools to those who
are unable to afford them.
These facts force one to question the conservative version of
the Great American Dream. It is a
dream that benefits those who require aid the least and ignores the
needs of the lower classes. The
long-run implications of this can't
be measured, but it seems that
what is the American dreaIn for
some may be a nightmare for the
poor and oppressed.
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arts/entertainment
A la Cotcli _ _ _ __
BACCHUS
by Amy Marcaccio

"Saturday Night," by Mary Jo
Lemanski, is one of many paintIngs and photognphs currently
appearing in the Kalamazoo Area
Show at the Art Center. The exhibition of 144 works will continue in the main and west
galleries through Sunday, April
26. Art Center hours are TuesdaySaturday from 10 am-S pm,
Thursday from 7-9 pm, and Sunday from 1-5 pm.
"Untitled," by Patty O'Connor,
pictured at left, can also be seen at
the show.

Week of April 16-22
AtK
Olmsted Room:
Eve Shelnutt, award-winning author, will read from
her published collection of stories, The Love Child,
tonight at S pm.
Film Society:
Friday-Jesus Christ Superstar. 7, 9, and I I pm
Wednesday-Man in the White Suit. 7 and 9 pm.

Around Town
MIller Auditorium:
The Western Opera Theatre presents Romeo and Juliet
Wednesday at S pm.

Theatre:
Ovlc-Bedroom Farce is in its final weekend.
Carver Center-The tragi-comedy Catsplay opens Friday
at S pm and runs April 17·19,24-25.
New Vic-Neil Simon's The Good Doctor closes
this weekend.

Kalamazoo Institute of Arts:
The Kalamatoo Area Show continues through Sunday,
April 26.
Joe DeLuca's Stations of the Cross exhibit opens today.

I.e Bljou:

I-The Man With Bogart's Face.
II-Friday-Sunday: Singin' in the Rain and
The Wizard of Ct.
Monday-Thursday: Fellini's Amacord and
Truffaut's Small Change.

If reveling in sensual experiences sounds more appealing
than mere wining and dining, Bacchus Tastevin Restaurant is the
place for you.
Don't let the exterior of the
restaurant fool you-althouSh the
establishment is surrounded by
the impersonal Southland Mall,
the hostess ushers you into an entirely different world. One enters
the very heart of Bacchus' private
wine cellar-an intimate atmosphere with dimly-lit nooks
and crannies, low ceilings supported by heavy wooden beams,
and barrels presumably full of aging wine overhead.
The hostess whisked us up a
creaky staircase with a ropeentwined railing to our booth and
offered a sample of the featured
wine of the week. Fine wines from
vineyards around the world are
also available by the bottle or
glass.
Bacchus' menu, though limited
to allow for careful, quality
preparation, offers an excellent
selection of beef and seafood.
Each entree includes the choice of
a baked potato or vegetable and
soup or salad. Take heed,
however: a trip to the salad bar,
offering a variety of fresh

vegetables, chunks of salami,
slices of cheese and hard rolls,
could easily diminish one's appetite (in a pleasurable manner)
for the delectable delights that
follow.
The succulent slices of beef and
perfect blend of wine, mushrooms
and herbs of the Beef Tenderloin
Bordelaise more than satisfied my
fmicky palate. The broiled sirloin,
juicy and flavorful, had the potential of melting in one's mouth. I
would highly recommend the
sauteed whole mushrooms that
are served in generous portion.
Overall, the superb quality of Bacchus' food and wine allows the
connoisseur or the average diner
to savour every bite and sip.
Without showering us with excessive attention, our waitress
seemed to appear out of nowhere
whenever we needed ber service.
The lack of a persistent waitress,
along with the faint strains of
classical music and the refined atmosphere of the restaurant, combine to create an unhurried,
leisurely mood.
If you want to pass a couple of
luxurious hours some evening
with a special friend, escape to
Baccbus for an enjoyable journey
into the realm of pleasure. Dinner
for two, with a modest bottle of
wine, will run about 525.

'Le Bijou' features more for less
by David Alarie
Le Bijou, Kalamazoo's alternative commercial movie theater,
located in the lower level of the
Kalamazoo Center, now shows
seven different movies every
week.
Beginning April I, Le Bijou
began screening two double
features every week in addition to
one weekly feature and two midnight movies on Friday and Saturday nights.
The double-feature schedule
consists of matched pairs of ftlms
appealing to people with a critical
interest in film. The schedule also
has a fair share of less serious
films which are frequently requested by regular patrons of the
theater.
The new schedule was necessary

to achieve the primary objective
of the theater's owners, which is
to cater to an audience interested
in seeing current foreign and
American cinema not usually offered in Kalamazoo at the mall
theaters.
1'he double feature series for
ApJ'il and May includes a Hitchcock double feature, a Lina
Wertmuller double feature, and a
bill offering Deliverance and
Straw Dogs in the same sitting.
The cost for a double feature
can be as low as $1.50 if one attenc1s the fust matinee shows on
We9nesday, Saturday, or Sunday.
At all other times the cost for both
shows is 52.50.
Schedules for April and May
offerings are available at the
Union Desk.

A ward-winning author reads from works
by Jane Harker

It is a rare phenomonon when
an author offers to the public a
reading of her own works, but
tonight at S pm, Eve Sbelnutt will
do just tbat.
Shelnutt will be reading from
ber published collection of stories
entitled "The Love Child," which
was honored recently with the
Great Lakes Colleges Association
New Writers Award. One of the
judges stated:

The stories in this book
strike a delicate balance between despair and ecstasy.
They are subtle, poetic and
wise. The rich and dense
languages gives the human
voices
a
deserved
elegance ... Each of the
stories has a careful, enduring voice.
Shelnutt's name is not unfamiliar in tbe literary world .
Many of her stories and poems
have appeared in prominent

Night Music:
Chap's-on-Main-The Claude Black Quartet performs
jazz Wednesday and Thursday nights throughout the month
of April. 9:30-1:30; 51 cover.
Wblstle Stop-The Bryce Roberson Trio, jazz, plays
Friday and Saturday, 9:30-1:30 pm. Cover.

Hobie's-Dave Harris' Affinity plays jazz Friday and
Saturday from 9:30-1 :30. Cover.

literary magazines and journals,
and her fust published story
received the Mademoiselle Fiction
Award. Later this year a second
collection of Shelnutt's stories en·
titled "The Formal Voice" will be
available to her continuously expanding public.
A Soutberner by birth, Shelnutt
received her B.A. from the
University of Cincinnati and her
M.F.A. from the University of
North Carolina. Currently a
teaoher of creative writing at the
University of Pittsburgh, she
previously held a teaching posi·
tion at Western Michigan Univer·
sity here in Kalamazoo. Shelnutt
has also been a faculty member of
the M.F.A. program of Goddard
College.
Shelnutt's reading in the
Olmsted Room of Mandelle Hall
is free of charge and open to the
pUblic. It offers an excellent op'
portunity to experience an
author's interpretation of her own
works.
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the looking glass
The one called Eyes-like-sky
Long ago in the land of our
there walked a girl named
,,,H'J<C·''''Y. She had the blue
of the white man but this-was
before he had come so the
had never seen such eyes.
grew tall and beautiful, and
spoken highly of everywhere.
she was still too young to
braves loved hllr and
fight for her.
was a good
to her mother and could
wonderful patterns on dresses
moccasins. People noticed her
and respected it greatly.
it was her beauty that drew
, praise.
Every day Eyes-like-sky would
water from the river that ran
the village of her people. As
grew older, she became
and wanted to know what
like, so one day she
see herself in the river. But
ran too swiftly and she
nothing. This disapher. All of her people
take pleasure from looking
why couldn't she?
thought about
many days before she
I

r

finally told her mother of her
desire. But her mother was wise
and said:
"Daughter, it is true that your
face brings delight and gladness to
the hearts of those who see it. But
a face such as yours must never be
seen by its bearer, for it will only
bring her vanity and false pride,"
Eyes-like-sky listened to her
mother and said no more about
the matter. Many moons passed
and she did not try to see her face.
But when the time came for her to
wed , braves came to woo her and
win her love with lavish praises for
her beauty, and she desired to see
her face again.
She looked this time in rainpuddles and bowls of water, for
the water in these was still. But it
was also dark, and though she
could see her features, which were
beautiful indeed, she could not see
the color of her eyes that everyone
spoke of. This made her very
upset. If her features were this
beautiful, she thought, how much
more beautiful must her eyes be?
She began to seek out pools of
water wherever she went, kneeling
and looking carefully into each

My mirrors
are so tired.
They do not try . They
are uninspired.
We liked the assertion of his moistened eye.
I give them time-lots
of time off-and corne horne
to their sullen chatter: discussions
of the opposite wall,
and my passing between.
Craving his frantic brow at one a.m.!
My mirrors
are listless.
They speak with eyes half shut.
We were spraying his loins with splendid,
splintered prisms!
And I quite understand.
We saw his lips resolve a scream.
They are
so tired .
His back receeding,
Their lips,
his body shaking
their tiny tongues insisting
with strange relief.
that we are all so utterly tired.
Scott A. Becker

1

one before walking away disappointed.
An old woman in the village
noticed what was happening and
came to visit Eyes-like-sky one
night. They sat beside the embers
of her family's cooking fife in
silence until the old woman spat.
"Eyes-like-sky," she said, "I
have seen you looking at your face
in the rain-puddles when you
think no one is watching, and
because of this I have come to you
tonight. The gods are jealous
gods. They despise a proud and
haughty heart. You must stop this
foolishness, or you will be struck
blind."
Eyes-like-sky was silent and
respectful, but she listened with
only one ear. When the old
woman left, she laughed to herself
and thought, they are jealous of
my beauty; even the gods are
jealous of my beauty. And she
decided to do a terrible thing.
The next day she left the village
and climbed to the top of a hill
called Seeing-hill. It was a place
her people went to for visions and
dreams. She stood at the top of
the hill and called upon the gods
to show her her face . Just once,
she wanted to see her face as the
others saw it and not as it appeared in a bowl of dark water.
Just once, and she would be
satisfied. The sun began to set,
and still the gods remained silent.
So Eyes-like-sky walked down the
hill with a heavy heart and began
to walk home.
On her way, f fie saw something
laying on the ground. It was
bright and shiny like ice, but it felt
warm in her hand. It was a piece
of looking-glass, though she did
not knt)w its name. And as she
looked at it, she saw her face .
"My eyes," she said with
wonder. She looked at herself all
the way home, and then hid the
glass in her robes.
The next morning she awoke
and found that she could still see, .
she was not blind. So she took the
glass outside to a hidden place and
looked at herself all day . Shp did
this every day for a long time.
Soon she found thallhe sky was
not as beautiful as her eyes at all,
and she found no pleasure in looking at it. And then she noticed
that the flowers and fields and
rivers were pale beside her beauty,
and she stopped looking at them.
She no longer enjoyed her beadwork, for it looked shabby and
sad compared to her beauty, so
she stopped doing it.
One day the mother of Eyeslike-sky found her daughter looking in the glass and took it away.
She threw it in the river and took
her child home.
But Eyes-like-sky never forgot
the image in the glass and never
took joy in anything she saw
again. So one day she stopped
looking.
Lauren Crawford
Staring off, through and beyond,
The looking glass affords
Moments of treasured fantasy:
A far away land of adventure
and, sometimes, intrigue . ..
A romantic scene with as many
stars as grains of sand " .
A routine meeting with the Chief
to discuss his plans ...
A familiar, older woman alone in
a one-room walk-up, she's d-- - ...
The focal point changes.
The cold, nat, heartlessness
Of the teasing mirror resumes.
It's only a tired woman whose face is dirty.
Laree Martin-Hudon
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Michael
Michael walks up to the mirror
and peers inside.
"What a handsome lad," he says,
cocking an eyebrow
and flashing Pearl Drops immaculacy
allover the place.
He holds a hand mirror
like a torch
and examines his profLie.
"Ah, .. A sculptor's delight. A Roman god ."
Gingerly, he sets the hand mirror aside
and turns to face the medicine cabinet
false-front.
"Your hair has the beauty of ebony ice."
He ,otates his head
so the fluorescent lights
catch
and reflect.
Looking from beneath thick brows,
he tilts toward the image machine
as his green and white tie
brushes up against the open end of the Pepsodent tube,
unnoticed.
"Those eyes . .. such a fierce steel blue!"
But, uh-oh. Michael leans too near the glass
and falls in.
Marguerite

Ro~ '
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sports
Facelift may be in store

Athletic Department considers varsity sports
by Lorri Hopping
The Athletic Department is
considering several proposals that
could change the face of varsity
sports at Kalamazoo College.
A dwindling women's track
team could be turned into what
athletic director Rolla Anderson
calls an "elite" track program.
The idea is that only the best runners would run in invitationals
and dual meets . Anderson pointed
out that this move, resulting from
the current sacrifice in points at
dual meets because of lack of
team depth, is still in the
speculative stages.
Another endangered sport is archery. Although the Hornet archers won the state meet last year,
there may not be enough teams in
the league to keep the competition
going. The MIAA requires that
four teams compete in the sevenschool league in order to hold an
MIAA championship.
Meanwhile , the Athletic
Department. is condsidering ad-

ding a men ' s and women's cross
country team under a single
coach. According to Anderson, a
final decision should be made in
May. If the proposal is okayed,
the team would begin competing
in the fall.
Current club sports such as
women's soccer and women's
fast-pitch softball are other
possibilities for varsity sports.
While the soccer team, coached by
junior Daniel Minkus, is stronger
in numbers and support, Anderson pointed out that even if it did
become a varsity sport next year
no MIAA competition currently
exists. Instead the soccer team
would compete against the same
club teams they are playing now,
including the University of
Michigan and Michigan State
University.
The women ' s softball team,
coached by junior Sherri Stam,
has just the opposite problem.
With about nine players on the
roster and only five to six practicing regularly and no real ball field
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Junior Jim Leonhardt (left) and senior TIm Holmes battle It out during
a recent Ultimate Frisbee practice.

on which to play, the team is having trouble getting off the ground.
Every other school in the league,
however, has a women's softball
team.
Neither
Anderson
nor
Women's Athletic Director Tish
Loveless affirmed that either the
soccer team or the softball team
would eventually become a varsity
sport. Anderson stated that the
softball club "needs another year
or two under their belt first."
Loveless agreed that "like all
other teams it must prove itself
first. I'd like for us to support a
program that looks as if it ' s
healthy and has a lot of interest
and that that interest will be sustained."
Anderson said that the idea of a
club team is "fantastic. We want
the students to have fun. That's
the beauty of a small school. You
can do that."
The road between a club team
and a varsity sport is a long and
hard one. Stam has been working
on forming the softball team since
last fall . In response to a questionaire she sent out to students,
35 women stated they would be interested in playing on the team.
The objective this spring is to
get more people on the field and
then to get a full schedule. So far
only one game has been lined up
on Wednesday, April 29. Starn
hopes to schedule more games
with local high schools and junior
high schools once support for the
team increases. Team members
are currently selling candy bars to
boost their budget.
Anyone interested in joining the
team is more than welcome to
come to the practices every weekday except Tuesdays from 4 to 6
pm on the field behind Calder
fieldhouse.
Stam remains optimistic about
the team . "Softball at K can be a
very good sport. I think we could
have a good club and team. The
reception to the idea has been very
lukewarm, but there's great
potential because a lot of people
have played in high school," she
said.
Any interested players are encouraged to call Stam at 39772.

KCUF-too much enthusiasm?
by John Oshinski
There is one sure indication that
spring has arrived at Kalamazoo
College. Beside the telltale signs of
ropes around the quad and a barrage of SIP presentations, one can
be sure winter has finally passed
away by the abundance of frisbees
flying through the air .
Spring fever aside, the hope of a
successful season and the enjoyment gained by all from playing
Ultimate frisbee has resulted in a
large turnout for the Kalamazoo
College Ultimate Frisbee team
(KCUF). Presently there are 25
~Iayers on the team, not to mention the 45 frisbee fanatics who
sign up for the Ultimate Frisbee
gym class.

All this enthusiasm for the sport
has, however, caused a few problems. Cramped playing quarters
due to a lack of field space could
be avoided if athletic authorities
took the KCUF a little more
seriously, said one player. Also,
the gym class has been made contractual and the team practice
~chedule has become sporadic.

In spite of these difficulties, the
return of the junior class, the
recruitment of some very promising freshpersons, and the help of
some seniors and K grads could
make this one of the most successful seasons in the past few
years for the KCUF.
One junior player reflects the
attitude of the team with the statement, "We are out to have a good
time playing, and this year I think
we can establish ourselves as one
of the best teams in the Midwest."
Since the National Ultimate
Championships have been moved
from spring to fall, the current
junior and freshperson classes will
have two quarters to train and
make up for the loss of
sophomores and seniors to the K
plan and graduation.
, KCUF will still be very active
this quarter, however, with a
small tournament in Kalamazoo
'(the date is to be set later) along
with assorted games with other
Midwestern teams. KCUF will
also be participating in one of the
most important spring tournaments in Madison, Wisconsin
on Memorial Day weekend .

Other frisbee activities this
quarter include a planned frisbee
golf tournament, a frisbee golf get
together at 10 pm every Friday to
play with new people, and the
selling of frisbees and tee shirts
later in the quarter. If anyone has
any questions on frisbee activities
call John Oshinski at 39791.
Frisbee freely!

Coach Sherr! Stam warm.s up during practice. What'. In store for
women ' s softball next year wUl depend on the support Stam gets
this year.

Sidelines . ..
by Jan Spierenburg
" The women did an excellent job for their first meet," remarked
Terri Beattie, after the Women 's Track team defeated Albion College, 151-77, on April 7. The Hornet squad outran their opponents
for first place wins in five events.
Freshperson Nancy Thurston placed first in the 1000meter hurdles
with a time of : 16.5 . The 44O-yard relay team of freshperson Sue
Murray, senior Cheryl Stout, freshperson Martha Modeen, and
freshperson Linda Hudson finished fITst with a time of :55.5 . Stout,
freshperson Lisa Merlo, freshperson Diana Bury, and Thurston ran
the one-mile relay in a winning time of 4:35.96.
Thurston also placed first in the nO-yard dash (:27.97), followed
by Hudson in second (:29.1) and Murray in third (:29.3). Hudson
placed first (: 13.97) and Murray placed second (: 14.23) in the
100-yard dash .
The Kalamazoo College Men's Tennis team experienced a 2-7 loss
to Michigan State University on April 7 in close matches by determined K netters. A number one singles competition, junior Chris
Burns defeated the Michigan State University team captain Malt
Sandler; 6-3, 5-7,6-3. The number two and number five singles matches resulted in losses after tight 3-set contests.
In a thrilling first doubles match, Burns and junior Mike Riley lost
their sets; 7-6, 7-6. The second team of senior captains Bill
Vanderhoef and Pete Ballantine played well in their victorious effort.
The Hornet Women's Tennis team tied with host Ohio Wesleyan
University for third place in the Oreat Lakes Colleges Association
(OLCA) tournament held on April 3-4. Senior captains Joan Thomson and Cindy Chiappetta, as well as junior Janine Ihssen played in
final round singles competition. The doubles team of Thomson and
senior Cindy Ackerman also competed in finals round elimination.
The women netters defeated their first two MlAA opponents,
shutting out Olivet 8-0 on April 8 and winning "their first home meet
against Hope College 8-1 on April II.
The archery team claimed their third consecutiv~ state title at the
April II College Division National Archery Association (CDNAA)
Championship at Landon ' s Archery Range in Orand Blanc. The archers scored 166 more points than their nearest competitor.

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS
Arebtry
Thursday, April 16, Hope 7 pm
Monday, April 20, Calvin, 7 pm

BasebaD
• Saturday, April 18, al Hope, I pm
Wednesday, April 22, Olivet, 1 pm
Men's Tennis
Friday, April 17, OLeA
Saturday, April 18, OLeA, 9am
Wednesday, April 22,Olivet, 3 pm
Wednesday. April 22 at Purdue, 3 pm
Women's Tennis
Thursday, April 16, at Siena Heights, 3:15 pm (JY
Thursday, April 16, al Adrian, 3 pm
Wednesday, April 22, eMU, 3 Pm

SNACk BAR

Take a Snack Break
The Snack Bar Is open nightly,
9:00 PM until Midnight

KALAMAZOO

COLLEGE---------~

State increases
aid money
by Carrie Vernia

available only to freshpersons,
sophomores, and juniors.
Maust also stated that,
although the state grants are
welcome, the College must avoid
trapping itself financially by expecting the grants "year after
year. Jt
Kalamazoo College President
George Rainsford has been active
in AICUM since he came to the
College and has been an active advocate of the TDG program.
Rainsford explained that the
TDG program, first suggested in
the late 19605, is one of the "conspicuous successes" of AICUM.
The program was designed to
"replicate the scholarships built
into the public sector by virtue of
their low tuitions," and began
with the class of 1982.
While Michigan financial aid
funding has been approved by the
state legislature, many federal
programs, such as the Guaranteed
Student Loan program (GSL) and
the Pell Grant allocations
(BEOG), are still in committee ..
The fate of the GSL program will
be decided in early June.
Rainsford explained that ad·
vocacy for these programs is the
responsibility of the institution, the student and student's
family. He encourages students
and their parents to write letters to
their congress persons and
senators encouraging them to support such expenditures.
He stated that in the past many
independent institutions of higher
education have believed that
political advocacy and lobbying
are beneath them but now the
allocation of federal and state
funding for financial aid is seen as
a necessary "political game."

Student fears of drastic cuts in
state financial aid may, in the long
run, prove to be unnecessary.
In a memo released April 13
John Gaffney, president of the
Association of Independent Colleges and Universities of Michigan
(AICUM), reported a 19.05 percent increase in the state's financial aid commitment to the independent sector.
After intense lobbying efforts
on the part of AICUM members,
a six-member Conference Committee (including James DeSana,
Stephan Monsma, R. Robert
Geake, Gary Owen, Dana Wilson,
and Robert A. Welborn)
unanimously approved higher
education appropriations for the
1981-82 fiscal year. On April 10
the Michigan Legislature adopted
that committee's report.
Vice President for Student Life
Robert Maust stated that because
the "tough political hurdles have
been cleared, the chances are
good" that the state will come
through with the money.
Although he is quick to point out
that the governor does have the
constitutional authority to cut
items of the state budget,
necessitated by decresed state
revenues.
The primary purpose of the increase is to offer $500 Tuition Differential Grants (TDGs) to all
undergraduates in private institutions. Maust stated that next year
will be the first time, in the history
of the state, that across the board
financial assistance for freshpersons through seniors will be given.
This year (1980-81) TDGs were

-

The Peace Team from the Student Committee for Peace and Justice, a committee of students of
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, will be speaking tonight, In the Olmsted Room at 8 pm. The
topic of the Forum sponsored discussion will be "Peace as a Mandate for the '80s: Biblical, Economic
and Political Issues." Pictured (from left to ri~ht) are Daniel Smith, Kathy Temple and Gary Hasek.

Women's studies conference
to focus on student experience
by Heidi A. Tietjen
"Ours is a hope for the future
and for change," said junior Cas
Smith of the second annual
GLCA Student Women's Studies
Conference to be held here this
weekend. "This is our small way
of working for the change that
will reaffirm our faith in the
future. "
The conference, which will
open at I pm tomorrow in the
Olmsted Room, is entitled "Communicating Herstory: Women's
Studies and Women's Lives." The
conference is sponsored by the
Women's Interest Group and will
revolve around student-led
seminars. Sessions are open and
free-of-charge to all K students.
"This conference culminates six
months of planning by WIG
members, by students," said
sophomore B.e th King. ~'H's ex-

citing to see the months of
preparation finally begin to
materialize into the reality of a
con ference. "
"I'm just excited as hell about
women's studies \od am happy to
have people with whom I can
share ideas and energy, " said
senior Lori Ayre.
A GLCA Women's Studie's
Conference involving students
and faculty is held each fall. Last
year Wooster College feminists
sponsored the first women's
studies conference for students.
Entirely student organized, the
conference is seen by many as a
way to make students aware that
they actively participate in and
forward the development of
women's studies, said Smith. "I
think it is really exciting that student work is recognized and
validated by this conference,"

Vandalism season opens

Year-long problem worsens in spring _ _ _ _ _ __
by Tim Schroder

weather always brings the potential for increased campus crime.
"Students begin walking around
in bathing suits and gym shorts
and leave their keys in their
rooms, so they have to leave their

Spring may liberate your soul,
but it could easily lighten your
pocket. According to Jim Kridler,
Associate Dean of Students. nice

doors unlocked," he observed.
In addition to theft, the potential for vandalism increases in the
spring as more large parties are
held. "There is a direct relationship between keggers and vandalism," Kridler noted. CurrentIy, those throwing the party are
held responsible for damage in the
immediate area .
Since the quarter began two
firedoors in Crissey have been
removed and the receiver has been
torn off a new on-campus phone
installed on upper campus.
The College spends $7,000 to
$10,000 a year replacing destroyed
property-most of that money
coming from the General Budget.
Because tuition supplies approximately two-third s of the budget,
students are the ones who pay for
vandalism.
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"Students are becoming more
aware and less tolerant. They will
confront one another," said
Kridler . "That is the biggest help.
The only answer to vandalism is
when students see it as stupid."

The library has also been a recent target of vandalism. According to head librarian Eleanor
Pinkham, a number of closed
reserve books were returned
severely damaged last quarter. A
few weeks later, reference books
for the same course were
discovered heavily marked with
felt-tip pen. The same individual
was responsible in both cases and
was required to replace the
materials at a cost of $150.
"Vandalism in the library is a
violation of the College honor
code," Pinkham said, "and I just
don't think most students realize
that." Violators are referred to
the Judicial Court or to the Vice
President of Student Life.
Pinkham has also noticed a
change in students' reactions
towards such thefts and vandalism . She agreed with Kridler
that "there is no question"
students are becoming more aggressive in reporting abuse. "It's
kino of moral outrage," she explained. "Students are taking
much more responsibility. And
I'm glad."

Smith said. " ... Many women's
studies conferences seem to be
aimed at women as professionals
and educators. Because this is our
conference, we can llse a women's
studies perspective to explore the
areas that interest us as students.
That is reflected in the real variety
of sessions that will be offered-everything from Apostle
Paul's view of women to rape
laws."
Senior David France said the
purpose of the women's studies
conference is to learn what other
school are doing about women's
issues. "In the isolation of this
small campus it is not always easy
to know if the progress we are
making in conscioussness raising
and policy changes are
phenomenal or minimal," he said.
According to King, the conference is organized around
"basic feminist principles of
cooperation and consensus." The
WIG conference committee
members presented all their ideas
before the entire Women's Interest Group for discussion and
approval.
Senior Katrina VanValkenberg
added that conference workshops
and discussions are also to be conducted in a "non-heirarchical,
non-competitive way. What's the
use of having feminist ideals if we
don't try to live by them
ourselves?"
As many as 75 non-Kalamazoo
College students are expected to
attend the conference and will be
housed by K students. Invitations
were extended to small private
Michigan colleges as well as to
GLCA schools. "We felt a need
to get to know and work with
students who are in closer proximity to us," stated France.
Conference sessions will run
concurrently on Friday afternoon
and on Saturday. A keynote address will be delivered by author
Louise Bernakow. Former K student Diane Seuss will give a poetry
reading and the musical group
Trees will perform on Saturday
night. Film Society is offering the

Best of the New York Festival oj
Women's Films.
Registration forms and
schedules are available at the
Union Desk.

features/news
Stained glass windows

Fundraising is underway
by Mark Furlong
The Fine Arts Lobby will soon
take on a new look as the collage
that now stands there is transferred to forty-two stained glass windows .
The collage was designed during
winter quarter by artist in
residence Fritz Bultman and built
by students under his direction.
The completed windows will be "a
major piece of art that will have
significant aesthetic value in the
community," according to AI
Blum of the development office.
He also stated that this work is
certain to appreciate in value over
the years .
Two of the forty two windows
are already completed, and at
$1500 per window, the student
body and the Development Office
have to raise appro.ximately
$60,000 more before the windows
can all be completed. Money that
students raise will be matched by
an anonymous donor from the
community.
Money for the completed windows came from a donor who
wanted to improve the K community. They felt that this would
be a more valuable gift than trees
or benches for the quad .

Student methods of fund raising are varied. There is a "wishing
bathtub" in the Fine Arts Lobby .
This Saturday at 7:00 in Dalton
there will be a student variety
show (proceeds going to the windows project). A small student
built model of one of the windows
and a porcelain work by art professor Bernard Palchick will be
raffled .
Students have been sitting at a
table in Hicks' Lobby in an effort
to collect the $750 from the senior
class. One of the windows will be
a gift from the class of '81. The
other classes are being counted on
for an additional $750, which,
when matched by the anonymous
donor, will fund another window .
In addition there is a Development office committee to locate
community art patrons who will
support the project financially.
Fall of 198 I is the target date set
for installation of some windows.
Student Commission officially
recognized the Student Committee on the Bultman Windows Project in order to show that this project is backed by the student body,
"The windows could have been
made and sent in from New York,
butthis is truly something tliat can

be ours," said senior Lisa Sandin,
a committee member. "This is
why we feel the students should
actively be involved in funding
this project."
Sandin claims that because
students were responsible for
much of the work done on the collages they should be involved in
funding and making the project
the windows, Student response
has been good but the committee
believes more response is needed ,
especially from the sophomores
who are off campus.
Even if the money is raised by
this fall it is difficult to predict
when the entire work will be completed . "This is a real coup for K.
Large numbelS of people can immediately appreciate and identify
with the stained glass . The
presence of this will improve the
enviromnent in which we live and
will make K unique," stated
Blum.
A letter to seniors encourages
individuals to "Take a look at the
windows already in place and the
completed collage. They are the
most persuasive argument for supporting the project."

Three to teach in Japan
by Leslie G. Wirpsa
Kalamazoo College seniors
Gayle Oaks, Steve Corliss and
David Abramowitz will be spending next year on the Japanese
English Fellows Program.
The program, previously a
Fulbright grant, is now sponsored
by the Japanese government and
the Council on International
Educational Exchange. Program
scholars work in prefectures
throughout Japan.
Fellows' responsibilities include
conducting teacher seminars, addressing student bodies of various
schools, judging speech contests,
correcting English grammar in
professional compositions,
leading classroom discussions in
junior and senior high schools,
and interacting with Japanese
students.

'.

Fellows work a 50 hour week
and receive 300 yen per year, or
just slightly over $14,000. The
program begins in June and runs
one year. However, fellows are
often invited to reapply for an additional year.
Oaks, an English / Sociology
major, is interested in education
administration and hopes to teach
English as a foreign language. She
feels the program will provide
valuable experience in both areas
and will improve her cross cultural
awareness .
Corliss sees the Japanese experience as useful to him in any
field he chooses to pursue. Like
Oaks, his participation in the program was not stimulated by a
specific interest "in Japan, but
rather by a desire to understand
cultures which greatly contrast the
American lifestyle. Corliss, a

political science major, went to
Sierra Leone on foreign study and
hopes to someday visit India.
Desire for adventure and an interest in Japan and the Orient
drew Abramowitz into the program. He is intrigued with learning the language, especially
mastering an entirely new
alphabet.
International or environmental
law and business are possible areas
of study for Ambramowitz who
feels that the program will be
beneficial in all of these areas.

Abiltiy to adapt to a different
culture and to personal and
cultural isolation were qualities
stressed in the selection process.
Both Corliss and Oaks beleive
their foreign study experience
gave them an advantage in being
selected for the program. In
preparation for the program, the
three students have been receiving
Japanese language tutoring from
Japanese exchange student
Hiroko Arirna.
Kalamazoo College is one of the
few midwestern colleges to have
applicants admitted to this program .

The Fine Arts Building will take on a new look when the remaining
windows are

WJMD brings more news
by Frank Davis
W JMD's news department now
encompasses more than two people reading incoherently from a
newpaper. The department has expanded to include special features
such as K Magazine and WJMD
Forum as well as an improved daily news program.
Sophomore Lisa Cohen is in
charge of K Magazine, one of
many special format shows that
W JMD carries. K Magazine is set
up much like 60 Minutes with
each edition delving into several
topics .
Cohen explained that she tries
for a variety of subjects. Usually
there is one "heavy" news item
concerning the campus community, one lighter feature item (such
as Affinity or Ultimate Frisbee),
and one off-campus feature of
special interest (the moonies, the
Art Center, Le Bijou).
Another W JMD news program
is the WJMD Forum. On Sundays
from 6-7:00, Forum features a live
phone-;n interview show. It
centers on a specific topic but any
questions are encouraged. Past
guests have included Lisa Godfrey
head of Instructional Services,
and Kathleen Reish , professor of
Romance Languages, on Women
in the media; Billie King and Rich
O'Leary from the counseling
department;
congressman
Howard Wolpe, in November
representatives of the three major
presidential candidates and College President George Rainsford .
Rainsford is scheduled to return
on May 3 to talk about financial
difficulties at a small college.

Senior Ralph Basile is responsi·
ble for much of the change in thl
news department since the fal l of
'79. "The daily news was recorded
on tape for the first time then,"
explained Basile. "We wanted to
inform the campus about itself
At times, the campus finds oul
about events weeks after they hap-

pen."
Basile expressed an interest in
doing what he calls K Speak. Tlili
would be a person in the street in·
terview, with campus oriented
questions.
.
This quarter's news director ~
junior Dan McCarrel. His main
responsibility is the daily news.
McCarrel does not anticipalt
any new programs this quarter,
"We don't have a large ne~l
gathering staff." Any new shoo1
must have a minimum of work i~
volved.
To balance this, the
department attempts to
creative edge. McCarrel
ed, "If you want boredom,
on the TV news." W JMD's
news is often riddled with
reports and asides that
destroy any professional
The special features are
plagued with the same transnm'
sion and sound problems
WJMD music programs
from.
What is most important now
publicity. Many students
unaware of the programs from
news department. Only with inpu:
from students can the ne~;
department focus on what is pertf
nent. "We want the news to be in'
teresting and fun," McCarrel can·
cluded, "h\\t we are serious abou·
it. .,

SNACK BAR

Take a Study Break
The Snack Bar is open nlghUy,
9:00 PM until M1dnillht
Fellowship wlnnen David Abramowitz, Gayle Oaks and Steve Corliss.
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campus views
Student backs current U.S. economic policy
'fo the editor:
1 was astonished when I read
Ruth Moerdyk's article entitled
"Conservati ves creating a
nightmare?" in the Index last
week. Although she labled her
larget "conservatives," the article
was clearly an attack on the
Reagan administration and an advocation of the economic policies
of the "Liberals." She disparaged
Ihe "Right" with an incredibly irrational, irate, demagogic barrage
of name calling. Her article
resembled the witch trials of
Salem where people believed what
!hey wanted to believe in accusing
someone rather than doing them
justice. She would lead us to
believe that conservatives are all
lIIen without compassion whose
goals are to abolish all forms of
public assistance, send all women
back into the home, and to follow
an industrial policy similar to that
of the robber baron era of the industrial revolution . Surely we
have been educated enough not to
succumb to such emotional mush
and to look at the facts in a
somewhat objective and unprejudiced manner.

I agree that the Republican platform merits criticism. Their
unenlightened stands on all the
social issues makes me cringe. I
consider their foreign policy too
narrow, stubborn, and aggressive,
and I am very much opposed to
increased defense expenditures.
However, I do not feel that all
conservatives are devoid of
humanitarian principles, and I
don't believe the scenario which
she describes will be realized.
They believe that the needs of the
underprivileged are best provided
for by a strong economy.
The fiscal policy followed by
our government over the past 20
years has been one of economic
suicide. Taxes never cease to increase. Government at all levels
now consume 36 percent of our
paychecks. Payroll taxes are climbing at astronomical rates. Social
security tax payments quadrupled
between 1970 and 1980. Government spending, however, increased faster than taxes. Its growth
pattern resembles the price of
gold-completely out of control.
For two decades budgets have increased faster than inflation.

A push for meaningful media
the editor:
There has been much recent
regarding the place of
within the K community.
possible success of fledgling
nroo rarns such as women's soccer
observation; the validity
traldition:!1 programs, such as
,UVI'UilJl1, has been under fire. We
to address neither of these
Far more important, in our
as psychology majors, is the
mane barrage of insipid television
programming, which takes a condescendingly dim view of our collective intelligence. Though this
intelligence level may indeed be
low, if we are to judge by recent
politically-oriented letters to the·
Index, there is no reason why it
must remain so. We suggest a few
changes in what the medium carries, that might bring about corresponging changes in modern
American behavior.
Normal TY fare demonstrates a
remarkable lack of creativity.
Shows such as Greatest American
Hero attempt to make an impact,
but fall flat due to basic
flaws-like grammar for example.
One character tells another in the
Hero pilot, "It's not my forte ."
His cohort replies, "Forte.
Remember I'm an English
leacher. " Any cerebral midget
with a dictionary knows that
"forte" refers to a strength , while
"forte" is a musical direction .
Were it not his forte, we could rest
assured that he's not suffering
from a staff infection.
Once again, the Student Independent Network (SIN)
presents its spring programming
SChedule. We believe it is a viable
alternative to those of the major
networks because it addresses
!Orne of the issues that are more
pressing for the residents of
Academy Street.

TUition: Impossible-All administrative task-force infiltrates a
student government plan to
in front of the ad"UOlstrati"n building. Meanwhile,
nrgll-rsmking official's job is in

crystal freaks buzz through the
galaxy in search of Twilght Zone
repeats.

Freshmen Benjamin-A partying preppie from Grosse Pointe
sends her deposit to Kalamazoo
College by mistake-and fmds
that her entire wardrobe clashes
with the school colors.
Reagan's Hope-Will Alex's
past come back to haunt him?
What about GSLs and BEOGs?
Where is El Salvador anyway?
Find out this week in SIN's
number one soap.
Harmon's Heroes-Those cutup prisoners of Stalag 260 cavort
under the very nose of the Vice
President for Student Life, trying
to get the maust for their money.
Lou's Grant-The bewildcrring
story of one student's attempt to
refinance his college education
after his
BEaG
money
mysteriously disappears. All ends
well . Fiction.
Root Canal-A W JMD docudrama about rinse spillage. SIN
makes a splash.
The Camp David Letterman
Talks-World events arrive at K,
slightly colored with our own view
of such happenings.

Chalice-The story of a
wholesome, moral majority diner,
where a young woman stuggles
with guilt and apple pie.
With all sincerity due the issue,
we submit these proposed programming changes for general
review and consideration . We
sense a need for a revision of
media contingencies, and we hope
that a new broadcasting outlook
will build a better America .
Respectfully,
Douglas Behrend
Christopher Flynn
Stephanie Teasley

Deficit spending is taken for
granted . The policy is one of total
fiscal irresponsibility. This is the
consequence of two liberal beliefs,
which Moerdyk shares. The first
belief is that aid to the underprivileged can only be in the form
of overt transfers. This is the way
that liberal politicians buy votes.
Promises pile up, programs are
expanded and indexed to inflat ion, etc., and the budget
skyrockets. Trickle down benefits
are not considered by the politicians because it doesn't make
them as popular as the Robin
Hood practice does. Second, there
is the belief that all of our social
problems can be solved by throwing money at them . Moerdyk
claims that public education
would be better in Grosse Pointe
than in Detroit solely because the
suburb can afford more. Aren't
there social factors involved as
well? It is clear that increased funding is not a cure all, especially
when one considers the factors
that, in general, teacher salaries
are higher in the inner cities than
in the suburbs.
Here are the results of over ex-

pansive. Aggregate demand is
stimulated beyond aggregate supply, deficit spending increases the
money supply, and stiff taxes contract aggregate supply and
decrease productivity. The core
inflation rate is increased, interest
rates soar to over 20 percent, and
America finds itself in a recession
with unemployment currently at
an unacceptable 7.3 percent.
The irony of the liberal fiscal
policy is striking. In attempting to
aid the underprivileged, liberals
have totally neglected supply side
economics, damaged the economy
by promoting inflation, and, consequently, unemployment. Inflation hurts the poor more than
anyone, and in a rece.sion,
minorities and other marginally
employed workers are often the
first to lose their jobs.
It is essential to remember that
it is business which employs all of
us, rich and poor. Likewise, it is
business which employs all the
labor force. The overtaxed producer is given no incentive to invest and expand production . As
an employer, are you encouraged
to hire more workers when your

payroll taxes double every five
years? Producers have to pay rates
or 20 percent for funds because
the source of investment funds.
savings. are heavily taxed. rhese
are but two examples of the pattern whereby the government
responds to every fiscal crisis with
a tax increase. Never do they consider touching the sacred cows of
the expenditure side upon which
their popularity rests. Over taxing
the productive has disastrous effects on the economy-stagflation .
It is absolutely imperative that
adequate public assistance be
given to those who are incapable
of providing for themselves, but it
must be distributed in an efficient
and responsible fashion .
Humanitarianism must be reconciled with economic efficiency. A
strong American economy is in
the best interests of all. It seems to
me that the Reagan administration, despite its numerous imperfections, understands the
severe econ~mlc problems we face
today.
David Gray

A different RerSRective

An Iranian talks about America
To the editor:
All this hue and cry about
American imperialism reminded
me of a foreign study experience.
Actually, it's more of a conversation a fellow American and I
had with an Iranian studying
biology in France. It took place
outside a broken phone booth
where about half a dozen foreign
students were, like us, waiting to
make free phone calls home.
Although the following account is
not verbatim, the gist is there,
sans exaggeration.
A well-dressed woman next to
us started off the conversation by
asking all the standard questions :
where we were from, what we
were doing in France, etc .. We
discovered that she had been
studying in France for over a year
and wouldn't be returning to her
country for a long time.
When we asked her if she missed her family, she smiled and s aid,
"Not too much."
She asked us why we were usin~
a free phone to call home.
"Americans are rich. They don'[
need to use a free phone." We ex··
plained that we were poor
students and actually were following the French model- "/I faut
profiter." We asked her if she
wasn't going back to Iran because
of the war that, at that time, had
just broken out a few weeks
earlier.
She said that, no, that was not
the reason . She added, in fact,
that she really didn't know too
much about the war. Then she
asked us about the United States.
Wasn't it true that in New York it

is very dirty and no one can go out
past seven 0' clock or they get
raped and stabbed?
We both gawfed in suprise.
While neither of us is originally
from the Big Apple, we found
ourselves instinctively defending
it. We had both spent some time
there and quickly raved about the
great· opportunities for all
(everything short of the streets
paved with gold) and concluded
that, no, it really isn't bad at all.
Wasn't it true, the Iranian continued, that all Americans are evil
and that it's Jimmy Carter's fault
about the war? And wasn't it true
that Americans in Iran who are
married to Iranians prefer to stay
there instead of go to imperialistic
America? Wasn't it true that all
Iranians are good and the only evil
comes from America?
But wait a minute, we pro-

tested. What about the Shah?
He's Iranian, isn't he?
Yes, but he was corrupted by
Americans, was the pat response .
He is an American, really.
I wanted to laugh at her
statements, but I knew they were
spoken with conviction. I wanted
to dismiss her prejudice and apparent ignorance, but couldn't
because I knew she had studied in
France long enough to be exposed
to a more neutral media .
I found myself thinking about
dozens of questions I should have
asked, and all the better responses
I could have given to her questions, but somehow I am still unsure about the situation. Perhaps
another six months on foreign
study would have. opened my eyes
wider to the world view of our
United States of America.
Lorri Hopping

Critic merits praise
To the editor:
.
,militarism which have previously
been rejected by peaceful and
In regard~ to James Lmdbeck s
recent editorial on curr:nt
moral Americans . Despite
Amencan attitudes, . I would h~e
evidence of gross abuse of power
to e~tend my g~atlt?de for .hls
in the past, it seems some people
pubhcally expressmg Issues which
intuitively know that more power
are of concern to all of us.
for the CIA and military is our onThrough a colorful set. of
Iy defense against the red threat.
metaPhhors. andh .bl g words, ~m~Makes me sick. Now is the time to
beck .as given. lOt to t~IS natl.on. s
re-evaluate and act against the ademergmg faSCist outenes. Wlthm
vocates of morally unjustified
t~e ~ast. two yea~s many of our na- behavior and senile power
tlon s Vices, which we half hoped
mongers. Only then will my
were ~ead ,~orever, are .s~~de~IY
generation be spared a "noble
becomldn g . reborFn ag~m ':"Idth
cause" in El Salvador, Manila, or
renewe vigor. . estenng mm s
Pretoria.
are now replant 109 the seeds of
Dave Daniels
racism, authoritarianism, and
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Adulthood:
May be hazardous to your vision

Legally, I have been an adult for slightly over four months . While
my physical growth stopped about three years ago (excluding
periodic expansions), in other more fundamental ways I am far from
being an adult, and am not eagerly anticipating the day when I will
reach that plateau, whether it be ten, 20, ~r 30 years from now.
I am not referring to the "one house, two cars, a kid and a dog"
kind of grown-up, nor to the "nine-to-five job and life-insurance
payment" type of adult. These prospects are disappointingly normal, and far from threatening.
The kind of adults to whom I refer are those whO lend to say sucn
things as: "I used to think that too when I was your age," or "Don't
worry-you'll grow out of that," and "Take it from me-I have so
much more experience than you." Not only have I heard such
statements from my grandmother and my next-door
neighbor-legitimate adults-but likewise from some K students to
their underclass listeners, or even from Foreign Study veterans to
their uninitiated counterparts.
While one can sometimes appreciate the sort of statements often
coming from adults (learning that there are eventual benefits of
geometry class, or that eating spinach is in fact nutritionally
justifiable, or that sitting too close to the color TV set is hazardous),
while the youngster is maturing and trying to develop his/ her own
ideas this critical experience offered by adults becomes less valid . Unfortunately, when this criticism is less than valid it can detrimentally
effect young people-particularly students.
We liberally educated youths at K develop our own perception and
vision of the world, often recognizing the need for some kind of
change in the status quo-revolutionary or otherwise. In response to
our idealistic vision, these experienced adults condescendingly offer
us their credentials of experience. These adults (peers, parents, or
next-door neighbors) inform those of us who are still young and inexperienced, that, once we "grow up," we too will realize that the
world-or even our little chunk of it-is not to be changed, but
merely accepted.
It is safe to assume, I feel, that many of our experienced mentors
once voiced cries for world peace, for solutions to the horrors of
starvation, and for tolerable social environments in which to live
dignified human lives-cries that were not unlike our own. Yet the
world seems not to have responded to their vision, just as it balks at
our own. Realizing the inability of our predecessors to grapple with
the truly significant issues of human life becomes a dangerous practice, for therin lie the seeds of "giving up" -of resigning ourselves to
resignation. We may feel that our own human nature binds us in
some way to an already fixed pattern of human impotency.
Our experience at K is certainly not an encouragmg way to counter
this attitude of resignation. It would seem that, on the contrary, K
teaches us the many "advantages" of resignation. This is the
message taught us when we are alienated from the important
decision-making processes of Mandelle. Likewise, the intense concentration upon studies that would hopefully lead to "good jobs"
creates a dangerous attitude. This kind of focus severely inhibits individual activism in issues of locally, nationally, and globally human
importance. Our K experience surely does encourage us to develop
an awareness of these issues, but only on the level of the New York
Times or the prime-time national news. Poverty, starvation, and
social oppression are simplistically left on the level of abstract horrors, and are ignored as socially changeable realities. In the face of
these unfortunate, discouraging forces, giving up is quite easy. But it
is surely not necessary.
In many ways, growing up is inevitable. Yet idealism is not a luxury that only the young can afford, nor is it an amusing, benign
quality of the inexperienced. For me it is a necessary resource. I will
calmly accept the responsibility of house, car, kid, dog, lifeinsurance, job, and in-laws, but I refuse to resign myself to resignation . I will forfeit my dependence on my parents, my vacations from
school, and some of my toys, but not my idealism . Legally, I have
been an adult for slightly over four months. The 1Il0ment I use experience as an excuse for hopelessness, I will know that I have lost
the only thing worth carrying from the cradle to the grave.

Searching for a positive cause
I am definitely against the clubbing of baby harp seals. Except for
that, my convictions are ' not
always clear-cut on the pertinent
issues of the day. Oh, I am also
against world hunger. It is very
difficult to be for world hunger.
Or spouse beating. Or child
abuse.
As far as everything else is concerned, I am decidedly lacking in
causes. Not that I don't have opinions about the world situation. I
am against all the rotten things going on everywhere as much as the
next person. Unfortunately, I also
support about as many
movements as the next pers0!1.
I'm just a little sick of being
negative. I feel like looking for
something to advocate besides
Cad bury creme eggs. Because
every "pro" organization I can
think of nowadays only seems to
be against something negative,
rather than being for something
positive.
We right-to-choice people
aren't actually "for" abortion.
(We certainly do not think
everyone should have one). We
are just against the government
impinging upon a decisionmaking process that we believe
ought to be a woman's own .
Those of us who advocate gay
rights are not for a homosexually

based society; we are simply
disgusted with individuals and
movements that would ' deny gay
people the same rights to which
we believe all are entitled. We
who are trying to" help pass the
ERA are not for the institution of
special privileges for females,
rather, we are hoping to eradicate
existing barriers to women.
We who campaign in favor of
nuclear disarmament are only
against continuing what we deem
to be a ridiculous (not to mention
deadly) hoarding of hardware; we
do not advocate an alternative

source of national security.
There still is a lot of injustice
around that I really should spend
more time helping to fight.
Because I really do believe in the
right-to-choice, ERA, gay rights,
nuclear disarmament, saving the
whales and Soviet Jews. Or
should I say, I'm against what
they're against. But maybe--just
maybe--someday I'll find
something that I can feel just as
strongly for. Besides Cadbury
creme eggs.

Why is, Italy shaped like a boot?
We live in a poll-crazy society.
Almost everyone is fascinated to
read results from the many
"scientific random surveys"
which are conducted every dayfor example: 91 percent of collegeage frisbee players wear blue-jeans
(at least once a week); over two
percent of the American population approves of the way the Administration is handling our
money; about three percent of K
students appear to believe that
computers aboard the space shuttle may one day mutiny, overthrow the crew, and take over the
solar system; and 73 percent approve of the Index as a means of
confessing academic failure in
Econ 44.
But just how do pollsters obtain
their results? An example of our
method follows:

Q. How do K College students
explain the fact that Italy is
shaped like a boot?
In order to obtain a good
statistical sample of Kalamazoo
students, we searched for and
selected the most random mind on
campus-that of Fred Phelps. We
then asked him to respond to the
question a total of 100 times. In
order to insure a scientific
breakdown by age, class, dorm,
financial status and other factors,
we asked him this question over a
period of four years as he was increasing in age and class, moving
from dorm to dorm , changing
roommates, and declining financially. Although he remained male
throughout the questioning
period, and had to forecast what
his responses would be like if he
were really a senior, we feel that
the results are truely indicative of
what K College does to promising
young minds. Our resuts follow:

Why is Italy shaped like a boot?

3.5OJo "Continental drift"
17.8OJo "To kick Sicily"
8OJo "It is but a graphical illustration of overwhelming
cultural advancement"
-I3OJo "Because Michigan is a
mitten"
6OJo "Wie, bitteT' and other
undetermined German phrases
20OJo "Random chance vibrations of aggregates of atoms"
OOJo "Ask God . I've been
wondering too ."
I OJo "Because, by the 2nd law of
Geostatics, e i(sinwt)' . •. "
2.4 X 1O-'OJo "Huh?"
3iOJo "It's notl Don't simply

believe what the map makers
say-even if they are the only
humans who can draw countries
close together. Don't you know
that 'Satan himself will appear as
an angel of light' to deceive
students?
[Editorial Note: Fred Phelps is
currently enrolled in the Physics
program at K. He has long held on
interest in opinion surveys, trivia,
nonsense, and the correlation bet·
ween absurdity and reality. Whill
we appreciate his sincere love of
data manipulation, we hereby
disclaim responsibility for Fred,
or his manipulations. Draw your
own conclusions.}
Fred Phelps IV

EI Salvador--:::_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(continued from page 5)

Many other instances of support for the right-wing "death
squads" by uniformed military
personnel have occurred in the recent past. Documented instances
of this repression are numerous.
According to the Salvadorean
Legal Aid Office, military
helicopters have evacuated "death
squads" following their attacks
on peasants . A U.S. investigative
team has found complicity by
government security forces in the
cover-up, and possibly the murder
and rape of four American
Catholic workers last December.
Yet the United States continues
to support this military junta,
both economically and militarily.
The U.S. now has more than SO
military advisors in El Salvador
and military aid for this fiscal year
amounts to more than that given
to any other country in the region.
Some disturbing aspects of the
U.S. policy surface in a dissent
paper entitled "Washington's
Secret War in Central America",
written by staff members of the
National Security Council, CIA,

and Department of State. The
authors clearly had extensive ac·
cess to intelligence sources within
the U.S. government and to inter·
nal policy discussions and deci·
sions. The report makes four
points:
_ the U.S. is preparing to in·
tervene militarily in El Salvador;
-the U.S. is actively seeking sup'
port from other Latin American
countries to support military in'
tervention
-U .S. military intervention is
unlikely to be successful
-little international support for
U.S. policies in El Salvador exists
beyond the right-wing Latin
American dictatorships.
This report seems to indicate
the U.S. is preparing to ente!
another Vietnam . But West Ger'
many, Sweden, Norway, Holland
and several other countries have
allied themselves with the FDR
against the military-landlord jun·
ta o Any further U.S. militaryac.
tion in EI Salvador is likely to be
condemned strongly in internS'
tional circles.
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politics
Violent revolution
•

yields oppressIon
by Deborah Medkeff
and B.A. Shepley
In keeping with the ever increasconservative trend of society,
violent revolutionary is passe.
Inf()rtlunllte:ly, violent revolution
out of style for the wrong
reasons-selfishness and apathy.
While violent revolution should
have been rejected, the rejection
;hould have occurred for a better
reason--violent revolution is incapable of obtaining desired ends.
Historically, violent revolutions,
despite the sincerity of the revolutionaries' objectives, have inevitably resulted in tyrannical
A prime example is the governthat evolved after the Rus-

sian Revolution. Prior to 1917,
the Czarist regime had created a
destitute class of peasants. The
Russian people, in an effort to
throw off this oppressive government, rose up in opposition and,
in one violent break with the past,
installed what was to have been a
socialist-Marxist government.
Unfortunately, the government
the people created soon became
as oppressive as the government
they had overthrown. Rather than
the Dictatorship of the Proletariat
the government became the Dictatorship of the Party. A political
elite now controls the lives and interests of the Soviet population.
The Russian revolution led from
oppression to oppression .

Approximately two hundred
years ago, another tyranny found
its roots in the American Revolution. Again, a repressive governmental structure was overthrown
in pursuit of a more just society .
Even though the Revolution was
successful, in that power was
wielded by the colonies and no
longer by King George, the
resulting
governmental
superstructure was often as tyrannical as the one it overthrew. Even '
at the outset, with democratic
ideals still fresh in the founders'
minds, not everyone had the right
to participate in governmental
decisions. For example, non-land
owners, women, blacks, Indians
and poor whites were not allowed
to vote. Soon after independence,
the fledgling U.S. government
found itself inescapably embroiled
in the exploitation of American
Indians. In order to continue U.S.
expansionist policy, an entire
culture was destroyed by the
government.
Thus, we see that violent
revolution for the purpose of
overthrowing a tyrannical government leads only to a new tyranny.
This theory is important when one

realizes that we are presently living
in and supporting another tyrannical government. Many would
argue that, as a democratic nation, individuals retain the right to
take part in the formation and
maintenance of U.S . governmental policy. In reality, however,
large, well-financed, multinational corporations wield much
more influence than U.S. citizens.
With their large economic
resources, large corporations are
able to influence both domestic
and foreign policy, as well as the
allocation of funds. This influence
can be concretely observed in the
present shift of government policy
toward business interests and
away from social programs. The
individual now lives under a
system for and by the people, but
only for and by some of the people.
We find ourselves faced with a
government that leans toward
tyranny. Some may defend it,
claiming that, as tyranny appears
inevitable, we may as well live
under a "good" tyranny (i.e. the
U. S.). Perhaps it is only as inevitable as we make it.
If we want change, new means

must be found . As violent revolution only creates new, though
perhaps well-intentioned tyrannies, one must analyze what is
fundamentally wrong with violent
revolution. It centers on political
and societal structures, always
putting some new class or individual in charge. For effective
revolution, therefore, one
look first to the people. Only
their capacity for sel
development is real and
nent change possible. (Before
classes, individuals and special interest groups will agree to change,
and therefore not be forced to live
in a society which they despise) a
general consciousness must be
developed in which the dignity of
all individuals can be maintained .
Many will say that this is too
ideological, too impractical. It is
only as impractical as we believe.
Peaceful revolution will never occur until we decide that it must.
Editor's Note: Much of
philosophical material this
is based upon has been InjlUf'nCeal
by the writings of the 19th ~D"'''r,,1
philosopher P.J. Proudhon.

Media, memories creating a crisis
Caribbean

by Ralph Basile

Reg ime terrorizes EI Salvador
by Peter Omarzu
In recent months, much atten-

has been given to the situafacing tlie people and governof EI Salvador. To a large
the reporting has been
to suit the needs of the
States' Department of
and President Reagan's curstance on "international ter" As a result, reports contradi:ctillg the truth have proin our media.
the past SO years, EI
has been run by
military [or militaryregimes . Beginning with
massive slaughter of 30,000
in 1932, EI Salvador's
-military governements
sustained their rule through
all-too-familiar combination of
fraud and outright
terrorism," stated Nation
in December 1980.
Ke[)re':<i~," of opposition in EI
continues. Some simple
demonstrate the nature
the repression :
• seventy-eight percent of the
is owned by 9 percent of the

Western hemisphere).
The current junta, which came
to power in October 1979, promised social and economic
reforms. The junta began as a
cross-section of rightist military
leaders and moderate social
reformers. However, when it
became clear that the military
leaders would do nothing to slow
the brutality of their own forces,
the moderates resigned . Over
10,000 people were killed in the
first year of the new junta. A vast
majority of the dead were not killed by leftist guerillas, but by
government
forces
and
government-supported "death
squads." Already more than 6000
people have been killed this year.
have been killed this year.
The current junta is attempting
to exterminate all opposition to
their government. According to
many sources, on November 28,
1980 scores of uniformed soldiers
surrounded a Jesuit high school in
San Salvador while gunmen in
civilian clothing kidnapped the
leaders of the Democratic Revolutionary Front (FDR), a coalition
of opposition groups meeting in
the school. The six kidnapped
leaders were later found dead,
their bodies mutilated by the captors . Military helicopters
overhead and troops surrounding
the school provided security for
the terrorists, not the FDR victims .
(continued on page 4)

Despite recent attempts to draw
parallels between the two situations, EI Salvador is not another
Vietnam. The media attention, the
strong Reagan administration
statements, and all the demonstrations and protests are caused by a
number of images and perceptions
that do not fit the reality of this
small, globally inconsequential
nation.
Images are being resurrected
from the past and applied to present day reality, but the reality is
not the threat of U.S. troop involvement in EI Salvador. The
media is drawing images to gain
public interest, incite conflict, and
dramatize a marked change in
U.S. policy. The Reagan administration is utilizing old images
and verbiage as a means of
redeclaring the United States' role
as a superpower. The protests are
in part the result of genuine concern and in part an attempt by
some individuals and groups who
have lost political support to exploit an issue which provided the
core of its support some ten years
ago.
There are several reasons the
conflict in EI Salvador will not
become another Vietnam. EI
Salvador's geographic proximity
to the United States immediately
indicates its strategic significance
relative to both superpowers, as
well as their ability to supply it
with arms. Vietnam is directly
under the belly of the Soviet
Union and on the western border
of the People's Republic of
China. As such, the shipment of
arms from these two nations to
the government of North Vietnam
was free of the. threat of U.S.
blockades.
EI Salvador, in contrast, is
directly under the belly of the U.S.
and in waters controlled by U.S.
forces. It is a nation thousands of
miles away from the Soviet
Union.
Therefore,
arms
shipments to leftist insurgents
within the country must follow the
cumbersome route from the
Soviet Unuion, through Cuba,
and on to Nicaragua. Additionally, the navy which protects Cuba
is no match for the U.S. Navy,
and the regime in Nicaragua is a

new and highly unstable government. EI Salvador cannot possibly
mean to the Soviet Union what
Vietnam meant, nor can it supply
arms in case of war, as it did in
Vietnam.
EI Salvador is not another Vietnam for a more persuasive reason:
there is no opposing government
through which the U.S.S.R. or an
adversary force can send arms .
Nor is there a government which
can organize an entire economy
and people for the pupose of war.
Vietnam, on the other hand, had
two opposing governments claiming control of the entire country.
Both were capable of amassing
and distributing goods and people
in pursuit of military victory. Additionally, "communist" forces in
EI Salvador do not enjoy the
widespread support of the general
population. North Vietnam had
such support inside its own
boundaries and in South Vietnam.
President Reagan is taking all
these factors into account when
he says El Salvador will not
become another Vietnam. It clearly will not require the massive
commitment of resources to
achieve the administration's goals
which were required in Vietnam .
Given the discussion above it is
not necessary to take the administration's statements at face
value. Secretary of State Haig's
rhetoric and the administration's
interest in EI Salvador are not an
attempt to show the U .S.'s muscle, but are meant to demonstrate
U.S. commitment to its own
geopolitical interests.
Simultaneously, Haig's strong
statements about EI SalvadOr and
Soviet intentions there are meant
to underline Haig's role as chief
foreign policy formulator. The
U.S . is declaring its determination
to assume its role as a superpower,
and its dedication to Haig as its
foreign policy leader. Thus it is
Haig who makes tough, threatening statements while Reagan and
some of his domestic advisors
downplay the need for the U.S. to
become deeply involved in EI
Salvador. Haig is assuming the
role of chief international
spokesperson, while others interpret Haig's statements for the
U.S. population . The administration has one policy, but it speaks
with two voices-one for an inter-

national audience and one for a
domestic audience.
However, it is impossible for
the administration to isolate the
two messages and this is especially
true with a press as crisis-minded
as our own . It is almost certain
Haig's strong statments will
receive more coverage than the
mild statements of domestic
spokespersons.
The press has an interest in El
Salvador also. Its purpose is to inform the public about EI Salvador
and the administration's policies
toward it. But the press also has
an interest in creating public
awareness of the situation and increasing public utilization of the
media. The most effective way to
achieve this last goal is to create
the image of a crisis and to reinforce this image by relying upon
images of a past era. By doing
this, the media partially achieves
the administration's goal of reinforcing American commitment to
its objectives, but on another level
it undermines consensus by using
images of a period which witnessed much domestic conflict.
This is not to say that the press
shouldn't investigate and question
official policy and information.
But the media has intended to emphasise the conflict and division
which exists in EI Salvador, rather
than report the goals of moderate
elements within that nation . The
moderate elements have a wide
public appeal and are likely to
form the cornerstone of the U.S.
backed government which will exist there.
Only a slight chance exists that
EI Salvador will become another
Vietnam. Poor judgement, bad
luck, and stupidity could force the
U.S. into an undesirable position .
But the fact is, EI Salvador and
U.S. interests there are relatively
safe. U.S. goals should be attainable without much military
aid. It is far more important for
the U.S. to provide economic and
political assistance, because it is
what EI Salvador requires. Part of
this political assistance is reducing
the military threat of the left; such
a position will allow the moderate
forces greater freedom in dealing
with the extreme right, as well as
the larger problems facing the nation. This seems to be the Reagan
administration's major goal.
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arts/entertainment
SIP art show

Drawing and sculptures exhibited
by Bob Gilbo
A particularly well-displayed
SIP art show is currently on view
in the gallery of the Fine Arts
Building. The figure studies and
"abstract illusionist" drawings by
Brian Gougeon and soapstone and
alabaster sculpture by Lisa Sandin
complement each other well. The
strong, slick lines of Gougeon's
works in charcoal, pencil, and
pastel balance the flowing,
organic contours in Sandin's
pieces.
Gougeon, a senior art major, is

displaying works that were done
last winter during an internship
with figurative realist painter
Phillip Pearlstein in New York City. The show includes a series of
figure drawings in various media,
including charcoal, watercolor,
and pastel. Studies of models in
the same pose, drawn in different
media, are an interesting look at
how a different technique can
transform a work. Gougeon says
his figure drawings are perhaps
the most "academic" work he has
done. "The figure is really no personal imagery. It's just the most
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Saxopbonlst Louis Jobnson, expressing emotion tbrougb mWllc, performs wltb tbe Claude Black Quartet.

Hot jazz quartet
sizzles at Chap's
by Amy Marcaccio
"Sorry, no tables," apologized
the host. "If you'd like to wait. . .
Actually," he consoled, "the
acoustics are best back here."
There's no way on earth,
however, that one can fully appreciate the artistry of Claude
Black's jazz quartet while halfslumping against the back wall of
Chap's-on-Main, balancing a
notebook in one hand and a chilled glass of wine in the other. We
all breathed sighs of relief when
our host finally squeezed us in at a
half-vacant table.
The group's sound is reminiscent of Count Basie-an enthusiastic, joyful, polished sound.
Pianist and leader Claude Black
ferociously pounds the keys one
moment, caressing them the next.
With utmost control over his instrument, Louis Johnson coaxes
his saxophone to emit exciting
auditory delights-piercing wails
and mellow moans, with a broad
spectrum in between, demonstrate
a depth of feeling. Melvin
Jackson, firmly plucking an
upright bass and sporting a cap,
reaffirmed the impression of Basie
that I received initially. Drummer
Bill Winans not only keeps a driving beat, but also rips loose on
solos later in the evening. Playing
blues, ballads, bossas or bop, the
band definitely performs as a
cohesive foursome .
No stranger to the stage, Black
has led the vagabond life of a freelance jazz musician for over 30
years . The native Detroiter prefers
to back up other artists because
"it's a hassle to have your own
group--you have to be responsi-

ble," he grimaced, but with a
twinkle in his eye.
The pianist left high school in
1948 to pursue a musical career
and has been on the road ever
since. Black's history is impressive: he has toured the United
States from coast to coast, worked
with such artists as Earl Bostic,
Aretha Franklin, Dizzy Gillespie
and Eddie Jefferson, performed
in Europe, and played at Carnegie
Hall and the Montreaux-Detroit
Jazz Festival.
"I like to travel the country,"
Black informed me. "You meet a
lot of interesting people."
He reaffirmed a common notion concerning European jazz audiences: "They're very enthusiastic . .. receptive ... more
courteous . . . " In his easy-going
manner, Black gestured toward
the Chap's crowd and grinned.
"People are people, y'know?"
stated Black. "It's just that
American jazz is more appreciated
in Europe," he declared matter -of
-factly.
Observing the Thursday night
audience around me, half of
whom seemed oblivious to the
quartet's dreamy rendition of
"Somewhere Over the Rainbow"
and spunky interpretation of "My
Favorite Things," I noted that
Black's assertion was true to some
extent. But at the same time, I was
struck by the number of jazz
lovers who appeared to experience
the music totally. The Claude
Black Quartet definitely merits the
rapt attention of its audience.
Enjoyable, jazz-filled nights
await at Chap's-on-Main on
Wednesdays and Thursdays .
Black's group continues its stint
throughout the month of April.

natural form to draw-not as an
end in itself, but as a means to
these," he says, referring to his
non-figurative works . Then he
adds, "I don't know if I really
believe that."
The ambivilence Gougeon has
in talking about his work is not
reflected in his art, which shows a
strong sense of style. The nonfigurative works and abstract
compositions in the show, which
he terms "abstract illusionism,"
are sleek and striking, with a
characteristic touch of wit. He
claims that his imagery here "is
associated with this whole new
music, new wave thing. I think it's
very funny ... and fat things. I like
fat heavy things that float."
Heavy clouds are a central image
in some of the compositions,
while thick black lines squirm
around on a large triptych, which
abandons the figurative image
completely.
Sandin, also a senior art major,
sculpts figurative and organic
forms, emphasizing the movement
of contour line and grain, both in
the stone itself and the idea she
covers in it. "The grain of a stone
can move a piece," she explains.
"I like there to be movement in
the stone itself, as well as in what I
do to it." For this reason, she
does not always set out with a
prJ:Cise idea of what the finished
piece will be, but, working with
the grain or flaws of a particular
stone, "I let the stone dictate what
it's capable of saying," Sandin
says.
Sandin stresses the point that
her work is a tactile, as well as a
visual, experience. "I want you to
walk in and say "Oh, I wonder
what that feels like," she says.
Viewers are encouraged to touch
the inviting surfaces of rose and
white alabaster and green
soapstones. "I think sometimes
the only way you can understand a
contour is to run your finger
across it," she explains.
Sandin says her work owes its
understanding of contour and line
to Fritz Bultman, former artist-inresidence, with whom she worked
last winter. She also cites Arp and
Brancusi as influences . But,
perhaps it is her sensitivity to the
possibilities of form in the raw
rock that most influences her
pieces. "You have to be able to
work with what the stone is ... ,"
Sandin says. "What I like is the
taking away process, going from
raw rock to a polished form you
never expected was there."
The show will continue through
May I. Gallery hours are 2 pm to
4 pm Monday through Friday.
Selected works are for sale.

"Seduction," br Lisa Sandin, tan be experienced In the Gallery.

Week of
April 23-29

AtK
Film Society:

The Best oj the New York Festival oj Women's Films.
Friday at 7 & 9 pm; Saturday at 3 & 5 pm.
Round Room:
Gemini rocks at 9 pm.
Around Town
Theatre:
Carver Center-Catsplay closes on Saturday.
New Vic-The musical Zorba opens on Thursday.
Kalamazoo Institute of Arts: •
The Kalamazoo Area Show closes on Sunday.
Joe DeLuca's Stations oj the Cross exhibit continues
through May I .

Le Bijou n:
A Woody Allen triple feature is being presented over the
weekend-Sleeper, Love and Death, and Everything
You Always Wanted to Know About Sex.
Night MWJlc:
Cbap's-on-Maln-The Claude Black Quartet plays jazz Wed·
nesday and Thursday nights from 9:30-1:30. SI cover.
Hobie's-The Jazz Volition performs Friday and Saturday
nights from 9:30-1:30. Cover.

Symphony presents free concert
by John Sullivan
On Sunday May 3, Dalton
Theater will echo with the sounds
of Haydn, Mozart and Stravinsky.
The afternoon concert, under
the co-sponsorship of the symphony and the College Forum
Committee, will feature the principlal oboist of the symphony,
Robert Jumiston, as soloist in
Haydn's Concerto Jor Oboe and
Orchestra IN C Major. Yoshimi
Takeda will conduct the orchestra
and Barry Ross will serve as concertmaster.

The program includes a wide
range of styles and periods. Both
the Haydn piece and Mozart's
Divertimento in D Major represent the classical style of the late
18th Century. In contrast,
Stravinsky's Dumbarton Oaks
(Concerto in E-flat) is an example
of the modern style of the 20th
century.
Humiston teaches applied oboe
at Western Michigan University,
where he is a member of the
School of Music. In addition to
performing with the Kalamazoo
Symphony, he has given many
solo and chamber recitals and is
an active member of both the

Western Wind Quintet and
Fontana Ensemble.
Ross stresses that in spite of n'
ing costs, the Symphony
fighting to keep these concer:
free of charge as a service to
College. The Symphony is receJ'
ing additional support in this t:
fort from the American Fede~
tion of Music local 228, and
National Endowment for I~
Arts.
The
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Jabberwocky
Vinny

Try to imagine you can't read this line
These are meaningless designs on paper
Try to imagine you can't understand me
My words are meaningless noises.
If you can't then listen close . ..

Mr. Poet

(For Vinny Golia)
Slug's has the best jazz in town. I
sat at my usual table in the corner-the one with a view of the
rainbow that nourished the stage.
The colors came smging off the
stage and danced in the spotlight
like cigar smoke. The musicians
painted blues, reds, yellows,
browns-and the people at the
next table were laughing oranges
and hugging each other. Lucille at
the bar was crying blue tears, but
Eddie was there holdin' her. She
kept crying and crying. All those
colors-I couldn't take it
anymore. So I went back to my
apartment to stare at my plant and
do some painting myself. Her
leaves sang as [ undressed her
green, yellow, and blue and
wrapped them around me. Then [
leaped into her shadow dancing
on the wall. I took her hand and
we peeled ourselves off the glosswhite enamel. But she stopped
dancing. So [ fragmented her into
images, shaped them into music,
planted them on some canvas, and
grew a flower -and she danced
too! [ climbed to her top and slid
down her petals into her heart.
Coltrane was there painting,
eating seeds, and drinking nectar.
He handed me his sax, so I
painted him some blues ... and
reds
and
yellows
and
greens-every color I could sing
of. The flower, she started singing
with me-and before I knew it I
was back at Slug's, standing on
the stage splashing colors allover
the place. Then my shadow leaped
off the wall, tapped me on the
shoulder, and waved good-bye.
John Allen

Place your mind
in home position
and let us taste
something clever
like,
asdfjkl
What? No semicolon?
How significant!
But is your work
aerodynamic?
Yes, it transports
the masses well.
Mr. Poet,
your fleet of paper
airplanes
is a Hallmark
amidst the air
lines.

accusation:
Modern man, you hang out my window with your
meaningless language.

John Allen

•

Jabbersation
Turn on a radio full blast
and stick it in your ear.

history:
Years ago he stepped into the morning and slew
the beast. stone smashing the fragile calcium
torn fur. glassed eyes staring at absent space.
He walked up behind it with that sharp flint
and saw the anxious patch of warm brown flesh.
sink the ivory blade.
pull the trigger.
kill the fish.

Walk against the beat,
step out of context
and join the jabersation.
Turn around
and blort in their general direction.
And for Petesake
don't confuse your sparkling thought
with that gramgarblygook
Don't brown-out Man.
Don't smother in that cartload of malarky
that you sponged in 3rd grade.
It's language Man
Spit it out, don't choke on it.
Steve Ashton

Bounding through the tall grass like a human scream,
you look through the broken water
for the shuddering scales of a paper fish.
Sink your teeth into the smooth sides and
taste the salty lifejuicejuice of the undergrowth.
juice of the eucalyptus
juice of the skyour smooth cheeks turned up toward the wetness.
juice of the night
heaving my life out on an empty bed,
juice of an eye
my cryrain reflecting tlie six panes of a moonlit
window, reflecting your helpless figure across the
room.
Michael Moynihan

Household Hints
Don't wait for the garbage manCreate your own.
Gather up all those cigar-store indians you have lying around
Set them up as an audience for your husband's jokes
If you're the one who's lonely
Listen closely to your toaster-it will talk to you

In a pinch, a dragonfly will do as a crucifix.
Jean Hanks

interpretation

Jabberwock
. . .................... .

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

little soldiers
of intelligentia
strategically
attacking
the Enemy of
words
as the author looks on
and laughs.
Frank Davis
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sports
Nostalgic look at sports

Whippity wham dam
by Lorri Hopping

Skinnie Wa Wix!
Skinnie Wa Wix!
Kikapoo Hoopsa! Wa Ho Wix!
Kalamazoo Col/ege! Naughty-six!
Boy, they just don't make
cheers like they used to. I'd say
the charging Hornets of 1906 had
the right idea with this bright
jingle, even if the football team
did have a "disappointing"
season.

In fact, the baseball and track
teams weren't that outstanding,
either. And the tennis team? Well,
1904 was the first year that varsity
K's were given out for the sport,
but the netters came through in
1906 and a winning record was
recorded in the palladium, the
Kalamazoo College Kodak.
In spite of the
new
powerhouses, University of
Michigan and Notre Dame, the
football team redeemed itsel f in

Soccer players kick It out during a recent practice.

Women
by Mary Von Ehr
Four years ago, women's soccer
at Kalamazoo College consisted of
only a small score of interested
players. Today, women's soccer is
the largest women's team on campus. The enthusiasm for
America's fastest growing sport

1917 with a five and five record .
They beat Adrian 83-0, but fell to
U of M and Notre Dame 0-61 and
0-55 respectively.
So what? you may ask. Well,
1906 might not have been a hell of
a year for sports all around, but it
kicked off what turned out to be a
long history of tennis wins.
According to Arnold Mulder,
author of Kalamazoo Col/ege
Story, the Hornet tennis team won
all 21 championships from 1933 to
1958.
It is only fair to mention that
the track and golf teams won six
championships apiece, the cross
country and basketball teams won
one apiece, the football team won
two, plus three co-championships,
and Kalamazoo College won the
all-sports trophy five times between those years.
Perhaps sports buffs and retired
athletic alumni are the only ones
who care about these nostalgic
facts. But the point is that we've
come a long way. And I don't only mean the addition of women's
varsity athletics.
It was back on April 25, 1941
that work first began on a "battery of five ultra-modern (tennis)
courts" (Mulder, p. 75) for
$12,500. Now we're getting a new
gymnasium at a cost of over $3
million. In addition, we have
Stowe Stadium, designed for the
same reason the 1941 courts were:
to attract larger tournaments.
Both have fulftlled their purpose.
In 1943, Kalamazoo College
hosted the first National Junior
Boys Tennis Championship.

whaaat?

rah rah
The 1940's also brought us
Marion L. Shane. He happened to
be "the greatest tennis star in the
institution's history" as of 1958,
according to Mulder. He was
defeated only twice in his collegiate tennis career, and gained a
number of impressive titles in the
process.
The post-World War II construction of Angell Field, one of
the first war memorials in the
U.S., on the former "north nine"
of the Arcadia golf course provided all sorts of sports opportunities.
The baseball, track, golf, archery, and football teams moved

out to the new field while tilt
women's and intermural tCll/nj
were allowed to play in the newly
vacated Tredway Gymnasium.
The rest is, truly, history.
But just to get you back in that
old-time spirit, I've modified a
1907 cheer for you to memorize
and sing at the next KalamazOQ
College sports competition:

Rap a ham a! Rap a ham a!
Zip boom bah!
Hip a zam a! Hip a zam a!
Rah Rah Rah!
Rap a ham af Hip a zam a!
Zip a zam zoo
Nineteen eighty-one! Kalamazoo!

Kickers ready to boot
has hit K with resounding effects.
The squad this spring numbers 41,
an increase of 14 over last spring's
turnout.
The popUlarity of soccer at K
can be attributed to several factors. First, soccer offers the participants a chance to exercise all
parts of their bodies while having

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS

Archery
Friday, April 24, at Albion, 7 pm
Friday, May I, MlAA
Saturday, May I, MIAA
Baseball
Saturday, April 25, at Adrian, I pm
Wednesday, April 29, Hillsdale, I pm
Saturday, May 2, Alma, I pm
Tuesday, May 5, Spring Arbor, 1 pm
Soccer
Saturday, April 25, at Bowling Green, I pm
Friday, May I, at Southfield Lathrup, 4:30 pm
Saturday, May 2, at Bloomfield Hills Lasher, 10 am
Men's Tennis
Saturday, April 25, at Notre Dame, I pm
Saturday, April 25, at Adrian, 1 pm
Tuesday, April 28, WMU, Northwestern, 3 pm
Saturday, May 2, Calvin, Alma
Women's Tennis
Saturday, April 25, at Calvin, I pm
Monday, April 27, at Alma, 3 pm
Wednesday, April 29, St Mary's, 4 pm
Friday, May I, MIAA
Saturday, May 2, MlAA
Women's Track
Tuesday, April 28, at Hope 3:30"pm
Friday, May I, at Albion, MIAA

fun and competing. Of the 41.
players practicing, approximately
one third had never touched a soccer ball before April.
Another reason for the club's
success has been the leadership of
it's coach, junior Danny Minkus.
Minkus plays for the men's soccer
team . Two years ago, he organized what is now officially the .
Kalamazoo College Women's
Soccer Club. Through fund raisers
as well as financial support from
the school, the club has prospered
greatly in each of its three seasons.
Although they dropped their
first game in a 6-0 loss to a very
competitive University of
Michigan, the squad hopes to do
weI! Saturday at Bowling Green.
This season's schedule has been
increased to a total of eleven
games, including home and away
contests with Michigan State
University and Ohio State.
The kickers will also travel on
two weekend road trips, one to
Ohio to play Ohio State University and Wittenburg College and the
other to play several top high
school teams from the Detroit
area .
Since the number of players exceeds the limit for travelling
squads, there are also several
scrimmages being scheduled for
those players who are not able to
travel regularly with the team .
To support the club' s activities,
the players hold fund raisers, including the Juggle-A-Thon completed last Friday, which is
estimated to bring in around $500.
The club wishes to thank all the
members of the College community who helped support them and
who are helping to make the increased schedule and participation
possible.

In men's baseball lut week, tbe Hornet sluggers were sou nd~
defeated in a double header against Grand Rapids Aquinas I-n and
0-15. T he men In orange came back to overpower Albion 8-7 and 5-3
In another double header on April 15, and then lost again to Hope 01
April 18 with a score of 6-10 and 2-13 Int be second game of Ihlt
double header.

Sidelines.

• •

by Jan Spirenberg
The men's tennis team crushed all four opponents in the GLCA
tournament held at Stowe stadium last Friday and Saturday. Hornet
netters won every match in court action against Albion, Wabash,
Hope, and DePauw University.
In the number one singles slot, junior Chris Burns thrashed his
first three challengers in straight sets, 6-0, 6-0; 6-2, 6-4; 6-1, 6-3.
Junior Mark Riley won his number two singles matches. 6-2, 6-2;
6-4, 6-1; 6-4, 6-2. Third singles player Ven Johnson, a sophomore,
scored twin 6-3 sets against his first opponents and then followed it
up wit.h two more wins at 6-1, 6-4, and 6-1, 6-1. Senior Bill
Vanderhoef smashed his number four singles opponents 6-3, 6-1;
6-0, 6-0; 6-1, 6-1. Both fifth and sixth singles players senior Da\'e
Cafmeyer and sophomore Dave Higdon walloped their opponents in
straight sets.
All three doubles team outscored the competition, only dropping
one set between them.
In the final matches, both DePauw and Kalamazoo College wert
undefeated in the tournament. The Hornets wasted no time oustin!
DePauw from the competition 9-0. The Hornets took all matches in
straight sets.
The netters edged out Penn State on April 10 by a score of 5-4 and
shut out Albion 9-0 on April 15. The four GLCA victories lifted thl
overall record to 12-6.
Arrows hit their marks for Hornet archers on April 16 when thel
outscored Hope 1374 to 1176. Junior Merry Lu Jordan snatched fifll
place with a score of 506, followed by sophomore Amy Popoff with
a score of 459. Fifth place went to senior Laura Hartly, 409 poin tl.
and junior Laura Gran earned 315 for the archers .
The women's tennis team soundly stomped on their two leagOI
adversaries last week, crushing Albion 7-2 and Adrian 8- 1. TOl
junior varsity defeated Siena Heights 4-1.
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Soccer-I, Softball-O

Committe makes varsity sport decisions-L.-_ _ _ __
by Beth King
Kecent decisions by the Faculty
Athletic Commi.ttee (FAC) here
have put women's soccer in the
lead over women's track, archery
and softball as a varsity league

sport.
The FAC composed of faculty,
administrators and students, approved women's soccer as a varsity sport in response to what committee member, junior Danny
Minkus, called a "need to bolster
women's athletics" at K.

According to MInkus, who is
also the women's soccer coach,
women's track and archery will no
longer compete in the MIAA as
varsity teams, although individuals will be sponsored at inVItational meets.
The committee's de cis ion

Development Office
attempts restructuring
by Evelyn S. Dorman
Several Kalamazoo College administrative staff will leave their
positions this year due to the completion of the capital campaign
(Fund s for the Future) and the
reorgan ization of the Alumni
Relati ons Office .
Leaving are Russell V. Kohr,
Director of Special Campaign
Project s; Thomas Buchanan,
Associate Campaign Director in
the Development Office; Richard
Nirenberg, Director of College
Relations and Patricia Burness,
Coordinator of Alumni Relations.
According to Meg M. Jean,
Director of Annual Fund and
Assistant Director of Development , "the Board of Trustees has
made a committment to improve
relationships and service to and
for the alumni body." The

Development Office has chosen to
restructure Alumni Relations thus
creating positions for director,
assistant director and secretary.
Burness, said that she was encouraged to apply for the directorship by AI Blum, Vice-President
for Institutional Development,
but chose not to because she "felt
inadequately prepared to take on
the position." Burness is planning
to leave in June.
Staff hired for the capital campaign were aware that their threeyear contract ended this year, said
Jean. Buchanan will join the
Peace Corps this June. He will be
teaching English as a second
language in Togo.
Kohr will be taking a position at
Rush Presbyterian-St. Lukes
Medical Center in Chicago. Kohr
was unavailable for comment.

Nirenberg, Director of College
Relations, stated that his reason
for leaving was based on a mutual
decision with the Development
Office.
According to Nirenberg, the Institutional Development area of
Mandelle is streamlining the administration structure and trying
to make the College more efficient. Nirenberg is investigating
several job opportunities at the
time but has set no definite departure date.
According to Jean, other staff
reductions will occur when the
Capilal-by-Phonc program condudes this June.
Interviews are currently being
conducted for the position of
director.
Blum was on vacation and
unavailable for comment.

renects the growing popularity of
women's soccer at K coupled with
what has been a struggle by
women's track and archery to attract sufficient participation.
Two other Sports considered by
the Committee, according to
Minkus, were softball and crosscountry. However, neither of
these, said Minkus, have proven
to have the necessary interest
behind them.
According to junior Sherri
Starn, whose attempt to start
women's softball here "has sort
of died", "women's softball has a
lot of potential for K students" as
there is already an established
league within the MIAA.
Starn, who played softball in
high school, sent out a questionaire to find out if there were
other women interested in playing
soft ball. She received 35 affirmative responses.
However, after approaching
Student Commission to achieve
club status and obtain funds (the
club was allocated $200), and
after organizing fund raising activities for the purchase of practice equipment, Starn reported
that only six of those originally interested act ually showed up
regularly for practices.
Women 's soccer became a club
In the same manner, but has had a
more positive response on the part
of the students, and has reached a
membership of 37. according to

Minkus.
Experience is one thing women
joining soccer here lack, said
Minkus, who attributes that fact
to the infancy of women's soccer
as a high school varsity sport.
Where the women's soccer team
will go with that hard work as a
varsity team will depend on other
schools within the MIAA. As the
first team within the league to
establish varsity women's soccer,
K must continue to play such
schools as U of M and Ohio State
until the time "when" said
Minkus, "it [women's soccer] catches on" within the MlAA.
Minkus claimed that women's
softball will "never go over here"
for several reasons. Besides a lack
of necessary facilities, softball, according to Minkus, lacks the
Athletic Committee's support
because of that Committee's
stronger emphasis on "team
sports" with more direct interaction, team work and physical exercise.
When asked what she thought
of the attitudes of the FAC and
the Athletic Department toward
women's softball as a sport at K,
Stam replied, "if they wanted
women's softball here, they would
have initiated something."

Editor's nole: This article is the
first in a two-part series on
women's sports at Kalamazoo
College. The next article will appear in next weeks Index.

· S. intervention causes massive, unified demonstration
by Heidi A. Tietjen

Beaver River, Pennsylvania
""

It is the middle of the night and I am twenty-one and
feeling mighty old. Here wedged in the back seat of a
van with a sleepy Western student propped against my
shoulder and a bag of mushy bananas between my
ankles, I think of all the freshpersons bounding
around with the enthusiasm and energy I used to
possess and thought I could never exhaust. But, here I
am, an adult, ready to graduate and cynical about the
world, on a bus bound for Washington D.C. and no
longer so naive as to think it might all work out.
The fact that I am on my way to a demonstration to
protest U.S. intervent ion in EI Salvador when I should
be writing my SIP and studying for a history exam attests to the fact that I have not lost all of my idealism. I
am not sure I am expecting those in power to listen and
I am certainly not expecting them to change simply
because I have drawn up a placard and have plunked
down $25 to spend the night freez ing in a van and
spend the day walking in the sun only to turn around
again a day later. But I work for change and march on
the Pent agon because I feel a quixotic duty to do so.

Kalamazoo College
I feel as if I have been here before. I have been here
before. I sit at a table outside of Saga with information
and a petition. Hey, Sue, come over here. Wanna sign
a petition against sending U.S . military aid to EI
Salvador? See, look. Just stop military aid, not
economic aid. What? You don't sign petitions because
you don't want junk mail? No, no. We're going to
send it to Reagan, Haig, Wolpe, Riegle , the EI
Salvadoran government. Come on. Sign the petition .
Huh? What is EI Salvador? It' s this country in Central
§. America where a hundred people are being killed

~ everyday and the United States is sending advisors and
'"

weapons to help the government do all the killing. No.
we're not supporting the guerillas, we just want the
:r U.S. out. Sign the petition. EI Salvador. Nicaragua?
~ N
o
0, EI Salvador. A cause? Everybody has to have a
~ cause and you're sick of causes? Are you sick of li v0.
ing? Sick of thinking? Read the literature, sign the
petition. Another Vietnam? Well, maybe. But isn't it
bad enoul!h that it is the first EI Salvador?

~

- _. .

Lincoln Memorial, Washington, D.C.
The day is hot and sunny. The nowers are slightly
past their peak but it looks beautiful any how. I sit
with my friend Daniele from Oberlin whom I found in
the middle of the crowd. She says it looks like 150,000
people. I guess 70,000, so we split the difference and
say 100.000 which turns out to be about right. I am
holding a sign that says Stop U.S. intervention in EI
Salvador and a borrowed camera. She is writing down
the different chants and slogans on the back of some
literature so I will be sure to remember them. "Money
for jobs, not for war, U.S. out of EI Salvador!
Freedom, yes, Junta, no, Haig , Reagan gotta go! No
draft, no war, U.S. out of EI Salvador! Save Atlanta's
Children, not EI Salvador's junta! Money for tuition,
not for ammunition! The People united will never be
defeated!"
There are many groups here today and the list of
chants renects their diversity. This is not just the nonukes crowd nor just a bunch of young kids hoping to
catch a glimpse of what it was like to be a student
radical back in the Vietnam war era. This march is different. Here are students, Vietnam era adults, nuns,
priests. Blacks, Latinos all centered around one central
issue: U.S. out of EI Salvador!
And these people are asking question , Why spend
money in EI Salvador and not for social programs?
Why are we so concerned about EI Salvador's Junta
and not about 26 children dead in Atlanta? Why do we
produce more and more weapons and cut back on
scho larship aid? The issue is not jU5t EI Salvador. The
issue is that the entire system is messed up, somewhere
things went wrong and they are only becoming worse.
Nuns and priest s and babies and mothers and young
men and women are being killed in EI Salvador by a
government of a country one thousand miles away
from us and we are suppo rting that government and
are Ictting them kill nuns, prie ts, babies, mothers , and
young men and women with our weapons.
The issues are diverse, but the cause is united.

State Department, Washington, D.C.
We are gathered together, ready to make the two
three mile trek to the Pentagon. Dave Daniels I]olds
(l'(lRlinued on pliite 8)
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features/news
Who !s a ·Jew?

Rabbi Tannenbaum offers answer in Forum lectur
by John Sullivan

"A Jew is a Jew and finished,"
said Ben Gurion, founder of the
state of Israel. "If a mim comes to
me and says he is a Jew, and I
have no reason to believe that
there is anything unlawful in his
mind, he is a Jew."

Perhaps Gurion was guilty of
oversimplification. The question
of Jewish identity has been
debated in the Jewish community
for over 2,000 years.
Last Thursday's Forum lecture
by Rabbi Irwin A. Tannenbaum
of Temple Beth Israel in Jackson,
Michigan addressed the question:

Rabbi said, would be falling in the
"trap of the Nazis with the master
race theories .. . the underlying
principal would remain the

Who is a Jew?
To answer this question of
Jewish identity, Rabbi Tannenbaum first attempted to define the
Jewish community. He emphasized that in Judaism, the identity is
founded strictly on reason, not on
faith, as in the Christian religions.
Calling the Jews a race, the

same. tJ

;

"We are not a nation," he con·
tinued, "even after the birth of
the state of Israel ... because that
remains unconnected with
religion. Nation is a political entity,"
Citing elements common to
each of several definitions of
Jewish identity, Tannenbaum
created his own general definition:
"More than a religion, people, or
civilization as such, but an
amalgam of all these, tribally connected within the mystic realm of
a religIOus presence."
"Thus Judaism becomes known
as a way of life rather than a
religion," he continued. Religious
ritual and day-to-day life become
difficult to seperate.
With the community defined,
the question remains: How does
one qualify as part of this "amorphous community"?
For that answer, Tannenbaum
went to Talmud, the oral covenant
of Judaism, a codification of the
discussions that followed in the
700 years after the Bible was clos-

~

ed.

A Day at the Races

Human horses gallop in K'tucky Derby
by Leslie G. Wirpsa
and Lisa E. Cohen
And they're off!
Eight human horses with piggy
back mounts sprang from the starting gate in the first annual
quarter mile K'tucky Derby, sponsored by CUB.
Hurricane Howie, junior Mike
Mack, shot out of the gate setting
the pace at the top of the stretch
with a time of 53 seconds for the
first half.
Les Eclaires, junior Bryan
Ryan; Lucky Tuna, junior Dave
Geran; and Italian Stallion, junior
Chris "Vito" Potter fought to
maintain the pace. Howie tired
out at the 220 mark. Cleopatra,
junior Scott Cleland, came up
from seventh in the field to win
the roses in a typical case of the
tortoise and the hare, finishing in
a record 1:52.
Cleland, clad in a slithering
viper and leopard skin shorts, endured stinging lashes from the
whip of jockey Nancy Allinger.
The senior jockey was the only
one to use the whip.
Cleopatra remained unthreatened by the favorite, Italian Stallion,
quipping prior to the race, "Mark
Anthony was Italian and I handled him pretty well ."
A vigorous training routine of
running stairs and eating raw eggs
proved useless to Stallion, who
finished a disappointing second in
the race. Junior Linda Jackson
rode the three-year old in the near
fatal race. Immediately after the
run, senior trainer Terry Braden
revived the horse with C.P.R .
Ludy Tuna made a surprising
sho", finishing third. Sired by the
legendary Chicken-of-the-Sea,
Tuna had hoped for a wet track
but managed on the sunny afternoon by drinking a lot of "barley
beverage. "

innuence on the child was
than the father's. The Jewish
pie are an historically COllQUlerl'l
people and "rape becomes a
of life" wherever armies go, el
plained Tannenbaum.
Under the Talmidic definition
a Jew is a Jew for life, even if
leaves the faith, but since it
written, the ruling has
modi fied to answer the
of one who takes another faith
He loses membership in the 01
ficial community, but still
.
family ties.
In Israel, where some laws dt
pend on Jewish identity, both
rabbinate, and the Knesset
ruled that a Jew is one born of
Jewish mother or converted,
taken no other faith.
Rabbi Alexander Schindler,
nominal head of the
movement has stated, that
definition should include
born of a Jewish father, and
ed in a Jewish atmosphere,
equivalent to conversion.
When asked what makes
"good Jew," in the face of a
sion of opinion among
themselves,
Tannenbaum
quoting from Leviticus 19
declared that all are holy
"because the Lord God is holy,'
in spite of any other differences.

en

Talmud says that a Jew is

~ anyone "born of a Jewish mother,

~. .~ };
~
~

They're off! ... on the race's false start.
Sebaceous Secretion, junior
Peter O'Brien, also had hoped for
a wet track. The horse claimed
that he would have been happier
sliding along.
Language was a barrier for Les
Eclairs, jockeyed by the
mysterious
90
pound
Strasborgeoise, whose defeat was
caused by an ignorance of the
French translation of "giddyap
and go."
Hurricane Howie had threatened before the race, "I'm gonna
create quite a storm. I'm
mysterious in the way I work."
Hurricane was further hampered
by fatigue from writing a political
science paper the night before the
race.
Coming Round the Bend,
freshperson J.c. Whitfield
jockeyed by fresh person Leslie

Wirpsa, had felt that youth and a
light rider would be to his advantage. Recently CRB vaulted to
stardom on ThaI's Incredible
when he appeared as a horse with
no muscles in his legs.
In a disgraceful finish, Under
the Wire, senior Lou Stemmler,
became the first horse ever disqualified from the K'tucky Derby
when he plodded across the football field. Wire originally had intended to "fall back early and
keep it that way."
Students picked their favorites
in off-track betting conducted the
week before the race. Prizes
gathered by juniors Dan Driessche
and Charlotte Bodurow were rafned off at the Kentucky Derby
Ball to holders of win, place and
show tickets. The first prize of a
dinner for two at J.c. Grundy's
went to junior Jim Leonhardt.

Index inquires:

or converted according to a
system of law." Tannenbaum explained the fathers' absence in this
definition. Polygamy was permitted when Talmud was written.
People believed that the mother's

Typing ser'lice
Ten years experience
Correcting Selectric
Call Susan: 385-2950

Saga
SNACK BAR

Take a Snack Break
The Snack Bar is open nightly,
9:00 PM until Midnight

BOOK SHOP
Yrestnedge at Lovell
Monday-Saturday 10-6
Wednesday 'til 9

Interview by Glenn Bailey - - - -

What do you think about U.S. involvement in EI Salvador?
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Brad Barris
senior

I'm opposed to it. I think
that once a government
has lost internal support
to the extent that they
have in EI Salvador, ex·
ternal intervention is
fruitless.

Dave Daniels
junior
I oppose U.S. military intervention because the
U.S. should not be sup
porting
a
mllltarycivilian lunra
which
systematIcally murders
hundreds of citizens in
order to stay in power.

Mike Stone
senior
Providing supplies 10 EI
Salvador is ridiculOUS if
it's too advanced. We
need personel to train
them . As long as we
don't fight, I guess it's
alright.

David Evans
professor of Biology

David Kenyon
senior

As far as building up
military forces, I am in
favor of a very minimal
advisory role but would
hate to see it go beyond
that point.

I think it sucks. It's total·
Iy unnecessary. It's ob'
viously a people's
revolution and I'm glad
there wasn't a country
like the U.S., as it is to·
day, around when we
were fighting for our in'

ceo
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campus views
A protest against frisbees
On any given week one can pick
the Index and have a fairly
chance of reading an article
is full of praise for a silly
saucer. It is time for this
sided, close-minded view of
and those who play with
to be dealt with.
major problem that we enat this school is of the
numbers of frisbees floating
the campus. Kalamazoo
has a peaceful and lush
which should remain as it is.
, it is difficult to walk
the sidewalk to Saga
seeing the beauty of the
marred by flying frisbees.
weekend afternoon could
be better spent than to sit on
quad and read. This is im, though, due to the
of foul-mouthed frisbee

Though it is generally agreed
frisbees are aesthetically obthere are also real
involved for an unsuspecmel(lJUei of the College comA student walking
the brick arch near Oldsrisks his head. Those
who have windows facing
little patio next to De Waters
relate stories of frisbees bangoff of their windows at all
of the night. These students
the ill-luck of a room assignin the fairway of the frisbee
course. Also, those students
windows looking onto
s parking lot can testify to
beatings on the parked cars.
again, these unlucky car
just happened to park in
middle of the golf course.
part of the campus is
by these unnecessary prodestroy lights in
of Hoben and create a
problem by knockin~ out

lights in the decorative and useful
lamposts. Frisbee players ruin the
ball field, and constantly
noise which disrupts the aC.Lue.mu;1
atmosphere of the campus. To
amine the problem, we must look
beyond the frisbees themselves,
and observe those who play with
them. The term "Frisbee Freak"
comes to mind and it is an accurate description of the hard core
fanatics. The roots of the frisbee
problem at Kalamazoo College
can be traced to a group of people, and these persons ought to be
told to cool it. Anyone who
knows or has played with these
people can tell you that they don't
see the world in the same light as
normal members of this school.
They see all through the murky
plastic of a frisbee and are unable
to see beyond this obscurity. Any
possible solution to the frisbee
problem has to take these hardcore abusers into account.

Student questions
To the editor:
At Kalamazoo College,
the general maintenence that
should have been going on for
twelve months is suddenly applied
in a superconcentrated effort that
runs from April to June. The
carpeting in Hicks Center is cleaned of a year's filth, the paint' is
scraped off of the buildings at a
furious pace, windows that have
let cold air in all winter are replaced, and the men in golf carts
prowl around the campus. Please
allow me to digress for one
minute; I believe that these silent
little machines deserve some mention. For a school that is undergoing financial strain as severe as
that which Kalamazoo College is
experiencing, there are an amazing number of vehicles propelling
the physical plant workers
around. It has been some time
since I have seen a person from

The problems are obvious, but
the solutions aren't so clear. There
has been a lot of talk among
students recently about banning
frisbees altogether. This may go a
bit too far in that it is unfair to
those students who are currently
hooked on frisbee. A more
responsible policy would be
something similar to the current
alcohol policy. No frisbees outside
of dorm rooms, and registration
for any gathering of ten or more
frisbee freaks. This would allow
people to enjoy their frisbees in
the privacy of their own rooms,
where they would not be distracting others. The sooner a frisbee
policy similar to this is commenced, the sooner I will be able to
throwaway my frisbee, and embark upon a serious regime of
study.
Chris Young

-

.
spring clean-up

physical plant move without the
aid of an old mail truck or an electric cart. I could understand the
merits of these machines if the
people had to maintain a campus
the size of Western Michigan
University's, but a campus that
covers two square blocks and
takes approximately seven
minutes to traverse does not require such a mobile physical plant
staff.
To return to my original train
of thought, I wish to point out
that the fury of activity on the
quad is the most certain sign of
the end of winter.
The quad
is literally carpeted with turf. I
wonder how many tuition dollars
go into this elaborate manicure?
Planting grass seed is such a
primitive method: how absurd to
have one or two persons toss seed
from a burlap bag.

The reason for the frenzied springtime activities is not immediately evident. But one may
suspect that the physical appearance of the campus is very important. Important to whom?
Well, the students and faculty live
with the less than perfect looking
campus for the other nine months,
so their pleasure at viewing a
beautiful campus is not the
reason. The seniors like to
graduate on a pretty quadrangle,
that is true, but what about the
sudden increase in handy work
around the entire campus? Wait a
sec, when do the important and
influential people such as the
Board of Trustees, alumni, etc.
generally visit the campus? As a
rule, Kalamazoo College does a
good tourist business in the
springtime.
T.R. Hill

-===~,~

Perplexed Trustee speaks
Editor:
your editorials of April 9
16th, which I read together
night and. then puzzled over
puzzled, because I felt there
an inconsistency-in the seyou take cost-benefit
to task, and in the first
make, among other points,
observation that the cost of K
be getting out of hand in
of alternatives.
strikes me that an individual's
of just how much a K
is worth, in terms of
ives, is no more than a
personal cost-benefit
It leads to a go-no go
which is a personal
the:relore doesn't have to
to more than parents
a few friends.
it is little different than usless subjective cost-benefit
to help guide decisions
affects numbers of people,
these be military hardchoices (where cost-benefit
first used), or social programs
Which the argument was used
to gain support for
and child health, family
and sex-education pro, or in decisions concerning
environment.

or not it is just a rationaIization of
a preconceived notion. I would
hope that Econ 44 would help
students sort out the phony from
the valid, as well as demonstrate
how time and new knowledge will
change past analyses. (You cite
trichloroethylene [sic] as an example for environmental contamination-until about 1968 it was considered by competent toxicologists
to be among the safest of solvents,
but now is considered a possible
(only) carcinogen in massive doses
(enough to have narcotic effects).
This doesn't mean the judgements
of the past were phony or selfserving; they have been modified
by more information and more
precise tests.
And this leads, as any letter to
the editor should, to my lay concern that chlorination of drinking
water
introduces
many
chlorinated hydrocarbons into the
digestive trac , and the cost of this
(doses so low as to be uncertain of
their toxicity) is only outweighed
by the benefit of making sure
there are no pathogens in the
drinking water.
On another matter, I both agree
and disagree with your analysis of
the Board's reaction to student
body input on tuition hikes. Just
keep on raising the issues, and
putting your thoughts in print.
Paul Todd
Chairman of the Board of
Trustees

Participation
To the Editor,
I would like to stand on the
soapbox briefly and speak a few
thoughts concerning last Saturday's Kentucky Derby events here
at K. We do not perceive how
much effort is put forth to carry
out these social events. If one
ponders the mechanics behind the
K-tucky Derby Race, it is evident
that it required a considerable
amount of planning and action.
Think of it, who scrounges
around to find "old Kentucky"
music, a horseshoe to place
around the neck of the winning
"horse", a P .A. system that is
available early on Saturday morning, or hay for the stables? What
would the K-tucky Derby be

•
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without a freshly chalked finish
line, and expert trumpeteer, or
"horses" to run? Who oversees
all of this organization; and who
does the dirty work?
This same idea can be applied to
the Kentucky Derby Bailon Saturday night. Somebody had to set
up the 'video equipment in order
to replay the pagentry and race,
and hang red, white and blue banners, arrange for refreshments,
clear the tables out of Old Wells
and set them back up after the
dance. The prizes that were raffled were all donated; someone had
to call and beg for the benefit of

K.
The people that worked to
make Saturday a success are
students here at K, just like you

urged
and I. They have exams and
papers and a desire to sleep in on
Saturday morning, too. These
people could be considefed an exclusive group because of their
small number, but I am certain
that they would appreciate those
willing to contribute time and
energy.
Fortunately, the K-tucky Derby
and the dance were enjoyable,
thanks to the concentrated efforts
of a few. I believe that the majority of individuals that attended
these events had a good time, and
ought to consider giving a hand in
the future to ensure more successful activities here at
Kalamazoo College.
Meg Edmondson

editor: Carrie Vernia
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perspectives
Your self-concept:
Conceiving is
Beauty: one's concept of self is
so totally overwhelmed with
physicality that the word evokes in
most everyone's mind the thought
of physical beauty. Many
Americans are obsessed with
physical beauty. Magazine advertisements, television commercials,
scapegoat as well . Whatever the
day citizen exactly what he or she
"should" look like to be attractive and self-assured . What is so
disappointing is that many people
believe this media-propaganda.
which at first was used primarily
to sell products . Now this propaganda not only sells products,
but the products produce one's
self-concept .
One might blame this lack of
self-identity upon the loss of
religious faith and community cooperation in American society today, or possibly upon the
disintegration of the extended
family, and even the nuclear family. The Media Monopoly, which
influences us from childhood's
Sesame Street to adulthood's
Dol/as, seems to be a popular
reason or reasons, Americans are
finding it harder every day to
develop and maintain a realistic
concept of themselves. This is evident in the incredible growth of

cults, psychOlherapy, religion and
religious mania.
Upon leaving the United States,
I found those who did not continually seek to create and reconfirm an arbitrary, media-based
self. In this new society I
discovered people who are content
with their selves. Not striving to
prove themselves to anyone, they
exhibit an inner peace that amazes
me, and which stands in sharp
contrast to the conditions under
which many of them live. I am
speaking of the peoples of the
West African nation, Sierra
Leone. Every man or woman I
met communicated to me a sense
of his/her beauty; a sense of a
beauty not bas~d merely upon
his/her physical attributes .
Their physical selves did not appear to be terribly important to
them. My roommate once told me
she wasn't exactly sure how much
she weighed because the last time
she had weighed herself was three
years ago. She had forgotten what
the scales had said. I never heard
an African woman mention the
word "diet", which unfortunately
is the primary topic of conversation for many American women.
Facial beauty was viewed in a
similar manner. Predetermined

editor's column:

~elieving
images of beauty were hard to
find , there wasn ' t a "perfect"
African woman; every African
woman seemed "perfect" in her
own way. Although my
knowledge of male selfconcepts-American or Sierra
Leonian-isn't as great as my
knowledge of the female selfconcepts, the same feelings were
transmitted to me. A man's
height, structural build or facial
beauty didn't seem as important
as his inner self.
.
with physical beauty could be due
to the lesser amount of mediastereotypes to which the Sierra
Leonians are exposed. Their
stronger family and community
ties might cause them to have less
inner turmoil, for their selves are
defined and reinforced by longstanding moral traditions. It was
refreshing to be viewed just as
myself, and not in comparison to
a media-stereotypified concept of
what a woman should be, and
especially in comparison to what
an "attractive" woman should be.
As Americans continue their
pursuit for a working selfconcept, we search everywhere but
where we might find it. By looking
into the world of media-hype and
beauty-selling products, all we can

Carrie Vernia

.Continuing one-fourth of the special education aides
for students who are physically and emotionally impaired.
• Re-establishing one teacher for homebound and
hospitalized students.
.Addition of some staff development funds.
• Repairing equipment; replacing stolen equipment;
replacing vehicles older than II years; replace office
equipment.
• Purchase of two-way radios for some school buses
for safety.
.Provide a full athletic and intramural program plus
soccer as a varsity sport.

(Source:The Kalamazoo Citizens School Committee)
In addition, revenue from an approved two mtlls
would provide for:
.Media supplies for elementary and secondary
schools.
.Capital outlay for media, building services, data services, etc.
.Restoration of an additional 35.5 positions.
• Additional two-way radios for buses, heating equipment, and equipment for the instructional program.
.An additional two days to the contracts of counselors
and an additional week to that of the co-op coordinator.
'
.Allocations for the appointment of 11.5 Elementary
Counselors rather than Home/ School Interventionists.
• Additional maintenance and adult education supplies.
• Restoration of summer school for both elementary
and secondary levels .

(Source: The Kalamazoo Citizens School Committee)
The millage election is scheduled for June 8, 1981
and anyone registered by May II is eligible to vote . I
encourage everyone who is registered in the
Kalamazoo area to at least tak e a loo k at the issue , and
support the millage request. It has been a long time
since many of us sat in a high school class room, and it
is easy to unaware of the struggles that pa rents,
teachers and friends have gone through to protect
those "extras" which made elementary and seco ndary
school experiences valuable for many of us . The public
schools system is crucial to the development of society
as a whole , and any of us who claim to be concerned
about the continuing quality of education at institu tions such as Kalamazoo College should make a com mitment to the improvement of elementary and secon da ry educat io n and experien ces 3' \l el l.

Leone. These Third World coun·
tries that have been considered
"underdeveloped" for so long by
their technocratic fellow nations
may have at least one advantage
over them. Their concept of self
seems
more
highly
developed-and healthy-than
that which is found in many
"developed" nations of the
world.
Pamela Booher

Heros are for dying
I sat in my room-alone-reading

Public schools need our attention
I came to Kalamazoo College two and one-half years
ago with the intention of becoming a member of not
only the Kalamazoo Col/ege community but the
Kalamazoo City community as well . Accordingly, I
changed my voter's registration and have attempted to
maintain an awareness of the activities and occurrences beyond the limited boundaries of Academy
Street and Lower Campus . What has come to my attention most recently is the appeal by the Kalamazoo
Public School and a citizen's committee (The
Kalamazoo Citizens School Committee) for an important millaJ1.e renewal and increase.
Being a part of an educationally active household
(my father, a former school board trustee; my mother,
a librarian in an elementary school), I am accustomed
to the discussions and tensions before, during and
after springtime school elections. But fortunately, I
was educated in a school district that regularly renewed
millage requests and often complied by approving the
requested increases. Thus, my school system was able
to offer field trips, adequate media facilities, interscholastic sports, courses in the humanities and fine
arts and reasonable class sizes.
But, unfortunately, my view of the public school
sector is limited and it must be realized that many
school systems lack funding for these "extras." The
Kalamazoo Public Schools have been operating on
24.1 mills since 1976. Millage revenues are the primary
source of income for public schools.
The Committee- states that since 1976 debts have
grown to $951,000 and many programs have been cut
back; 39 administrative and 114 teaching positions
have been eliminated . This year the Kalamazoo Public
Schools are requesting approval for a basic 29.9 mills
plus 0.6 for buildings and grounds for the next two
years and an additional two mills to improve the quali·
ty of the educational program . Officials have claimed
that if the basic millage request of 29.9 is not approved
the system will not have adequate funds to operate .
Benefits from an approval of 29.9 mills would incl ude:
. Co ntinuing the current program.
• Purchase of in structi onal textbook s for the newl y
adopted curriculum .
• In crease of su ppli es to an adequa te level.
.Restoring th e math ematics lab program in the high
sc hools.
.R esto r ing seve n ele ment ary med ia speci alt sts
r1i bra ria n) Dosit io ns.

retain is another's concept of what
that self ought to be. Americans
seem to depend on a self-concept
based on an outer beauty which is
transitory. This outer beauty is
often reinforced and sustained by
the well-advertised products that
first yielded the stereotypical attractive female or male.
This endless process of outer
beauty replacing inner beauty has
not yet invaded places like Sierra

Time, or Newsweek, or US News
and World Report, or Rolling
Stone, or Business Week, or
Reader's Digest, or the National
Enquirer. Hinkley couldn't be
Hinkley, so why should I be me. I
had to be Robert DeNiro and try
to kill the president.
The modern world is

frightening. No longer can
one make a clear distinction
between fact and fancy.
Reality and fiction are intertwined. No longer does
one need to escape into fantasy; he can now escape
within reality.

I" sat there thinking--thinking
that I had to have a hero: Patrick
Henry or John Wayne, Olga
Korbet or Douglas MacArthur,
Elvis or the Pope, Harriet Tubman or Angela Davis, Joe DiMaggio or Al Capone, Lucky Lindy or
Neil Armstrong, Muhammed Ali
or Timothy Leary, or the president, Pr~sident Reagan.
One of the reasons that
Americans are so disillusioned these days is that
they lack heroes. They are
listless, because they have
no dominating figures of
which to be proud, no
bigger-than-Iife
role
models .
I sat thinking--thinking I had to
be born -- born a white boy, or a
black boy, or a Jewish girl, or a
Japanese girl. I leaned my head
against my hand thinking I had to
go to conformation class, or
catechism, or Hebrew school,
then be conformed, or bar mitzvahed. I had to join the Loyal
Temperance League, then the
YMCA or YMHA, then Kiwanis,
or the NAACP, or the United
Jewish Appeal . I had to become
an All American Boy, or a Credit
to My Race, or a Jewish American
Princess. I had to admire the
words of Billy Graham, or the
Pope, or Elie Wiesel. But then, I
had to join the Moral Majority , or
NOW, or Jews for Jesus, or the
Hell's Angels. or read Mao . or

Malcom X, or the Book of Mor·
mon, or cut off my locks for Hairi
Krishna, or join the John Birch
Society, or the Black Panthers, or
the PLO; I had to be a hippie, or
join the Jewish Defense League,
or the Rotary Club, or the NeoNazis, or the Moonies, or the Bay
City Women's Club, or the people
who join the Army, or the
Republican Party, or Shaun
Cassidy's Fan Club. I had to
become a Loyal Comrade, or a
Marxist-Ie-aning Lutheran Male
Behaviorist, or a Buddhist Female
Jacksonian Democrat, or a
Platonic
Freudian
Her·
maphrodite. Finally, I realized
that I had to become The Ultimate
Deaf Dumb and Blind Eunich
which made it easy to die with Jim
Jones.

Probably the most difficult task faced by an individual is the personal
creation of his self, and the
definition of that self in his
own terms. True, there are
most likely very few ideas
that have never been entertained by some other individual:
yet,
the
rediscovery, and inter·
nalization of those
ideas,-if done with an
understanding that each
idea is like a ray of white
light; it can be broken into a
a spectrum of colors--can be
as original and creative an
act as the discovery.
I sat thinking-thinking that
the one way I could have my own
identity was to take theirs: John
Lennon, Bobby, Martin Luther
Jr, Jack, even lesus. You can
escape; use the other ways, they
weren ' t enough for me. I had to
kill . Either way, we fail.

See me f or what I am, not
f or what YOUR f ears or
YOUR hopes make of me.
See your fears and hopes
f or whal they are, but more
important, see yourself f or
what YOU are.
RrYdn Ryan
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politics

Complex relationships underlie tensions
by Ann Graham
With the advent of the Reagan
administration, the relationship
between the United States and the
Soviet Union seems to be in the
throes of change once again. It is
oot a relationship that is easily
understood. Indeed, over the past
thirty-five years, it has become exceedingly complex.
The origins of this modern relationship may be traced to the end
of World War II and the commencement of the Cold War. In a
II

world faced with turmoil and instability, the United States and the
Soviet Union alone emerged from
the war as very powerful states ..
The old balance of world power
had been destroyed and a new one
was about to be created. Postwar
treaties were needed and the U.S.
and U.S.S . R . were both
significantly concerned with these.
affairs.
Although allies during World
War II, the United States and the
Soviet Union differed over
ideology and important postwar
issues in 1945. Fearing future in-

vasion, the U.S.S.R. wanted to
establish a line of buffer states
along its western border.
Throughout the war, Stalin had
reached political settlements with
neighboring nations to achieve
this end. In the postwar era, the
Soviet Union wished to render
Germany incapable of rising to
power again. Moreover, in this
period, as today, the Soviets opposed capitalism and wished to
deter its expansion. They believed
that the only true way to peace
was through a worldwide proletarian revolt.

MAL SOVlfUQUE"- 1he ref/erive
iehJefIG.!:1 fo fee f~c Sovlefs

behi"J frt1C_.f;cd/~ ",/I 01 /h~
world} rroJ,!e,.. s.
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Anti-abortion amendment

gain~

The United States, on the other
hand, did not support the principles of communism and feared
Soviet commitment to world
revolution. Americans professed,
at this time, to be guided by liberal
ideals and supported the elimination of spheres of influence, the
doctrine of self-determination, a
nondiscriminatory order of world
economics, and the establishment
of the United Nations.
Despite discussions of postwar
settlements at several peace conferences, the u.s. and the
U.S.S.R. were never able to fully
resolve the postwar issues. Instead, each state came to view the
other with mistrust and
misunderstanding and considered
the other to be a threat to its own
security. This occurred particularly as enmity increased between the
great Western powers and the
Soviet Union concerning the occupation and government of Germany.
A condition of neither war nor
peace existed in these years as the
U.S. and the U.S.S.R. moved to
create blocs of power with the
countries they occupied at the end
of the war. U.S. foreign policy
took definite form in the Truman
Doctrine (1947) and the Marshall
Plan. The establishment of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) firmly consolidated
Western alliances and divided
Europe in half in 1949.
The Cold War crystallized in
this era. It became an entrenched
aspect of the international scene
and was reflected within both the
United States and the Soviet
Union as the U.S. dedicated itself
to the "containment" of communism and the U.S.S.R. committed itself to the prevention of
"capitalist encirclement."
With th!= triumph of Mao Tse-

support

by Valerie Simons
Legalized abortion is facing a
new threat in the I 980s: the proposed Human Life Amendment to
the Constitution. This amendment
would declare the fetus to be a
person frOID conception and make
abortion legally equivalent to
murder.
This amendment is not the first
attack on the 1973 Supreme Court
decision legalizing abortions. In
1973, Congress approved the concept of "freedom of conscience"
for hospitals, which relieved them
of supplying abortion services on
demand. The $ame year, government funds for providing abortions for women in the armed services and in the Peace Corps was
eliminated. The Hyde Amendment, which prohibits the use of
Medicaid funds for abortions except when the mother's life is
threatened, or when pregnancy
OCcurs in cases of rape or incest
(which must be promptly
reported), has been the greatest
sUccess of the "pro-life" movement to date .
Several versions of the Human
life Amendment are currently
under consideration. The amendment proposed by Senator Orrin
Hatch (R-NC) and Representative
RObert Dornan (D-CaIiL) allows
DO abortions, even if the mother's
life is threatened . Several versions
allow abortion in order to save the
mother' s life . Senator Strom
Thurmond (R-SC) supports an
amendment which allows exceptions in cases of rape and incest as

well.
The amendments which allow
exceptions for abortions under
special circumstances are the most
threatening to reproductive rights
because they appear to be compromises between the positions of
pro-life and pro-choice activists.
In reality, clauses allowing abortion in cases of promptly reported
rape and incest or when the
mother's life is threatened, are
valueless. Most incidents of rape
and incest aren't reported within
the proposed 72 hour limit. When
the mother's life is threatened, she
would virtually have to be dying
before an abortion could be legally performed.
There are two ways the Human
Life Amendment could become
part of the Constitution. Congress
can pass the amendment with a
two-thirds vote of both houses
and 38 state legislatures can ratify
it. The second method requires
that 34 state legislatures pass
resolutions requiring Congress to
arrange a Constitutional convention for the purpose of approving
an anti-abortion amendment,
which would then have to be
ratified by 38 states. Nineteen
states had called for a convention
before the 1980 elections, so the
possibility of a Constitutional
convention is not as remote as it
may seem. The threat of a Constitutional convention, which
could address a number of areas,
is enough to encourage some
legislators to vote in favor of a
Human Life Amendment.

The groups supporting a
Human Life Amendment are well
organized and use effective,
sometimes extreme, political tactics. Fetuses have been sent
through the mail to pro-choice
legislators before important votes.
Lobbyists against abortion are on
Capitol Hill every day. "Bullet"
tactics-encouraging electors to
cast their votes solely on the basis
of the abortion issue-have
resulted in the defeats of many
pro-choice legislators. Because of
these tactics, passage of some
form of a Human Life Amendment seems increasingly likely.
The implications of a Human
Life Amendment would be farreaching . Abortion would be seen
as murder. Rhonda Copelar, an
attorney at the Center for Constitutional Rights, states, "If
abortion were murder, legal principle could be applied to permit
attacking and even killing anyone
about to perform an abortion, as
well as arresting and incarcerating
any women suspected of trying to
abort." (Ms., Feb. '81). Punishment of the abortionist, the
woman who had an abortion,
friends who aided the pregnant
woman, and anyone with
knowledge of the abortion would
be required.
Deaths and injuries from illegal
abortions would increa se
dramatically. Women would be
reluctant to seek care for complications from abortions and be
hard-pressed to find doctors willing to assist them . Fifteen to twen -

ty percent of women have spontaneous abortions or miscarriages;
these women may have difficulty
finding a doctor who believes the
abortion was not induced and they
may delay treatment because of
fear of prosecution. Termination
of tubal pregnancies would be
taken at legal risk .
Anything with potential for killing a fertilized egg would become
illegal. This includes intrauterine
devices (IUDs) which prevent implantation of a fertilized egg, and
perhaps even the Pill, which in
some cases prevents implantation
of a fertilized egg or causes the
abortion of an undetected
pregnancy. Copelar states,
•• ... fetal protection could
become an invulnerable excuse for
excluding women of childbearing
age from heavy work or toxic environments, and for regulating the
physical activities, travel, and
other normal routines of pregnant
women." Hypothetically, it is
possible that a woman who smoked during her pregnancy and then
miscarried could be prosecuted
for murder.
The imminence of a Human
Life Amendment should be taken
very seriously. Not only would it
eliminate the abortion rights set
forth in the 1973 Supreme Court
decision, but it would relegate
women to a position of less importance than a fetus, and legally
define women's roles solely in
relation to their reproductive
organs . Perhaps that is the most
frightening thing about it.

tung and the extension of communism into China, anticommunist sentiment became rampant
in the U.S. The arena of the Cold
War extended to include the Far
East. The U.S. entered the Korean
War in 1950 in order to pr~vent, it
said, a global spread of communism.The nuclear arms race
also developed during this era.
With the election of Eisenhower
in 1952 and the death of Stalin in
1953, it appear~d that tensions
between the rivals might be relaxed. Meaningful negotiations between the states never took place,
however, and a delicate balance of
power continued to exist. Without
using overt force against each
other, both countries continued to
wield their influence throughout
the world. The Soviets crushed
revolts in East Berlin (1953) and
Hungary (1956) . They used
diplomatic pressure to avert an
uprising in Poland. The U.S. also
intervened in global affairs, particularly in Iran and Guatemala.
Tension mounted continuously
until 1962 as both countries
vigorously maintained a Cold War
foreign policy. The U.S.S.R. lent
its support to Cuba. The Berlin
Wall was built. Military spending
continued to escalate on both
sides. Then the Cuban missile
crisis occurred, which was the
most serious confrontation yet of
the Cold War. For over a week,
the superpowers appeared to be
on the brink of nuclear war. Tensions between the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. finally eased, however,
and the threat of war was averted.
After the missile crisis, the Cold
War entered a transitional phase.
Although conflict persisted,
especially in the Middle East and
Vietnam, both nations attempted
to avoid confrontation. In 1963,
an above-ground nuclear test ban
was enacted. The world order also
began to change significantly as
nationalism and independence
movements grew across the globe
and the power blocs began to
break up. By 1969, Richard Nixon
was seeking detente with the
U.S.S.R. Faced with the political
and economic entanglements of
the Vietnam War, Americans were
questioning the principles upon
which the policy of containment
had been based.
Beginning in 1969 detente began
to be earnestly pursued by both
countries. By 1971, the European
issues that had given rise to the
Cold War seemed near resolution
and at the Nixon-Brezhnev summit meeting in the summer of
1972, the Cold War was publicy
denounced by both leaders. A
strategic arms limitation agreement was also reached in 1972.
Over the next few years, the
U.S.S.R. and the U.S. followed a
policy of detente, avoiding
military confrontation and consulting each other during periods
of international crisis . Relations
on all levels seemed to have relaxed .
Today, detente seems to many
to be dead . An atmosphere of
mistrust exists once more. The
Reagan administration may seem
to pursue a harsh policy toward
the U.S.S.R. and it is not clear if
or when arms limitation talks will
begin
again .
Important
ideological and political differences remain between the U.S.
and the U.S.S.R. The arms race is
escalating and as the International
political situation continues to
change, the Soviet Union and the
United States enter a new , ambiguous and complex relationship.
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arts/entertainment
Students display abstract art
by Bob Gilbo

Linda Rosendahl and Peter Brakeman currently are exhibiting
their works in the Gallery.

Week of

May 7-13

Works by Peter Brakeman and
Linda Rosendahl are currently on
view in the gallery of the Fine Arts
Building.
The joint SIP exhibit, which
opened Monday, features works
in graphite, charcoal, and pastel
by art major Brakeman. Rosendahl, a double major in art and
music, is displaying oil and acrylic
paintings, most of which are based on geometric forms. Combining her major interests, she composes her abstract paintings using
the same structural devices of line
and form found in music .
Brakeman's drawings include
some figure studies, but the emphasis in his section of the show is
on his expressionistic works .
These drawings are characterized
by spontaneous, energetic lines
and evocative, organic shapes.
According to Brakeman, they
reflect an ongoing search for a
form and technique appropriate
to his ideas. "My work is about
emotions. I'm working for a
primal, emotional response." His
technique emphasizes what
Brakeman refers to as "the ritual
of drawing".
"I want people to be able to see
the act of drawing." The free
form shapes and dynamic lines
that describe the drawings are the
result of an organic means of

Olmsted Room :
Dr. Peter Haidu will discuss the French intellectual
movement, Structuralism, tonight at 8.

Nobody can present a hit
musical comedy like Americans
can, and the Kalamazoo Civic
Players' production of The Robber Bridegroom, based on a
novella by Eudora Welty, is
proof.
The energy of the whole production will raise you out of your
seat, put a smtle on your face, and

make you feel like dancing. From
the moment the cowgirl ushers
hand you the program until the
final curtain call, this piece is pure
American entertainment.
The orchestra, directed by Jerry
Smith, resembles a good oldfashioned blue grass band with
fiddles, banjo, and mandolin. The
magnificent set design by Vincent
Faust enhances the back woods,
rustic, Nathcez flavor of the
show.

Recital Hall:
Cindy Walworth will present her senior voice recital tonight
at 8.
Seniors Kathy Rakowsky (piano and harpsichord) and
Tapman Daly (voice) will present a duo recital on Monday
at 8 pm.
Dalton:
The University of Michigan Japanese Music Ensemble will
perform in concert Saturday at 8 pm . The program is free .
Gallery:
Drawings by Peter Brakeman and paintings by Linda
Rosendahl will be exhibited through May 15 . Hours are from
2 to 4 pm weekdays.
Upjohn Ubrary:
A Communion of Muses: The Artist and the Book During the
Reign of Victoria will be presented in the Rare Book Room
through May 29.
Old Welles:
The Black Spot presents Threat Friday at 9 pm.

Keith Quong, as Albert Einstein, expounding on some abstract
theory . Yesterda) the senior .heatre major presented a onc-man
show, "You Know AI He 's a Funny Guy."

Around Town
Theatre:
Civic-The Robber Bridegroom , a country-Western musical
fantasy based on a novella by Eudora Welty, is being
presented May 7-9 and 15-16.
Caner Cenler-The Junior Civic Repertory Company will
perform Noodleheads on Saturday at I pm and 7 pm .
Tickets are S2 at the door.
New Vic-Zorba will be presented Friday through Sunday.
Kalamazoo Institute of Arts:
The Kalamazoo Public Schools Exhibit will run through
May 24.

techniques of music and art. She
finds mathematical principles at
work in both media. "In analyz.
ing music, the structure of a
melodic line can form geometric
patterns," explained Rosendahl.
"In composing you use
mathematic relationships . You
can so the same thing on a piece of
posterboard ...
Geometric lines and forms
define Rosendahl's paintings, giving them a cubist look. Shapes are
fragmented into triangles. Sharply
defined patches of color blend into each other, giving an impression of stillness and weight. In one
painting, a series of approaching
and receding planes are animated
by a vibrant combination of colors.
Rosendahl met with varying
degrees of success in her experiments. "They can turn out
just right or you can bang your
head against the wall trying to get
it right. There are about ten paintings underneath this one," she
said, referring to Shaft of Light,
an abstract composition with
planes of color and the multifaceted look reminiscent of cubist
still lifes.
. "I'm not satisfied with what
I've found," Rosendahl said of
her work, "but I still find it intriguing. I'd like to continue in
this direction and see what happens."

Civic provides down-home entertainment
by Karen Selby

Film Society:
Friday-Attack of the Killer Tomatoes . 7,9 & II pm.
Wednesday-Woman in the Dunes. 6:30 & 9 pm.
Recital Hall; S I

composition. "I don't like to
decide beforehand what shapes to
look for. I begin with markmaking on the paper. I try to find
shapes that have some meaning,
that are capable of, or have, some
emotion."
While Brakeman's abstract
drawings are not fiterally representational, the shapes found in them
do have figurative echoes. He
prefers not to draw, or abstract,
from models, but works from a
knowledge of natural, biological
and figurative shapes.
"I want my conscious mind to
playas small a role as possible. By
not starting with conscious decisions about the marks, I don't tie
myself to an immediate, perceived
reality. My feeling is that I can
find something more real, more
true by turning away from more
representational work." While
formal themes are never imposed
on a work, ideas, usually in the
form of feelings, are inherent in
the configurations of shapes. "I
may not know for sure what a
shape means, but it usually has a
certain feel."
Pastel colors enhance the expressive qualities of the freeflowing compositions. "I go to
colors after I find shapes, because
shape usually dictates color,"
Brakeman stated.
Rosendahl was intrigued by the
links between the compositional

Le Bljou:

I-Le Cage Aux Follies, II.
II-Harold and Maude; Friday-Sunday.
Deliverance and Straw Dogs; Monday-Thursday.
Night Music:
Chap's-on-Maln-Pieces of Dreams plays jazz Friday and
Saturday from 9:30 pm-I :30 am ; S I cover.
Hobie's-The Brian Brill Quartet performs jazz Friday and
Saturday nights . 9:30-1 :30; cover.
Whistle Stop-The Bryce Roberson Trio, jazz, plays Friday
and Saturday from 9:30 pm-I :30 am.

Unfortunately, director James

C. Carver fails to use the orchestra and the multi-leveled set to
their fullest potentials. It is not
always easy to break away from
straightline presentations when
dealing with a procenium arch
theatre, but Faust's design
presents a perfect opportunity to
breathe more life into the play.
The performances in The Robber Bridegroom were weakest at
the top . Vincent Faust (as Jamie
Lockhart) and Mychelle Hopkins
(as his lover, Rosamund) gave
good performances, but they failed to enunciate well and to project
their voices. As a result, the bit
parts in the show had a real opportunity to shine through.
.In fact , two bit actors sustained
the aUdience 's interest through
their technique and excellent sense
of timing. Ben Zylman (as Goat)
gave an outrageously funny
characterization of a town
simpleton . But, the outstanding
performance of the evening was
that of K. Allen Bowen (as Little
Harp, the robber) . Through his
sheer genius, Bowen created an incredibly comical character.
The chorus of the show deserves
special mention. It is not easy to
appear animated on stage for long
periods of time without being involved in the main action. John
Bradley of Kalamazoo College
was an excellent addition to this
chorus, for he never seemed to
lose concentration.
The choreography by Hollis M.
Johnson was the chorus ' only
shortcoming. Johnson's dances,
while correct, never went beyond
elementary square dancing to encompass the rich knee-slapping,
heel-kicking flavor of mountain
dancing. Unfortunately, her
pieces were so staid that the overall effect of the chorus was
diminished.
While fault can be found with
this production of The Robber
Bridegroom, it is an entertaining
event that should not be missed.
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Mothers (and other strangers)
Soup
With apologies to Linda Posten

I ,tayed in the wildflower palace
three days
of Grandma's chipmunks stuffing leaves in their mouths
as autumn blew in over the lake.
"A green September," she said.
More fertile than the earth, her mind.
She breathed love,
and whistled,
tuneless from constant use
baking, crocheting,
or tidying up the squirrels playground
She whistled through a smile
her face as fragile as her heart was not
She gave that smile to me
Me, the mercenary daughter.
We gave her black-eyed susans
And when I left,
I took her face with me
And wore it in the car, all the way home.
Laurie Lautenslager

If your heart feels like a stone,
Make stone soup of it.
Borrow the parsley from
Your mother.
She's the one who told you so.
Get the meat from your lover
He has taken all of yours.
Make the stock from old memories
Seasoned both with
Sage and thyme.
Then drink it up to get it back inside you,
That heart you lost.
Never make light of it.
It will always be a stone.
Martha Sullivan

You love her, You care for her. ..
She's kissed your knees, wiped your tears,
Shared your secrets, fed the stray dog
That you just had to keepBut that was your mother.
What about that WomanBetty, Elizabeth, Jane, Catherine,
Rose, Jean, Mary, Ann or
Any particular one of them all
So many years She's been locked up,
A life that's been sleeping in the womb
For a generation, waiting for rebirth.
Will you share Her secrets, wipe Her tears,
And lovingly set her free when She's grown?
Laree Martin-Hudon

Babcia grows up
Spring Cleaning
to Agnes M. Stevens
You rummage through yourself,
your strategies writing themselves on your face
as you roll up your sleeves.
Once again
you have waited too long,
but you turn to thirty years and eight
adolescences
to find your own.
Nothing can survive three decades
buried
in the back of a closet.
I deny you. I turn my back
to hide the guilt in my anger.
How do I take back my share of the litter
that hides you from yourself'l
You hurl my pity after me.
"I don't expect to find her,"
you tell me,
"that girl, years younger than you are now:
she disappeared somewhere
between my wedding day & a load of wash."
You hold me close
in your eyes
and turn me, gently.
You are there, a thin bright
ribbon,
a sudden streak
yet undissolved in my own hues.
"I see myself
in all you kids."
I leave her to dig out her story
in the dusty excelsior;
to peek into boxes hastily wrapped;
it is aged, past.
I will let her know me,
and I will not fear
her future.
Teresa S. Stevens

Amidst the newly awakened
buds eagerly anticipating their
burst of freedom, you and I
reflect upon years past. When did
you first meet Dad? I inquire.
And your reply creates a curious
intermingling of relief and anxiety
as I realize that I've passed the
20-year mark.
Mom, when you complain
about the aches and pains of aging
and then smile sadly at me, your
warm eyes filled with a spark of
hope and prophecy, I desperately
wish that I could fufill the dreams
of your youth.
You wanted to journey into faraway lands on the unrelenting
quest for elusive ideals, but society siphoned you into the teaching
profession instead. The wandering
soul detoured and settled on marriage and family and self-sacrifice.
We have inherited our dreamy,
romantic natures from Grandmother, you insist. I can understand how the creative imagination, nurtured by her native,
pastoral Poland, allowed Babcia
to transcend the dismal realities of
the Big American City circa 1932.
The overwhelming, dizzying
skyscrapers and crowded
tenaments tried to oppress her
spirit. Yet every summer the tiny
plot of dirt around her house
blossomed gloriously with the
fragrant flowers of her youthful
memory.
Crooning softly, my babcia used to rock me gently on the porch
swing, painting verbal pictures of
her care-free girlhood and relating
folk tales with frightening morals.
Although Babcia's heavily accented speech enhanced her narrations with a sing-song quality, it
also heightened the dramatic effect of her threatening stories.
Cuddled up in a wooly blanket

like a tightly-wrapped cacoon, I
hung onto every word, wide-eyed,
silently promising God that I
would never, ever be naughty
again.
But, like streams, little girls
flow naturally into bigger and
more complex environments.
Mom, my streak of stubborn independence, combined with a
yearning to accept Babcia's simple
and idealistic conception of li fe,
creates an uneasy tension within
me. Like young Babcia, I'm a

vulnerable woman tarrying into
unfamiliar, yet exciting, territory.
Perhaps some day I'll appreciate
the confusion, fears and doubts
which characterize this awkward
stage of adulthood. But now, I
can only detect the sympathy and
understanding in your eyes, imploring me to continue searching,
reaching, and experiencing life,
with or without some stabilizing
agent. And Mom, I appreciate it.
Amy Marcaccio

sports

Women's sports
looking good
Kickers win two, tie one
by Bridget Flynn
The Kalamazoo College
Women's Soccer Club returned
from the Detroit area this
weekend bringing stories of viclOry. The team's weekend road
trip consisted of three contests
within a twenty-two hour period.
They won the first two games and
tied the final game.
Friday afternoon's win against
Southfield Lathrup (3-1) lifted the
team's already enthusiastic
~pirit-the game brought the
team's first victory. Senior Renee
,Askins, and juniorSLaura Laurenson and Ann McLaughlin scored
K's !1.oals.
The next morning the team was
out on the field again tallying a
3-0 win over Birmingham

Seaholm. The squad's talents fell
inlO place during this middle
game.
Aggressive tack ling and con fident passing gave the Hornets a
shine as they performed as a
unified team.
Sophomore Mary
Kay
VanderWeele was awarded the
shut out with Bridget Flynn,
fresh person, McLaughlin, and
Becky Schmidt, sophomore, scoring the goals.
Saturday afternoon's match
against Birmingham Groves, proved to be the most challenging
game of the weekend. The teams
were well matched and played a
full ninety minutes of competitive
soccer. Throughout the contest,
both teams vied for control of the
game. With ten minutes remaining
K was down one goal.

The Hornets gained momentum
and came back with the tying goal
by senior Anita Raby. K's first
goal came from Schmidt. The
final score was 2-2.
Whether the news of the Club
turning varsity in 1982 contributed 10 its enthusiastic playing
or not, the team's tactical play
and skill fell inlO place. The squad
i. nnw readYing f!'f their fif't full
weekend of home play. They will
fa.:e a highly compet iti _e
Michigan State team this Saturday and a club team, Artemis of
Ann Arbor (University of
Michigan's sl:mmer team) on Sunday. The team extends an invitation 10 the College community 10
come and support the Women
Kickers at 2:00 on Saturday and
Sunday at McKenzie Field.

Archers first in MIAA
by Laura Hartley
and Amy Popoff
The Kalamazoo College
Women's Archery team crowned
its undefeated season with a first
place finish at the MIAA tournament, May I and May 2.
Kalamazoo won with 5635
points, well ahead of runner-up
Albion, which scored 5302. The
high shooter of the lOurnament
was Merry Lu Jordan, a
Kalamazoo junior. Jordan's total
for the two-day shoot was 2110.
Also competing in tht MIAA
meet were soohom<)re Amy

Popoff (1800), ana senior Laura
Hartley (1725). Nina Hager, a
senior, and Kira Lathrop, a promising fresh person supported the
team with their enthusiastic participation.
In the National Archer's
Association-College Division
(NAACD) State Championship,
held in Grand Blanc, Michigan,
three Kalamazoo College archers
qualified for Nationals.
Unfortunately, due to a small
budget, only one shooter will be
able to compete . Jordan will
represent Kalamazoo College in
Tempe, Arizona this week in three

days of outdoor shooting. Seniors
Marie Marie Bielawski, and Mary
Adams, and junior Laura Gran
complete the team.
Throughout the compettllve
season, the team practices at Ted
Brooks' Pro Archery in
downtown Kalamazoo. Next year,
it may be necessary 10 drop archery as an intercollegiate sport at

K.
Brooks, the team's coach, is
working to keep the sport alive by
establishing a cooed club providing year-round competition.
Brooks hopes that a club status
will attract interest because of its
less limited" nature.

Washington protest
tcontinued from page

I)

green nag and a frisbee and I look around for the
others with whom we came. The crowd starts to move
and I am itching to move with it, but the CISPES
(Citizens in Solidarity with the People of EI Salvador)
person yells at us to stand twelve abreast. I mumble
"Anarchists unite" under my breath, lOSS Dave's
frisbee into the crowd, and turn around to watch
12,000 people pour down into the park. The New York
contin!1.ent-200 buses-has arrived.

I

Ueb Robert,on pitches to an opponent
in an inlramural ;,oftball J(ame held earlier this
week. Rober"on and man) other \"rtball enIhu,i:"" will be battling nul the remainder of
the 1.1'1 . .. eason which ends the first week in
~eninr

.,o,ne.
L __________________________

Pel1lagon , Arlinglon, Virginia

We are sitting on the lawn on the north side of the
Pentagon chewing on blades of grass and gingerly
touching our leg muscles and the sun burns on the '
backs of our knees and necks. It lOok us three hours to
get from the State Department to the Pentagon and we
are tired, hot and ready 10 listen. The speakers are
here: Bella Abzug, Representative John Conyers of the
Congressional Black Caucus, speakers from C IS PES,
from the Maryknoll prie,ts, from human rights
groups. They speak differently, but say the same thing.
The government is wrong. What it is doing is bad.
When we go to war who will fight? It will be us, the
Blacks. the Latinos, those who are powerless to say no.
So we must say no now, say no collectively, we must
stand up together and say 0 to U.. intervention in
EI Salvador. no to social program CUI>, no to military
build up, no 10 war, to hunger, to poverty.
We sit down again and a peaker comes on to ask for
money. I chew on another blade of grass and make a
note t-o send them a check because I have spent all my
money. A woman With a tape recorder silting next to
me asks me where I am from and why I am here in the
hot sun outside the Pentagon. I tell her I am from
Midligan and that I am here because I believe in unity
and freedom and that I will fail a tcst on Tuesday due
to the strength of my convictions.

BOOK SALE
T·SHIRT
SALE

SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE

YOUR
BOOKSTORE

[[ Sidelines.

• •

by Jan Spierenburg
Individual K men netter played well in recent matches against
Notre Dame, Northwestern, and Western Michigan University.
In the number one singles slot. junior Chris Burns was victorious
over Paul Wei of Northwestern University, scoring 6-1,3-6,6-4.
Sophomore Dave Higdon has played consistently well in number
six singles competition. At Notre Dame, Higdon proved stiff competition, though finally edged in the. third set. Higdon defeated his
opponent from Northwestern University, 3-6, 6-2, 6-3; and scored
straight 7-6 sets against his Western Michigan University challenger.
The number one doubles team of Burns and Mark Riley defeated
the team from Notre Dame; 7-5, 7-6. The number two doubles team
of seniors Bill Vanderhoef and Pete Ballantine outscored the Northwestern team of Schaefer and O'Flynn; 7-5, 7-6. Junior Kevin
Johnson and sophomore Ven Johnson won with 7-6, 4-6, 6-1 set
cores against Western Michigan University opposition.

•••••
Top players for the Hornet Men's Baseball team include senior
catcher Tim Pobuda. The MIAA ranks Pobuda third among league
players in total bases, having rounded 18. Pobuda bats a .38 1
average, which places him 12th in the league. The number of hilS
resulting' as doubles, triples, and home runs qualify Pobuda for top
ten recognition in MIAA ratings.

•••••

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS

8asebaIJ
Saturday, May 9. at Calvin, I pm

'Women's Soccer
Saturday, May 9. MSU, 1 pm

Men's TennR
Thursday, May 7 MIAA Tournament
Friday. May 8 MlAA Tournament
May 11-16. NCAA Champiunships. at Salisbury, Md.

Women's Tennis
May 7-9, SMAIAW. at Calvin
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Policy proposed
to ease financial tensions
by Mike Riebe
In a significant break from current policy, the level of financial
aid to incoming freshpersons in
1981-82 will be determined by the
students' academic and extracurricular achievements.
Robert Maust, Vice President
for Student Life, announced the
new policy in a report from the
Committee on Admissions and
Financial Aid to the Faculty
Meeting on Monday, May 4.
Plans also had been formulated
for application of a similar policy
to currently enrolled students. But

points. Five of the points are
awarded on the basis of academic
achievement, as measured by
GPA, class standing, and standardized test scores.
If a student is ranked in the top
one percent of high school
students nationwide going to college, the student receives a maximum of five points, and so forth.

Women's athletics
chooses affiliation

these plans were scuttled after
significant disapproval was expressed by faculty at their meeting

by Beth King

and at a subsequent meeting of the
Committee on Admissions and
Financial Aid held Thursday, May
7.

The Women's Athletic Department at Kalamazoo College, along
with women's sports sectors
throughout the nation, recently
faced a major question: to which
national athletic organization
should women athletes belong?
Both the National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics
(NAIA) and the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) have opened their programs to include the everincreasing numbers of women's
athletic teams.
Although according to
members of the Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (AIAW), both the NAIA
and the NCAA have been "silent
about, or hostile to, equality of
opportunity for women in
athletics.
In addition, the NCAA continues to "seek the exclusion of intercollegiate athletics from Title
IX. Both organizations, especially
the NCAA, have been increasingly

The new policy utilizes a system
for rating the academic and extracurricular achievement levels of
high school students called the
Multiple Personality Qualities (or
MPQ). Students possessing MPQ
ratings of nine and ten will receive
$175 more in aid. Similarly, according to Maust, those with MPQs
of seven or six will lose S175 in
I

aid. Students with MPQs of eight
will continue to be funded at the
base level, probably leaving an
average of some SI200 in unmet
need for all students.
The MPQ system, which has
been used in the past at K for
evaluating applicants for admissions and for merit awards,
utilizes a scale of one to ten

The second five points are
awarded on the basis of extracurricular achievement, with all-state
athletic award winners, winners of
some state or nationwide competitions, and others exhibiting
qualities
placing them in the
top one percent of high school
students going to college would
receive five points.
(continued on page 4)

successful in recruiting teams
previously belonging to the
AlA W:' (The source of information for remarks by the AlA W is
The Chronicle of Higher Education; December 8, 1980).
Despite the decision by many
schools to leave the all-female
AIAW, Women's Athletic Director Tish Loveless said both the
Faculty Committee and the
Women's Athletic Department
have "recommended that we stay
with the AIAW."
Female physical educators
formed the AlA W in 1971 to provide a national championship program for female athletes that
"served rather than exploited student athletes." Today the program consists of over I ,000 state
and regional tournaments and 39
national championships in 17 different sports.
Loveless said the greatest advantage for women in the AlAW,
as opposed to a newly co-ed
organization like the NCAA, is
that the "control of the championships is in the hands of
(continued on page 8)

1981-81 Student Commlsaion presidents Dan McCanel Oeft) and

Scott Cleland (rlgbt) after tbe election. Both men are Juniors.

Commission results
President (SummerlFaU)

Dan McCarrel

President (WInter/Spring)

Scott Cleland

Treuurer

Bill Aseltyne

C.U.B. Cbalrpenon

Dan Driessche

PlannIng and Budget Committee

Anne Blatchford
Anne McIlree
Patty Johnston
Andrew Perrin
Mary Kaye VanderWeele

Educational PoUcies Committee

Charlotte Bodurow
Lisa Gigante
Barbara Handelsman

Campus life Committee

Dan Minkus
James C. Whitfield

Tax proposal creates controversy
by Ruth Moerdyk
Tuesday, May 19, Michigan voters will
decide on a major tax reform proposal,
Proposal A, an amendment to the state
constitution . Governor William Milliken is
one of the major architects and supporters
of this proposal, which is designed to be an
appealing and viable alternative to more
radical tax reforms advocated by Shiawasee
County Drain Commissioner Robert Tisch.
Tisch attempted to place an alternate proposal on the ballot with Proposal A, but his
efforts were foiled by the state legislature.
Passage of Proposal A would result in
major changes in the state's current tax
structure. Property taxes would be reduced
by 50 percent, as would local individual income taxes. Government revenues from
property taxes would be limited to six percent growth yearly, except in localities
where voters approve larger increases.
Farms and forests would be assessed at their
use value, rather than at their market value
as they are currently assessed. Property tax
relief in the form of state income tax credits

would also be altered. Currently,
homeowners receive credit if their property
tax exceeds three and one-half percent of
their income; under the new proposal
credits would be available if property taxes
exceed two and one-half percent of income.
However, the credit may not exceed $1200.
The state income tax would be raised from
four to five and one-half percent.
Because local governments and schools
depend almost exclusively upon property
and local income taxes, two provisions are
made to guarantee their relative fiscal
stability. The state must reimburse local
governments for all revenues they would
lose as a result of Proposal A, and profits
from the state lottery would be designated
for aid to schools. Legislation for implementing Proposal A has already been
passed by the state legislature.
The overall effect of these changes on the
state budget is an estimated loss of $250
million in revenues . Money gained by the
increased sales tax will not totally offset
losses from property and income taxes. The
altered property tax credit has mixed ef-

fects, as it would increase the eligibility of
some property owners for credit, while
reducing the amount of credit for which
others may be eligible.

On the other hand, others, represented
by Tisch, criticize Proposal A for very different reasons. They argue that it is not a
tax cut at all, but merely a tax shift which
could eventually become a tax increase.

The spending reductions required by Proposal A would be included in the budget
which goes into effect October I. Spending
reductions of SI65 million in that budget

Tisch currently supports a plan which
would roll back property tax assessments to
1978 levels and cut taxes on those
assessments in half. It would also keep the
sales tax at its current level and repeal any
increases on local income taxes. Such a plan
could result in cuts of up to $2 billion in the
state budget, approximately a 40 percent
reduction.

have already been approved by the
legislature. The remaining $85 million in
spending cuts would probably come in the
areas of welfare, education, and mental
health .
As with any plan for tax reform, Proposal A has many critics. Some criticize it
for reducing state spending and services too
much. Those who have the least say in state

government-the poor, the young, blacks,
the mentally ill-would be most effected by
these cuts. By increasing the sales tax, an inequitable burden would also be shifted onto
those least able to afford it.

Many property owners in Michigan feel a
heavy tax burden because of rapid increases
in property assessments in recent years, and
are finally demanding property tax reform .
Given this fact, groups such as VA W, the
AFL-CIO, and the Michigan State
Chamber of Commerce are supporting Proposal A in hope that it will decrease chances
of Tisch's proposal passing during the
general elections in 1982.
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What do you think about
state funding of abortions?
Patty Watters
senior
I'm totally against it
because I believe it
is morally wrong. I
believe abortion is a
decision
each
woman is totally
responsible for, both
emotionally and
financially.

Michael Kocher
senior "favor state funded
abortions though I
feel abuses should
be safe guarded
against.
Exact
legislation could
provide this security
as well as what I
consider to be a
necessary
and
justifiable service.

Maura Johnston
fresh person
I think that the state
should fund all
welfare abortions
because it's cheaper
to fund an abortion
than it is to raise a
child.

Craig Brown
senior
I'm
completely
against state fun·
ding of abortion.
Under such a pro·
gram some people
would be taxed to
support what they
think is murder.

Fudge Making banned

1905 Ladies' Hall rules revised
by Lorri Hopping
Mrs. Archibald Wheaton,
Matron of Ladies Hall at
Kalamazoo College presented her
revisions of last year's 1905 rules
of Domestic Conduct, Public
Conduct and Social Duties to the
young ladies on campus in a dorm
meeting yesterday.
When asked about the new
rules, Wheaton stated, "I expect
all my young ladies to consider
each rule and regulation like the
twenty commandments." She added, "We'll have none of these
blatant attempts to be conspicuous in any way, or to excite
comment. It is an embarrassment
to all."
Most of the young ladies expressed discontent with the
changes, particulary the regulation preventing the preparation of
fudges which, according to
Wheaton, impair the digestive
organs and cause weakening of
the brain. Miss Ella Louise Fultan
protested, "We've always
prepared our fudge Sunday
nights. Besides, we all passed our
Latin exams last year. And no one
has been, er ... irregular in a long
time. "
Wheaton maintained that many
of the new rules are legitimate
safety precautions, and still others
ease the matron's job considerably.
For example, she cited the rule
"Young ladies must not be ill ·
without
notifying
the
preceptress." It is the journalist'S
opinion, however, that once the
fudge prohibition takes effect,
this rule may not be as essential.
Public conduct has been one of
the major concerns of Wheaton,
who claims that certain young
ladies have been lingering after
lunch and acting like simple
nursery-maids and kitchen girls.
To remedy the situation.
Wheaton is preventing ladies from
leaving the parlor by means of the
windows on the front porch: That
way, anyone caught taking extra
time with dessert will have to leave
through the front door under
strict surveyance by the dining
room attendent.

MRS. ARCHIBALD WHEATON

Wheaton also suggests that
young ladies not embrace each
other in the Reception Hall or in
Chapel as this is in exceedingly
bad form and exerts a harmful influence upon the young
gentlemen.
The social duties remain
relatively unchanged, except the
following additions: young
women are expected to
I . entertain as many young men
as possible at Wednesday night
receptions as a social group of two
is not in good form,
2. entertain bashful young men

sitting next to them in the
room (It is a mark of culture
able to make stupid people
3. notify the young gentlen~eD
that the Hall is closed at
o'clock. It humiliates the
to be obliged to inquire if they
pect to remain for breakfast.
Wheaton added as a final
sonal note to the ladies that
should consult the matron
regard to the curbing of their af·
fections as she will always be I
person who has their interests al
heart and who has,
escaped from all masculine

The Last Rash Bash runs smoothly
by Michiaki Soga
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Pam Booher
junior
I think that we
should fund it. If we
don't we'll end up
supporting welfare
children. I think that
a woman should
have the right to
decide instead of
having the state
decide for her.

L...._ _ _ _ _ _ lnterviews

bv Lisa Cohen

It 'wasn't on the spring calendar. It wasn't even on campus,
but by all accounts it was a campus event.
The Last Rash Bash brought
together approximately 450
members of the College community in a gravel parking lot off
Catherine Street Friday night. The
group downed II kegs of beer and
10 gallons of rum.
The Rash Bash was organized
by a group of seniors who wanted
to throw a party that went beyond
the usual weekend dorm room
keggers. "You get tired of the
same thing every week," said
senior Scott Bytwerk, one of the
party's organizers. "We wanted
to get the whole campus
together. ..

The party was a sequel to a
similar event held last year, also
on the Friday of sixth week Spring
quarter, said senior Lou Stemmler
who was involved in the planning
of last year's party.
According to Stemmler, last
year's bash was originally plan-

ed as an on-campus event but was
moved off campus when the administration questioned the ability
of the organizers to control such a
large gathering and to comply
with the alcohol policy.
Stemmler said that though some
tension existed between the
organizers and the administration,
the party turned out for the best.
"I think both ends were mature.
What could h'l.ve been a potential
conflict turned into a mutual
agreement that turned into a
successful party," he said.
George Whitfield, senior, said,
"This year it ran a lot n'ore
smoothly. I think the administration had more confidence in us ."
He added that campus security
was very helpful and that the
students cooperated in proving
that alcohol and parties do not
necessarily mean vandalism and
generally
irresponsible
behavior-a concern of the administration in regard to campus
parties.
Whitfield also defended the use
of Student Commission money to
partially fund the party. "It was
open to the whole campus and the

party was able to handle a
cant number of students."
Senior Dave Kenyon agreed
that the money was well spent. He
said it was "one of the few times
that the Student Commission
reached that many students at one
time. "
Senior Amy VanDomelen also
supported the use of Student
Commission funds. She said she
thought there was a lot more stu·
dent participation in the party
than there is in many other cam'
pus events.
However, there was SOml
dissention on the money issue. A
fresh person who asked not to be
identified said that not everyone
was interested in partying and that
the money could have been better
spent. He cid state, however, that
the idea of limited participation
could be applied to athletics and
other programs and that he did
not know where to draw the line.
As far as the party itself goes,
fresh person Sandy Innocenzi sum'
med it up for many students when
she said, "It was great. The}
should have it again next year."
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To the Editor,
In some societies, women with
infants of several years of age kill
their children if they become
Iiabilitjes or restrict
mobility. In our society,
frequently obviate this
I.fores·een difficulty and have their
aborted. In our legal
, infanticide is tantamount
, but abortion is not,
that both a two-year-old
and a two-month-old fetus
fully human. The proposed
Life Amendment to the
will correct this
" i,",orITV. Human life, whether
in or out of the womb,
protected.
course, the issue of women's
is inextricably connected to
abortion issue. Personally, I
women's rights and adthe ERA Amendment proto the Constitution .
!.In."ever, this advocacy does not
to the "right" of a woman
scrupulously maintain her
by abrogating those of the
inside her. The Human
Amendment, like the Equal
Amendment, seeks to
fundamental I:wman
. Women have been bless(yes blessed, not cursed) with
miraculous ability to bear
They should honor and
this gift. Claiming that
ti.on is only women's
albeit, because of this, is
because although the
is the receptacle of life,
and females are eq ually
eSD<)Osible for life. Women outmen in the Pro-Life

Movement. Saying that the Pope
should shut up about abortion
since his name is John Paul and
not Joan Pauline is silly. Even if
the leader of the Roman Catholic
Church was a woman, I'm sure
Her Holiness would be as oppossed to abortion as is His. Despite
the high visibility of Catholicism
against abortion throughout the
years, it is obviously time to
ecumenize the issue. The big supporters behind the current antiabortion movement are conservative Protestant groups,
epitomized by the Moral Majority
(with whom I usually disagree, by
the way, except on abortion).
A certain amount of relativity
must be employed in negotiations
on the abortion issue, or else all
talks on this ultra-sensitive topic
will only erupt into chaos. 1 emphasize this mutauality, unlike
Valerie Simons, in the last issue of
the Index. Ms. Simons fully
documented the techniques
employed by fanatical antiabortionists. Mailing aborted
fetuses to congressmen or supporting legislators solely on their
views on abortion is wrong.
However, Ms. Simons very conveniently omits the pressure tactics
utilized equally by pro-abortion
feminists. These people also are
highly organized and often resort
to extreme measures. A group of
women recently broke into a session of Congress illegally, screaming wildly against Pro-Life legislation. I'm sure they rejoiced in
1973, but now that the tide flows
in the other direction, they claim

Student defends physical plant
does it. Not only am I sick
of reading the perennial
~y-laOj:s-IDn'Ys ical-plant -only- fix,ngl;-.IJ1)-befo,re-.gra.au;au()n? letIndex, I am sick of letgo unrefuted . T.R . Hill's
is not only unoriginal
displays gross ignorance as
, I have a few questions of
Who does Hill think
the snow from campus
in the predawn hours of
Elves? Fairies? Students?!
could the same enterprisspirits have been the ones to
Inside renovating such as that
Hicks Lobby (his winter, the
Lounge last winter, and
in the summer? But, certhis work is trivial-perhaps
care to join workers in
the outside of Hicks or
grass in January, which
obviously thinks is a much
time for such work . Or,
Hill would like to carry
extremely heavy and untools around for them,

rather than letting them use golf
carts or trucks?
Finally, I suppose that Hill has
also solved the problem of growing luxurious grass through which
to run her toes while at the same
time permitting students to trample all over the less expensive but
slower growing and more delicate
seeds?
As a senior ready to
graduate-and before as a
sophomore or junior looking
towards a summer on campus-I
truly appreciate the physical
plant's efforts to make our campus attractive. I think it's
beautiful. Certainly, a few weeks
of a roped-off quad beats four
quarters of mud and dirt in its
stead.
One last point: who cares if they
do make the campus look good
for big shots who will give us
money? We certainly need the
donations and the big shots, poor
souls, only get to enjoy our
beautiful campus for one day,
while we have it the entire year.
Heidi A. Tietjen

foul.
There are of course many contingencies and drawbacks connected with the possible passage
of the Human Life Amendment,
as Ms. Simons duly notes. All
things in life worthy of pursuing
have obstacles and drawbacks.
Prostitution flourishes despite being against the law, but does this
mean we should legalize it? 1 think
not. The possibility of many
women obtaining illegal abortions
and causing much harm to their

bodies is unfortunate, but cannot
be used as a rationale to justify
legal abortion.
Abortion, like infanticide, is a
technique used by our early
human ancestors to limit their
populations. I wuld hate to think
that human society and morality
has not progressed at all since
Neanderthal times. There has to
be other solutions to unwanted or
impractical pregnancies besides
killing the child. We all have to
decide where reality begins and

Faculty member
comments
Dear Editor,
Generally I'm opposed to faculty letters to the Index. Faculty
ought to shut up once in a blue
moon. But my gender-obsessed
mind couldn't help fastening onto
a couple details in the last issue.
First, Glenn Bailey's man-on-thestreet (and I do NOT use "man"
in the generic sense) interviews
about U.S. involvement in El
Salvador: it appears that Bailey
went mainly for prospective
draftees, with the possible exception (I hope) of Dave Evans (not
ANOTHER biology search committee?!). However, over here on
the distaff side of the question,
yours truly just bounced a check
for $900 to IRS to support Our
Boys in El Salvador, and is in
general agreement with Dave Kenyon's succinct appraisal of the
situation
Then there was the Back Page.
As a big supporter of Mothers'
Day (which, as we know, is a
shabby vestige of an ancient ritual
holiday honoring the Goddess
Herself, the one who ran the show
when Jehovah was in diapers), 1
read the tributes with interest,
and the signatures with even
greater interest. Only one person
of the male persuasion in this
chorus of praise for the Big M!
Dan Driessche's graphic
stimulated a variety of reactions
on my part. I direct loyal Index
readers to Phyllis Chesler's About
Men, in which she discusses and
documents male childbirth envy.
Ah, but Driessche's Thinker is going about it the wrong way. Only
warmth hatches an egg, and this
fellow hardly appears to be the
nurturant type. Intense Cerebra.
tion seeks after Perfection, as we
know, and Perfection, in the
words of another Mommy, Sylvia
Plath, "is sterile: it cannot have
children. "
Can't wait for Fathers' Day.

Chris West

Skydive
Still departed from the nothing, cased in metal
crowded together with excited people, in touch, close, talking
feeling, reaching
overwhelmed by the view and the excitement of the new, upcoming
feeling of flying, still in the safe plane.
The natural fear enables you to breath, you stop thinking
wait for the commands.
Trained to count up to 5, to check your parachute.
Do I know what to do, when .. ? I don't. Or? Yeah. I do. I don't know .
The door opens. The moment has come.
The moment I wished to be far away and still couldn't wait for.
You step out, the wind wants you, you want the sky, the freedom,
the wideness, the nothing and still everything
the quiteness and still music in your ear.

"GO"
All of a sudden, after a short, black space in your life you feel relaxed,
tied to the open paracbute
you felt the opening-shock, you're safe in the air,
aiming toward your target
Indescribable quiteness, total silence.
Going with the wind, flying in happiness, ruling the world
wishing never to land, enjoying the now,
reaching for the never, aiming toward the coming.

An exception to scare tactics
To the editor:
You probably knew this was coming. Abortion may be what many
of you consider a dead issue (no
sick pun intended, I assure you)
but Valerie Simon's article on the
proposed anti-abortion amendment in last week's Index was
bound to elicit some response.
Since the Supreme Court's 1973
decision to legalize abortion in the
United States, those who have
campaigned against abortion have
been the subject of ridicule on the
basis of extreme tactics which they
have used to get their point across.
I speak of course of the groups
that print literature showing pictures of freshly aborted fetuses
alongside pictures of healthy,
smiling live children and then
distribute this literature to
everyone from Catholic priests to
women on their way to legal abortion clinics.
As a Catholic who happens to
be against abortion, I am sickened

by organizations such as these
who preach their doctrine under
the guise of being direct
messengers from the pope.

Published by students of Kalamazoo Col·

Abortion is a highly sensitive
issue about which each individual
must make a decision and then, if
necessary, act their conscience.
Such hypothetical and ridiculous
suggestions as " ... a woman who
smoked during pregnancy and
then miscarried could be prosecuted for murder" do nothing
to advance the "pro-choice"
movement but rather detract from
the influence which they could
have on the well-informed voter.
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As a rational (I think) person, I
realize that such tactics are offensive to human intelligence, but at
the same time I am equally as offended be the assertions Simons
made in defense of the "prochoice" lobby because they are
the result of the same "scare"
mentality.

Martha Sullivan

index
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Martina Hallberg

Gail Griffin
Rabid Feminist

ends. Our human existence
doesn't mean too much if we are
to deny the humanness of life just
when it begins. The decisive proabortion air which I perceive on
this campus is unfortunate. K College was founded on religious
principles. However loose our current affiliation with the Baptists, I
think it would behoove us to
reflect on this tradition before
discarding it.
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perspectives
editor's
column
by Carrie Vernia

Should aid be based on GPA?
The new financial aid policy (see article on page one), superficially
justified by the administration as a long-overdue system of aid
distribution, poses a major threat to the equity of the existing financial aid mechanism and has the potential of becoming simply a
disguised athletic scholarship system.
Although the plan has only been approved for prospective
freshpersons, I anticipate gradual phase-in of the program for all
classes in the next four year period . I fear that this new financial aid
policy, whereby aid allocations would be determined by academic
and extracurricular performance would result in an absolute policy
reversal-with each student's financial aid package being determined
not by need but by the previous year's academic and extracurricular
activities.
The components of MPQ rating (as explained on page one) consist
of the GPA and high school extracurricular activities giving equal
weight to both academics and outside activities (each being worth
five points on a scale of ten). Additional financial awards are being
given for MPQ scores of nine and ten, which can be achieved with
any extracurricular/academic combination of 5-4 and 5-5. It is
therefore possible that a student with an average academic (by K
standards) could combine an excellent athletic record to receive additional scholarship money according to this system-in other words,
an athletic scholarship.
It is important to note that while the MPQ rating for K applicants
involves extracurricular participation and achievement, the proposal
to rate currently enrolled students (which was turned down) involved
only GPA. Even if K were to include extracurricular involvement in
its rating, the fact remains that validation and appreciation of extracurricular involvement is so limited at K, (even in this remarkable
period of increased student activity) financial aid students would be
severely restricted by academic concerns to the number and type of
outside activities in which they could participate.
I f the system were adopted, only recognized activities and
acknowledged achievement in extracurriculars would count toward a
financial aid award. This system fails to recognize important and
time consuming ad-hoc committees, volunteer activities, or affiliation with local organizations such as NOW, the League of Women
Voters, the Nature Center, etc. In any case, whether the rating
system is based solely on GPA or a combination of extracurriculars
and GPA, it discriminates against, and limits the activities of the individual financial aid student.
It can and should also be argued that the Admissions Office's
and/or Committee's decision in and of itself to accept a particular
student should be a commitment to some financial support. If an individual student is academically and~xtracurricularly strong enough
to be accepted at K, and if he/she demonstrates a need for financial
assistance, the commitment should be made on an equitable basis.
Only exceptional honor or merit awards (of which approximately 25
scholarships per year are awarded) need be granted on this basis.
Motivated by current financial aid tension, the administration is
currently weighing the alternatives of devising a system to meet all
the financial need of some students or meeting some of the financial
need of all students. While it is not clear that the present system itself
is at fault, this most recent proposal, if incorporated into our financial aid mechanism, places an additional pressure on the financial aid
student-unnecessary pressures in addition to those already
assaulting K students: competition for the grades to get into grad
school and on to a profession; the struggle to find the extra time for
10-15 hours of work-study; psychological tension each time another
loan is taken out; pressure from parents to get the grades to make
their annual contribution/investment worthwhile.
Moreover, this system has the potential of creating an opportunistic attitude toward involvement in extracurricular activities. Just
as some students take certain distributionals for an easy 'A' (so as
not to ruin their GPAs), the easiest and most administratively
recognized extracurriculars could draw more students. Those individuals doing the "thankless" jobs because they care about the
school and the people here will continue to go unrecognized. The increasing level of student involvement (for example the excellent turnout of both candidates and voters in this week's Student Commission
elections) could become an unfortunate victim of this system.
Change in some aspect(s) of the financial aid policy of the College
is necessitated by current economic conditions. However, the MPQ
system for prospective students institutes an inequity which should
not be expanded to affect the entire student body. I Question whether
the $175 enticement will justify the basic inequity of that policy in the
long run. Unlike this unilateral policy decision (part of which was accepted-for prospective students-but rejected for currently enrolled
students by committee decision), future financial decisions must be
made multilaterally with consideration and consent of the students,
faculty and administration.

K interrelations cause
massive, unified inebriation
Aalamazoo River, Kalamazoo
It is the middle of the river and I
am twenty-two and feeling mighty
cold. Here wedged in the back seat
of a Pinto with Firestone 500's
with a passed-out Nazareth student propped against my gear
shift and an airsickness bag betw~en my ankles, I think of all the
fresh persons bounuing around
WI.! h the enthusiasm and energy I
used to possess and thought I
could never exhaust. I lunge for
the bag. But here I am, an adult,
not ready 10 graduate and cynical
ahoUl Ih~ world. in a Pinto hound
for the "Gravel Rash Bash" and
no longer so naIve as to think 1
might make it.
The fact that I am on my way to
the "Last Rash Bash" to forget
about K interrelati<'ln, when I
should be writing a paper and studying fur an cxam altesl tu the
fact that I have not lost all of my
cookies. I am not sure 1 am expecting those at the party to still be
standing and I am certainly not
expecting them to save me some
beer just because I have paid $10.
But I need a change and march on
out of the car into the river which
is ankle deep, because I feel the in·
toxication wearing off.
Kalamazoo College
I feel as if I have been here
before. I have been here before. I
sit on the gravel with a beer and an
open shirt. Hey, Sue, come over
here. Wanna sign my chest, so
that 1 remember you were here?
See, look. Just write where there
isn't any hair. What? You don't

sIgn chests because you don't
want junk mail? No, no . I just
need a forwarding address so they
can mail me to Sweden before
they draft me. Come on. We were
going together once, weren't we?
Sweden? It's the only country left
in the world that won' t extradite
draft dodgers. Sign my chest.
Sweden . Canada? No, Sweden. A
cause? No, gauze. I need gauze;
my forehead is bleeding from
driving into the Kalamazoo River.
Everybody has to have gauze and
you're sick of gauze? Too many
relationships? Are you sick of living? Sick of thinking? Have a
beer. Here's my airsickness bag.
Read my shirt label. It's a
designer. Another lzod. Well
maybe. But isn't it bad enough
that it is above a fox or a tiger?

The Bushes, On the edge oj the
Parking Lot
The day is hot and sunny. The
flowers are slightly past their
peak. A bird kisses a butterfly. I
squish a toad. I sit with
somebody's date from Western
whom I found in the middle of the
bushes. She says it looks like
150,000 people. I guess 70,000, so
we split a beer and say 100,000
which turns out to be right. I am
holding my chest that says Stop K
interrelations and a borrowed
beer. She is writing down the different lines guys are using so I can
remember tomorrow. "How do
you like me so far? What classes
are you taking? Do you snort? Tu
est dans mon coeur est dans ma
tete. Darf ich dich die feuer

geben? Yo te quiero mucho. PUo
indicarmi la sua camera? Do you
know Merwin Schlep, he played
football for Nowhere High?"
There are many groups here today and the list of Izod colors
reflects their diversity. This is not
just the no-nu kes crowd nor just a
bunch of young kids hoping to
catch a glimpse of what it is like to
be a sober individual. This party is
different. Here are students,
adults, nu ns, priests, Blacks ,
Latinos all centered around one
issue: Getting drunk!
And these people are asking
questions, Why spend money on a
book when beer is cheaper? Why
are we so concerned about EI
Salvador's junta and not about
the price of Falstaff? Why do we
- produce more and more weapons
and cut back on German beer im·
ports? How many six-packs is it
from Kalamazoo to EI Salvador?
The issue isn't just beer. The issue
is that the entire system is messed
up, somewhere things went right
and they're getting better. 1 throw
down my empty cup. Nuns and
priests and baby chicks and
mothers and young men and
women are being killed all over
the world by a system called
"humanity." I say it's time we let
another form of life take over!
Baby chicks? They could eat us in
an "Egg McMuffin!"
The issues are diverse, but the
gauze is untied. Keg parties don't
cause vandalism if peop!.: drink so
much they can't move!
J.A. McQueen

Elite guard narrow pers pectives
I try very hard . I try to picture
the point of view in which the
atrocities of one government are
justifiable in light of the atrocities
of another. I try to feel the logic in
the arguments of those who favor
increased despotism to counter
despotism. I try to understand the
motivations of a defender of an
obviously malfunctioning system.
But, eventually I find that the opinions of some undoubtably welleducated people are simply
manifestations of selfishness and
lack of perspective. These people
are able to argue very well within
the constraints of their interests,
but when confronted with the
legitimate interests of other people
they become embarrassingly
redundant. When confronted with
new perspectives, their spokespersons return to some item of
rhetoric that dismisses all other
perceptions as irrelevant. They
fall back on the odd notion-held
by every political unit and pounded into the subconscious of its
citizens-that some divine grace
supports their cause.
Unfortunately, the people with
the narrowest perspectives tend to
be those of high status within their
societies. They refuse to ponder
other points of view out of fear of
losing their own sovereign
perspective. They exist in such
states of fantasy and self-delusion
that they can no longer clearly see
the rest of existence.
These people do not understand
that every person is endowed with
an equally valid existence. Their
status of power allows them to ignore the demands of and responsibilities to a world that needs to
be unified to survive. These people understand nothing but their

own desires. They-like their
elders-pass on this selfishness,
out of their own selfishness, fearing that their children may see
what they really stand for.
To oppose these people is futile.
Their world is full of the gooey enticements of wealth and power
from which few are able to
become
unstuck.
Their
psychological defenses against
logic and kindness are aweinspiring: imagine the paranoia involved when national budgets
large enough to feed the world go
instead to ensure its mu ltiple
destruction . The compound logic
used to excuse such things is unfathomable.
Why do we accept such
foolishness? Indeed, why do we

feel we must have what we want
when others do not have what
they need? We do so because we
are only slightly less greedy and
arrogant than those we blame.
Unless we oppose our own societal
evils as vehemently as we condemn those of others, we will not
be able to alter the historical cycle
in which oppressors are destroyed
and replaced by other oppressors.
Are we so greedy and arrogant
that we would destroy the world
so that no one might rival the
grandeur of twentieth century
civilization? We must all develop
the ability to look at the world
from vastly new perspectives if we
are to avoid such a pathetic ending
of humankind.
James Lindbeck

financial aid _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(continued from page 1)
Prospective students showing
exceptional leadership at the local
level (e.g., team captains,
school wide award winners, etc.)
or similar talent get four points.
Consistent performers (e.g., three
years of varsity letters) would
receive three points, and so on .
The rationale for the new
policy, said Maust was to package
student aid differentially "as we
go into this time of inability to
meet the financial needs of
students. "
Maust also noted that "the
packages that we're putting
together are similar to those offered by Albion, Hope, Oberlin

and St. Olaf Colleges."
Maust admitted that there are
several criticisms, of the new
policy_ Some members of the
faculty and student body contend
that once admitted, all students
should be equally welcomed and
supported by the community.
Others feel that educational progress cannot be linked directly to
GPA or varsity letters when opportunities and attitudes vary
significantly among students and
schools. Maust said he "is aware
of these arguments and concerns"
but still plans to implement the
policy for the incoming Class of
1985.
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Deforestation thrives; global ecosystem threatened
natural ecosystems as well . It contributes to soil erosion, silting,
and flooding. Primarily, it causes
Forest destruction is not a new
disruption in the nutrient cycle by
phenomenon on our earth, but it
removing trees and other plants
is reaching the limits beyond
from the land. l!sually, leaves and
which lie extremely detrimental
branches fall to the ground and
consequences.
decay as they enter the soil. This
Trees are the most obvious
decomposed litter is the source of
components of forests yet many
mineral mutrients essential to
other diverse communities exist in
growth and reproduction. Eventhis biome which are directly and , tually, after continuous exploitaindirectly beneficial to human betion, the soil becomes incapable of
ings. The world's population
supporting any life at all.
depends on forests for many proFirewood is the primary source
ducts including newsprint, paper,
of fuel for over three-fourths of
lumber, and firewood as a source
the world's population. In Africa,
of energy. The regenerative
almost ninety percent of the wood
capacities of our forests, however,
cut is burned as fuel for cooking,
~ being surpassed; trees are falling
agriculture and other types of simfaster than they can be replaced.
ple production. Dried animal
Global deforestation is estimated
dung has been used as a substitute
at 25 to 50 million acres per year.
for cooking wood but its use
Up to one-half of the woodlands
deprives the soil of an organic feron Earth have disappeared since
tilizer. The pressures of popula1950, the principal loss occurring
tion, desertification and famine
in South America and East Asia.
place an intense burden on the
by Roberta Pracher

Deforestation threatens other
forests of this continent, particularly in the regions of the
Sahel and eastern Africa.
The denuded mountains of the
Himalayas have resulted in serious
soil erosion and flooding at the
cost of many lives. Tons of topsoil
-essential for agriculture-are
literally being washed away from
Nepal, pouring steadily into India. In Southeast Asia, slash and
burn agriculture in addi.tion to the
exploitation of forests by foreignowned corporations have been the
major culprits of deforestation.
Two-thirds of the world's hardwood comes from this region . In
Thailand, the expected disappearance of all lowland forests by
1990 due to extensive logging for
commercial purposes forebodes
disastrous effects on irrigation
and agricultural productivity.
Deforestation in the Amazon,
the largest continuous rainforest
in the world, has global impIica-

tions . An ecosystem with a rich
and diverse association of plants
and animals, this rainforest may
someday be transformed into a
desert if unchecked exploitation
continues to deplete its
regenerative capacities rapidly. At
the present rate of destruction and
conversion, estimates are that
over one million species of plants
and animals will become extinct
during the next thirty years. Much
of this will derive from the inability of many organisms to
reproduce outside their natural
habitat. Biotic materials which
originate from the rainforest will
also be destroyed. Forty-five percent of medical prescriptions in
the United Stated contain such
products.
Two-thirds of Latin America's
original forest already has vanished or is seriously depleted. High
rates of population growth and
skewed land distribution have
denied many poor farmers access

Reagan reasoning threatens workers
by Kieran Beer
Ronald Reagan has been trying
convince the American public
FDR was wrong and that
corporations know best since
Reagan was then General
s frontman on G.E.
and gave •• free
l!lJt€:ro.f1S€:" talks around the coun. At the same time Reagan has
projected himself as a dehard working American and
regular honest fellow. As PresiReagan has capitalized on
. image among working people
one of them, but he has conto be a frontman for the
"He knows nothing about getthrough an eight-hour day,"
loulrna.tlst Bob Scheer has written
"But he knows a great
the fantasies that run
one's mind while getting
an eight-hour day-fanof freedom and flight. He
about it because the fanof ordinary Americans
in large measure from the
, television, and corporate
ising industries Reagan
for .... " In his inaugural
in other speeches Reagan has
romantically of the imporof the American worker and
dignity of hard work.
, the Reagan administrahatchet approach to oc-

cupational safety legislation has
the effect of making the work
place ruinous to the workers'
health. The Reagan budget has effectivey acknowledged the fact
that economic power and decisions are out of the grasp of
workers and should remain so.
Thorne G. Auchter, Reagan's
head of the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration
(OSHA) recently ordered the
destruction of 100,000 pamphlets
that warned textile workers of the
dangers of exposure to cotton
dust. Some 500 workers in North
Carolina alone were awarded
compensation by the state last
year because they suffered from
bynosis or "brown lung" . Brown
lung is found only among textile
workers, it is crippling and
ultimately fatal, and is conclusively linked to cotton dust. Auchter
had the pamphlets, which notified
workers of brown lung's symptoms, destroyed because he
"found the cover of the pamphlet-a photograph of a gravely
ill worker-offensive", according
to an OSHA spokesperson.
Auchter has also ordered the
recall of several films meant to
make workers aware of brown
lung disease.
The Reagan administration's
insensitivity to textile workers
does not stop at destroying health

pamphlets. The Reagan administration has asked the
Supreme Court for time to consider withdrawing standards set by
the Carter administration on permissible levels of cotton dust in
mills. The Supreme Court is
reviewing the standards because
they have been challenged by the
Textile Manufacturing Association.
Mr. Auchter has an odd sense
of occupational safety, as he sees
the role of his agency to increase
productivity and not to protect
workers. "Cost benefit analysis is
an
important
tool
in
productivity," Auchter told the
Washington Post "Efficient
regulation is important."
The textile industry had long
claimed that bynosis was a nonexistent disease . It then became industry policy to claim that the
disease was rare, existing only in
workers who were strangely
susceptible to something
microscopic in the dust. However,
the mass of medical evidence and
the number of textile workers with
the disease prove cotton dust to be
ruinous to workers' health. Now
the textile industries are trying to
pay less compensation to workers
who smoke cigarettes, although
brown lung appears among textile
workers and not the population at
large.

"At the base of the industry's
drive for apportionment (of blame
for brown lung between cigarettes
and cotton dust)" Chip Hughes of
the School of Public Health at
Chapel Hill, N.C. told In These
Times, "are two main goals: to
continue to blame the victim for
causing their own disability and to
insure that society in general,
through social security payments,
and not the liable industry, will
bear the major cost of disability."
The industry can take heart that it
has a friend in Ronald Reagan.
Reagan as President has been
strong on image and short on
substance even as he was back in
his G.E. days. Detroiters will
recall that in kicking off his campaign on Labor Day, Reagan
brought the hotdog buns and
Governor Milliken the weiners to
a backyard party of a Royal Oak
autoworker. But as the Michigan
Cancer Society kicks off its illvestigation into why cancer rates
are so high among auto workers,
those workers can be certain that
the Reagan administration will be
indifferent to their plight. Indeed,
although OSHA has been responsible for a reduction in workplace
accidents and a ten percent reduction in deaths, working people can
count on the Reagan administration to not merely trim regulation,
but to disembowel OSHA.

to arable land and forced them to
cut down trees in order to grow
crops. Although such land may
yield a reasonable rate of production for a few years, after a certain
point in time it will no longer be
productive. Tropical forests are
also being cut down to provide
ranches for beef production. As
with agriculture, soil fertility
decreases within the first ten
years, rendering cattle production
unprofitable and forcing additional acres of untouched forest to
come under production.
Forests of Brazil have experienced serious depletion, where
eight million aeres have been
cleared for highway construction,
opening this deIicllte ecosystem to
large-scale exploitation in the last
decade. Farmers and ranchers,
logging and grazing interests, and
a host of multi-national corporations continue to literally "blaze"
through Brazilian forests.
Denuding the remaining strands
of virgin forests in addition to
burning WOOdlands, releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.
This increased dosage of C02 can
only be temporarily absorbed by
the biosphere. Scientists warn us
of a global "greenhouse" effect--carbon dioxide acts as an atmospheric trap for heat radiating
from the earth's surface. The accumulated effect of this would increase the earth's temperature.
causing the polar ice caps to melt
and thereby raising the sea level
high enough to flood coastal
cities.
Reversing these damaging activities is a slow process .
Reforestation is expensive and only a few countries, such as the
U.S. , Canada, Scandinavia, and
the Soviet Union have satisfactory
forest management programs.
The United States, however , uses
more wood per capita than any
other nation in the world and
many people all over the country
are switching to wood heat as an
alternative to oil and gas consumption. A sophisticated system
can be very efficient and nonpolluting, but it increases our demand for wood. Biomass energy
farms may take the place of
natural forests in which fastgrowing hybrid species can be
cropped and harvested intensely.
New firms sprouting up in
America use modern treeharvesting techniques that entail
whole tree harvesting. The debris
left behind in traditional methods
acted as a source of fertilization.
Because our new "efficient"
systems leave virtually nothing
behind it will effect soil fertility.
We can use our forests wisely but
a clearly delineated policy is needed to direct long range potentials
and effects. In the third world
lack of effective controls over
population and poverty compound the problem of deforestation and management.
America's "cowboy" economy
and mentality has accelerated and
fostered the destruction of our
forests and numerou s other
ecosystems. As a result of the
balding of our earth, paper and
firewood shortages and ecological
changes that could lead to a
destructive, non-life supporting
climate may occur. It is possible to
reverse some of these dramatic effects not only through effective
control, forest management programs, and increased knowledge
and awareness, but also through
our own actions in the areas of
conservation, recycling and reduci ng wastes.
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Kalamazoo College celebrates the fine arts
by Laurie Lautenslager
The third annual Fine Arts
Festival here at Kalamazoo College opened yesterday with a
presentation by film-maker Mary
Barnette-McCants, and it will
continue through May 22,
culminating in a Chapel address
by Professor Nelda K. Balch of
the Theatre department on "The
Arts in Celebration ."
Other highlights of the Festival
will include a program of original
poetry and music, a major exhibit
by a K alumnus, and a presentation
by
a
New
York
dancer / choreographer.
The Festival opened yesterday
when New York producer
Barnette-McCants presented her
film Gefion's Plough. The
28-minute color docu-drama was
produced by the Raven Rich Corporation, a newly developed film
company which is owned and
operated by black women.

Moving from film to the live
theatre, the Theatre AIlS;;IepaRment will present Henrik Ibsen's
A Doll House in conjunction with
the Fine Arts Festival May 14-16
(see accompanying article).
Saturday, at 3:00 pm, senior
David Sierminski will present a
voice recital. The program, to be
held in the Recital Hall in the
Light Fine Arts Building, will include works of Handel, Verdi,
Debussy, and Tosti.
Also Saturday, at 9:00 pm , is
the second annual Beaux Arts
Costume Ball. This year's Ball,
entitled "Red Rose's--Radio
Review," will feature the sounds
of the 1930s and '405. Tickets are
available for $1 at the Union Desk
and at the door.
The Film Society will host a triple dance feature on Sunday in the
Recital Hall. Shown will be The
Red Shoes (directed by Michael
Powell, 1948), at 11 :30 am and

Fine Arts Festival
May 14-~2

The Playhouse:
A Doll House, an Isben drama, opens tonight at 8 and runs
through Saturday.
Film Society:
Friday-Effie Briest. 6:30, 9 & 11 :30 pm.
Sunday-Triple Dance Feature.
The Red Shoes. 11:30 am & 6 pm.
An American in Paris. 2 pm & 8:30 pm.
Top Hat. 4 pm & 10:30 pm.
Wednesday-Zorba the Greek. 7 & 9:30 pm.
Round Room:
CUB presents Chuck Mitchell in concert Friday at 9 pm.
Recital Hall:
David Sierminski presents his senior voice recital Saturday at 3 pm.

Old Welles:
Beaux Arts Ball, featuring Red Rose's Cotillion. Arrive in style
cir ca 1900-1940 on Saturday at 9 pm; $1.
Gallery:
The John Gerard (K'77) collage installation takes place Monday at
7:30 pm. The exhibit runs through May 29.
Dalton:
The Festival Musical Concert begins at 8: 15 Monday evening.
Dungeon Theatre:
A poetry and dance program featuring faculty and students will be
presented Tuesday at 8 pm.
Dalton and Recital Hall:
Films by K college faculty, alumni and students will be screened
Wednesday at 6 pm.
Dalton:
New York dancer/choreographer Harry Streep III presents a dance
concert next Thursday, May 21, at 8 pm. The Arts Alumni Awards
also will be presented.
Stetson:
The Arts in Celebration is the theme for Friday (May 22) chapel, 10
a.m. Theatre Professor Nelda Balch will speak.

6:00 pm, An AmeriCtlfl. in Paris
tsrnrrfng "Gene Kelly) at 2:00 and
8:30 pm, and Top Hat (with Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers) at
4:00 and 10:30 pm.
These films were chosen for the
Festival week for their music as
well as their subject matter. An
American in Paris features the
music of George Gershwin, Top
Hat that of Irving Berlin.
The subject matter is very appropriate, because the second
week of the Fine Arts Festival
features " '1 artist-in-residence,
dancer Harry Streep III.
Streep comes to Kalamazoo as a
Reader's Digest Affiliate Artist,
and his appearance is co-funded
by the Dorothy Dalton Enrichment Fund .
He began his dance training at
Tufts University, where he
graduated with a degree in
history. He then joined Boston's
City Dance Theatre. In 1976
Streep moved to New York, where
he joined the Rudy Perez Dance
Theatre, and formed his own
company in 1977, the Third Dance
Theatre.
Streep has taught and performed throughout the country. In
1979, he was called upon to
choreograph Joseph Papp's production of Taken in Marriage and
Wolcott's Remembrance for the
New York Shakespeare Festival.
His works are noted both professionally and critically for their
ability to involve the onlooker in a
personal relationship with the performer. The Boston Phoenix
stated, "Harry Streep Ill's concert ... was a self-portrait so personal that it seemed more an invasion of privacy than a performance . .. communicating states of
mind with his body."
Beginning Monday, Streep will
hold dance and choreography
workshops or "informances" for
students, faculty, staff and the
Kalamazoo community. The first
of tbese will be for K students at
3:00 pm, May 18 in Dalton
Theatre. On Tuesday he will speak
to the direction class concerning
movement, and on Wednesday he
will
hold
two
more
"informances" -one at noon for
College office workers and
another at 4:00 pm for faculty and
staff. These will be held in Dalton
as well.
Streep's residency will be
highlighted by a performance May
21, at 8:00 pm, followed by a
reception in the Fine Arts Building
lobby.
Many other events are scheduled for this second week of the
Festival. May 18 at 7:30 pm, John
Gerard (K '77) artist and curator
of collections at Cranbrook
Academy of Art, will present an
exhibit in the Gallery. The exhibit,
which runs through May 29, will
be open 2-4 pm, Monday through
Friday.
Also on May 18 at 8:15 pm,
there will be a Festival Concert,
featuring original poetry by Dr.
Conrad Hilberry of the English
department, set to original music
by Merwin Lewis (K '67) and Professor Lawrence Rackley .
Tuesday's event will be a poetry
and dance program consisting of
the work of students and faculty,
presented at 8:00 pm in the
Dungeon Theatre.
Films by Kalamazoo College
students, alumni, and faculty will

be shown In the Fine Arts Building
on May 20 at 6:00 pm. The works
of John Davies, Tom Hennes, and
Larry Jaquith will be shown.
William Kirk's SIP film, The
Monkey's Paw, Y<ill receive its
first showing.
The closing event of the Fine
Arts Festival will be the Friday
Chapel service on May 22. "The

Arts in Celebration" program will
include main speaker Balch and
organ and choral presentations.
Many special happenings are
planned for this full week and
a-half festival. All events, with the
exception of Film Society offerings, are free of charge. Plan on
joining this springtime celebration
of the arts.

'A Doll House'
debuts tonight
by John Sullivan
Henrik Isben's play, A Doll
House, which created much controversy at its premiere in 1879
due to its liberal theme, will be
presented tonight, Friday, and
Saturday in the Playhouse.
The play chronicles the personal
development of a woman, Nora
Helmer, from a childlike innocence to the point at which she
can assert her independence and
leave her autocratic husband and
their children.
Heading the cast will be junior
Leslie Simmer as Nora and
fresh person Tom Hasselwander as
Torvald her husband .
Brad Barris, junior, will portray
the fatally-ill Dr. Rank and
senior Johanna Humbert will
characterize Kristine Linde, a
childhood friend of Nora's. Bill
Kirk, senior, will be appearing as
the shady lawyer Krogstad.
Other members of the cast include Jean Hanks, Deb Nassar,
and Charles Brown.
Director Nelda Balch says she
chose to present A Doll House,
her fourth production of an Isben
play, because "His characters are
realistically drawn, and not
stereotyped." She believes that
her experienced cast is capable of
achieving a thoughtful and mature
staging of this complex drama.
Critics often cite the first
presentation of A Doll House as

the beginning of modern drama.
The play follows Nora through
tbree days in which her husband
t\lrns on her. He is furious when
he discovers that she has secretly
forged a document even though
the document is necessary to permit a journey to a warmer climate
which will save his life.
Feeling used by her husband
and that he has kept her from
making something of her life,
Nora leaves her husband and
family to find her own place in the
world.
Some readers see A Doll House
as a play about a women's place in
a man's world, or a play about
women's rights, but Isben himself
said that he had a larger theme: " I
am not sure what women's rights
really are. To me it has been a
question of human rights ."
Period costumes of the late
1800' s have been designed by J.C.
Farris and scene design has been
executed by Laurence Jaquith,
assisted by juniors Tom Conklin
and Jean Doherty.
Tickets are available from noon
to 5 pm weekdays iun the box of·
fice in the Fine Arts Building.
Students and faculty receive free
admission tonight and student
tickets are available for fifty cents
for the Friday and Saturday per·
fomances. General Admission is
$3 . Information and reservations
are available by calling 383-85 11.
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three wishes
If you had three wishes,
I danced barefoot across
rain soaked sidewalks
myself
sliding into the cracked cement.
I wished my grandpa
sliding beneath the muslin sheets
at the Fawn Valley Rest Home
could suck through
. those intravenous tubes
this live throb pounding
in my veins.
I wanted to slide
the plastic cords
from his nostrils to fill his lungs
with this earthworm perfume
To somehow splash the milky film
from his eyes
with my crystal teardropped rain.
L-_ _ _ _ _ _

Three Wishes
With three wishes,
I could fix that crippled limb,
I could drink from the Cuyohoga River,
and bake a batch of cookies
big enough to feed the whole world.
Walls would tremble at my touch,
rapists vanishing without a trace.
Farther than you could see,
daffodils would bloom all year round,
warming the sun.
I could bring my brother back from the grave,
or discover Atlantis,
or make one.
I could teach myself to fly;
my legs cou Id
just a few inches longer.
I could read books
and get my shit together.
I could eat ice cream on a sugar cone,
triple dip.

"I;

Theresa S. Stevens

Give me
the social graces
The words stuck in my throat.
My stomach knotted and my face
flushed . I stared into eternity,
words running across the screen
between my brain and eyes.
Nothing spectacular appeared,
only simple· statements. Occas.
sionally, rarely, the statements
combined to form meaninful
ohrases.
My lips remained pressed tightly together. No sound accompanied the picture.
I listened attentively to the
words of others, wishing that the
Words that choked me would infill the speakers' ears. Still
chime of my voice did not
. I left feeling stifled, as if
else had prevented me
projecting my thoughts.
My exit lacked grace. I could
even find the proper words to
announce my exit. I wanted to just
turn and dart out, taking my embarrassment with me, partially
bidden. Instead , I stood by the
waiting for anyone to not ice
contemplated departure .
questioning glances started ,
retreated out to the more
Cillimulg real world .
L.E . Cohen
note: The writer's wishej
as follows:
I. Spoken eloquence
2. The ability to end, concludE
Or depart
3. More wishes (of course).

Leslie G. Wirpsa

Birthday wish
Close your eyes and
Think of a time
When there was no confusion
Only innocence
And life was laid out
One block after another
Like the sidewalk you followed
On your way home from school.
Think too, of how elemental it all seemed.
Snow was made of pieces of clouds,
Cookies were pieces of chocolate,
And both melted.
You thought you could see the air then
Particles dancing before your eyes
Within reach
But you preferred to watch them fly
Like lightening bugs in the summer's heat.
You didn't know then either
What to wish for on the birthday cake,
Then you wanted to be as old as me

what would you wish for?
Marti Haug: "A hat trick."
Jeanne Harvey: "To dance with Mikhail Barishnikov, to be Marti
Haug's roommate again and that I would be able to eat as much ice
cream as I wanted to and not get fat or sick."
Mary Sanyshyn: "That I could be in Europe again, that I could see
my family more often and that my hair wasn't frizzy."
Dan McCarrel: "Someone other than Ronald Reagan as president, a
lifetime supply of Haagan-Dazs, and to be back in Europe for an extended period of time. "
Mary VonEhr: "Sunny soccer games, a roommate with curly red hair
who sings a lot and to go back to Colorado and stay."
Carol Blizzard: "To have curly hair and sing, censored and to speak
fluent Spanish."
Laura Laurenson: "Champagne brunch at the Metropol instead of
Saga, that women's soccer would be number one in the nation and to
be able to get a job when I get out of here."
Anne Freitas: "To be driving a Mercedes 450L (silver with red interior) when I'm 64, a lifetime's supply of chocolate and to make it
into med school."
Brent Gurney: "Happiness, someone to payoff my school loans and
for more wishes."
Chris Yates: "A good family life, to be the best tennis player in the
world and to be more like Brent Gurney."
Jim Leonhardt: "You, her and ten more wishes."
Mary Haug: "Money, happiness and to be able to eat and eat and
not gain weight."
John Cavanaugh: "To be indep"ndentiy wealthy, to have a harem
and to have three more wishes."
Kevin Johnson: "To be in Florence right now, that it was summer
quarter (in other words, that this quarter were over) and that my
social life would improve."
David Tarnas: "A magic carpet, to be invisible whenever I wanted to
and to have all the wishes I wanted."
Ralph Venen: "A never ending amount of wishes, to be national
champ next year in the 100 yard breaststroke and to grow three more
inches. "
J.C. Whitfield: "Marti Haug, to get through K College and a good
trip."
Pete Patrou: "To be Danny Minkus, but only for a little while."
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sports
Women netters 100
toward regionals
by Beth King
According to doubles partntT
Nancy lanelli, Ihssen is "one of
The Kalamzoo College
the most valuable members on the
Women ' s Tennis team bounced
team," not only in competition
back from four consecutive losses
(Ihssen is undefeated in league
to take first place in both the
singles this season) but also ill
MlAA League Championship and
helping "to keep up morale," Said
the Southern Michigan AlA W
lanelli.
state tournament over the past
Ihssen said she was honored by
two weekends .
the award, which was an "unex.
The K netters beat teams from
pected and pleasant suprise."
Alma and Calvin, scoring 5-4 over
Ihssen said of the
each, to win the MlAA champion"They were tough, but the
ship held here May 1 and 2. The
really pulled together. "
scores were turn-arounds of the
Both Ihssen and lanelli
week before when both Calvin
they were optimistic about
and Alma beat the K women 5-4,
team's chances at the regional!
their only losses in the league
this weekend .
season .
"The team has a chance of
The MIAA tournament "was
ing really well," said lanelli of
like two dual matches," explained
competition of eight schools l1li/
sophomore Nancy lanelli, adding
individual flight winners fro~
that each team's competitors were
Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin,
chosen by a drawing. The final
and Indiana.
selection of tire MlAA champion
To Ihssen, the regional meet is I
team , said lanelli, was based on
step toward the national cham.
the season record as well as the
pionship, won by the women n~·
outcome of championship matters in 1979 during Ihssen's fill1
m
ches.
year on the team. Ihssen said
~
The K netters won again at
CD
year was a "rebuilding year"
- Calvin last weekend, topping
~ seven southern Michigan teams to the team that she says is trying
the national championship
a: take first in the AlA W state tour~
Only three of the seven
o nament. K beat runner-up Alma,
members will be returning
~ 38-28, a victory that sends them
year. Ianelli and Ihssen said
on to the regional tournament,
Senior Joan TboDl5om slams a foreband to her opponent in anotber successful matcb for the women
there are only three or four
May
14-16
in
Manchester,
Innetters.
varsity players that practice
diana.
the team regularly.
Junior netter Janine Ihssen,
However, the J.V.
who won both number one
now on the team have real
doubles with partner lanelli and
tial, claim lanelli and Ihssen,
number one singles in the state
well marked and that the holes are
Rain or shine, golfers will fling
well that a change would make the
with some talented first
tournament
,
also
received
the
Sue
made of wire baskets attached to
their frisbees this Sunday in the
round more challenging. The rust
students, next year' s team
Little
Sportsmanship
award.
The
poles.
First Annual K College Spring
tee marker will be the lamp post
also be looking toward
award is given to a finals particiFrisbee-Golf Qassic which begins
infront of DeWaters.
and national championships
pant
chosen
by
other
participants
at 2 pm.
The rules for the match are in
Players are expected to get
time next year.
in the tournament.
Golfers will compete for $90 in
accordance with the Professional
decked out and to bring caddies to
cash prizes, provided by Student
Frisbee Association Rules and
the tournament. Good luck
Commission. Their are four prizes
Regulations. The association proTHIS WEEK'S EVENTS
tokens are common on the course.
to be awarded in the men's divivides a set of rules and codes of
"Some people have thier hats,"
sion: rust, $25~ second, $15; third,
conduct for the golf course. Starr
said Starr, "and they have to wear
Women's Tennis
SIO; and fourth, $5. The stakes
will review the rules with the
them all the time when they're
MAlAW
for the women's division are $15,
golfers before the tournament
May 14-16
playing. Some players use difS10, and S5 . Tournament
begins.
ferent frisbees for different
organizer junior Ron Starr said
In the case of a tie, a sudden
shots. A serious golfer will use a
Women's Soccer
that if ten women do not show up
death play-off will be played on
lighter disc on the long drives and
At Ohio State
May 16
there will not be a women's divithe eigtheenth hole. The only proa larger one for putting," Starr
sion.
blem Starr anticipates is the tenth
At Wittenburg
May 17
claimed.
Starr expects at least fifty
hole fairway near the brick arch
Those who are interested in
golfers to participate in the event.
between Mandelle and Oldscompeting in Sunday's match are
Men's Baseball
He encouraged everyone to
Upton and the Chapel. Starr said
encouraged to sign up at the
May 17
At Aquinas-Tourney
"come out and join the fun."
that the players will have to be
Union Desk. The golfers will meet
"Anyone can do it," said Starr,
careful to avoid tearing up the
at DeWaters at 2 pm.
grass . Starr stated that the match
"it's a good time."
wil be played "rain or shine. "
The golf course, has been
Kalamazoo College has a
changed for Sunday's event by
relatively primative frisbee-golf
reversing the order of the old
course. Many western states,
course-the eighteenth hole will
be played as the tee for the rust
like K, may play against
especially California where the
Loveless pointed out that it is
(continued from page 1)
game originated, have regular
hole of the tournament. Starr said
that have athletic scholarship
not the Division 1lI schools that
Loveless said the AlAW uses
courses in their public parks. Starr
that so many of the golfers on
grams and hence are more
will benefit from what the NCAA
this revenue to benefit everyone,
petitive in terms of athlete
campus know the old course so
stated that the courses there are
has to offer-mainly publicity and
filtering the money down to
money-but rather the Division 1
said Loveless.
defray some of the expenses for
schools. The latter are those inregional and state championships
In the meantime, Loveless
evitably televised and taken care
of non-revenue producing schools
gests K women's athletics
of financially . Women's athletic
like K.
remain with the AIAW. She
programs from these schools are
Typing serlflce
that the "really disturbing
the ones leaving the AlA W for the
Ten years experience
The NCAA, said Loveless, has
of the recent shift in ... n~." · S.
more powerful NCAA.
Correcting Selectric
"always taken care of the people
tercollegiate athletics from
SNACk I d
Call Sussn: 385-2950
who make the money for them"
into an organization
Yet the loss of these schools
and has only recently started givultimately affects the other
NCAA is the possibility that
ing Division 1lI athletes the same
organization that is fighting
schools within the organization,
Take a Snack Bruk
reimbursements as other athletes
IX ... fighting against having
said Loveless. She claimed that
participating in their tourthe AIAW "may cease to exist"
give women the same
Tile Snack Bar Is open nlgbtly,
naments.
tunities ... is going to be
for any division, without the
Index editor needed
organization in control
revenue-producing Division I
9:08 PM unID Mldalaht
This, however , may change
for Summer Quarter
women's
in ter c ol
schools.
once women are incorporated into
Loveless explained that until
athletics . "
the championship program. Accontact D. Ashley
1985, women's teams that parcording to Loveless, the expense
English Department
ticipate in NCAA championship s
of including women in national
will do so on a bring-your-own
Editors note:This is the
championships may cause the
basis and scholarship rules athlete
a two part series
NCAA to withdraw the previous
eligibility.
women's sports at
allowance of $15 per day for all
Col/ege. The first article
Division III athletes attending naWomen' s teams from schools
in last week's Index.
tional championships.
not offering athletic scholarships,

Golfers sponsor Spring Classic

women's athletics-------------1
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Proposal A defeated
by 3 to 1 margin
by Carrie Vernia
Proposal A, the governorinitiated tax reform plan, was
defeated in a special state-wide
election held Tuesday.
Seventy-two percent of those
voting turned down the proposal
which called for a 50 percent
reduction in property taxes
balanced by an one and one-half
percent increase in state sales tax
(from four to five and one-half
percent). In Kalamazoo County
the margin of defeat was 3-l.
A few weeks prior to the election, College President George
Rainsford sent a letter to students
recommending that they consider
voting in favor of the proposal .
The failure of the governor's
proposal will not immediately affect the operation of Kalamazoo
College. But Rainsford commented that one of two consequences will follow .
Rainsford stated that either
"the legislature will now sit down
and do a straighforward job of tax
reform" or "those who were proponents of larger tax relief will
have to come forward and write
another Tisch-like or authored
proposal."
Rainsford pointed out that lost
revenues due to the approval of
Proposal A would have amounted
to approximately $250 million,
while lost revenues from a Tischlike proposal would amount to
some $2 billion .

Some fear that the prospects
for the approval of another, more
severe, Tisch-type proposal are increased due to the failure of Proposal A.
Junior , Ruth Moerdyk, who
voted in Tuesday' s election, stated
that she was opposed to the
passage of the proposal because
"I think that the increase in sales
tax is really a sort of retroactive
tax policy which increases the tax
burden of the poor."
"The consequences for any
education of social services program with state general funds
under a Tisch-type proposal are
much more severe, " stated
Rainsford.
In reference to why he, as
Kalamazoo College President,
and the Association of Independent Colleges and Universities of
Michigan (AI CUM) came out in
favor of Proposal A, Rainsford
said" I think that we need to make
the argument to the supply-side
economists that the aggregation of
human capital is just as important
to the nation's economy as the ag~
greation of physical capital."
Unofficial election figures given
in yesterday's Kalamazoo Gazette
tally the vote at I ,438,141 votes
opposed to the proposal and
560,526 votes in favor of it. Voter
turnout was reported to be an
"unexpectedly high" 35 percent.
None of Michigan's 83 counties
voted in favor of the proposal.

Students enjoyed nne weatber, good food, and leisure from tbe pressures and grind of c1_ at
Robert Morris Park yesterday. "Tbe end of learning Is gracious llvlng" and the end of the Day of
Gracious Living Is a page of pbotos In tbe Index. See page 8.

Cleland, McCa~rel state
goals for Commission
by Martha Sullivan
Financial aid and the Planning
and Budget Committee will once
again be major priorities of Student Commission, said incoming
Commission presidents Dan McCarrel (summer I fall) and Scott
Cleland (winter I spring).
Cleland sees the Planning and

Student speakers elected for commencement !
by Heidi A. Tietjen
Rebecca Gray, Laurie Grubbs,
and Keith Quong were elected as
the student participants for June ' s
commencement activities.
Gray will' speak at the June 12
baccalaureate service and Grubbs
will read the scripture passages.
Quong will introduce the
speakers at the June 13 colloquium on "Change."
"Who did this? How did I get
nominated? What am I supposed
to do?" said Quong. "Well, I
really am honored and it is a good
suprise."

Rebecca Gray

Laurie Grubbs

sonally about this class. I'm very
happy to be chosen to talk to
them ."
In previous years a faculty
member has spoken at the senior
It's an appropriate way for me
banquet. Mock awards were also
to end my K-College career and to
presented at that time. This year,
express my thanks at the sam~
however, seniors voted to hold a
time because being a religiously
reception rather than the tradioriented person was what brought
tional dinner, due to rising food
me to Kalamazoo College in the
and service costs. Therefore, Griffin will speak at the awards
first place," said Grubbs.
Gray was unavailable for comceremony in Dalton Theatre after
ment because she was in Lansing
the reception. Academic awards
to receive commendation as the
will then be presented.
recipient of a Rhodes scholarship.
Mock awards, to be presented
Assistant professor of English
"academy awards fashion" by
Gail Griffin will deliver an address
students, will follow the tradito seniors at the awards ceremony
tional honors, said CommenceOn June 11. Faculty members
ment Committee member senior
Conrad Hilberry, English, and
Ann Graham . The entire presentaWaldemar Schmeichel, Religion,
tion should take about two hours,
will present the academic awards
Graham said.
to students.
Honorary degrees will be
Schmeichel was also elected by
awarded by the faculty to comseniors to be the faculty
mencement speaker Paul Simon,
moderator at the colloquium.
U.S. congressperson from lIiinois,
"I'm flabbergasted," said GrifE. Mandell deWindt, chairperson
fin. "It's an enormous hanor. I
of the board and chief executive
~I very strongly_ and verY pe~ _ ~~fic~ of the Eaton Corporation,

Keith Quong

and Charles A. Pratt, retired
Michigan District Court judge.
The Eaton Corporation has
large facilities in Kalamazoo and
Galesburg and has been a large
contributor to Kalamazoo College.
Pratt is a leading figure in
Kalamazoo and its black community.
"I am happy with these
choices, "said President George
Rainsford. "I think that they were
good ones."
"It is important that we
recognize the important figures
this community produces," said
Rainsford. "The theme this year
is 'change' so it was necessary to
find somebody who had helped
bring about important change or
somebody who had struggled with
change." Rainsford noted Pratt's
contributions in the area of race
relations in Kalamazoo.
All three honorary degree recipients, as well as Rainsford andbaccalaureate speaker Professor
of Religion John Spencer, will
Participate in the colloquiuM .

Budget Committee (PBC) as the
one specific project that needs
work . "One basically critical issue
is that of a workable PBC. We
need to look at PBC in its context
as an advisory committee. In
order for the president to listen,
he must be comfortable with the
structure," he said.
Cleland stressed student
cooperation with the administration in committee work . "A more
effective method would be to respond to student ideas within the
system. We need to build up a
mutual respect between students
and administration and it is also
important to motivate students to
form a better rapport with their
faculty constituents," Cleland
stated.
McCarrel agreed with Cleland
on the importance of having an effective PBC. "Of course we don't
want to antagonize the administration. It is extremely important that committee members
are well informed and willing to
work to do a good job. We need
to advocate a point of view
without projecting an adversarial
image," McCarrel said.
Cleland also added that President Rainsford's response to PBC
in the past should be considered
when formulating policy in the
future.
Cleland said, "He
[Rainsford] is in a position where
he does not have to listen to a student committee. He does have the
final say."
McCarrel and Cleland agree
that the new financial aid policy
which uses achievement ratings to
determine financial aid awards
will be a focal point of next year's
Commission. Cleland commented
on student attitudes toward the
Multiple Personality Quotient
(MPQ) system. "At last night's
[May 18] meeting there was a
general student consensus expressing dissatisfaction with the
policy, " said Cleland. "I was
among them. Under this system,
less active students are being
punished while others are being
rewarded."

McCarrel pointed out that the
MPQ system has long been useful
as a facet of the admissions procedure in that it creates a pool of
acceptable students from which to
draw. "The MPQ system is not
viewed as an accurate tool for
financial aid determination," he
said. "If you are accepted here at
K, your needs should be met simply because you are qualified to be
here. The amount deducted [from
a low MPQ student's aid], only
$175, may be insignificant when
considering that the average aid is
$5000, but it is a punishment
nonetheless. "
One danger of this new policy is
that it may be extended to include
students presently enrolled at
Kalamazoo College, not just prospective students. Cleland commen ted , "The policy is on trial
now. It will be very imporatnt for
Commission to come up with a
stand on it in the year to come."
, Another question that needs
resolution soon is that of whether
or not seniorclass officers need to
be elected to take care of some of
the extra responsibilities of commencement and the senior year in
general.
Both McCarrel and Cleland
that Commission can be
very effective within its own realm
if it can tap the renewed student
interest which is now alive on
campus.
"We need to enlist interested
people and keep them involved,
said Cleland . "We have renewed
interest in student involvement on
campus. People who have expressed interest will not be forgotten.
Student Commission is only as effective as the people in it."
agre~

McCarrel added, "There are a
lot of ways we can turn things
around. We have to look for ways
to utilize people here. We'll make
a big effort to reach out to
students. We hope they'll make
the same effort to reach out to us.
If you have people who care and
are motivated, you can get a lot
done."
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Spelunking takes students down to the depths
by Leslie G. Wirpsa
and Michiaki Soga

A way opens
at my feet. I go down
the night-lighted mule sceps into
the earth
che footprints behind me
filling already with presacraficial
trills
of canaries go down
info the unbreachable goaf
of everyching I ever craved and
lost.
Galway Kinnell

•

~

Equipped with construction
hats and mud stompers, 22
!; Kalamazoo College students
o under the direction of senior Dan
Kellar began their slow descent into the primal caverns of Sullivan's
Cave, south of Bloomington, Indiana last weekend.
~

~._ t
Kalamuoo "caYfpeoplt" pause befort continuing tbelr Journey.

.---Index inquires - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

What is your opinion of handgun control?

Mike Riebe
Senior

Dick Ballentine
Campus Security

I don't think they
should make handguns. I don't think
they should make
guns at all. I'm in
favor of handgun
control. It is a first
step, but it should
go a lot farther than
that.

I have nothing
against responsible
private ownership of
handguns. Our laws
are going to have to
be stricter in consummation
of
crimes where handguns are used.

Ted Griffith
Freshperson
I
still
think
everybody has a
ngnt to protecl
themselves.

Many of the students never
suspected that they would be wriggling on their bellies, wading
through waist deep water, flinging
mud left and right. meeting eye to
eye with bats hanging from the
low ceiling or stooping like a
hunch-back to get through the
"back-breaker. "
Lowering themselvCli through
the innocent looking mouth of the
cave, the spelunkers sank though
contorted passages, rambled like
apes through a low ceilinged
quarter mile "back-breaker" and
wriggled through "worm holes,"
passages that are barely a body's
width and height.
Jaws dropped and eyes widened
as the worm hole gave way to narrow corridors and then to an
awesome cavern called the
"mountain room." Its spacious
high ceilings decorated with time's
hand-crafted stalagtites created a
cathedral-like atmosphere.
Beneath the mountain room, a
stream gurgled like muddy jello
and it wasn't long before the 22
cavers were wading through its
stinging slimy water. The serenity
of the mountain room was soon
replaced by all the calm of a
kindergarten recess as the cavers
began flinging mud through the
air leaving everyone looking like
slime covered amphibians.
Once soaked in the subterranean stream, the 22 began to
retrace their steps covering what
had originally taken them four
hours in one-fourth that time, racing with the sinking sun so as not
to emerge from the dark
catacombs into the darkness of
night.
Once back above ground and
under. the care of Mrs. Phillip
Kellar (K '54), the spelunkers examined bruises and bumps, the
souvenirs of their adventure.
Senior Gwen Kell recalled the
mud fight in the flood route with a
smile. "It was fun to see everyone

Senior Rob Hildum agreed. "It
was an environment that I was
totally unused to," he said. "It
was an interesting study in limitations. "
College counselor Rich O'Leary
recalled his feeling when all lights
were doused and everything was
engulfed in darkness. "It was the
most serene I've ever felt," he
said.
Many recalled that their perception seemed to be altered by the
darkness of the cave. Senior
Kathy De Boer said she found the
cave intimidating at first but soon
found all the rocks that surround.
ed her pleasant and not threatening.
Senior Elllen Everet described
the cave in darkness as being
perfectly still. She said the cave
was "a place where there's
nothing in the world but you. I
couldn't see or hear anything."
She also said coming out of the
cave made her realize the lack of
color and light down below.
"Coming out and all of the sudden seeing the green, the green
was so bright, the sky was so blue,
it made me realize being in the
cave was like having one of your
senses deprived," she said.
Freshperson Jill Piper said the
darkness made her feel like she
was in an altered state "where
there was no time, and the outside
world didn't exist. I felt so protected by the dark."

I think I dimly understood,
even chen, chat they've gone
deeper into darkness away from
men.
John Gardner

K musicians to perform
by Anne McIlree
Black Spot and CUB will sponsor "Kalamazoo College Cavern
Night" Friday, May 29 in Dalton
Theatre at 7:30 pm. The event is a
concert spotlighting student
talent.
Performing on Cavern Night
will be "James and the
Pumpkins," an a cappella group
comprised of juniors Jeff Neberman, John Cavanaugh, and Glen
Gardner, and sophomore Chris
Pohl. The group will be doing a
collection of popular songs.

John Petrini
Junior

Janet Fuller
Senior

Dr. Wen Chao Chen
Political Science

I think it's very
necessary because I
think that in our
society
while
violence may be illegal, it is a viable
alternative. Only a
country that could
elect Ronald Reagan
president would not
have gun control.

I'm definitely for it.
The handgun control
that is needed is to
keep younger kids
from getting them.
I'd stress control
rather outlawing
them.

I have always been
for gun control, but
that's not going to
stop it (handgun
possession)
because the NRA
lobby is too strong.
If I had my way I'd
control it tomorrow.

L...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

go crazy and wild and have a good
time," she said.
Freshperson Sandy Innocenzi
described the experience as
"challenging." She said the experience made her feel as if she
had really accomplished
something.

"The Dice," consistmg of
junior Dan Driessche, Bill Thies,
and Bill Wilson and senior Lou
Stemmler, will be performing
mostly original music by Driessche
and Thies, along with some
"top-40" pop/ rock.

Saga

Heavy rock WIll be the style of
"The Hash Brothers," also
inown as juniors Steve Roettner,
John Pettrini, Jon Starr and guest
bassist Wilson.
"It's a good chance to show off
student talent outSIde the
'academic' side of music," said
CUB chairperson Dan Driessche.
He added that Cavern Night is
something CUB hopes will
become a tradition.
Tickets for the event are $2.
Students with K ID will be admit·
ted free.

Typing service
,-en years experience
Correcting Selectric
Call Susan: 385.2950

SNACIt BAR

Take a Snllck Brtak
The Snllck Bllr is open nightly.
9:00 PM until Midnight

interviews by Anne Mcllree---:--

•

campus views
Student Life V.P. clarifies policy
Dear Edi tor:
I am writing to you concerning
the article and editorial which appeared in the May 14 Index regarding the College's financial aid
policy for prospective students.
Since some of your readers have
expressed to me some concern as
well as confusion over these
policies I wish to clarify a few
points.
First, any and all policy changes
referred to in the paper are to affect only prospective students.
Currently enrolled students will
find that their financial aid
packages are created only on the
basis of proven financial need.
This is the same practice as has
been followed in previous years.
For prospective students the
College will determine levels of
financial aid to be offered to
students based upon various
documented dimensions of each
applicant. These dimensions are
summarized in each applicant's
Multiple Personality Qualities
(MPQ), which are compiled by the

faculty
forum
f
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John Fink
Depllrtment or Mathematics

Vocation or career?
The word for it used to be vocation. In its roots was buried a whole
philosophy about our relationship to the larger reality. The world
that surrounded and supported us now called us to sustain a portion
of what had for so many years sustained us. Somewhere early in my
religious education we read the story of Samuel being called by the
angel. For many years after I learned this story, when I couldn't fall
asleep at night I would sometimes lie awake in excited anticipation:
this is like Samuel's night, this is my night, this is the night when the
angel will come and in a clear voice will tell me how the rest of my life
is to unfold. Of course, I have never heard this voice with the same
kind of clarity that Samuel did, but most of the time I am reasonably
satisfied with the vocation I find myself in.
The word for it now is career, a word whose roots reveal scarcely
anything about our proper relationship with the larger reality. This
word drifted across the English Channel sometime during the sixteenth century and was used for the more or less circular paths
followed by race horses as they whiz around the track. It seems to
have begun to slip into its present meaning sometime during the last
century, when it was used for the continental circuit traveled by
British diplomats: London, Paris, Vienna, then back to London. I
don't know when it first supplanted the word vocation in reference to
"life work" in our own language, but by now it seems so firmly in
place that we scarcely remember that richer, gentler, and more
reassuring word.
Rigid and closed, career is forever destined to give back upon
itself, bound always to repeat the old in a semblance of newness.
Vocation is nexible and open, with its ear ever turned to the deepest
needs of the world, ready to move in response to their call. Vocation
is patient, waiting for an invitation; career crashes the party. Career
creates a solution, then looks for the problem; vocati9n discovers
within the problem the seeds for its solution . Career carves out a
niche for itself in the world; vocation follows its heart into a niche
already there.
But career is certain. Contrast the apparent clarity of job markets,
demographic analyses, and economic forecasts with the ambiguous
yearnings of the heart, and you will see quickly why this word has
taken on such a semblance of legitimacy in recent years. Yet this
word carries with it no sense of our ultimate - membership in the
world . There is nothing in its linguistic heritage that promises any
room for me on the planet. My life work-which career claims to
represent-is excluded from any of the deeper processes that move
the world. And so career must seek confirmation of its legitimacy
through tbe only means it knows: wealth and fame. How can career
ever feel welcome if the only symbols it comprehends are valued
precisely because of their scarcity?
It seems to me that one of the central goals of the liberal arts tradition has been to enable its practioners to feel welcome in the world.
Don't we study the humanities partly so that we can feel a part of our
cultural heritage? Doesn't the understanding of natural processes
that we gain through our study of the sciences help us to ~ee ourselves
as belonging to those processes? Now if we look at these four years as
simply training for a career, we fall far short of these goals, for in addition to learning the necessary facts, skills, and theories, we also
need to learn how to listen to the timid and inarticulate call of the
heart. This kind of listening opens us up to tremendous risks, but [
would suggest that these risks have more impact on career than on
vocation . In listening to the heart you risk damaging your GPA or
class rank, both of which might well put S-ome distance between
yourself and your desired career; but I assure you that any mistake
you make that comes as a result of listening to your heart can only
reveal new knowledge about yourself and so bring you closer to a
suitable vocation.

To the editor:
Two factors have prompted me
to write this letter: I) I was appalled at two replies given in favor of
state-funded abortions in last
week's Index. To assume (as Ms.
Johnston and Ms. Booher seem
to) that a Medicaid-funded abortion automatically means the
government will have one less
welfare child to support is classist
and rather callous, to say the
least.
2) Even though space has been
devoted to abortion in last two
issues, many aspects of the debate
have not been mentioned.
It would be silly to deny that
biological life begins at conception. On the other hand, to assert
as Chris West does " ... that botl!
a two year old child and a two
month old fetus are fully human"
may be equally ridiculous. At
issue are difficult and complicated
questions regarding what consitutes a full human being.
Biological existence does not
necessarily imply full personhood .
To sacrifice the life, health, and
rights of adult women (who are,
presumably, fully human) for the
lives of fetuses in the early stages
of
development
seem
unreasonable to me.
But the matter goes much
deeper-our societies attitudes
about women are important to
any discussion of abortion. These
attitudes are as complicated as
many attempt to define full personhood. Space limitations
necessitate the elimination of
many major points in this discussion; suffice it to say that our
society and the women in it have
been controlled by men since time
immemorial. Women have often
been viewed as the property of
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Finally, Kalamazoo College, as
a member of the MIAA conference for all intercollegiate
athletics, is prohibited from offering any athletic scholarships
regardless of their title or form.
The College is proud of its
association with the MlAA and its
standards as well as the success
which our amateur athletes have
had in this conference. Therefore,
we have no intention of jeopardizing the school's or any athlete's
standing in this conference by using or misusing the financial aid
program to subsidize the athletics
activities of the school.
Should you or any of the
readers wish to discuss this matter
further ple~e feel free to contact
me.

Robert N. Maust
Vice President for Student Life

A deeper analysis of abortion issue

editor: Carrie Vernia

ndex

admissions staff and reviewed by a
committee of faculty and staff.
This practice has also been in
place for a number of years in
determining the Honor Award
recipients for the College.
In determining an applicant's
MPQ rating a number of variables
are considered. Certainly the applicant's academic record and
potential are considered since
these variables may be most easily
quantified. However, all aspects
of an applicant's potential are
sought to be included in their profile, including their contributions
to clubs, community, church, artistic endeavors, special handIcaps
which have been overcome, etc.,
etc., and, yes, athletic performance and success. No one
variable is considered more important than another. In fact, .on a
case-by-case basis the MPQ rating
have often helped give reward and
support for the very diversity
which is so much called for by the
campus community.
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men. Easily visible signs of this attitude still remain-women take
their husband's name; in
Switzerland a woman's property
must still be legally held by a male
member of the family; rape often
occurs because the male thought
he had a right to the woman's
body.
Controlling
women
economically and legally has led
to controlling women physically
(or vice-versa), depending on
which theorist you care to
believe). Controlling women
physically includes controlling the
birth process. Many anti-abortion
groups also oppose access to birth
control-these groups seek to exercise total control over women's
bodies. Such control implies that
women lack the knowledge and
wisdom to make major decisions
about their own lives.
The desire of many women to

control their own bodies, to
choose to have sex without enduring pregnancy and years of childraising, and to refuse to be the
reproductive appendages of men
is truly revolutionary. The, implications of women fully contr"lling their own bodies and their
own lives are far-reaching and as
yet unforeseeable. In many ways
the current anti-abortion movement can be interpreted as an effort, by those who have benefited
most from society's structures, to
maintain the status quo. The fear
of change exists in many minds,
male and female; it is that fear
which threatens to deny women
the opportunity to make fundamental decisions regarding their
own lives.

Ruth Moerdyk

The choice should be there
To the Editor:
I realize that the issue of abortion is a very controversial one
and no matter what is said, someone will feel you are wrong. In
spite of this, I would like to respond to Chris West's letter in last
week's Index.
I consider myself a Christian yet
I do not support the Human Life
Amendment for a number of
reasons, the first being that it
takes away all contol a woman has
over her own body. I believe a
woman should have the right to
decide when and if she will bear
children. I am not supporting
abortion as a form of birth contrOl, but in certain circumstances
it is a better choice. If a woman
has been raped she should not
have to bear an unwanted child to
term . What if tests reveal a fetus
as retarded? We pull the plug on
brain-damaged adults so why do
pro-lifers still feel it necessary to
bring a brain damaged child into
the world?
What if the doctor told you that
to continue this pregnancy would
seriously endanger or end your
life? What if you could barely
support yourself not to mention a
child? What if you were a college
student with your whole life ahead
of you-and no financial support? If the Human Life Amt"nd-

ment passes, there will be women
in these and other situations who
will not see pregnancy and child
bearing as a feasible option and
they will seek abortions in places
that are less than desirable. Abortions performed by amateurs and
in dirty environments put the
woman's health and life in jeopardy.
I realize that if a woman does
carry the child to term she has the
option of keeping it or putting it
up for adoption. But who says that
the baby will make it to the adoption agency? What will keep the
mother from abandoning her
baby whether by dumping the
child in the nearest trash can or
leaving it on someone's front
porch? It's a very plausible
possibility and it happens too
often to be brushed off.
There are many forms of effective birth control and I do not advocate abortion as one of chern.
However, the choice should be
there for women whose exceptional circumstances should not be
their subpoena to a murder trial.
They should be allowed to terminate a pregnancy without extra
emotional upheaval or fear of
persecution .

Beth Moffat
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perspectives
Railway reflections

Puffing into the present
The history of America, of
these United States, was so damned romantic, and nobody noticed
(well hardly anybody), which says
something about the nature of
either romanticism or Americans.
Or both. Fifth, eighth and
eleventh graders throughout this
pleasant peninsula, and even nationwide, learn of Paul Revere's
midnight ride, nocturnal tea parties, Pilgrims' progress, pioneer
adventure, the Cumberland Gap,
Old Hickory, California gold,
stagecoach robbery, fighting for
Freedom and the Union, plantation cotton, tradition, and Dixie:
old times there are not forgotten ....
And here? Of late, school texts
tell of Indians and a Trail of
Tears, of mistreated immigrants,
political "machines," carpetbaggers, and interned, wartime
Japanese. These are not pleasantries, but they are our separate
pasts which often go unscrutinized, undisturbed. It should seem
quite natural that scores of people
have been flattened throughout
this nation's history, for we
started with a divine right and a
fertile woods and alternately
mowed, trundled, galloped, and
chugged across the untouched
land (Indians don't count). A
relative few did stop to muse over
the silence of a New England
forest at dusk, or the humbling
vastness of a cornfield sky, or, of
course, the grandness of the
western canyons, but somehow
they were lost in the shuffle.
Ours is a history of beginning at
Point A, moving to Point B, expanding to C, increasing to D and
beyond-all as a matter of blind

Reviewing Woody Allen's latest
endeavor Side Effects, Stanley
Reynolds in Punch magazine
writes:
The ability to laugh is, in
the end, the only weapon
we have. People who have
been through Hell on earth
know that. Solzhenitsyn
knows ·that. Alexander
Zinoviev, the brilliant new
Russian satirist knows it.
But somehow the lesson has
escaped Woody Allen.
Maybe it has something to
do with being an American.
Indeed. We laugh here but not at
ourselves or our past; we have no
unifying tragedies that mix with
time and ferment to enlightened
comedy, showing us how to view
the world from its rough side
down-with a smile. History
deemed us inflictors, not bearers,
of will. This does not suggest the
need for a bout of derisive barbs
("How many Vietnam Vets does it
take to screw in a light
bulb ... ?"), but perhaps some

"I wonder how a conscientious
person can justify attending
Kalamazoo College," said an
aquaintance of mine recently. Unfortunately, his comment was
made during a brief visit and
neither of us had the time or incijnation to sit down and discuss
his point. But his comment certainly provokes some interesting
thoughts and questions.
I believe my aquaintance was
speaking of social and political
conscience when he presented this
issue to me. It is safe (I hope) to
assume that students at K are not
totally amoral. If some sort of
common conscience was not present the structure of the school
would collapse-agreement upon
fundamental values is basic to the
existence of any institution.
Listing the values which form
the foundation of Kalamazoo
College would be a long and
tedious process, having very little
point. Presumably, K is based
upon many of the same values the
rest of American culture uses as
guides for behaviour. Among
these values are respect for the life
and property of others, an ambiguous desire to create justice
and equality in the world, and a
general acceptance of the worth of
education.
Kalamazoo College owes its existence to the value placed upon
education in this nation. In the
absence of a Slale unwilling to
support pnvale education, and
parents and students unwilling to
make the sacrifices necessary to
pay for a good, highly-touted
liberal arts education, this college
and many others would cease to

survive. The values of our society
sanction and support the existence
of such institutions.
It is at this point that the matter
of a social and political conscience
becomes relevant. An educated
citizenry has always been considered an intrinsic element in
democracy. Perhaps those of us
who are supposedly educated
should consider the implications
of our privileged education.
Despite society's stated ideals of
justice and equality, Kalamazoo
College falls far short of actualizing those values. K is an institution whose existence depends
upon elitism. Its student body is
composed of those who can afford to pay fees which are prohibitive for a large part of the
population. The government aid it
receives could just as easily be
spent improving public institu·
tions and making them less expensive, thereby making quality
education available to more people.
Another component of the
elitism upon which K is based
becomes obvious when looking at
the College's stock portfolio. Corporations such as Exxon, ::'tandard Oil, General Dynamics, and
General Motors are well represented. These corporations
are not noted for t he concern
they display for their workers , or
for the environment in which we
all live. They also benefit from the
existence of repressive regimes
such as that in South Africa, or
from the production of arms to
support those regimes.
In short, a student attending
Kalamazoo College is silently sup-

course. Ours is a manifest destiny:
pacific expansionism, the Marshall Plan, and NASA. And
through it all we've reached most
goals. We've succeeded because
we grew. We grew because we
were right. We were right because
we succeeded. Who was to stop
us? Americans seem always to
push on, slightly oblivious to circumstance and complexity, often
guided by past success, frequently
reapplying the old paradigm to a
new problem. Mount Rushmore
was no accident.
We've been "right" too long.

new understanding of a
"great "nation's role in a small
world.
Allen, a New York Jew. makes
us laugh because the inanities ot
his existence strike some common
chord in us all; yet they never
disturb our self-image. So who's
Jewish? So who's from New
York? And Allen rarely laughs at
himself. In his "old films" a
facade of slapstick masks a tragic
plight, an existential questioning;
his philosophical probing surfaces
more readily in his newer works
and who needs it? Americans like
the old schtick better: it makes us
laugh; we don't have to look.
The sixties might have opened a
few closed eyes, but in fright, not
in understanding. There was more
screaming and gunfire going on
than reflective musing, so much
that the nation fell into a
pragmatic, self-centered funk
after ten years and now marches
on with the grim determination
(anyone for righteousness?) of its
historic experience.
If only we could giggle, maybe.
"To us and all those who hate
us, that the U.S.A. may become
another part of the world, no
more, no less." This, a dedication
by writer John Cage is for a nation, welcome; for an individual,
lacking.
In 1970 David Labadie told me
that fractions were hard and sixth
grade would be, too. Naturally I
was scared, but made the jump
without much pain. While
building Disneyland, Walt Disney

porting a system of inequities and
injustices. The presence of a social
and political conscience makes
that fact glaringly obvious. Unfortunately, an action as simple as
withdrawing from K will not
remove one from a system of inequity. In the long run, it may not
even do much to relieve a guilty
conscience, because the stated
values of our nation and the reality that exists are often
diametrically opposed.
Given this situation, the role of
one who does possess a social and
political consciousness becomes
very difficult, especially in the
context of Kalamazoo College.
One who actively opposes military
build-ups, the oppression of (he
poor, the pollution of the atmosphere, or anyone of a hundred other things might easily find
it difficult to justify attending K.
In may ways, the education provided at K may prove useful in

said, "You've got to have a
weenie at the end of every street,"
to keep things chugging toward a
goal, so to speak. I (and others)
have chugged from sixth grade to
junior high, on to high school and
college, collecting weenies all
along the way: Easter vacation
weenies, Summer vacation
weenies, award weenies, A grade
weenies, career development and
foreign study weenies-all to keep
up steam on pre-laid tracks. While
chugging and gathering, friend-

such opposition, but this college's
existence depends on the justices
to which one is opposed.
This contradiction poses a
perplexing dilemma, and a solution may be found in the attitude
one takes toward education. It
sometimes seems that the educational process simply reinforces
the attitudes and assumptions
which perpetuate the injustices
within our society. At Kalamazoo
College it is simply ridiculous for
students to become so engulfed in
classes that they never question
what they are learning or why they
are learning it. The treadmill of
ten-week auarters oacked with
papers and exams creates an atmosphere in which students may
never really confront their basic
asumptions or the contradictions
of their society.
On the other hand, an education can provide background and
analytical tools which make it
possible to question society's

values, assumptions, and contradictions. This is the role education can play and which makes it
essential to the functioning of
democracy. Without continual reo
evaluation ano cnllCtSm, tne rut·
ing elite of the country
perpetuates a system which seeks
only to support the status quo.
Response to social change and
need comes slowly, if at all.
For a member of society'S elite,
such as a student at Kalamazoo
College, to step outside the role of
passive participant in an injust
system, challenge its assumptions,
and attempt to create alternatives
requires courage. To do so is to
oppose the society of which one is
a product, and confront difficult
questions. But such acts are also
absolutely necessary if our society
is ever to attain its professed
ideals. It is also essential if one
desires freedom from a guilty con·
science.
Ruth Moerdyk

Another shot felt 'round the world
The shooting of the Pope is
frightening in its implications.
Not just the fact that someone can
be so foolhardy as to shoot at a
public figure in a highly public
place. That sort of thing-attemp.
ted assasination I mean-has long
been practiced, though obviously
never encouraged
What is frightening about the
attempt on the Pope's life is what
it tells us about modern society.
Now I am not a particularly
religious person, but when
someone tries to kill a man who is
universally accepted as a symbol
of Peace, Love, Brotherhood, and

the whole Catholic religion, it
seems that this act should open
our eyes to the problems of the
world to see a little more clearly
where our society has gone wrong.
Media influence is frequently
blamed for causing so many evils,
or at any rate, for having tremendous influence on those millions
who keep their eyes faithfully tuned in each night. Most probably,
such addiction to television only
accustoms one to accept frequent
violence; it does not implicitly induce one to undertake violent ac·
tion. We all know that TV
fanatics would rather stay seated

in their chairs than get up and
move. Media influence, then, can·
not be singled out as the only
reason for society's ills.
Another reason given for the
rise of crime and violence is our
failing criminal justice system. It
seems it is becoming easier and
easier to be a criminal and not get
caught. If caught, the punishment
IS laughably easy to bear, and
often profitable for the offender
because he/ she can learn much to
further his /her trade while in
prison.
Is disrespect for the law increas·
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politics
Socialist Victory

Hopes, doubts follow French election

by Anne-Marie Fiquet
program included a capital gains
and
tax, lowering the voting age to
Michelle Ortho
eighteen, and relaxing controls on
us
contraception and abortion. But
Francois Mitterand, the sixtyGiscard's ambitious ' plans for
four year old leader of the
social and economic change were
Socialist Party, won May 10 elecquickly subdued by the worldwide
tions in France by a striking
recession caused by increased oil
margin of 4.58 percent. He was
prices. French industrial producrunning against Valery Giscard
tion stagnated, the Gross National
Product dropped, and unemployD'Estaing, who had been president for seven years.
ment and inflation became serious
MiUerand had unsuccessfully
problems.
campaigned twice prior to this
Serious divisions also developed
election-against
Charles
between Giscardians and Gaullists
DeGaulle in 1965 and again in
on the right wing. These problems
1974 against Giscard, losing by
began in 1976 when Jacques
Chirac, the leader of the Gaullist
only 1.62 percent. ,
To understand why Mitterand
Party, resigned his position as
was successful in this election it is
Prime Minister. Since then, no efnecessary to examine what has
fective coalition has been formed
happened to France's right wing
between the two factions. Most
since the last election. Seven years
certainly, this feud led some
ago, Giscard appeared to be the
Gaullists to vote for Mitterand.
right man at the right time, and
This election marks a major
change in French politics, as it was
won because of his intentions to
transform France into an "adformerly thought that only a
vanced liberal democracy." His . united left would defeat the con-

servatives. To form such a
political force, the three strongest
parties of the left signed a Programme Commun in 1972. This
agreement was later broken by the
Communist Party under the
leadership of Georges Marchais,
who was apparently following
orders from the Party in Moscow.
In this year's election the
Soviets wanted Giscard to win,
because his policies had favored
the USSR, especially after the invasion of Afghanistan. In France,
the Socialists have always been the
first to condemn Soviet imperialism, which strongly disinguishes them from the Communists. Although Giscard's main
theme during the campaign was
anti-communism, the Parti Communiste Francais did not give its
support to Mitterand until the last
minute.
Full employment and social
justice are two of Mitterand's
main concerns. His first efforts
will be directed toward correcting

Giscard's management of the
French economy. He proposes six
measures to reduce unemployment:
.revival of the economy by
increasing the minimum wage
and family benefits.
• reduction of the work week
from forty hours to thirtyfive hours.
• granting national loans to
industry to facilitate public
and private investment and
increase research funds.
• creation of 150,000 jobs in
the public sector and 60,000
jobs in en vi ronmental
organizations
• reduction of social charges
employers must pay for their
employees.
• creating paid
and other
facilities for
for their first

apprenticeships
employment
people looking
job.

Other domestic policies Mitterand supports include increasing
taxes on high incomes and large
private fortunes, reduction of in-

heritance taxes and value-added
taxes on basic goods, restructuring the social security system, nationalizing the remaining private
banks, insurance companies and
some large industries, and
strengthening the power of local
governments.
In regard to foreign affairs Mitterand supports the Atlantic
Alliance, favors the Camp David
settlement in the Middle East, and
is dedicated to the promotion of a
strong European community.
It is difficult to tell at this point
in time whether Mitterand will
succeed. Much of his success
depends upon gaining the trust Qf
those who did not support him in
the election. In June, he will call
for legislative elections, as the rnajority of the French Assembly currently is from the Right. In this
election it will be difficult to
choose between the support of the
Communists and that of moderate
politicians.
Immediately after the May 10
election, France experienced a
shock of joy for some and fear for
others. Traditionally, French people are always overwhelmed by
political changes. But, to quote
Michel Rocard, who may become
the next Prime Minister, "Hope is
always a risk."

Despite diviSions,
oppression battled
by David Ledbetter

.Persian Gulf imperiled .
by Scott Cleland
Caspar Weinberger, President
Secretary of Defense, is
publicly in favor of exthe Rapid Deployment
(RDF), proposed by PresiCarter, into a much larger
Strike Force (RSF). In simterms, Reagan would like to
Carter's proposed RDF
to a Persian Gulf military
f"U UlIilllU of 200,000 men, a force
I""'pruraole to the present Euroand Pacific commands.
This expansion exemplifies
's simplistic view of interpolitics in which the best
for the United States is to
e, unequivocably, the
military power on Earth.
is a very dangerous goal dura time of increasing naconflict, and superaJOlmoslty. These problems
the recent difsuperpowers have had
ating other nations
IR."oon'.

which gave credibility to his
words. But creating a force
roughly the size of the D-Day invasion force in an unstable area
may do more to aggravate the
situation than to stabilize it.
Before creating such a force, it
would be wise for our national
leaders to consider fundamental
changes that have taken place
since America gained total
dominance after World War II.
The present administration
believes that if enough money is
spent on the military, America can
again hold the lead in world affairs. They fail to recognize that
America's past supremacy rested
upon the fact that the US avoided
the destructive effects of WWII.
Since WWll, Europe, the USSR,
Japan, and many regional powers
have made large and rapid gains
which have greatly diminished the
relative influence of the United
States.
Attempting to regain this lost
power, Reagan proposes an
invasion-size strike force which
marks a critical change in
policy-a shift from national
defense to national offense. To
use such a force would be
unabashed imperialism.
In addition, a force of this size
would upset the present balance of
power in the Persian Gulf, where

no single nation is supreme. Introduction of American land
troops in the region would create
widespread anti-American sentiment in a region where our image
needs improvement. It would also
be political suicide for any nation
to allow American troops to be
based on its soil.
It is frightening to consider how
America might use such a force. It
could be used during a coup, after
a terrorist attack, or for intervention after an election unfavorable
to American interests. When one
listens to the tough rhetoric coming from Washington, creation of
such a large force becomes a matter for much concern. Speaking
loudly and carrying a big stick
provokes a fight.
Witnessing the process Reagan
uses for creating the RSF will also
be extremely interesting. Two
possible courses of action exist.
He may organize it under his
authority as Commander-in-Chief
of the armed forces and bypass
Congressional approval, or he
may take a proposal directly to
Congress.
Development of a Rapid Strike
Force has obvious parallels with
the military escalation that took
place for the Vietnam War. We
shall see if the US has learned its

As with other activists, political
lesbians and gay men have ideals
and long-range goals to which
they adhere. This political activity
follows
two
main
models-socialism and reformism . Socialists believe it is
necessary to overthrow a government that is racist, sexist,
heterosexist, and values property
more than it values many people.
On the other hand, reformists
view the capitalist system as
basically good, except that deeply
entrenched attitudes prohibit lesbians and gay men from fully
reaping the benefits of such a
society. However one seeks to end
gay oppression, socialist and nonsocialist homosexuals find unity in
efforts to deal with their oppression.
Oppression in its most obvious
form-physical violence-should
be of primary concern for
homosexuals because it is an attack upon the most basic aspect of
Iife-one's body. In protecting the
lives of lesbians and gay men, gay
communities should establish
alternative defense tactics. It is
not wise to depend upon police
forces, which have a long history
of oppressing homosexuals.
Reformist homosexuals, however,
have advocated that members of
oppressed groups join police
forces in an attempt to change
them. An alternative that
socialists and reformists could
work upon together would be the
creation of an organization
similiar to the Women's Transit
Authority in Madison, Wisconsin.
The Women's Transit Authority
offers transportation to women
who wish to guard against possible attack, but who do not wish to
isolate themselves. The development of such modes of protection
for lesbians and gay men would be
a positive, effective way to combat physical violence.

Another common goal of
socialist and reformist homosexuals is action to protect the lack of
employment security for gays.
Municipal, state, and federal laws
are required so homosexuals may
not be fired because of their sexuality. Although this may seem to
be a reformist tactic, socialists
often advocate such laws because
they can provide some immediate
protection and security for gay
men and lesbians.
A less obvious form of oppression that homosexuals confront
daily is the guilt and fear imposed
upon them as minority members
of a heterosexual society. In this
situation, it is a valid action for
gay men and women to liberate
themselves from the heterosexual
society. Unfortunately, the
prevailing alternative to
heterosexual society is the gay bar.
This is an unfortunate alternative
because it is money-oriented and
emphasizes principles such as
physical appearance, youth, and
dominance; it also provides little
emotional support.
A favorable alternative to the
atmosphere of gay bars is the formation of support groups. The
open, non-economic environment
provided by support groups
allows for liberation beyond that
offered by gay bars. Such groups
offer discussion with other lesbians and gay men in an open atmosphere on an equal level. The
importance of each individual is
emphasized.
The presence of such a supportive atmosphere is of the utmost
importance. Although the actions
and discussions of support groups
obviously do not gain media attention, their existence is the first
step toward visible political action. Developing one's consciousness in forums such as a
support group is a revolutionary
act, because it lays the groundwork for common social and
political action, regardless of
ideology.
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arts/entertainment

In celebration of the arts _____

p hotosby RObert Burns

Ms. Nelda Balch: The faci Ihal Ihe arts, music, Iheatre and dance have
come logelher so harmoniously is a joy!
Dr. Lawrence Smith: From an insider's point of view, Ilhink that il was
a marvelous chance for all of us in Ihe arls 10 focus in on what our colleagues are doing in their respective fields.
Ms. Marilyn Maurer: I'm delighted that Harry Streep is here-it's a real
lift for dance. He's a fascinating person.

Top tbree pbotos: Guest artlst-In- residence Harry
Streep III will leap into final acllon tonlgbt at

11:00.

Matt Goulish: I approve of their having a Fine Arls Week. On the olher
hand, Ilhink that it's a shame Ihat people don 'I pay al/ention 10 whal's
happening in the arls on their own wilhoul a delivered, instilUliollalized
presentalion of it.
Laura Blood: The Beaux Arts Ball went well-people appreciale and enjoy differenl styles of dancing whell they Ihemselves are actually moving
10 Ihe music of earlier eras. It gives them a more holistic view of art.

An unidentlfled ear onrhears the sweet nothings tbat
debonair Keith Quong whispers to sultry Laura Blood.

The poetry/dance program at tracled a large crowd on Tuesday night. Left: Amy Becker. Right: The
Knight in Black Leather himself, John Sullivan, sweeps Laura Caruso off ber feel.
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musIc and dance
•
Escape to Jazz
The cozy, chiaroscuro interior
of the Jazz Gallery relaxes the
tense anitcipation of looming final
exam week. Months ago I had
vowed to experience the Montreaux-Detroit International
Jazz Festival-circumstances be
damned .
We settle down at a table clothed in red-and white-checked linen.
A drizzily grey light illuminates
the club through tall bay windows. It is late afterrnoon and an
hour past the designated starting
time. The musicians are not concerned; they shuffle about the
stage, setting up, joking with each
other, oblivious to the audience.

l
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Sipping steaming mint tea, I
play peek-a-boo and catch glimpses of the players through the ornately carved wooden railing of
the curving staircase. The buzz of
my companions' conversation
faintly touches my ears. They are
discussing gigs in Colorado and
recording sessions and promo
tapes while I find myself off in St.
Petersburg analyzing the anti-hero
of a Dostoevsky novel. Where is
my promised release from
academic pressures?

Shrill shreiks pierce the air,
shattering literary contemplation.
Harmonizing with the pounding
percussion, the rain rhythmically
splatters against the streaked glass
panes behind the bassist. My heart
and mind embrace the exciting
jazz sounds which strike long-lost
chords of feeling.
I glance sideways at Mark,
whose closed eyelids and trancelike expression betray nothing of
his inner transformation. Years
before he had introduced me to
the joy and beauty of jazz and
adolescent love. As adults, we
recapture moods through the haze
and smoke of familiar, crowded
pubs but we never regain the intimacy. He always joked about
being faithfully married to his
trumpet. And why not? Breathing
his soul into this extension of
himself, this narcissistic mate,
Mark can achieve a unity far more
harmonious and satisfying than
the dissonance of our personalities.
The quintet mellows down,
soothing my agitated spirit and
lulling me into a dreamy, imaginative state. My eyes passively
drink in the impressionistic

cityscape beyond the glass, but my
mind responds subjectively to its
atmospheric effects.
Soft steel brushes swirl on the
drums while the traffic light colors
blur momentarily, green and
amber and red as muted as the
toned-down whinny of a trumpet.
The steady rain magically melts
the ugly poverty of the city rinses
away the dirty grime of despair
which streams through the streets
and into the drains and never
rt!cycles itself.
The punctuated notes of the
piano combine with the crackling
thunder, and their discordant
clash reverberates throughout the
club. I lose my fragile, fleeting vision-for the present. But I know
that jazz, which celebrates the
wide spectrum of human emotion,
has the power to produce rainbows.
Mark opens his eyes as the jam
session ends, but I can still hear
the silent echoes of music and
memories floating through my
mind.

Amy Marcaccio
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The reject tryhard song
Rejected Tryhard
get ready, set, come and go.
Classical linoleum turds
Turn light from green to yellow.
Redundancy plays on
situations looking for perfection.

But now on wall-paper mirrors
Regard the polyester reflections.
Life screams and echos
Last chance tornados .
Misfitted leather snots
ask only why and why-nots.
Don ' t let these questions
interfere with fogged reception
Life will continue,
Revelation's piss is not new.

Urgent Wasted head
Stop dead on traffic red.

Rejected Tryhards
Come on
Get ready, set, come and go.

~----------Susan A. Albrecht-----'

Dance is a way of life
Dance has been around almost
Any dancer worth the cost of
as long as humanity. Early man
his or her leotard practices
probably created dance as he
religiously in and out of the studio
strove to imitate the movement of
and to the exclusion of almost all
big game for his fellows. Tribal
else. As a choreographer, I concultures use dance in worship as
stantly watch people in their
an accent to their prayers as well
everyday activities as I search for
as in celebrations of a specific
all the subtilties of the. human
event. The corn dance of the
form. People like Martha
Pueblo Indians is not relegated to . Graham, Erick Hawkins, Merce
a few specific members of the
Cunningham, Alwin Nicholas,
tribe. Anyone who can walk takes
Joffrey, Alvin Ailey and others
part in the dance. If they cannot
are presently using dance as a
walk, they are carried through the
metaphor of life. They dance in
dance.
celebration of our culture. Pieces
like Martha Graham's Lament
For the Indians and, other
and Hawkins' Classic Kite Tails
groups, dance is the binding force
bring forth tbe expression of pure
between their sceular and their
emotion through dance. As these
religious lives. It brings these men
people continue in their work they
and women into h~rmony with
are essentially bringing us back intheir own world.
to harmony with our world.
Now there are some folk who
The other side of this coin has
would like to keep art as a
the human body as a marvelous
separate entity. I won't even
work of art. The ancient Greeks
discuss those folk who feel that
were the first to recognize this
dance of any kind is decadant and
aspect of the human body and
they were the first to take dance
beyond religion to make it an art
form. The Greek civilization
forms the basis of our own
western culture and all of us see
the dance as an art form .
That's all. We see dance only as
art and no more. There is a
separation of art and life in our
culture. We have this rather nasty
habit of looking at any form of art
for its sake alone. We admire its
beauty and deal with the emotions
it evokes at the time of the experience. Western art has its own
little niche in our culture rather
than it s being a binding force .
So what we have here is dance
as a way to celebrate life and
dance as an art form . The Greeks
were not that far off the mark .
They did not separate dance from
religion in order to make it an art
form . They mixed them.
Somewhere along the line of
humanity'S cultural development
the two became separated. The
good news is that the separation is
not total and the damage can be
repaired.

depraved. These water-headed little people need to be maced, bottled and tossed out with the current. They are too narrow-minded
to realize that art has always been
with us and will stay with us; that
all we need do is to incorporate it
into everyday living. These same
dipsticks dance at parties or balls
and have one hell of a good time.
You try to explain it.
- Ah, I'd love to go on but space
is limited. I will not tell you to go
see Harry Streep or any other
dancer because you need to experrience some artist at work. You
do, but what you need more is to
find out for yourself exactly what
I've been babbling about. Nor will
I tell you to get involved in dance
or any other art form. I believe
that anyone with a rudimentary
sense of balance has the ability to
dance, whether or not you decide
to make use of that ability is up to
you.
L. West Nelson II
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sports
Men's tennis third in nationals
by Kenneth Sanders
The men's tennis team packed
their raquets and their 45th con secutive Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association (MIAA)
Championship and headed east to
represent the Great Lakes Region
in the NCAA Division 111 National Tennis Tournament at
Salisbury State College in
Salisbury, Maryland last week .
The Hornets were looking for
their third national title but came
up short by two places as they
finished third along with Bates
College and Gustavo Adolphus
College.
Swarthmore and Claremont Colleges tied for the division crown.
The Kalamazoo team went into
the tournament with its top four
singles players . Junior Chris
Burns, the number one player on
K's roster, was seeded number one
in the tournament. Burns made it
to the second round of the 64
draw singles before he was
defeated by Per Extrom, a
Swedish player from Gustavo
Adolphus, by the scores of 6-3,
6-4.
Kalamazoo's number two man,
junior Mark Riley, seeded sixteenth, made it to the third round
before bowing out to eighth seeded Chris Bachrach, of Santa Cruz,
California 7-6, 7-6.
Ven Johnson, K's number three
man, lost in the first round in a
tough match to number seven

seeded John Rosenberg of San
Diego, California 5-7, 6-4, 6-4.
Bill Vanderhoef, K's number
four singles player earned AIlAmerican status by advancing to
the quarter-finals.
Vanderhoef lost in the quarterfinals to Bob Woods of Occidental College in Los Angeles,
California, by the scores of 6-3,
6-2.
The number two doubles team
of Pete Ballantine and
Vanderhoef dropped a close first
round match to San Diego by the
scores of 6-1, 3-6, 6-4.
"The match was closer than
hell, but we couldn't pull it off,"
said Acker.
The seven points K earned at
the nationals this year equaled last
year's total . Last year the Hornets
placed third.
"Our record of 17-9 was better
than I thought we would do. Winning the nine flights in the MlAA
Conference Championship and
winning the conference title for
the 45th consecutive year is great.
Placing third at the Nationals was
just frosting on the cakel" Acker
r
continued.
The highlights of the season according to Acker were the wins
over two Division I colleges. The
Hornets defeated South florida
earlier in the season by a score of
6-3. Penn State was also a victim
of the Hornets' sting when they
were defeated 5-4.

A day for gracious living

Students enjoyed a day of warm, sunny weathrr yesterday out at Robert Morris Park. The annual Spring
quarter, Day of Gracious LIvIng brought out the
athlete and appellte of everyone. Above: Rlch
O'Leary, head resident and counselor, in a fairly
typical pose. Volley ball (above left) and soccer
(below) joined frisbee, softball and greased
watermelon football as the sports of the day.

Track team ends
"successful" struggle
by Ken Sanders
The women's track team may
have finished its regular season
with a 0-5 record, but according to
first year coach Terri Beattie, it
was an excellent season.
According to Beattie, the team
was young-14 freshpersons and
one senior-and it lacked depth in
important field events.
The Hornet's closest meet was
against Adrian where they lost by
only 13 points.
Beattie said they could have
taken first and second places in
many events, but due to the fact
that point are awarded for the top
six places, K lost points.
The season was an excellent one
for the women Hornets as five
school records were broken.
Freshperson Linda Hudson set
a new record in the 1000meter
dash with a clocking of 12.79;
fresh person Nancy Thurston set
two school records in the
1000meter high hurdles and the
400-meter dash with a 15.5 clocking in the hurdles and a time of

60.0 in the 400-meter dash .
Also setting school records were
fresh persons Diana Bury in the
high jump with a leap of five feet
and Anne Scheerer in the shot put
with a heave of 35 feet II y, inches.
The women Hornets finished
seventh in the conference this
season.
According to Beattie the
. women 's track program will be
dropped from the women's varsity
sports program. This is due to a
lack of interest and the loss of
sophomores who go on Career
Development or Foreign Study.
According to Beattie, the
sophomore year is the most important.
But those women who are
dedicated may still run in invitationals next season.
Thurston was voted the team's
Most Valuable Runner and
freshperson Sue Petrie was voted
the Most Improved Runner.
This year's captain was senior
Cheryl Stout.

photos by Mike Riebe

Remember the old days
w-hen the only th lng
the bool<storesold

Pope shooting - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
(continued from page 4)
ing then? Probably so . There are
many laws that most of us are
happy to ignore-for example,
when we break limits and
disregard drinking laws-things
that no one really thinks about
twice. While it is true that these
may be considered trivial offenses,
they can
cause
harm-especially when both are
indulged simultaneously. But
more importantly, to disregard
even the simplest laws alters one's
frame of mind such that it becomes
relatively easy to move on to bigger and more profitable infractions of the law.
What does such disrespect for
the law, combined with an ineffective criminal retribution system
imply?
Essentially it implies fear. If
people respect neither the law that

defines right action, nor the threat
of retribution-which ought to
keep wrong action in check-then
what is left to keep society functioning according to a moral and
legal system that will benefit and
protect those who abide by the
rules? Answer: Very little. Some
might say that common decency is
all that holds society together
anymore, but the patches are getting thin.
Not everyone is a criminal, of
course, nor even wants to be one.
But recent events, namely the attempted, and one successful,
shootings of three public figures
in the last six months
demonstrate-as does one very
sobering article in Time
magazine-that crime is on the
rise, and is becoming more blatant, frequent, and persistent.

Since that article was
attempts have been
lives of two of the most ;nI1",nlllll
figures in the world.
powerful, one may argue,
pay the price for their i
and prestige; nothing in this
is free. I don't believe that is
because now it is not only
powerful who are victimized
crime, but also the
citizens, who have so little to
If the life of the
representative of the most
nent and influential religion
western world-is not rp<lneCI"1
what hope have we
spared from the criminal
today's society-we who _.~r,.;el;1 U.
only our own meager se1ves../
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ommission spending
reviewed
by Lisa Cohen
SlUdent Com~ission's budget
over $2,000 remaining as the
ization entered its last
ing of the fiscal year,
I.

amount approximately
Commission's total expenres between last summer and
week's
meeting.
mi,,,icm'. total budget was
lO of which over one-third reThe money has been available
any campus group, officially
t!Cogm'zea or otherwise, with few
placed on its use. Ac!O Commission Pre~iden[
Charlie Bono, the only
for Commission funding is
the money will be used for a
legitimate" purpose, approved
Commission.
No requests to Commission
been turned down this
although several groups
less than they originally
equested.
to both Bono and
is related spending
because such a large
of the budget remained at
end of the year. Requests for
all year have been low.
money not spent by July I,
start of the new fiscal year,
be returned to the College's
Fund. Monday's Commeeting was its last this
and the last opportunity
allocate the money.
The Gravel Rash Bash, an off
pus open party, received $90.

Funding for this came without approval of full Commission.
Because Commission meets only four times a quarter, requests
for under $100 can and sometimes
must be allocated with only approval from the Financial Affairs
and Executive Committees stated
Bono. Stevenson explained that
this process is in transition.
Bono said that Rash Bash-type
activities are not funded often by
Commis,ion. But because the
gather" z. was so large (approximately 450 people) the Committees felt obligated to help fund it.
Commission also allocated
money for the senior party at HiLo. Bono looked at the $90 exoenditure as a start at "spending
money in social ways."
He claimed, "Commission
hasn ' t really been using money to
enhance social atmosphere." He
said that traditionally money has
gone to more specific groups.
Other recipients of money in-:
eluded the Bultman Window project, the Trowbridge Spring
Cooler, and the Beaux Arts Ball.
In addition, Commission
allocated $250 to the Sch wein und
Stein and $350 to the Passover
Seder.
Bono explai ned that he only
recently realized that many people
on campus were unaware of Commission's available funds. But if
the money had been advertised,
too many people would want it
and perhaps invent activities to
use the money.

There are frisbee golfers and then there are tennis ball golfers. One of the laller takes a dint out of the
quad In a recent round.

Investments benefit College
by Ruth Moerdyk

Board of Trustees Paul Todd.
return of 5.9 percent, or nine perProper management of the S13
cent of its total budget and Hope
A policy articulated by the
million fund is considered vital to
College's return on investment
Board of Trustees almost five
the College's present operation
was five percent, about two peryears ago concerning management
and its future fiscal stability. Cash
cent of its budget.
of Kalamazoo College's endowdividends from the endowment in
But when total return in
ment fund will be reviewed next
1979-80, S731,659, provided a
dividends and capital appreciation
year.
subsidy of approximately S625 per
is considered, K does well in comThe policy's success will be
student. Appreciation of stocks
parison to other schools. This is
evaluated upon the basis of capital
held by the College adds to the
shown by a study of 176 instituappreciation, overall yield, and
fund's capital and contributes to
tions done by the National
the degree of diversity in K's
the school's future income. The
Association of College and
according Chair of the
Board's policy takes into account
University Business Officers.
the College's present and future:
Seventy-seven of the schools in the
the policy's primary goal is to
study are in the same investment
maximize current income from the
bracket as K, with endowment
fund while protecting and expanfunds between SlO million and $59
ding its capital.
million. In 1979-80, Kalamazoo
"in order to cut the risks of inCollege's total return on investment," said Roger Fecher,
vestments was 16.35 percent; the
Vice-president for Business and
average return for schools in the
Finance, "we try to have a
same category was 12.66 percent.
number of strategies." K's funds
The average return for all schools
ale managed by the Common
in the study was 11.99 percent.
Fund, an organization specifically
This performance places K in the
designed by the Ford Foundation
eightieth percentile among all
to manage the endowment money
schools and the seventy-eighth
of colleges and universities.
percentile within it, investment
The Common Fund in turn has
bracket.
delegated management of the Col"The performance of our portlege's funds to three other
folio for three or four years (after
organizations. The Delaware:
the current policy was imManagement Company is oriented
plemented) was somewhat
toward maximizing income from
mediocre," said Fecher, "but last
the stock it handles. Putmann in~nlors Kevin Green and Tim
year it finally paid off. Five years
vestors focus upon stock growth
Ryan, along with about 300 other
is a reasonable amount of time to
and appreciation. K's fixed;eniors, prepare themselves for
test a policy-if it doesn't work
income bonds are managed by the
IDe aspect of graduation. Turn to
after five years it won't work at
Harris Trust Bank. "The record
lages 2, 4, 7, and 8 for more
all."
of this policy has been quite ac;enlor celebration. Congratulaceptable to the Board," said
Review of current policy will be
ions to the Class of '81. You're
Todd. "What we are doing today
done next fall and winter, then the
finally out of herel
is prudent."
Board will determine whether or
In terms of investment
not to continue the present system
dividends, the performance of K's
of fund management.
portfolio is mixed when compared
"There is always disagreement
to other schools. In 1979-80, the
about what is a wise investment
cash return on K's investments
policy," said Todd. "An increaswas only 5.6 percent, which proed cash yield could be achieved by
vided about 7.5 percent of the
investing in money market cerschool's total budget. In comtificates. But that has never been
parison, in 1977-78 Carnegie
seriously considered because it is
Mellon yielded a 6.6 percent
viewed as too speculative. We
return which provided 11.4 perhave to consider the College's curcent of that year's budget. In
rent position, and dig in to see
1978-79 Alma College had a
what the ~st policy would be."
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K pigs party and pork-out at Schwein und Stein
by Anne McCready

but Abramowitz is too modest to
take full credit. "There were a lot
of people who made it possible,"
he said. "It couldn ' t have been
done without all of the help ."
Colman was the "liason with
the pigs," according to
Abramowitz. The fathers of K
student senior Jo Millard and
sophomore Nancy Byam "were a
big help."
Mr. Millard contributed two
pigs, which raised the total to four
swines, weighing in at approx-

There have been parties this
quarter, and then there have been
Parties. Right up there with the
Kentucky Derby Ball, and the
DDL's Last Rash Bash. is last
Saturday's Schwein und Stein, a
senior class pre-graduation sortie
at Angell Field that attracted well
over 250 people.
Seniors David Abramowitz and
Robert Colman were the main
organizers behind the pig roast,

imately 200 pounds each. The
other two porkers were purchased
with funds contributed by Student
Commission and I.H.A. and the
collection from the tickets which
were sold at $3.00 each.
The festivities officially began
at 3:30, but the preparations
started long before that. A liquor
license was obtained about two
weeks before the fest so that the
organizers could sell tickets to a
party that featured nine kegs of
beer. Friday, the day before the
party, the pigs were slaughtered,
butchered into quarters and hauled to Angell Field in the back of
Byam's pick-up truck . Byam also
loaned a cooker, as well as his expertise at roasting pigs.
Senior Steve Corliss was one of
the brave souls who Carried a
quarter of a pig around. "It was
~ still warm, and bristly," he said.
E "They were disembowled ,
though ."
§ Unfortunately, it began to rain
~ when the chefs arrived at Angell
o Field. "It was a perfect example
of Murphy's Law," said
Abramowitz. Undaunted , the

I
I
K .mon (left to rlabt) Sudy Canrly, Laurie Grabbs and Cbrls
Flynn enjoy the festivities of tbe Schweln und Stein.

Health Center responds to
student contraceptive needs
by Leslie Wirpsa

r-----Index inquires:-----------------Ja

Seniors:
What would you have done differentiy at K?

staff.
During the fall quarter W IU
conducted a survey to meter
the attitudes and needs of
students concerning birth control.
The
resulting
developments appeared to be
the most efficient means of
meeting student needs on
campus without wastefully
duplicating services already
available within the immediate
community of Kalamazoo, Barron reported .
Students should feel free to
utilize the Health Center services and ask for referral advice if necessary, Barron said.
Additional
informative
literature, including results of
the survey, is available in the
Health Center as well as in the
Women's Resource Center.

In addition, condoms and
foam can be purchased at the
Health Center at wholesale
prices during regular hours.
Both the pamphlet and the
now available contraceptives
are the cumulative results of
the efforts of Shirley Barron,
R.N., concerned Women's In-

CO!7jrafu/af;{)r?s
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Taiclet replied, "He lOoked
ched."
Dogs bounded about,
remains off of
styrofoam plates and
frisbees. Many of the people
relaxed on the grass, but
organized games of UJll.matc
softball. A few tossed
football or kicked soccer
stero was set up with CUB's
speakers to provide music.
The crowd was composed
Iy of seniors, but "about 40
underclasspeople,' ,
Abramowitz. Some profeSSors
cluding Mary Gene Arnold'
soc/anthro and David Evans
biology, attended the event
well .
Most everyone wno
Schwein und Stein seemed
joy themselves, and the
who planned it were pleased
its success.
"There were no major
blems, and everyone had a
time," said Abramowitz.
hoping that this might
tradition among
seniors."

terest Group (WIG) members,
Student Services director,
Robert Maust, and Union Desk

A pamphlet detailing the
gynecological and contraceptive services available to
Kalamazoo College students
can be obtained at the Health
Center and the Union Desk.
The pamphlet outlines the
community
organizations
which offer birth control and
gynecological counseling, and
it includes rates, hours,
description of services, and
locations of the various
organizations.

Saga

chefs set up the barbecque and put
on the first oinker around midnight.
"We put up a lean-to," said
Jaime Jaramillo, an aiding senior.
"Then we took shifts all night."
The weather cleared up Saturday morning, and the rest of the
preparations ran smoothly for the
workers as well as for the partiers
that descended on the field "right
on time."
according to
Abramowitz. By 4 pm diners,
frisbee players and beer onnKers
were relaxing in the north end of
Angell Field. The planners kept a
constant supply of pig meat, rolls,
chips and watermelon on the
tables, so no one had to wait long
to pig out.
Greeting everyone who came to
the party were two pig heads stuck
on the northern gate to Angell.
Their burnt-brown visages were
enough to turn the most sensitive
diner's stomachs, but generally
they provoked laughs. Senior
Steve Taidet was seen throwing
beer on one of the pig's heads
while yelling "Drink, piggy!"
When asked about his behavior,

Neal Stovicek
I would have gotten Involved in more extracurriculars and I
would have taken a
leave of absence and
gone to another
school to get a different perspective.

Arlette Kassab
Take even greater advantage of the offcampus programs
because that's where
I'll find the greatest
value.

Arthur Borden
I would have taken
vantage of my
development m
thoroughly and I
have
worked
liberalize the
alcohol and
pOlicies.

S en/or.s /

SNACk IU

Take a Snack Bruk
Tbe Snack Bar Is

OpeD

nlgbtly,

9:00 PM untlJ.MldDlgbt

Mary Ellen Geist
Akl Soga
I wish I had not in- Take more road trips.
vested so much of my Get to know the profs
ego in some of my better. I guess I'd take
classes and I had not my classes a little
let the grades I got be more seriously and try
a definition of myself. I to get more out of
think too many people them. I found out you
here let themselves be can do all the other
defined by their life things and still have
within the confines of time for academics.
the College and
there's so much out
_th_e_r_e·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lnterviews by

I
become more .....' n/ . . ...
In a lot of social
tivitles because I
that as a freshpers
didn't think that I
enough time and
felt the pressures
studying too much.

Lisa Cohen _ _- J

•

campu's VieWS'
•

Rookie reflects on 1M season

faculty
forum

Dear Editor:

Department of History

Bloody Ulster: the passion and the past
that great Celtic phantasmagoria whose meaning no man has
."n'",ro.d and no angel revealed."-W. B. Yeats

For twelve years now the beautiful, green, "picture-post-card" land
Ulster has been stained with blood from an outpouring of violent
unparalleled in t~e past sixty years. (About two thousand men,
, and children have been killed since 1969.) We read of assassinaand bombings, "knee-capping" and other assorted maiming. We
"children of the IRA", some as young as five or six, hurling acid
bombs at the armed cars of the "Brits" (British soldiers). We
I~ro,ori.t •. with international terrorist connections and armed with
bloc weapons, proclaimed as "freedom fighters". We see terin prison for politically motivated crimes going on hunger strikes
dying and then eulogized in high religious masses in the United
Surely this scenario of destruction, violence, -and secretarian hatred-\ote:stants killing Catholics and Catholics killing Protestants--played
daily against the grimy backdrop of the streets, and "no-go" areas
Belfast, Londonderry, and Newry, etc., seems grotesquely out of
and place in this last quarter of the twentieth century. Such scenes
properly belong with the ambience of the seventeenth century
religious passions boiled at white heat. Perhaps, religiously and
,,'U',"",', it still is the seventeenth century in Northern Ireland?
Ulster the last refuge of religious fanatics--a lapd of bigoted Proconfronting rebellious Catholics? Or, a land of fearful Prowho refuse to be forced to unite with the South, confronting
frustrated Catholics, who refuse to accept the government of
Ireland?
other issues--discrimination, civil rights, unemployment, and
Dveltv--ml[)re basic than religious differences? How many of these peoloathe both the extremism of the IRA and the Paisleyites and truly
for a settlement of moderation and compromise? How typical is
Catholic bishop of Londonderry, who a few years ago said
the "Catholic community was sick and tired of the Provisional
, Would he say the same thing today?
awesome difficulties in Northern Ireland are compounded by the
of a liberal democratic tradition and by extreme (some would
crilrnitull) sectarianism . The political parties, ranging from Marxian
to the blindly reactionary Unionists of the Reverend Ian
, represent diametrically opposed views. Between such there can
"give-and-take", no concessions. It would be tantamount to
treason to see the other's point of view. But it is true and
that in the middle are moderates who do have dialogue and
:mel:imle5 issue joint statements--as have leaders of the Peace Moveand the Irish School of Ecumenics_This spirit unfortunately at the
is slim. (Recent local elections revealed a marked turn to exposition.)
As a historian I must confess that it is eminently pleasurable to ena society, such as the Irish, with a strong appetite for its past.
Irish seem to absorb dates and historical events with their mother's
But in the case of Ireland I often feel that the virtue of a sense of
pushed to excess turns to vice. It can at times dampen energy and
. In the words of the poet Patrick Kavanaugh:
When Drake was winning seas for Engiand,
We sailed in puddles of the past.
turns to brooding. Old defeats, sorrows, and injuries are
nourished over countless years. There is a rhythm of death,
and anniversary to be memorialized annually to the end of
... ,,,mlllY hundreds of such episodes are ritualized and celebrated.
and Protestants alike are absorbed in this often morbid activiand events of hundreds of years ago are as real and farniliar
day-before-yesterday. Thus every summer the Protestants of NorIreland parade and proclaim the relief of the siege of Londonderry
by the" Apprentice Boys", and the victory over Catholics in the
of the Boyne of 1690. The Catholics likewise celebrate the
of a host of heroes and happenings--the chief of which derive
the Easter Rising of 1916, such as the Martyrs Padriac Pearse and
Casement.
excessive remembrance of things past--this immersion in the
ordinarily excite nothing more than occasional
'Cno'loglcal curiosity and study. But in the Ireland of today, with its
sectarian polarization, these observances and parades have
dangerously provocative--often by deliberation. For example,
vio:lenl:e of the summer of 1969 was precipitated by a Protestant
through a Catholic area in celebration of the Battle of the
In Ireland the past explodes with violent passion. This certainly
the chief causes of disharmony and tragedy.
is more baffling and frustrating than Irish history. For one
much of it is highly sectarian. Every incident evokes both a
and Protestant interpretation, each containing elements
but revealing also maddening contradictions. For another thing
history is highly poetic and mythological. Other lands have their
(continued on page 5)

pitches than I did. After a while I
my more skillful teammates learndiscovered that shins and stoma~h
ed something too.
Kalamazoo College's inwere also effective ball-stoppers.
tramural softball players wound
To be able to teach someone a
In hitting, I progressed from the
up their spring activities on the
skill is gratifying, but to comfirst game, when my coach's last
municate your own love of playdiamond this week, but it is not
words as the ball left the pitcher's
only the season's champs who
ing the game, to share that with
hand
were winners.
someone who's never played
"D J .
were
on t-hlt-the-baU'" My
As a rookie player making her
before, is better than a home run,
te~at~ later got angry when I
debut this season, I am admittedly
more exciting than a triple play,
was mtentlonally walked.
not as familiar with the joyful
and lasts a whole lot longer than
just one season.
I .gained a lot of confidence
sound of a "Louisville slugger"
singing out a hit as are some playmg softball this quarter, and I
veterans of the game. I was never ' was able to get away from K Colthrilled about leather either, but I ~ege for a few hours without payTeresa "Babe" Stevens
think I understand now for whom mg Amtrak a cent. I think some of
intramurals exist, or should
anyway, if one is loyal to the pro~per spirit of the whole enterprise.
I would wish any of the intramural participants the good
time, the Carter Doctrine and the
To the Editor:
fortune to be drafted into as ilRDF were never more than a
The recent Index article "Perlustrious a team as I was, insian Gulf Imperiled" was inacbellicose political move. The Armcluding such Hall-of-Farmers as
curate and misleading. The author
ed Forces of this nation are simply
the Devon Darling, Porksteak,
claimed the Rapid Deployment
not strong enough to support a
Screwball, Munda of the Sea and
Force resulting from the Carter
200,000 man force in the Middle
Cavanaugh of the Cesspools.
Doctrine of 1977 was a justified
East. Carter knew this, but he had
My skill level at the start of the
attempt to defend American into come up with something to
season qualified me more for the
trests in the Persian Gulf; while
cover the results of his weak
position of assistant to the batReagan's creation of a Rapid
leadership. In fact, the units inboy than of catcher, and my enStrike Force, or improved RDF,
volved in the RDF forces already
thusiasm was even a notch below
was a perilous offensive shift in
designated for Europe in the event
my ball-playing prowess. But I
foreign policy. The Carter Docof a major conflict. The President
played.
trine, however, was created in
simply gave them a new name and
And as 1 played I discovered I
1980, not 1977, and was a
an impossible task. Carter was the
was actually having fun: Skill 0,
cosmetic solution designed to
weakest Western leader since
Enthusiasm 1.
obscure the results of President
Chamberlain and he had no intenOften our interaction with our
Carter's foreign policy.
tion of taking up the burden of inopponents seemed more a matter
creased defense spending. It was
The events leading to the Carter
of who was funnier, or sillier, or
Doctrine began in 1977. President
far easier for such an ineffectual
more ridiculous, or who could
Carter initiated his foreign policy
man to seek the politically experouse their tearn with the loudest
dient option of a paper army.
during a 1977 speech at Notre
encouragement, than who could
Dame when he stated America
President Reagan has proposed
win. Although being flattened by
would no longer have an
an expanded RDF, to be known as
a base runner may not be the best
" ... inordinate fear of Comthe Rapid Strike Force. The RSF
way to meet new people, it hapmunism. " Following his contempis a realistic attempt to defend
pened. And after a few weeks
table policy of appeasement
American interests from foreign
some of the team distinctions
aggression. The United States
(Carterism) the President greatly
blurred-if a tearn needed players,
defends the Free World, and the
reduced the power of the Armed
someone always seemed to show
Free World must have Persian
Forces, despite a massive decade
up. The loyalties of the best teams
long, Soviet military buildup. By
Gulf oil to survive. Therefore, a
were to playing, and not to a team
1979 the military situation was so
military force capable of defenrecord.
ding the oil fields is necessary.
ominous the Democratic Senate
Amazingly enough, I learned
Totalitarian aggressors carmot be
would not ratify the SALT II
and improved. The first task was .Treaty. Furthermore, Carter ighalted by giving them what they
to regain ignorance: it was crucial
nored Soviet violations of human • have already seized (Afghanistan),
to forget that the ball falling out
rights. The certainty of American
and telling them they can conquer
of the sky or streaking across the
weakness gave the Russians the
no more (The Carter Doctrine),
infield was a lethal weapon (not to
unless free people possess the will
confidence to invade Afghanistan
mention the paranoia in kneeling
and means of resisting with
in 1979. The presence of a Soviet
behind a very large and menacing
Army within striking distance of
military force. This is a lesson
bat).
the oil fields prompted Carter to
history. We shall see if this nation
My glove became less cumberhas learned it.
issue his doctrine, and create the
some in time, and the obliging
RDF to back it up.
William Gigante
umpire usually caught more of the
While it did sound good at the

The -origin of the RDF

WIly 11ft tlleae people IIIl1Ilaaf No more lndun tlda qurter. PIctured from left to rlallt 11ft (front row)
Tomison Winquist (penpectlnl), Curle Vrrnla (editor), Amy Muucdo (arts), Bob Bul'llS (pllotos),
Rutll Moerdyk (politics), and Martha Sullivan (page 7). Back row: Scott Bec:ker (penpectlns),
Mal1lllft..t Edmondson (campus views), Usa Cohen (features), and Anne McDree (features).
many, many thanks to Bob Gilbo, Corinne lewis and Heidi Tietjen for production assistance.

perspectives
The end of learning
is 'gracio.us' acquiescence
I have a very short memory.
Upon returning to campus after
a dismal winter in Washington,
D. c., I spent the first three days
of the quarter hugging and kissing
everyone I knew. I spent the next
three weeks thinking life is great,
school is fun, and gee, do we really have to graduate so soon?
Now, however, after three months, I am tired. I am tired in the
way that I am always tired at the
end of the quarter, tired so that I
want to take the bones out of my
skin and shake them back to life
again, tired so that I cannot wait
to leave.
I have begun to remember what
I try so hard to forget.
I remember now that I always
feel a sense of defeat at the end of
each quarter and not only for the
lack of A's I promised myself I
would receive or for the papers I
told myself I would have finished
ahead of time but then, inevitably,
slap together at the end.
Instead, I feel the defeat, the exhaustion, and the sense of loss
that comes with uncertainty-uncertainty about why I am at
Kalamazoo College and why I
have remained here. It is an uncertainty of purpose, and an uncertainty
of
conscience. It is also, however, the
certainty and the guilt that I can
offer no excuse for being here.
Ruth Moerdyk in a recent Index
editorial tried to justify coming to
Kalamazoo College. She said that
we who are privileged to be here

must acknowledge that privilege
and recognize a duty to use our
education to work for social and
political justice.
For four years I have devoted
my energy to protesting the
established system, questioning
authority, and advocating chan/!e.
I have said Nol to apartheid, imperialism, increased military spending, race and sex discrimination
because I have believed in that
Nol and in the Yesl of change that
stood behind it. Now, after four
years of working for change and
fighting for what I believed to be a
fairer, more equitable society, I
can barely raise my voice to say
No, much less articulate the Yes.
At one time I was sure, so very
sure, that if I just stated my beliefs
loudly and eloquently enough
then, of course, everybody who
was wrong would realize it and
would want to change.
But, people here do not want
change; they do not want to
change themselves nor do they
want to change the world. As a
whole, we students at Kalamazoo
College are firmly rooted in our
upbringing and are comfortable to
live as our parents have lived. We
are firm in our desire to be conspicuous consumers, in our belief
in the benefits of a free market
and in the trashing of forests in
the name of a healthy economy,
and in our want and desire, and
perhaps even need, to let others
suffer so that we might enjoy the
prosperity that we have always

editor's column:

Carrie Vernia

'Commencement celebrates College traditions
It is at this time of year, more than any other, that the Kalamazoo
College community celebrates and recognizes its collective traditions.
The physical signs are evident: the quad is being greened, pillars and
posts painted and sidewalks cemented; the Bookstore is out of SIP
folders, yet stocked up with black caps and gowns an~ black
tassels; seniors are frenzied, fidgety and relieved. Everythmg from
soiree preparations to ~hat final march down the quad and across the
green platform-religiously constructed each year-marks the sense
of tradition surrounding commencement.
It isn't mere sentimentality that causes me to look forward to viewing the procession down the quad each year for no tears come to my
eyes, no lump swells in my throat. It is my participation in the cO.mmunity of the College-friendships with those in the graduatmg
class, respect for many of the profs in academic garb and frustrating
yet fond struggles with those administrators and trustees standing at
the base of the quad-that makes this celebration a meaningful experience for me.
.
Tradition alone is not meaningful.Various religious ceremomes and
liturgies, coming-of-age rites, births, weddings and funerals have
become obsolete and subsequently discarded for they have become
meaningless to the participants. Yet, in fact, as a kind of testament
to the individual's need for some connection to history, new traditions replace those lost. Without a meaningful relation to and appreciation for that which forms the history of each of us, we are
essentially lost in place and time.
The common history of our various experiences at Kalamazoo
College forms the bond of this annual commencement. The fundamental history of the College itself, predating and outlasting any
individual experience here joins with the individual's particular
history of friendships, academic relationships and collegiate experiences to create an atmosphere of celebration. This personal
history is basically self-formed; each individual is ultimately responsible for the degree of cynicism he/she feels or amount of tears
he/she sheds on this particular day. In other words, we make the
tradition meaningful by participating in and experiencing the history
(both personal and institutional) behind it.
As an underclassperson who has yet to come up with a SIP topic,
must still fit four phys ed credits into two remaining quarters and is
conveniently putting off thoughts about the future, I wish I were a
year older; partially from envy-they are getting out and I am not.
But the seniors, because of their work here, the struggles and decisions within the last year are celebrating a moment in their own personal histories at commencement. They participate and revel in a
celebration in which I, as an underclassperson, playa very minute
role. Yet while this event marks an important occasion for the Class
of 1981, it also celebrates the Kalamazoo College traditions of which
we are all a part, to one degree or another.

known.
Our system is built on the pursuit of the good life and on the
competitive spirit of growth and
acquisition. We who remain at
this institution-whether our
parents have freely given us our
tuition or whether we have had to
beg and borrow it-are, as one
professor said, "in training to
man and woman the system." We
are at Kalamazoo College not to
become revolutionaries but to
become bank executives, desk officers at USAID or the Department of Commerce, lawyers, corporate executives, researchers at
Upjohn, IBM, Eastman Kodak,
Mobil Oil, Dow Chemical. We are
not here to change the system but
to perpetuate it.
There have been a few who
could not reconcile their education to their beliefs, who had to
leave. My bestfriend left after
fresh person year to go to MSU
and major in agriculture so she
could learn how to feed starving
people. The rest of us? Well, we
have remained.
Perhaps it is because I must include myself in that "we" that I
am defeated. I am old enough and
cynical enough to know that I can
offer no excuses for being here
and that I have remained here
with open eyes.
I have expected, wanted, and
wanted greedily, the freedoms and

the luxuries that billions of people
will never know and perhaps will
never dream of. While they are
starving or being shot down in the
streets, I have wanted the freedom
to go to New York, to go to
Washington, to go to Africa. I
have yearned for the luxury to talk
about Chaucer, to examine Tillich
and Augustine and Aquinas, and
to ponder the complexities of the
rise and decline of medieival
Europe. I have ached for the
leisure to protest Coca-Cola in
Guatemala, GM in Poletown, and
the US in EI Salvador.
I am not a person who deals
well with ambivilence and am-

biguity. It makes me tired.
now, at the end of tenth week, at
the end of four years of college,
and after twenty-one years of hav.
ing been part of the system, I am
worried that I have become too
much a part of the establishment
to change it.
The ambiguities here are all too
clear and the acknowledgement of
them is all too painful. The fact
that I will have a diploma, that I
will have stayed here for four
years, testifies that I have enjoyed
my privileges so much that I have
not had the courage, nor perhaps
even the desire, to leave.
Heidi A. TietjCII

Mourning away from home
My dad had been ill for some
time, with a bad heart. I had
become used to it. I had thought
things like "I'd like to get a
Master's degree before he died." I
had never wondered if he would
see me graduate from K. On the
morning before I left for Bonn,
my dad said to me, "Now Amy, if
something happens to me while
you're away in Europe, you just
stay there and enjoy yourself. 1
would be dead and buried before
you could fly home and it would
be such a waste of opprtunity.
Who knows when you'll be going
back?" and I listened. My mother
scolded him for "such talk," but
he was being both casual and
serious, and though I too scoffed
at his words, I couldn't erase or
forget having heard them.
In Bonn I usually got home
from classes fairly late in the evening. Coming in on October 20, my
German mother told me I had gotten two phone caJIs from the
United States. I thought: "My
father has died." Okay, what else
could it be? I wanted a range of
possibilities. I was mad at myself
for being so sure-"The least I
could do was wait to be told," I
thought. But I had received a letter that day in which my sister
wrote of two heart attacks my
father had suffered in two days.
My German mother noticed me
growing more agitated, and suggested that I call back instead of
waiting.
My mother answered the phone
and I thought for a split second
"it's not conclusive yetI She might
tell me anything; I don't really
know what the news is'" "You
know what it IS, don't you?" my
mother said. So I was right.
No one ever said to me "Your
father has died." Some
knowledge, some thoughts, I
,:,inlc, overpower the need for verI"Jized words. My mother asked

me what I would do. I asked her
what she wanted. She reminded
me (unnecessarily, for it was even
then in my mind) of what my dad
had said. I said I could handle it in
Germany if she didn't need me.
Would this shock everyone? She
would have to explain. As it was,
the eulogy included my reason for
staying in Europe, my dad's request-which was really just the
first reason.
I knew intellectually that
funerals were good for mourners,
helPi
them to break forever
their ies with the person and accept it for themselves. Still, I
never liked funerals. I have been
to the funerals of two grandparents and since then have gotten
out of attending the funerals of a
friend killed in a car accident, a
fritnd who (possibly) committed
suicide, an uncle who died in my
first year here, and another uncle
in my sophomore year. Now I had
chosen not to go to my own
father's funeral. My absence was
justified in each case, but was I
then merely justifying my aversion
to funerals and maybe to death?
Was I taking the easy way out?
Making me feel really guilty were
the comments from friends and
relatives (the family called again
the day of the funeral) saying how
sorry they were for me, so far
away from it all, away from home
and everyone I knew and all that
was happening. I was so relieved
to be away from all the social
aspects of mourning and grief. I
couldn't even handle that aspect
of it in Bonn with K people. The
day after the death I went to class
acting so normal that some
friends, who had heard the news
from our program director,
thought they knew before I did I
They were relieved but confused
when I told them later that my dad
had died.
Socially, I stunk as a mourner (I

t

wondered if it were too callous
joke too soon about the fact
my dad, who had
absentee ballot on
grounds, voted after
died-with
my moth
help-giving new meaning to
word "absentee"). ",.'refm"
mentally, however, I was
better. I wrote long letters to
sisters and my close friends
which I worked out my beliefs
feelings on death. This
out process seemed to
around some "proper" nanQllll~h
of grief. At some point
the real lesson: that •
simply doesn't have meanil\!~:
relating to grief. Whatever I
doing was right-my status
mourner didn't stem from
correct or proper actions. I
lost my father, and I was r~lctulg'~r
Even now, my mourning
on. Socially, privately, J am
reacting seven months later. I
in a couple of bucks for the
sisters bought for the IlTiIVei,ide
Easter. I still stumble on
phrase "my parents think .. ,'
tending to let it slip out before
realize that "parents" are now
Iy "mom"-the remaining half
that union of mom'n'dad
amalgamated ideas and
informed my youth. That
And yet J now feel how oe~:mlJ"U"l
are always implicit in enl~m:gs,
have lost my father, who also
bodied part of the essence
was my youth; just so have I
ed a feeling of my
an adult. While mourning the
of my father, I cannot help
move on. My mourning can
does become a celebration. It
celebration of my
always held before him
clear image of his
tionship to death-and a
tion of all the n~w meaning
my mourning hac given to me.
Amy VargO
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politics
iddle East conflict raises questions
by Peter Omarzu
The fuse of the Middle East
timebomb has been lit again. On
28 April 1981, as Syrian shelling
of Lebanese Christian strongholds
intensified, Israeli F-IS's shot
down two Syrian helicopters. The
incident sparked an ominous
response from Syria. King Assad
Syria ordered the introduction
six SAM-6 missile batteries in
along the Lebanese border.
Prime Minister Begin imtely called for the
l.nthdra,,,,a1 of these Soviet-made
IIUJ'fa(:e-lto-,air missiles.
incident characterizes the
felt between Israel and
for the past several years.
6 June 1976, the Lebanese
requested assistance
the Syrian army to help quell
civil war taking place in
Syria, Kuwait, and
Arabia responded to the call
peace-keeping troops in
Israelis have long supthe anti-government forces
Lebanon, the Lebanese Chris-

tians. While King Assad was suffering political setbacks in Syria
last year, the Christians took advantage of the situation and attempted to cut the main route
from Damascus to Beirut. The
Israelis have provided support for
the Christians, as evidenced by the
pact made between the two groups
in which Israel agreed to provide
military assistance. This pact was
just recently made public even
though it has been in effect for
almost five . years.
The Reagan administration's
response to the current crisis hl.lS
been somewhat confusing. Phill;,>
Habib was dispatched to the area
on a "shuttle" diplomacy mission
shortly after the April 28 incident.
While Habib's primary purpose is
to maintain peace, it has been
reported that Habib's first three
meetings with Assad were limited
to presenting the Israeli demands,
For this reason, Assad has now
stated that he sees little use for the
U.S. mission and is not willing to
negotiate further with Habib.
Thus it looks as if the U.S.,
because of its alliance with Israel,
has failed to win Israeli demands.

Another confusing point during
the negotiations occurred when
Israel flew several F-15 fighter
jets, equipped with the latest electronic counter measure (ECM)
devices the U.S. has manufactured, over Syrian SAM batteries
in an attempt to draw fire from
the Syrians. The plot worked, the
jets were fired upon, and the Pentagon, in a statement which
caught little attention from the
press, announced their pleasure at
the success of the ECM devices.
This testing of American military
hardware during a time of major
significance to the lives of millions
of people in the Middle East is yet
another example of the Reagan
administration's overly-aggressive
military policy.
While Begin has announced he
has no desire to start a major conflict with Syria, it must be noted
that the 30 June 1981 elections are
very near and his "dovish" opponent, Shimon Peres, stands a good
chance of unseating Begin.
The situation in the Middle East
is far from settled. It should be interesting to watch Habib's progress as negotiations continue.

'S~gIA

ivilian resistance proposed as defense alternative
by Cas Smith
For as long as there have been
idv()cates of physical violence as a
to international prothere have been voices crythe use of violence.
'radlllllDnlillv, these voices have
objections upon the
mmlDralltv of war and the lack of
shows for individuals.
pleaded against war on
humanitarian grounds
labelled "idealists" and
ignored by the policyof modern nation-states.
creation of nuclear
and the resulting emupon deterrence as a
of waging warfare has led
a shift in the arguments of
. Suddenly, pacifists find
have a pragmatic, simple
r6"'"'''''''' nucfear war has made
obsolete, because nuclear war
basically irrational.
The criteria which make war irare suggested by H.J .N.
""r<nlll,gn in Non-Violence and
~W·~rIOi~ . War must meet four '
~ualiificatilDns to be rational:
• the outcome for the two
sides must be different
• the powers gained through
victory could not be attained without resorting to
war.
• the powers gained must be
sufficient for the victors
to realize the ends for
which the war was fought.
• the victors must retain the
will to use their new power
to achieve their ends.
war fails to meet at least
of these four criteria.
of ever-increasing arts ' it is questionable
the outcomes for the conng forces would be
different. It is also
Jtstionlable whether the remains
a nuclear war would give the

"victor" the power it sought, or
whether the "victor" would still
have the desire to exploit that
power.
More specifically, the central
dilemma of nuclear war was
pointed out as early as 1964 by
Jerome Wilson and Herbert F.
York in Scientific American:
"Both sides of the arms race are
confronted by the dilemma of
steadily increasing military power
and steadily decreasing national
security. It is our considered professional judgement that this
dilemma has no technical solution."
The element of national security
most sacrificed by a deterrence
policy is the safety of the people in
a country participating in an arms
race. Accepting the deterrence
theory of war packaged and promoted by the Dapartment of
Defense and the curent administration has major implications: it is accepting the fact that
US national "security" is based
upon holding the people of the
Soviet Union hostage, knowing
that they are also holding us
hostage. We have all become
potential cannon fodder for
government button pushers.
There are numerous other problems with nuclear deterrence as a
focus for defense policy: the
tremendous economic costs involved, the fact that weapons are
no longer an extension of policy
but that the reverse is true, the
breakdown of a bipolar world
system, and the growing interdependence of the international
economic community.
However, the question of
creating a controlled security
system based on defense rather
than aggression remains. One
alternative seems clear: the United
States could adopt a non-violent
system of civilian defense .
Perhaps only in the last two
decades have pacifist models for
non -violent civilian defense
become plausible. Previous con-

ceptions of pacifism were heavily
laden with notions that were scoffed at by "realists"-the
goodness of the opponent, the
need not to create an "us vs.
them" dichotomy in the conflict,
and a belief in the moral force of
love as a conflict resolver. Realists
could argue that this non-violent
resistance could be practiced by
small, integrated groups with
moral integrity based upon tradition, but extending it to entire
populations with diverse goals and
traditions was impossible.
Today's advocate of nonviolent civilian defense need not
rely upon moral advantages as a
justification for its use. Rather
non-violent resistance is seen as
the most effective weapon to use
when confronting an invading
force. Its advocacy can be based
strictly upon pragmatism. Models
for this defense fall into three
general areas: symbolic activity
which unifies the people; denial ,
(sit-ins, strikes, boycotts) which
frustrates the opponent's aims;
and undermining-converting
enemies by dealing with them as
individuals. There is no shortage
of possible actions; Gene Sharp
has listed 124 possibilities.

The biggest difference between
non-violent civilian resistance and
traditional defense strategies is
that non -violent defense
recognizes its inability to make a
stand at the border of a nation.
Invasion by a foreign power is
assumed to be the point at which
resistance would begin. In the case
of the United States, invasion
seems highly unlikely. A study by
the American Friends Service
Committee entitled In Place of

War: An Inquiry into NonViolent National Defense,
estimates a minimum invasion
force of 20 million would be
necessary. Should invasion occur,
a prepared and committed civilian
defense, locally organized, could
presumably wear the enemy
down.

Advocates of non-violent
civilian defense point to several
advantages of such a defense
system. The most crucial question
however, is not whether the
method is more democratic,
economically and ecologically
sound, or whether it has foreign
policy and public relations advantages. The main question is
whether or not non-violent
civilian defense has any possibility
of success.

II offers some evidence. From
these examples it is possible to extrapolate and speculate, with a
fair amount of credibility, upon a
high degree of success for a country committed and prepared for
non-violent civilian defense.

What scant historical evidence
there is suggests that it could succeed. The success of spontaneous
non-violent resistance in Norway
and Denmark when they were invaded by Germany in World War

It is even more clear, however,
that the present system of
deterrence-based defense is no
longer defensible upon any
I!rounds: pragmatic, utilitarian, or
moral. It is time to seriously consider alternatives based upon
creative new principles; a nonviolent civilian defense seems to
offer the most promise among the
alternatives yet suggested.

r.====Bloody

Ulster ===~

(continued from page 3)
Von Rankes and Fredrick Jackson Turners-Ireland has W. B. Yeats,
Padriac Colum, Padriac Pearse, and a host of other poets metering out
the past. And there is myth. Myth can be seductively romantic and
entertaining--as well as instructive. It can also distort and destroy truth
and conceal ugly realities which cannot be faced, such as Irish killing
Irish in the name of Christianity. Bobby Sands' hunger strike is fast
becoming myth. His act is being compared (wrongly I think) to the
"fasts-to-the-death" of Gandhi. But those acts of Gandhi had a unique
moral grandeur which is missing in those of Bobby Sands . Going naked
in prison cells and smearing excrement over the walls hardly seem to be
the stuff of which heroes are made. But who can tell?
There was born in the past decade the myth of the "new IRA." It
would have it that the present IRA is carrying on the fight for freedom
and unification begun by the earlier IRA in those heroic years from 1916
to 1922. The crowning glory of the first IRA, led by charismatic figures
such as Michael Collins, was the eventual formation of the Republic of
Ireland. Ironically the avowed goal of today's IRA is to
bring down this very government of the Republic as well as that of
Belfast. Led by men trained in terror and associated with kindred
organizations such as the Palestinian Front of George Habash, the IRA
now talks of setting up a " Democratic Socialist Republic." This could
happen, obviously, only with the destruction of the Dublin government.
On the whole myth and history have provided a dubious service to
Ireland. It is now time for all to take a more healthful and positive attitude toward the past. The price of harmony and civilized co-existence
is a fresh start, "unimpeded by presuppositions or by sacred principles
inherited from the past. "
Fustel de Coulanges, 19th century French historian, alerted us to the
misuse of history when he wrote: "History with us has become a sort of
permanent civil war. It teaches us to hate one another." Surely, Ulster,
the Muse of History has had enough.
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Emotional and intellectual responses

Art stimulates the mind and heart
by Denise McIntosh

Color Is crudalln Marata Kajaka' "BIrd of Paradise." One can appreciate the painting more rully by visiting the Gallery.

A la

Cotcfi~ _ _
HI·LO

by Amy Marcaccio
Breezin' down Douglas Avenue
in your pick-up truck, you pass
the Auto Theatre ... the 131
highway bridge soon looms above
you ... won't be long now ... past
the com fields ... almost. .. the 40
Winks Motel whizzes by ... it's
just around the bend ...
The red and green neon sign announces in plain, simple language:
Hi-Lo. Cocktails. Fine Food.
You have arrived. Dust off your
blue jeans, loosen your white collar, and shuffle in for some downhome hospitality, hearty eatin'
and serious beer-drinkin'. Like
homing pigeons, K College seniors
manage to flock instinctively to
the Hi-Lo year after year.
The Hi-Lo is best enjoyed and
appreciated en masse after a
strenuous 1M softball game
(medical fact: vigorous physical
activity induces horrendous thirst
and voracious appetite). Gangraid the place, pitch a few
formica-topped tables together,
plunk some coins into the
jukebox, and prepare yourselves
for the delightful un-delicacies to
come.

With a guzzle and a slurp, pitchers of beer Quickly disappear.
Just keep 'em comin' ... Pac-Man.
Gotta play Pac-Man. The bleeping computerized game not only is
fascinating and habit-forming,
but also empties pockets of annoying, jingling change. You can
clean out your billfold, too, at the
rate of $3-$4 per pitcher (depending on brew Quality), but after a
few glasses of the frothy stuff,
you'll be doling out the dollars
painlessly.
"Chowing down" and "ingesting grease" are synonymous
terms at the Hi-Lo, which offers
the best darned french-fried dill
pickles I have ever tasted. This
unique specialty, piping hot, slides
down your throat and into your
cast-iron digestive system like a
sizzling lump of coal. Plop, plop,
phizz,
phizz. The
fried
mushrooms aren't bad, but
they're served in awfully scant
portions for a buck an order. The
so-called "Man-sized" sandwiches can gratify the insatiable
appetite of a woman as well.
Thick buttered slices of Texas
toast conceal the generous amount
of beef within. Aside from the
usual onion -s lathered hamburgers, Polish sausage and kraut
also is available. A sprinkling of
potato chips accompanies every
sandwich; prices hover around the
$2 mark.
Underclassmen, we implore you
not to break tradition. After four
rigorous years of college we've
discovered a Basic Truth that we' d
like to share with you: Don't wait
until the end of learning to begin
living graciously. For gosh sake,
seize the day at Hi-Lo-NOW!

Monday night was a special
night for two very talented 'senior
women. Maruta Kajaks and Kyle
Hicks opened their joint exhibit of
one term's worth of construction,
a lifetime of creative evolution.
. Kajaks, an art major with
teaching certification, is showing
a series of oil paintings depicting
flower images and simple landscapes in which she explores color
and shape. Kajaks said the intense
working period of the last three
months was vital to her art .
The artist enjoys working with
the "softer edge" of her two subjects. She feels her work, especially of the flower, is bound to the
literature cycle that 'evokes
"feminity, sensuality, even sexuality." Kajaks said, "I would
like to trigger emotional responses
with my work either with a direct
image or the memory of an
image."
The most immediate influence
on her work is the art of Georgia
O'Keefe, but Kajaks said she has
also studied more abstract artists
such as Mark Rothko. "A lot of
what I'm doing now, flowers
especially, is a return to shapes

I've always played around with
but mostly ignored. When I didn't
know what to draw, I'd pick up a
flower, " she said.
Kajaks spends much of her time
concentrating on the form to "get
inside it," and understand the
relationship of the object to
herself and to the viewer. The artist has a strong emotional attachment to her work, and would like
it, in return, to evoke an emotional response in the spectator.
Her SIP, which involved
teaching junior and senior high art
classes in the Kalamazoo school
system, was a two-way street: "In
teaching, I was forced to reach in
to the gut level to find all I had to
give them-and there I found the
creativity I hadn't been using for
my own work. Teaching gave me a
zest, a need to work. And while I
was teaching color theory, they
taught me how to use color."
Hicks, who is displaying pastel
drawings, stone carvings, and
plaster sculpture pieces, is the antithesis of her colleague in many
respects. "I've been working to
find a connecting force between
drawing and sculpture. This is the
first time it has not been such a
separate process for me," she
said.

by John Sullivan
It's a gift of music that I'd like
to give to my friends," said senior
David Horowitz of his concert to
be performed Sunday June 7 in
Dalton Theater.
Called a "collage concert"
because it "combines so many
feelings and different forms of
art," according to Horowitz, the
multi-media event will feature
clarinet music from Horowitz, art
by senior Peter Brakeman, poetry
by Conrad Hilberry and dance by

sophomore Tina SOQues.
The stage setting w'ill be five
banner-like collages designed and
executed by Brakeman in a combination of paint and cut-outs.
They are to provide a "colorful
backdrop to give some sort of atmosphere to the stage and set a
tone for the whole concert," according to Brakeman.
The musical portion of the program will feature Horowitz performing "Fantasy Pieces" by
Schumann and Brahm's "Clarinet
Sonata", two examples of
Romantic music for the clarinet.

Friday:
The K Jau Ensemble energizes at 9 pm in Dalton.

Sunday:
David Horowitz's vision or Incorporatlng music, dance, poetry and art
will be realized on Sunday.

Thunday:
Thursday cont'd:
4-5 :30 pm-The Senior Reception boasts a feast sumptuousf
enough .~o please an Augustan Roman. Old Welles.
5:30 pm-Recognize the seniors in one way or another at the
A wardS Ceremony. Dalton Theatre.

To bask in the strong, dark colors of Kajaks' oils, or share a
chuckle with Hicks and her works
that include animated egg cartons,
stop by the Gallery of the Light
Fine Arts Building weekdays from
2 to 4 p.m. The exhibit will be
open to the public, free of charge,
through June 12.

The fine arts fuse at Collage Concert

Week of June 5-11

Senior David Horowitz presents a multi-media concert in
Dalton at 2

Hicks' drawings explore
abstract, interior spaces and
geometric forms in a subtle and
almost monochromatic manner.
Her sculpture suggest primitive,
archetypal images and was influenced by Eva Hesse and An·
tonio Tapies.
"I'm not looking for an emotional response, " Hicks said.
"What I want people to do is
think. Not painfully; with effort,
but maybe enough to chuckle. My
dream images don't have to make
sense. I'd like people to see a little
piece of humor or absurdity."
The art major has been trying to
incorporate a "spiritual content,"
developed from her inner spiritual
sense, into her work. "What you
do is see," Hicks said. "I call it
the added dimension, the difference between seeing and
perceiving. Things connect un·
consciously. "

9:30 pm-2 am-Senior Soiree, where the refreshments fr«ly flow,
promises to fulfill all your frustrated social wishes. Come dance your
heart out to Bones' brand of boogeyin' music and mingle with
friends, faculty, and acquaintances.

Pianist Diane Carsten, a junior,
will accompany him.
Soprano Lisa Mac Cluskey,
sophomore, will join Horowitz
and Carsten in a selection from
Spohr's "Six Pieces for Soprano,
Clarinet and Piano".
Some special guests will con·
tribute their talents to give the
romantic "Trio for Clarinet,
Viola and Piano" by Bruch the
"high-powered performance it reo
quires," disclosed Horowitz.
Pianist Alice Mullen, who performs with the Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra, has accompanied Horowitz in the past.
Violist Larry Lewdon recently
graduated from the University of
Michigan School of Music.
Dance, poetry and music will be
combined when Horowitz performs "Three Pieces for Solo
Clarinet" by Stravinsky. Soques
will perform an interpretive dance
and senior Denise McIntosh will
read selections from poetry by
Conrad Hilberry.
Soques commented that
choreography for Stravinsky is "8
challenge" because of his "irregular, almost non-rhythmical
rhythm." She will combine bird
images from Hilberry's poetrY
with the "amusing" aspects of
Stravinsky's composition.
Horowitz has studied clarinet
with Evelyn Angerman and piano
with Dr. Harry Ray and Mary
Beth Birch. He has appeared as a
soloist with the Kalamazoo College Chamber Orchestra and
Wind Ensemble.
His most recent appearance was
as piano soloist for Gershwin's
"Rhapsody in Blue" at the May
13 Wind Ensemble concert.
After graduation this June,
Horowitz plans to attend the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology on a research
assistantship. He will do graduate
work in psychoacoustics and pitch
perception and work with noted
composer Barry Bercoe 00
computer-generated music. Ver·
coe is a pioneer of compute!
music, the "music of the 21st ceO'
tury," ac~ording to Horowitz.
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gracious leaving
Senior prophesies
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Now that I've got a diploma
I think I'll be a hippie
At my high school graduation,
everybody cried. The salutatorian
(a cheerleader) gave a speech at
the commencement ceremony in
which she quoted from "The Way
We Were" (Marvin Harnlisch)
and cried. Right up there at the
podium. We. also got a speech
from the president of Amway in
which he painted us a glowing picture of all the wonderful opportunities the free enterprise system
had in store for us, and people
cried. Their hearts were full.
My heart was full , too but I
wasn' t crying. I had never been so
glad to be through and done with
something in my entire life. I
don't mind telling you, I hated
high school with all the intensity
of my soul. College, I knew,
would be different.
And it was, once Land/ Sea was
over. By the end of my first week
on campus, I felt I had finally
found a place where I more or less
fit in. Of course, I had never into go straight to college
after high school. I wanted
to go out 1'0 Colorado and be a
hippie for a few years. But the
general sentiment seemed to be
that it would be Such a Waste if I
didn't go to college, and the financial aid office made me an offer I
COUldn't refuse (ab, sweet, naive,
trusting youth!). Besides, I
thought that quaint little brick
street running up through campus

and all those vine-covered
buildings were just adorable. And
I got the distinct impression that
the students at this college were
weird. After four years at a high
school full of dismally normal (or
subnormal) people, the prospect
of being part of an eccentric student body excited me a lot.
I wasn't dissapointed. I was in
heaven. There were more certifiably crazy people on my floor
during my freshperson year than I
had ever met before, or have
since, for that matter. If someone
wasn't throwing a screaming fit,
someone else was jumping out the
second floor lounge window, or
attacking a door with a knife, or
wanting to be a stegosaurus.
When I wasn't scared, I was tickled to death.
And friendly! The very first
person 'I met on this campus (I'm
not even going to talk about
Land/Sea. Those of you who were
friendly on Land/ Sea know who
you
are)
as
I
struggJed up the hill with my gear after
Land/ Sea, filthy, sweating, and
half-starved, was a boy in the
basement of Trowbridge, who not
only helped me find my room, but
carried my duffle bag for me. I
was impressed. And people were
always coming up and introducing
themselves. I never had that happen before. It made me wonder
what went on during K'81.
By some miraculous freak of

nature, four years have gone by
since then. Well, almost four
years. Three and three-quarter
years. In two weeks I will have a
Bachelor of Arts degree-proof to
the world that I have spent a lot of
money, taken a lot of classes, and
lived with a bunch of crazy people
for four years. I wonder if it
means anything else. I know I am
more educated than I was in the
summer of '77, but I certainly
don't feel any smarter. I think I
am generally a much happier person than I was four years ago, but
I don' t think that is so much an
End of Learning as it is a matter
of Personal Development. Would
I have finally learned to come to
terms with myself if I had been
doing something else for the past
four years? Probably. But then I
wouldn ' t have gone to the
Brookfield Zoo and learned about
baby goats or to Hannover and
learned about Ritter Sport bars.
And I certainly would never have
learned what Herman Melville was
really talking about in Moby
Dick.
So what the heck. I'm glad I
came. But I don't think I'm going
to cry at this graduation, either.
And afterwards, that nice boy
who carried my duffle bag and I
are going to Colorado to be hippies.
KC Andrews

Craig Brown is activity director for the Golden Circle Health Ranch in
Palm Springs, California.
Cbrls Fritz is a mover and shaker in Southfield.
Keltb Quong is applying for tbe 40th extension on his visa.
Karen Balmer is head cook at Saga.
Scott Bytwerk sells _WiImeb~gos in Marin Coun~y, California.
David France lives in a~s wimrnin's collective in New York City.
Peter Brakrman is still trying to explain his art.
Peter Stennson promotes lUXUry condominiums in Pomona Beach, Fla.
Cberyl Opalsld runs a very efficient DAR in Westchester
County.
Noelle Black has 40 children and lives in a shoe.
Marguerite Dannport is staff poet for American Gir/.
Arlette Kassab has the hottest casting couch in the country.
Greg Kittleson and his wife June have two sons named Wally and the
Beaver.
EIIsabetb Sydor is doing anything to make money.
West Nelson runs a Club Med franchise in the Caribbean.
Pat Walsb sells creative sportswear for men.
Heidi Tietjen is a marxist nun in EI Salvador.
Marnta Kajaks runs a Latvian bakery and displays her artwork on the
walls.
Deb Robertson is head of a Girl Scout Camp outside of Aspen, Colorado.
Brian Dayton is a Fullerbrushman in Debuque, Iowa.
Tomlson Winquist manages a honeymoon resort in the Pocanos.
Patty Mink gives lessons in dance and "the dramatic arts" in Inglewood, California and still insists "the check is in the mail."
Vlclde Relcbow is in love with the wrong man.
Tom Nelson models men's underwear in Sears catalogue.
Dan Fagan has a nationally syndicated television show called "Father
Dan Talks About Life, Jesus, and You" at 7:17 am every Sunday.
Anita Raby found a cause but it was a loser.
Joan Tbomson is the flying nun.
Martba Slddmore and her husband David the Moroccan moved to
Mauritania where she has grown fat eating dates and camel hump.
Brent Hale married his dental hygienist-again.
linda FJUott is a fileclerk for USAID.
Sten Corliss is Linda Elliott's boss.
Lou Stemmler emcees the Miss America pagent.
Anne McCready is mellow.
Corinne Lewis edits the PTA newsletter in Shaker Heights, Ohio and
does volunteer work.
'andy Chlapetta is the Stryker Center.
Denise MaclDtosb is the proprietress of Miss MacIntosh's Home for
Young Ladies in New York City's theatre district.
Kieran Beer is wandering around Hicks Center asking if anyone has seen
his Madison notes so he can write his SIP. In his spare time he writes a
weekly gossip column for the Index.
Laurie Grubbs is national director of the Girl Scout Cookie campaign
for the third year in a row.
Brian Gougeon was recently voted "Art Teacher of the Year" by the
Alpena Public School System.
Mike Kocber is making the rounds of the talk show circuit plugging his
latest bestseller on cosmetic surgery for men.
Brlln Cbambers is employed at an escort service.
Tim Hurley is Mr. Rogers.
Laurie Crawford is an exterminator in Freetown, Sierra Leone.
Kevin Ferguson commutes.
Tom Downs and KC Andrews are searching for America.
Plttl Watters and her husband recently achieved double diamond status
from Amway.
Andy Abblnk opened the first Kentucky Fried Chicken fanchise in the
Virgin Islands.
Gayle Oaks is a geisha girl at Peoria, Illinois' only Japanese restaurant.
Bill Kirk recently closed down his snuff film studio in Rio de Janiero
after Kalamazoo College removed it from its list of fun places to do
Career Development.
DenIse Anton sells real estate on Long Island .
Amy Marcacclo writes restaurant reviews for the cadillac Evening
News.
Jody Humbert owns an arts and crafts boutique in Kalamazoo.
Kate Ferraro is fun.
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to senior athletes:
the jocks of '81

tribute

by Cindy Ackerman
and Bob Burns

Jock
Jock
With your top lip
curled up
and your eyebrow
coch-d.
Jock
Showing off Pearl Drops
and sleepy sted-blue eyes,
wearing your white
Adidas sweats
and shoes
to match.
Jock
Watching the
cheerleaders and porn-porn girls
during time-outs
while the coach
thinks you're smiling
at your mother.
(He doesn't see the wink.)
Jock
Asking her to the dance
because her curly golds
will compliment
your chocolate-brown tux
which matches your
All-American-Boy haircut
and macho mustache.
Jock
Foregoing the booze
because breaking training
would mean sitting out
the first twenty-four
and a half
seconds of the game.
Star Jock
breaking training
to show her
a good time
and dribbling Reunite
down your chin
and watching her
run off with your best friend
your worst enemy,
The Brain.
1!(~::>'1] Ya had to be a big jock, didn't ya?
IJII
Fool.
Star Fool.

July 1, 1981

Wolpe on ca-m pus

Triples in the fall

Housing unf3ir to women?
by Steve Pelak

by Ruth Moerdyk
Representative Howard Wolpe,
of Michigan's Third
/UlDg;res;slOnaJ district, will- be on
today . . Wolpe was
/onlgma..uy invited to K by Students
Sol:idaritv with the People of El
(SISPES), who had requested he discuss US foreign and
military policy regar.ding El
Salvador. After receiving the inWolpe's Distric AdImirtistrator , Robert Ells, decided
expand the visit to include more
Seaator UOhl'd Wolpe
one event.
The fust item on Wolpe's agenThe fmal event on Wolpe's
is a meeting with President
schedule is at 7:00 in the PresiIRlIILDsford at 3:00. At 3:45 in the dent's Lounge. He will make brief
Room an informal remarks about current US military
/ <l1S~Ul;Slo'n focusing on Africa will
and foreign policy, with some
Wolpe did his· doctoral focus on El Salvador, followed by
Ircs.carc:b in Nigeria and served in . a discussion session.
Corps in Africa. He curThe cwmpus community is
chairs the subcommittee on welcome to attend any of these
of the House Foreign Rela- events-it {,romises to be an inCommittee. Following that, teresting evening.
will attend the Women's Ed. note: watch jar a special InGroup business meeting dex interview with Wolpe in the

This summer quarter there has
been a shortage of on-<:ampus
housing for women students at K.
Many women have not received
the single rooms or the housing
assignments they desired.
Cathy Williwms, Director of
Housing, cited two reasons for the
shortage. The first reason was the
closing of the Catherine Street
Apartments. The Catherine Street
apartment building is being reno
vated and repaired this summer.
Its closing meant that 48 less housing slots would be available this
summer as compared to the summer quarter of 1980.
The second cause of the shortage cited by Williwms was a small
mistake she made when she made
the housing assignments for the
summer quarter. During the last
summer quarter women were
housed in a wing of the second

floor of Trowbridge which normally serves as male housing during the fall, winter, and spring
quarters. But this summer
women's housing on the second
floor of Trowbridge was
mistakenly restricted to the west
wing of the building as-it is during
the other three quarters. This accentuated the shortage of housing
created by the closing of
Catherine Street Apartments.
This summer, the Catherine
Street aoartment buildinll will be
extensively remodeled. Approximately $32,000 will be spent on
the renovation of the building,
which will include work to
strengthen the internal walls and
to repair the building's electrical
system. The apartment building,
when it reopens next September,
will remain an on-<:ampus housing
option, but in order to lower electricity costs, the apartment units .
will no longer be air conditioned.
In addition to Catherine Street

Apartments, Harmon will also be
remodeled this summer.
Harmon is scheduled to be closed until January 1982 when the
renovation should be completed.
The Board of Trustees has decided
to begin work on Harmon immediately and to postpone the
final repair of Hoben until next
summer in order to use an expected grant from the Department
of Housing and Urban Development.
The closing of Harmon next fall
will cause a housing shortage for
all students regardless of sex. As a
result, singles will be limited compared to previous falI-quarters and
~riples will be assigned.
Jim Kridler, Associate Dean of
Students, stated that upperclassmen, however, need not
worry about ~ing assigned to
triples. "We will probably triple
some freshman, but upperclassmen definitely will not be
tripled in one room unless they
specifically request a triple."

Strasbourg bound
students may not be
by Christopher Reynolds
Some Strasbourg-bound
students may have an Aix to grind
this fall . Up to seventeen students
will have to change their foreign
study destinations due to overseas
housing restrictions.
Dr. Joseph Fugate, director of
Ire Foreign Study Progrwm, announced in a Wednesday orientalion meeting .that the Strasbourg
Institute of Foreign Students
. no more than thirty student
II plalce~nenlts from Kalwmazoo Colare currently
attend t he

Ferrand. The problem was no
wnere .near the diffiCUlty of this
year's and was eRllily resolved by a
few changes.
The Foreign Study Office terms
this year's overflow a "complete
fluke", yet attributes part of the
cause to students switching centers
at the last minute plus a lower rate
of attrition in intermediate French
classes.
In the unlikely event that the
thirty student limit cannot be met,
Fugate hinted at a "contingency
plan", but declined to provide
details. Final word on who goes

ex~ted
at yesterday's
where was
foreign
study
meeting.

Graham Long and VlrglDla Lewis enjoy a Soutb Haven sunset. For fun under tbe: sun, sec: "surf's up" page S

l\AcCarrel announces goals
by Lisa Cohen

exploring Saga alternatives, early
returns to cwmpus at the start of
Commission's achievements
the quarter and streamlining the
"in leality will be about 2.5 perfinancial process of COmmission
cent of my goals if I'm lucky, .. exitself.
plained Commission President
"What I want is for other peoDan McCarrel. McCarrel sees this
ple to come up with the ideas "
quarter as a time to act on issues . said McCarrel. The number ~f
that will directly affect students.
COmmission projects depends on
One of his main wmbitions as
the number of ideas from within
Commission president centers
COmmission and from people in
jlround these student issues.
the broader college community.
McCarrel explained that the
McCarrel has two general goals
same people tend to become iiifor COmmission. First, he wants
volved in commission each
to make Commission more active
quarter. They get "stale" after
in pursuing student interests and,
&w1lile as do their ideas. McCarrel
second, give Commission a better
said he hopes to make an effort to
nwme in the eyes of the students.
go to all of the people. Trustees,
"llese goals, he: believes, are comand non commission members,
plimentary, as ~t would be difcould be invited to join standing
ficult to successfully pursue stucOmmittees, according to McCardent interests without improving
reI. This participation, although
the reputation of Commission.
untraditional, might give more
His general goals will be achievweight and diversity to the comed partia "y through several more
mittees, he added.
specific projects. These include
see page 4

--News briejs-Jwtior Anne McIlree won $100
for her entry in the Maynard
Owen Williwms Memorial Award
Progrwm. The contest is for
foreign study returnees who submit written, photographic or artistic works on their foreign study
experience. Mcllree submitted a
series of articles that were printed
in her hometown paper, The Battle Creek Enquirer News. Recent
graduate Lou Stemmler claimed
the second place prize of $50.

Two bikes, a dark green
Pegasus ten speed belonging to
Sophomore Eric Trautman and a
yellow five speed Schwinn belonging to junior Lauri Halma were
stolen from the Crissey/Severn
area sometime last Sunday.
Although both bikes were locked,
tbe thiefs probably used boltcutters which easily cut through

chain or regular master locks.
Students are advised to use
stronger cable locks.
"Ph.D Women Chemists: Expectations and Realities" will be
the topic of Dr. Arnold Craig's
presentation on Thursday, July 9
at 7 pm in the President's Lounge.
Sponsored by the Cbemistry
Department, the progrwm is free
and open to the public.
Craig, a Professor of Chemistry
at Montana State University,
received his Ph.D degree from
Cornell University. His discussion
will focus on a Montana State
University study compiled over
two years by forty MSU faculty
members. The study, expected to
be published soon, concerns the
production, utilization, rewards,
and contributions of American
women who have receiveu their
Ph.D degrees in Chemistry from
1920 to the prescn t.
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Saga's OK-students just need choice
by Jeanne Insley
Five o'clock and time for dinncr. For most of K College, dinner
means a trip to Saga, but due to
my senior status and a housing
shortage, dinner DOW means
deciding on and preparing my
own meals. After three years of
complaining about the Saga food
service I now fmd myself looking
at it differently. It seems to me
that the problem lies not within
the food service itself, but with the
lack of alternatives in our present
system.

Support the festival
Though you may not realize it, K College has one of the ftnest
Theatre Departments to be found in an institution of its size
anywhere. One of the highlights of the theatre's season is always
its Summer Festival, currently running
The Dungeon Theatre
production of Side by Side. We at the Index heartily recommend
the Festival to all students regardless of their interests.

Students, educators, voters . ..
If you are working on an education degree or plan to have
educated children, read on.
In one average town in the state of Michigan, a school millage
was soundly defeated. The citizens had refused to believe the
school board's plea for money and were shocked when 60 percent of the teachers in the district were layed off, including an
entire language department, theater department and all but three
of the usual staff of eight in the English department.
A second, much reduced, millage renewal went before the
public a month later. It was barely passed and a few teachers
were rehired. Programs were still cut, budgets slashed, proposed
salary increases reduced. But the school district had to be
satisfted-after all, it did not go bankrupt like some surrounding
districts.
Millages naturally don't matter as much to students enrolled
in a private college, but if the above pattern continues, if even
millage renewals don't pass, your future child's education may
be reduced to the three r's-ridiculously few electives. reouired
classes of 40 or more students, l and reduced or non-existent
extra-curricular activities.
Federal aid for suffering school districts would be slow in
coming, if at all. As an eligible voter, you are responsible for the
condition of your local schools. The Index urges you to listen to
educators and students in your district and vote in the next
millage election.

Chin up, sophomores
Yes, there may be better places to spend balmy summer afternoons than sitting in the hard wooden pews of Stetson Chapel
listening to the Foreign Study Director sparkle. You may even be
tempted to nap a little during the proceedings. Such behaviour,
however, only hurts oneself.
Those Foreign Study meetings are like the inoculation shots
you are forced to get. So they hurt. So you probably may never
need them. The chances are, however, that sometime,
somewhere, your foreign study experience may turn foul and
you'll be glad that you sat through the swelter to obtain some
pearl of wisdom that will see you through distress.
Foreign Study meeting are trying. But, just remember, they
laughed at the Marx Brothers.
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Saga provides us with food service comparable to that which any
other service could provide. There
is a good variety of dishes served
at each meal of a quality superior
to the food served at many other
schools. They also include many
extras such as steak night, ice
cream, and picnics on the quad
which make eating at Saga more
interesting than it might be otherwise. In addition, they communicate with the students and
are open to suggestions for improving the quality of the service
they provide, something many
other food services do not do.
What is needed, then, is not
another food service but more oncampus alternatives to Saga.
There are people living in dorms '
who do not benefit from Saga in
the present system. People who
work during Saga hours lose
money by being locked into a meal

plan in which they cannot use all
their meals. Vegetarians and people on special diets are also at a
disadvantage. Saga does attempt
to provide vegetarian dishes at
each meal, but it does not have the
capacity to provide a large selection of special dishes for these
people.
Currently there are two oncampus no Saga options, the male
co-op and Nuss House, providing
approximately seventy people
with this option. Blair House and
Shale could be converted to provide more places for non-Saga

eaters. A floor of one of
dorms could be reserved for
ing those who cannot utilize
Another possibility would
five meal plan for those who
Saga but cannot eat ten
there.
Another food service could
provide us with any more
Saga already does. Saga,
is not the problem.
looking towards another
vice perhaps we should be
sidering utilizing our
facilities to provide more
campus options to Saga.

Corning home

K beats the big University
by Jason Muller
The student body here at K College always seems to have
something to complain about.
Whether it's tuition hikes, bad.
food or heavy workloads, there is
an apparently never ending list of
problems with the school. Most of
us have found out that it is close
to impossible to change things to
our specifications. That leaves
two choices: adapt or leave. I
chose the latter option in the
winter of 1980, my sophomore
year, and now I'm back.
I was basically dissatisfied with
three areas . The first and
foremost was the college's size.
When I was a senior in high
school, I chose K mainly because
it's small. Yet the intimacy and
community of the campus were
part of what proved to be my undoing, in that I began to feel
strangled. Second, the tuition increases had left me $2500 in debt.
Last, the academic pressure was
allowing me no time whatsoever
for myself. On the basis of these
three points, I transferred to a
midwestern university with an
enrollment of 20,000.
All of my ailments were
alleviated by this move . The size
allowed me all the freedom I
wanted. The tuition was about half
of Kalamazoo's, and my academic
load was incredibly light. Then I
began to feel very lost. I was
literally a "nobody" . All the
cliches about big 'sch09ls were
coming true before my eyes. There
was no academic challenge, either.
and I left very quickly, returning
home to the "real world" to
work .
I knew almost immediately that
I wanted to return to K College. I

really began to appreciate the
closeness of the campus. Being
able to recognize almost every
face is a luxury not afforded by a
large university or the "Real
World". As for the money, I just
had to scrimp and save for a year
so that I would be able to finish
my degree without further interruption. Admittedly the academic
load is still as heavy, but I am now
more willing to concentrate on my
studies after having seen how far I
could have gone without a
diploma.
The distinctions between the
two schools were astonishing . The
university possessed an at mosphere with little respect for
humans . I felt like a number. The
people on my floor had no consideration for quiet hours or
cleanliness. When I decided to

withdraw, there were no
asked or counseling
K College's students,
and administrators are
respectful. The students
like adults. The faculty is
concerned about your
progress. The
very interested in knowing
understanding a student's
for withdrawing. These
made (and make) my
here more enjoyable
enriching.
I am by no means saying
College is perfect; nor am I
that I will stop cOlnpl.aining.
think, though, that my
at another school and
spent at home helped
understand and
value of Kalamazoo
needed to get out; I also
come back.
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Legislating life

"Workers" speak out

On January 22, 1981, Senator Jessie Helms (R.-North .Carolina) intr~~ced the following joint
resolution, which was read twice and referred to t~~ CommIttee on the Judiciary:

ARTICLE XXVII
The paramount right to life is vested in each human being jrom the moment of fertilization without
regard to age, health, or condition of dependency.
Dubbed the "Right to Life Amendment" the above article can become part of the Constitution only
if ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the states within seven years.
Although alternative wording for the amendment, such as substituting "conception" for "fertilization", is still under discussion, the major implication remains the same: If the article is ratified, abortion will be illegal.

Pro...

Con ...

When does human life
begin? At 18 to 25 days
after fertilization, the
heartbeat begins. At
eight weeks the brain is
completely present, and
t
if the baby is tickled he
...
responds
to
this
j
stimulous . The body
Ii<
systems are now present
];
and functioning by
o
eleven weeks. At nine to
ten weeks he sqUints,
swallows, moves bis by Anne Blatchford, '82
tongue and can make a
fist. At three months he sucks his thumb. He is
brcathing fluid and will continue to do so until birth.
Fingernails and eyelashes are present. He weighs only
one ounce. At four months the child is capable of crying and weighs approximately one pound.
The actual creation of human life begins long before
these various growth stages. At the First International
Conference on Abortion, held in Washington D.C. jn
October 1967, a medical group of biochemists, professors of obstetrics and gynecology, and geneticists
(represented proportionally as to race, religion and
academic discipline) concluded 19 to one the following:
"The majority of our group could find
no point in time between the union of
sperm and egg, or at least the blastocyst
stage, and the birth of the infant at which
point we could say that this was not
human life." (Blastocyst stage is shortly
after fertilization and would account for
twinning.) They continued:
"The changes occurring between implantation, a six-weeks embryo, a six
months fetus, a one-week-old child, or a
mature adult are merely stages of development
and
maturation . "

Unlike those of the
opposition, my beliefs as
an advocate of choice
and respect for human
life protect the rights of
those with whom I do
not
agree,
thus
upholding the principle
of plurality upon which
this nation was founded .
The existence of such
plurality of opinion concerning abortion provides the basis for my
Ii T h '82
opposition to the HLA.
by Ju e ot,
The United States offered a haven for those seeking
escape from the religious and social persecution and
intolerance of Europe. The Constitution and Bill of
Rights have remained effective now for over 200 years
because they were not based on moral or religious convictions of their authors. Americans are governed by
the founding priciples of plurality and tolerance of
other people without the prescription of the morality
of 200 years ago.
This is not to say that morality has not been
legislated. The Prohibition Amendment and murder
laws both evolve from moral issues. While prohibition
was supported by only a few and was subsequently
tepealed, murder is held by an overwhelming majority
to be immoral, and therefore illegal.
The three major news polls and the Gallup Poll
show that since 1973, over 7511fo of Americans support
legalized abortion. Thus the moral basis of the proposed HLA is that of a definite minority.
The American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists' April '81 statement of policy opposes
the HLA and related bills and statutes, stating: "Attempts to defme personhood as beginning at conception or fertilization presume the existence of medical
knowledge or societal consensus that do not exist."
Anti-abortionists would have politicians, rather than
the individual, decide "when life begins", a question
Human life begins at fertilization. Regardless of size which scientists, theologists, physicians, and
r stage of development this tiny human being should philosophers have been unable to agree upon for
e guaranteed the same civil rights as the rest of thousands of years.
s-the most important being the Right to Life.
It is unfortunate that the U.S. Supreme Court has
Our next issue: Should the U.S. ban arm shipments
ntangled the assent of abortion with the "Right to to Israel?
rivacy." Mistakes are made to be corrected. The
Anyone wishing to write in favor of or against the
.ght to Life amendment can correct this tragic error. ban should contact Mary Swanson at 383-94/9 by
fter all, isn't abortion a convenient term to ease our 5 pm, July 8.
onsciences for what is blatantly known as murder?

!
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by John Waldmeir
Mark Entenman
Taking into account the graphic
accompanying this article, the
reader might expect an article
slamming the college work/study
program. Well, so did the editors.
Specifically, we're supposed to
deal with "the irregularities found
in hiring practices". We were approached by the editors and asked
to "simply give our opinion" on
the matter . .. but it was quite clear
that they assumed our opinion
would be negative. Thinlc we let
them down.
We tried. But as it turns out, we
really have no serious complaints.
Fundamentally it's a sound program, and that could make for
one boring piece of biting journalistic prose.
There is no hiding the fact that
work/study has its share of problems. Many of the complaints
are justified - to a degree. But
that's just it, the complaints really
do have their litnits.
Some students hustle big buns
working Saga. And others don't.
Why?
Let's talk facts as we see them.
Students will ask an administrator
for a job in a given department.

That administrator will then hire
'Ie student that he/she feels is
most qualified, often on a firstcome, first-served basis.
Now true, it is easier for me, as
an example, to ask an administrator who bows me for a
job, rather than it is for me to ask
one who doesn't know me. By the
same token, it is easier for them to
hire a student whom they know
can handle a given job, rather
than relying on Financial Aid's
lottery system of job assigrtment.
So we're confused. What's
wrong with this system?
Our point is that the K
work/study program operates on
much the same basis as the "real
world" in that there are a number
of different factors which figure
into hiring practices. Qualifications most often extend beyond
simple need, unfortunately, into
areas of experience, personality,
reliability, etc. Granted, the
degree of difficulry between campus jobs is debatable. That is
given.
The fact that athletes are hired
for jobs through the Athletic
Department really fails to surprise
us, or that those with experience
in typing find employment
typesetting the Index. It makes
sense.

_......

Traditional values may not be the answer
After reading James 'Lindbeck's
spring quarter article which appeared beneath a headline refering to "American Imperiallsm,"
but which addressed the issues of
human morals and values with
special reference to students at
Kalamazoo College, I felt like someone fmally'said what needed to
be said to everyone here-faculty
and administrators included.
However, the erroneous headline,
followed in the next issue by a
"letter to the editor" defending
"American Imperialism" as if
Lindbeck's article focused on
criticizing it, created a muffling
effect on Lindbeck's well-written
"scream."
The purpose of this letter, if
nothing else, is to remind, point
out, and suggest that toxic dump
sites, increased production of
weapons, racial and sexual
discrimination, and "American
Imperialism" are all the result of a
couple of basic individual problems-nearsightedness and acceptance of traditional values.
How many more politicians can
we elect in order to shore-up our
"sagging economy" by increasing
production and consumption
when there may not be anything
left to produce or consume before
their term ends? How many more

front page headlines of death and
deception will we read before we
realize that they may not be true?
The problem here at Kalamazoo
College and throughout the U.S.
society is what I call the " gullibility factor." When I was seven or
eight years old I argued with my
friend over two candidates for
mayor of our town because his
father supported the one and my
father the other. I don't know
everyone at Kalamazoo College
but I often feel that many students
and some administrators may
become involved in arguments
under sitnilar circumstances.
A clear example of both nearsightedness and surrogate values
in action occurred last summer
here in Kalamazoo (as well as

side of the post office during the
two-week period. The Selective
Service curiously chose a month
(July) for the initial registration in
which most universities were not
in session. However, some
schools, like Kalamazoo College,
were in session and could more
easily organize strong protests by
those who were directly effected

reading, punching keyboards, or
smoking a joint, and consider
your values. Ask yourself if they
represent what you feel, or are the
result of the influence of your
parents and/or the media. Then
consider the relationship of your
values to the future of the human
species and the ~arth.
David Hasbrook

Nameless gym lacks art
The Ilew gym at the bottom of
the hill has not been named. This
should come as no surprise since
the architecture is nameless,
faceless, without human identity.
The structure,rcads like someone's

Letters/Letters/Letters/Letters/let
many other parts 01 the country)
when the Selective Service held a
two-week registration ceremony
for its future military draft. Not
only were several members of the
community involved in protesting
the process, which has never in its
history occurred without beiQg
followed by an actual draft, but
two or three K-College students
were active in arranging draft
counselor sessions as well as joining the others in daily pickets out-

. by the registration (19 and 20 year
old males). The largest turnout of
K College protesters at the daily
gatherings was seven male
students, far less than the number
of people not even directly affected by the registration who
were there.
I close by asking that every person who reads this take time from

concept of modern architecture as
founded on the American shopping mall. This is worse than
Wright's definition of modern
buildings as boxes with holes cut
for windows; in this the holes are
not filled with glass but black
plastic.
My aversion to this gym may be
subjective. Not a matter of personal taste, however. is the structure's failure, aside from the
superficial red brick, to cohere

with the rest of the campus. Here
we do not find tht: small artistic
efforts present on the dormitory
exteriors. Instead, there loom expanses of red brick and concrete.
But perhaps the greatest insult
to us all is the way the new gym
was whipped into shape in two
weeks for our parents to see at
commencement. When the
weather cooperated and gave rain,
they even got to see the inside.
First, quality architecture carmot
be "whipped into shape." Haste
in itself is proof of elementary
design. Second, how can the ubiquitous persons who provide the
funds invest such detertninaion into the new gym when Fritz
Bultman's stained glass windows,
an indisputable if small masterpiece of modern design, are left

financially dormant? Let the
students raise the money for this
.frivolity.
The American embarrassment
with art has become an outrage.
Obviously, the attitudes at this
school are nationwide. We cannot
expect Kalamazoo College to be
architecturally progressive, but on
the other hand we do not require
any great changes. We need the
architects to realize only one
thing: buildings are for human
use. Since human mental and
physical health requires more than
boxes with holes cut, this rea1ization in itself would bring drastic
improvement. We need creativity
in c9rrecting not the tnistakes of
modern architecture, but the
course itself. We need art .
Mat Goulish
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Commission:
Gearing up for FY· '82
by Lauren Coleman
Money. It's on everyone's
mind. Considering recent increases at Kalamazoo College, it's
helpful to know where these tuition dollars are going.
One area of conc~rn is the Student Commission budget which
funds various student groups and
organizations. It is the responsibility of Commission to decide
the appropriate needs of each
recognized organizations such as
the Film Society and the Black
Student Organization as well as
hear appeals for funds from nonrecognized groups such as the
students who sponsored the Sehwein and Stein last quarter.
The overall Student Commission budget is divided between the
funds for annually funded
organizations and the General
Fund (listed as the Student Commission appropriation) which
funds non-recognized groups and
activities. Last year Commission
funded not only the Schwein and
Stein and the Rash Bash, but also
the Senior Soiree and thref:
stUdents who attended a poetry
contest.
Non-recognized organizations
must petition to Student Commis·
sion for funds. The main require,
ment for approval is that the event
serve th,e college community. It is
up to the discretion of Commission to decide the worth of such

activities. Recognized orgaaizations may also petition fpr additional funds if they exceed their
regular budget. WJMD received
an extra S400 in this manner.
At the end of the last fiscal
year, Commission was left with a
$1000 surplus. According to Commission President Dan McCarrel,
all accounts must frrst be cleared
and then Commission has been
authorized to spend up to $SOO for
smoke detectors and fire extinguishers for dorms that need
them. Any money left over will be
donated to the Funds for the
Future, earmarked especially for
financial aid.
Stressing students' concern for
the financial aspect of K, McCarrei said, "This is a positive gesture
on the part of students now both
to the school and to future
students."
With Fiscal Year '82 beginning
on July I, let's talk figures.
Everyone is tightening their belts
and Student Commission is doing
its part. The total Student Commission budget for 1980-81 was
$66,035, representing an 8010 increase from the previous year.
Recognized organizations received
approximately 91.2010 of the total,
while the General Fund made up
the other 8.8010. The projected
estimate for the 1981-82 General
Fund shows an 11010 cut since
1979-80, with the overall Student
Commission budget representing
a 9010 decrease for the new fiscal
year.

for under $]0

o
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Make your own mOVIe
by K. Leif Bates
If playing Frisbee or going to
the beach ever gets boring, try
another interesting diversion. For
a couple dollars more than the
price of a case of beer, any K student can film and produce a threeminute movie epic.
Instructional Services on second
floor Dewing has two supet-8
cameras available to students.
Even with only two cameras, more
than two students at a time can
make movies due to the pre- and
post-production work involved.
Although these are the same
cameras students sometimes use in
Larry Jacquith' s film classes, the
equipment was purchased with the
novice filmmaker in mind and is
fairly simple to operate.
Although slow motion is one
available option, a sound track is
somewhat complicated and expensive to put on the film. Jaquith 's
students usually get by with a
carefully synchronized cassette
tape.
Ms. Lisa Godfrey of Instructional Services thinks it is "useful
for students to be aware (that) the
equipment we do have is

available," although she and Jaquith both wish they had more
equipment to work with.
For the student interested in using a camera, Godfrey frrst asks
what kind of experience they
have. This experience can be obtained from a 193 class, one of Jaquith's classes or from Instructional Services. Godfrey wants to
be sure the student has had "an
opportunity to learn about what is
involved" so as not to waste their
film and money.
For a three-minute film, a student can expect to pay four dollars
for fllm and four for processing.
Be forewarned, though, that a
poorly planned production might
require shooting three to seven
times more film than is needed.
Once your movie is fmished,
you might want to show it off to
your friends. Where do you get
the projector? Instructional Services can loan you one and show
you how to use it.
They also have slide projectors,
35mm cameras, portable video
cameras and recording equipment, but Godfrey advises borrowers to make sure they know
how to use it frrst.

650 All :::t;;;>
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$14,706

Film Society
$17,975

Boiling Pot
$13,699

A. Student Commission$5,810
B. WJMD
$4,240
$3,750
C. BSO
D. Cauldron
$1,800
E. WIG
$1,380
F. Black Spot
$1,280

G.ISO

$600

H. Ultimate Frisbee
Society
1. 'Change Ringers
1980-81 Figures
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From Strasbourg with pep
by Lorri Hopping
Students who went to
Strasbourg last fall, students who
are taking her eight or nine
o'clock French class and students
who went to the get-acquainted
picnic in her honor last Friday all
know her. But some students still
are not sure who the new face in
the French department is .
Madame IlIaire is her name,
and just to warn you, she's wise to
students' excuses for being late to
class-especially the broken alarm
clock alibi, which she says is unique to Americans.
Her ability to deal with and
understand students comes from
ten years of teaching French to
foreigners in Strasbourg. a job she
enjoys immensely.
When she heard about an opportunity to teach at K College
from Dr. Fugate, Illaire jumped at
the chance to improve her already
good English and learn more
Il!bout American education.
Although Illaire has noticed
quite a few differences in the
education systems, she said, "I
teach here in the same way I do in
France-without much translation. I want my students to be able
to understand French."
As for the differences, lUaire
commented that student life at K
"is much more easier because
everything is on campus." In
France, however, Illaire claimed
"you have to run from one
building for one thing and another
for something else."
She also noticed that French
students are more initiative, since
they are not forced to feel responsible for their work. "They have
to organize everything for
themselves," she explained.
Illaire is currently staying in
Hoben with a group of high
school chemistry students who ,
she said with a smile, are always
"shouting and joking and enjoying life".
She added, "They are very funny. They told me they were going
to blow up the chemistry lab. But
they are very nice."
Weekends, Illaire visits two of
her three children, Olivier (14) and
Catherine (12) who are staying

with a family in Clarkston. The
eldest, Veronique (18) lives on her
own in France. Illaire said that
Olivier and Catherine, like
herself, have had no problem adjusting. Olivier said it was

"super".
Illaire hopes

to do some

weekend traveling up north, but
will unfortunately have to return
to France right away in September
to be g inthe new school year there.
She said about her teaching job
at K College, "It's a very good
place to work as long as one wanlJ
to work. I hope I do a good job."

Madame Dlaln cbats wltb Gordon Grant and Melanie Rudy
during a picnic In her bonor

photo by Richard Atwater

Commission continued
cont. from page I
If students seeking appointments did not have to face the
whole commission, perhaps more,
different people would become involved. providing more balanced
committees, McCarrel explained.
Perhaps the president could make
the appointments earlier in the
quarter, he added, with the advice
of the executive committee rather
' ban the whole Commission. Approval from the whole Commis-

sion could be made later in
quarter, sai" McCarrel. That
things will be in motion
and, he continued, the busy
of the Commission could be
tiall;! eliminated.
"Commission has a lot of
blems~ People have started to
dress them," said McCarrel.
added that we have "got to
up Commission's act
students win feel good about
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So you wanna be a
displaced youth.
by Tom Conklin

in sChool and save enough money
to take time off from studying.
It was pretty tough finding a
job which offered plenty of hours
yet still allowed Bill to remain a
full -time student. He finally
found one in the local "24 hour a
day" convenience store.
At first glance. the job did not
seem very exciting-from 11 pm
to 3:30 am sorting empty bottles
and them taking them to the central branch. But Bill assures me
that the job involved more than
you might expect.
"When else do you get a chance
to see what is left in the bottoms
of bottles when people get done
with them?" he said. BiII .noticed
many strange things in the emp.ties. ranging from insects to used
band-aids and condoms. "From
now on. I buy all my beers in
cans." he assured me.

Like the forty-niners heading
(or the gold fields in California. or
me Okies abandoning their fanns
during the dust bowl years. a large
segment of the American population today is uprooting their lives
and following the advice of
Horace Greeley: "Go West.
young man." Not many people
realize that when Greeley wrote
mat irnmortalline he was referring
to Michigan. Indiana and other
Great Lakes states which. in the
ninteenth century. was the unexplored "Northwest" of the young
United States.
But today. Michigan does not
the same opportunity for an
,,.rr,ri.inl7 young person as it did
years ago. It can't even equal
• Houston or a Sante Fe if what
you are looking for is good
minimum wage work in a hot
Stili, before abandOning
The job also left room for adstate and looking for work in
vancement. "If I'd have stayed on
Southwest. be sure that you
for another week. I'd have gotten
not totally exhausted the
another 25' an hour. Also I would
available 53.50 jobs in your own
have been in line to work at the
If what you really want
counter." Then why did he quit?
at a temporary job for low
"Well. when you work behind the
I. workthen
you could hardly do
counter you have to deal with the
I
than a job at your friendly
drunks and the stick-up men."
neig,hborllo(],d liquor store.
This is not to suggest that the
friend. let's call him Bill. was
job was all that bad. The worst
of school. So Bill decided to . part seems to have been the
for work. hoping to find a
hours-BiII's grades were dropplow-paying job while still
ing signifiCl}Dtly. Also. he totalled

I
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Where to go when
the surf's up
•

photo by Ster.. Schunk

by Lauren Coleman
It·s summertime when a stuthoughts tum to sand. surf
the perfect tan. To help you
your way to the Cocoa Butter
the Index has scouted out
beaches.
VIew Park is located in
on Hogsett Lake only ten
from campus by car.
Oakland Drive to U Avenue.
on U for one mile to the
It·s open from 12 to 8 pm
there is a 52 parking fee.
boats are available for rent
there is fishing and picnic
Alcoholic beverages are
in the park. but no glass
are allowed on the
area. There are life guards
park hours. For more incall 385-8587.
Lake is located off
drive near Park view fifminutes from campus.
by the Kalamazoo City

Parks and Recreation. the swimming area is open from 12 to 7 pm.
There is free parking and life
guards during regular hours.
Alcohol is prohibited. For more
information call 385-8041.
Van Buren State Park is located
four miles south of South Haven
off 1-196 and U.S. 31, about an
hour from campus. The park is
ppen from 8 am to 10 pm. There is
a 52 daily fee per car and a $10 annual fee. Picnic and fishing areas
are available as well as camping
facilities. Alcohol is allowed in the
park. but no glass containers are
allowed on the beach area. There
are life guards during the da1rli2:htll
hours. Call 637-2785.
Soutb Haven Public Beacb is
located in the town of South
Haven off 1-196. an hour from
campus. Picnic tables and grills
are available. There are life guards
and piers for fishing and boating.
Alcohol is prohibited.

• •

his car one night delivering the
bottles.
"I've had worse jobs." Bill
noted. "but none with screwier
hours."
All in all. though. the job was a
great cultural experience for Bill.
Working with people who earn
their money peddling beer after
midnight on weekdays was
something everyone ought to do.
according to Bill. "I guess you
could say that those stores were
country before country was
cool." he said.
It is only now. after trying his
hand in his own backyard. that
Bill feels prepared to strike out on
his own in the great West. His
next plan? 1'0 hitchhike to Colorado and find another 10wpaying job. After all. he is experienced.

photo by IUdoord A I _

The local "14 boW' a day" cODYeDience store •

Series offers variety

African water spirits are on tap
by Anne Mcllree

Dr. Michael Bratton of the
University of Michigan will lecture
on "Development in Zimbabwe:
Strategy and Tactics" Aug. 6. Dr.
Bratton has recently returned

Kalamazoo College is again offering a film and lecture series as
part of the African Studies Program. The series is free and open
to the public.
from Zimbabwe after doing extenDr. Aaron Segal. former editor sive research there.
of Africa Report. will speak on
Anthropologist Dr. Laura
the subject of "Science. Bohanna will speak on the subject
Technology and ~frican Develop- of witchcraft Aug. 13. Dr. Bohanment." Thursday. July 9. Dr. na is the author of the novel
Segal has an extensive background Return to Laughter.
in international science and
Lectures for ninth and tenth
technology experience.
week have not been scheduled yet.
African art will be the topic of
Some of the fIlms to be offered
Ms. Barbara Paxson. the African in the series this summer include
studies lecturer on July 16. She "Bottle Babies" and "That Our
will discuss various forms of Children Will Not Die." These
African art as well as focusing on two films document the impact of
Mammy Water. a water spirit baby formula advertising tactics
found in many parts of West on Third World infant mortality.
Africa.
Other films included in the series
Dr. Lancine Kaba of Guinea are "Xala." a film critique of
will speak July 23 on "Contem- upper-class Senagalese society.
porary Politics in Guinea- "Beyond the Plain" and "Fear
Conkary." Presently Dr. Kaba Woman." autobiographical sketteaches at the University of Min- ches of prominent people in
nesota. He has extensive research Kenya and Ghana. The movies are
and publication experience on shown on Monday evenings.
Guinea and other Francophone
All of the events in the series
countries in West Africa.
will be in Dewing 103 at 8 p.m.
Dr. Kathy Frank. an English
lecturer at Fourah Bay College in
Most of this summer's proSierra Leone will speak on the
topic of African explorer Mary grams were developed by former
Kingsley July 30. Besides teaching African Studies director William
English literature. Dr. Frank is Pruitt and present acting director
researching a book on Kingsley. Dr. Sandra Greene. Some of the
She will also be speaking to the programs resulted from student
Women's Interest Group while ideas.
she is at the College.

photo by Sheni Starn

Dr. Sandra Greene and Dr. Bruce Halabt dJJclW tbe polltlcal.ltuadon
In Gbana durfn. tbe African StudIes lecture lut Tbunday.

One of the purposes of the
series is "to provide information
to the Kalamazoo community as
well as the College community... .
said Greene. "It·s important for
students to know what's going on
in the world." \
Greene said that the series is
also very informative for students
going to and just returned from
Africa on foreign study.
The information provided
about Africa in the series is "pretty current" said Greene and also
relates to the courses on Africa offered this summer.
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Spain's tenuous democracy

Divorcia si,
familia no
by Karen L. Hink
Divorce became legal in Spain
last week after a more than forty
co
year ban, in what a Justice
~: Ministry. source called part of the
~ moderruty of post-Franco Spain.
o But the controversy surrounding

~ its legislation exposed serious divi-

towards the right and regain the
midddle class, conservative
Catholic vote that they feel is increasingly dissatisfied with Spain's
democratic experiment. The progressive wing, on the other hand,
argues that the party must remain
centrist to gather a wide electoral
vote.

1J sions within the ruling centrist

:l1 party, the Union of the
~ Democratic Center (UDC) , and
a exacerbated tensions between the
church and the state. These increased strains could threaten the
current delicate balance that Spain
has worked hard to achieve and
maintain.

Is it a boy . .. or a girl?
What's it really like?

Washington: behind the scenes
by Tom Conklin

have is busy. It takes a lot to keep
track of what is going on in
Washington, and then you've got
nine million people back in the
home state. 26 staff persons to
handle the needs of nine million
people is not a lot.
Someone did a breakdown
recently and discovered that it
costs only ten cents a year of your
tax dollars to support a Senate of-

Mary and Jim Callow are both
staff members for our Michigan
Senators. Mary, 29, is Press Assistant to Senator Don Riegle. Her
husband, Jim, also 29, is an aide
to Senator Carl Levin. Both have
worked in Washington for over a
year, and have seen the change of
administrations and the convening
of the new Senate. In a recent In-

dex interview they talked about
their jobs, "Big Government",
and the new mood in Washington.
Index: You've seen a lot of the
great changes that have occurred
in Washington the last six months ...
Mary: We've been party to the
changes after the elections if that's
what you mean.
Index: Yes. Is it as radical as the
media would have us believe-an
entire
turn
around
in'
Washington?
Jim: I think there's a definite
. ~hange of mood, and that there is
a\ need for reduced government
spending. That's the biggest thing
that comes through loud and
clear.

"When Reagan first
announced
his
economic recovery
plan, we were receiving 20,000 pieces of
mail weekly. "
Mary: There are no radical
changes. The operations of the
Senate remain basically the same.
But there is that undercurrent of
conservatism.
Index: How big are the staffs of
the offices you work in? Is there
"Big Government"?
Mary: The size of a staff a Senator
is allowed is based on a formula
taking into account the number of
people in the Senator's state and
the distance it is from
Washington. The California
Senator is given far more travel
money than the Michigan
Senator, for instance.
Both Riegle's and Levin's staffs
are basically the same. I think that
they're stable at 52 people apiece;
26 in Michigan and 26 in
Washington. They don't have any
extra staff, and everybody they

fice .

Index: What kind of people write
letters to Senators?
Jim: It varies. You have some
people who are well organized,
but you also get a lot of people
who simply are concerned or
outraged or frustrated with
government or a particular program. You can pretty well tell
which letter writers are part of a
larger organization.
Index: Do you give higher priority
to letters from organized campaigns?
Jim: Nothing is set aside. An
edlerly person on social security, a
corporate executive-they all get
the same response.
Index: Are the responses form letters?
Jim: They're printed in a computer. An aide of the Senator's
writes on some particular topic, it
gets put into the computer, and it
is recalled when someone writes a
letter asking about the subject.
The letter itself looks as if it has
been photocopied. IQ this office,
Senator Levin takes the opportunity to read the langu'age of the
computer on a periodic basis. The
content is what the Senator wants.
Mary: As much as we'd like to, it
would be humanly impossible to
answer each letter individually.
Index: Estimate the amount of

In poor taste

mail you receive in an average
week.
Mary: A year ago we were getting
three to four hundred pieces of
mail a week. When Reagan first
announced his economic recovery
plan, we were receiving 20,000
pieces a week.
Inex: How did you come into your
jobs?
Jim: I was working in Lansing
when the head of field operations
for Senator Levin's campaign just
happened to pop into the office. I
knew that they were looking for
workers, so I approached him
with my resume, had an interview
with the Senator, and was hired. It
was kind of a chance meeting.
Index: What kind of advice would
you give to college students planning on making a career working
for the government in
Washington?

, , ... a good solid
Liberal Arts education is essential. "
Mary: Probably the most valuable
thing for them to do is to do an internship in Washington. That
gives them a good sense of what
goes on in an office, and it gives
them needed exposure. Other than
that, just a good solid Liberal Arts
education is essential.
Jim: Any kind of writing experience is helpful. Also things
like history or economics are good
to study. I also think one should
get involved in politics on a local
level, work on campaigns, etc.
That's very important. Degrees
are important, but you don't
necessarily need a specialized skill
to get hired on.

Since the 1975 death of the late
dictator, Generalissimo Francisco
Franco, King Juan Carlos has
been maneuvering a sensitive
course toward democracy. But
since the unexpected February
resignation of Adolfo Suarez as
Prime Minister, and a subsequent
unsuccessful military coup, a crisis
has been simmering within the
Spanish government that spilled
into the open 'over this divorce
bill.
The divorce bill was supported
by Adolfo Suarez, and opposition
to it from party conservatives contributed to his decision to resign.
His successor, Leopoldo Calvo
Sotelo also favo,red the bill but
allowed' conservatives to t~ to
weaken it. These attempts were
blocked Tuesday night when more
than thirty liberal members of the
UDC joined Socialist and Communist forces in defeating an
amendment that would have
allowed judges the power to delay
uncontested divorce suits for up to
7 years if they felt that the
children of a marriage would suffer. Socialist speakers argued that
Spanish judges were ideologically
conservative and would abuse
such powers. In a last-minute
counter-amendment, approved
168 to 128 in a secret ballot, the
conservative measure was
prevented, and the divorce bill
passed.
Conservatives of the Christian
Democratic wing of the UDC were
greatly angered by the apparent
break in party discipline, and
threatened to arrange the
dismissal of the liberals at Union
executive committee meeting later
this week. Calls by conservative
forces to form a new alliance with
the rightest Democratic Coalition
intensified.
The Christian Democrats contend that the party should shift

V
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reported

to have attempted to

take over the military governor's
offlee in Madrid after the seizure
of the Spanish Parliament by Civil
Guards in the attempted coup of
Feb. 23, 1981. This however, was
never proven.
The divorce law is expected to
go into effect sometime next
month and as many as 500,000
Spaniards are expected to file. But
worry has increased that the appearance of increased disunity in
the ruling party, at a place and
time where unity is vitally important, could convince far-right supporters that the country's stability
is endangered, and that strong
measures are needed. It is doubtful that Spain's already tenuous
balance could survive many more
such measures.

New Location

Health Center
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Politicians worry that the
dissentions might encourage
another attempted coup. Last
Thursday, 4 military officers and
5 civilians were arrested for an
alleged conspiracy. Details of the
ploy were not clear but it was
reportedly aimed at the king. One
of the arrested military officers
was Major Ricardo Saenz de
Ynestrillas who, in 1978, was
sentenced to six months for conspiracy to seize Adolfo Suarez and
his Cabinet. Another, Colonel
Ricardo Oarcitorena Salta, was

phone-383-8600

by Dave Geran
JIJST

The ongoing internal power
struggle between these two wings
threatens to upset the complex
balance that King Juan Carlos and
Leopoldo Calvo Sotelo are trying
to maintain. During last week's
congressional vote, Calvo Sotelo
was visibly upset over the divisions
within his party.

cQ

(2nd house North of Nuss House)
Monday thru FrIday
ClinIc hours-8:30 am-12:30 pm
Doctor on Campus-8:30-9:30 am

J-

Mrs. VanHoeve-Summer Nurse

.--1\
.

_
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Mrs. Barron-ForeIgn Study Nurse
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both the food and the restaurarit
in general. Some of K's beer conChinese food? Chances are that noisseurs might be interested in
this phrase reminds you of either the Chinese beer, which was light
_La Choy's chicken chop suey or and pleasant. Also available along
frozen egg rolls from Chun King. with the variety of conventional
Unless, of course, you're a more cocktails, were some drinks with
diversified restaurant goer, and very intriguing Chinese names.
have tried some of the Cantonese After being given ample time,
alternatives available in most along with information and sugtowns, Kalamazoo included.
gestions from our waiter, ordering
Most of these offer a predic- from the well-composed menu
table selection of dishes, which are was relatively uncomplicated. Secrather limited, as far as variation tions include a brief "How to
of ingredients and preparation are Order" explanation, Appetizers,
concerned. This all sounds House Specialities, Family Dinuninteresting, and probably is, if, ners, for two to eight, Emperor's
after sampling city or foreign life Delights, more elaborate group
in the past year, you've developed dinners, and one describing an
a taste for more exotic elements, assortment of individual entrees,
which are admittedly diffICult to in all three cuisines, the Mandarin
find in Kalamazoo.
and Schezwan denoted as "hot
As of March 2, however, a and spicy" when appropriate. Acmore exciting culinary opportuni- companying the menu was a
ty is available to those of us detailed wine list.
destined to the usually mundane
Hors d'oeuvres included
subsistenl.e available at SAGA. A homemade egg rolls and excellent
new restaurant, Hunan, varies ex- crispy shrimp toast, served with a
citingly from the general concept very good hot mustard sauce and
of Chinese food, and is easily aca sour vinegar sauce, plus an order
cessible by a ten minute walk to of tender barbecued ribs, which
the Valley Inn downtown.
were cut from the bone and served
attractively with sliced purple cabHunan specializes in Mandarin
bage. Not having ordered the dincuisine, while also offering Schez- ner for four, we instead sampled a
wan and Cantonese selections on
varIety of dinners; including Moo
the extensive menu. Both ManShu Pork, a subtly barbecue- darin and Schezwan cooking inflavored pork, bean sprout, and
volve a much more varied use of vegetable mixture wrapped in
ingredients in seasoning than does crepe-like Chinese pancakes;
the Catonese art.
Shrimp with Garlic Sauce, a
All food is prepared on the delicious "hot and spicy" entree
premises by two Chinese chefs
(with plump shrimp, green PePfrom New York and Chicago. The per, and julienne of carrot among
Chinese decor is tasteful and it ingredients); and also Schezwan
authentic, without being op- Chicken, which was, by tlie propressive. In addition to the clean prietor's standards, an extraorsurroundings and pleasant at- dinary dish featuring chicken,
mosphere, the service provided by peanuts, and very spicy small
partner and manager Andy King
black peppers, (which w,e learned
and his friendly employees is pro- quickly to avoid.)
mpt and courteous.
One of our group had the
My three friends and I were Ghengis Khan, a variety of six apseated upon arrival, and were petizers, including sweet and sour
greeted by our cocktail waitress pork, spiced beef, and a very good
soon afterward. She was one of and mildly spiced soup, imthe few non-Chinese employees pressively arranged around a small
and was very enthusiastic about flaming grill; (be sure to ask for
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-this as a dinnerif you 're attenip~
ting to eat it alone.) All dinners
were accompanied by small bowls
of perfectly cooked white rice,
and also a pot of steaming hot tea.
FollOwing dinner, sugar-spun apples and bananas, a delicious
dessert, were flamboyantly served
tableside by our waiter. Finally,
our bill was presented with the
customary fortune cookies.
Hunan is open from 11 a.m. to
10 p.m. daily. Average entrees
range from $5-10. The luncheon
menu offers an abbrevaited selection of favorite dishes, ranging
from $3.50 to $3.95. Banquet
facilities are available. Hunan is
located at the Valley Inn Motel,
200 N. Park St. Reservations are
accepted at 349-2956.
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Sondhelm: slick musical entertainment
by L. S. Haase
On Wednesday evening, July I,
the renowned Kalamazoo College
Festival Playhouse will open its
17th season with the musical revue
Side by Side by Sondheim. Starring in the Dungeon cabaret production are Jane Ann Crum (K
'73), Jill Roberts, and John
Mulcahy, with Gary Stock (K '78)
at the piano.
Martha Dewey (K '77), whose
musical talents are exceeded only

by her geniality, has returned once
again to the Festival Playhouse to
direct Sondheim. Her enthusiasm
is infectious.
"Sondheim writes for us,"
Dewey explains, "for people in
our time. He writes for us as contemporaries, .(or us as Americans. _
There was a universality to Brei
[last year's revue); remember how
it affected everyone? But-there is a
specificity to Sondheim's music. It
speaks to us in our time.
What e~e can I say about the
. show? It's a musical revue, it's

Calendar
FIlm SocIety
Fri., July 3: On the Waterfront
Recital Hall, 7,9 & II pm
Wed., July 8:Lost Horizon
Recital HaU, 6:30, 9 pm
Fri., July 10: On the Town
Recital Hall, 7, 9 & II pm
Wed., July ISFrom Here to Eternity
Recital Hall, 6:30 & 9 pm
Fesdval PlaybolUe 'Ill
July 1-4
July 8-11

Side by Side

Dungeon, 8:00 pm

July 12

Festival Ice Cream Social
Dalton Portico 6:30 pm

July II

WJMD Dance
Old Wells, 9:00 pm

New Vic

Sherlock Holmes & the Affair
of the Amevrious Regent

Dance

Tbeatre

July 3-4, 8:30 pm

!l

!

i

The Pinultimate of Sherlock Holmes
July 10-11, 8:30 pm

-5

~

Nlgbt Spots
Hobie's

~

July 2,3: Dave Watson Quartet
July 9: Open Stage

leisur~

i
Tbere's a lot of comedy and emotion and beautiful music, but
It also m~es you tblnk.

entertaining. There's a lot of comedy and emotion and beautiful
music, but it also makes you
think. And I would say that this is
because Sondheim is a great
lyricist. For example, when he
writes about marriage, he doesn't
try to make a simple statement
about a com.'Jlicated subject. Instead, he says things like 'you're
sorry/grateful'. He doesn't try to
ignore ambiguity or avoid ambivalence. Instead he focuses on
them.
He also challenges us musically.
He'll write a beautiful lyric line,
but he'll provide unexpected harmonies, and break traditional
rhythm patterns. That 's one way
musically that he does the same
thing that he does with his lyrics:
he jars us out of complacency. "
Dewey points out that, whereas
the New York production of Sondheim was "slick musical entertainment", her production hopes
to focus 0!1. Sondheim's concern
for the connections we make or
fail to make in life; particularly
those connections in relationships
with other people.
The show includes a few new
numbers, with a medley from his
latest play, Sweeny Todd. More
familiar favorites include tunes
from Company, A Little Night
Music, Anyone Can Whistle,
Pacific Overtures, Follies, and A
Funny Thing Happened On the
Way to the Forum, as well as
music from works in which he's
collaborated with others:. West
Side Story (Leonard&rn~tein),
Gypsy (Jule Styne), and Do I Hear
A Waltz? (Richard Rogers) .
The revue runs July 1-4, 8-11,
and 16-18. Student tickets are
available at the box office, located
in the FAB lobby. Inquire about
student season tickets for all four
productions: Sondheim, Born
Yesterday (July 16-18, 23-25),
Strider (July 3().August I, 6-8),
and The Servant of Two Masters
(August 13-15,20-22). Show times
are at 8:~ pm.

[ long may she wave

"Ji-------N%ol

H inckley
Washi ngton-P reside nt
Reagan's proposal for dealing
with handgun related crimes
received affirmation from an
unexpected source it was revealed
here today. The President's proposal, which would require man·
datory prison sentences of up to
five years for criminals apprehended in the act of commiting
a crime with a handgun, was the
subject of a letter written by
would be presidential assassin
John Hinckley to actress Jady
Foster. The letter was retneved
from a wastebasket in the
Washington hotel room Hinckley
stayed in prior to his attempt o.n
the President's life. The letter is
now, for the first time, released to
the pUblic:

By David SmaH

State of the college address by
President McCarrel
My Fellow StudentsThis fme institution in which we are enrolled is almost one hundred and fifty years old. Now there are
those who would have us believe, that like the Roman Empire of old, our great K College is on the swift
and inevitable road towards the dumpheap. Now, gosh, I don't believe this, and neither do you, otherwise you would not have elected me to this office and given me the mandate which you did some two
months ago. We in the executive branch of the Student Commission are taking our jobs very seriously,
and are doing everything in our power to see that the rights and needs of the students are dealt with. As
an aide of mine said in a recent cable to our friends in Mandelle: "Roses are red, Violets are blue, We
want control of tuition, and more vacation time too."
In order to achieve these lofty goals, my aides and myself have devised what we like to call a "twopronged" attack of the problems facing our College. Our first prong deals with what we feel to be the
extensive, stifling effect that "Big Financial Aid" has on the inner working of a higher echelon institution like our own. We wish to institute a program known as Supply-side Financial Aide, which works
along the following lines:
-By cutting out the needless middlemen of the Financial Aide office, we will be opening the doors to
higher income students attrac~ by the prestige of attending such an outrageously expensive school.
-Higher income students in tum leads to higher income alumni, which
-Leads to higher alumni gifts to the school. By cutting away the fat of the Fmancial Aide office, we will
be encouraging greater financial stimulus from within the private sector. Of course, we will all have to
make a few sacrifices, but our programs will provide a "safety net" for the "truly needy" of our student b9dy, such as exceptional tennis players.
A program such as this is absolutely necessary if we are to return this college to its salad days of old.
Certain special interest groups may complain about the cuts, but we challenge them to come up with a
more feasible plan. And to please have it on my desk by next Monday, that's when this one is scheduled
to go into effect.
The second prong of our program has to do. with restoring the Office of the President of the Student
Commission to the prestige and respect it used to el)ioy. Therefore, in an attempt to bring a level of
dignity back to the office, I am sending to the physical plant a requisition order for a 48 foot luxury
yacht, "The Sequoia", to be harbored off of South Haven, Michigan. Contingent with this plan, I am
as of this moment having the Lee Stryker Center converted into an Upper Campus White House to
complement my flat of suites in Crissey Hall. It is absolutely necessary to implement these changes if we
are to restore the office of the President to the dignity and panache which it deserves.
I am also requesting a 70'1. increase in the security budget to occur over a period of the next five
yean. This will, of course require a decrease in the amount of money expended for "social" programs,
but it is an essential step if we are to hold our own in this volatile world. Why, gosh, one has only to
pick up a newpaper to see the necessity of such a move. We would be letting down our friends in the
OLCA if we were to let such a vital part of our institution go soft. We are, at the moment, faced with a
serious "billy-dub" gap which can only be shored up by the proposed budget increase.
Let me conclude by saying that my door is always open, and if you have any problems suggestions
abut my programs which you would like to discuss, make an appointment with my secretary and maybe
we can talk about it over a jelly' bean or two.
Presidentially Yours,
Dan McCarrel
"The Presidential President"

,..
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Forensics experts speculate that
it was only a television presenta·
tion of "Bugsy Malo.ne" which in·
spired Hinckley to go through
with the assassination attempt.
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Increased thefts put Security on alert
by Steve Pelak
During the first three weeks of
. quarter, an average of two to
!U'ee bicycles have been stolen
:ach week. Several automobiles
ve also been broken into. Sumoften means increased
and K is certainly not imune.
Dick Ballentine, supervisor of
iCCuirty, believes the bike thefts
be the work of an organized
of thieves.
have a hunch it's a pargroup or groups which are
the bikes. They probably
sell them to another person
groups who sells them outthe Kalamazoo area. Or they
tear them down and sell them
re by parts or repainted."
Several things have also been
olen from rooms and offices.
Jim Kridler, Associate Dean of
. udents, has several explanations
or the increased number of thefts
uring the summer quarter. "In
e summer there are just more
.,caple out and about. But the

problem is made worse by
students who, because they are
out wearing shorts, often leave
their key in their room. Then they
will prop open a door to a dorm
and their own room door will be
unlocked. That just invites someone to wander in and take
something."
-The number of thefts decreased
from eight reported incidents during the winter quarter to four
reported thefts during the spring
quarter.
Vandalism has also decreased
considerably. And .according to
statistics compiled by Security
there was only one major act of
vadalism during the winter
quarter, and there has not been
any vandalism committed since
then. Ballentine believes it is peer
pressure which has caused the
decrease in vandalism. "I think
students have fmally realized they
are the ones who get hurt by vandalism, through higher tuition and
such. So they just don't tolerate it

bu beea almost 17 yean "ace KIrk, Spock, aad the other al crew
~mIwn of the Stanhlp Eaterprile fint beamed their way Into the nacolUd01lllaea 'l'ia the TV aeM Star Trek. Today cOUDtIeu col.tudeall CUDI to tbla 60's artifact Uke drownlnl people to Dotaam.
learn about I'. own lfOuP of Trekkers, turn to paae DTe.

PBe split in two
by Carol Ritchie
The Kalamazoo College Plannand Budget Committee (pBC)
officially disolved on
I'ednes>da:~ , July I, and two new
were created in its
Each of the new committees,
by an ad hoc committee
in early spring by PresiGeorge Rainsford, contain
two students, two
mernbers and two ad-

~nizc:d

able to make recommendations."
PBC faculty members walked
out in protest and the committee
has been inactive since.
"It was basically a problem of
communication between the administration and the college community," states Carrie Vernia,
member of the ad hoc committee.
"The smaller committee size
should make communication
more intimate within the group
(PBC had 18 members) ... but the
only way the new committees are
going to work is if the administration puts the committees high on
their priority list."
Marilyn LaPlante, Associate
Provost and resource person for
LRPC, agrees that "size will be a
big factor. With a large group,
each fclt very representative of
their constituents. You start out
with an aura of confrontation. If
all are representatives of the entire
institution, we could move forward more smoothly."
Rainsford hopes the division of
the two committees will solve
another problem. "PBC spent so
much time with the budget there
was not much forward planning
done."

any longer."
Now that vandalism has fmally
been quieted, Security can give its
full attention to thefts and other
more dangerous crimes. Both
Kridler and Ballentine emphasized
several ways students could assist
Security and simultaneously protect themselves.
First, they suggested that
students should immediately

report any thefts or suspicious
looking persons to Security.
Another suggestion was to register
all bikes with Security. If Security
has the serial number and description of a bicycle it may be easily
traced through police records. The
school also has an engraver
available for students to mark an
identification number on their
bikes or on any car tape decks.

Kridler offered one additional
suggestion to the bike enthusiast
who owns an expensive bilce. "I
would definately suggest buying a
good guaranteed lock and chain,"
he said. "Too often people use
cable chains which are easily cut
by bolt cutters. If your are going
to pay $200 for a bike, you might
as well pay an extra $2S for a good
lock."

Fulbright, Watson up for grabs
by Lom Hopping

All rising seniors interested in
applying for an Institute of international Education (lIE) award
should plan on attending the informational meetin& on Wednesday, July 22 at 3 pm in Dewing
210. lIE awards include Fulbriaht
scholarships, French Oovernment
Teaching Assistantships, Spanish
Government Grants, and German
University Grants among others.
The lIE gives approximately
S16 awards to SO countries per
year for graduate study or
research abroad in academic fields
and for professional training in
the creative and performing arts.
Dr. David Collins, the
Fulbright Program Adviser,
stated, "If we get one (lIE award)
in a given year, we figure we've
had our share considering the
number of institutions in the
country. If we get two, we're doing really well."

For the 1981 academic year,
five Kalamazoo College seniors
and graduates received Fulbrights,
two received French Oovernment
Teaching Assistantships , and a
number of other students received
various other overseas awards t~
France, Germany and Japan.
Collins said that "the most encouraging thing (about the
awards) is the enormous success
we have had in gaining all different kinds of grants and scholarships. It was a record year this
past year. We've never had
anything like it."
Applicants must be U.S.
citizens, hold a bachelor's degree
before the beginning date of the
grant, and be proficient in the
language of the host country.
Creative and performing artists do
not need a bachelor's degree, but
they must have four years of professional study or the equivalent.
Anyone interested in applying
for an lIE award should first type

a one page autobiography and one
page describing why they are interested in the award and what
and where they intend to study
overseas. These two information
sheets should be submitted to Collins' office by August 10.
Once the interview committee
has reviewed each applicant's entry, they will conduct individual
interviews tenth week based on the
information provfded on the entry
sheets. The committee will then
ask selected students to fall out a
formal application.
A number of awards exist for
rising aeniors besides the lIE
grants. The Thomas J. Watson
Fellowship is a non-academic opportunity for a year-long project
overseas. Applicants for this
award must submit a proposal indicating the nature of their project
to Dr. Robert $tauffer's office no
later than August 12.

see paae 7

Creative gym names sought
by Lom Hopping
The ad hoc committee to name
the physical education building,
formed by President Rainsford, is
sponsoring a "Name the Gym"
contest to generate suggestions
and encourage student input in
narning the new facility.
The entries should be creative
and not necessarily the name of a
person. The name should include
the type of facility (gym, arena,
sports center) plus a suggestion
for an inscription or motto.
First prize is a S2S gift certificate to the Metropol. Two
runners-up will receive a large
Bilbo's piua each.
A complete listing of the rules is
on the entry blanks, which are
available at the Union Desk.
Students may submit more than
one suggestion. All entries must
be placed in the appropriate box
at the Union Desk by August 1.
According to committee
member John Oshinski '82, the
purpose of this contest goes
beyond just fmding a name for the
gym. "We want to stimulate
thinking and stir' up some enthusiasm for the new gym. "
Oshinski also noted that all suggestions will be considered, but
the winning entry will not
necessarily become the name of
the new facility. The Board of
Trustees will make the final decision on the building name.

The formal narning and dedication of the facility will probably
take place during Homecoming,

October 3 I, after the Collcae
fmishes its move into the buildina
at the end of the summer.

pboIo by Tom CoI1kIlIl

News briejs-Competition in the 1981 USTA
National Junior Tennis Championships looks tough as several
of last year's contenders will
return with impressive tournament records for the season. More
than 2.50 contestants are expected
to compete in singles and doubles.
The champlonslup will be held
August 1 to 9 at Stowe Stadium.
Former 16-and-under champions Matt Anger (1979) and Jim
Brown (1980) will be playing in
the 18-and-under division this
year . Winner of the Junior French
Open, Anger is ranked nw. ~r

three in the nation for the 16 year
olds. Brown won the Junior
Italian Open Doubles with his
partner Eric Korita.

In commemoration of the 1848
Seneca Falls convention devoted
to women's rights (see " Seneca
Falls," page 3), WIG is sponsoring a student presentation followed by a forurr for discussion"!1d a
potluck dinner. The prese",~tion
will start at 6 pl". Saturday, July
8 in the Nuss~: lse living r~om .
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[opinionjl-------------Training the Amtrak Way

Index views

Nonetheless, when the.program is
maintenance of airports and trafcomplete, Amtrak trains will
fic control systems. It is not
between Washington and
strange
.
that
the
passenger
rail
In France, trains running along
York at over 100 mph.
systems
must
also
be
subsidized
in
the Paris-Marseille corridor reach
The Northeast Corridor shoWs
order
to
hold
their
own.
speeds
high as 110 mph. New
how well American rail service
Further,
Amtrak
labors
under
high speed trains will· soon be
work. Amtrak is not a
difficulties faced by no other
capable of speeds as high as 180 .
Considering the difficulties
passenger
system.
Of
the
24,000
mph. Japanese technicians are
faced, Amtrak has
miles of track used by Amtrak,
presently working on a train
miracles. Amtrak passengers
650,
most
of
it
Amtrak
owns
only
which will literally fly a few inches
21.·1 million annually, a 21
between Washington D.C. and
above the.track, propelled by elecincrease in the ten years of its
Boston.
trom.agnets. These trains will huristence.
Passenger trains require straight
tle along at speeds as high as 300
By April I of this year, 645
track with sharply banked curves,
mph.
trak summer trains were
enabling
trains
to
run
at
high
France and Japan have one mapletely sold out, leaving
speeds. Amtrak trains operate on
jor thing in common. Both depeople on waiting lists.
run-down
tracks
designed
for
pend totally on imported oil and
same time the Reagan A~lnuniSllr'
America's
notoriously
slow,
inef'neither has an abundance of coal
tion has ordered a I S percent
ficient
freight
trains.
When
the
or mitural gas. Both governments
of Amtrak's service.
government
created
Amtrak
in
recognized long ago ' that
The government should in
13
freight
rail
1971,
it
mandated
pasSenger rail service is overbe funding a massive rebluill:lim
to
operate
on
for
.
lines
for
them
whelmin~y more energy-efficient
the nation's rail service.
moderate compensatory fees.
than any other known means of
prices have tripled over
Many of these freight railroads are
transportation.
five years, and the trend is
hostile to Amtrak, and working
to continue.
Compared with these nations'
ol?enly to obstruct the passage of
An improved passenger
Amtrak trains, which they claim
efforts, the U.S. paSsenger rail
system could go a long
hinder their freight operations.
systems .look futile. Amtrak's
toward bringing America back
The Southern Pacific has forced
passenger trains run an average of
energy self-sufficiency.
·45 .mph. The famous Broadway ' so many' Amtrak trains off
average American passenger
Limited, which once ran between
schedule that Amtrak has taken
has a fuel efficiency of
New York and Chicago in 16
the case to federal court . .
passenger-miles per'
hours, .now does the same journey
· Only on the Northwest Coraverage diesel-powered
in 20. Trains have been known to
train, loaded to capacity,
run days, not just hours, behind
duces 400 passenger-miles
schedule.
gallon. Even though most
Furtber, it is estimated that
do not run at full capacity,
Amtrak will lose $809 million this
savings is still amazing.
year, roughly the same amount as .
buses loaded to capacity
last year. PaSsenger fares usually
200 passenger-miles per
. account for only 30 to 40 percent
while passenger aircraft get
of the actual cost pf transporting
even lower ratio. To top this,
. each passenger. It might seem that
travel is the safest known form
Amtrak is a dismal failure.
public travel, and next to
Yet the $800 million annual
travel, the fastest.
subsidy Amtrak receives is
While Americans tool around
miniscule by government stan55 miles per hour in their
dards. The new NIMITZ-class airsive cars,
craft carriet VINSON costs $2
Japanese are zipping nOllchalan
billion to . build and another $2
rid or can Amtrak give a
across their nations at
billion to outfit. Amtrak's allocareasonable account of itself. On
double the speed.
tion is roughly !lDe-fifth that cost..
this line, work has been going on
failure to provide ·an
It is a tiny price to pay for a rail
throughout the 70's to improve
passenger 'rail system is
system.
track quality. Electrified
refuse to catch up with the
Critics contend that large or
Metroliners, Amtrak's best trains,
and develop such a system
small, this $800 million is still
are designed to reach speeds as
be !l disaster.
wasted. If Amtrak can pay only
high as 160 mph along this route.
. 30-40 percent of its own price tag,
. Sources:
The track, however, is not good
it clearly does not fit into the
enough to permit speeds that high.
capitalist system. However, Amtrak's deficit is not unique. There
Since freight trains can derail
. is no national rail passenger
when running over too sharplysystem in any of the major firstbanked curves, it has been im~
woild nations that does not . run . possible to build true passengerwith a deficit-not even in Japan
grade track along this route.
or France. Yet in all these nations,
including the U.S., the governments subsidize automobiles
through highway systems and air
lines through government
The other alternative,
Since this is my second quarter
dorm ' floor wi'th kitchen
on the ten meal plan, and since
available to those who don't
I'm a former Catherine Street inSaga' but also don't want to
habitant, I can sympathize with
off campus, appealed to me
ty) was divided; Chirac declared . those who want an alternate to
first. Again though,
Saga's
20,
15,
or
10
meals
per
himself against Giscard. That did
practicalitieS set in. Solme\~nl
.
week
option.
But,
in
considering
them a lot of harm.
the costs would have to be
the
alternatives
we
must
also
At the legislatives (deputy e1eced, both to offset Saga's
acknowledge their economic
.tions) on June 24, the socialists
and also to provide the
feasibility
in
our
small,
private
won by an absolute majority. Peokitchen facilities. For an
school.
. pie were especially afraid of the
dorm floor of non-Saga
of
meal
Saga
bases
its
selection
communists, who only got a few
one refrigerator would not
· plans on the assumption that a
seats, and there are only four in
enough. More cupboard
percentage
of
the
meals
will
not
be
the government. It still remains to
would be necessary. Maum·"IJ'"
eaten.
For
this
reason,
each
meal
be known what they are going to
cost, electricity bills,
·
plan
can
be
offered
for
less
than
do. All the social laws in France
cleaning costs would
the sum of the meals added
were passed when the socialists
Either a general rise in
together.
A
five
meals
per
week
were in powe~ .
specific charge to those
plan, though, allowing the student
interested in this
to eat when helshe wanted, would
People figure that they're going
have to be instituted.
not
be
feaSible
.
With
this
I1lan,
to live like kings, that there will be
these options would not be
can there reasonably be an'1xno unemployment, but today's
with much enthusiasm in
pected
percentage
of
uneaten
economic crisis is a world-wide
period of ever rising costs.
meals? Probably not. Should the
phenomenon and it won't be a
I would prefer to. able to
price of this plan be based on dinchange of government that will
campus
and cook most of
ners
or
on
lunches
or
a
combinachange something. That said, now
food : But, in choosing a
tion? If it is based on dinners, and
that they are in power, I hope that
school, I realize there are
the student then eats lunches, the
all will go well for them and they
disadvantages. A lack of
student loses money. If the plan is
will succeed. After all, a change in
tions is one of them. The
based
on
lunches,
but
the
student
politics may have been necessary.
tages
of a small school
eats
mainly
dinners,
Saga
loses
That's democracyl
outweigh having to choose
money. These two facts would
What do you think about it in
10 meals per week plan.
necessitate an increase in prices
the USA?
Laurie
for . tndents in general.
Claire Deliasque
by Jonathan Lupt6n
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Outlaw
abortionsand only

outlaws
will have abortions

The recently proposed Human Life Amendment has revived
the abortion controversy, bringing the question back to the
forefront of public debate. We vehemently disagree with the
proposal to illegalize abortions. Abortions are' a harsh reality in
today's society. Women had abortions before they were legalized and they will continue to do so after they ar:e made illegal: By
malting abortions illegal, we will not be saving "jnnocent life" ,
but endangering women by making them prey to unsafe street
rtionists.
True abortion opponents are fighting to eliminate abortions
y making them unnecessary in our society rather than by pass. g harsh, vindictive laws. The way to an abortion-free society
'es in improved sexual education in schools, a greater 'acsability to contraceptives for the poor and a heightening of a
realistic approach to sex among high school students. Until these
things are done, abortions will remain with · us, regardless of
whatever written laws we pass in order to ease our consciencc<s.

No offense intended . .
Over 100 surveys on homosexuals at K were distributed in ran
dom mailboxes last week. Although the reSults have not bee
tabulated, we have noted that a few students were offended b
the nature of the survey.
.
The purpose of the survey is for factual information to support an investigative feature on a minority group on campus. It
is not intended to pry into personal affairs or exploit anyone's
sexual preference. The questionnaires are anonymous and the
article to appear in next week's Index will be based on statistical
information taken from the survey and interviews with volunteer
representatives who have been vocal about the issue in the past.

C'est La
Ed. Note: The following leller is a
translation of a personal leller
wrillen by a French student at the
University of Caen to one of the
Index editors shortly q/ter the
French elections in May.
Dear Lorraine,
In your letter, you asked me
what I thought of Mitterand and
the socialists and if there were any
demonstrations at the university. I

Democr.atie

can tell you that on the campus
itself, not much went on. It mostly
happened in town, in Caen. The
evening of the elections (May 10),
people danced in the streets until
two in the morning. One week
after, there were fireworks. That
was the celebration.
People have been waiting for
the change a long time, that's why
they succeeded so easily. On top
of that, the right (former m.ajori-
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Should the U.S. Ban Arms Shipments?
On June 7, Israeli owned American bombers made an air attack on an Iraqi nuclear plant.
The 1952 Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement between Israel and the U.S. mandates that military
equipment sold to Israel only be used for self-defense. Any offensive action employing this equipment
constitutes a violation of the agreement.
.
The U.S. must now decide whether the attack was an act of self-defense, as Israel claims, or as a
violation of the agreement, warrants a ban on future arm sales to Israel.

Socialists in France:
Wait and See

Con .. .

by Christiane Illaire
When the United
Politics is certainly not one of
States agreed to sell arms
my hobbies, but it is my convicto Israel, we did so under
tion that it is a citizen's duty to
the condition that the
keep informed about what is goweaoons be employed
ing
on in his country, to know
for defensive use only.
who is who and who does what.
Those who now support
With 44 new ministers and
a ban of U.S. arms sales
.secretaries in our government, it
to Israel would suggest
will take some time before one can
that the recent Israeli
really know, or at least recognize,
raid on an Iraqi nuclear
everybody in the French political
facility was a violation
field.
of this condition.
"What do you think about the
The contention that
French elections" is a question I
the Israeli raid was an offensive one is erroneous. If
have often been asked since I arman threatens you with a gun and you shoot him
rived on campus. Let us start with
you have not committed murder. And so it is
a joke: it is not the end uf the
Israel, for Iraq poses a clear and present danger to
world, the Tour Eilfel is still
Jewish state.
there. Given its tendencies toward
Iraq is the only Arab state to refuse to sign a
lack of discipline, I don't thinlc
frre with Israel; has openly declared herself to
that France would ever be run by a
. war with Israel. Iraq's leader, Saddam Hussein,
commurlist government. That
said: "We will never recognize the rights of Israel
might be the positive side of one
live as a separate state." Hussein considers VA,•• ~ •• II
of our faults.
Arafat and the PLO-Israel's most
For most people, the results of
tagorlists-to be too mild, and supports
the presidential elections were
all Pal,esJirlillDll
That question will have to be answered in reference Habash, leader of the most trliIitant
unexp:cted. For some, it was clear
a number of sp:cific situations. The irlitial element terrorist factions. During the Yom Kippur
from May 5 (Express, May 5-11,
that answer could come soon as the Reagan Ad- sein sent tanks, planes, and soldiers to fight againsltll
1981). France wanted-if not
:inilltrRltion decides whether or not to "unfreeze" Israel, even though Iraq does not border Israel.
needed-a change. The cost ofliv. When such a leader prepares facilities for nuclear
F- 16 fighter aircraft scheduled for delivery soon
ing kept increasing at a high rate
the unprecedented and unwarranted Israeli attack bombs, has not Israel the right to consider herself in
for months and the high price of
the French built Osirak nuclear reactor in Iraq. mortal danger? Iraq has no need for nuclear energy,
gas was no longer an explanation
attack, a potentially incendiary attack ordered what with her tremendous oil resources, and has in fact
people would believe.
of pure political expediency, was carried out in not only developed no programs whatSoever for
It has been said that Mitterand
violation of the 1952 treaty with Israel under peaceful use of nuclear power, but has refused n.. ,.l~.,rl
was
elected thanks to the votes of
American arms were to be deployed only for fuel and technology from other countries when
young people. This might mean
purposes. That the Reagan Admirlistration nuclear resources were not capable of use
that the youngest part of our
embargoed delivery of the aircraft pending a weaponry as well as for peaceable usage.
society wan ted a real change in the
Question: All of this notwithstanding, was the use
to establish whether or not the treaty has indeed
French way of life and mentality.
violated is an encouraging frr~t step. But it is Israeli (orce not excessive?
more than a frrst step.
Answer: Abosolutely not. Had the Israelis ~.;'~,I II De Gaulle, Pompidou and
Giscard d'Estaing went along the
the State Department return a verdict of not for the facilities' completion, an explosion
same line and tended to emphasize
or worse yet, should it return a verdict of guilty caused a nuclear mushroom, and the subsequent
a strong foreign policy-the image
the Urlited States imposing the treaty man- tion would have resulted in many Iraqi deaths.
of our independence or what de
~,ombed
the
plant
on
a
Sunday,
when
nwnarl
ll
Israelis
sarlcti'ons upon future arms deliveries to Israel,
have discredited ourselves before the world and loss would be at a minimwn. They used cOllve:ntic)n8~ 11 Gaulle would have called "la
grandeur de la .France" . The imthe Arab countries of the Middle East whose bombs, not atomic ones. And they bombed only
age of France outside the country
•
"'''''rAtinn is necessary if we are to ever bring about a nuclear facilities: no settlements.
came before what was going on in
Such action was not only defensive, but showed
sollutic)D to the currently unacceptable state of
the country itself. The governmirable restraint and concern for hwnan life. .
warfare in this vital region.
ment gave the impression that
refusal to impose sanctions upon Israel would , Our next issue: Is K College's security force effecwhat we looked like was more ima most dangerous message to a most dangerous tive?
portant 'than what we really were,
message that would answer the question of
Anyone (students, faculty, staff or administrator)
.
whatever
the difficulties and anxis to be done?" with a slap on the wrist rather wishing to write either view should contact Jeanne
ieties of daily life might be. It is
'
a swift kick in the behind.
sley at 344-9793 by 5 pm, July 21.

veneer of jourobjectivity came
:umiOWllg to the ground
period imne<1l,arelY preceeding the
elections in Israel.
Lewis, the highly
~p:ctC:<l foreign affairs
for the
York Times,
penned an artideclaring, in effect,
the security re- by Bradley' P. Barris '82
of the Mid"'rc:ments
,,,,
......, by SId... SdI_
required the
of Prime Minister Menachem Begin from ofThe prestigious English newsmagazine, The
conlo~ltst, echoed that same theme in a recent
calling for an end to Mr. Begin's stewardship.
the dismay of most, the people of Israel have
to heed world opirlion and have opted to retain
trliIitant theocracy of messrs. Begin and Burg .
I am loathe to quote Marx, the prosp:ct of
years of Mr. Begin does pose for the current
Idminilltrsltion the serious question of "What is to be

July, 1848:
July 4th, we as Americans
celebrate our fight
independence and remember
founding fathers; however,
19 and 20 usually pass
much notice and we
our founding mothers:
Cady Stanton, Lucretia
Lucy Stone and other im- '
figures who fought to exthis independence to women.
1848, on July 19 and 20,
hundred people, mostly
met in Seneca Falls, New
the first convention in
devoted to the issues of
's positions and rights. The
before the Civil War were a
of dramatic social controver-

Seneca Falls remembered

the American woman's fight for
independence.
As Mary Wollestonecraft had
done in England in the latter part
of the 18th century, American
women made the daring step of
extending the era's emerging principles of equali~ "rule by consent of the governed" and "certain inalienable rights" to women
as well as to men. The Declaration
of Sentiments, approved by the
participants at the ·convention.
paraphrased important sections of
our declaration of Independence,
asserting,
men and women are created
equal; that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain in-

ers Iletters Ilettersiletters
women got involved in
st and temperance
'<mc",., they began to realize
rMtrAinl< that worked to prefrom taking active
roles. Finally, five women,
, Mott, Martha C .
Jane Hunt and Mary Ann
organized the Seneca
was the needed impetus
brought isolated women
and resulted in a concrete
of principles, a plan of
and an organized leaderThis event marks the birth of

alienable rights."
The Seneca Falls Declaration
pointed out the irony that
American revolutionaries, men
who had fbught partially over the
issue of "no taxation without
representation", ended up forming a government that taxed single
women property-holders, while
denying them any representation.
The women stated that the history
of mankind has "compelled her
(womankind)
the formation of which she has no
voice."
Many at the convention con-

sidered Elizabeth Cady Stanton's
demand for the vote to be too
radical, and the proposal was only
included in the Declaration after
heated debate. The noted black
aoolitiorlist, Frederick Douglass,
gave important support to the
proposal.
Along with specific legal
reforms, the women called attention to the double standard of
behavior and to more general factors that keep women in a state of
dependency.
Many of our founding mothers'
specific demands have been
·~hieved. Today, women vote and
have a right to higher education.
Property and marriage laws are'
being reformed.
However, the American public
has not yet agreed to a Constitutional Amendment that would
simply declare that "equality of
rights under the law shall not be
derlied or abridged by the Urlited
States or any State on account of
sex." Also, the right of women to
control their own reproductive
lives is being seriously challenged
by anti-abortion groups.
As the 133rd anrliversary of the
Seneca Falls Convention approaches, it is important to consider the concrete strides
American women have made
oward independence, while
·ealizing we still have far to go.
With a knowledge of our past, we '

must look forward, analyzing the
varied asp:cts of women's lives today: ·the lives of women of color,
women of different social and
economic backgrounds and also
of different regions world wide.
We should consider our ties with
third world women.
Finally, we should remember
the courage and innovation with
which women before us have
challenged oppressive systems,
that we may continue in a similar
spirit.
Brenda M!lfston

perhaps this conception of French
political life which has been rejected by the young generation.
Politics is a kind of game. In
France, this game is called
democracy and it has a golden
'rule: the minority opposition must
someday
For example, when Americans
want ·to change something in their
constitution, they add an amendment, which sounds quite wise
and realistic. In France, when we
want a change, , we have a
dangerous tendency toward
revolution .
This time we have kept to the
rule of the game, we have made a
regular change. We might be improving and getting rid of our
traditional lack of discipline.
What is the future of a socialist
government in France? Who
knows? It will all depend on the
way we face the international
economic crisis and our fmancial
problems. It will also depend on
the consistency and discipline of
the French people and of their
government.
Mitterand and his prime
mirlister, Pierre Mauroy, are a
kind of living symbol of the northern/southern axis which splits
France in two distinct mentalities:
discipline in the North thanks to
the German influence and fantasy
in the South because of the latin
influence.
Born in the North and the
mayor of Lille (about two houn
north of Paris), Mauroy is one
side of the coin. Though he was
born in the Loire valley and the
mayor of a small city in that part.
of the country, Mitterand reminds
me of Montaigne and Montesquieux, both originating from the
Southwestern part of France. The
French president tends to root
himself there, where h~ has a cottage. Mitterand is, then, the other
side of the coin and thanks to
these two leaders, France mi&ht
fmq a balance.
I am neither a politician nor an
economist and this is a personal
and subjective analysis of the
situation. Mitterand is a man with
a past whom some people tend to
hate. This is a fact which will lie
behind our political stage during
the coming months. The 'path between what 52 percent of the
French people wish, and the promises of the socialist program on
one hand and the reality of the
situation on the other will be narrow and difficult to fmd .
As far as I am concerned, my
attitude would be "wait and see"
without any passion or anxiety,
but with a bit of curiousity. You
never know what is at the back of
the mind of French people, what
they might be able to do and
decide-foJ the worst or for the
best.

Creation/evolution debate
Many students may be aware of
the current debate between scientists who insist that all life is a
result of time, chance and natural
process (evolutionists), and the
vocal minority who claim that the
evidence actually points to some
Supernatural Creation. Unfortunately, most people have brushed aside the creationists as
"religious fanatics" and ignored
the scientific explanation which
they bring forth . For example, in
1974 Dr. Duane T. Gish, a creatiorlist, gave a talk entitled "Creation or Evolution: What do the
Fossils Say?" right here at K College. In his talk, Gish did not mention the Bible even once and

presented strictly scientific
evidence.
I, m¥self, have become convinced that the case for creation is
much stronger than that for evolution, which all schools teach, and
I would like to begin to inform interested students about the scientific reasons for believing that life
is a created phenomenon. The
frrst step will be a short presentation, followed by a question and
answer session, starting 8:30 Tuesday, July 21 in the Gilmore
Parlor. I would like to invite all
interested students to come and
bring the meanest questions you
can think of!
Fred Phelps
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[featuresJL-----------Honor Code: Cheaters abound, or do they?
by Lauren Coleman
Chris Reynolds
"It's your basic, run-of-the-mill
honor code."
"It's useless."
"It's a good idea. I think it
'Works."
.. It's not hardly enforced
enough."
"It doesn't prevent anyone
from cheating."
Such were the responses of
some College community
members when asked about the
school Honor Code and its effect.
According to Assistant Dean of
Students Jim Kridler, the Honor
Code is designed to "deal with the
integrity of academic work ." yet,
as the above comments
demonstrate, some Coll~ge
members feel the Code falls short
of its goals.
Code violations can run from
snipping a page from the llbrary's
Rolling Stone to collaboration on
an assignment or test. Code effectiveness, however, seems to have a
much wider range. Some people
think the Code is ineffective and
underenforced. Others think the
Code's effectiveness is best gauged if it is seen as an aid in forming
an atmosphere of honesty. As one
student said on an Index survey
about cheating, "Students . .. can
get around just about any control
- except their consciences."
Kridler thinks the Honor Code
Is most effective on a subtler level.
When a student is faced with the
decision of whether or not to
cheat, he explains, one factor he
might consider is if he'll get

caught. At this point the Honor
Code's existence operates as an
argument for 'Yes, you'll get
caught.' "It eliminates the temptation," says Kridler. "At least
they'll feel that twinge of guilt."
Several factors may make that
twinge of guilt short-lived,
however. Under the Honor Code,
students have the responsibility of
acting as the "only real source of
control and restraint" (Student
Handbook) upon their peers .•
"Control and restraint" includes
the necessity of reporting your
roommate's cheating if he does
not do so himself. Failure to do so
is considered a violation of the
Honor Code. This oecurance is
usually quite rare. Kridler concurs, noting that "the faculty are
usually the ones who press the
issue." How realistic, then, is it to
expect a student to report on
another's copying the lab or
homework assignments? "Not
too," saYlone student. "It's pretty hard to rat on your friends."
Other students in response to the
survey claimed that it is unrealistic
to expect students to turn in their
peers for cheating. Most of these
students, however, seemed more
concerned not about repercussions from other students, but
rather from their professors.
On the other hand, one student
said that she witnessed two
students cheating on an exam and
she told them that if they didn't
turn themselves in that she would.
Why? "Because they were
destroying the mutual repeet that
is the basis for the Honor Code."

Dr. Gail Griffm, professor of
EngJis", agrees. She cites Dean
Dewey's response to the question:
Do cheaters hurt only themselves?
"If you believe in a community atmosphere, then cheaters hurt
everyone because they pollute that
atmosphere." Regardless of such
an isolated case, the lack of peer
control prompts many charges of
the Honor Code's uselessness .
Is there a better alternative to
the Honor Code? Most students
responded negatively to this
survey question, although there
were a few who stressed the need
for better surveillance by professors during exams.
Should profs police their
classes? "Nol" says Griffm. "I'm
a teacher, not a policewoman.
There must be an internal system
of ethics that every student must
realize for him or herself. At some
point a student must make the
decision of who is going to run his
or her life; a society which emphasizes competition or that student as an individual. Cheating is
just giving in to that system."
Griffin has been through the experience o~ charging students with
cheating and sitting on the judicial
council, which handles Honor
Colde violations. "For me, as a
professor, it was traumatic," she
says. "The first time the student
(a rising senior) pleaded ignorance
and I experienced a lot of guilt,
but fmally decided that ignorance
is not a valid excuse." Griffin
feels that many professors
overlook cheating because of the
enormous amount of physical and

Dewey returns with a little of the East
by Lisa Cohen
Dean Dewey returned to campus this quarter after a four
month stay in New York City.
While in the city, he studied at the
Union Theological Seminary and
the Hubert Berghor'Studio for acting. He also traveled frequently
to New Haven, C<?pn., where he
appeared in Defender of the Faith
Etcetra, as part of a Yale symposium on imagining mortality.

Dewey also spent Il great deal of
his time assessing the "religious
scene in Manhattan," and the
religious world of the East Coast
in generhl, particularly the main
line churches. He claimed, "I
found it was alive and well." He
said that he feels this interest differs greatly from any moral majority movement. There is, he
thinks, " a renewed awareness of
the importance of the inner life,

emotional energy it takes to prove
violations of the Honor Code.
Why do students cheat? Griffm
cites two reasons: cheating by
passivity, the attitude of just "getting by" , and the "jungle
attitude" towards education. In
other words, doing whatever is
necessary to get those grades.
"Society puts emphasis on the
fmal product instead of the pro-

cess. "
One student who responded to
the survey seemed to feel that the
Honor Code, although a valid
method of controlling cheating,
was not used by the profs, and
thus there is an atmosphere of
suspicion. She admitted to
blatantly cheating on an exam to
"point out I) the unfairness of the
testing situation and, 2) the way
the class was being degraded
because everyone was always
treated as though they were
cheating."
Griffin sees the Honor Code to
be an effective way of controlling
cheating. She claims that it worked to the benefit of the two
students that she charged with
cheating. She also thinks that the
latitude of penalties (rather than
immediate expulsion) is a plus factor of K's Honor Code.

But, she also sees the greater
tendency for students to ignore
violations by other students, thus
PalSing the full responsibility on
to the faculty . U faculty members
are more rigorous inreportina
cheating and other Honor Code
violations than the students or the
"only real source of control," one
might alSume that everyone can
get away with code violations.
Assume again.
So far this year, six violations of
the Honor Code have been adjudicated. Five of the six were
decided against the student and
the sixth case was ruled not convicted due to insufficient
evidence, a term distinct from innocent. Two of the six were instances of library material mutilation, two were plagarism violations and two were on charges of
cheating on exams. The latter four
are the most prevalent, according
to Student Services.
The adjudication process, as it
stands now, provides ~cused
students with three basic choices.
Unfortunately, these choices are,
according to Kridler, articulated
in such "fogbound" language
that confusion and delay can
result. So fogbound, in fact, that
plans are afoot to simplify the
process.

Where the good
'ole boys roam

Back at K, Dewey will return to
teaching, starting in the fall with a
course on American Religious
Thought which he studied at the
seminary. In the winter, he will
teach a tbeatre course on argument and debate which he
prepared for at Columbia and
Yale. He said that hopefully he
will do some directing in the fall
and start a debate team if there's
enough interest.
The rest of his time will be split
between his duties as Dean of the
Chapel and Chairman of the Cesqui centenial Committee for
1982-83. He remarked, "I'm sort
of getting into things slowly-having more day-ta-day contact with
students than I've had for five or
six years. "

Students are the "only rullOUrce of (Gntrol aDd restraint."

by Rollin Marquis

PhOio courtesy o f Yearbook

personal faith and belief in the
power of profound religious experience. "
He plans to apply this
knowledge as Dean of the Chapel.
He sees a "hunger for meaning
and personal fullfillment at K
which involves more than simply
study, grades, degrees and
credits." He said that he hopes to
evoke some serious discussion
from a religious perspective
through Friday chapel services,
polSibly adding theatre to the
chapel and making Catacomb' s
discussion larger and more focused . He also wants to bring some
ideas to chapel that have more appeal to the college community.
Out east, Dewey, "found more
lively disculSion about political,
economic and social issues than

we have here." He is not sure if
this is an indication of a renewed
sixties spirit, but he said he has "a
feeling that the eighties will not be
a repeat of the seventies."
He explained that those who are
hurt by the Reagan administration's policies will not remain
silent, but instead call upon the
educated people to give leadership
in a time of great alienation. "We
don't seem to show much concern
but I feel that we do possess a
great deal," laid Dewey.
"After four months in the East
with a chance to know Columbia
and Yale," said Dewey, "I'm conviced that we have students and
faculty of the same quality and
maybe some superior programs
and since we're in the Midwest we
try harder."

As most of you are aware, large
skeins of Michiganders have been
wiilgiDg their way down to the
Lone Star State in recent years in
pursuit of greater vocational
leeway and fmancial security.
There is, however, a flipside to
every coin, as revealed by General
Philip Henry Sheridan who said,
"If I owned Texas and Hell, I
would rent out Texas and live in
Hell."
It is these nastier aspects I wish
to stress as, perhaps, Kalamazoo's
first foreign correspondent in this
land of rll70rbacks anJ! rednecks.
Your cardinal problems are fmding work and shelter. Finding
work, per se, doesn't seem to be
much of a problem. The Dallas
want-ads comprise a large section
of the newspaper: two dozen to
over 40 pages long. Other
rumours support the notion that
you can go anywhere in Texas and
find a job within three days.
Frankly, I am dubious. The
jobs are there, all right, but the

Rollin MarquisThe Urbane Cowboy
vast majority are menial labour at
minimum wage. If you're looking
for something well-paying an~
career-oriented, you'd best line II
up before you come down.
In locating an acceptab~e
habitat, again the wisest course IS
to scout ahead. Housing seems to
be slightly less expensive down
See page S
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Cult of trek

Can they happen at Kl

Senseless gun tragedies
by K. Leif Bates
Anywhere people are put under
pressure, there is a likelihood that
someone will go berserk and harm
the people around him . Just such
a tragedy occurred this spring at
the University of Michigan when a
student shot and killed fellow
students in a fit of insanity. Is
such a disaster possible at
Kalamazoo College?
The state of Michigan has
relatively strict gun laws. A prospective handgun buyer must first
obtain a police permit by filling
out forms to attest that he or she is
not a convicted felon, mentally ill
or addicted to any substances.
After buying the weapon, the purchaser must go to the police to
have it inspected. The weapon is
registered and the owner is thumbprinted. There is a catch: enforcement. If the police fail to check
the prospective buyer's record,
anyone could lie on the forms .
Undiagnosed drug addictions and
mental illnesses do not appear on
police records either.
Nonetheless, Jay J. DeNooyer
of Miller & Boerman Sporting
Goods in Kalamazoo is confident
that his store can keep a lid on unsafe gun sales. In addition to all
the police red-tape, the seller has
the right to refuse a sale to anyone
who seems unable to keep a
weapon safely. DeNooyer tells
stories of an angry, "flaky" man
who wanted a shotgun and a lot of
shells and another customer who
was "so drunk he tipped over."
Both men were refused a sale.
John Hinkley, President
Reagan's assailant, purchased his
.22 caliber pistol in a pawn shop in
Texas . An investigation of
Kalamazoo pawn shops reveals a
reluctance to deal in guns.
Paper-work, the risk of breakins and the potential for heavy
fines for gun law violations are
sighted as reasons for this reluc-

"To seek new life, new
civilizations . .. "
by Tom Cenklin
adt /kdCl n great devotion to a person
idea, or thing; U$U . small circle of persons
united by devoejon or allegiance to an artistic or intcUectual moycment or figure .

The United States is a large,
decentralized society. It is hard,
for an individual to feel a part of
society, much less to develop a
real sense of community with his
peers. Cults offer an easy alternative to a solitary existence. K
College has a cult of its own which
has taken root within the past few
years and is quickly growing into a
force that the officials of the College must deal with. Though seemMIller &: Boerman Sporting Goods Is confident tbat It can keep a Ud on
ingly innocent, this cult, like all
unsafe gun sales.
photo by Randy Block
others, has the potenti,al of
tance. The pawn shops in town
difficult to conceal weapons
developing into a life-sucking
which do handle guns are
very long in a room with four, five force . We are faced by the cult of
regulated in the same manner as
or six people in it. But, as Jim Trek
sporting goods stores such as
Kridler, associate dean of
The history of the cult of Trek
Miller & Boerman.
students, said, "a student could is sketchy. It began several
DeNooyer sees enforcement,
get away with anything if you set quarters ago when a small group
not legislation, as the answer. A
your mind to it."
of students began getting together
gun dealer risks his license to sell
each Sunday night to share
arms if he is careless about it, and
lf a person were
alcohol, herbs, and a brief respite
a buyer risks a felony charge if
possessing weapons in
from studying while viewing the
he/she is caught lying about his or
building, he said he woul4
defunct television series "Star
her record. If this were an ideal
Kridler and then conduct a .....u~'".11 Trek". Today the group is large
world, he said, such laws would be
Kridler assumes that
and varied, and has begun
sufficient. Yet the problem of
students would not cause
organizing itself into a caste
underground sales exists. Most of
over having to send the gun
system.
the guns sold illegally are stolen
Last Sunday night tilere was a
or store it somewhere off campus,
(even second hand gun sales are
but a student could be expelled if
very special ·'Trek" held. Recentsubject to legal procedure) and
conflict did arise. Since Kridler ly graduated members of the cult
that is where most of the problem
has been at K, he has only had to returned to relive old times and to
lies. According to DeNooyer,
deal with one or two incidents
continue their devotion to the
there is little the police can do
flTearm possession on campus.
organization. This reporter was
about these unregistered, untraced
present as a guest of stalwart onweapons.
Other schools at which Kridler
campus Trekker, who asked to be
Taking all of this into account, has worked have had available
called "X".what if a K student were to have a strong rooms for the storage of
The mood in the room was
gun in his or her room? Guns,
students' firearms. As yet, there
jubilant, the heat oppressive. This
legally purchased or otherwise,
has never been any inquiries into
reporter arived at 11 :20, roughly
are forbidden in the K College
such a possibility at K.
ten minutes before the symbolic
residence halls. In the dorms with
One may conclude that the size
hour of II :30 and the beginning
suites, enforcement seems almost
and intimacy of K are major faca sure thing said Rich O'Leary,
tors preventing gun-related
• His real name is Daniel J . McCarrell, 8
head resident of Severn Hall.
tragedies similar to the one at U of
Crissey Hall. 383-9787.
0'
thinks it would be
M this

Texas good 'ole boys continued
Continued from page 4
but cost is a relative thing.
probably still find yourself
IspeJldulg more than you wanted if
let yourself fall thrall to the
of immediate necessity.
Houston area is so
with out-of-staters that
lsonlettmes whole blocks of apartcomplexes wiJI hold
I" ~ticltiglm Day" or "Ohio Day,"
like. Unfortunately, many
newcomers don't know the
places to buy and end u~ in
areas subject to flash flooding.
Another big problem in
IMolust()n right now is child abuse .
have been a string of serious
abuse cases here . . . which
probably been eclipsed in
newspapers by the
IIIIu:rOers in Atianl a . Psychologists
that one (eason the
iltatistics are so high here is the
majority of out-of-staters
are apparently unhappy with
jobs, their neighborhoods,
local lifestyle . .. and nothing
take it out upon except their
Besides exhibiting massive ignorance of local topological
and climatic difrerences , newcomers seem
abysmally unprepared for the new
rorms of flora (i.e . new
lPOllenll-lnew allergies) and fauna
they encounter. Fire ants are
particularly ferocious example:
they get on your feet and legs
start biting , your only
I 'oc(}un.e is to shed your clothes
llith all possible haste and brush

them off. Everything you' ve got
up north probably exists in a more
virulent strain down here: chiggers
mosquitoes, horseflies, you name
it. And then there are
cockroaches. So far, these are the
only critters that truly live up to
the Texas boast of "bigger." They
are certainly of mythic proportions, and that much harder to
kill. I fear that Echoll's Roach
Tablets do little more than get
them stoned.
The most complex and
dangerous form of fauna is, of
course, the native himself, in all
his Texasinine glory. At tilis
point, I would be remiss if I did
not remind the reader that I am
still alerting him or her to the

worst one can expect here .
In Texas, you are going to meet
people who are all small-minded,
macho, racist, sexist, and
hypocritical. This genus of homo
stupiens is commonly known as
the "good 01' boy," though the
same unappealling ethnocentric
eccentricities can manifest
themselves in a "good 01' girl."
Getting along with the good 01'
boys is oot that hard. If you're
white and enjoy excessive quantities of beer and liquor, tooling
around in pick-up trucks and
rebuilt junk cars, interminably
arguing about spectator sports
(God forbid you should ever
engage in sports or exercise
yourself!), and harassing women,

then you can be a good 01' boy
too . Punk chic and preppy
lifestyles are instigating a ghastly
resurgence of machismo and
chauvisnism in the rest of the
country, but down here, sixties
awareness never penetrated far
enough to deal them any serious
blows in the flTst place. Androgyny doesn't sit well with good
01' boys, so if you're a radical
male with long hair and body
jewelry, be prepared to fight to
keep it.

Ed. Note: Rollin Marquis is a
1979 graduate of Kalamazoo College and is currently attending the
University of Michigan School of
Music.

of the Trek. The celebrants were
gathered around a small television
set, listening to the music of the
"Doors", another 60's pop icon
rapidly gaining a cult following.
There was an intense sense of
bonhomie and good-will as
former members greeted new
followers and the evenings
refreshments were distribute9.
At tlie appointed hour the program began, and the music was
killed. The evenings specific show
was entitled The Tower of Babel,
a curious combination of an ancient Judea-Christian myth with
contemporary mystery and
political entertainment. The Trekkers lapped it up. Scarcely a word
was spoken throughout the program, and tile ending of the program was greeted with loud and
enthusiastic cheering.
"Yeal1," "X"confided to me
later, "it was a pretty good Trek.
No one said anything during it,
usually people talk all the way
through it." This practice of commenting on the action taking place
on the screen is typical of the
Trekker's meetings. Most of the
comments are reserved for the
mythic character of Si>OCk, who is
symbolic of reason and rational
discourse. Many Trekkers take
great pride in thinking of original
and rude comments to say about
the character. Apparently, reason
is not cherished in the Trek crowd.
The meeting concluded with the
ritUlli count. Members take great
care to ascertain the number of
people participating in each
week's gathering, and the amount
is contrasted with previous tallies.
Sunday's total was 21. The Trekkers were inspired with the total,
up from the previous week's.
Some held the Trek to be the
fmest since the organization was
recognized by TV3 news at the
close of Spring Quarter.
After the Trek, X described
some of the earlier days of the
group. "One time we were at a
cottage and there was no television set. So we acted out a Trek
episode, each of us taking a role."
This is significant. The Trekker s
are close to crossing over the line
into Representation. Ritualized
performances with pre-arranged
responses cannot be far in th~
future.
We are witness to a bizarre happening here at K College. Any
students who are intersted in being
present at the launching of a new
cult should try looking up current
Trekkers. As stated above, they
welcome fellow travelers.
Live long and prosper.

{Presenling
willi

cfPride

Saga
open Mon. -Fri. 8-4
nightly, 9-12
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[politics J~----::-:--------------;
Wolpe discusses:
Ed. Note: U.S. Representative
Howard Wolpe (D-Ka/amazooj
spent Thursday, July 1 on campus. He addressed the issues of
African policy, the U.S. in EI
Salvador, and American foreign
policy. Index reporters interviewed Wolpe about his role in Congress.
by Betty Johnston
Martha Sullivan

Index: With the passqe of the tax
bill and the turns that Congress
has been taking since the new administration has come in, how do
you feel that you are affected as a
legislator? As a Democrat, do you
have more freedom to express you
opinion in a Republican administration? Did you feel more
restricted during the Carter Administration-was there pressure
to vote with him?
Wolpe: I feel, now that Carter's
not there, like an albatross has
been lifted from my shoulders
because I've frankly found myself
opposed to the Carter Administration in a number of areas, and I
was voting against that administration. But because I was a
Democrat, I still frequently had to
go to some length to make clear
my differentiation from Carter. I
was not voting with him on so
many of the basic issues-registration for the draft, his energy
policy, and so on. Now it's not
easy to vote against a popular
president, especially for a
Democrat who represents a
primarily Republican district.
When I vote aaainst him
[Reagan] in a Republican district I
have to be certain that my constituents understand why I am
voting the way I am and so I spend
a lot of time trying to develop the
detail of what really is in these
proposals so people will understand.

. Index: What is the role of a
representative in republican
democracy? Is the representative's
ultimate decision in Congress his
own, or a composite of constitulnts' desires?
Wo/pe: There are two types of
Congressmen. One is someone
who holds up his fingers to the
wind and votes whatever seems to
be the favor at that particualr
time. I don't see that as my function.
I think it's the job of the
representative to assemble all the
available information that one
can. I seek out information from
my constituents, the organizations
that are going to be affected by
legislation, congressional research
service .. . we try to pull together
all that information, because in
the end, I think the fmal judgment
must be that of the representative.
Index: K- has extensive interest in
African issues, especially with its
African Studies program and
Foreign Study program;outside of
this campus, what is the public interest in African issues like, and
how is it related to the formulation of foreign policy in that area?
Wolpe: I don't think [public interest] has ever been very great [in
African issues]. One of our problems is that Americans have failed for years now to recognize the
critical importance of not only
South African related issues, but
the critical importance of the
whole continent to the Vnited
States.
We are critically dependent on
the continent for mineral
resources, ranging from oil,
manganese, platinum . . . Africa is
increasingly critical as a market
for our aaricultural products-it
has unique importance for us in
Michigan as a market for
manufactured goods. African nations play critical roles in many international bodies so that African

Africa, Reagan, Congress
countries have political importance to the Vnited States, as well .
Since there's not a full appreciation of that, very few Americans
have been deeply involved in the
debate over African policy. I happen to think that there's a growing
interest, actually. We have a long
way to go before we can mobilize
a sufficiently large constituency
that can have some real impact on
helping to put pressure on this administration or any administration
for the development of a foreign
policy that will truly be consistent
with Both our traditions and with
our national interest. We don't
have that right now.
Index: Do you see any chances for
such a policy being formed within
this administration?
Wolpe: I'm not willing to writeoff that possibility yet. I think
that there are people within the
present administration that are
well-intended and that appreciate
what is at stake in both America's
relationship to the Namibian conflict and with respect to the danger
of American identification with
such an intransigent South
African regime.
I'm not yet persuaded that the
new administration will possess
the political will or the wisdom to
act upon that perception and that
recognition of American interests
in the region.
Nor am I persuaded that people
who understand what's at stake
will be the dominant influences
within the administration. I'm
afraid that the Jesse Helmses of
this world may well, in the end,
have more influence in the administration's foreign policy than
those people within the administration that really know
something about Africa.
Index: What is the mood of Congress now, especially with the big
defeat of the Democrats at the end
of June? Do you see a defection of

SISPES to rally for human
by David Hasbrook
A national organization has
been formed in the V .S. to protest
this country's involvement in what
many believe is strictly a "homegrown" political struggle. The
organization is called Citizens in
Solidarity with the People of EI
Salvador (CISPES). There are
sub-groups across the country
such as SISPES ("S" for
Students), which is based at
Kalamazoo College.
This Sunday, July 19, beginning
at noon and ending at 9 p.m., a
peace rally is scheduled at Bronson Park in down t own
Kalamazoo. July 19 is the " national call day for rallies across the
country" in such places as San
Francisco, Atlanta, and Houston ,
according to Pete Omarzu, local
representative of CISPES, and
member of the K-College SISPES.
The rally includes music featuring

Robin and Steve Siegel, David
Kornblum, John Petrini, and
Mike Egan's own brand of
political reggae music. The themes
of the rally are V .S. involvement
in EI Salvador, South African
Apartheid, the Selective Service
draft registration, and the effects
of the Reagan administration's
budget cuts. Twelve -organizations
will be represented in all, and
several speakers, including Dr.
Romeo Phillips, are scheduled to
deliver their views.
EI Salvador is the smallest,
most densely populated country in
Central America. The majority of
its inhabitants, like many Central
and South Americans, are poor
and landless. Anyone who glanced
at a V .S. newspaper or heard an
American news broadcast in late
January or February probably
read or heard of the Salvadorian
Revolution . The V.S . media was
very concerned with the struggle

In poor taste

~~~:=J

midwest and the northeast, including from our own state of
Michigan, who are very nervous
about the way they just voted,
because they understand that the
whole budget effort is one that is
going to be to the great advantage
of the southern and western states
and to the enormous disadvantage
of Michigan and other states in
the midwest/northeast. They're
kind of hoping that their people
don't fmd out yet about how they
voted .
It is frustrating, because to see
the process work the way it did
last week is pretty frightening, actually. We literally passed a bill
that to this day I doubt that any
member of Congress can tell you
precisely what was in it, and yet it
is a bill that will have enormous
impact on the lives of every
American.

rights~------

between the allegedly communistbacked leftists, the right-wing
military, and the supposedly
moderate civilain/military junta.
Rumors of Soviet communist involvement by arms shipments
through Cuba and Nicaragua
culminated in the Vnited States
D~partment of State Special
Report Number 80, commonly
known as the White Paper.
The White Paper is dated
February 23, 1981. Shortly after
its publication, the V .S. media
lost interest to a certain dearee in
the Salvadorian situation,
relegating the issue to the more
obscure pages of the newspapet
The media response indicated an
initial acceptance of the White
Paper as valid, and certainly made
the Reagan administration ' s
military aid package of some $45
million to EI Salvador more acceptable. Fifty V .S. military advisors still remain in EI Salvador

bv Dave Geran

Democrats to Republican programs?
Wolpe: There are about 29
Democrats that did not vote with
the Democratic leadership in this
last vote. Almost all of them came
from certain southern states, and
in every case there was enormous
pressure put upon them by the
President; there were a whole
range of deals negotiated in exchange for their votes. The
generality of Democrats did not
cave in to that pressure; frankly,
there were many Republicans who
were on the verge of defecting
from the Republican bill. There
were in fact, two Republican
members that voted in opposition
to the fmal budget resolution,
which was a resolution that no one
understood, that no one had seen
in advance of voting on it.
There [are] many other
Republican members, from the

until the end of the summer and
the V.S . embassy has made recent
suggestions that the advisors
should remain for the rest of the
year and a new aid package should
be sent.
From the time the White Paper
was released until this summer,
media sources such as the Wall
Street Journal and the
Washington Post have researched
the sources of the White Paper.
On June 9,1981, the Post ran two
articles questioning the credibility
of the White Paper. One source of
criticism centered on an excerpt
from some notes supposedly taken
by Shafik Handal, EI Salvador's
communist party leader, at an
April 28, 1980 meeting . A
photocopy of the notes shows that
the handwriting changes halfway
down the page. The document is
also unsigned .
Other claims by the authors of
the White Paper, upon which
sweeping conclusions that the
revolution is backed by eastern
communists, concern the covert
shipping of arms to EI Salvador
through Cuba and Nicaragua.
But, as the Post points out,
"There is no concrete evidence to
support this claim in any of the
documents released with the
White Paper."
More questions have surfaced
concerning the validity of report
number 80 in the Wall Street Journal's interview with the man
primarily responsible for the
White Paper-Foreign Service officer, Jon D. Glassman. In
March, Glassman, according to

the Washington Post, told
reporters that "he had never
before seen such compelling, conclusive documents as those he
found in EI Salvador." However,
the Journal quoted Glassman on
June 8 describing parts of the
White Paper as "misleading" and
"over-embellished." The Journal
also found out from Glassman
that the authors of the White
Paper attributed at least two
documents to people who did not
write them, and based arms
shipments statistics on extrapolations.
On the same day that the journal article appeared, Glassman
issued a public statement through
Dean Fiseher, assistant Secretary
of State for Public Affairs, saying
that "the thrust of the [Journal]
article does not represent my
views . . . " However, Glassman
did not deny any specific quotation attributed to him by the Journal.
The reaction to the Reagan administration's military aid to EI
Salvador has been rather negative.
Immediately after the aid package
plan was made public, White
House sources reported that incoming mail was 100 to 1 against
V.S. involvement. Mexican President Jose Lopez Portillo has expressed his view that the V.S.
should get out of EI Salvador
completely. As this weekend's rally shows, some V.S. citizens are
expressing their disapproval of the
aid package.

~~~~~~~~~~[~ts anti leisur~
"A little education is a dan,gerolls thing"
by Sheryl Christy

Jean Farris and the superb writing

To advertise Garson Kanin's
Born Yesterday as a comedy alone
could be a mistake. The second in
a string of four Festival Playhouse
productions will offer audiences
much more during its run from
July 16 to 18 and from July 23 to '
25.
You may find yourself hating
Harry Brock, the rags to riches
"junkman" played by Clair
Myers, Chair of the Fine Arts,
Department, You'll cheer for
Billie Dawn, mistress to Harry,
portrayed by Paula Dewey, '77,
Dewey begins her fourth Festival
season directly from her first
Equity role at the Asolo State
Theatre in Sarasota, Fla, Dean
Robert Dewey and Tim House are
also returning after several
seasons with the Festival. DaiJ
Willoughby and other experienced
actors round out this veteran cast.
Add to this the talented direction
of Nelda Balch, Festival Executive
Director, the set Design of Kent
Goetz, the lighting design of Dan
Kotlowitz, the costume design of

of Kanin, Born Yesterday
becomes a total entertainment experience,
"Kanin is trying to make
several statements," said Paula
Dewey, "but his is basically a cry
against tyranny, both pe,rsonal
and political. Because of Garson
Kanin's excellent technique, many
of the lines are very funny with'
definite serious undertones."
Written in 1946, Born Yesterday was devised for a particular
audience, an audience that had
just sufffered and survived
through WW1I. Therefore, ~
kept it light and yet still proved his
point.
"In its simplest form, he is saying that crime doesn't pay," continued Dewey. "You'll get yours
in the end. However, the play
makes a very serious statement
about
male/female
relationships. "
Harry Brock's idea of success is
to make as much money as he can,
and he doesn't mind stepping on a

few people to get it. After meeting
an intriguing young writer (Tim
House), Harry hires him to
educate Billie. However "a little
education is a dangerous thing,"
and Billie, whom Harry saw as a
plaything to push around, begins
to blossom intellectually. ,In the
process, her eyes are opened to the
world and to Harry's corruption.
With the help of the writer, Billie
begins to fight back.
" The subjugation of women is
still a very real thing," states Miss
Dewey, "although most people
don't want to admit it."
Finally, Billie gets the best of
Harry and leaves, shOwing him
that "nobody can own anyone."
In the end, she proves that she
wasn't "born yesterday".
Born Yesterckzy will run its flfst
weekend along with Side by Side
by Sondheim. Tickets are $5.S0
for Born Yesterday and $6.50 for
the musical revue. Curtain time
for the Kanin comedY 'is 8 pm in
the Playhouse. Season tickets are
still ayailable. For reservations,
call the Fine Arts Box Office at
383-8511.

Bom Yesterday, the second Festlnl PlayhoIUC Production II a "total
entertainment experience."

Only 3 weeks left

Tropics await boogiers

High energy jazz at Whistle Stop

, by Lisa Cohen

by Charlie Langton
With the keen competition for
music-related jobs in Kalamazoo,
Dave Wells and The Kalamazoo
Big Band, a 16 piece jazz band,
were lucky to stumble onto a successful Friday afternoon happy
hourr at the Whistle Stop. Every
Friday from 5 to 7 pm, some 50 to
70 people crowd the Depot Room
at the Whistle Stop to hear these
semi-professional jazz mUSICians
from in and around the
Kalamazoo area. They play the'
music of the jazz greats, like
Count Basie and Woody Herman.
Drinks at only 70'and SO', and a
cheap $1 cover charge add life to
the party atmosphere.
Although the Kalamazoo Big
Band members receive no payment for their performance, many
of the musicians also play with the
Kalamazoo Symphony. The
clientele is composed of many
regulars who have established an
excellent rapport with the band.
The crowd's enthusiasm is contagious and after two trips to the
Big Band show, listeners could
easily become part of the regular
gang.
The attraction of Big Band
Night is definitely the high energy
jazz, rather than the atmosphere.
The Depot Room is not one of
Kalamazoo's most finely
decorated bars. Three different
multicolor rugs cover the floors

Grab your Bahama mama or
papa and boogie down. Go all the
way to the islands and be a real
Bahamian. This year's Bahama
Boogie promises a really hot time
says CUB Chair Dan Driessche.
The sandy beaches wait beyond
the dense tropics of the quad in
Old Welles on July 18, from 9 pm
until 1 am. Tropical attire: grass
skirts, ' bermuda shorts, Hawaiian
shirts and straw hats will be the
dress of the natives.
:z:
Authentic Calypso music was
] unavailable for the evening. In}; stead, tanned bodies can sway beto ,ween the palm and coconut trees
to the authentic funk music of the
Velvetones.

f

i
Have a happy two hours with the sounds of the KalamaZoo Big Band
and special drink prices, Fridays from 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm at the Whistle
Stop, 403 E. MIchIgan.
and each wall is a unique experience. Customers listen and
drink at long card tables while sitting on wooden folding chairs.
Our waitress also needed help
remembering the price scale.
Marilyn Edmund just recently
bought the Whistle Stop and plans
to "restore old elegance" to much
lof the restaurant. She explained,
"I just fell in love with this old
building. I have never been in the
restaurant business, but I thought
it would be fun to try. I'd eaten
here before and thought much of

the food could be improved." Edmund has already installed a huge
salad bar, asked a' former favorite
chef to return, and, of course,
booked the Kalamazoo Big Band
for the Friday Happy Hour.
Because the , Whistle Stop has
long been a favorite college spot
for Western students, and
Western is out for the summer,
the Big Band will only only play
until the end of this month and
then begin again in September.
Both band and the Whistle Stop
are worth checking out.

Beforehand, the older natives
can soothe their parched throats
at a Mai Tai Party, sponsored by
CUB. Anyone 21 or older can enjoy tropical refreshments in the
Gilmore Parlor. For the younger
natives, more refreshments will be
served at the dance.
Two lucky islanders will really
go all the way to the Bahamas.
The winner of a raffle for this
prize will leave on July 30 for
three nights at the Pilot House
and three days in the sun of
Naussau, meals accommodations,
transportation and spending
money provided by CUB. The
drawing will be held during the
dance at midnight. Tickets can be
purchased in front of Saga for $2
a piece or three for $5.

Watson/Fulbright continued
continued from page I
Unlike the Fulbright, the Watson Fellowship will award $10,000
to students who devise a nonacademic project that they have
long wanted to do. Past projects
include a trip around the world, a
study of lorry drivers in Africa,
and a collection of rare orchids
from the tropics of Brazil.
For the first time in the history
of the college, a K student, Becky
Gray '81, won a Rhodes Scholarship last year for:l;; 7000 (about
$17,000) to study ai Oxford
University two to three years.

The deadline is the beginning of
October. All questions should be
addressed to Dr. Hardy Fuchs.
Fuchs is in addition responsible
for the Marshall Scholarship, also
for two years of study at a British
-Jniversity. This award includes
payment of fares to and from Britain, full tuition, a book grant,
approved study travel and
possibly a thesis grant.
Preference for this grant goes to
students of high scholastic
achievements (3.5 GPA or better)
and with "distinction of intellect
!\lId character."
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Sprinkling the Quad
In the past few weeks, numerous students and faculty alike have complained of the incessant sprinItiIndex this week have asked two members of the K community to express their
views on this controversy.

fig on the quad. The

I

Pro: OtIs Beec:lmut, bead lJOuDclapenoD

CoD: SpUllky tbe Squlml, Quad raldeDt

Water helps to make the grass grow. Grass is our
friend . It does stuff to our oxygen supply, and makes
us breathe better. Sprinkling is needed if we are to get
water to every last blade of grass on our quad. Why
do people complain when I tum on the sprinklers? I
like water.

The facade enmeshing the controversy surrounding the sprinkler question is an easy one to
penetrate. It is obvious to the least meterologically
aware member of this community that this season's
precipitation has been more than adequate to replentish the greenery of our quadrangle, and has done
nothing more than transform our once verdant
foliage into an icky, gooey mess. Frankly, I am
dubious as to the motivations of those involved. My
paws will never be the same.

aur next issue: Should handsawing be added in order
to bolster the Honor Code?

DrewlllT's Profiles

Studeuta In OppolidOD tbe U&l1 New GJIIl (SIOTI'UNG) ban 11IbmUted the abon picture u • propOled dalp for a DeW fadUly.
"We feel tb.t tbII buDdlDa would be mudl llker," ODe d1aarunW
etudeut explained. "I JDeIII tbat ODe tbey JUlt ftDIIbed Ia really cnuDlDJ,

IaD't It? Really crummy."

(pronounced drool-ers)

?ff1ffmwifl
IrJ- NOr TVJrIt TIB. ..
... IT!; II THIP!

Cliff "the River Man" Finch
Profession: Wipe boy at the Bunca Car
Wash, Kalamazoo, Michigan
Education: Expelled from Patterson
Junior High School, 19S9
Hobbies: Retrieving softballs from
Evans Creek just beyond the right field
fence at the Municipal Softball
Diamonds
Last book read: The Portage Area
Yellow Pages Directory
Quote: "You may not believe this, but 1
was once a beautiful young girl. "
Favorite drink: Luke warm Drewlar's
wine from a well shaken bottle, of
course I

Drewlar's-':"since 1973
still only $5.95 a case

CAJJ. ':/ovR R~CRVlTER 77JOA!J/
GeJeAA./fl
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Funds drive a· dollar boon
by Martha Sullivan
In the Spring of 1978, the College launched its most ambitious
capital fund-raising program to
date with a goal of SI6,395,000 in
gifts and pledges.
According to Al Blum, Director
of Development, the purpose of
this highly successful campaign
was a dual one. The first part was
to provide the capital necessary
for several "brick and mortar"
projects in the College's physical
development. These projects inelude the renovation of the
library, the completion of the
language lab, the renovation of
Calder Fieldhouse, a new energy
distribution and monitoring
system and the conversion of the
school's heating system from fuel
oil to natural gas.
The other purpose of the campaign was to provide new
resources for the College's endowment. With these added resources,
the goal of the Development Office is, as always, to provide the
support necessary for the faculty
(in terms of salary and academic
programs), the students (in terms
of fmancial aid), and the physical
maintenance of the campus.

In seeking to provide added
fmandal support to the faculty,
the campaign was not seeking
specifically to provide more
tenured positions or higher
salaries for the faculty.
According to Blum, "the campaign did not have speCific departments m mmd, but rather to
secure fmandal support for the
faculty. The majority of money
used by the College comes out of
resources that must be generated
on an ongoing basis through tuition and gifts."
The funds gained in the campaign came from donations by
alumni, friends of the College,
trustees, corporations, and private
foundations, as well as a S75,000
gift from the National Endowment for the Humanities.
According to Blum, part of the
credit for obtaining funds belongs
to the students who volunteered
their time in the Capital by Phone
program. "These students did a
superb job," said Blum. "They
brought in $425,000 from the
alumni and helped to put the
alumni over their goal. They
established new and needed contacts with alumni. They did a
great job for public relations."

the program did not bring in over
17 mil1ion dollars in cash, but
rather in pledges and resources
that equal 17 million in value.
Some of this capital has already
come in. The rest is yet to come.
The program was able, however,
to aid the College's endowment to
grow during the period of the
campaign by three mil1ion, to its
present S13-14 million.
The success of the program is a
tremendous vote of confidence for
the College. According to Blum,
"The success is a powerful statement of the belief in the College
that its constituencies have. It is a
welcome from the community.
We have made progress in the area
of letting people know we need
fmancial aid."

CbamploDllhlps. For an Interview wltb spoUer Brian Page, see page 4.

Black Spot revived by poetry , music
by Eric Stohl
The Black Spot, K's provision
for local and semi-professional
talent, is currently experiencing a
resur'gence of activities. Located
in the basement of Hicks, it was
orignally designed to provide
stimulating (and free) entertainment. Dave Hasbrook '82 took
over the Black Spot helm this
quarter in response to the previous
director's lack of motivation.
In an effort to revive interest,
Hasbrook has been scheduling
regular Sunday evening shows. So
far this quarter, the Black Spot
has presented Steve Boettner '82
in a one-man music show, which
was moderately attended, and a
poetry reading last Sunday which
drew a full house.
The poetry reading featured the
works of English Prof. Gail Griffin, Diane Suess, Beth King '83
and Catherine Kaikowska. Matt
Goulish '82 added spice to the
event with an original story and
Andreas Rhode contributed his
sinldng and guitar work.

TIle cut of LOl Esclavol

p/>o<o by Pam Harm

Los Esclavos plays in FAB
by Jose Generico
For so many of K's
intellectually-minded students, the
theater has simply become dull.
Their highly refmed cerebrums,
having undergone the rigors of the
K plan, pick apart the most complicated metaphors and plot detail
with the greatest of ease.
Tired of being able to understand everything? Has modem
drama become simply an extension of the boob-tube? Then try
your hand at Los Esc/avos, a
twenty-minute, one-act play in
Espanol. Four advanced psuedoSpaniards,
Bonnie
Ray,
Fullbright-bound Rob Swope,
Ann Wilson, and Val Cole will be

enunciating their "si's" and
"Senorita's", Friday, August 14
at 4 pm in the Recital Hall.
The Slaves, as it translates, is a
farce on the materialistic desires
of our capitalistic society .
Although in Spanish, there will be
a brief explanation for the
English-speaking population.
Salesmanship, the actions of a
gullible public, and the almighty
dollar speak a universal tongue;
no one should have trouble
understanding what Los Esc/avos
has to say.
Whet your Hispanic appetite
with this south of the border comedy, [no charge], on Friday. Fine
pre-Quadstock entertainment provided for all. No 10 olvidel

OllIs Huff awaits a 5e"e durlul tile USTA National Junior Tellllis

This event was so well received
that Hasbrook hopes to continue
both open mike nights and
scheduled poetry readings at the
Black Spot. "In the past it has
been only music," explained
Hasbrook, "and I'd like to diversify the Black Spot." The attendance last Sunday would seem to
support him.
It was also suggested that the
Black Spot and other organizations might pool resources to pull
in other performers. For example,
WIG or BSO might come forward
with a person they would like to
see. Any group interested in booking someone is urged to contact
Hasbrook.
The rest of August is pretty well
booked with activities. This Sunday, August 16 at 8 pm, Laverne
Lobdell, self proclaimed "poetphilosopher," will recite poetry
and lead an open discussion about
his eleven years in prison, which
he elaims "set me free because
nothing wakes a man up better
than suffering." Lobdell has appeared on several talk shows, in-

eluding the Mike Douglas Show in
1976. He toured college campuses
during the '70s and, after a two
year break, got what he calls the
"wonder lust," the urge for
adventure and is just now restarting a new tour.
Lobdell is originally from
Muskegon, Michigan, where his
family owns a farm, but he ran
away from there at the age of 16
and lived a fast-paced life of hustling. drugs and alcohol. He claims
he graduated from San Quentin
prison and no longer indulges in
his past vices.
His poetry/philosophy centers
around KahiJ Gibran's The Prophet, teachings from his guru,
who will also be on hand Sunday,
and Nietzsche.
On Saturday, August 22. Merry
Lu Jordan '83 will sing and play
guitar. The following Saturday,
August 29, the Hash Brothers,
starring John Starr '82, Steve
Boettner and John Petrini '82,
will move away from their rock
image and present a laid-back
evening of jazz.
Next quarter, some old
favorites along with some new
talent will perform at the Black
Spot. "Madcat" Ruth. always ap-

preciated for his antics as well as
his harmonica music will be returning to K. Charley McGuire, an
original folk musician with two
albums on the market, will be
making his K College debut, as
wiD Jim Craig, a folk musician
from Chicago.

Poet.phU08Opber Laverne LobdeU

--News briejst-,- Actors and actresses in the
Kalamazoo community are invited
by Kalamazoo Civic Players Guest
Director Scott Robinson to audition for roles in My Fair Lady on
Friday, August 28 at 7 pm and
Saturday, August 29 at 2 pm.
Auditions will be held at the Civic
Auditorium, 329 S. Park St.
The Lerner and Loewe musical
has roles for six females and 15
males. Auditioners should bring a
selection from a Broadway
musical and be prepared to sing
and read from scripts provided
and learn a short choreographed
sequence.
My Fair Lady will open the
Civic Players' 53rd season Friday.
October 2. Scripts will not be
available until the week of audi-

tions . For more information
phone 343-1313.

Concerned about the moral majority? Rabbi Sherwin T. Wine,
spokesperson for the Voice of
Reason, will talk about alternatives on Sunday, August 23 at
11 am at the People's Church,
1756 N. 10th Street.
The Voice of Reason was
created to "defend the historic
principles of American freedom,
privacy and good citizenship in a
secular state," according to the
group's flyer.
The meeting is open to the
public. Coffee and fellowship will
be provided after Rabbi Wine's
speech.

[ opinion}r---------------Protestors react to rally criticism
No result paciFISm
In response to Tom Conltlin's
article, "Demonstrations: An Effective Way to Mfect Change"
(Index, July 30), I ask: how does a
pacifIStic response to an administration such as that of
Ronald Reapn affect change? My
answer is that it does not affect
change, but rather lends support
to the faulty belief by that administration that its policies are
supported by an overwhelming
majority of €be population.
Furthermore, in response to
Conltlin'$ article, the only feelings
I get from what he writes are
negative. Conklin cites some
obscure examples of rallies that
failed or were not well received,
yet he fails to mention such events
as last May's peace rally in
Washington D.C. in which some
SO,OOO people participated, or the
"Longest Walk" from the Pacific
shore to Washington D.C. by
thousands of native Americans to
oppose the abolition of Indian
treaties in 1978. While the results
of the May peace rally are not
something one wakes up and sees
the next day, legislators in the nation's capitol and Reagan himself

Welcome back
Black Spot

cannot help but be aware that the
Significant force
1980 presidential election result
As one involved from the beginwas not a "strict mandate" by all
ning in the demonstration designthe people of this country for the
ed "to make us feel better about
current Reagan administration
ourselves," let me make a few
policies.
observations regarding the July
Conklin has proved in his article that he is very perceptive of It is important to realize that rice,
and Mr. Conltlin's comments
"the weaknesses inherent in the
about that rally.
practice of public demonstrations
1. The rally was carried out by a
to achieve peace . .. " He has
coalition of 19 groups, groups as'
made us aware that he does not
diverse in ideology as the pagan
favor the expression of one's opigroup Gnostic Circle of Light, the
nions by the "wearing of inane
Communist Labor Party, and the
buttons and singing folk songs."
organization I represent, the
However, Conklin fails to offer
Women's Interest Group. In' the
111\ alternative other than the
space of five weeks, we organized
hiihly generalized and vague doca seven-hour program, got pertrines of "pacifism and
mission to plant a tree and
Socialism." I personally enjoy
dedicate it to peace, and had four
singing and hearing folk songs
articles published in the
and I think that music is a univerKalamazoo Gazette about our
sallangliage through which alterrally. Not only. is this organizanative views are well-expressed.
tional feat rather remarkable, but
As for wearing buttons bearing
perhaps more significant in the
political opinions, I don't think
long run is that a coalition of 19
people can change their views if
groups, operating using concensus
they are not aware of alternatives.
as a decision-making process,
If one additional person was
cooperated to carry it out.
swayed toward believing in the
goal of getting the U.S. out of E1
Salvador, then the July 19 Bron2. The '60s have been reduced
son Park rally was successful.
by the sophisticates of the "Me
Generation" to little more than a
David Hasbrook
symbolic collection of smells: the
scent of tear gas drifting up to
politicians in their Chicago hotel
rooms, the perfume of the flower
placed by a student in the gun of a
National Guard soldier's rifle
shortly before that rifle mowed
down four, the sickening sweet
smell of marijuana and unwashed
bodies that heralded a new approach to culture, to the beat of
rock-n-roll. The more recent

In the most recent Commission Rag, the AAC (Academic
Affairs Committee) listed three suggestions for solving problems of poor SIP preparation and student ingnorance of SIP
details and processes.
The I,!ti.~ agrees wi~h ~ese solutions: that departments
hold an ITUtJai SIP meetmg Junior spring, that the SIP handbook be distributed that quarter, and that grant opportunities
and guidelines also be circulated earlier.
We would, however,like to add one more suggestion to the
list and raise one more question. First, we suggest, that over
and above the SIP handbook, department heads meet at least
once a year to reconfirm policies concerning late SIPs
student/advisor communicastion during SIP quarter, and
SIP standards and goals. Each department differs on these
points because of a gap in communication unabridged by the
SIP handbook. Annual meetings would reconfrim whether
a~visors should accept papers one day late, discuss projects
WIth students weekly or monthly, or expect more or less than
what the student proposes.
Second, we suggest that the AAC investigate the $275 SIP
registration fee, up considerably from past years. Where does
this money go? Does the actual SIP cost vary between departments? Should students pay an additional $275 fee for late
SIPs, or should they pay a reduced fee? Finally, if SIPs are required for gradu~tion, as are written and oral comps , why
charge for a SpecIal SIP credit? Professors and students in
some departments put in as much time on comps as SIPs and
there is no cost or credit involved.
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never will 'represent one's interests, or that of writing a letter
to one's congressional representatives and receiving my standard·
reply:
"Mr.
Frenzel/Durenberger/Boschwitz
has received your letter concerning Reagan's military spending/the HLAlthe HLS/James
Watt/the Clean Air Act/the
Voting Rights Bill/the negative
vote at the WHO conference on
~aby formula distribution/funding for Medicaid abortions
and will consider your
views. Thank you for keeping him
informed of your concerns.
Sincerely . .. "If you're starving
and there are crumbs on the floor
you lick it; if someone holds out
to you a hand full of straws you
grasp at them.
Certainly, demonstration is a
more significant force for change
than writing opinions for a small
college newspaper criticizing it.
Cas Smith
Member, July 19th Coalition for
Peace and Justice
o

0

••
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change) is a fabrication by the
powers-that-be to make sure that
we know that it does no good to
make our voices heard through
demonstrations and political protest. A quick look at Nixon's
memoirs, however, suggests a different picture. Nixon's reaction to
demonstrators outside the White
House shows that demonstrations
do create heat in high place's, and
therefore do have a place in the
process of change.
3. The trap that demonstrators
must not fall into, however, (and
here Mr. Conklin is quite right) is
the one that did minimize the effects of a mass-base of anti-war
sentiment in the '60s: that is,
believing that all it takes is
demonstration to cause change.
None of us in the July 19th Coalition are that naive. We are in the
process of organizing as a permanent group for peace, operating in
the Kalamazoo area. Upcoming
activities include receiving training
as draft counselors, political action through participation in the
All People's Congress sponsored
by the People's Anti-War
Mobilization on October 16-18 in
Detroit, and continued active,
vocal opposition through
demonstration. We recognize that
change takes place through the
political process, and also
recognize that single· focus
political parties have little chance
for success in our "two" party
system (witness the quick fall
from power of two very active
'60s parties: the Black Panthers
and the SDS). Based upon individual choice, therefore, some
of us will work within the bounds
of the Democratic-Republican
party, others will focus our actions on alternative ways of seeking representation . As a group, we
use both methods as we can to
make our voices heard .
It seems to me that the effectiveness of demonstration is no
less than that of participating in a
political party which, in the in-

Its all nostalgia
few years ago when more

A
politically interested, I participated in several demonstrations in Ann Arbor for various
causes. Part of the reason for my
present political near-apathy came
from the eventual realization that
my activism had been futile at
best. Worst of all, I admitted to
myself that most of us had been
having too much of a good time
playing "hippie."
Tom Conklin's article concerning the effectiveness of political
demonstration slapped the problem in the face, and inspired
much grumbling from the liberal
activists here at Kalamazoo College.
At any given demonstration it

seems as if most of the participants are spending most of
their time celebrating the romance
of the late 19605, a romance which
is in fact inseparable from any
contemporary leftist demonstration. For some reason, everyone
wants to pretend that it is still
1968. The dress, the music, and
the slogans all add up to a dreary
cliche. I realize that most politcally active persons are' sincerely pursuing their idealistic goals .
However, to conservatives tdancing at the goings-on, the political
messages of a demonstration can
be lost behind bell-bottoms, peace
signs, the Byrds, and the spirited
chants telling that, hell no, the
demonstrators will neither go nor
glow.
It can be argued that we are

characterization as the stench of
stagnation (the antithesis of real

Index views

Index

terest of "broad appeal" (read:

campaign strategy) does not and

fighting the same problems that
concerned people in the '60s. But

PhOIo courtesy of yearbook

it is 1981, and an obsession with
the pop culture of IS years ago
makes the messages too easy to
laugh off as more nostalgia than
serious political communication.
Eric Lorey

Cas Smith at peace rally

Excerpts
"The media is not always willing
or able to present all the facts concerning controversial isslfes. By
publicizing these issues,
demonstrations can directly affect
public opinion. When public opinion is affected and eventually
reflected in various opinion polls,
the government can see where the
majority of public support lies
and react to it..' ,
Nan Cumming
"Being aware and educated to
dangers, alternatives, possible improvements, failures, and successes in our society is the first
step to postive change. Attending
rallies such as the one July 19 and
going to lectures and discussions
about our government and foreign
affairs can help one work to
arouse awareness and look for
peaceful solutions to our many
problems.
"People come away from 'consciousness raising' events, talk to
others, and if very inspired, may
even take intiative to organize and
take action.
"The danger I see developing in
the absence of peaceful protest is
that people look toward peaceful
protest as solutions and not steppIDg stones. Many may get
fru~trated and turn to violence for
their tool to create awareness and
'quick solutions' ... "
Jennifer Bing

$90,000 bells?
For almost a year now, the Sequicentennial Council has been
preparing for Kalamnoo
College's ISOth year, from fall
1982 to spring 1983.
As one of the student representatives on the council and its coordinating committee, I wanted to
inform the students of our largest
proposal before ninth week,
allowing ample time to get
response before the quarter ends
and. the rising juniors leave for
foreign study.
The proposal, introduced by
T.J. Smith, is to install a ring of
eight bells in Stetson's belfry. The
set of bells, weighing about two
tons, will cost the school about
$70,000 and would be dedicated
sometime during the anniversary
year, possibly at the 1983 com·
mencement ceremony.
The cost of repairing the tower,
which will have to be done sooner
or later anyway, has been
estimated at $23,000, bringing the
total cost to approximately
$90,000. The money will not come
from student funds, but from
donations not otherwise available
to the school.
Please send your OptDlOns to
Norman Discher (302·B Dewaters)
or me (206-C Crissey) so we will
have information on which to
base our decision and also to refer
to the student representatives of
the council who will be on camp~
the next two quarters while we are
absent.
Bonnie Ray

Diversity goal needs work
by Christopher Reynolds

"Kalamazoo College seeks able
and contributing individuals from
diverse geographic, ethnic, social
and
economic
backgrounds-students who seek
and accept a challenge. ..
Whoever wrote that sentence in
the Admissions section of the
catalogue probably wishes he or
she had not written "diverse."
"Slightly different" would be
easier to handle. "Not quite
homogenous" would be a semantical breakthrough. But no, with
the word "diverse," the author
opened up a Pandora's Box of
questions and presented to those
responsible for seeking "able and
contributing individuals" a
challenge of their own: Defme ye
diversity and seek ye it.
So far, the response to that
challenge has been numerous Index editorials (like this one), a
vague goal to increase minority
enrollment by statistically questionable percentages (not fulfilled)
and a wringing of hands as many
bemoan the difficulties in defming
what exactly is diversity. Meanwhile, back on the campus, this
writer with his admittedly limited
faculties of analysis, notices fewer
out-state students, fewer
minorities and fewer people from
the outer (more specifically,
lower) fringes of the economic
spectrum. Please tell me if I'm
wrong, but there seems to be an
increasing sameness in where a K
student comes from, what ethnic
or racial group he claims
allegiance to and his parents' incomes. If this is correct, and I
believe it is, diversity, as a K College goal, is in trouble.
For the 1981-82 academic year,
the entering freshman is expected
to pay 58S 13 for tuition, fees,
room and board, books and supplies, personal expenses and
transportation. With shrinking
government aid for education,
and 'lthe tenuous economic situation, 58S13 is a financial burden
that only a specific segment of the
college-going population can attempt to handle. This segment is
composed, in general, of people
from the same socio-economic,
and racial background.
For example, according to the
latest college statistics, 56 percent
of this campus' students have
parents whose income exceeds
530,000. Diversity in socioeconomic and racial terms is being
severely limited at the proverbial
bottom line. Now, that implies
two things: one, that "ethnic,
social and economic" diversity
should be emphazied more than

King clarifies
counseling
Thank you for your reporting
of our conversation in the recent
Index. I would, however, like to
correct a misunderstanding attributed to one of the gay
students. I do not have a gay support group and have never had
one. I counsel students individually and .I".y. inform gay
counselees of the existence of the
student gay support group.
One more comment-I could
not possibly "make the choice for
them." We can talk about alternatives, problems and feelings
about their . sexuality-but only
tbey CUI make the cbokel And,
fmally, here is a request: since we
have had four anonymous student
interviews, will the Index bend .its
policy and agree to pubhsh
anonymous letters on this subject?
Thank you.
Billie King
Ed. note: The Index willingly

geographic diversity . Why?
Because the former kinds of diversity allow for a greater exchange
of backgrounds. Or to put it.
another way, why zealously travel
over 200 miles to Lake Forest, Ill.
to recruit geographic diversity
when one can go to the North Side
of Kalamazoo and (with, we hope,
just as much zeal) recruit students
whose diversity transcends the
merely geographic? The second
implication equates ethnic diversity with racial diversity; America as
a multi-ethnic society is adequately represented on campus yet, as a
multi-racial society it is not. In
light of these two points, then,
why not address the areas where
the need for diversity seems to be
the greatest?
It seems to me that a good first
step would be to put some fmancial bite into our commitment to
diversity. Make that 58513 hurdle
easier to clear for those who normally would have no hope of
entering K. No hope means being,
say, S8SOO short. Where would the
money come from? I have a suggestion. If this college is as serious
about diversity as it claims, why
not put some of our strong fundraising capabilities to work? The
same dedication with which the
College raised S1. 75 million over
its Capital Funds goal can be used
to raise funds specifically earmarked for providing aid to
students who, while contributing
diversity, would not be able to
come to K on their own resources.
That suggestion may not be the
most feasible, but the point it
should make is this: if K College
wants diversity, it must work,
sacrifice and pay for it.
The school can afford to build a
new gym, it can afford to commit
several thousand dollars a year in

merit scholarships and it can bout
of the quality education with
which it provides its students. All
this is more than c.ommendable..
Yet, when it comes to consistently
making K fmancially rea1istic ,to,
let's say, prospective students 'on
the citl/'s North Side, som~
seems missing. The saDIe
dedicated attitude coupled with
the fmancial commitment that
produced the gym, for example,
does not seem readily apparent
here. Unless we malce the commitment apparent and the results
tangible to both the college community and prospective students,
the search for diversity will
become increasingly fruitless.
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British protecting Irish Catholics
by Jonathan Lupton
In Ireland this May, a man
:named Bobby Sands lay wasting
!away in the slow, agonizing process of a hunger strike. All across
Northern Ireland, tensions
mounted as fear of the terrorism
of the Irish Republican Army
(IRA) grew. Catholic youths were
taking to the streets, setting fires
and dueling British army squads
with rocks, bricks and home-made
bombs.
Since then, iliings seem to have
cooled down a little, but the problem has not gone away. Maze
prison inmates continue in their
slow, torturous, sucidal form of
protest. Here in America, a large
Irish population continues to
remember the injustices suffered
by its ancestors at the hands of
Anglo-Scottish settlers. Irish
Americans loudly denounce the
British involvement in Northern
Ireland, sending millions of
dollars of arms to the IRA each

year.
All of this is very puzzling to the
British people. Americans who are
normally the friends and allies of
the English suddenly turn hostile
when it comes to the issue of
Ireland.
The IRA has a long history of
carrying out acts of malignant terrorism. After the Republic of
Ireland achieved independence
from Britian, the IRA engaged in
a long bloody guerilla war against
the newly formed Irish state. The
cause for this war was a clause in
the independence agreement
which required, vaguely, that
Ireland remain a member of the
British Commonwealth. Thus,
while allowing 'complete independence, Ireland maintained a
theoretical role as a British ally.
The irrevelence of Ireland's
supposed obligation to the British
Commonwealth is borne out by
the fact that, when war came to
Britian in 1939, Ireland easily
broke its ties and remained

Creationist theory valid for education?
Pro
In 1938 the evolutionary paleontologist
Roland
T.
Bird
discovered human-like
footprints right next to
brontosaurus tracks in a
river bed in Texas. He
was greatly puzzled by
the tracks because men
and dinosaurs could not
have been contemporaries. Finally, he
discarded the footprints
as clever carvings and
quietly dropped the matter. Since then, repeated
by Fred Phelps '82
expeditons have clearly
pbo<o by S1efan Sc:bunt
demonstrated
the
authenticity of these tracks, which implies that men
and dinosaurs did in fact live together. Why then do
our textbooks declare otherwise? Because, if that is
true, the entire theory of evolution crumbles and
thousands of textbooks must be rewritten. So the fact
is ignored by today' s evolutionists.
Now I ask you: Is this right? Can science advance if
it supresses various data in order to preserve
"established theory"? Obviously not. Yet when people argue "creation should not be taught in the public
schools", this is the result.
There is another reason why creation is not taught in
the public schools: fear of "religious indoctrination".
I agree that nothing should be indoctrinated. The Bible
is not scientific evidence for or against certain theories
and I oppose anyone who wants to "bring the Bible
back into the schools." My suggestion is to teach
science in the following manner:
1) Present all of the relevant scientific facts and
data whether they fit certain theories or not.
2) Present various scientific interpretations of
the data.
3) Allow the student to let the objective
evidence shape his world view.
This then is what I mean when I argue that creation
should be "taught" in public schools. I do believe
that, given a fair hearing, some form of creation will
emerge as a valid theory, simply because evolution
cannot explain several facts such as that cited above.
Whether or not creation is "scientific" or not, I don't
care. That depends upon our definitons of "Science. "
I'm really only interested in what actually happened
and why I'm here .

Con
I have three objection;
to the teaching in publi.·
schools of the creationis
conception of nature as
an alternative to the
theory of evolution.
First, creationism is
not a valid !cientific
theory.
Scientific
theories are derived from
observation and reasoning. They are used to
predict things about
nature. They are changed
through
new
by Nathan Rank '83
discoveries, and are
thrown out when no
longer useful . Creationist theory contains none of
these elements. It is a collection of facts questioning
aspects of evolutionary theory. Its purpose is to verify
views concerning nature presented in a religious document.
Creationists begin with the truth instead of seeking
it. They try to tear evolution down on "scientific"
grounds and want us to accept that they have the only
alternative.
This issue brings me to my second point. Why is
their idea of creation more credible than any other?
There are other religions in the world, with different
conceptions about whether and how the world was
created. If we have to teach this alternative to evolution, why not teac-h more? We could spend an entire
school year presenting ideas of how the world be!Jan.
This would be fine with me, as long as the distinction is
made between the scientific ones and the religious
ones.
My final objection to their idea is that their theory is
not necessarily in opposition to evolution. The potential forces driving evolution have been observed .
Natural selection has been observed, at least on a small
scale. One of the creationists' biggest objections is that
evolution has not had time to work . What they really
oppose is modern scientific ideas of how life began,
how old the world is. how long it takes for fossilization
and geologic deposit formation, and so on. If they
want to oppose these theories - fine. However, they
should be clear and consistent about what they oppose, and I wish they were aware of why they oppose
it.

.....
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Our next issue: Is the courtesy policy effective in
protecting students against blasted stereos and loud
week-night parties or should the administration provide stronger methods of enforcement than peer
pressure?

neutral. Yet the IRA caused a long
civil war, which it ulthpately lost,
over this minor theoretical obligation. The IRA then is seen as an
enemy not only by Oreat Britian
but by the RepUblic of Ireland as
well.
While Americans often do
recognize the IRA as • dangerous
terrorist group that can only add
to Ireland's troubles, these
Americans continue to blame the
British fo the problems. The Irish
people suffered long in history
from a British occupation which
was often cruel and oppressive.
The list of British atrocities
against the Irish is a long and guiltyone.
Yet the British have also suffered at the hands of the Irish. A
great deal of resentment stems
from Ireland's neutrality during
World War U . Acts such as the
assassination of Lord Mountbatten by the IRA also linger in the
British memory. If one was concerned with cataloging all the sufferings and deaths which one side
has caused the other, a case could
probably be made that the Irish
people have suffered more at the
hands of the British than the
British have suffered at the hands
of the Irish. However, one need be
reminded that revenge has to stop
somewhere. The past has to be
forgotten.
Northern Ireland remains part
of Oreat Britain because twothirds of its population is comprised of Protestants of AnpoScottish origin who refuse to De a
part of the Republic of Ireland.
These Protestants malce life very
hard for the Catholic minority living in the North.
. The point is that the BritiSh Army is in Ireland primarily to protect the Catholics from the Protestants . As long as the Protestants continue to discriminate
against the Catholics, there will be
a need for the British army. If the
British were to abandon Northern
Ireland, allowing it to go its own
w.y, the result would likely be the
fonnation of an independent Pro·testant state which would suppress
the Catholics far worse than they
are being suppressed now. It
would be impossible to get the
protestants to join the Republic of
Ireland. If they were forced to do
so, they would likely secede and
form their own state, possibly
causing a civil war in the process.
There are no solutions to the
Irish problem at the moment. IRA
terrorism can only exacerbate the
problems as it has many times
before. Those who condemn the
British role are overlooking the
p issues involved. The long
legacy of hatred for the British
among the Irish and IrishAmericans has led to the assumption that anything which the
British attempt to do in Ireland is
iqherently harmful. Certainly the
British army has been guilty of
atrocities in Northern Ireland.
However, if matters were left in
the hands of the Protestants, such
atrocities would certainly be

wfrholds names at the author's request, but all letters must be signed or include a name and phone
number.
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"Thank you/or being part o/mysummer·"
by Carolyn Hornev,
Education Secretary
Thank you for being a part of
my life ....
Here it is Summer quarter, the
humidity at 14711/0 and you are
dodging lawn sprinklers set to
compete at Indy while directing
your seesawing mind, "Mind, you
must conquer your qualms about
this SIP," or impatiently pondering with a small creeping doubt
whether endless rounds of shots
and seminars will ever erupt into
that avalanche of personal impregnation of life that is so
modestly titled foreign study.
Like the "middle child," you
occupy a unique spot in the campus family-you are accorded not
the responsibility of the eldest, the
around breaker , the one who must
now meet great expectations, nor
the patience for the youngest who
sweeps in the continual hope of
new beginnings; but you
sophomores and juniors in limbo,
you do not have to display your
confidence and inspired intelligence, cleverly applied, nor
your naive charm and eagerness,
but you are at your refreshing best
in your comfortable familiarity
and friendly honesty. You are free
to share yourselves.
You-allowing a professor to
draa you onto the tennis courts
when it is 92.... in the shade for the
annual "mixed doubles;" running

work study errands all over campus while showing reasonable confidence in knowing what you are
doing; sharing a personal high
with the secretary of your major
department; tossing a friendly
smile at the new staff member on
campus that says an outward
welcome (even if the inner meaning is more likely to be, "Braces
are
more
beautiful
in
retrospect") .
You-ignoring the humidity of
a Michigan July to drink in the
gourmet offerings of the summer
quarter faculty (sometimes
followed by various additional
choice beverages).
You-with your marvelous
capacity to bounce back from
summer flu, over-scheduled '
weekends, mid-term exams or the
snack bar running out of ice
cream and yogurt.
You-with your willingness to
share time and talents for idea(l)s,
causes and other people; your
spontaneity which changes an atmosphere in moments.
It may never have occurred to
you that you are a middle
child-hopefully, at Kalamazoo
Collge each individual of you is
not only able to know but to feel
that your presence here has a unique meaning, both for you and
for those of us who seek to have
some positive part, however
small, in preparing you for your
God-given purpose in the greater

Page works to

wi~

realm of life beyond these few
blocks of bricks and turf, of
classrooms, bookshelves, stages
and athletic fields. Although your
doubts may rise with the number
of digits which handcuff your
relationship to the Business Office, your personalities, offered to
the 'K' community, are received
and cherished as a reward and an
incentive to the ones you look to
for the unfolding of wisdom and
the secrets of next quarter's housing schedule.
Yet there is another element involved than a black and white
matter of "x" dollars will purchase "y" number of services and
instant knowledge. Gurus of the
liberal arts do not simply seek to
mold your minds into receptacles
and mass produced, limited edition series of their desires, but
there is rather an intangible
mutual support system wherein
the treasures of knowledge, the
wealth of personality and experiences of living of College personnel and of students are opened
to each other as each earns the
privilege of being entrusted with
these "pearls of great price."
I have never had the pleasure
of meeting or being acquainted
with Mrs. Dorothy Dalton, whose
very recent death the community
is still mourning, as I suspect most

How does it feel to go from one
of 2SO young tennis player to the
one player that all eyes will be
centered upon, the one player that
all questions will be thrown at,
and the one player that all the
other competitors will now attempt to beat in the United States
National Boys' Tennis Tournament?
"Well, I guess it's a bit scary,"
said Brian Page, who was cast into
that precarious role this past
week.
Page is a young tennis player
from Palos Hills, lllinois, who
came to KalamaZoo last week with
over 250 other young tennis
players all of whom came to compete in the U.S. Junior Tennis
Championship for their respective
age division.
But Page was separated from
the remainder of the field when he
beat the number-one seed, Rick
Leach in the Boys' 16 singles
championship, in the first round
of the tournament.
"I was excited during the
match, but after winning I was
more relieved than really
excited," said Page. "It's a funny

feeling. You feel good playing
well, and with the crowd behind
you, but still you just want to win
and get it over with."
All of the tennis players who
qualified to play at the National
Tournament this past week at
Stowe Stadium are superb tennis
players. So the upset win by Page
over Leach in the first round was
not a total surprise.
Leach, as the number one seed
had the burden of being expected
to win, while Page was free from
any expectations. "I had nothing
to lose," Page commented, "but
after that match [against Leach] I
began to feel the pressure of winning a little more than before."
In our society, winning is often
the test of success. But is the final
result, victory or defeat, seen as
the mark of success over sportsmanship and personal improvement even at the junior tennis
level?
"Sure, winning is awful important," said Paae. "But I don't
think the people running the tournament really treated me any different just because I beat Leach. I
was still like all the other guys-all
of us are just wo'rking to ~in .'..

having the status or restraint of
the professor or the administrator
(which I here unceremonioUSly
lump into one stock category), I
can freely say that you, the stu.
dent, fill many corners of my days
and life with genuine reciprocity.
By your spirit, enthusiasm and
willingness to respond, you give to
me a promise of
weather.
Thank you, kids of 'K', for be.
ing a part of my summer ....

,
Carolyn

Judicial Council: student self- governm"". .
by K. Leif Bates

The judicial process at
Kalamazoo College is designed to
support a high degree of student
self-government in dealing wifh
infractions of college rules and
policies by students.
the Kalamazoo College
Handbook
'Student self-government is the
key to the preservation of K's
Honor Code, according to Robert
Maust, Vice President for Student
Life. One of Maust's functions is
the unpleasant task of dealing
with alleged Honor Code violations.

by Steve Petak

of you did neither, in spite of her
close association with the College.
But she has been eulogized in
memorial services and words as
having. "spirit, enthusiasm, love
of young people and life in
general." her "graciousness and
generosity" exhibited her "faith
in new life." I cannot help but
suspect that Mrs. Dalton knew
you well and would benignly cheer
my tribute to you young people,
your spirit, your enthusiasm, you
generosity in sharing your joie de
vivre.
Pause to notice someone with a
broom in hand, someone seated at
a typewriter, someone planning a
Saga menu or scheduling a football game, someone spending
countless evening hours to make
something available to you, far
beyond the reasonable requirements of classroom preparation and grading of papers. There
is yet a host o f "graciousness and
generosity" to be found around
you which, though not financially
and influentially blessed to touch
you lives in a philanthropic way as
Mrs. Dalton was able to do, does
touch and support your lives in
many unsuspected ways.
It would be presumptious of me
to speak for the many facets of the
College community where I am
but limited in experi~ce, but not

If a K student is accused of
violating the Honor Code,
Maust's fIrst duty is to talk to the
accuser(s) to ascertain the strength
o[ the allegations. A case of
plagiarism, for example, would be
easier to prove than something
less concrete, like looking the
wrong way during an exam.
Second, either Maust or Assistant Dean of Students Jim Kridler
will discuss the accusation with
the alleged violator whereupon
this student has three options: 1.
Confession and a private agreement with Kridler or Maust on an
appropriate sanction; 2. Confession and a formal hearing for
sentencing; or 3. Denial of the
charge and the use of the full
judicial process.
The fust option is the most frequently used and Maust attributes
this to the fact that it is the least
cumbersome and public of the
three . The student also has the option of dealing with only the Vice
President of Student Life or with
the Judicial Council if his/ her
case is to be tried. Either way the
procedure is essentially the same.
The two formal processes entail
the involvement of the college
presenter . ,This quarter , the
presenter is Rob Hildum and it is
his duty to read the charges
against the accused and to see that

proper procedure is observed during the hearing.
Presently, there is no Judicial
Council per se because the two administrators and the two members
of faculty necessary to fill the
council are appointed as a case
arises. This year, there have been
six Honor Code violations of
which only one case required the
use of the Judicial Council. The
other five cases were settled
privately without the presenter.
In Maust's view, the legalistic
processes involved in Honor Code
violations are not the heart of the
code. "The level of its effectiveness [the code's] is in direct
relationship to the committment
to uphold its standards." That is,
he feels that it is more important
that students be willing to keep
each other honest than that the
process punish infractions.

this issue will bring the form back
into usc.
Maust sees the judicial process
as a "very humane process in a
difficult situation;" a situation
that involves the protection of the
reputations of both the individual
and the school. But it is a system,
he says, that, "can and does
work."

Festival
sack lunch

Currently, there is no push to
make the system more legalistic
(e.g. proctored exams, etc.) but
the discussion of this issue in the
Index and elsewhere is a sign of
concern and is raising some q uestions. Maust thinks that the big
question emerging is: "how might
we do this better?" Last year, for
example, the form that students
had formerly been required to sign
as a promise to uphold the Honor
Code was forgotten, but Maust is
confident that the new interest in
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HGive me a cave"

Rich O'Leary taking off for Maine
by Lisa Cohen
Rich O'Leary, college counselor
and Head Resident of Severn
leaves for Maine at the end of the
summer quarter. Out east, he will
work as a psychological intern at
the University of Maine and complete work for his dissertation as
the final part of his doctoral program at Western Michigan Unversity.
"Basically I'll be seeing people
like I did here, " he explained.
"My supervisors will make sure
that I see the people that I need to
see. So, if there are any blind
spots as far as my counseling,
they'll make sure I get exposed to
them so I learn to respond better
as a psychologist."
While in Maine, Rich hopes to
"expand my creativity as far as
approaches and modalities."
He will write his dissertation on
therapeutic communication. He
clarified, "We all have different
ways of expressing oursleves. My
sense is that we have one of three
representational systems: visual,
tactile, which is feeling based, and
auditory which is logic." In his
dissertation he will show the importance of these systems in
counseling and point out the importance of a therapist paying attention to and communicating on
the level of the patient. He continued, "differing levels of communication are something that
many counselors take for granted.
It's kind of like an American going to France, speaking English
and expecting all of the French
people to understand it."
Rich came to K two years ago
on what he calls "a sort of happendstance." The college, he said,
"Didn't expect to get a person
who was working on a doctorate
and who was very much interested
in counseling, like myself." His
position here as counselor started
basically as a part-time position.
Counseling combined with his
duties as Head Resident of Severn
and his work on his doctorate, filled his schedule. "I ended up seeing a lot more than a part-time
load of people, but for me it was a
beautiful experience."
Rich spends much of his free
time helping people out of seemingly hopeles.s frames of mind.

One student commented on how
well Rich tolerate\l disruptions of
his social life in order to help people professionally. Once when
friends were visiting, explained
the; student, "The phone rang and
he could not refuse this person or
ask him to call back later."
Another student commented,
"He has the 'I want to save the
world complex'."
Rich claimed that he would be
happy on an island or in a cave off
by himself. When in Maine he
plans to spend a lot of time by
himself. Actually he seems to need
the people who surround him.
The student explained it as him
"needing to be needed." A lot of
it comes from his family
background. There were twleve
people in his family."
Rich very much wants to help
people. He sees people as wanting
"to fly," despite their obvious
lack of wings. One of his goals as
a counselor is to help these
wingless mammals fly on earth, to
be happy and to realize that they
are good human beings. He illustrated this with an example of a
person coming to him convinced
that he was terrible, that
everything was terrible. Rich said
that if he could help this person to
believe that they were all right, the
healing would be started. If this

persoJl could believe, he could
eventually fly.
When Rich came to K he was
afraid that the students here
would be too brilliant and he
wouldn't knowhow to help them.
.. Something that I never
understood was that smart people
can have problems too, but I guess
we're all the same. We share
several qualities. We all care. We
all live and we all suffer."
He told of a student who was
very very bright yet couldn't
understand why he had problems.
Rich asked the student, "If you're
so bright then how did you get in
this mess."
The student said, "Well, I
couldn't figure out all of the
possibilities. "
Rich said, "Well good then.
Now we have a chance to share
some of your struggles and
somehow maybe we'll get to a better place." Eventually they worked together and came to a better
understanding.
At K Rich found the same
determination and . drive that
students apply to their academic
work applied to their desire to
solve their problems. "They don't
want to wind up with problems.
They want to be the best people
possible. They really work with
me!'

Soccer brings a new kick to K
by Kathleen Settles
For years, European sports fans
have looked down their soccer
balls at American attempts to
popularize the sport. Despite its
ignominious beginning.s, however,
soccer has persisted and is now
recognized as a viable threat to
baseball as America's number one
passtime.
Renowned soccer coach, Itch
Tsuroka summed it all up with a
paternal smile, "Soccer's growing, it's growing like crazy."
Recent evidence of this "soccer
boom" can be found on our own
campus, where the second annu~
intramural soccer tournament IS
still under way. The competition is
now in the semi-fmals, after the
opening field of eleven teams was
narrowed down to six still worthy
of competing for the coveted title
of I.M. Soccer Champs.
One soccer captain made it clear
that this is "not a macho kind of a
tournament. It's not a matter of
winning, it's just to expose the
game. Plus it's funl"
With this objective in mind,
games are divided into two halves
of fifteen minutes each, so that
those newcomers to the sport will
not be "wiped out." In fact, an
analysis of the team compositions
this year, reveals that an overwhelming majority of the players
are novices.
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Steer and Beer prelude to Quadstock
by Steve Pelak
If you have GRE's or U.P.'s on
Saturday, then you'll be interested
in a couple of preparatory activities taking place on Friday
evening.
From 2:30 to 6 pm at Calder
Fieldhouse, CUB is sponsoring
the First Annual Beer and Steer,
featuring 350 pounds of prime
steer and all the beer you can
drink. Advance tickets are $2, and
on sale in Hicks during meal

What motivates students to forsake their books, don their Nike
tennis shoes and hit the soccer
field in such large numbers? Many
stated that they just did It for fun,
and because they needed the exercise. Others who have been
around soccer balls a little longer
thought back to when they were
just beginners themselves. Why
had they started?
Said one, "I used to bust windows and then run. I was always
running around, so I guess it was
kind of natural."
Said another, "where I lived, it
was the only sport we played, and
if you didn't they called you a
sissy." Many players made their
debuts in streets and backyards
before arriving at the Big Quad.
Whatever their motivations,
more and more people are turning
out each year to compete. Today,
team names like "Who's team?",
"Koumasi Kalamazoo Connections", and the "Red Ball
Busters" are household words.
Is it just a fad-or is soccer here
to stay? Soccer camps inundated
with women of various
backgrounds, from housewives to
lawyers and stockbrokers, and
inter-city post-grad soccer teams
would indicate that there Is soccer
beyond the quad.
Coach Itch did a little crystalballing of his own: "I think
there's a great future."

hours. They are $2.50 at the gate.
To cap the evening, Quadstock
1981 will begin at 7 pm and end at
midnight at Woodsworth Field
(the varsity baseball field).
Dan Driessche '82, CUB chair,
expects this year's festival to surpass the past several years in both
talent and just plain fun.
"There'll be eight acts, and we'll
be practicing all week," he said.
"So it promises to be a fine, high
time for everyone."
Quadstock has been an annual
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event at K since the spring term of
1979. Driessche, who has been its
guiding light for all three years,
spotlighted some of this year's
Quadstock main attractions.
"We'll have some good bands:
The Hash Band with Steve Boettner; John Petrini and Jon Starr;
Bits and Pieces; the EVW Band;
and James and the Pumpkins."
It promises to be a fun Friday.
Both events should ensure a fme
performance at 8:30 am Saturday
morning.
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Ed. Note: Starting with this issue,
the Index will publish sesquilM
regularly in celebration oj the
1983 Sesquicentennial. Sesquibs
are courtesy oj Marigene Arnold
and
the Sesquicentennial Publicity
Committee.
The Index of May, 1884 reports
. the fears of Eastern critics that
athletics will make scholastics a
secondary matter, "But," the Index editor states, "The tendency
of late among us has been to ignore athletics. At present our
gymnasium is a useless incumbrance, our baseball club
disorganized and our football
lost." (Goodspell and Dunbar,
Centennial History) Selah I
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[politics ] - - - - - - - - - - - Is dissent dead?

The left hand side of Kalamazoo
by Tom Conklin
When Ronald Reagan took office this January, supported by a
prUnarily Republican Senate, the
mood of America seemed to shift
dramatically to the right.
In the seven intervening months, Reagan has managed to institute most of his economic
policies with a minimum of
resistance from Congress hnd
establish a foreign policy much
more militaristic than any seen in
America since the end of the Vietnam war. His proposal for a large
military buildup is not being
challenged with a "Why should
we do it?" attitude so much as a
"How should we do it?" mentality.
Is America turning to the
Right? Are there no more left
wing or pacifistic groups still in
existence?
Photo by Lorri Hoppina

Activism for the elgbtles
On August 6th a group of people gathered outside the State
Theatre on the Mall in downtown
Kalamazoo where a group of
Republicans were holding a fundraiser.
"Our real anger," explaine4
demonstrator Sarah Colson ('82)
"and the thing that got tlie
demonstration started, was the
fact that the Republicans were
having this big fund-raiser and
seemed to be totally ignoring the
fact that it was Hiroshima day.
I'm not sure what went on inside,
whether or not it was even mentioned, but outwardly it seemed
incredil1ly crass."
A newly formed group organized "to enhance people's political
awareness," is K CoUege' s latest
reaction to the growing conservatism in the country.

"The organization of the group
reflects a lot of people's feelings
and real anguish over what is happening with the Reagan Administration," says Colson. "I .
think a lot of people are getting
very scared."
Colson also states that it is what
is happening in Washington that is
causing the resurgence of "public
awareness." "Our action wiU probably be in reaction to whatever
happens with the present Administration. "

"I think a lot of people
are getting very scared. "
Many of the members of the
new group are already members of
other political or social awareness
groups, such as WIG, SISPES or
the Shai Mo Underground. Many
of these groups also belong to the
Coalition for Peace and Justice.
Meetings of the new group are
tentatively scheduled to occur
every Sunday evening. Interested
students should check to Daily
Bulletin to discover the exact time
and place of the meetings.
The CoalitiOD for Peace aDd
Justice first met five weeks before
its July 19th rally, according to K
member Cas Smith '82.
"Right now, we probably have
about fifteen or sixteen groups
represented, and at the meetings
we probably have about thirty
people," she said. The coaifiion
was formed in order to orgaruze
the variou~ 6!0ups into a single
body, with each group representcc
yet with each maintaining its independence. FoUowing is a look at
some of the groups represented in
the coalition, and interviews with
some of the leaders.
The VeteraDS for Peace
organization is one that dates
from the 19605.
"In Kalamazoo we're just getting started," states member
Leroy Wo1ins. "In the rest of the
country it dates back from
Thanksgiving of 1965."
The group was organized
originally to protest American involvement in the Vietnam war.
Coiisisting primarily of World
War II and Korean War veterans,
the group is an informal coUection
of local protesters linked together

CISPES forms local chapter
E.d. Note: Former K student Ppter Omanu, o!ganizer of the Kalamazoo
branch oj CISPE6" describes the group in the following commentary.
by Peter Omarzu
On 3 May 1981, over 100,000
people gathered in Washington,
D .C. to protest, among other problems, U.S. intervention in EI
Salvador. The United States
government, however, has continued to support the government
in EI Salvador. More than 20,000
Salvadorans have died in the past
year and a half as a result of the
'socill1 and political tensions.
The continued repression of
Salvadorans has led to massive
organizing efforts on the part of
the Salvadoran people and others
across the world. This repression
has been clearly documented by
Amnesty International, The Permanent Tribunal of Peoples, and
the Legal Aid Office of the archdiocese of San Salvador.
In response to tbe situation in
EI SaI~dor and in response to the
U.S. position on EI Salvador, the
U.S. Committee in Solidarity with
the People of EI Salvador
I,(CISPES) was formed in 1980.
I CISPES is building_a broad and

united movement to support the
people of EI Salvador in their
struggle against a repressive and illegitimate government. They oppose U.S. support to the
governemnt whicll denies the
Salvadorean people their basic
human rights including their right
to self-determination.
The CISPES national solidarity
campaigns include grassroots
education, legislative campaigns
to end military and economic aid
to the Salvadorean government,
major mobilizations and funraising for humanitarian aid.
Currently, a local chapter of
CISPES is being formed . The
chapter wiU have a membership
comprised of professionals,
workers, students, educators,
priests and others. The organizers
are seeking official support from
the local Catholic diocese (as the
Catholic church of EI Salvador
has been very involved in the
peoples' struggles). Any person
desiring further information can
contact CISPES-Kalamazoo,
P.O. Box 106, Kal ., MI 49005 or
call Peter Omarzu at 343-3199.
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through the main group in
Chicago, which in the '60s put out
a national newspaper.
When the Vietnam war ended,
group membership declined. "Unfortunately, we're having to grow
again ," states Wo1ins "fortunateIy, before a war gets started. Last
time there were SO or 60 guys a
week dying before we even got
started."
What has started the reorganization of the group is the
institution of draft registration.
"When Carter called for the
reinstitution of draft registration,
a lot of guys got real unhappy and
started reactivating the group,"
says Wo1ins. Their activity is not
restricted to the anti-<iraft cause,
however.
"We were out on the picket line
with the coalition to protest
Reagan's economic policies,
which are inextricably tied to his
foreign and military policies."
But according to Wo1ins, their
main objective is to educate people about the . consequences or
the draft and military recruitment.

•• When Carter called for
the reinstitution of draft
registration, a lot of guys
got real unhappy. "
"Our main thrust in this area
has been to work with the local.
school boards to get in counseling
for both voluntary military careers
and in light of the threat of the
draft," states Wo1ins.
"One degree or another of
recruiting generally goes on in the
high schools. Organizations that
oppose the draft have a hard time
getting equal time or any access at
all to show students some of th~
negative sides of military careers
and the draft. We've been work-

Shai Mo
by Lorri Hopping
and Betty Johnston
"It's a somewhat diverse
group . . . we share common
cultural and philosophical views
and, generally, the same political
views ... we are anti-Imperialist."
This is how Jim Shailey described the Shai Mo Underground.
Shailey, who along with Dave
Molenarr (hence the name Shai
Mo) founded the group in 1969,
sees the uniqueness of the group
as being its in formalness and the
closeness of its members . "It's not
really like any other group; it' s a
coUection of people who have met
each other, and gotten weU acquainted and realized that there
was an affinity there." Shailey
terms the group more a "network
coUective" rather than a group
with one particular ideology.
Shailey explained that the group
generally creates organization and
activity around a specific event,
which is responded to by issuing a
newsletter or conducting a rally.

In poor taste

ing on getting a more balanced
situation, to get equal time, or
'truth in advertising,' call it what
you wiU, for the anti-draft groups.
We've had some success here in
Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids."
Yet Wolins is not optimistic
about the organization's chances
of effectively achieving their goals
unless they gain more members.
"We'U do what little we can," he
says, "but at the moment we're
too small to have any major effect. HopefuUy, we'U grow fast
enough, before any crisis really
comes to a head."
CARD is another organization
that counsels young people about
the dtaft'/"C~ was organized
to present to the eligible population some alternatives and support
for people who are not inter~ted
in going into the military, for people who wish to register under objection," according to Steve
Senesi, one of the founders of the
group.
"You've got a right not to
register." he continued, "though
there are consequences you may
have to face, especially if you are
vocal about your resistance."
Senesi cites the group of people
who were prosecuted for resisting
registration as an example .
"Those were the ones who were
open about it, the ones that they
could fmd . If you are open about
your resistance, then you are go·
ing to be pursued more than if you
are quiet. Those are decisions that
each individual must make.' ~
In order to help individuals
decide how they wiU deal with the
reality of draft registration anll
the possibility of the return of the
draft, CARD offers a preregistration service, available
before one actually goes to
register at the Post Office.

surfaces
"We share a similar view of how
we would like things in the end,
although we've never really sat
down and step by step speUed out
what that is."
One of the more specific goals
of Shai Mo Underground is to
"help to bring about a fundamental change in society", which
Shailey says is "building a world
that is basically controUed by the
people."
Because group members differ
in politics and ideology, they are
unable to label the form of
government they envision,
although it would probably be
Marxist-Leninist and anti-Soviet
in orientation. In any event,
change is the key. "The whole
system of the way things are arranged socially and economically
are in crisis."
Although the group' s members
differ in an approach to effect
change, as some of them are
pacifists, Shailey remarked, " I.
would say that it' s a revolutionary
group."

by Dave Geran

"This service wiU probably
come more into the fore, when
there actually is a draft," explainedSenesi.
Unlike Veterans for Peace,
CARD was organized just last
summer. "We were available outside of the Post Offices during
both the mass registrations of last
summer and this winter," says
Senesi.

Senesi is also active in the
Valiey AllIance. The Alliance is a
local group working for a nonnuclear world. Founded directly
after the incident at Three Mile
Island, the group is working to
end the use of nuclear power and
to protest the expansion of
nuclear arms.
"The Valley Alliance has a
mailing list of about SOO people,
and 30 or 40 active members,"
states Senesi, their most recent activity was the commemoration of
the bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.
"The Valley Alliance asks its
members to fast or abstain from
any particular pleasure or vice
from August 6 through the 9th to
help us remember the victims who
died 36 years ago; and to
remember the present victims of
nuclear weapons, the ones from
whom money was stolen in order
to pay for nuclear weapons; and
to think of future victims of
nuclear weapons, the countless
numbers who wiU be killed if we
ever have a nuclear war."

"Our action will probably be in reaction to
whatever happpens with
the present administration. "
Another tactic the group uses in
order to protest the use of nuclear
power is the withholding of a
doUar from each of their utility
bills.
The group's main strategy,
however, is to march and protest
nuclear power publicly. These
marches have included participation in last year's WARM (Walk
Against Radioactive Michigan),
and two balloon releases from the
Palisades nuclear power plant.
The Alliance also has sponsored
many petitions against nuclear
power, and is setting up a dialogue
this fall with representatives of
Consumers Power in their offices
in .Kalamazoo.
Although the Valley Alliance is
not an organization included in
the Coalition for Peace and
Justice, and therefore not
represented at the July 19 rally,
they do share many of the same
goals.
Senesi emphasizes the peacetul
methods employed by the
Alliance. "We are trying to keep
the nuclear power issue and the
nuclear weapons issue in the Peopie's consciousness. We are
basically pacifistic, but I wouldn't
say that we are passive."
Senesi himself feels very strongly about the potential for their
groups to effect real chanse. "I
think these things have a lot of imagery, power for people. I think
they help us to imagine different
feelings, different moods . And I
think this is what can really help
to change people's minds, and to
give some other options which
they can live with."

-----i[arts and leisure]
Festival features boisterous; Italian farce
by Bob Gilbo
The boisterous fun of the Commedia deU' Arte comes to the
Festi\llll Playhouse stage in
tonight's opening of Carlo
Goldoni's classic farce, The Ser- ·
vant of Two Masters. The fmal
offering of the Festival season,
Servant is being staged in the
highly theatrical Commedia style
by guest director Jim Tompkins, a
specialist in pantomime and Commedia deU' Arte.
The show will offer Kalamazoo
audiences the unique opportunity
to see Goldoni's high-spirited
comedy performed in the traditional half-masks of Commedia
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on a raleed platform stage which
approximates the playing conditions of Renaissance Venice,
where the Commedia deU' Arte
became Europe's most popular
entertainment form during the
seventeenth century.
The zany plot of Servant involves a spirited young woman,
Beatrice (paula Dewey '77), who
comes to Venice disguised as her
dead brother in order to find her
lover, Florindo (John Hooker
'74). Unknown to each other,
both lovers hire the same servant,
Arlecchino (Bob Gilbo '82), who
decides to double his income by
secretly working for both masters
at the same time. Arlecchino is a
source of constant confusion in
his double role, causing slapstick
duels, attempted suicides, and
canal-jumping chases before
everything fmaUy resolves itself.
Other actors playing the masks
and stock characters of the Commedia include Tim House ('72) as
the miserly Pantalone, Oail
Willoughby ('68) as Dr. Tarta1gia,
the stuttering lawyer, and Sheryl
Christy ('83) in the role of the
sharp-witted servant Colombina.
Tim Roberts ('79) and Jill
Halperin Roberts play another set
of inamorati (lovers), and the
querulous BrigheUa is played by
Tracv O'Rourke C'83). Also

featured in the Festival production are three zanni, the masked!
acrobats and comedians of the
Commedia, played by Mickey
Huang (,82), Amy Becker (,82),
and Mary Pat McKenzie (,82).
The term Commedia dell'Arte
can be roughly translated as professional comedy or comedy of
skill, referring to the fact that the
players of the original Commedia
trou~ were actors by profession.

They were higbly trained per:formers, possessing eclectic virtuousity as mimes, acrobats,
singers, and comedians. The
Commedia is also known as commedia improvvisa because, rather
than foUowillJt a written text in
performance, the actors improvised along a given scenario. Often
they drew on established bits of

repartee, and laui, set "bits" or
pantomimes which each actor
could puU out of their repertoire
during the course of the performance to move the action along.
The leather tooled half-masks
worn by the actors provided the
audience with immediately
recognizable types of characters
drawn from life, heightened
through stylized movements and
characteristic costumes.
The
masks and motives remain the
same regardless of the particulars
of plot: Arlecchino wants food
and/or money; Pantalone covets
his money or the nearest wench;
BrigheUa is cynical and ready for
any rascality. The result was
outrageous adventures that were
frankly theatrical, often ribald or
vulgar, yet maintained a slick
elegance in performance.
The genius of these entertamments lay in their spontaneity
and depended upon the brilliance
and invention of the tightly-knit
group of actors who improvised
them . Tompkins, who has
directed another version of Servant, agrees, "You can't do the
same production twice, which is
the joy of it. Whoever is in the
role gets to do what they do weU."
Because the Commedia was improvised, it did not give rise to a
dramatic literature. Goldoni who

I

I.t

t

produced Servant in 1743, was
writing at a time when traditional
Commedia has passed its prime of
popularity and inventiveness. He
rejected the tastelessness into
which he felt the Commedia had
faUen and hoped to reform the
Italian comedy by substituting for
the improvised scenarios of the
Commedia deU'Arte fuUy written
comedies of character.
While he kept the masks and
some of the Commedia characters
and concerns, Goldoni was
primarily concerned with creating
a more realistic theater that rnirrored the daily life he observd in
Venice.
continued on page 8

Take a break from beaches and bars
by Tom Conklin
and Lorn Hopping

Rain or shine. we discovered
lifter an uncontrollable movie
spree that summer movies are a
legitimate off-campus alternative
to beaches and bars. We tackled
the three summer blockbusters
Superman II, Raiders of the Lost
Ark. and Stripes. plus two less
successful movies (box-office
wise. that is) Outland and The
Fol!1' Seasons.
The most controversial movie
of the summer is, oddly enough,
Raiders of the Lost Ark, a pulp
adventure from the same folks
who brought you Star Wars and
Jaws. Many critics have come
down on this movie because it is
so popular and so innocuous.
Their main point of contention

seems to be the extensive media
coverage this relatively unimportant movie has receiVed (cover
stories in Newsweek, Rolling
Stone and a cover flap on Time).
Perhaps there is something to
this criticism, but we still think
Raiders is an extremely weUcrafted movie and is a lot of fun to
watch.
One main criticism of the movie
is minor. We did not like the
heroine. Most reviewers praise
Nancy Allen's character as being
"an independent, tough minded
spirited women." Don't believe it:
All she does is drink, swear, and
get herself captured by Nazis a lot.
Her most lethal weapon is a frying
pan which she uses to conk nasty
Arabs. What kind of pulp heroine
is that to have around a hero like
Indiana Jones?

Take a friend to lunch
by Holly Peterson
While the opportunity to see
good friends still exists before the
K plan strikes why not take a
friend to lunch?
The foUowing are some suggestions of locally established
restaurants within walking
distance from K. They feature fuU
service, a generaUy pleasant atmosphere, low lunch prices, and
specials in some cases. At most of
these restaurants , an average
lunch tab including tips would
total less than $10,
Dlonysus-This establishment
features Greek food, stealc, and
seafood at moderately expensive
prices, but lunch is an exceUent
value. While extremely dark, the
atmosphere is comfortable and
uncrowded. The menu offers a
variety of Greek entrees, such as
gyros, kabobs, and leg of lamb.
Also, daily lunch specials, one of
which is a superb spinach pie, are
served along with seasoned rice
and Greek salad, which accompany other meals as well. Many
usual sandwiches and salads complete the menu. Again, prices
vary, but $4-6 will usually cover
each person's lunch. Hours: 11
am to I am. 141 E. Michigan Ave.

Chaps on Main-This nightspot,
located in the downtown
Kalamazoo MaU, is usuaUy busy
at lunchtime. The inside is dark,
cool, and friendly, but on cooler
days you might enjoy eating at the
patio table outside. Specialites include stuffed baked potatoes and
garnished hamburgers. These are
complimented by a variety of interesting combinations of fillings
and toppings. Prices vary, but
sandwiches and potatoes, both
complete lunches, average 53-5.
Hours: 11 am to 2 am.
High Wheeler-A self-proclaimed
popular spot for kids of all ages.
In the lower level of the
Kalamazoo Hilton, the restaurant
is open-waUed, festive , and cool.
The old-fashioned ice cream
parlor decor complements the
wide assortment of tempting ice
cream concoctions, along with
original versions of sandwiches,
subs, soups, and salads.
Vegetarian selections are included
in the newsprint menu . The lunch
special, a smaU sub or sandwich,
served with chips and beverage, is
completed with a regular sundae
available in many flavors. This
costs 53.25, as do most other
average meals. Hours: 10 am to 9
pm. Also at 4415 S. Westnedge.

Doc Savage's Mona must be
spinning in her grave.
Raiders deserves a "good
plus", despite its sappy female
lead.

You'U believe that man can fly
after you see Bill Murray swig
cough syrup in Stripes.
WeU, Bill Murray doesn't rally
swig cough syrup in this movie.
That's just a story he teUs to shock
some old bag who rides in his cab.
Nor does he m1ly care about
much of anything.
He joins the Army out of
desperation after losing his job,
car, girlfriend and apartment.
From then on this movie is pretty
much like any other military comedy.
' There is one big difference,
though. In your typical service
comedy, the characters join the
army, quickly regret it, and then
either slowly realize that the army
is a great place after aU, or rebel
against it. Neither happens in this
movie. The characters simply look
out for themselves. The army, like
the cab service Murray worked for
prior to his enlistment, is only the
latest foil for his dissatisfaction
and creative disobedience.
The jokes are aU typical, and
the success of the humor almost
totaUy depends on your opinion
of Bill Murray as a comedian. But
Stripes displays an anarchic attitude that is different, and, in it's
own way, much more realistic
than what you generaUy find in
HoUywood
Stripes is defmitely "good."
Although The Four Seasons has
its funny moments, viewers over
30 will appreciate it much more
than most students. Alan AIda
and Carol Burnett are, of course,
Season's main attractions and
carry most of the movie's laughs.
Perhaps the funniest scene is
• when the couples talee a summer
excursion on a boat which no one
knows how to sail, and end up
beached before getting out of the
harbour. At the same time, AIda's
best friend has just divorced his
wife for a 2O-ish pixie and the passionate couple enjoy each other at
the exocose of their friends .
The main problem with Seasons

Superman rues agalo In Kalamazoo theaters.
are the "serious" scenes. The
characters, and it's probably for
viewer gets bogged down in some
the same reasons that the movie(s)
of the heavier scenes and soon
tend to leave us cold. Let's face it,
doesn't care about the characters'
Superman is unimaginative, even
pro~lems.
a boring character. Whatever happens, you can be sure Superman
We give Seasons a "fair."
will break out his x-ray vision, or
With aU the super special efSuper-Breath, or Super-Speed to
fects, science fiction space advenmake things aU right.
tures released in the movie
Where is the sport in that? Still,
market, it's a genuine relief to see
Christopher Reeve, stlll'ring as
an old-fashioned western which,
Superman, is able to give him at
incidently, takes place in space.
least some human qualities, some
Outland's shoot-'em-up star
thing with which we can relate.
Sean Connery plays the space staBut Superman is still the same
tion sheriff who defends aU the
old invincible Man of Steel. In this
right things-an honest day's
movie he meets adversaries worwork, anti-drug abuse, and malethy of his might, criminals from
ing something of yourself.
his own planet Krypton, led by the
No light sabers and laser beams
evil General Nod (superbly played
here. Connery fights off the bad
by Terence Stamp). The makers of
guys with old-fashioned rifles
the· movie chose to show a
and, like a true John Wayne (or
"Super-battle" over Manhattan,
James Bond) hero, preserves law
which, even with the best special
and order throughout the mining
effects modern movie-making can
station.
achieve, is a silly sequence of exOutland also does without
plosions and models tumbling.
lightening speed space vehicles
01 course it's hard to come up
and hostile aliens. Like the
with a convincing battle such as
preview says, "Even in space,
that. But why did the movie
man's worst enemy is man."
makers go to the trouble of setting
The suspense will keep you
up such a complex movie and then
rooting for the good guys and the
leave the denouement to unconblood and guts will only malee you
vincing special effects they must
slightly sick.
have known wouldn't work weU?
We rate Outland "good."
It you want an exciting adventure movie in order to "make you
Which brings us to Superman
feel young again," we recommend
II, probably the most popular
Raiders
of the Lost Ark over
movie of the summer.
Superman II. We rate Superman
Superman has never been one
II "fair plus to good."
of our favorite comic book

Kalamazoo College- a unique experience

Whacking for the Bat Trick
by Bryan Ryan

the need of light for sight, the bat
has found its niche as a nocturnal
insectivore.
man-a bipedal primate mammal (Homo sapiens). Found in all
regions of the earth, it is unique
among organisms, having the
capacity for intelligent reasoning.
Our attic home was perfect. It
was rustic, spacious, and quiet. It
allowed us to settle into a comfortable daily routine.

bat-mammal of order
Chiroptera. Found in most
temperate and tropical regions, it
is unique among mammals, having the power of true flight.
There wasn't enough room in
the three bedrooms for the five of
us, so two of us moved on-or
up-into the attic. It was a
wasteland: hot, dark, and dusty.
It took a little blood, sweat, and
tears, but we, me and my rOOmmate, made it liveable. In fact, it
became downright cozy.
Bats are remarkable creatures.
not only have they developed
flight, but a highly evolved sense
of sound allows them to navigate
by sonar (see SONAR). Free of

Man is a remarkable creature.
Not only has it developed upright
walking, but a highly evolved
brain, with its capacity to reason,
has enabled it to master the harshest environments and progress
through civilization (see
CIVILIZA TION). Extremely
adaptable, man has found his
niche as ruler of the diurnal
world.
student-a stage of development in man (see MAN). Found in
most colleges and universities (see
INSTITUTIONS for HIGHER
LEARNING), its unique state-in
transition-gives it special opportunities, and the potential for
figurative flight.
As the quarter progressed, we
began staying up late, cramming
and paper writing, rather than

sleeping. One night at 4:00 a.m., I
discovered we weren't living
alone. Bats. First one; then two;
finally three. For a time, we coexisted; but they started to assert
themselves too much.
"Man and bat live in two different worlds, as different as night
and day. Contact is infrequent.
One might say that bats live at the
margin of man's existence. ..
-Dr. Elaine Ernst, "Habitat Differentiation and Superstition"

The student is a remarkable
creature. Not only has it
developed intellectual reasoning,
but its highly inquisitive mind has
allowed it to expand its horizons
into new realms of understanding.
Extremely insightfUl, from its
position at the margin of society
(see SOCIETY), it is the guardian
of the future.
When the first bat came
downstairs, into the dining room,
my roommate overcame his fear
(see FEAR) to kill it. He used his
T 2000 to overhead smash it as it
rested, hanging upside-down from
the doorway. The next night, I
organized a bat-whack. The five
of us formed a posse, bent on ridding our home of this ugly pest.
Again, it was my roommate, this
time using a broom to sweep the
life from a second bat. He failed,
however, in his attempt for the
bat-trick. The third bat must have
gone into hibernation.
As the student becomes the
man, it enters the mainstream of
man's existence (see ADULT).
The bat in flight, fluttering and
swooping in a dimly lit attic at two
in the morning, seems a huge and
terrifying beast. Lying dead in the
light of day, the same bat appears
a pathetically small and fragile
creature. Its wings collapsed
against its body, it could fit easily
into the palm of a student.
We didn't touch them. We
scooped them up and put them into zip-lock bags (like they do with
corpses in the morgue) and threw
them in the trash.

Servant of Two Masters cont' d
continued from page 7
For the Festival Playhouse staging, Tompkins has restored many
elements of more traditional
Commcdia to make this production more vital and accessible. The
character orPantalone, for example, whom Goldoni makes a
generous, honorable doge, is
~ven back his money bag and
lecherous leanings. Insult matches, laui, and musical diversions
typical of the more traditional
Commedia entertainments are a
part of this production as well.
Tompkins, who has studied with
Commedia master Jacques
LeCoq, finds such "revitalizing"
helpful "because otherwise the
fabric of the text is not that interesting; it's not that funny ... and I suspect that what happened in the period was that actors took the script and said, 'Oh,
there's a gold mine here' and just
went for broke and did the same
things we're doing."
The spirit of the Commcdia is
being carried out in the Servant
designs by Jean Ferris, costumes;
Kent Goetz, set design; and Dan
Kotlowitz, lighting. Since K has
never done a show from this
period before, all of Ferris'
co~tumes were designed and

created for this production. She
has used fabric paint to \add detail
to the dyed muslin costumes in
keeping with the stylized
theatricality of this production.
Set designer Goetz has based his
raked platform setting on Italian
stages and drew on the work of
Canelleto and Longhi, scenic
painters of the period, for the
series of drops that frame the platform. He has also recreated the
designs of Italian leather masks
using a combination of plaster,
polyurethane foam, and celastic.
From its design to its unique
style, this Servant should serve actor and audience equally well. "I
think it's great for actors,"
remarked Tompkins. "You can
do all this insane nonsense you
never thought you could get away
with on stage. I think it's great fUR
for audiences as well."
The Servant of Two Masters
plays tonight, Friday and Saturday at 8 pm, with a 2:00 pm
matinee on Saturday at the special
reduced price of $2.00. It will be
repeated I August 2().22 at 8 pm.l.
The Thursday, August 20 performance is "twofer" night, offering
two tickets for the price of one.
For information and reservations
call the box &ffice at 383-85 H .

•.. INTO Av.A.5.p. I~ NEST.
Question: What strikes you
Kalamazoo College?

as being particular or unique to

Julie Arnold: Studying on Friday and Saturday nights.
Abby Frame: Seeing Seniors who have already
graduated-Hi-Lo.
Andy Atherton: Paul Levy.
Dave Hoisington: A bigger Tennis Stadium than Football
Stadium.
Betky Robak: Knowing who everyone is sleeping with.
Betley's friend: Knowing who everyone wants to sleep with.
Chris Schwartz: A non-operational physical plant.
Dave Hoisington: The only place with a s~amp for a quad.
Male Co-op Brain Trust and Sperm Bank:
Freshperson ignorance, Sophomore enthusiasm, Junior
cynicism, Senior panic!
The absolute confidence that you are the best intellectual institution in Kalamazoo.
The neurosis that necessitates the justification of paying

$8900 a year.
John Stewart: Eight-door Checker Cabs.
James Lindbeck: It's absolutely in the middle, there is
nothing unique about K-College other than it is in
Kalamazoo.
Mike Apple: It has one of the larger, glowing phallic symbols
I have ever seen .
Laurie Ellis: How many people are into Frisbee.
Joe Rogers: The many forms of pressure.
Brian Bowlby: Excessive amounts of overly competitive
students who don't know how to relax or have a good time.

"K" College?

Here's why!

What is so unique about Kalamazoo College, besides its
reputation as the Harvard of the Midwest? Can it be the
name? Or the diverse collection of Midwestern students it attracts? Or the tuition?
All of these things, and more, much more, separate
Kalamazoo College from the vulgar multitudes of institutes
of higher education .
Attending "K" College, you will experience some of the
more Qutre possibilities that college Ufe has to offer . NesUed
midway between Chicago and Detroit, and sharing a league I'U.......
affiliation with Adrian ("the scummiest liUe city this side of
the Tetons"), "K" offers the undergrad a rare opportunity
to sample a variety of controlled substances.
Closely associated with the narcotics scene at "K" is our
Frisbee Team . We are proud to be the first major accredited
institution in the state of Michigan to field an intercollegiate
Frisbee team while at the same time failing to bave a track
and field team . This definitely lends a true "touch of class"
to theuKazoo" scene.
Perhaps the uniquest thing of all about Kalamazoo College
"K" boasts a uolqur sludrnl/prof rallo
is its faculty . "K" is justifiably proud of its faculty, and
photo by Lorri Hoppin,a
boasts the lowest attrition rate for faculty comings and goings of any College or University of its size off West Main care about you, and want you to join us here for a rea\"K"
Avenue.
experience. Having chosen your name at random from t~
At any given moment during any given day any given stu. high school yearbook, we would like to emphasize that what
dent can walk into the Saga snack bar and have a "Bull" ses. we are interested in is really diverse people and feel sure that
sion with any given prof and/ or asst. prof. We are proud of you fill the bill .
our low ~tudent ·prof ratio , and sincerely hope that you
If you do decide to come to"K" , and we' re sure you will,
decide to grace Our College with your presence and help to we hope you will seriously look at the enclosed letter canvas.
make that ratio just a little bit higher.
ing you for our next "pre-graduation alumni fund drive" .
And, finally, we would like to draw your attention to Remember, it's never too soon to begin supporting your
"K's" truly unique method of Froshperson recruitment. We beloved "K".

Non -profit organization
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5th, 6th centuries B.C. subject of Forum
by Steve Pelak
Satire, music, drama, film, the
Golden Age of Greece and
possibly Gore Vidal will all be
brought together by the Forum
Series for Fall, 1981.
The Fall series is scheduled to
open October I with The
Playrocm , an irreverent parody
written by Robert Dyckman. The
series will close with the Christmas
Carol Service in Stetson Chapel,
the evening of December 4.

Between these two events the
Forum series will be, according to
Forum Committee chair Dean
Dewey, "an explosion of culture,
both from the past and present."
Besides the satirical parody,
The Playroom, the first half of the
series will include the Armstrong
lectures, October 21-23, presented
by Dr. Raymond Brown of the
Union Theological Seminary of
New York. Brown, a Roman
Catholic priest, has been praised
by Time magazine as "probably

the most pre-eminent Roman
Catholic Scripture scholar of our
time."
Another highlight of tbe October portion of the series will be a
lecture by Dr . Jessie Potter, a
grandmother and Director of the
National Institute for Human
Relations in Chicago. The lecture
is entitled "Why Men and Women
Aren't Talking: the Hazards of
Intimate Communication."
Tbe remainder of the flTst half
of the series will include a concert
by the Kalamazoo Sympbony
Cbamber Orchestra on November
I, the Honor's Day Convocation
on November 6, and a presentation by the Faculty Reader's
Theater of Sbaw's Don Juan in
Hell, which stars Franklin Presler
as Don Juan, Margot Bosker as
Ana, Bob Dewey as The Statue,
and Waldemar Scbmeicbel as the
Devil.
The focus of the Forum Series
in November will be "Tbe Axial
Century". The Axial Century pertains to the incredible intellectual,
cultural
and
spiritual
developments in Greece and the
Far East during the sixth and fifth
centuries B.C.

Gore Vidal, best-selling
novelist, and author of Creation,
a novel which explores the great
achievement of the Axial Century,
has been invited to speak during
the series. He has tentatively
agreed to come during the second
or third week in November.
Also part of the November portion of tbe series, Drs. Fischer,
Schmeichel, Start, and Wickstrom
will lead a panel discussion the
evening of November 12 on tbe
Axial Century and its impact on
our society.
"The Greek Civilization has
given us mllcb," said Dewey,
"and we can all gain a better
perspective of our own age and of
ourselves by studying and enjoying the Classical Age of Greece."
Also in November, the Film
Society will show Z, a film whicb
depicts tbe struggle for liberty in
contemporary Greece. The
Theatre Artt Department will present the classic Greek play The
Trojan Women, November 19-21
The Greeks of tbe Classical Age
tried to follow tbe mandate
"Know ThyseIr'. Perhaps the
Fall Forum Series will belp us
follow that advice.

Socrates
Just about everyone's favorite
Greek.

Committee plans for K's Sesqui
by Robert Dewey
Norm Discher
and Bonnie Ray

Nelda Balcb (drawing by David Small)

Mrs. Balch leaves
teaching after 27 years
Back in 1954, when theatre arts
rofesor Nelda Balch came to
,f(alamazc)() College, she planned
stay " one o r two years at the
" At the end of this quarter
27 years of teaching theatre
and speech at K, Mrs. Balch is
to pursue other interests.
The challenge of building the
arts department was one
many reasons Mrs. Balch
on at K. "The theatre
was so bad then, " she
"I' ve got the fighter intlnct-'It looked bad and hard'"
In 1954, the Theatre Arts and
Department was part of
English Department. Producwere performed in Bowen
and the tools with which to
on a production were sparse.
was talk of tying K's
Department with the
lalamazoo Civic Theatre, Mrs.
said. "That was not the way
theatre in a liberal arts in~Ilul nu:n, " she commented .
Although the facaae of the
Department has changed
the construction of Dalton
in 1964 and the Playhouse
977, there are some aspects
never change, for example,
students. "They're still
bright, energetic, critical,
talented," said Mrs. Balch.
miss the students-being
I" OITIUla.U:U by them ."

One thing she will not miss is
the paperwork of teaching. "I've
always liked teaching," she commented. "But correcting papers,
being a grader of students-that
part of teaching I'll be glad to be
through with ."
Of all the productions she has
done at K, Mrs. Balch said that
she always enjoys the last production most. "I enjoyed A Doll's
House because it was the last student production and Born Yesterday because it was the last Festival
production," she said. Long
Day 's Journey Into Night, last
performed during the 1976
Festival Playhouse, is her favorite
production.
Although Mrs. Balch says that
she feels a "joy and anticipation
of doing things I'd like" after
leaving K, she feels a sadness at
leaving projects and people here .
Her immediate plans are to go to
Florida to take care of some fami ly business. Future plans include
research on women in American
theatre , some writing, directing
and radio work . She said that she
would like to continue her relationship with the Festival
Playhouse, but when and in what
capacity has net yet been determined.
'Retirement' is not the word
Mrs. Balch likes to use for this
next phase in her life. ""m just
leaving teaching," she said . ""m
not going off to restl"

Did you know tbat Kalamazoo
College is four years older than
Michigan? The Michigan and
Huron Institute (as it was then'
called) was founded in 1833 to
educate everybody in the whole
territory!
By 1837 the "Kalamazoo
Literary Institute" opened a
building on Walnut and West
(now Westnedge). Tuition per
term was S4 or $5 for what was
called the Language curriculum.
Room and Board with local
families cost $1.50 per term .
The College community will be
celebrating these golden days during its sesquicentennial year, entitled "A Tradition of
Excellence'"
President
Rainsford's convocation on
September 19 will start off the
year-long commemoration as he
welcomes the class of '86 during
frosh orientation.
Homecoming in October will
provide opportunities for the rest
of the college community and
alumni to celebrate. In November,
Honor's Day will be an ideal occasion for student input, Scholar's
Day will focus on faculty interests, and Founders' Day (April
22) will provide many historical
opportunities.
Plans have been underway for
the past two years resulting in a 30
member Sesqui-Council and an
eight member Coordinating Committee. Represented in the council
are alumni, trustees, tbe First
Baptist Chruch, community
members, the Women's Council,
faculty representatives David
Barclay, Jean Calloway, Eleanor
Pinkham, Wade Robison, and
Marcia Wood, and student
representatives.IIIoItMS.'82,

Norm Discher '83, Bonnie Ray
'83, Christine Chinni, and Cheryl
Muszynski '84.
Dean Robert
Dewey is the coordinator of this
whole sesquicentennial affair.
The committee is now sifting
through the numerous suggestions
for the observance. One project
already started is Marilyn Hinkle's
written composition of the history
of Kalamazoo College. Under her
direction and with the assistance
of Anne Graham and Eleanor
Pinkham, the library staff is
gathering and sorting through
memorabilia to complete the College's archives.
The Women's Council has commissioned Marcia Wood of the
Art Department to create a special
sculpture for completion by the

1983 commencement ceremony. A
slide show is also being produced
for alumni entertairlTnent and the
promotion of the school in future
years.
One of the largest single projects the council is considering is a
ring of eight bells to hang in the
currently empty belfry of Stetson
Chapel (rope-rung bells, not electronically played carrilons). Dr.
T.J. Smith of the Matb Department introduced the idea to the
council last January, and the bells
have been under consideration
ever since.
The art of bell-ringing is not
new to K. It has been practiced
since the 19405, when Dr. Edward
B. Hinckley, a Dean and English
see page 8

--News briejs ---'-~
'IDle grand opening of the new
physical education center has been
postponed until fall quarter due to
several last minute touch-ups. The
Athletic Department however, has
not postponed the debut of tbe
women's cross country team.
The team under the direction of
men's cross country coacb, John
Griffin, will be a semi-varisty
sport this fall with a full schedule.
Foreign Study will proceed as
scheduled despite the Air Controlers' strike, although some
groups may be bussed to- New
York to avoid domestic air travel.
For the three students who plan
to study in Kenya this fall,
however, their foreign journey is
not as secure. The Foreign Study
Office is still awaiting notice from
the University in Kenya on
whether the University will open
or not this fall. Alternative plans
for the students involved have not
et been finalized.

The admissions staff encourages students to consider applying for the position of Admissions Assistant, ideally a position
continuing past one quarter.
Volunteers will assist in special
programs, give campus tours, act
as overnight hosts, work admissions phonathons and host special
visitors to the campus. Students
may expect to work three to four
bours per week plus an occassional Saturday program.
Applications are due Friday,
October 2 and are available in the
Admissions Office. Required interviews may be scheduled
through Evie Mills, Admissions
Receptionist.
Address any questions about
this voluntary position to Leslie
Clark or Melissa Briner in the Admissions Office. Students leaving
campus this fall are encouraged to
complete applications t :, this
week.
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Commission climbs
toward respectability
by Mary Swanson

For the past several years, Student Commission was so bogged
down by long meetings full of
debate, deliberation and soap-box
speeches that everything ... moved
... so .. . slow, and nothing ever
seemed to be achieved. The student body lost confidence in the
organization and the members lost
their interest.

The Index staff wishes you a good breakl
Standing: Cheryl Hart, Charlie Langton, Tom Conklin, Stefan
Schunk, Dave Geran, Lisa Cohen. Seated: Lauren Coleman Alicia
Cather, Lisa Engel, Lorrl Hopping, Martha Sullivan' Belly
'
Johnston. Not pictured: Steve Pelak, Mary Swanson.

When the quarter's over . ..
O~ behalf of the Index staff (pictured above), the editors of
this paper would like to say ...
To the rising juniors heading abroad: Don't forget your
passport, don't miss any trains, don't accept any wooden
drachmas and do pack plenty of underwear.
To the rising seniors "SIPping" in the fall: Remember Patty
Mink's famous last words: "The check/outline/rough
draft/paper/project is in the mail."
To the rising seniors "on campus" next quarter: Only two
quarters to go after this one (see "Column" below).
To all "deviates" (aka mutants): The K plan was made to be
broken.

The end of the quarter speeds toward us. We won't be rising seniors and juniors anymore, but genuine seniors and
juni~rs, no, qualifiers necessary. So what if I can't get up for
my eight 0 clock any more, and so what if my French comes
out in gibberish? In six weeks I will be in Europe. No, I don't
e~pect ~ches, cream and an easy life there. The challenges
Will be different. I never expected peaches at Kalamazoo College either and yet I found a hybrid of them. This place is
bearable and in the words of friends as they faced bad
quarters, "I can stand anything for ten weeks."

turn out the lights

This summer, however, the tide
has turned. The long arguments
have left, or at least moved into
committees so that only their
recommendations receive full
council review. Student interest
and input has increased to new
levels and the members are really
working, turning out reports.
Despite the fact that most of the
changes have been concerned with
internal organization to make the
Fall commission even more productive, and what McCarrell
terms "substantive matters"
other actions have been more tha~
passingly visible to the college
community.
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In order to further combat the
dil;orientation of the onloff
quarter design, they've been
discussing plans with the ad·
ministration to allow students
returning from off campus experiences to return a few days early, get settled, caught up on campus events and exchange information with friends before classes
begin.
The Academic Affairs Committee is examining the SIP procedure. Questionnaires concerning departmental preparation and
information will be distributed to
seniors returning from fall SIPs to
determine in which areas they feel
more direction is needed.
The Index is being sent to alumni on a trial basis to see if there is
any possibility of fund raising
through subscriptions to K grads.

Methods of improving campus
security are also under scrutiny.
Keeping in
line with
McCarrel emphasis on increas.
ing Commission's visibility, the
Commission Rag, purposely
designed to be "lunch-room
reading material" has been
published to inform students of
current action and to let them
know that Commission is work·
ing.
One commission member claim.
ed the change began last spring
~hen, for the first time in a long
tm~e, the students took the voting
senously. Perhaps this was a
signal to the new members that
there was pressure to become
more than a nonproductive pup.
pet organization that would lOok
goO<! on the transcripts. Perhaps
PreSident Dan McCarrel with his
emphasis on action and finding
"wayfl to help students" is
behind the change.
'
Yet t~e reasons for the changes
are not Iffiportant. Its just nice to
see, in these days of rising tuition
and academic pressure, that the
commission budget and the
member's time are no longer being
wasted.

Consideration could cut costs
In these times of ever rising tuition costs and the shrinking student dollar, one would think that
members of the College Community would try to conserve and
economize our institution's
resources wherever possible.
Then again, one might be
wrong. For, as long as this student
has attended K College, an annual
ritual of wastefulness has occured
namely the destruction of th~
quad through habitual abuse and
misuse of the grass, sod, or
anything else the Physical Plant
has attempted to grow there. It
never fails; a once nicely groomed
lawn is turned into a parking lot,
at great expense to everyone at the
College.
In past years, it has been
thoughtless "traying" in the late
winter with barely an inch of snow
on the ground that did the trick.
At the moment, freshly laid sod is
being worn away into 3 or 4 strips
of dirt by those engaged in a game
called "Guts frisbee". A talk with
groundS keepers at the Physical
Plant revealed that each time
something like this occurs, it costs
the College about 5500 to repair
it.

Index

The Social Policies Committee,
looking into SAGA, has arranged
f~.. the menu to be printed in advance in the bulletin. They're also
developing ways to establish some
form of continuity through the
K-plan for student groups and
leaders.

Now I don't necessarily have
anything against "Guts" in particular or those who participate in
the activity. (Although I must
sympathize with a confused junior
national tennis player who asked,
"Why don't they just hit golf balls
really hard at each other?") What
I do object to is where they insist
upon playing the game. If the
quad were intended to be used for
athletics, we would have named it
Angell Field. The point is that
there are better places, places
especially designed for sports, to
play "Guts", even though not as
many people will see you playing.
I'm not saying stay off the turf
completely, but there is a dif-

ference between use and abuse. I
mean, come on guys (and gals),
are cleats really necessary? If they
are, then the quad is not the place
to wear them.
This issue comes down to a matter of consideration for the rights
of others. Namely, my right and
your right to enjoy a green quad
without having to pay through the

nose for it. As is commonly the
case these days, a few see fit to
take more than their share of a
limited resource and use it in a
wasteful manner. One can only
hope that someday these people
will look around and notice the
other 1500 odd members of this
College Community.

pholo by Stt(an Schunk

All the world is not a stage
While dining in one of our
favorite areas at Saga, the western
room, we have noticed an alarming pattern of social disturbances
perpetrated by that ignominious
group on campus, the TAMS, or
theater arts majors.
It strikes us as odd that this ragtag group of expressive folk
should choose meal time in the
western room as the time and
place in which to p~rfect their art.
It occurs to us that certainly there
must be a quieter, less distracting,
and accoustically superior area on
campus; perhaps a large

bathroom or the mail hut
suffice.
What it boils down to is this:
a group, we strongly prefer
raucous sounds of
members of the non -art
disciplines and the shrill
plates, glasses, and stainless
ware to the chortling of
theatrically inclined com
Please. TAMS, let's get the
fulness out of Saga and keep
the business of eating.
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Is courtesy strong enough?
Is the courtesy policy effective in protecting students against blasted stereos, offensive music and loud
week-night parties or should the administration provide stronger methods of enforcement than peer
pressure?

Con . ..
And just what is
wrong with the current
courtesy rule, anyway?
As if we didn't already
have
enough
bureaucratic interference
in our lives without giving the administration
power to keep us from
playing music?
Let's take a closer
look at the implications
of this. If we let them tell
by David Geran '82
us how loud we can play
our music, pretty soon
they will be telling us what kind of music to play.
I Belore we know it, there will be album-burnings on the
~uad, midnight visits from jack-booted goons kicking
rn dorm room doors and demanding our albums which
do not capture the academic spirit.
If my neighbor doesn't have the nerve to confront
me directly about my music then that is his problem.
Not that I would pay the slightest attention to his request, but I still firmly believe that intelligent debate
over a conflict is a value that lies deep in the soul of the
American spirit, and I always welcome the opportunity
to participate in such debate. What ever happened to
the American sense of compromise?

by Charlie Langton '83

The problem of blaring
rock-n-roll music as an
outlet
for
the
academically stimulated
minds
here
at
Kalamazoo College is
getting out of hand .
Think of the parents
who make a special trip
just to see their son or
daughter and who are
untimely serenaded by
AC DC's "Girls Got
Rhythm." What does
Ihis do for the reputation of our school? Or

how about the night before the big exam when nextdoor neightbors have a craving to hear a loud verson
of "He's So Fine. " How can you voluntarily tell them
to turn it down when they can't even hear the phone
ring?
For a start, I would write dicectly into the student
handbook and the Kalamazoo College by-laws that
any songs containing such degrading words as "pountang" "squeeze box," or "ding-a-ling" should be
banned from campus totally. They're sickening and
disgusting. You can ' t tell me that "pountang" has
redeeming value. Next, have the physical plant install
some kind of "device that would blow the ciruits if
music like Chipmunk Punk or My Sharonna if played
at excessive volumes . Finally, anyone who cannot conform to being a painless music loving soul should have
his stereo immediately confiscated by the administration . The speakers, for example, could be used to improve the sound system in the chapel.

I. am very se~ious about this matter. No one is going
I to rnterfere wIth my G?d-given right to bear amps.
Just as soon as I see DIck and hIS group of security
storm-troopers goose-stepping up to my room with
naked billy-clubs, they'll be tasting naked lead, or at
least naked Iggy and the Stooges played at a decibel
level guaranteed to blow them right back to their
bunkers in Hicks Center.
So there-ponder that, and see if you agree that
The only way they're going to get my stereo is if they some stronger measures should be enforced the next
pry my cold, dead fingers off of my volume control time an univited "rock lobster" invades your room .
knob.

Conservative
capitalism
carried to extreme
by T. Conklin
The swing to the right this country is experiencing has caused
many changes in the American
lifestyle. Some of these, such as
the resurgance of Country and
Western fashions, seem less likely
to stay with us for any length of
time, unlike a relatively permanent change, such as the prokiechic fad.
One aspect of American culture
that will not change, regardless of
any political upheavals, is the
American drug scene. With the
change of administrations, it
seems as if the only single section
of the American population that
has significantly cut down on its
use of recreational drugs is
Presidential Aides. The present
administration hopes to change all
of this .
Stricter laws, tighter bail
measures, spraying paraquat over
domestic marijuana fields (except
in California, of course) are all
steps that the administration is
planning on taking. The result will
be a few more people in prisons
and a lot harsher grass on the
street.

Why doesn't the administration
extend its sacred pledge of government non-interference to this root
of contemporary American
culture? For if there was one thing
that prohibition taught us, it was
that the prohibition of personal
vices results in two things:
1) The establishment of a large,
organized crime syndicate to traffic the contrabands, and
2) the establishment of a corrupt
police force designed to control
the organized crime but instead
ending up on its dole.
If the government must interfere with drug sales, then why
don't they try regulation rather
than prohibition? No one likes to
see slimy punks dealing dope to
youngsters on playgrounds. If the
government could get a healthy
share of the drug market under its
own wing, then it could influence
the market and drive those punks
out of business. Just think of the
possibilities.
It seems fitting, actually. An
administration that has sold the
nation's conservative supply-side
economics should also sell the nation's leftists its marijuana and
cocaine.
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Until now, I have bitten back
the sharp retort balanced on my
tongue each time I have read an
article written by protestors. But I
can no longer tolerate· their smug
attitude nor their vain assertions
of self-importance.
They take up the debate. of
philosophical moral issues that
have existed as long as man and ,
by making a scene, expect to persuade the world that the 'right'
answer has existed all along and
they have it. Well , protestors, this
is not Fantasy Island where all
your dreams come true. Wake up
to reality.
You protest U.S. arms in EI
Salvador, and ignore the fact that
. our great world arsenal if they
not purchased arms from us,
could have readily gotten
elsewhere. Do you object to
people being merslaughtered-or to U.S.
involvement? Are you worried
about the real issue, or your own
guilty consciences? In the meantime, families of refugees drag
their way to Equador , dodging
sniper bullets, while you sing
"This Land is Your Land" in the
park and throw frisbees in front
of the White House.
You demonstrate outside a local
theatre featuring one of Reagan's
chanting "Reagan, Reagan,
can't hide, We charge you
genocide." Nice rhyme, but
lothlervrise meaningless. Who apyou as the accusers-the
perfect? Do you think for
minute that if Reagan did not

approve development of the
nuetron bomb and maintain our
nuclear arms supply, that there
would be world peace? Everyone
is not so scrupulous as yourselves.
I'm sure we would be quickly
overrun, and by governments not
nearly as palatable as our
own-riddled with problems as it
may be.
You say you protest to make
others aware, presuming, I suppose, that only people who wear
buttons, wave signs, and mouth
snappy slogans know what's going

Couching yourselves in universal terms: .. glo bal crisis"
"h uman freedom", "life itselr' '
"world peace", does not mak~
your efforts more significant. It is
only pretentious.
So, I say again-Wake up!
Come back to earth and face reality with the rest of us mortals.
Kathleen Settles

Spiritual vs. Physical Evolution
The question of shall Creation
be taught with evolution is very
analogous to the question should
nouns be taught with verbs. Both
theories are correct, as far as they
go, which is not far enough.

phYSical evidence being the steppIDg stones of the scientific path to
Truth. Religion is moved by the
power of Faith along its stepping
stones of Inspired Word and interpretation.

The conflict between science
and religion is a relatively recent
phenomenon brought about by
the interpretations of necessary
ommission in Christ's Dispensation . A realization of the harmony
of science and religion, and an
understanding of the methods of
each, causes the "Creation or
evolution" question to vanish.

Physical evidence indicates that
Man has e~olved from a physically
lower anunal . Inspired Word
notably in our culture the Bible'
indicates that Man was created i~
God's image and likeness. God is
not corporeal, therefore neither
can be his image or likeness. This
Creation is the story of Man's
humaness, the spirit or soul (or
whatever term one prefers) which
distinguishes Man from the other
inhabitants of this Earth. Could
not this spiritual "essence" of
man .be manifest, at one time, in a
phYSically lower life form?
•

Both science and religion represent a search for Truth. As there is
only one Truth, science and
religion are merely different paths
leading to the same point. Science
uses reason as the locomotive
force to move from one bit of
physical evidence to the next,

"" ,,:),fz,.,e.

on. You are not an educated, concerned elite-these issues are bigger than you, and evoke the concern of people worldwide.

Bill Neville
Instructional Services
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"Function is art "
Space does not allow the reply
which Susan Klaiber's letter of July 30 deserves. I will comment on
only two of her points; 1) that
Fritz Bultman's windows are
"purely decorative," and 2) that I
was petitioning for "a work of art
which incidentally contained
locker rooms" in the new gymnasium.
The root of the problem is the
inherent separatiOli of function
and art implied in these
statements. The difference between the gym and the windows is
that the former was approached
with an attention to function
alone and the latter with an attention to both art and function, with
a stress on art. The windows are
by nature functional and artistic.
The gym is functional and accidentally, if at all, artistic. The
windows spring from the wholistic
philosophy which all architecture
deserves; the gym does not.
Furthermore, a work of art incidentally containing locker

rooms is no work of art. But a
design which includes them while
leaping above function into an artistry which enhances function is
the highest form of art.
Culturally and personally, we
must re-define necessity. In a time
when all American structures,
from houses to gymnasiums to
shopping malls, drift toward
anonymous sameness, and artistic
attempts are labelled in the gallery
or isolated in the park, the solution lies not in further stress of the
functional. This will only hasten
us into the Dark Ages. The solution, regardless of cost, lies in the
re-uniting of function and art.
Function Is art. Art which is art
hlis function. Finally. since it is
the artistic half which has been
neglected, our essential task is to
dredge up the artistic and replace
it in the foreground where it
belongs. In this age and country,
there is no need distinct from art.
Mat Goulish

[featuresJ--- - - - - - - - - - Through
by Lisa Cohen
"Maybe in the bar\( of their
minds a lot of people fear that
they will hear a hellfire and
brimstone lecture," said a student
trying to explain why more people
do not attend Friday Chapel Services.
Howard Perry, Chapel Intern,
explained that chapel does not
proVide the hellfire and brimstone
variety of sermon but instead provides what Dean of the Chapel
Bob Dewey described as
"unapologetically, a service of
worship."
The phrase, "unapologetically,

changes

a service of worship," came from
a group of students and facul ty
who in the spring of 1978 designed
the format now used for Friday
Chapel Services. Dewey wrote in
the forward of Friday by Friday, a
compendium of Friday Chapel
Services, "A few years ago services of worship at Kalamazoo.
College were held intermittently,
were poorly attended, and rarely
offered authentic religious worship." Attendance of chapel since
then has spiraled from 25 or 30
participants to the current average
of 125.
Dewey abolished the point
system that had required chapel.

chapel

attendance in 1970 for several
reasons. Large numbers went to
chapel who did not really want to
attend.
Protest against the point system
sprung from what Dewey called,
"a general protest against authority." Dewey also explained that the
notion of required worship seemed a contradiction in terms. In the
following Vietnam years chapel
services consisting of teach-ins,
vesper services and demonstrations often attracted hundreds of
people.
In the mid '70s chapel staff
tried to hold regular Sunday morning, Sunday afternoon or Thursday services and finally decided on
Friday services as the most
workable method.
Friday Services now consist of
readings from both the New and
the Old Testament, music by the
college organist, the College
Singers and several soloists, and
the actual sermon given by professors, administrators, students
and various people from the col-

Poetry
by Dana Sieicher

For twelve years old you were
debonaire
with your funny thatch of bright
red hair
-Colelle Inez

Dealing with stress

An impression of wellness
by Charlie Langton
The school bells rang loudly at 6
am, waking nearly 700 participants of the University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point annual
seminar on stress. At 6:30 sharp,
Ms. Shirley Barron, Health
Center nurse, began her aerobics
dance class, part of the week long
seminar.
The University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point is a small
liberal arts college, similar to K.
The college's reputation comes
from its strong concern with
health and physical fitness as well
as academics.
"The whole college is interested
in health from the administration
on down," observed Barron. At
Stevens Point orientation, frosh
answer a questionnaire regarding
aspects of their lifestyle that are
most stressful; social, sexual, intellectual lifestyles as well as immunization information.
"One of the problems with this
test," said Barron, "is that you're
dealing with 18 year olds, and its
hard, in general, to impress upon
most college-aged people that if
you live more healthfully you'll
live longer and feel better."
After the 6:30 aerobics class at
the seminar, participants eat
breakfast which features choices
of eight to twelve different fruits,
whole grain breads, and other
healthful selections. No coffee or
sweets is ever served. Lunches and
dinners consisted mainly of a
salad bar. Beef is only served
twice during the week .
Barron commented, "The food
was excellent! I thought that I
would gain weight because of the

quantity of food they served, but I
ended up losing three pound~!"
The afternoons and evenings included various seminars and
meetings. One particularly interesting seminar dealt with "deep
massage," which is actually
nothing more than an elaborate
backrub, . according to Barron
"They start with the head, they
massage the neck, face, shoulders,
the arms, hands, then all the way
down the back, t he legs, even the
feet."
Barron said she almost fell
asleep by the time the massge was
finished. Soft music caused her to
drift off while meditating and thus
relieved anything stressful. She
plans on teaching this technique to
floor advisors.
At the moment, Barron is
preoccupied with preparations for
foreign study, but in the fall she
hopes to start some regular programs with cooperation from the
faculty. For example, Instead of
taking a five minute break betwee:l a double block to smoke a
cigarette, spend five minutes
meditating to music or five
minutes doing stretching exercises. This will relieve tension and
ultimately cause a better learning
environment,- especially during
final exams . These exercises, are
also good for cleating with high
blood pressure, explained Barron.
Barron feels the Stevens Point
seminaJ is an excellent model. "I
just got an overall impression of
wellness. I think many people take
their health for granted. When
you feel good you begin to realize
just all the things you can actually
do ."

At the age of twelve visiting
poetess and professor Colette Inez
wrote her second poem about a
young boy who later turned out to
be Roone Arledge. The vibrant,
talented lady from New York City
has written and published two
books since that not-so-humble
beginning, Alive and Taking
Names and The Woman Who
Loved Worms. She is currently
lending her talents to K students in
her creative writing class.
Inez was born in Brussels,
Belgium, the daughter of an unwed French woman and a Catholic
priest. She was raised in an orphanage run by an order of nuns,
where she received what she refers
to as "a medieval education",
consisting primarily of the lives of
the saints, Latin, and the New
Testament.
She moved to the United States
when she was nine, at which point
she was "thrown into an Englishspeaking lake". She recognized
early that the key to survival was
learning to use t he English
language well.
Inez obviously believes in
overkill. She has received
numerous prestigious awards for
her poetry, including fellowships
from the National Endowment for
the Arts and The New York State
CAPS award. Winning the Great
Lakes Colleges Association
Award for The Woman Who Loved Worms brought Colette to
Kalamazoo for the first time .
One of the questions most frequently asked of poets is "What
do you write about?" Inez has
had a wealth of experience from
which she draws her poetry . She
has written many poems about her
personal background, including
"Orphans of all Denominations"
a witty, biting poem about the
treatment of orphans.
Inez has also written about and
been influenced by her varied job
experiences. She has worked for
the French newspapcr Figaro as a

endures

lege community.
Dewey explained, "They
[students) hear a very good sermon, although sometimes it is
more a statement that has to do
with
important
ultimate
concerns." The services are nonsectarian, added Dewey, "but that
doesn't mean that they are nonchristian. We don't apologize for
that. Chapel is not a neutered
cat. "
Danny Minkus 'S2, a Jewish
student has attended chapel
regularly since his junior fall. He
explained, "I go just to touch base
with religion. It's a time to think
consciously of God." He said that
although it would be virtually impossible to be totally nonsectarian, he is at times alientated
by the readings from the New
Testament and references to
Christianity in hymns.
Rob Hildum, 'S2, a former Catcombs director, stopped going to
chapel after attending regularly
out of what he called "a sense of
obligation." He said, "The ser:

•
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vices are designed to respond to
the fundamentalist Christian but
they [chapel organizers) say that
they're not. The blood of the
lamb is splashed allover the
place."
Hildum is particularly interested in the attempts to widen
the scope of the chapel, bringing
in a priest or rabbi and allowing
speakers to deal with whatever
aspects of religion, for example.
These attempts, however, get lost
in the format of chapel, according
to Hildum. "A lot of ideas are
sort of strangled inside this casing
of fundamentalism."
Dewey explained that chapel is
not a church. People attend simply because "it is important to
them. It has a different character
than anything else we do at K.
They worship to find renewal, to
express need and gratitude and to
grow in faith."
Minkus cited several reasons
why people go to chapel; religious
worship, to hear a particular
speaker, or to listen to the music .

residence

"gal-friday, croissant fetcher",
has been a telephone operator,
secretary for the Roosevelt music
Company, and has taught English
as a second language. She has
written several poems during her
stay in Kalamazoo this summer
wltich are "in various stages of
ripening", some of which deal
with these job experiences.
Inez appreciates all forms of
poetry, but she finds certan
qualities particularly important.
She sees the relationship between
pd"etry and music as a valuable
one. She abandoned her twelve
year old "allegiance to bumpitybump poetry" for an appreciation
of cadence and music.
"Poetry and song are allies,"
she says. "I'd like to see them
closer together."
In line with this philosophy, Inez recently organized "The Great
American Poets of Kalamazoo
Sing-In", a raucous evening of
her students' poems set to music.
Colette likes to have fun with
language. She comments, "I take
playing very seriously."

Teachers needed
for
Reformed Jewish
religious school;
Saturday
mornings;
for elementary through
junior high school age
students.
For additional information
call 323-1806 after 6 P.M.

Briefly
Full time member of the professional Admissions staff. Position
begins September 14, 19S1 and
ends December IS, 19SI. Responsibilities include interviewing,
some travel (in and out ·of-state),
group presentations, assisting
with special programs . Compensation for this professional position will be approximately $125.00
a week.
Juniors, Seniors or recent
graduates in good academic standing should submit resume, and
college transcript to David M.
BOTUS. Director of Admissions.

Sesquib #2
Kalamazoo College began
ting degrees in IS55 but
grant a B.A. degree to a
until June 13, IS70
Catherine V. Eldred,
daughter of Caleb Eldred
founder of the college) and a I
graduate of the "Ladies'
College," was approved for
degree by the Board of
Up until that time, women
received "Ladies' Certificates."
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Congratulations to the winners
of the 2nd Annual
Frisbee Classic held on August 16!
Winner in the Open Division
was Paul Greff 'S3 who came in at
6 under par, rollowed by Mark
Orlikowski 'S2 and Chris Sh·
'82 who tied for second at
under.
Women's Division winners
Robin Chase 'S2 and
Kampen 'S2 who tied at 14
par, followed by Deb Tilbury'
and Tanya Nagler '82 who
second place with a score of
over par.
Last place honors went to
Discher 'S3 and Sue Hensler
each gelling a healthy IS over
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photo by Slcran Schunk

Andreas plays
"cross country guitar"
by Eric Trautmann
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Phone {or the future

Bringing
by Kathleen Settles
A person dead nine years . . .
A divorcee . . .
A gym teacher ...
A person just out of the

What do all these people have in
1 Why, they're all K Colalumni being diligently trackin this year 's annual fund
With an average of twelve
phoning each night , four
a week, the dialing is fast
furious in an effort to reach
alumni on our computer files
gently extract their wallets
their clutching hands.
method used used is flexi for the soft-hearted, we ask
to look into their hearts and
deep down in their pockets
support the poor children
king to get an education today

people
(and by the way -could they increase their donation from last
year by $1001). Jerry Lewis would
be proud of us.
For the hard-hearted misers , we
present the case of the rising-cost
industry whose market price must
go up if its income is not supplemented from their more
economically solvent sources.
For those whose son or
daughter just got rejected by K,
we convince them that they
themselves had a good education
here, and that we must maintain
the "quality of the K experience"
for the children of the future.
There's an angle for everyone.
But unfortunately it does not
always work. Student phoners
must have strong resilient egos,
and be able to face repeated rejection without taking it personally.
They have to have the courage to
answer "K College", knowing
what the consequences can be

together
when someone asks suspiciously,
"Who's calling?". They face
angry tirades and many "clicks"
as the conversation is ended
prematurely.
However, the job can be
challenging and diversified. In a
given situation, students are called
upon to adapt the roles of confessor, confidant, marriage
counselor, economic advisor, victim, beggar, religious fanatic, avid
sports fan, political activist,
mercenary. The people they contact can be just as diversified in
background and sentiment.
So, alumni of the future, take
pity upon these abused crusaders
for quality education . When they
contact you ten years from now
and ask, "What did you think of
Hugh Anderson's description of
the need for additional annual income ... " Don't hang up, don't
explode. Laugh, maybe. But give
at least ten dollars.

For most of us, Andreas Rohde
is simply the friendly, tall, blond
exchange student from the
University of Hannover. The well
kept secret is that Rohde is
recognized as an accomplished
guitarist at home. He has performed before German TV audiences several times and recently
received enthusiastic reviews for
his
solo
debut
album,
Woodpecker. Two weeks ago,
Rohde took second place in the
Tennessee State Guitar Picking
Championships in Nashville. He is
giving a farewell concert Thursday, August 27 in the Recital Hall
at 8 pm. Admission is free.
"When I give a concert, I set
high standards for myself," said
the German guitarist.
Rohde began teaching himself
to play the guitar when he was
twelve. He was enrolled in violin
lessons at school, but was tired of
being told what to play. "I just
wanted to do what 1 wanted," he
explained. He can't read or write
guitar ·music. He stated, "What I
do is just by ear. I had no
lessons. "
Rohde started performing in
'1977, and in 1979 was chosen as
one of ten finalists to play in the
New Generation Pop Musi~
Festival for rising talents. "This
was a big start for me," commented Rohde, because of the exposure it brought."
Thereafter, requests for concerts increased and he was offered
recording contracts by CBS,
RCA, and Ariola. He signed with
Ariola because it was the only
company to offer him complete
freedom in selections for the first
album. He wanted to use all his
own compositions.

The choice of studios meant less
money but "the music was more
important to me, " Andreas explained.
Rohde is cautious not to label
his music, "My category is that I
have no category. I just like to call
it cross country guitar."
His repertoire includes folk,
blues, ragtime, and bluegrass
styles among others. His compositions give hint to the influences of
works by Doc Watson, Chet
Atkins and Leo Kottke.
During the interview he
demonstrated one of the more
unusual and difficult techniques
of guitar work, called "bottlenecking", a style originating from
the styles of old American blues
guitarists. "This is the neck of a
French wine bottle," Rohde explained as he placed it over his
finger like a ring. He then picked
away at the strings of his custom
built Gibson while sliding his
pinkie across the frets. A truly enjoyable effect was produced.
Most of Rohde's songs "come
out of a feeling. They sometimes
seem like they've been there a long
time." Ideas also come from
recorded sessions at which Rohde
sits and experiments. The majority of his compositions are instrumental, but Rohde sings in
such a way that one wonders why
he doesn't use more vocals. He
has worked on lyrics in a poetry
class he is taking this quarter, and
will sing several of these tonight.
At this point Rohde is not planning on making a career out of his
musical talents. He commented,
"In general this is a hobby for me,
but as long as I can make money
out of it I'd be stupid not to." A
second album is in the works for
release next year.
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Ulster: a people In search of a nation
by Martha Sullivan

A healthy nation is as unconscious
of its nationality as a healthy man
of his bones. But if you break a
nation's nationality it will think of
nothing else but getting it set
again.
George Bernard Shaw
Ireland's struggle for its nationality is a seemingly endless
battle of emotions between the
British and the Irish. The Irish
desperately cling to their history
of famine, tyrannical rule and
bloody rebellion. The "Troubles"
in Ulster raise the question of
whether England and Ireland will
ever be able to exist as tolerant
neighbors.
The six northern counties of
Ulster became Northern Ireland as
a result of the Government of
Ireland Act in 1920. This small
area-I 7"10 of the island-contains 50% of the population of
Ireland. Since the creation of the
Northern Ireland Parliament in
1921, the Unionists have consistently had a 4 to I advantage in
seats over anti-Union members.
With such a large majority, it is
relatively simple for the Unionists
(95% of whom are Protestants) to
pass any act they choose.
The Ireland Act of 1949, which
would seem to be one of the
reasons behind the resurgence of

the Troubles in Ulster, would be a
good example. The Act states that
the country of Northern Ireland
will remain under the domination
of the United Kingdom until such
time as the Parliament of Northern Ireland gives its consent for
separation. In view of the
Unionists' huge majority in the
Parliament, it seems highly
unlikely that Ulster will be voted
its freedom very soon.
This situation led to the
resurgence in the membership of
the Irish Republican Army (IRA)
and a desperate attempt to use terrorism to achieve what government could not-religious
tolerance in a country infamous
for its intolerance.
These IRA members form a
unique group, both those inside
the Maze prison and those who
have turned the streets of West
Belfast into a world where even
small children steal cars and
smash windows.
The hunger strikes are perhaps
the strangest phenomenon to
come out of the Troubles,
although hunger strikes in Ireland
are certainly nothing new. The hunger strikers are in the Maze
prison because they have committed terrorist crimes, yet they most
definitely do not see the circumstances in that light.

For these prisoners, the hunger
strikes have become a part of the
routine they have carved out for
themselves in the Maze. The
prisoners speak to each other in
Gaelic, devise ways of sending letters out of ' the prison written on
toilet paper, and plan covertly
against the Thatcher government
in an attempt to bring the war into
the prison with them.
Much of their time, of late, has
been spent in support of the
prisoners on hunger strikes. All of
the prisoners have seen the slow,
agonizing death that starvation
brings but still each time one of
the strikers dies, 50 or more
volunteer to take his place. The
hunger strikers are made heroes
even before they die; poems are
written, ballads are sung and their
names become myth. But have all
their sufferings inside the Maze
made life any better for their
families on the outside?
Outside it seems that the British
are every bit as determined in their
belief that the hunger strikes simply cannot continue. The result is
the present situation in Ulster
where the pro and anti-Union factions have erupted in violence as
they wait to see who will give in
first.
The center of the troubles is the
Catholic ghetto of West Belfast.

Is the sky falling yet?
compiled by Betty Johnston
and Martha Sullivan
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The National Guard
wants to help you!
Huge debts incurred by
student loans got you down? The
National (,uard wants to help
you! Join up today and the
Guard's College Loan Repayment
Program will payoff your loan at
a rate of 15% plus interest for
each year you put in. See your Army National Guard Recruiter or
the financial office today for
details.

Neutron bomb
a bargain
In the days where the free lunch is
a thing of the past, there is still
one bargain left to be found- the
neutron bomb! Reagan's advisors
have informed him that it's
cheaper to build up large stores of
finished bombs for future use
than to store individual parts to
build as needed .

The Libyans
are coming!
Is World War III right around the
corner? Libyan leader Col.
Moammar Khadafy has reportedly threatened to go to war with the
US . Fed up with "American
fanaticism", Khadafy is convinced that another Vietnam is the only solution . The American
respon se from Sec. Haig:
"Khadafy is a cancer that must be
removed ."

Japan has taken a major step
toward gun control by instituting
restrictions on private gun ownership. But don't despair sportsminded NRA enthusiasts, the
Japanese have found a new outlet
for their sudden surplus of sporting guns- they're shipping them
off to the United States where
Japanese imports accounted for
$40 million worth of foreign SlJorting gun imports in the last year.
Let the National Guard help you

After all,
he is on vacation
Early in the morning on
Wednesday, August 19, two
Soviet-built Libyan jets were
blown out of the air by two U.S .
Navy jet fighters in a dogfight occuring six miles off the Libyan
coast. Within moments Presidential Advisor Edwin Meese III,
Vice President Bush, Secretary of
State Haig, CIA director William
Casey, National Security Advisor
Richard Allen, and the entire
Naional Security Council were informed of the incident. President
Reagan, however, asleep in his
penthouse hotel suite in Los
Angeles, was not disturbed and
was not told the information until
six hours after the fact. Why?
Because it was "not neces ary"
for the President to be advised according to Presidential Press
Secretary Larry Speakes. His
aides had decided the incident was
not worth disturbing the President'
leep . Apparently, he
agrees .

Polish can't
afford money
Feel blue because you don't have
two cents to rub together? Stop
feeling sorry for yourself and start
thinking of Poland where things
are so bad that they don't even
have the cash to pay for their
latest batch of paper money.
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In West Belfast, crime has become
a way of life with the vast majority
of crimes being committed by
14-25 year old "hoods". This
crime-ridden ghetto has shown a
remarkable increase in rioting and
theft since the May 5 death of
Bobby Sands, the first hunger
strike victim.
Strangely enough these hoods
have a "moral" code of acceptable crime which is enforced by
the Provisional IRA (the Provos).
The Provos condone only crimes
which advance the cause, such as
stealing a car in order to blockade
a road during a post hunger strike
riot. However, if one of the hoods
loots the car or steals it just for
joyriding, he will be disciplined by
the Provos. Such punishments
usually take the form of
"kneecapping," shooting the offender in both knees at a fairly
close range. The Ulster police
estimate that there have been 834
kneecap pings since 1973.

kneecapping, among other techniques, as disciplinary action against
East Belfast hoods.
Both the UDA and the Provos
have stepped in where they see the
Royal Ulster Constabulary as having failed. Crime has risen 230%
in the last ten years and the Constabulary'S attempts to con trot
it-by using informants or arresting and holding citizens for up
tp a week without charging
them-are completely unacceptable to both sides of the struggle.
,
The citizens of Belfast have
adapted to the tense situation in
their city. Armed guards patrol
the downtown area (although they
almost never enter the West
~elfast Catholic ghetto) and
j:latrons are frisked before they
can enter the shopping area. In
spite of the rampage of joyriding
altd theft, muggings and rape are
almost nonexistent. Women can
be out at night with no threat to
their safety.

The point of kneecapping is to
make an example of the offender
by causing him to limp for the rest
of his life. Complications do occur; estimates are that 10% of
kneecapping cases result in amputation. Despite the consequences, the hoods take the
kneecapping lightly. The attitude
is that kneecapping is nothing
compared to the sufferings of the
hunger strikers.

Experts suggest that the
violence in the Catholic ghetto is
an attempt to adapt to a sense of
not belonging. Will the Ulster
Catholics ever get over this feeling? Probably not in the
forseeable future. In their long
history of famine and blooshed
what have the Irish achieved? One
view is Sean O'Faolin's:

Such OCcurrances are not unique to the Catholic ghetto. The
Ulster Defense Association
(UDA)-the
Protestant
equivalent of the IRA-also uses

If, in the long view of history we
Irish have thus far learned little,
and that slowly, from our actions
and our passions, we have at least
begun to learn how to learn. We
will, painfully, learn more,

In poor taste

by Dave Geran
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Swill brews
by Dave Geran

I

At one point in my life the sight
of an Izod·dad young man sipping a gold-wrapped Michelob impressed me immensely. But I've
discovered that filling a
refrigerator with 'Mich' is an exercise in stupidity. Anyone who can
afford to buy Michelob all the
time is simply a cosmetic beer
drinker to begin with.
To me there is nothing better
than ending a day of classes with a
cold beer. Beer drinking on such a
day-to-day basis would be financial suicide without that great institution I refer to affectionately
as "the cheap beer."

Some people might argue that
the "cheapness" of a beer is a
direct function of its taste (or lack
Ithereof). My definition of cheap is
strictly a function of price. There
is usually a distinct price difference between a premium beer
and a cheapo, varying from ten to
twenty cents for Quarts to several
dollars for cases.
This review covers the worst
beers to the best and, despite my
years of endless experimentation,

•

for pennies per bottle

I must stress that it is strictly subjective and intended purely as a
guideline. Students should run
their own tests.
Huber-The definitive cheap
beer. The initial Barley-Malt taste
is followed by a brackish aftertaste which many people find
unpleasant. Perhaps one of the
hardest beers on your digestive
system, Huber really opens up the
sluices at both ends. A case of
Huber can be picked up at the
larger grocerys for the ridiculously
low price of $4.95, and when cash
is tight its worth it. Remember,
Hu-Beer is better than no beer.
Pfeiffer is another classic
cheapo with its own distinctive
bad aftertaste. Pfeiffer is also
famous for playing havoc with
your lower digestive tract. I personally wouldn't recommend it.
GoebbeIs is a product of the
Stroh Brewery and has a cheaper
version of the famous Stroh aftertase. Many people will drink
Goebbels before any other cheap
beer. I am not a big Stroh's fan,
but the price can't be beat, $5.89 a
case.

Red White &: Blue is a slightly
watery beer which still boasts
more flavor than many "premium
beers" (Miller for example).
RW&B is often the cheapest beer
you can buy at many Quick-stop
markets.
Falstaff, or "false-beer" as it is
often but affectionately called, is
a K-campus favorite. The stubby
little bottles fit nicely into your
palm and the brewski goes down
easy on a hot day. A case of falsebeer will run you about $6 (Plus
deposit) at H & G and is well
worth the price.
Old Milwaukee is perhaps the
king of cheap beers. It has a
smooth flavor which stands up to
many more expensive beers. "Old
Swill" also comes in long-neck
bottles for that added touch of
class and is substantially cheaper
than other nationally-advertised
brands.
Buckborn is my favorite cheap
beer. It has a sour, nutty flavor
which reminds me ever so slightly
of the Weissbier I consumed in
massive Quantities in Germany.
"Buck" isn't as cheap as the
Huber-Goebbels class but at $3.03
a twelve it gets my vote every time.

Acappella Pumpkin style
by Erik Stohl
Jeff Neberman '82 started it all
last Quarter with Dave Tamas '82,
John Cavanaugh '82, Glen Gardner '82, Donna Lesser '84, and
Kris Pohl '84. It was so popular at
Cavern Night that it was continued this Quarter. Of course
what we're referring to is James
and the Pumpkins, an acappella
group experiencing immense
popularity on campus despite (or
perhaps because of) their repertoire of songs coming mostly from
25 years ago.
James and the Pumpkins has
had an interesting evolul ion.
Neberman was originally inspired
by King Cobra and the Pythons,
another acappella group which existed on campus last year. Bor-
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rowing songs from King Cobra
and from black rhythm and blues
groups from the 1950's, James
began to develop a collection of
works.
Victims of the K plan, James
picked up Pete O'Brien '82 to
replace Desser and Pohl this summer. This left them with five
baritones in a group based on harmony. The singers, however,
began to naturally gravitate to
various niches, with O'Brien and
Neberman singing tenor,
Cavanaugh and Tamas singing
bass, and Gardner singing
backups and playing the harmonica.
James has been very active this
summer with two appearances at
Hobies (one of which netted the
group a first place prize of

James and the Pumpkins extend a hand at this year's Quadstock.

HUNAN CHINESE
RESTAURANT
First Mandarin Stykl
Chinese Restsurant In Kalamazoo
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Play, symphony
auditions
Auditions for Shakespeare's
classic romance Romeo and Juliet
are slated for Wednesday,
September 9 and Thursday,
September 10 at 7 pm in the Civic
Auditorium. Kalamazoo Civic
Players Managing Director, James
C. Carver, will be holding the
auditions. Romeo and Juliet will
be presented on October 30, 31
and November 4 to 8 and 13, 14.

$25.00), an appearance at
Quadstock, and a solo event at
Pebble Beach, Trowbridge Hall,
entitled "An evening with James
and -the Pumpkins." Their apnearance at Pebble Beach was
definitely their best to date. Stang2t,!~~ included "Beauty in the
River" with Cavanaugh and
Neberman singing lead, Tarnas
and O'Brien on backup vocals, an
d Gardner on harmonica solos.
Also worthy of praise was
O'Brien's solo in "Moving on",
an eighteenth century negro song.
The slow pace and emotional interpertation received enthusiastic
response by the listeners.
An evening with James was a
pleuant and satisfvinl! experience. As you stepped out on
the i;1alcony,. you felt surrounded
by the aItitost tangible atmosphere
aided by the cold beer, twinkling
Christmas lights, and warm rich
resonance of the singing. We asked a few of the members why they
sing.
Cavanaugh: We're just looking
forward to a hell of a good time.
Neberman: I'm just in it for the
girls.
Tamas: To get a little closer to
Nirvana.
And the name of the group?
Well, James comes from James
Lindbeck, a friend of theirs .
.. J ames was an inspirational
force," stated Cavanaugh. "We
love him very much and wanted to
include him in the group, even
though he can't sing."
In response Lindbeck said,
"It's all legal even though it is just
an oral contract. However, that
teen bopper Soot just has to go."

The Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra will hold auditions on
Tuesday and Wednesday,
September 8 and 9 from 7 to 9 pm
for persons interested in singing in
the chorus of the Symphony's
November production of
Puccini's opera Tosca. The opera
will be performed with the
Michigan Opera Theatre.
Auditions, to be held at the
Carver Center (426 S. Park St.),
are by appointment only. Call the
Symphony Office at 349-7759.
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Party connoisseurs
rate campus bashes
by K. Leif Bates
Contrary to popular rumor,
parties do in fact exist at K. Last
Saturday, for example, a one and
a half kegger at Nuss House
featured the Harmones and was
patronized by the faithful, the
furry, and a small group of vacationing high schoolers. Most participants had a hoppy, sweaty
good time and the bandmen were
in rare form.
The foreign study bash at the
Hilton was not Quite so crowded
but the punch had punch, and
patrons were able to drift from
room to room.
For former Severn Head Resident Rich O'leary, the best party
was his wake, in which the very
recently deceased O'Leary ' was
resurrected only to drink beer and
shout at the top of bis lungs in a
lilting Irish brogue. A close second on O'Leary's list was the
Mood Zoo party of Fall 1979 in
which patrons dressed as various
animals and sought their mates.
As an undergrad, the young
O'leary made his reputation (and
his friends) by once hosting 1200
people in a single party. Of this at-

tendance record smasher O'Leary
said, "we had fun."
For former floor advisor
Robert Hildum. '82 the best he's
seen at K was the Kalamazoo College Country Club's Ft. lauderdale party of Winter 1981 in which
hundred of pounds of beach sand
were put on the floor and trashcan
after trashcan of mystery punch
was- consumed. The Spring 1981
Shale House Quarterly was a winner for "sheer volume" in
Hildum's recollection and as a
member of housing staff, the
Winter 1980 Jonestown Massacre
was most challenging.
Because of his near-perfect attendance record, security officer
Dick Ballentine is perhaps the
foremost expert on the party life
at K. Dick allowed that K parties
are not too nasty, but perhaps occasionally "the boys drink a bit
too much" and cause some minor
vandalism. As to which party is
his favorite, Dick is on record as
having said, "all of 'ern".
As an undergrad during prohibition, Dick once participated in
a three day drink-fest with
homemade potato whiskey and
beer.

Lenny-Final Friday Flick
by Paula Coil
As the last film of this Quarter,

Film Society will present Bob
Fosse's Lenny, starring Dustin
Hoffman as Lenny Bruce.
Bob Fosse, the director of
Cabaret, All That Jau, and Dancin', presents the life of the comedian, prophet, saint, sadist, and
myth in this 1974 work of enduring value.
With an incredible display of
emotional range, Hoffman successfully accepts the challenge of
playing a character still alive in the
memories of many. His powerful
performance captures the frantic
energy of Lenny Bruce's life, as
his biography traces the young
comic through his show business
success and sordid private life to
the obsessive bouts with drugs and

the law that finally burned him
out.
Valerie Perrine, as Lenny's wife
Honey Bruce, received the New
York Film Critics Award for Best
Supporting Actress. Perrine's portrayal of the stripper entering the
youthful marriage that became
such a destructive union, contributes to the mesmerizing effect
of Lenny.
Fosse intercuts three time seQuences, those of present, recent
and distant past, to create this intimate drama which grasps its subject matter and audience in a
montage-like manner.
With music by Miles Davis, and
for just one dollar, Lenny will be
shown in the recital hall this Friday, August 28, at 6:30, 9, and
II :30.

The funnies
Mary's Worth?

Quotacross
Directions for solving Quotacross:
Write In answers to definitions below. Put each letter of the
answer Into the puzzle box with the corresponding number.
Definitions may look tough, but by working back and forth
between the puzzle and the definitions, you should be able to
find the quote. Any puzzles finished by 4 pm Friday can be used as invitations to the Index staff party In Humphrey' Lounge.

Hunter S. Thompson
On the methods ot Hubert H. Humphrey

The Adventures of John the Floor Advisor

The Further Adventures of John the Floor Advisor
WEll 7Hf TRrD'S ARE OFF
TO ORW/TATION NIO 11's
TIIlf FOR " L1TT1e REST

AND RElAXATION

A. Simpletons

35
B.

8 25

23

F

18

16

Silly, frivolously gay
31

5 14

28

33

29

26

13

22

19

17

21

2

32

D. A large piece , chunk (Bri!. slang)

E.

34

A smoOlh, sheer fabric
4 15 9

C

12

20

Intended for dissection
Upbeat jazz

6 27

1 24

11

G. To let out

7 3
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cont. from page 1
professor gathered students in his
house to ring changes.
Smith believes that the bells
would draw attention to K and
would be " distinctive." As of
now, there are only 13 towers in
the country, including Smith College, the University of Chicago,
and Washington National
Cathedral.
As early as 1978, tentative inquiries pertaining to ordering the
bells were made to the
Whitechapel Foundry in London.
An architect from San Fransisco
determined that with some structural work and modifications
(such as a sound device) a ring of
bells could be placed in the tower.
Structural work will be required in
the chapel (with or without the
bells), and at the cost of about
520 ,000-525,000 . The bells
themselves would cost an
estimated $65,000-570,000. These
funds would corne from interested
donors , many of whom would not
give to K otherwise. A preliminary
order has been placed with the
Whitechapel Foundry. A decision
to confirm that order will be made
by March, 1982.
Other tentative projects include: donating a gift to, in Dean
Dewey's words, "our founder ,"
the First Baptist Chruch (who will
also be celebrating its sesquicentennialthat year); modeling
150 years of modern styles in a
fashion show; honoring outstanding alumni; and constructing ex-

hibits for the Hilton, the museum,
and the public library.
As a part of the year's events,
Dr. David Barclay would like to
see some senior history majors
focus their SIPs on the history of
the school and the community.
The SIPs would then be presented
during the sesqui-year.
To emphasize a caring relationship with the community, particularly as it recovers from the

30

10

tornado havoc, the committee
would like to donate a tree to
Bronson Park from the College.
If you have any suggestions for
celebrating our sesqui-year, con·
tact any of the representatives
mentioned above. The committee
is still in the planning stages and
welcomes any ideas, especially
those that will have a lasting
benefit to the school and/ or will
be a memorable event for those
participating.

Introducing our new
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Decreased enrollment
by Steve Zacher

year's lolal enrollmenl, and
spCClaJIY the freshman class, has
lO meet projections. As a
the operating budget for thewill be reduced two pel'

When the college sets up il~
budget, it makes projections of
enrollment and then builds the
budget accordingly. This year the
college projected an enrollment of
1420, but actually enrolled 1367.
This 53 studeRt deficiency can be
viewed more specifically by looking at each class individually.

causes budget cuts

This fall the college enrolled 366
frosh, although it was hoping to
enroll 425. A year ago the college
enrolled 389 students with the
same goal. While in 1979 it enroll·
ed 434, and 394 in '78. Thus, one
explanation for the drop in lOlal
enrollment is the declining
number of entering frosh.

The other explanation is attntion. This year 65 sophomore~ did
not return, but as a result of
transfers there are 14 more juniors
and five more seniors than there
were a year ago.
One way to track attrition or
retention is by frosh to
sophomore, junior and senior

percentages. The college had 84
percent retention between the
frosh and sophomore year, and 76
percent retention between frosh
and junior year. Finally, there
was 79 percent retention in the
freshman to senior class.
The decreased total enrollment
continued on page 4
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Brown speaks on
early Christianity
y Russell Canning
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Robert Dewey was
tat the lectures would atiety of people. He said
iOuthwestern Michigan
'e invited to the public

Chicago, was the reactor to the
first lecture last evening. The
reactor for this evening's lecture
will be K College's own Associate
Professor of Religion, Dr .
Waldemar Schmeichel. Tonight's
lecture will also be followed by a
period of open discussion.
The three day lecture series will
also include a n1inisters workshOp
which is taking place today. Dr.
Brown, Dr. Ouelich, and Dr.
Schmeichel will all be participating.

Faculty, Board members and friends of the college gathered in Old Welles Monday to celebrate the
successful completion of the Funds for the Future Campaign. Above, President George Rainsford
expresses gratitude to fellow fund raisers and friends of the college.
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also noted that 45 perle incoming frosh at K
.re Roman Catholic, and
is a strong significance
a prominent Roman
cholar give the lectures.
us coincidence, invitale lectures were sent to
m the approximately 70
to which K students
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Robert Ouelich, Professor
of New Testament at the Northern
Baptist Theological Sen1inary in

Briefs
Don Juan in Hell, originally
on October 29 as' a
event has been postponed.
making the announcement,
Robert Dewey cited "the
--""UI,es of time and conflicting
les" as the reasons. No
has been rescheduled for the
erformance.

Due to mechanical difficulties, the
first issue of the Index failed to
reach the printer's by press time.
The Situation corrected, we will
resume our previously announced
~hedule of publication: fourth,
Sixth, eighth, and tenth weeks,
~ith a special Homecoming edi·
lion to be distributed Friday, Oc~ober 30.

Funds for the Future
campaign completed
by John E. Schleg

Dr. Raymond E. Brown
Dr. Brown has been Auburn
Professor of Biblical Studies at
the Union Theological Seminary
in New York City since 1971. He
is a member of the Society of St.
Sulpice, a group of diocesan
priests who have been released by
their bishops for the purpose of
teaching in sen1inaries. His lecture circuit has been worldwide including Australia, Japan, the
Philippines, the British Isles, and
Europe.
A three time winner of the National Catholic Book Award, Dr.
Brown is the author of 15 books
on the Bible. From 1976-77 he
served as the president of the
Society of Biblical Literature.
Tonight's lecture will begin at 8
pm, while tomorrow's lecture
begins at \0 am. Both lectures will
be held in K College's Stetson
Chapel.

After four years, the
Kalamazoo College Funds for the
Future Campaign has been successfully completed.
College
President Oeorge Rainsford spoke
of the campaign: "In this region,
we are the only school to have'
raised these types of funds."
The Funds for the Future campaign was launched in the fall of
1977 after Board and faculty
members officially recognized the
long-term financial needs of the
college. The Development Office,
under the direction of Mr. Alfred
E. Blum, managed the campaign
from the beginning until its official ending on June 30, 1981.
The goal for the campaign was
to raise $ 16.4 million; on completion, over $ 17 million in cash and
pledges was raised. Out of this,
$11 million will go towards increasing the college's endowment.
The remaining six million dollars
will go toward current expenses,
such as building maintenance,
library acquisitions, physical plant
operations, and equipment.

The funds came from several
different sources, including corporations, foundations, faculty,
non-alumni or "friends" of the
college, trustees, and alumni. The
trustees alone donated over 52.5
million, while alumni donated
over six million. Donors were
contacted by the Development Office as well as by college students
working in the Capital-by-Phone

Phone/Mail Program~ calls this
"a very significant figure:- The
hardest thing to do is to make the
first gift. If we play our cards
right, they should continue to
give. The feedback from alumni
was very positive."
Mr. Alfred Blum, also VicePresident for Institutional
Development, sees several important in1pacts on the college.

Fund-raising at K never stops
see story page 6
campaign.
It was the CapitaJ-by-Phone
drive which helped to wrap up the
campaign by raising over S425
thousand in cash and pledges.
Capital-by-Phone contacted persons by direct mail combined with
calls to alumni worldwide. Of the
more than fifty thousand persons
contacted, 43 percent donated to
the Funds for the Future while 22
percent of previous non-donors
pledged. Karen Blum, director of
the CapitaJ-by-Phone campaign,
now
the
Annual
Fund

Several chairs were partially funded by the campaign. The increased endowment "provides a
necessary financial base for the
college to do the things it is supposed to be doing. It should help
to sustain the educational quality
[of the college].' It also changed
the fund raising outlook for the
college. "The campaign by no
means solved all of the college's
problems.
We will constantly
need more funds for financial aid
and facilities ... In another!n _
to four years we will be invoJ,red
in another campaign."
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ACLU:

Editors " Insights

"Hush

now'

Dear Editor:

Behind the budget cuts
The budget reduction article reported that 65 sophomores
did not return to K this year, reOecting a 17 percent attrition
rate. Also the projected frosh class came short of the projected goal for this year by 59 students.
These are both interesting Occurrences considering the 14
percent luition incrc;ase this year and that K College now has
tile infamous honor of being the most expensive private college in the state.
Of course, we must admit that some frosh and sophomores
just might have decided that K was n<'t the school for them,
or that maybe the liberal arts education was not the way to
go. Let's hope that if it's the lalter, it doesn't become too
much of a trend .
Still, a decrease in the total projected enrollment due to a
smaller than expected frosh class and a higher t han expected
attrition rate for sophomores (four percent higher than the
five year average) is an important decrease. This tiecrca~l:
should be examined and examined closely, anti perhap\ thl:
reasons will be found closer to home lhan bab y i){l,t ~ :lntithc
state economy.

Ding-a-ling spending
According to President Rainsford, Kalamazoo College is
committed to raising money needed to enrich the expression
of the arts at K.
The proposed bells for Stetson Chapel are a part of K's sesquicentennial fund-raising project, and a part of th;s commitment. They are to be a lasting symbol of K's commitment to
the arts. But are they going to be a meaningful symbol?
Money should be raised for the arts. But the funds should
serve the educational needs of the students. Will the bells
meet these needs?
Art is creative expression. The Fritz Bultman mural was
created by students; the residencies of Helen Kent and Harry
Streep also enriched the imaginations of many students.
These were projects where the money spent benefitted the
education of participating students.
Kalamazoo College does not need symbols. In the arts as
well as the sciences, K's best recruiting tool has always been
its enriching, educational opportunities.

Squirrelly reality
Some of you may remember Spunky The Squirrel, a guest
columnist who appeared in the Index last summer. Spunky's
back again, doing a favor for the editorial staff by telling us
some of those things we all know, but that it doesn't hurt to
repeat occasionally.
Spunky's pointing out in his round-a-bout way that
sometimes even Index editors get tired of reading the same
views written by the same people. The opinion pages of the
Index are not a forum for the editors' viewpoints, but those
of the reader. If a stud::nt, administrator or faculty member
writes an article professing a certain view, we are happy to
publish it as a letter-on the opinion pages. If an item involves research to support its point of view, it may be run as a
story-but still on the opinions page. These items are seldom
assigned by the Index, and if they are, we are only asking the
person to write their view, be it for or against our views.
Rebuttals are welcome.
If you feel your interests are not represented, write them
down for us. It is our policy to try to print all submitted
material, with consideration for time, redundancy and
available space only.
We try to limit our views to this column and off the rest of
the pages-news, features, politics, sports and arts-and we
want to fill the opinion pages with campus opinions, not Index opinions. The only way we can do that is if you contribute .

r------_______________________...
Index
volume 124 number 2
Published by the students of
KaiamalOO College. Articles
printed do not necessarily reflect
tire opinion of Kalamazoo College
facully, administralion or
,tudents. All material is subject to
editing for length and editorial
jud~nrent. Address correspondanle to the Index, Kalamazoo
College. Kalamazoo, Michigan
-l'XK17 .
!\,1M} Swanson

The American Civil Liberties
Uilion (ACLU), defender of free
speech,
democracy,
and
tolerance, now finds itself
diametrically vj1nosed to all of
these ideas in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
The occasion for this appalling
accusation is the case of Hoots v.
The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, in which Distril': Judge
Gerald Weber put in place a mandatory school busing plan consolidating Pittsburg's five major
(For a more
school distri.:ts .
detailed description of the case
than space allows, see the Sept. 18
issue of National Review.)
There is nothing dramatically
new in all of this; forced busing to
achieve racial equality of education has been going on in the U.S.
for some time. What Is an interesting point in the case is that
Judge Weber and the N.A.A.C.P.
have discarded a voluntary
desegregation plan which satisfied
the demands of the plaintiffs in
the suit and, in its place have
substituted a forced-busing ,
forced-consolidation plan involving more school district s, more
bureaucracy, and naturally,
millions of additional dollars.
Furthermore, Judge Weber has
made it absolutely clear that his
plan needs no further refinement.
Discussion is not exactly appreciated. One Pittsburg school
teacher and, incidentally, father
of public school children in Pittsburg found this out firsthand
after leading a protest march to
protest the Judge's decree
Following the march, Judge
Weber placed a ban on any further protest of the plan by public
school personnel.
Finally, the
ACLU enters the picture, not to
uphold a parent's right to express
his opinion about the future of his
child's education, but to side with
the Judge. Evidently when a goal
like racial equality is involved,free
speech can get in the way of progress.
It is surprising that the ACLJ
would take a position so opposed
to their own, traditional reverence
for free speech. The organization
that has a history r.f sUi'PC'rting
the rights of communists, pornographers, and felons can not
muster the moral outrage to do
the same for a parent/teacher and
his silenced colleagues.
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solutions to black inequality are
needed if anything but today's
symbolic progress is to be made

rhe protest ban supported
ACI. U has the tragic
discouraging this kind of t
The pragmat ic su
ACl.U in liS beginnings
freedom of 'peech and
freedoms ,cems to have s
ed to modern liberal
Unfortunately this i
great inhibitor of thought.
ing, racial quotas, massive'
redistribution-all of
certified "Good Things."
thinking is finished,
plementing is all that is left
Pittsburg parent /teacher is
sure. He is still thinking
Iy about it.
The ACLU could not
their support.
Using
amendment to question a "
Thing. " What misuse. It is
tomatic of the U.S . at
that a group like the
which has such good p
should be caught up in un
ideology. The Moral M
stantly comes to mind,
happening on the left also,
illustrated by the ACLU .
Now, more than ever,
problems that demand
hased upon something
,ubstantial than dogma.
Rousseau stated in the Social
(ract, "Au thority, lin th is
telleclual authority], which
rrue ba~is forms a fragile
Only in wisdom can it find
,'f permanence."
Decisions which must be
!ccted trom di~~u,sion
..ln$lilute a fragile bond.

Spunky speaks the Truth
Dear Editor:
"Those lousy journalists ...
they're always running around
distorting the Truth - you know,
Reality. "

News: Russett Cannin~
Brian Tattmadge
Opinions: Mark Abeles
Bell y Johnston
Features: Mary Maneewiez
Potities: Erik Stohl
Arts/ Entertainment: Jolin Allen
SPOrts: Steve Pelak
. Back Page: Dave Geran
Photo/ Graphics Editor:
Lauren Coleman
Advertising: Lisa D'Alessandro
Dark Room: Mi~c Deary

Freedom of speech i~ the cent ral
issue in many ACl.U cases. as in
the witch hunts of the 1950·s. and
the Nazi march in Skokie. Free
speech is a frequent topic of
ACLU involvement because the
first amendment is basic to almost
all other ci,il liberties .
Democracy places a prem iu m on
freedom of speech becau se
democracy presuppo~es that the
best decisions come from the most
input and discussion. This is the
reason that Jefferson and earlier ,
Montesquieu and others, placed
such emphasis on free speech. It
is essential to the basic problem solving a government continually
faces.
The Pittsburg case is one in
need of more, nOI less, discussion .
The oppo,ition to Judge Weher"
edict is not racist, but intellectual.
Pittsburg is a microcosm of the
busing debate which has been going on for years . How shall we
best achieve some measure of
racial equality? Education is certainly a big part of it. As to bm·
ing's role however, there is much
room for debate and much need
for discussion.
Opinion pnll s
reveal that a growing majority or
blacks and whites oppose forc~d
busin b .
Even the very liberal National
Education Association ha s
substantially reduced its support
for busing. The question here is
one of form v. function. Real

people who go on hunger strikes
get lot s of attention and people
feel sorry for them.
But no reporters from the Index
came to interview ollr little
hollow. That shows you how

Last week the Index printed
more than ten letters from
epicurean students complaining
about Saga food service. Meanwhile, we squirrels - facing a
severe shortage of edible
acorns - were groveling in our
squirrel holes on the quad, and
nobody knew of our plight.

about receiving too many borin!!
scriptures on Saga ... and so I
decided to write an enlightening
letter.

Famished and fro~tbitten. we
decided to go on a hunger strike,
hoping somebody might notice
that we inhabit Kalamazoo College 's Camnll', too. We heard that

Guess what? They printed my
leiter, a< "ell u, ,,)me from my
friend,. tOo! I guess all you have
to do tll g'c't ,nmething besides a

biased the media is ...
And then, you know what? The
Index Opinions Editor happened
to stroll by, mumbling something

.. ,

diSloned picture of Real ity
contribute <orne Trut hs of
own!
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Drinking 101
Dear Editor:
The vast
majority of
Kalamazoo College students drink
some alcoholic beverage on occasion. In the fall the weekend
party-going population becomes
massive, and even the rumour of a
keg downcampus causes hoards of
upperclassmen and freshmen alike
to transform a suite into a bacchanalian site of alcoholic ex-

Weekend-long keg parties are a
event, with kegs being
replaced as fast as they are emptied. It would be little exaggerato say that besides studying,
social drinking is the most popular
pastime of the K College student.
Drinking is one of the fun activities at K; however, it is not
its price.
For many
students, as the school year pro, the motivation for their
drinking changes.
Drinking
becomes more than a weekendonly social event. Weekday drinking becomes more and more common, until the evening walks to
the liquor store for the fifth of
Jim Beam become routine . . Many
students may not be aware of daily drinkers at K, but they do exist
in numbers larger than you might

Daily drinking is not necessarily
a bad thing to do, but it can be indicative of a drinking problem.
Kalamazoo College does not
tolerate students who allow their
drinking to interfere with their
homework, because students will
simply be dismissed if they fail to
make the grades. School work is
enough to deal with sober
it is impossible to deal with
drunk; but it is ironically the
Iac,tdelnic and social situations in
students find themselves
cause them to drink in the
first place. It becomes a vicious
drinking to escape the
presSures of school, but only accumulating more commitments by
drunk all the time.
Not all everyday drinkers have a
drinking problem, nor are they
necessarily alcoholics. The definition of an alcoholic really has little
to do with the IImount of alcohol a

person consumes; the important
thing is why a person
drinks-what his motivation is. If
getting drunk becomes no longer a
social event, if you begin to feel
that you need a drink to escape
because you are lonely, bored, or
have a test the next day, then your
reasons for drinking have
degenerated enough to give you a
drinking problem.
It is impossible to define
alcoholism-the only person who
knows for certain that he is an
alcoholic is the individual himself.
A good rule of thumb as to tell
when you have a drinking problem is when you find yourself not
getting everything necessary done
because of drinking. In other
words, if you want to spend all of
your free time drinking and
recovering from hangovers, you
aren't abusing alcohol, just your
free time.

If you decide that you have a
drinking problem, then try to
become aware of your motivations for drinking and do
something about them. Alcohol is
probably not the problem in itself,
but simply a temporary solution
for a perhaps less obvious problem. Try to find a real solution
for your problems. Talk to someone whom you trust and whose
opinion you respect; don't just
stew in alcohol and self-pity.
Besides your friends, there are
many members of the school staff
who are happy to talk to you
about anything, anytime. Head
residents, floor advisors, or the
student life staff can counsel you
or refer you to someone to suit
your needs .
College is a time to experiment
with vices and virtues.
It is
natural and healthy for college
students to drink; not only is it
socially acceptable, but it is often
a social requirement.
Unfortunately, bad habits are hard to
break, addictions even harder.
Drinking differs from pot smoking in that alcohol is physically addictive. Alcoholism is a physical
disease that can be harder than
nicotine addiction to overcome.
Go to parties, get drunk, but be
careful. Nobody loves an old
drunk .
Jim Cameron

~==============-=-=------

Radical feminism
Does radical feminism jeopardize general acceptance of the women's movement?

Pro ...

As 1 understand it, the
I : i, not radical
fundamental principle of
icmll .. , 1ll itself which
feminism is the recogni"jeopardizes general a~
tion that our male, eptance of the women's
dominated society has
movement," but rather
forced all people,
misinterpretation /
especially women, into
misrepresentation of
restrictive and/ or opradical feminist, by
pressive role constraints.
those not involved in
The goal of feminism,
feminism, in particular
then, would be to
the media. As suggesll:d
eradicate such represby the term, radical
sion, and to enlighten
feminists seek a root
hv Ca, Smith, 'M2
the populace as to the by Linda S. Haase, '82
~hange
in society,
evils of so limiting itself.
especially in terms of elimination of pre-ordained
I would offer that it is difficult to educate a com- gender-defined role behavior.
munity which one alienates, and hypocritical to conContrary to the media's portrayal, we are not
demn standing roles on principle, only to replace them necessarily separatists, lesbians, or man-haters,
with one's own . I maintain that radical feminism does although we unabashedly point to men as the opjust these things, and thu~ hampers the ultimate pro- pressor class of women. Men oppress not necessarily
gress of feminism as a whole.
as individuals, but rather in the same way that whites,
The first source of the "alienation" to which I refer no matter how consciously non-racist, are by virtue of
is what I would dub the "semantics game" played by white-skinned privileges oppressors of people of color.
so many. Agreed: implicit in the word chairman is the
Critics of the women's movement would continue to
expectation that the Chair of a corporation will be be so even if radical feminism were to disappear. Inmale, and such an expectation is bad. However, I sofar as change is threatening to many people, the
would rather devote my energies to passing the ERA, women's movement at any level is unacceptable. As it
thus ascertaining that a 'Yoman is legally entitled to is, radicalism provides a handy target for those who
become Chair of a corporation, than to debating what are in a position to make changes--they can grant
title to give her when she gets there.
cosmetic changes, thereby proving their goodwill, and
The second source of concern to me is what I con- sound justified in declaring indignantly that radicals
sider to be the imposition of extreme feminists' views are "too extreme." The result? A few women, or
upon me. A case in point is the organized desecration blacks, or handicapped, are allowed into power strucwhich was directed towards the last issue of summer tures, but few real changes in the structures which opquarter's (when the word "sexist" was superimposed pressed them and continue to oppress those not of the
upon an allegedly objectionable cartoon, rendering it chosen few take place. No real redistribution of power
illegible). How dare a few individuals take it upon has occurred, but those who control its allocation have
themselves to censor my reading material! I think the ·come out appearing sympathetic, "reasonable", and
the detrimental eff~ct upon the women's movement have given up nothing more than they wanted to.
resultant of this incident was well-evidenced by the
As a radical feminist, I choose to search for deeper
curse upon none-too-few students' lips the next day:
problems which underlie manifest symptoms. I con"rabid feminists . .. "
front the issue of "equal pay for equal work", for exThe third issue which concerns me is also one which ample, not as a problem which will be corrected simply
I consider to be a perversion of the right to personal by legislative mandate, but rather as one which rechoices: where little girls were once frowned at if they quire, a redefinition of the value placed on certain prodeclared a desire to become a doctor - thus entering a fessions, and so on.
"male" domain - it is my experience that they are
Radical feminists seek roots, connections with other
now discouraged with equal vigor should they happen groups, and not merely a patch-up of an inherently unto eAhibit the inclination to become "only" a nurse or ju>t ,ystem. We do not desire acceptance from society
even, "only" a mother. This is nothing but an unfair as it presently exist s; our goal is to change society so
imposition of new role constraints to replace the old that the desirability of feminist principles is obvious to
ones!
all.
It is alienating to the average woman to be told that
Next issue: Should participation in extra-curricul~ ,' ueshe is necessarily unfulfilled if she enjoys more than
tivities be taken into consideration in awarding lIononly certain professional careers, uses "unacceptab~e"
need base financial awards 10 frosh? Anyone (studefll,
products, reads "unacceptable" publications, and
faCUlty, administaratorj wishing to write either view
doesn't care what title her job may carry. And it is
should COli tact Mark Abeles at 3-9429 before 5 pm,
counterproductive to alienate those people whom one
October 28.
hopes to educate.

I

"There is no excuse for apathy"
Dear Editor:

,
I~

CIHM'~~

Con ...

Like Ms . Settles, I have until
now "bitten back the sharp
retnrt" that surfaces each time I
read the pompous put-downs concocted by apathetic, complacent
individuals like herself.
The
defeatist attitude expressed in her
editorial compels me to reply .
While I have been involved in
few" demonstrations," I feel that
it is each individual's duty and
obligation to observe, consider,
and act upon the actions of governing bodies as he or she sees fit.
The development of our national
and international policies depends
upon such involvement.
A
demonstration is an active, inspiring display of concern geared
toward developing awareness in
community as well as reinforcing
the convictions of those involved

and exercising their ability to examine and develop their beliefs
through interaction with others.

of awareness. Such examination
must start with an individual
definition of ethics and morals but
is completely useless without exposure to other people in the form
of conversation, simple daily actions, letters to elected officials
and yes, even demonstrations.

The issue Ms. Settles seems to
object most to is her own image of
demostrators:
people wearing
buttons, waving signs and
shouting slogans . However, this
is not always the case and her contention that the e people are not
the "educated concerned elite" is
abysmally biased and elitist. Does
she actually maintain that the people who are the "educated, concerned elite,"
the "morally
perfect" are only those already in
office? The same folk advocating
the draft, nuclear weapons, and
neutron bombs?
Tbere is no morally perfect, Ms.
Settles, but we cannot even approach that ideal without constant
examination of our actions, principles and ethics through all forms

•

Wake up - you are on the earth
with the rest of us mortals and
must live with the consequences of
all of our actions. We are all subject to criticism and must also
criticize. It is on ly through such
communication that we can come
to a more comprehensive
understanding of ourselves, our
world and how the two interact.
There is no excuse for apathy.
Kira Lathrop
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Where there's smoke .
by Erik Stohl

Profs
by John Bernstein
At the end of each year,
Kalamazoo College teachers are
"graded", divided into four
categories and given pay increases
based on how well they performed
in teaching, in research, in administrative work and in counseling.
During President Weimar K.
Hicks' term, hc:.gave varied salary
increases based on the advice of
his personal staff. When President George Rainsford took of-

get

grades

teachers take on outside projects
and it diverts their attention away
from the students, or if they canno longer maintain student interest in class, they shouldn't
receive as large an increase," said
one administrator.
The majority of teachers interviewed had an entirely different
point of view. One teacher said, "I
am a teacher because I enjoy it,
not for the money. The motivation I have is self-satisfaction."
"Each teacher does the best he
can. You don't pay a president of

too

teacher would see it, and it would
have no bearing on his salary.
Restructuring the class with the
suggestions in mind, a professor
could develop a classroom situation more beneficial to both
teacher and student.

Have you ever wondered how
safe your college dwelling .is? If
you live in a dorm there is probably little need for concern.
However, in some of the older
dwellings such as Blair House,
Shale House and the Male Co-op
there may be, as these dwellings
don't have smoke alarms.
According to Kenneth Shelley,
the Kalamazoo Deputy Fire Marshall, this is due to the relatively
recent addition of fire laws concerning smoke alarms. While new
dwellings are required to have
them installed, older ones are not
subject to the law.
'Are smoke alarms important or
necessary? "Yes," stated Shelley,
who he felt that fife fatalities
could be "reduced by 85 percent
with properly placed and maintained smoke detectors." Shelley
stated, however, that the inspection office did not urge the college
to purchase smoke detectors as
"landlords can't be responsible to
wash your socks for you."
Since the college not only owns
several houses like Shale and
Blair, but also rents a large
number to students, the author
was interested in how the college
views their responsibilities. Dr.
Fecher, vice-president of

Tastes like home

7J§€iff!:{ii:£~!p.~i:·]m

fice, he saw the need for a more
He divided
defined system.
teachers into the four categories:
outstanding, better than expected,
expected and below expected. He
based his decision on input from
students, department heads, division chairllJen and the provost.
Any disgruntled teacher can appeal a decision by going through
specific channels.
New to K this year, and responsible for many of the decisions in
this area, provost Rene Ballard
has ideas on improving the present
system gathered from his experience at another college. Sending questionnaires to graduates
about teachers they had is one of
his proposals.
The administration feels that a
merit pay system is necessary for
tea c her motivation . "When

the United States more money if
he is better than
his
predecessors," said another.
Many think the system is still arbitrary and therefore meaningless.
Some parts of a teacher's performance are hard to weigh, particularly counseling. One teacher
asked, "How do you measure
good advice?"
With any merit system, some
teachers, like some students, find
themselves working solely for a
grade. Failure, in either case, only
works to shatter self confidence in
the classroom. If it is true that not
many teachers are in the business
for the money,maybe the College
could devise a less destructive
system. At the end of each term,
students might write a page-long
evaluation of each class with their
suggestions for changes. Only the

Kalamazoo College, felt that sine!
the facilities passed both the statl
guidelines and the insurance com
pany inquiries, that was suffi.
cient.
When asked about the mor~
responsibilities of providing safe
housing, Dr. Fecher replied that il
was a question of "degree of safe·
ty," and that K has a good record
of safety. "It's kind of like the
complaints from the WIG group I
couple years ago," stated Dr.
Fecher, " when they complained
about some bushes being too high
and not enough light." Dr. Fecher
went on to say that there was I
reasonable level of safety to which
the college is committed, and thai
cost must be considered. (Note:
average cost of smoke detectors
according to Fire Marshall Shelley
is eight to fifteen dollars).
When asked why the College
does not make a policy of en·
couraging' students to buy their
own detectors, Dr. Fecher echoed
the sentiments that today's youth
is wanting to be more responsible
for their lives and affairs, and that
therefore there is no such action.
When questioned about future
college policy on this issue, Dr.
Fecher predicted no changes. "I
think this would be a great idea
for the Student Commission to
take up."

from the archives: 1945
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politics

Loss of rights
by Erik Stohl

or

legal police activities by outlining
certain limits on police behavIOr.

entering office, President
has been as outspoken adof law and order, ema tougher stand on
of criminals. He recenthis views at the New
meeting of Chiefs' of
One of his more constatements at New
was his calling for a relaxof the exclusionary rule.
simply, the exclusionary
prohibits the use of illegally
evidence in a court of law.
eXlllrnple, if a search warrant is
issued and police officers
a premise where they find
evidence, this
is inadmissible in a case.
exclusionary rule was
implem~nted with a
purpose. The first was
innocent citizens from
search and seizure. Secondrule was hoped to deter il-

Recently, however, the rule has
come under heated attack. This is
partially due to acquittal of cases
based on technicalities. Jim
Gregart, Kalamazoo prosecuting
attorney, reflected these sentiments. He felt that while the
original intentions were good, the
rule now provides "legal
loopholes" for the guilty. Gregart
points out that "Conceivably, a
mis-typed address is sufficient
grounds for acquittal". Gregart
feels that with the implementation
of Reagan's suggestion, such a
happening would be less likely.
Dr. Sanford Greenberg of the
Political Science department commented on another problem. that
of the large number of court cases
over the exclusionary rule. The
extensive number and variety of

return to law

and order?

cases that the court has dealt with ' not be relaxed a: all as it is "one
has left a verbal and legal jungle
of our most important rights.
through which polke officers and
Ramey also took exception to the
judges are expected to
notion of criminals freed on mere
knowledgeably tread. The protechnicalities. "I've been practicblem would be purportedly
ing for six years and I don't
alleviated with a new set of
believe that many people go free
guidelines from the Supreme
that are guilty," stated Ramey.
Court.
The most prevalent danger that
However, Gwen Ramey, a past
would be faced, felt Ramey,
assistant county prosecutor and
would be the latitude that procurrent defense lawyer in the
secutors and police would be
Kalamazoo area, presented a difgiven . With a removal of
ferent view of the situation.
. guidelines the authorities would
Ramey felt that the rule should
be "unfettered in their actions to
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disliked by the police would
perhaps bear the brunt of new
police action.
Currently it appears that the
Supreme Court is unwilling to
reopen the topic. If (hey do in the
future, all of these issues will have
to be examined. "It's a question
of balance," stated Dr. Greenberg, and how far to go with the
undermining of constitutional
guarantees in order to attempt to
punish
more
of
th~
guilty. "

African unrest jeopardizes
foreign study programs
Kenya center closed
by Glenn Bailey

Grand Opening *
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The delayed opening of the
University of Nairobi this fall has
been cited as the reason for the
absence of a Kalamazoo College
foreign study group in Kenya for
1981-82. This marks the third time
that Kalamazoo has failed to send
students to Kenya since initiating
the program in 1965. The University opened late this year due to a
eluding student protest and
Kenya's role as host to the
Organization for African Unity
(OAU) summit conference this
past spring.
The Kenya program is a wellestablished foreign study option
with space for four students in any
given year. A total of 67 students
have taken advantage of the program during its oper~tion. The
study center is located in the country's capital at the University of
Nairobi, and is the farthest away
of any established center.
Designed to begin with the
pening of the University's
cademic year in October, the
rogram lasts for either six or nine
months the option of the participant. Although all four of last
year's students successfully completed the program, the University
has been plagued with problems.
The first major indication of
ension between the students and
he government came on March 2,
1981, when the beginning of the
egularly scheduled three-week
aster vacation was moved up.
his was done to coincide with the
anniversary of the assassination of
J .M. Kariuki, a politician who
achieved popularity during the
'70's.
The government is
rumoured to have had a hand in
the killing, and the students at the
University have used the day to
stage protests. A one·day boycott
of classes was avoided by the
resc heduling. but this only
postponed a confrontation between police and students which
finally erupted on May 16. The
University was closed and only
students in their final year were
allowed back to take the end-ofthe-year exams in July.
In addition to student protest,
another reason for closure of the
University was the OAU summit
conference held in Nairobi. It is

Sierra Leone
students depart
by Dave Daniels

barrassing student protest during
the conference.
Throughout the summer, officials remained optimistic about
the reopening of the University in
October.
Three students that
were ready to leave were forced to
wait all quarter for official notice
of the University's opening date.
In late August they were given the
option of applying to the Sierra
Leone program in West Africa or
continuing to wait for word from
Nairobi. Two students chose to
wait, and it was not until after
summer quarter that the University announced an opening date of
October 23 . with classes for
1981·82 to commence on
November 30. The unusually late
starting date prevented the foreign
study office from sending the
students.
Kalamazoo expects the . Kenya
program to resume next year, if
possible. As the only center outside of West Africa, the program
provides a larger dimension to
African studies at Kalamazoo.

Due to a general strike which
jolted the west African nation of
Sierra Leone on September I, 14
K students anguished up to the
final moment to hear if they could
attend a foreign study center in
that country. Efforts to gather
details on the strike activity were
somewhat stifled by the limited
channels of communication link ing this former British colony to
the western world.
According to West Africa
magazine, cables received by the
State Department from the US
Embassy in Freetown indicated
several days of tension and scattered demonstrations during the
strike including five deaths in the
town Kenema.
Most internal disturbances in
Sierra Leone arise from struggles
affecting the political elite,
military factions, or from a resentment towards the wealthy
Lebanese merchants who control
a large degree of trade. Thus, last
year's student riots at Fourah Bay
College and Njala University produced no visible anti-Americanism .
Despite this year's general strike
in Sierra Leone, the program continues; thus , once again K
students have achieved realization
of traveling to Africa to live
among that nation 's future leaders
and witness the historical struggle
~ontinuing between traditional
j modern influences.
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Bell sounds on fund drive
by Mary Mancewicz

pie who woulll give mone\' k'>
bells and not for anything el>e . So
this doesn't mean wc'li stop ask- .
ing for money for the school in
general. Just that the college is
clllnrnitled to raising funds for the
arts," Rainsford said
"Even if the $65 thousand was
invested as an endowment, which
would mean that the income from
the investment would have an insignificant effect on the average
student.
"The college's annual commitment to financial aid is about $900
thousand. The $65 thousand invested as an endowment would
only produce three to four thousand per year in income. Clearly,
if we spent this on financial aid it
would be a drop in the bucket, less
than one percent of the total
financial aid."
Advocates of the bell purchase
think the project will benefit the
college for a long time - perhaps
tor another 150 years.

In the future, Kalamazoo College ~t"dents will be able to hear
heavenly music from Stetson
Chapel- but it won't be a choir of
angels.
As part of the 150th anniversary
celebration of the college, the
Development Committee of the
Board of Trustees and the Sesquicentennial Planning Council
have agreed to spend 5150 to $175
thousand on a ring of eight bells
and the renovation of Stetson
Chapel.
The total amount needed to
purchase the bells and fund five
other Sesquicentennial projects
will be approximately one million
dollars, according to President
George Rainsford.
"We hope to raise this money
beyond what we need for th'e
budget. This will be a special, lowkey fund-raising project,"
Rainsford said.
The money for the chapel and
the bells breaks down into $75
thousanll to restore the chapel and
repair the south wall, $64 thou-.
sand for the bells themselves, and
$30 thousand to reconstruct the
bell tower so it can support the
two-ton weight.
Other Sesquicentennial projects
include $250 thousand for an
academic computing system,
which would minimize K's computer tie-in with ' Western
Michigan University, and $250
thousand for the renovation of
Trowbridge.
"We'd like to do the same
things we did for Harmon as far as
renovating
facilities and
furniture," explained Rainsford.
The college also hopes to complete its commitment to the
Mellon/ Hewlet Bond Challenege
Grant, which would produce a
$600 thousand Presedential
Discretionary Fund that could be
used to develop K Cullege in the
coming decade. The college hopes .
to raise $4()() thousand of this
Stetson Chapel belfry
through the Sesquicentennial
Funds project.
" We could have spent the
The last item in the package is a
I'" 'ney on a lot of symposia,
sculpture by K art instructor Mar- )
which wou ld have been nice for
sha Wood. This work is funded by , people here on campus, but no
the Women's Committee.
one after us would have benefitte~
According to Dan McCarrel,
at all. We've been looking for
student member of the ~es
something with a lasting benefit,"
quicentennial Planning Council,
sid McCarrel.
the bells have stirred the most con"If we spend $64 thousand on
troversy about spending money
the bells, they will be ringing for a
for the arts as opposed to spengood century, Bells don't wear
ding it for financial aid .
out," he noted .
" In my disscussions with
The ring of eight bells will prostudents, I found the major
bably be most used by the change
response was that chapel bells are
ringers,
headed
by
Dr.
a dumb idea," McCarrel said.
T. J. Smith of the math departRainsford disagreed with the
ment. Currently the chapel plays a
notion thaI .e $65 thousand for
tape of the change ringers before
bells from the Whitechapel FounFriday services.
dry in England coul;d better be
"The bells and change ringers
spent on scholarships at home.
would be useful in recruiting,
"First, if you put $65 thousand
too," McCarrel pointed out.
directly 'nto scholarships, you
"Change ringing has a strong
thl'n havr to spend $65 thousand
following - people from all over
every year because once you build
the world will stop at K College to
a base, you have to keep funding
hear the bells," he added .
it.
Only six institutions in America
"Thb $65 thousand [for bells]
possess
bells
from
the
wou ld be a one time expenditure,
Whitechapel Foundry. The closest
We should build adequate finanset is at the University of Chicago.
cial aid from the budget itself, and
"Our chapel is ideally suited for
therefore, we are not taking : real bells," Rainsford noted. "Its
n1on~y from the budget for this
built structurally and acoustically
rroject.
so it wiU be very easy to put a peal
"Thirdly, I think there are peoof bells in it. And its the tradition

of the college to 00 things which
are a bit unusual and distinctive ."
"Imagine if the change ringers
started a peal at 10 am today.
Would-n't it be nice to look out
over the beautiful campus and
. hear the bells ringing?" asked McCarrel.
For those students who would
rather know their next quarter is
paid for than delight in bell ringing, Rainsford had some last advice.
"Art is not a luxury after the
serious busine,s of education is
over - its a part of education . And
so its entirely appropriate that K
College have an active commitment to the expression and enjoyment of art.
"One of my favorite Chinese
sayings is a proverb which says tht
if you have two pennies, with one
buy rice and with the other
hyacinth. Its important that the
college spend a small portion of
the resources it can acquire on
hyacinth. After all, a 150th anniversary only comes once every
150 years," Rainsford said.
"We're doing things for the sesquicentennial for rice, too, like
the computer system and the
renovation of Trowbridge. Those
things are more practical
necessities, and the bells are for
our own enjoyment and uplift,"
he explained.
McCarrel feels the students will,
in time, see the bells as 'beneficial
to K College.
"I think the student body will
grumble to no end, but once its
done they will accept and like the
bells.
"When you listen to all sides,
you come to the conclusion that
this is a sound decision. And the
trustees have already approvt"d it,
m it really doesn't mtter what we
think," he concluded.
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Dance explored at K
by Jean Hanks
Helen Kent's residency at
Ka:amazoo College was enriching
for both dancers and 'nOl'dancers. Those who took part ill
her classes and infol mances experienced a warm, comfortable,
yet energetic atmosphere which
allowed everyone, whatever their '
level of dance training, to enjoy
the exploration of Helen Kent's
theories of dance .
That atmosphere reflects Helen
Kent herself. She does not exhibit
the expected , tereotype of the
highst ru ng, long-su ffering,
emaciated dancer. She gives instead the sense of harnessed, controlled energy, and a drive which
is highly productive rather than
ob<e'isive. She says of herself, "I
wa~ not born with the dancer's
body. Bu~ "orking and st ret ch ing
and cxploring dance is more
vaillable sometimes than someone
"Ito \\a, born being able to kick
their leg up to their ear."
"I wanted. to dance ,ince I was
four ," she told a group at one of
her informance<. "I've always
had the urge 10 movc , ami Ihat',
what you need, that feeling thai
you can't sit still." !\ t Ih,· 3,l!l' "I
five she was alread y rh:III,,,'l lllg
energy in moJel I ,,; 'Ill ,
classes . Thi, extensive Irail" , l I... '

to hel accepl ance into I he
p restfgi,.u, Murray Louis Dance
company. in which she earned the
extra rli,tinction of p:::rtncring
Murray LO'!is himself. She eventually left his company to develor
a personal <t yle through her own
ch,.{eographies .

The college's burgeoning da
curriculum is fortunate to
had the influence of Helen
whose residency wa~ sponsored
the Reader's Digest Affiliate
tist Program and the Dorot
Dalton enrichment fund.

'I was inflll~nced somewhat. " f
course, by my training," she ,.1),.
"Murray and I were very (ompatable. But I think I am finding
my own style." Her pieces com bine highly proficient technical
training with direct, personal expressionistic movement. "I am
seeking the connection with the
so ul ," she says. "A per,on can be
technically highly accomplished
but on an emot ional level very
boring . "
When watching Helen Kent perform, one feels that they ,ce or
sense the impulses generating her
movement s. As with all good
dancers, she is able to make what
is actually a very diffi.:ult movement look natural and simple. She
does not rely on tricks or stunt> to
impress her audience. Those watchi ng her could feel, realistically
"r nn l, that t hey too might be able
til l'~e(tllc the movements she is
IC lIlon<trating . Thi< is her gift of
cl1mmunicaling with an audience.
Shp incorrC'rates I his in her goal,
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sports
Pelak's Potpourri
Field hockey fever has struck Kalamazoo this fall. The
Hornet field hockey team has already surpassed all previous
,ea,on~ for victories. In fael, the K )ticker,' three victories
thi , fall are mO lT than they have totaled during the past
several ~easons. Much of thi~ year's succes~ seem, to be due
to the team's ,warming defensp led by senior Ca~ Smith. The
tcam·, final two games Nill be al home against Hope, this
Satunlay al II am, and Alma, next Tuesday afternoon. A
large crowd tor each contest wOl.lld he a oc\erved award for
,uLi! a ~,rapl'\· alld enlhu~~d learn.

The stickers battling defense prepares to slop a corner shot
duri ng a recent home victory . This Saturday, the field hockey
leam plays Hope College at Woodsworlh Field.
I am collVin,eo thaI soccer has arrived in Michigan. At
Ihe home ~occer conte~t, I have noti,ed that there are usually
2010 30 youngsters of grade school age playing soccer above
Mackenzie Field. Aflci onc home match several of the young
\occer rlayer, \lopped me 011 my way back to campus in order
to a,k how Amma had rlavcd. . I h(lpc that some kids still
rClllemher who Mickev !\(alllk :"Id Wililc 1\1ays were.
While on the subject of soccer, opposing teams must be impressed bj the diverse nat ionalities represented on our soccer
team. The K kickers are better publicity for the international
composition of K's student body than any brochure published
by the public relations department.
Although the football squad was crushed by the Adrian
Bulldogs 45-14 last Saturday, the remainder of the gridders'
conference schcdule promises bettcr fortune. The experience
the team has gained from playing against national
powerhouses Adrian and Wabash will help them in their
cha;e for the MIAA championship.

Experiencing the Ultimate
l">y Jim Leonhardt

play for your~c1f.
Ultimate is
playeu uaily at 5:30 pm.
When the topic of ultimate
frisbee arises in conversation, no
Ultimate frisbee has no coaching
tw.o pe(ir'~ have the same image
staff or formal program . Also,
of what ultimate frisbee actually
the budgel for ultimate frisbee is
is. Certainly, the majority of the
very small. And as the I-shirts
frosh have no idea of what
saY,ultimate frisbee players are
ullJmate is all about.
part of a gang, not a team . So, if
When 1 was a freshman I
ultimate is to survive at K, it is up
thought that the "ultimate experience" was when a frisbee hit
to t he players 10 do it. This year it
one of t he black lightposts on
i~ especially important that many
t"ampus. Why else would people
new people become involved
throw frisbees at light posts if it
because the team consists chiefly
was nOI the ultimate?
of seniors. If a large number of
Actually, ultimate frisbee is a
frosh are not introduced to the
non-,ontacl game in which · : game this year, the ultimate explayers attempt to pass a frisbee to
;Jcrience at K may begin to fade
teammates across the end-line of
away. All inlerestcd persons are
the opposing learn.
The
invited to come 10 a few practices
movements of the players are a
and let the" Bee" fly .
combination of the patterns run
Besides the friendships and
by basketball players and the patrelaxed lime$ that ultimate proterns of dancers in a choreographvides its playcrs, there are also
ed play . BUlthe only way 10 fully
several weekend iournaments
understand ultimate frisbee is 10
every quarter against other colcome down 10 An~ell Field and
leges and universities.

New Yel k o\er Lo' Angeles in 6 games
Soccer
K 5 - Albion I
Hoci.t!y
Detroit Red Wing, 3 - B(I,lOn 2
l iitimate Frisbee
MSU, Grand Valley State and K qualify for regional

In fact this year's Michigan State
Tournament will be held here at
Kalamazoo College this weekend .
Eight to ten teams will compete
this weekend for an opportunity
to qualify for three postions at the
regional tournament in St. Louis.
The two lOp teams from that tournament will advance 10 Ihe national tournament in Au;tin,
Texas lalcr t his fall.
Michigan State University,
Grand Valley State, the University
of Michigan and K are pretournament favorites to qualify
for regional competition.
It promises to be a very exciting
and fun tournament. So come
down to Angell Field and see what
the game is all about . It will
definitely be worth your time, and
you may even find it" to be the
"ultimate" experience.

Sports update

Frosh cross cou ntry runners Marie
Dyer, Nancy Zielinski and Donna
Santer pause from their workouts
long enough to pose for a
photograph. Sophomore hllrrier,
and driving force behind
Women's CC, Annie Badar, is absent.

For Ihe Gamblers:
Football
K 17 - Hope 16
Detroit Lions 13 - Green Bay 10
WMU 22 - Ball Stale 9
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A sport is born
Tl~js fall there is a new addition
to the Hornet sports scene:
women's cross country.
The
women's CC team is a semivarsity sport under the direction
of John Griffen. The team consists of Ihree frosh: Marie Dyer,
Donna Santer, Nancy Zielinski,
and sophomore runner Annie
Badar.
Although MIAA rules specify
that a team must have five runners
10 compete, the women thin clads
have already had several unofficial meets. The team's next
scheduled meet is at home against
the Olivet Comets Homecoming
weekend.

Football
9/12 K 19 - Taylor 23
9/19 K 7 - Illinois College 0
9126 K 12 - Washington
University 14
10/ 3 K 7 - Wabash College 35
10/10 K 14 - Alma 13
10/10 K 14 - Adrian 45
Overall 2 - 4
Soccer
9111
K I - DePauw 3
9/ 12 K 3 - Wabash 2
9/ 19 K 3 - Aquinas 2
9/ 23
K 3 - Olivet 2
9126 K I - WMU 20.T.
9/ 30 K 3 - Albion 0
10/ 3 K 5 - Alma 0
10/ 6 K I - Calvin 3
10/10 K 4 - Adrian 0
10114 K 0 - Hope 0
10/17 K 8 - Olivet 1
Overall 7 - 3 - I
Field Hockey
9/ 15 K 0 - Notre Dame 9
9/ 18 K 0 - Wooster 15
9/ 18 K 0 - Kenyon 5
9/ 19 K I - Denison 14
9/ 24 K 0 - Adrian 5
9/ 26 K I - Albion 6
9129 K 0 - Calvin 3
10/ 3 K I - Alma 0
1017 K 1 - Olivet 0
10/10 K 0 - Hope 4
10/12 K 2 - Adrian 1
10114 K 0 - Albion 4
Overall 3 - 8

Volleyball
9/ 18 GLCA Tournmament
5th of 10 Teams
9125 Lost to Olivet
9/ 30 Lost 10 Hope
10/ 2 Lost to Albion
10/ 3 Lake Michigan College
Tournament
10th of 10 Teams
1017
Lost to Adrian
10/14 Lost to Calvin
10/16 Lost to Alma

Golf
A 1/ matches are tournaments with
7 teams except where noted.
9114 Aquinas Dual, K 4.12 Aquinas 395
9/ 16 Olivet, 7th
9/ 19 Albion, 7th
9121
Kalamazoo, 2nd.
9/ 24 Alma, 3rd
9/ 22 Aquinas, 7th of 14 teams
9129 Calvin 4th
10/ 3 HOll.e 6th
1015 Adrian 4th
Overall 5th in MIAA,
Season completed.
Cross Country
Results not yet reported.

1M Sports off to a quick start
The fall l.M. events are off anJ
nning. This quarter there are
200 participants in such
V''''''~IHl\JII as coed flag football,
flag football, and men's
women's tennis . As of this
Tuesday "The Animals" led
coed league, and "The .RevisEffects" along with "Snails
Friends" stood atop the
's standings with undefeated
The men's and wom~n's tennis
are not yet combut l.M. co-commissioner

John Cooperrider expects to
crown the victors within this next
week.
The other commissioner of I. M.
sports this fall, Jim Leonhardt, is
not only pleased with the large
number of participants this fall,
but also by th$ relaxed attitude
most teams have concerning competition.
"It's nice to see people playing
with a smile on their face,"
Leonhardt said. "I'm glad so
many teams are just playing to
have a good time and to escape

from school for a few hours."
Fall l.M. is not only limited to
flag football and tennis. Commissioners Leonhardt and Cooperrider have plans for basketball
and vc lleyball competition later ]
this quarter. Entry blanks and in- ~
formation regarding those events ~ '
will be issued soon.
.E.
All current l.M. standings and
i
information are posted on the
l.M. bulletin boards across from
the mail hut and next to the
athletic department's offices in
the gymnasium.

The Hornet gridders perfect their interior llne assignments
before travelling to Hope to baltle the Flying Dutchmen this
weekend. Npxt week', (I'd,", will cover the big weekend of
Hom .. ,

==p=age=8'=backtoschool?'==================================
A month ago, tbis page could have been called "Back to
school at Kalamazoo," but now its fourth week and the old
fall spirit is a little stale. Yes, by now fall is beginning to plod;
the leaves have fallen. • •

• there aren't as many new people to meet ••
HeLLO, .It!! NAIt£ IS 008.

IJHAfS !!ollR

/'J.41OR?

Frosb

Seniors

A. Hi! my name is Berry. I am
from Ann Arbor and I am going
to become a doctor. What's your
name?

A. Hey

B. Hi! My name is Warren and I
hail from Madison, Wisconsin.
I'm going to study Business and I
like sports and stamp collecting.
A. Great. What desk and bed
would you like, Warren?

ttiat old friendliness Is weanDI

Hi, Roomie!

Conversation:

0" .

Kalamazoo COlleGe

AllOY
I@
. • • and priorities finally have to be set.

B. If you don't mind too much I'll
take this one, that way I can put
my posters here, my T.V. here,
and my stereo and rugs can go
over here.
A. Fine, that way I can put my
fish tank here, my nightstand
here, and the easy chair will look
nice over there.
B. Great. What classes are you
taking this quarter?
A. I have Introduction to Lineat:
Algebraic Philosophy, Freshperson seminar: What is the Meaning
of Meaning? and Principles of
Economic Principles. How about
yourself?
B. I am taking Expository Poetry,
Chemistry 514 .2 section B.
laboratory #2, and a Freshperson
Seminar: Health Science as a Way
of·Life.

B. Howzitgoin7
A. Cool, gottabag?
B. Yup.
A. Cool.
B. We need forks.
A. Got'em!
B. Tasty, Whereyacrashin'?
A. Here's cool,
things?
B. In this bag here, WO;a!Cllat.
A.. P. chern, Biochem,
chern. You?
B. Soc., Creative Breathing,
Sadistics.

A. Wheresaparty?
B.Dunno.
A. Have one?
B. Sure.
A. Gettakeg?
B. Let's go.

A. Excellent. Well what do you
want to do? Right now there is a
volleyball game, a seminar on studying techniques and a progressive drinking party on fourthfloor Hoben. Tonight our floor is
invited to a spaghetti dinner at
Dewaters, an ice-cream social in
Trowbridge, and there are parties
everywhere.
B. Let's go to all of them.

' (9 'jEAH
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Our BMOC is making the scene in his tastefully appointed ensemble featuring a flourescent
Izod cardigan, canary-yellow dickies by Bill
Crass, a bille blazer by Estelle of Royal Oak. and
Gucci loafers. Outfit modeled by Peter "BuffY"
O'Brien. Our comely co-ed is sporting a fetching
fall ensemble coordinated by House of Moche,
Paris, Ohio.
Modeled by Anne "Muffy "
Freitas.

For the avante-garde student, our Nu-Wave
duo turns heads this fall with stunning vetements
featuring black tafella trousers by the House of
rlasm!l, Tye-dycd Izod sport-shirt, and gabardine overcoat courtesy of Goodwill Industries ,
all of which Kreg "Iggy" Williams flaunts with
punk pride. Draped over our PunI\..M71 .• a
saucey polyurethane necklace comp)1rge1!ti- a
petroleum plustic tunic by Jon Winters. Ann
Kauffman cnmpletes her DE-eVOlutionary apPhotos by John Petrini
pointments with a Crepe tear-away coat (aild SOJo
Make-up by Andrea Kalmus fo"mod knift' slashts).

ollege awarded $300,000 MacArthur Grant
cluding the University of
Michigan) and 16 liberal arts colleges across the country.

faculty member with a
rofessorshill on a rotating basis.
These one-time-only en-.
bWlne~tts were also given to nine
research universities (in-

Al Blum, vice president for institutional development at K, said
the reason behind this grant is "to
hold on to young, bright faculty
members who do not yet have
tenure. "
John E. Corbally, president of
the foundation, cited three factors

in awarding the endowments to
younger faculty members; the effects of inflation on salaries, the
competiton of high salaries from
the private sector, and the
negative effects of tenure.
He went on to say that effecting
"faculty competence" is one of
the best ways foundations can
~ssist the continuance of high
quality education at institutions-both public and private.

Why K College was among the
schools receiving these endowments is difficult to speculate,
He noted,
commented Blum.
though, that the foundation
"focused on a small number of
academic institutions, and [that] '
we are among some distinguished
company."

college as new principal, and will
be "invested in permanent financing for projects."
The MacArthur Foundation has
mnade it clear that it wishes to
support people and not projects. ,
Beginning operations in 1979, the
foundation is one of America's
newest philanthropic foundations,
and also one of the largest, wit~
assets of over $500 million.

Blum added that the money will'
be added to the endowment of the
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Tuition Increase
prOjected

by Steve Zacher
On the expenditure side of the
K students and their parents are ledger, salaries and financial aid
well aware that this year the are the only areas of the budget
school raised tuition by 14 per- which have increased lately. For
cent.
Although official an- the past two years, all other exFriday, October 30
nouncements are three to four penditures have been held at a
10 am Homecoqling Cbapel Service
This
months away, indications lJTe that "no growth" position.
there is little chance of a substan- policy. will continue with the for6 pm Alumni Council reception, dinner and mE!etinllll tial reduction in the level of in- thcoming '82-'83 budget.
crease for next year.
By far the largest part of the
As Vice-President for Business -. budget is salaries. They comprise
6:30, 11:30 pm FUm Society HaUowE!en tbriller, Psycho
Affairs, Roger Fecher, explains, almost 65 percent of all expenRecital Hall
"The tuition increase is going to ditUTes, or about 57 million.
have to be somewhere near what Salary increases are based on a
the increases in sslaries and finan- pool system. About $700 thousand
8:30 pm Alumnl-student song fest
cial aid are; '!''Jse are the only from the budget is being sct aside
variables that we have." Salaries for salary raises. From this pool,
,•••"u... , October 31
have already been increased by 10 each employee is allocated a cerHomecoming Alumni registration
percent and financial aid by 20 lain amount depending on their
Hicks Center Lobby
percent.
position, length of service, and
He further elaborated, "I duties. On the average, employees
would say that we are going to are receiving a bit less than a 10
10 am Mini-class: "Tbe Reagan Wblte House:
have
increases at roughly the same percent raise.
Interim Report"
level that we have had." ViceThe other variable, financial
Olmsted Room, Mandelle Hall
President for Student Life, Bob aid, has been steadily increasing.
Maust, summed up the grim Commented Maust, "Student aid
prediction by saying, "the only has been the fastest growing item
Cbange-rlnging demonstration
real variables that we have are in the budget." In '74-'75 student
Dewing 102
enrollment and tuition for aid represented 5.5 percent of the
revenue, and salaries and fmancial Education Ilnd General Budget;
Alumni-varsity field bockey game
aiq for expendi ures. "
this year it is 10 percent.

GrE!eDSwald adjacent to Angell Field

11 am

Cross-country mE!et
Arcadia Cross-Country Course
Dedication of new pbyslcal education center

12 noon

Homecoming luncheon, Pbil Mowers (K '80)
"An Atblete's Point of View of
Homecoming and tbe K Experience"
Old Welles Hall

Deferments safe

Some Kalamazoo College men
have been surprised by a change in
their selective service classification
from a student deferment to a
I-A, subject to draft.
The probab le cause is
Kalamazoo College's late-starting
academic year This creates a gap

from the archives: 1965
•

1:45 pm

Student-Alumni Homecoming parade
Hicks Center to Angell Field

2 pm

Football game
Angell Field

3 pm

Soccer game
Mackenzie Field

7 pm

Class reunion dinners

9pm

Homecoming dance
Kalamazoo Hilton

"unday, November 1
9:30 am
Foreign study brunch
President's dining room

Kalamazoo's local draft board
said that application for deferment consists of a statement to the
local board by the student of his
intention to pursue a full-time '
education for a normal amount of
time (four years). Students may
have supplied the information on

between the time most student the questionnaire they completed
deferments expire (Oct. IS) and after registering for the draft. If
the time draft boards receive the not, it is the student's responsibili109 Form from the college confir- ty to write to his local board informing them of his status and desire
ming a student 's full-time status.
Though given thirty days from the for deferment. The expected date
beginning of the academic year, of graduation should b- included.
When the board receives the inKalamazoo College delays mailing
the forms until the three-week formation fron the student and
course-change period is over, to confirmation from the school,
avoid penalization for pro- there should be no trouble in getting a deferment, according to
vidinginaccurate information.
The forms were mailed last week Kalamazoo's board.
Previously deferred students are
within the deadline.
According to the Records Of- not legally required to write to
fice, the 109 Form is not an ap- their draft board to renew their
plication for deferment. It is a deferments but due to the time
certification by the school of a gap, both the Records Office and
student's status. The cards filled Kalamazoo's draft board urge
out at registration were informa- students to remind their boards of
tion for the 109 forms and not ap- their desire for deferment and that
confirmation is on the way.
plications for deferment.

Fecher explains, "whlltever
percentage tuition increases,
financial aid ought to increase-at
least that keeps somebody equal.
If a student had 75 percent of their
tuition covered by financial aid
then he would pay 25 percent, and
if tuition increases by, say, IS percent, then we will increase financial aid by IS percent, but the 25
percent that you are paying will
increase by IS percent."
This procedure creates a difficult problem for the school since
approximately SO percent, or
about 700 students, are on some
sort of "need-based" financial
dollars involved are staggering; if
we gave each of these students
$100 that would be $70,OOO-what
is $100 compared to the cost of
tuition? If they each got $1000
that would be $700,000. That is
continued on page 4

Briefs
Recent pastel and charcoal
drawings by David Small, Assistant Professor of Art at
Kalamazoo College, will be exhibited at K from October 31 to
November 28. The exhibit will be
on display in the Gallery of the
Light Fine Arts Building. Regular
Gallery hours are from 2 to 4 pm
weekdays.
A special exhibit
reception will be held from 7 to 9
pm on Friday, November 6.
Small's works are in private collections, including that of Yale
University President A. Bartlett
Giamatti. His editorial drawings
have been published in the Ne w
York Times and Index. Additionally, he has written and illustrated a children's book which
will be published by the Macmillan Company next spring.
The Kalamazoo College
Athletic Department has named
Pete Jarrad as Assistant Varsity
Basketball Coach, beginning this
1981-82 season. Jarrad replaces
Byrl Bowman, who served as
Assistant Coach under Head
Coach Ray Steffen.
"I'm real pleased to have someone of the caliber of Pete Jarrad to take the place of Byrl
Bowman, who is a fine co:;c. ..
commented Steffen. "I'm cvnndent Jarrad will do l super job for
K. "

page 2
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Editors' Insights
Why the archives?
Each year at Homecoming, the college singles out several
specific years for special reunions and activities. This year,
members of the classes of '36, '41, '46, '51, '56, '61, '66, '71
and '76 were selected for the spotlight.
In recognition of this fact, the Index delved through the archives to find articles printed in the Homecoming issues of
those particular years.
We found some all-too-familiar issues, we found some not
familiar at all; we found some surprising advertisers, 'an'!
some that have been with us since volume one. What began
as a gesture to help spark alumni reminiscences became a
lesson in the history of Kalamazoo College-its life through
wars and cultural revolutions, its interests, its concerns, its
moods.
.
Not too unexpectedly, K's liberal attitude consistently
prevailed. Alumni like to believe that certain beliefs or trends
belong to only the current "younger" generation-they must
be surprised to see that same belief held by their peers years
ago.
Also not unexpectedly, personal activity and involvement
occupied the same back seat to studies that it does today.
Enough males were worried over their military deferment
classification in the Viet Nam era to warrant a front page article, yet only six students and one professor participated in a
sit-in at local recruiting offices. We find the same situation
today with U.S. military involvement in El Salvador; students
care enough to read about it, but their level of active involvement is too low to merit ink.
The archives proved to be an interesting revelation of K
College's heritage, a heritage that deserves its perennial
-MS
celebration each Homecoming.

Priorities up in smoke
The College certainly seems to have their heart in the right
place on the smoke detector issue; right in their bankbook.
Their stance that they are only responsible for a "certain
degree of safety" for the students raises ethical questions concerning their priorities.
Dr. Fecher presents a unique view of life with his premise
that since K has been lucky in the past, there is no need to
reevaluate the policies. For our part let's hope it doesn't take
a burn victim for the college to remember the old adage "An
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure."
-ES

Cooperation lacking here

,
"

,1

Complacency and laxity have been exhibited by students on this
campus in recent years in such mpunting force that they threaten to
become a permanent barrier to progress. The beginning lay in the
fact that the college, a peace-time institution, was operating in a wartime world. Anxiety and uncertainty clouded the importance of a
lively, interested, functioning student body. Now the excuse has
been removed, but the sluggishness remains.
There is an unwillingness to shoulder responsibility, a reluctance to
back and cooperate with those given-by yourselves-leadership,
and, most fundamental of aU, a disinterest in choosing those officers
who, with your help, should form and carry out ideas that lead to improvement of campus organizations, functions, and general standing.

1945
. from the archives:
mind the

Should not each one of you have in
desired and necessary
qualities of a leader? Is it not your responsibility to see that capable,
sincere, enthusiastic individuals-people with ideas and with stamina
enough to carry out those ideas be placed in the administrative offices of the student body?
Thought behind your elections and push behind your choice-that
will help to start things moving in a well directed way toward the active functioning of a unified student body.
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For whom tolls the bell
Dear Editor:
As a student who has attended

Kalamazoo College for four years,
I have come to feel very much a
part of the "liberal arts community," and it was always my assumption that the students and their input were considered an integral
part of the functioning of the college and its policies. However,
after reading the last issue of the
Index I found myself (ull of disappointment and even some anger.
In the article "Bell sounds on
fund drive," which explained the
proposed purchase of bells for
Stetson Chapel, a student
representative to the Sesquicentennial Committee was
quoted as saying:
'When you
listen to all sides, you come to the
conclusion that this is a sound
decision. And the trustees have
already approved it, so it really
doesn't matter what we
think' . . . " It doesn't matter
what we, the students, think?
Somehow this feeling seems out of
place at a liberal arts institution
where free and original thoughts
are so highly prized and valued.
But this attitude of indifference

appears to be what the Development Committee of the Board of
Trustees and the Sesquicentenlftal
Planning Committee expected
when they agreed to spend $1 SO to '
$175 thousand on eight bells.
I am speaking out not only for
myself but for others who have expressed a similar view that the
purchase of the bells would !le
nice but somewhat impractical.
At a time when the college is listed
in the Detroit News as being one
of the most expensive educational
institutions in the state, why is it
so unfathomable that the student
body might want to see money
spent wisely to expand our learning opportunities?
The trustees must recognize that
we, as students, do indeed realize
the value of money, most of us being in some state of debt to simply
pay for our education. All in all it
seems a shame that the trustees
took it upon themselves to decide
what the majority of students did
and did not want. This appeared
to be a college decision and - after
all - are we not, as students, a part
of the college?

Dear Editor:
After reading the
Index about the bells,
trigued about what
R~nsford said as to the

It was right I suppose; or

I addressed President
himself, and asked
thought he was fairly
in the article. He told
thought the article was
curate. " Yet, if the
right, I wonder where
Rainsford gets his figures.

thousand. This money
an endowment should
than three or four
dollars a year. If the
get at least a 10 percent,
percent, return on its
the college is investing its
in the wrong place. No
tuition is so high. But
would there be IS percent
the $64 thousand, there
also be interest collecting
$30 thousand to rebuild the
something that would not
be done if the bells were
installed.

Laura Szakas

Some things never changed
To the Editors:
I noticed in my October 8 issue
that there was no earthshaking
business for the Senate to consider. This does not surprise me,
but it somewhat disturbs me. I
recall from my past two quarters'
service on the Executive Comrnit- ,
tee as Treasurer that there was
nothing earthshaking then, either,
and I wondered then as I do now,

. Surely that copier in the business
office isn't that expensive, and I
know, Xerox, the best there is,
isn't. Even impressing an official
seal of the college should not cost
that much. Is the school just looking for another way to make a
buck, or is the cost really
justified? I charge Senate to study
the situation and do what it can,
fast, to lower the price of
transcripts.

~--------------~--~
from
the archives:
.1965'
...

why? I have no surefire answers,
only a few theories, and once I
finish expounding I even have one
suggestion for something else not
very earthshaking that Senate
should concern itself with.
I think that the quality of our
two presidents, Mr. Hafner and
Mr. Barret, cannot be questioned
seriously. Both are excellent
students, and qualified, imaginative leaders on campus. I
think, then, that it should be their
primary responsibility to originate
the earthshaking business that
would satisfy the ever-present
desire for action Monday nights.
Mr. Osborn two years ago did so,
and he did so quite well. We may
not have agreed with all his ideas,
but at least there was something
interesting to talk about. Mr.
Tidrick tried, also, but with
somewhat less success, as did Mr.
Morden and Mr. Bender. I think
that now we'have two leaders who
should be able to see what major
improvements in the way of life at
Kalamazoo should come about,
and there must be some, and they
should do the major part in assuring that there will be no more four
week stretches without quorums.
Now for that suggestion : It is
not, I confess, terribly earthshaking, and I am sure that all the
underclassmen will be the first to
agree, but I would dearly like to
see this situation remedied in a
hurry, before I go broke. In short,
transcripts cost too damn much! I
do not know why they must cost
$1.00 a piece after the first one.

That is not going to make Monday nights more interesting than
Linen Exchanges ever were, but it
may help some people's pocketbooks.
Sincerely yours, .
Thomas Seeley,
Presently amid the cornfields
of Iowa State U.

thotlsand endowment
be much, but it could,
students, mean the
ween affording K College
ing to go elsewhere for an
tiolll.
I
I am not saying the
wouldn't be nice. I am jusl
tioning their validity; if
dowment figures have to
ed over before the bells
fordable, perhaps they are
ury we could do without.
John Van
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'politics

1 Salvador's problems told
Serpas, a member of
Association of El
[AMES), came to cam20 to discuss the pre<I!IJal:'U/l in El Salvador, the

several
about
's involvement in violent
actions . Serpas attested
El Salvadorians are very
people, but can no longer
to the violent exploitaShe asked people to think
life would be like fearing
any moment the governpolice could raid and brutalyour family . Several times
military has massacred
of people at once. Last
example, the military killhundred people, made up
women, children, and
who were crossing the
into Honduras. These events
to the Americn press late
little coverage.
times, the military has orders
everyone in a given town ,
ally pregnant women
"the fetus is a leftist."
justifies brutality and
by accusing people of beThe US govern, asserts Serpas, also uses the
Cuban and Soviet backing
people's movement as an
for ignoring the position
aims of the El Salvadorian
and for continuing US supof the junta.

So, although Serpas dislikes
violence and militarism, she feels
that organizing a revolutinary opposition is necessary because for
El Salvadorians, the question now
is how to defend themselves from
the rash violence of the junta's
security force.
The US government supports
the junta, claiming that the free
elections promised by the junta
for March 1982 are the peaceful
solution of conflict. Serpas,
however, noted that El
Salvadori,lfl people have unsuccessfully fought for free elections
for 50 years and felt that elections
can hardly be called free when the
government kills opposition
leaders. Serpas also asserted that
the government requires that candidates' petitions for office include the address and identifying
information of the signers, and
that the junta uses these lists to
kill the opposition leaders' supporters .
AMES is working clandestinely
within El Salvador to organize
women's resistance to the junta,
and they are working interna-

Candidates speak on rad.io
The presidential campaign
comes to a radio climax next Monday evening, when both candidates finish their appeal for
votes with broadcasts over all
.hree major networks . Wendell L.
Willkie and Charles L. McNary
will be heard in joint addresses
from 10: 15 to 11:00 p.m. EST.
For the last week of the campaigning, the candidates scheduled seven speeches over CBS. The
scbedules: President Roosevelt:

October
November
October
November

30, November 2,
4; Wendell Willkie:
28, October 31,
2, November 4.

of the country who are responsible
for routing the returns through
the central broadcast point in New
York.

The final broadcasts, as well as
all other political broadcasts after
the conventions, were paid for by
the national committees of the
parties. This is in accord with the
code of the National Association
of Broadcasters, giving equal time
to all sides before the conventions,
and selling it to political parties
during the campaign .

Other special Election Day
features will include an interview
with the oldest voter in the country. The youngest voter, who
must have been born before 11 :59
p.m., November 5, 1919, to cast
his vote, will describe the reactions to his first ballot.

A quarter of an hour after the
first polls. close in many Eastern

M on.- Fri. 11 :) 0 am

Saturda)
Sunday

~ : OO p il I

IV\ ... .,m

1I11i.atb §tnp mr.ataurant
Live entertainment nightly

402 E. Michigan

states at 6:00 p.m. on November
5, the Columbia Broadcasting
System will go on the air with fast
returns of the presidential election.
Between early reports, CBS will
broadcast special features of
1940's presidential election day.
Early in the evening, radio
listeners will hear Paul White,
CBS Director of Public Affairs,
check arrangements from New
York with mj!n in different parts

from the archives: 1940

Opens

382 - 3600

tionally to make the conditions of
their lives visible, including a main
office in San Francisco. Serpas
assured the audience that El
Salvadorians distinguish between
the North American people who
have been supportive of them and
the US government who is supplying the economic and military aid
which keeps the junta in power.
The junta's control depends on
this aid, felt Serpas, and without it
the junta could not survive.
Serpas finished her talk by asking the North Americans to examine both sides of the issue; that
presented in the US press and that
'of the El Salvadorians that she
represented. Serpas feels that the
US government aCCjlses the El
Salvadorian people's movement
of communism to justify the killings and to maintain the ruling
junta. As a result, she called for
the North Americans to demand
an end to US military and
economic aid to the regime.
Kalamazoo was one of a series
of stops for Serpas as she crosses
the nation to build support for her
cause.

Kalamazoo, Mich igan 49006

Background Controlled
A staff of more than 40 men
and women will work at the main
headquarters in New York, getting results off the wires, and onto
the air. The click of the press
tickers, the tapping of typewriters
and adding machines, will make a
background of sound against
which listeners will hear the
returns.
Unnecessary noi se will be
eliminated .
The long-distance
telephones will use . lights, not
bells; different members of the
staff will converse , when
necessary, by interior telephones;
reports will be forwarded form
phones to copy desk in writing.
Listeners will feel that they are inside an ultra-modern newspaper
office.
Reports will be given regularly
in five-minute bulletins during the
early evening, but as results
become conclusive, r~gular program schedules will be abandoned, and the tallies will be on the air
continuously.

Salvadorian women
by Brenda Ma r~ton
.
The Women's Association of El
Salvador is committed to the
revolution of the El Salvadorian
people and feels that for it to be
successful, women's power and
influence is essential. At the same
time, however, AMES believes in
the necessity of an autonomous
women's movement during and
after the national liberation struggle. Serpas asserted that El
Salvadorian women are doubly
oppressed: as El Salvadoreans
they are victims of a violent
military regime; as women, they
are victims of machismo.
Serpas said the EI Salvadorian
women hear all their lives that
they have no importance in relation to men and exist only to give
birth to and take care of children.
The high illiteracy rate in EI
Salvador is even higher among
women. In the country, women
have little ambition or hope for
change.
In addition to work outside the
home, women do everything in the
house, rising early to prepare food
and working long after the men.
She remarked, "Men get tired,
but we [women) cannot get
tired." At night if a woman
doesn't want sexual relations, it is
not uncommon for her husband
to beat her physically.
There is no medical assistance
for women in the country; a
woman may deliver a baby on her
way from the fields, continue
home and have dinner ready on
time. Seventy-five percent of the
children under five years of age
suffer from severe malnutrition
because pregnant women have inadequate food .

Since most women are illiterate
and have not learned skills, when
they try to change their situations
and go to the city for work, the
only jobs available are serving
bourgeois families. Some report
working from 5 am to 10 pm,
without meal breaks. Vacations
are often limited to only 'one day
off per month, alld medical attention or minimum wage are often
non -existent. Some male bosses
feel entitled to sexually violate the
women, and the women know
they cannot protest without losing
their jobs.
Conditions are equally bad for
women factory workers. The junta prohibits all free meetings and
has bombed union meetings.
Employers refuse to hire pregnant
women in order to avoid paying
social security benefits.
Serpas explained the lives of a
second group of women, the street
vendors. Since there is no child
care, the women eit~er take their
children with them or leave thc;m
in the streets while working.
Police, complaining that tourists
dislike seeing the street vendors,
regularly jail these women and
fine them.
Serpas explained that the
members of AMES include
women of all ages and situations,
and that they are fighting for
equality with men. They demand
to be seen as persons with dignity.
With these goals firmly in mind,
they also are committed to working with EI Salvadorian men in the
revolutionary struggle. She
remarked that in FMLNcontrolled areas, 40 percent of the
fighters are women:

Bayh speaks on New Right
by Bill Bergman
What do the AFL-CIO and the
Kalamazoo College Womens Interest Group have in common?
Both groups share a common concern over the New Right and both
joined more than 30 other sponsors last Tuesday night to discuss
the tactics and the threat of the
movement. The New Right can be
loosely defined as a coalition of
conservative religious and political
groups.
The featured speaker was
former three-term U.S. Senator
Birch Bayh of Indiana, who was a
target of the New Right's "hit
list" in the 1980 election.
Although Bayh was defeated, he
discounts the effects of the campaign against him due to the fact
that he ran 250,000 votes ahead of
the national ticket. Nevertheless,
he argues that the New Right
should not be taken lightly.
Bayh believes th New Right has
been able to take advantage of the
election reform laws and the
growing frustrations of many persons today . Money is a key to the
movement's success,
and the
movement has political professionals who know how to raise
money . Using mailing lists which
date back to George Wallace's
campaign, it has been able to
develop a closely knit group of
50-60 Political Action Committees
(PACs).
These PACs, which resulted
from the campaign reforms of the
early 70's, are designed to play on
almost every frustration a person
could have in today's 30ciety. For
example, a person who has had

trouble with unions would support a PAC to stop the unions.
The same reasoning holds for
education, crime, morals, abortion, etc. A PAC can spend as
much money as it wants agains(a
given candidate, as long as they do
not actively support his opponent.
Therefore, the New Right can go
on a mudslinging campaign
against the incumbent liberal congressman while leaving their candidate unscathed.
After his discussion of the tactics of the New Right Bayh turned
to what he felt was the real threat
of the movement. First,~Bayh sees
the New Right as oversimplifying
the very complex issues of today.
The supporters of the New Right
want simple solutions to extremely
complex problems. Bayh fears
these simple solutions may exacerbate the problems. Second, he
sees the New Right as invoking
morality into issues which are not
necessarily moral issues. Third,
Bayh fears that Americans will
become les~ tolerant to diverse
opinions and viewpoints. For example, attempts to control tbe '
reading material in public school
libraries are an example of the
movement's intolerance to differing viewpoints.
A panel discussion with
representatives of education,
medical, religious and minority
communities agreed that the New
Right is a legitimate tbreat.
Howard Simon, Executive Director of the Michigan ACLU, made
a plea that the coalition which
sponsored the meeting come
together to fight the New Right.

T
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Where there's smoke .
by Erik Stohl

Profs

get

by John Bernstein

teachers take on outside projects
and it diverts their attention away
from the students, or if they canno longer maintain student interest in class, they shouldn't
receive as large an increase," said
one administrator.
The majority of teachers interviewed had an entirely different
point of view. One teacher said,"I
am a teacher because I enjoy it,
not for the money. The motivation I have is self-satisfaction."
"Each teacher does the best he
can. You don't pay a president of

At the end of each year,
Kalamazoo College teachers are
"graded", divided into four
categories and given pay increases
based on how well they performed
in teaching, in research, in administrative work and in counseling.
During President Weimar K.
Hicks' term, h~gave varied salary
increases based on the advice of
his personal staff. When President George Rainsford took of-

7i.~f!J.::?!i!:~r£ii!.~~i.:::

fice, he saw the need for a more
defined system.
He divided
teachers into the four categories:
outstanding, better than expected,
expected and below expected. He
based his decision on input from
students, department heads, division chainl)en and the provost.
Any disgruntled teacher can appeal a decision by going through
specific channels.
New to K this year, and responsible for many of the decisions in
this area, provost Rene Ballard
has ideas on improving the present
system gathered from his experience at another college. Sending questionnaires to graduates
about teachers they had is one of
his proposals.
The administration feels that a
merit pay system is necessary for
teacher motivation. "When

grades

too

teacher would see it, and it would
have no bearing on his salary.
Restructuring the class with the
suggestions in mind, a professor
could develop a classroom situation more beneficial to both
teacher and student.

Kalamazoo College, felt that
the facilities passed both the
Have you ever wondered how
guidelines and the insurance
safe your college dwelling .is? If
pany inquiries, that was su
you live in a dorm there is procient.
bably little need for concern.
When asked about the mot
However, in some of the older
responsibilities of providing sa,
dwellings such as Blair House,
housing, Dr. Fecher replied that
Shale House and the Male Co-op
was a question of "degree of sat
there may be, as these dwellings
ty," and that K has a good reco
don't have smoke alarms.
of safety. "It's kind of like Ii
According to Kenneth Shelley,
complaints from the WIG group
the Kalamazoo Deputy Fire Marcouple years ago," stated 0
shall, this is due to the relatively
Fecher, " when they complaim
recent addition of fire laws conabout some bushes being too hit
cerning smoke alarms. While new
and not enough light." Dr. Fech(
dwellings are required to have
went on to say that there was
them installed, older ones are not
reasonable level of safety to whio
subject to the law.
the college is committed, and tIu
'Are smoke alarms important or
cost must be considered. (Not!
necessary? "Yes," stated Shelley,
average cost of smoke <I ....,.,..,,, :
who he felt that fue fatalities
according to Fire Marshall Shelle
could be "reduced by 85 percent
is eight to fifteen dollars).
with properly placed and mainWhen asked why the
tained smoke detectors." Shelley
does not make a policy of e~
stated, however, that the inspeccouraging' students to buy thei
tion office did not urge the college
own detectors, Dr. Fecher echoe(
to purchase smoke detectors as
the sentiments that today's yout
"landlords can't be responsible to
is wanting to be more responsibl
wash your socks for you."
for their lives and affairs, and tha
Since the college not only owns
therefore there is no such action,
several houses like Shale and
When questioned about futUI1
Blair, but also rents a large
college policy on this issue, Dr
number to students, the author
Fecher predicted no changes. ..
was interested in how the college
think this would be a great ide!
views their responsibilities. Dr.
for the Student Commission
Fecher, vice-president of
take up."

Tastes like home

jm

the United States more money if
he is better than
his
predecessors," said another.
Many think the system is still arbitrary and therefore meaningless.
Some parts of a teacher's performance are hard to weigh, particularly counseling. One teacher
asked, "How do you measure
good advice?"
With any merit system, some
teachers, like some students, find
themselves working solely for a
grade. Failure, in either case, only
works to shatter self confidence in
the classroom. If it is true that not
many teachers are in the business
for the money,maybe the College
could devise a less destructive
system. At the end of each term,
students might write a page-long
evaluation of each class with their
suggestions for changes. Only the

•

from the archives: 1945
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ITuition

increases (cont.)

continued from page I
pore than the whole salary pool,
tnd nobody would get any salary
ncreases and that wouldn't even
lOver the tuition increase. There
isn't much room for
at all."
The college is equally limited on
revenue side. Approximately
percent of revenues come from
Nine percent come from
from the endowment,
nine percent from gifts
grants, and the remaining six
1.vo,r~~lnt comes from a variety of
.An~aller sources such as state and
subsidy.
The most obvious way to cover
increasing costs is to raise tuition.
The indirectly related alternative
is to admit more "full paid"
students.
A second alternative is to set a
and thereby reduce the size
Fecher
the endowment.
,jpcrriln~. this as a "dead man's
" Four years ago, before
became vice president for

business affairs, the college deferred tuition increases and depleted
endowment funds instead. This
action used approximately $2
million of the school's revenueproducing endowment.
That
money, if it had not been spent,
could have partially cushioned the
tuition increases or the student aid
crunch that the school is presently
experiencing.
An additonal way to increase
revenues is to increaSe gifts and
grants. The Funds for the Future
campaign contributed $3 million
to the endowment, and an additional $5-6 million in revenueproducing funds to finance student aid.
"I think that the trustees, the
administration, and the faculty
are committed to saying that we
would rather be smaller and maintain quality, rather than stay the
same size, but let the quality slip.
There is only one way to do that,
by getting sufficient revenues to
maintain it," stated Fecher.

Science Majors
Wayne State University School of Medicine
is presenting

A day in basic medical sciences
Saturday, December 5, 1981

Gay attacks pseudo-liberals
feel that many of my Gay
brothers are very unhappy, to say
the least. A life of no legitimate
social contact of the type
heterosexuals take for granted can
indeed warp one up . However, I
know other Gay people who are
just as much on the level as you
are. They have more than insecurity and promiscuity to live
for. They have stood up for their
rights by form ing groups similar
to the NAACP.

inflornlatiion about on-going graduate programs, financial aid
and admission policies
Gordon H. Scott Hall of Basic Medical Sciences
540 E. Canfield, Detroit

Interested persons should contact the Dean for Graduate
Wayne State University School of Medicine 540 E
I
Canfield, Detroit, 48201, or call (313) 577-1455.
.

Grand Opening *
2112~

Copy
Sale

kinko's
copies
•

1550 W. Michigan Ave.
Across from Read Fieldhouse

342-5700
Offer expires 11/15181

wierd tone of voice, and flailed
their hands around as though their
wrists were made of rubber . Oh,
and of course, they didn't forget
to stuff their crotches with padding before going to the draft office? that way, those at the draft
board will see that these goddamn
queers are after their bods!

~-------------------from the archives: 1970
Many Black Soul Brothers are
also very unhappy, to say the
least. A life of no legitimate
educational and financial
possibility of the type taken for
granted by whites can indeed warp
one up ....
As a case in point of the
pseudo-liberal attitudes I have
been discussing, consider one of
the Film Society's selections from
last week . Though I didn't see
"Greetings" myself, I have heard
a lot about extensive antihomosexual scenes in that film,
from friends of mine who paid
their money to see that wonderful,
anti-war movie. Apparently [as
billed in the mimeographed advertisement for the flick), people impersonated homosexuals to avoid
being drafted. To accomplish this

Why, nowl Homosexuals are
"exempt" [categorically excluded
from) military service, just as they
are from other Government work
such as Civil Service. So, you
V -Pax type liberals, your contention is that all you have to do is be
a queer, or impersonate one, to
fulfill your liberal desires to not go
to war! Anything for "peace!"
Also, anything for the rights of
The Minority Group [Blacks) .
Why, there is only The Minority,
don't you know that? Queers-oh,
well, they are queers. Niggers,
oh-[Hey, there, let's not get prejudicial about Minority Group-good liberals shouldn't be prejudiced) . Le Roi Jones, the great
Black poet, frankly admits that
Blacks have been put down by
Whitie. According to him, white

people are trained to be fags
anyway, so, really, Blacks must
really be with it as opposed to
soft, effeminate Whitie!
I feel that heterosexuals can and
should reconsider any preconceived notions they may have about
Gay people. Also, Gays
themselves need to dare to come
out of hiding, and be counted . I
invite anyone who cares to, to attend a discussion group on
homosexuality on Wednesdays at
8:00 in the Free University Room.
I urge Gays to come out of hiding,
and organize; I will be glad to
assist in this activity. Those who
would like to come out of their
closets can contact me by letter or
phone call at my dorm room 268
Harmon; they can also attend Gay
Liberation meetings of Western
students, held on Thursday evenings at 1017 Oak Street at 8:30.
Gays: the decision is yours to
cringe and hide or to assert
yourselves as equal members of
society.
The rest of the college community: the decision is yours to
review or not to review your
thoughts about Gay people as
PEOPLEI
Ken Bowers

Change ringers learn peals
by Nancy Porter

sessions on selected research projects; meet the
graduate faculty and students; tour research facilities

impersonation, those involved
"swished" around in an effeminate manner, talked with a

If you know what this diagram
is, you probably either ring bells
or have talked about them with
Dr. T.J. Smith of the Math
Department.
This bewildering array of
numbers is merely the list of the
first fifteen "changes" of Plain
Bob Major, a peal which all beginning change ringers learn.Dr.
Smith and other more experienced
bell ringers help novices to see the
patterns a nd the beauty in Plain
Bob. Every peal the Kalamazoo
College change ringers sound
comes from this centuries-old pattern.
On the above diagram each
number refers to a bell. The
numbers are arranged in patterns,
and each line is called a change.
The order in which the bells are
rung changes from line to line,
following a few basic rules which
establish their movement.
It may all sound , simple until
you realize that a hand bell ringer
rings two bells and keeps track of
where each one is and where each
one is going. Different rules are
added to these basic ones, to make
different patterns in a method, or,
if these rules are repeated regularly, a different method entirely.
Change ringing takes a great
deal of concentration and endurance. The novice ringer starts
out ringing for ten to fifteen
minutes at a time, until he can ring
for long periods of time without
stopping. Most ringers want to
become skilled enough to ring a
peal, which is 5,040 changes and
takes two to three hours to ring.
Normally, K's guild rings one peal
every quarter.
Every ringer's dream is to ring
the Extent-40,320 changes and
twenty hours long. The Extent

represents every permutation of
order that can be rung on eight
bells and usually is successfully
rung no more than once every five
years.
On a more modest scale, K's
Guild rings five or six quarterpeals, which are 1,260 changes
:each, every season. Since these
quarter-peals only take about forty minutes to an hour to ring, arranging time to ring is less
troublesome.
Methods available to ring
I
2
2
4
4
6
6
8
8
7
7
5
5
3
3
I

2 3
1 4
4 I
2 6
6 2
4 8
8 4
6 7
7 6
8 5
5 8
7 3
3 7
5 1
I 5
3 2
1 2 3

4
3
6
I
8
2
7
4
5
6
3
8

1
7
2
5
4

5 6 7
6 5 8
3 8 5
8 3 7
1 7 3
7 I 5
2 5 I
5 2 3
4 3 2
3 4 1
6 I 4
I 6 2
8 2 6
2 8 4
7 4 8
4 7 6
5 6 7

8
7
7
5
5
3
3
I

1
2
2
4
4
6
6
8
8

Discovered tbe pattem7 Adjacent bells In positIons 1-2,
3-4, 5-6 and 7-8 swltcb places,
makJng tbe first cbange:
2 t 4 3 6 5 8 7
Tbe second cbange-rlnglng rule
says tbe bells at tbe ends must
ring In tbe same positIon, and
tbe Inside paIrs (originally 2-3,
4-5, 6-7, but now 1-4, 3-6 and
5-8) swltcb_
These tw,o rules alternate, so
that each bell works Its way
from one sIde of the array to
the otber.

quarter-peals and peals are
numerous, and one of our guild's
favorite pastimes is to find
methods that have never been
rung befQre and ring them. The
International Guild has a book
with every imaginable peal listed
by name, if previously rung, and
number. To name a method, a
tower need only ring a quarterpeal in that method.
The K Guild has named three
peals: Stetson, Kalamazoo, and
Hinkley. This is an accomplishment for an organization less than
ten years old.
By narning these peals, the
Kalamazoo Guild, a member of
the North American Guild and International Guild, gained an international reputation.
Also, since the ringing of peals
and first-quarter peals are
published in The Ringing World
(the International Guild's
newspaper) and The Clapper (the
North American Guild's newsletter), ringers in most villages and
towns in England know of the K
Guild's accomplishments.
A'
member of the K Guild could walk
into almost any bell tower in
England, and the tower captain
would probably not only have
heard of Kalamazoo, but also
know what peals were rung here
recently.
Among the K Guild's most recent achievements are the ringing
of the 1000h quarter peal since the
founding of the Guild, a peal in
honor of the Royal Wedding, and
the first Westminster Surprise peal
in North America.
Besides narning three methods,
the K ringers have also rung the
first quarter peal and the first peal
in Michigan and hold the quarter
pl:al record for the greatest
number of quarter peals rung in
the North American Guild.
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Mucznyk premieres work for orchestra
No. 10. K. 74 will also be
featured .

A new work for the unusual
combination of saxophone and
chamber orchestra will highlight
the opening of the Kalamazoo
Symphony Chamber Orchestra's
concert this Sunday, November I,
in Dalton Theatre.

Composer Muczynski, who will
be in Kalamazoo for this important premiere, has a catalogue of
over thirty published works, a
number of which have been commercially recorded. His work includes major compositions for orchestra, chamber music, and solo
music for piano. His works have
been performed by the Chicago
Symphony, Minnesota Symphony, Cincinnati Symphony,
Louisville Orchestra and the Na-

Featured guest soloist will be
Trent Kynaston, associate professor of music at Western
Michigan University, performing
a work composed especially for
him by Robert Muczynski entitled
"Concerto for Alto Saxophone
and Chamber Orchestra."
Stravinsky's "Dances Concertantes," and Mozart's Symphony

Jazz at Kalamazoo has been
vocalized.
The newly-initiated Vocal Jazz
Ensemble carries the same onefifth music credit of the traditional ensembles and is directed by
Gary Stock. Stock also leads the
college's Jazz Band without
which, he claims, there could have
been the vocal group.
Vocal Jazz differs from ensemble music previously heard on
campus in several ways. To
begin with, most choirs are
"acoustic" and do not use
microphones. The ensemble will
use microphones and amplifiers
"to enhance the sound." Sound
systems allow the ensemble to
create "breathy" sounds that cannot be made any other way. The
style of vocal jazz also differs in
that it uses no vibrato, a technique
which involves "changing the
pitch slightly, slowly, in order to
make it easier for a large number
of people to be in tune," according to Stock. The relatively
small size of the ensemble (only 12
people will perform at any given
time) precludes the use of this
technique.
According to Mr.
Stock, singing vocal jazz is "more
like playing an instrument than
singing."
Another difference is the
ensemble' s accompaniment.
Where as most choirs are accompanied by a piano, the ensemble
will be accompanied by a "jazz
trio" consisting of piano, bass
and drums .
The music the ensemble will
perform is unusual as well; they
will sing "jazz standards" such as
might be heard in a club or bar.
Many will be familiar songs, but
more interesting arrangements.
Due to the staggered nature of
schedules here at Kalamazoo, the
ensemble is at a disadvantage in
relation to similar groups at other
schools. One element important to
the performance of vocal jazz is
continuity which the "K Plan"
almost does away with. Because ,
of this, Stock sees the future of
the group as a series of "ascending .. . circles" that dip down at
the beginning of each quarter but
improve with each new quarter.
The group boasts a promising
future in other ways, though . For
instance, it is a "more portable"
group than most, and can travel
nore . This spring Stock hopes to
have the group make several appearances at the Hilton . They are
also tentatively scheduled to ap-

A performer in both classical and
jazz traditions, his work is known
throughout the United States
Canada, and Europe. Kynaston, ,
recipient of the coveted Gol
Medal of Honor from the French
National Conservatory of Music
is a teacher and performer
Western Michigan University.
The orchestra's concert is th!
first in a series of th(ee concerts to
be performed at K. The perfor
mance this Sunday is at 3 pm
There is no admission charge.

Appreciating contemporary art

Jazz Sin2S out
by Mark J . Stotsky

tional Symphony of Washington
D.C ..
An accomplished pianist, Muc'
zynski is currently recording all of
his solo piano music for Laural
Records . Winthrop Sargent of
The New Yorker heralded Muczynski's music as "original and
outstanding." "I know of no contemporary music of this type that
exhibits such a combination of inspiration and workmanship ... "
Sargent observed.
Saxophonist Kynaston is well
known to Kalamazoo audiences.

pear at a concert with the Jazz
Band on December S, the Saturday before finals.
The Vocal Jazz Ensemble was
formed with several purposes in
mind. The College has always had
students who wanted to perform
as soloists - the problem was time.
In order to accomodate them, two
or three rehearsals would have
had to be devoted solely to playing
songs over and over for the
soloist.
With the Vocal Jazz
Ensemble these people can learn
songs they might never otherwise
encounter. They also learn to use
the microphone properly. Vocal
jazz singers also have the opportunity to learn "scat" singing,
which uses nonsense syllables sung
to an improvised melody, and
thus learn to improvise. Most important, perhaps, they can have a
good time. As Stock put it, "It's
fun to sing."
Stock feels that there "is more
craft involved" in singing vocal
jazz than in other types of singing.
He believes that most singers are
seldom asked to 'stretch' their
voices and, for the most part, do
not have to read music as well as
instrumental players. Vocal jazz
gives singers the opportunity to
learn and use with the voice more
difficult manners than they could
if they used the standard techniques of most choirs.
The ensemble rehearses 6n
Tuesdays and Wednesdays at
6pm. After the initial rehearsals,
Stock stated that he was "very
pleased," and felt more energy
and interest than he had felt from
any ensemble if! a long time.

colors. One of the finest paintings
of Manet's impressionist period is
"Boating" which was painted in
1874. Impressionism was further
developed by Manet's contemporaries, among them Claude
Monet, Edgar ,Degas, and
Auguste Renoir.

The average person's apprecia, tion of painting seems to end with
the paintings of about a halfcentury ago. This attitude, it
seems to me, is due to the fact that
few people attempt to understand
or even to trace the development
of painting.

from the' archives: 1935
The present exhibitlon at the
Kalamazoo Institute of Arts traces
in a very satisfactory way the
evolution of present day painting.
The exhibition begins with that
great radical of fifty years ago,
CorO!, whose "Dance of the
Nymphs" seemed so unnatural to
the public of that time.
Corot Leads to Impressionism

The next section of the exhibition which is termed rather loosely
post-impressionism, witnesses a
revolution against impressionism.
Cezanne, one of the greatest artists of the period, had said: "I
wish to make impressionism
something solid and permanent."
This quotation expresses the aim
of the period.

From the landscapes of Corot
with their soft, misty lighting, it
was a short step to the founding of
impressionism. Edouard Manet
in his later paintings attempted to
suggest outdoor light by short,
rapid brush strokes and high keyed

One of the most interesting pictures of the post-impressionist
period is "Ta Matete" by
Gauguin. With its flat, stylized
figures , this picture suggests ancient Egyptian work. Its sacrifice
of naturalism to further design in-

Serving Wl'II.U &
Kalamazoo College

dicates very well the
trend of the period.
Divorce Art From Nature

Until very recently, the most
obvious tendency of the twentieth
century artists has been to further
divorce art from nature. Painters
no longer believed that exact
representation of nature was
necessary or even desirable to art.
This attitude has naturally led to
great attention in composition and
decorative effect. These prin·
ciples of design have been carried
to their logical extreme in the
geometrical patterns of Rodchen·
co and Mondriaan.
It is true that modern painting
with its tendency to abstract
design is difficult to understand.
But painting like any other sub·
ject, must be studied as a develop·
ment. It is in this fact that the
greatest value of this collection
lies.
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sports
Hornets

Pelak's Potpourri
The Rolla Anderson Athletic Center. There could not be a
more appropriate name for our new gymnasium . Mr. Anderson has given much of his life to the athletic development of
students at K. In future years I am sure that the AAC will
become known as the house that Anderson built.
Several weeks ago I sat in the MSU student card section
during the MSU-UM football game. I was easily swept away
by the excitement and the cheers. Although K sports do not
have the fanfare and hoopla of university sports, attending
Hornet sporting events can be just as enjoyable as attending
major collegiate sports, for many reasons.
A Hornet fan personally knows the players. He can share
in their joy after victories, and their frustration after defeats.
There may not be a card section at the football game this
Saturday, but there will be fun.
In addition to football, the soccer, cross country (men's
and women's) and field hockey teams will play at horne
against MlAA competition this weekend. The squads need
your support, so come down to Angell Field and cheer your
favorite team on to victory.
One or two of our teams may be defeated this weekend, but
I am sure that the alumni, who will be on campus this
weekend, would agree with me that the numbers in the win
and loss columns are soon forgotten, but the friendships gained through sports are not.
Last Saturday, the Hornet football squad was drubbed by
the Flyirig Dutchmen of Hope SS - 28. Hope was definitely
the superior football team. But the Hornet gridders should
not be behind any MlAA opponent 48 - 0 at halftime. The
Hornets have more talent than that. The team seems to lack
concentration in many areas which leads to careless unforced
errors. The excitement of HomeCOming, however, should
sharpen the concentration of the team, so that the gridders
will bounce back to even their MlAA record at two wins and
two losses by defeating the Olivet Comets.

For the Gamblers
Football
K 19 - Olivet 13
Adrian 23 - Hope 16
WMU 24 - Northern Illinois 9
Detroit Lions 20 - Los Angeles 33
Soccer
K 2 - Calvin I (Overtime)
Hockey
Detroit Red Wings 5 - Calgary 2
10/ 31 Red Wings 1 - Minnesota 3
Attendance
1,084 for K - Olivet football game

Sports Update
Football
10/ 24
K 28 - Hope 55
Overall 2 - 5
Soccer
10/ 20
K 1 - Goshen 0
10/ 24
K 3 - Albion 0
10127
K 6 - Alma I
Overall
10-3-1
Volleyball
10/20
Lost to Olivet
10/ 24
Lost to Hope
10127 Victory over Albion

Field Hockey
10120
K 0 - Calvin '4
10/ 24
K 1 - Hope 2
Overall 3 - 10
Cross Country
10/ 10
K 20_- Alma 35
10120
K37 - Albion 20
10/ 24
K 38 - Hope 20
Dual Record 1 - 2

1M Round up?

Seniors plunge in Polo
Well, they did it. What? The
lenior team was de feated , only
Ifter a terrific struggle. The water
~as whipped to foa m and back

what it stood for . Good sportsmanship.
Outstanding are those three
frosh who held the seniors back ,

II.

Knights

Homecoming match for MIAA lead
by Ichiro Tsuruoka
and Steve Pelak
This Saturday afternoon, the
varsity soccer team will battle
league leaders Calvin College at
MacKenzie Field. The Hornets
are in second place in the MIAA
with an overall 10-3-1 record, and
a victory Homecoming weekend
will move the kickers into a tie for
.ij
the conference lead.
The team is mentally and 8
physically prepared for the ~
showdown. In the first meeting of
the teams this season, Calvin 0
defeated the K kickers 3-1. Coach <:.~
Fuchs blamed the loss on the inexperience of the team. "The team,
with some starting freshmeJ,
played well for the first 20
Dan Minkus and Dave Stranquist go up for a head ball during the
minutes," explained Fuchs, "but
kickers' victory last week over Goshen College of Indiana.
the weak links leading to the loss
were directly related to the addi70 help you pick out the key
Dan MInkus: Senior co-captain
tion of new p~ayers to the squad."
players in this Saturday's contest
who plays with the boys in the fall
we have supplied an analysis of a
and the girls in the spring.
few of the top Hornet players.
In the previous match between
the Knights and K, the Hornets
Ichiro Tsuruoka: The other
suffered injuries to several key
Amun Dere: A senior deadsenior co-captain who needs some
players which slowed their attack.
horse fullback from Ghana, who
genoa salami to quicken his step.
This week, however, the K kickers
has proven to be an effective imare healed and ready to fight.
itation of Pele.
Robert Muns: A hustling bustling soccer player who is always
The game between the two
John Galindo: A fine midfielder, near the ball, even when he
MIAA powerhouses should be a
shouldn't be.
who is often caught playing soccer
defensive struggle. This past week
in his' dreams.
MIke Theodoulou: A freshman
the soccer team has worked to
goaltender
who handles the goal
perfect its defensive style. Senior
Jaime Jaramillo: A super senior
his
checkbook
with equal
and
co-<:aptain Dan Minkus believes
from Columbia who still plays
skill.
that ball control will be vital to the
with enthusiasm, although he
outcome of the game. "If we can
dresses like a luca warrior.
Andrew Perrin: He handles soccontrol our backfield play," comcer well, but he does not walk
mented Minkus, "and if we are
Mark Koels: A junior who
back to the locker room very well.
patient in our passes upfield, then
deceives his opponets with his
I think we can defeat Calvin . ..
John Spitzer: A junior forward
smile, and then scores three goals
inexfrom Columbia whose
behind their backs.
haustable supply of energy will get
The Hornest have two games on
him a job in the Department of
the road after Homecoming,
Toml LocI: A young Finn with
Energy, if he graduates.
November 3 at Adrian, and
devastating shots. He has been
Dave Stranqulst: A good young
November 7 against ~econd place
known to leave his imprint on opplayer
who needs a new last name
Hope.
posing players.
to match his nickname, "Chico."

i

A Long Season passes quickly
by Athena Kalevas
Before you have a chance to
move into your room you must
'give Mom and Dad a hug and a
last "good-bye." You tell them
that you will be fine, and that the
wages sacrificed from your summer job are not as important as
the early preparation for the
volleyball season at Kalamazoo
College.
The first questions the coach
asks you concern your social
security number, height, and
weight.
The social security
number is easily supplied. Your
height is automatically increased
one inch, and your reported
weight is actually what you hope
to weigh after three weeks of practice. Of course, you never doubt
that volleyball is more important

than a few extra dollars. Well ...
maybe there is a brief moment of
doubt ... .
After sifting through the beer
bottles, torn notebooks and
assorted junk left in your room
from the just completed summer
quarter, you finally catch your
breath and begin to mentally
prepare for the drills Tina Orans,
the coach, will drag you through
the next morning.
That first morning, as all mornings, begins with a "wake-up"
run . The remainde~ of the morning is spent lifting weights and
straining tight muscles. It already
seems like a long season . You
wonder how Jack Lalaanc can '
smile while he stretche~ on television.

Gridders seek rebound

from the archives: 1940
Igain, The battle raged and blood
~as drawn .
It was no easy victory and it was
I Well fought game on both sides.
rhe seniors could not hold them
Jack and Earthquake McGoon
limpson 's Tiny Mi tes won by the
!tore of 3 to 2. This battle took
)lace last Wednesday at the pool
Ind it will long be remembered for

namely, Simpson, Bouwman, and
LeRoy. Fast as seals, smooth as
otters and like a duck in the water
anyway. Regardless of the men
playing against them t hey fo ught
their way to the enem y's goal time
and time again . They are th e
outstandiilg men in water p' ,10 for
this year.
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The Hornets' Homecoming
football game promises to be a
wide open contest. The key to the
game between the Hornets and the
Olivet Comets will be the Hornets'
defense against the Comets' passing game. The Comets rely upon
their aerial attack to move the
football. If K contains the passing
game of Olivet it should be a victorious Homecoming.

J ullior cornerback Paul Dillon
[10] and senior linebacker Dave
Held [46] will be the key defensive
players to keep an eye on this
Saturday afternoon . Another
Hornet to watch will be number
33, junior kick returner Mike
Asher. Last Saturday Asher slashed 93 yards against Hope for a
touchdown on a kickoff return .

Afternoons pass pleasantly as
you dive and lunge for balls
Coach Oran spikes down on your
sprawling body. The pain is soon
well rewarded, as you notice that
scrapes and burns are now
calloused and bruises are a
tolerable shade of blue. Improvement sure is wonderful!
Pre-season workouts are never
complete until the daily run up
and down the stairs of Waldo
Stadium. The burning pain deep
inside you r thigh muscles is easily
ignored , but it is not as easy to ignore the laughs of Western 's football team as they watch you struggle and stumble up the stairs.

Soon pre-season is over. The
first two tournaments of the
season quickly become memories.
On a quiet bus trip home, you
realize the pains, frustration s and
losses are all erased by new friend ships.
A group of individuals has
become a team . The mutual pain
you feel fo r one another's failures
and the joy you feel for on e
another 'S successes has transformed a long seaso n into one that
suddenl y seems too short.

~hallowcoming (homeween?)I~~~~~~~~~

Homecoming:
Bur 17~ NUT A
COrTVH~
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Let's define Terms!
Homecoming. A time of the year when absolutely no one comes
home but a10t of people leave to come here. Therefore it would hetter 1:;~ called homele?ving . .It is also a time when K College pretends
to be home but really isn't on account of they boot you out ju:;! ~oon
as classes get over.
Float. Large bulky fabrications co !red with toil~t paper wh,ch
match only JD bottles for sheer uselessness and don't even float bu t
roll.
Alumni. Nice, usually rich people who return to K-College at regular
intervals and get treated much nicer than they ever were as students
because they stopped giving the school money for tuition and staw'd
giving it for tax deductions.
Fraternity. Something which K-College doesn't have and it's a good
thing we don't,
Homecoming Dance. An event for which K students put on lipstick
and after-shave cologne and try to pretend that they are not the same
people who see each other every day in Saga.
Halloween. A time when 18-22 year old college students wish they
could put on Yoda costumes and go trick-or-treating.
Witch. A crabby old lady who rides on a broomstick or a date who
didn't turn out to be as friendly as she was in class.
Vampire. A nasty fellow who sucks blood or a date who thinks his
nibbling on your ear lobe is turning you on when in reality it is only
getting saliva on your favorite ear ring and causing it to tarnish.
Pumpkin. Something which many p~ople turn into after several consecutive quarters of institutional food.
Werewolf. A large, hairy, menacing character whose glower strikes
terror into the hearts of men.
Jim Kridler. The man you get to see the Monday after your
Homecoming party got a little out of hand. See above.

Things that go
bump
in the dorm
by Scott Warnock
Like all the other buildings on
campus, the new athletic center is
being named to commemorate a
specific person.
This week, the name is particularly meaningful; next year, its
significance will fade slightly and
decades from now, when the adjective "new" is dropped from the
name, the athletic center will have
adopted a new personality, one independent of Mr. Anderson.
The same is true of other
buildings and dorms. Trowbridge
Hall, the oldest building on campus, was named after Mary
Trowbridge, a long time friend of
the college. Built in 1925, it housed most women who attended
Kalamazoo until cooed <'orms.
Trowbridge soon gained a
reputation for tight rules and
puritanical standards. Men were
not allowed in dorm rooms at all
unless they were close family
members with the permission of
the Head Resident. The single
telephone could only be used for
five minutes. Trowbridge closed
up early, 10:30 on "school"
nights and 12 midnight on Saturday. There were nightly bedchecks and heavy penalties for
lateness.
Trowbridge was not the only
scene of puritanism on campus.
Harmon Hall, built in 1946 and
named after Claude Harmon, a

long chairman of the Board of
Trustees, boasts the tale of the
"Missing blanket caper of 1970."
A maintenance worker, Carl
Fisher, was trying to find a
blanket missing after a concert by
the Illinois Jazz Band. "Using his
master key Fisher opened 250
Harmon and found a junior male
in bed with a girl. Appalled by
this criminal conduct, Fisher
quickly reported the student to the
Head Resident. The boy was
dismissed for violating the dorm
visitation policy and "accepted
standards of conduct."
Other buildings adopted their
reputations from strange nonhuman occurrences.
Dalton
Theater, which honors Dorothy
Dalton, a long tilJle benefactor
of Kalamazoo area dramatics, is
said to be haunted. Light switches
turn themselves off; doors shut
and lock on their own; windows
slide up, defying gravity.
So far no one haS been able to
account for these incidents. Even
Stetson Chapel is supposedly
haunted by President and Mrs.
Hoben whose cremated remain$
were buried there.
All of Kalamazoo College's
buildings, no matter how ordinary, have their histories and
strange incidents connected to
them. Time can only tell what will
be aSsociated with the "new"
athletic center.

!lomecoming Beauties.
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Commission sets
organization budgets

Cleland and fellow members of the Horniettes Introduce this
year's Queen, Brigid during halftime ceremonies at the football game. For full photo coverage of all the festivities, see
pages 4 and 5.

Antigone heads
Forum Series

Forum kicks off its special fall
cries on the Axial Century
onight with the showing of A nigone, a film adaptation of the
Jreek tragedy by Sophocles.
The Axial Century, (actually
he sixth and fifth centuries 8. C.)
-as cho' :n as the theme for this
luarter' Forum for its role in
he shaping of modern thought,
"What we're trying to do,"
,tated Tim Griffin of the Forum
: ommittee, "is to give people the
dea that things are cyclical."
\1any things that surface now are
limply restatements of previous
lhilosophies, he explained.
Professor David Barclay, of the
History Department described the
wal Century as "an age that
witnessed the emergence of
deas, visions and attitudes that
:ontinue to shape us twenty-five
;entu'ries later."
Many historians credit the Axial
::entury for the birth of modern
luman thought. "It is the tim~
",hen man first thought a~t

himself as a person," said Griffin.
"It's quite remarkable when
you really consider it," said Gri f·
fin. "The basis for all modern
thought was <:Ieveloped in that 100
year period." Before this period
no one would have dealt with their
own self-perception, according to
Griffin. Now, it appears to be a
popular philosophy.
Perhaps that's why the showing
of Antigone seemed appropriate
for the introduction of the theme.
According to Griffin, the film
centers around a young girl dealing with her feelings of bein@
Oedipus' daughter. Prior to this
time, humans didn't examine
themselves; they didn't look closely at their own emotions.
After tonight's showing of Antigone in the Chapel, at 8 pm, the
series will continue next week with
a panel discussion by Professors
Fisher (Art), Start (Philosophy),
Schmeichel (Reli~ion) and
Wid.strom
(History) on
November 12.

Briefs
From now on, students will
view college productions in the
Nelda Balch Playhouse. Although
the place is the same, the name
was Officially changed last week
by the Board of Directors.
According to Pres:dent George
Rainsford, the playhouse, a gift to
the college from Dorothy Dalton,
was, at Dalton's request, to bear
the Balch name when built in
1977. Balch declined the honor,
reportedly claiming it was "bad
lUck" to have the theater in her
name while still working .
Rainsford said the playhouse was
then opened without a name and
the understanding that upon
Balch's retirement in the summer
of 1981, the name would be officiall chan c:-d.

Two Kalamazoo College faculty
were awarded tenured status
recently . Dr. John Fink of the
Math Department and Dr. Robert
Grossman received the approval
of the board upon the recommendation of President Rainsford.
College faculty by-laws state
that a faculty member not hired
on a non-tenure track contract
have a maximum seven years of
teaching experience, four of which
must be obtained at K, to receive
tenured status .
I

Fink and Grossman were t,wo of
three faculty members eligible for
tenure this year. Both came to the
college in 1975.

by Brian Tallmadge
This past week, the Kalamazoo
College Student Commission
established fIScal planning for student organizations. The budgets
for the 1982-1983 academic year
are basically the same as those
currently operating. They were,
however, arrived at by slightly different means.
The usual procedures were
followed during the initial stages
of budget negotiations.
The
Financial Affairs Committee
(FAC) met a week earlier with
selected representatives from the
various student organizations.
The representatives stated their
goals for .the upcoming year and
proposed a budget with which
they hoped to reach those goals.
The FAC then recommended a
budget based on the requests of
each organization to the Student
Commission for approval.
Of the fifteen organizations
allocated funds, two of them-the
Boiling
Pot
and
the
Cauldron-failed to send
representatives to the meeting.
The FAC gave these organizations
their aIIoted share of the funds
with the stipulation that a portion
of those funds be earmarked by
the Student Commission for a
specific purpose.
Earmarking funds is a new element in the yearly budget planning procedure. Such funds are a
part of the Student Commission's
budget beyond those allocated for
the regular operating expenses of

Break-ins
Unlocked doors contributed to
t/le occurence of two thefts on
campus this past weekend.
The first robbery occurred
Halloween night between 5:30 and
7:30 pm when. someone entered
the ceramics studio of th,' Fine
Arts building and stole two scales
and several weights. Tile an a at
that time was nOt locked. Security
has no clue yet as ro whether or
not the theif wa~ a student.
Ea-Iy the next moming, between the hours of 4 and 9 am someone entered an unlocked suite
in De Waters and stole several
items ranging from billfolds to
jewelry. All occupants were sleep·
ing at the time and the articles
were not noticed missing until the
next ' morning. DeWaters'
residents have since reported that
the back door was not properly
latching all weekend, leading to
the conclusion that the intruder
could have been either a student
or a town resident.
Dean of Stndents Jim Kridler
stressed that students not prop
doors open, and pay particular attention in making sure doors close
properly.
"The best security in the world
can't protect someone in unlocked
areas," he stated . "It only takes
an extra second," he noted. "but
it means increased rrotection ."

the student organizations. These
funds are kept by the Student
Commission. They may be drawn
upon by the organizations, but
they may only be used' for the
specific purpose for which they
were earmarked.

The discrepancy was corrected by
transferring funds from other
organizations. These funds were
either given up voluntarily or
taken from organizations that had
been disbanded. Even though this
action was taken, the student

'82 -'83 Budgets
Black Spot

$1070

Boiling Pot

7433
7300 Earmarked
14733 Total

Black Student Organization

3050
620 Earmarked
3670 Total

Cauldron

450
450 Earmarked
900 Total

Change Ringers

115

Chaverlm

870

Environmental Organization
Film Society
Indell

1100
17475
9430

International Student
Organization

500

Ski Club

115

Society for Ultimate Frisbee

500

Women'slnterat Group

1600

300 Earmarked
1900 Total
WJMD

Student Commission

The purpose of earmarking is to
give the Student Commission
limited control over organization
expenditures. They can in this
way influence policy within each
organization. For example, the
1982-1983 budget for the Black
Student Orllanization has $620
which has been earmarked. The
availability of this money is contingent on the annual Black
History Dinner being open to the
entire campus. The Student Commission does not wish to rule tllese
organizations ~ They only want to
make sure that the monies are being spent in accordance to constitutional guidelines.
The usual budget procedure was
further complicated this year by
an administrative oversight. The
1981-82 budget failed to account
for five student organizations.

3600
<400 Earmarked
4000 Total

6100
9070 In Earmarking
15170 Total
organizations still operated at or
ncar their regular budgets. The
budgets for all student organizations are back to commensurate
levels for the 1982-1983 academic
year.
The drafting of next year's
budget was finalized without any
major complications.
Bill
Aseityne, Chairman of the Financial Affairs Committee, stated,
"The Student Commission was
faced with the very difficult task
of keeping the budget.. .near the
'81-'82 level. This was made
possible by the organizations'
cooperation." All fifteen of the
budget recommendations made by .
the FAC were approved by the
Student Commission. The completed budget was only increased
by $645 over the previous year.
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Editors' Insights
Intro to Budgeting
Shortly after the budgets were finalized, all organization
heads received notes stating how successful this year's budget
procedure had been, etc. There's nothing wrong with
celebrating the fact that the overall budget did not increase,
but perhaps there would have been more cause for celebration
had the overall budget decreased.
In the light of recent Index articles sighting across the
board cuts, it would have been a good idea for Commission to
allow organization heads to examine the budgets and cut
costs, and encourage them to do so, taking their share in the
current economic crunch like everyone else. As it was, receiving the budgets barely a week before they were to be
presented, left little time to do more than write down the same
figures and recommendations that appeared in the current
budget.
We realize, of course, that Commission exercises under the
same constraints as the rest of us, and furtherlhat their actions are also contingent on that of the administration. Still
when it comes time to budget again, perhaps they can pass
some suggestions on true "budgeting" on to their successors .
- MS

Justice for whom?
Amidst much political delay and cross-fire, an eleven-yearold girl is left more than six months pregnant and thus unable
to obtain a legal abortion .
After publicly advocating the Right-to-life Movement,
Judge Halstead should have disqualified himself from the
case . His refusal to do so, coupled with his case, exhibits an
extraordinary degree of negligence. His questionable impartiality as a judge should not continue to be an influence in our
courts .
An alleged rape victim and a m inor, this girl has been further victimized by our so-called justice system.
-LC
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Conservatives pursue
liberal goals
Dear Editor:
How best to achieve the goals of
Liberalism? If we truly value
freedom, justice, and world
peace, what policies should we
pursue?
Many "liberals" advocate a policy of nonintervention, and pacifism.
This, however, will not advance
the cause of liberty or save a single
human life. Conservative policy
has the same goal-world
freedom-but unlike noninterventionist policies, it
recognizes that freedom is not an
automatic prilvilege.
Freedom
must be continually fought for
and protected. Only what is now
termed conservatism can
realistically hope to achieve the
goals of Liberalism.
Conservatism has become the new
Liberalism.
The pacifism of the left reduces
the likelihood of world peace.
Disarmament on our part will not
deter Soviet aggression.
Our
tradition of freedom dates from
the Magna Charta of 1215, and

coincides with the Mongol conQuest of Russia. The Soviets are
largely unchanged by the effects
of Western humanism, and will
not act according to its tenets.
Pacifism can only hope to work
when two nations share an abhorrence of aggression. The Soviet
Union is an expansionist empire
bent on world domination. Soviet
tanks cannot be stopped by marching pacifists linked arm-in-arm
mouthing bankrupt intellectual
cliches.
World War III began at the end
of the second World War. The
freedom we uphold is the epitaph
of the Totalitarians. We are as incompatible as Athens and Sparta.
Therefore, the Soviet empire is attempting to destroy the Western
democracies. Western pacifism
fits well into their aims. As
CIausewitz once observed, an aggressor never wants war; he would
prefer to enter your country unopposed.
The Soviets have no
master plan; they simply seek to
continued on page 3

Summit cheats Third
Dear Editor:
The Cancun summit of the
leaders of 22 industrialized and
developing countries which took
place on October 22 and 23 was
hailed as a success by some of the
participants and renounced as a
failure by many more.
While American president Mr.
Reagan said the conference "was
extremely constructive and
positive," most leaders of
developing countries felt that the
two days failed to accomplish
much and they blamed President
Reagan . French President Francois Mitterand and Canadian
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau
seemed to share this view. Indeed,
aside from an agreement (heavily
hedged with American conditions)
to proceed with global negotiations on Third World problems,
there was little else that the summit achieved.
Take, for example, the problem
of world hunger. The participants
agreed that the eradication of
hunger in the world constitutes a
"first priority." But aside from
dispatching new American
agricultural teams under USAID
and encouraging poor countries to
attain self-sufficiency in the production of food , it is still not clear
what concrete actions the Cancun
participants will take to improve
on their efforts to fight hunger.
During the conference Mr.
Reagan repeatedly advocated the
free market and private enterprise
as the best solution to international economic problems, but he
would do well to follow these
principles by removing the restrictions that exist in America that
limit the importation of light
manufactured goods (such as
shoes and textiles) from Third
World countries.
The Cancun meeting owes its
origin to a report issued last year
by a group of leaders led by Willy
Brandt, the former Chancellor of
West Germany. The Brandt Commission endorsed most of the
Thirtl World's program for a big
increase in aid, for cartels to raise
the prices of raw materials of poor
nations, for opening wider the
markets of the rich to the poor
and for a larger Third World voice
in the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank .
Brandt, Mitterand and Trudeau
are some of the leaders in the
Western world who have long
realized that widespread poverty
~uch as it exists in the world today
is to nobody's benefit. These
leaders wisely supported large aid

programs to developing countries
aimed at giving these countries a
larger share of economic growth.
Let it not be supposed for one moment that these leaders want to
help the Third World out of purely humanitarian reasons. It is
simply that they have realized that
a more prosperous Third World is
to their benefit also, just as it is to
America's benefit as I show
below.
The so-called Third World
countries are a fast growing
market for U.S . exports. In 1979,
$63 billion-35 percent of total
U.S. exports-went to developing
countries. This includes $45
billion in manufactured products.

"Mr. Reagan should pursue a
policy of direct investment and
aid to
Third
World
countries. "
In 1979, the U.S. sold to Third
World countries 45 percent of its
cotton exports, 50 percent of its
wheat exports and 74 percent of
its rice exports. Mr. Reagan
should pursue a policy of direct
investment and aid 'to Third
World countries as well as opening up the protected American
market to the manufactured products of the Third World by
withdrawing all tariffs, Quotas
and duties (which, incidentally,
are not imposed on Western European nations). This would
stimulate Third World economies

" 00 .allegedly raped.oo ..
So the verdict has been handed
down once again by the Whiteman
on the bench, upholder of virtue
and guardian of public morals. A
twelve year old girl is to be punished for the sin of being young and
female and black, and for the
crime of being raped .
The child rapist. One would
picture Peter Lorre skulking
through the dark streets of Germany, whistl i ng Rimsky Korsakov; but one mustn' t be
misled by these romantic images.
After all, women get raped all the
time, black ones in particular, and
children are alway s being
molested these days . They don't
even call it rape anymore, or child

and enable them to gr0w resulting
in an, increase in the demand for
U .S. products-especially heaV)
manufactured goods.
Looking at the other side of the
market we find that the Third
World is a major supplier to th:
U.S. of strategic materials. For
example, the U.S. imports 96 per·
cent of its cobalt, 87 percent of ill
tin, 86 percent of its bauxite used
for aluminum, and all its natural
rubber supplies from developina
countries mostly in Africa. Mosl
important, 41 percent of th!
petroleum Americans use com!
from developing countries, and
about half that amount from
Africa. Also, U.S. firms have in·
vested $48 billion in developing
countries or one Quarter of total
U.S. foreign direct investment.
There is no Question that the socalled Third World is of greal
economic importance to the U.S.
It is time that Mr. Reagan
acknowledged this fact and mad!
some active proposals about Third
World development. Unless h!
does so, Third World nations will
have no alternative but to form
more _raw material cartels along
the lines of OPEC; there will be
more frustrated nations turning to
the Communist block; and ther!
will be more resentment and bit·
terness among the nations of th!
world. In short, there will be a
much more difficult world for Mr.
Reagan to even pretend to con·
trol.
John Z. Warambo

Security sacrifices humanness
Dear Editor:
It seems these days that the incidence of attempted and successful political assassinations is
on the rise . It seems as if anyone
holding or seeking national or
world leadership is an assassin ' s
target. Cases in point include
President Reagan and the Pope,
bC":' shot within a few weeks of
eacn other, and the recent
assassination of Anwar Sadat.
Whether the motives are
political or not (psychologists
theorize that the assassin is "killing his father or other authority
figure") is not the concern of this
letter. What concerns me is the
danger of losing the human side of
politicians.
After John Hinkley took a shot
at Reagan, a panel of experts was
appointed to study how to better
protect higb-ranking government
officials, specifically, the President. Recently, they sent their

Verdict distorts justice
Dear Editor:

~,Vorld

molestation: instead, we have the
wonderful phrase "criminal sexual misconduct."
Now we can summon the proper imagery. It's like the flasher
in the park, waving his thingy at
passersby. Just a little harmless
perversion, and nothing at all to
get excited about.
There was an article in the last

Index which expressed concern
with the amount of drinking
which occurs on campus. Pray
tell, who wants to read the
newspaper while sober? Rather,
let' s drink a toast to a little black
mommy-to-be, "allegedly raped
by her mother' s boyfriend."
Then pass around the bottle a few
more times .
Andrew L. Thall

report to the National Academy
of Sciences. Two of their recom·
mendations were that top officials
should "make better use of bullet·
proof vests and barriers separating
them from the public."
Since the shooting of George
Wallace several years ago, and the
two attempts on the life of Gerald
Ford, many politicians have been
wary about getting too close to the
public. Also, aides have been exhorting notable politicians not to
walk into crowds. As a result of
these policies, Reagan did not attend Sadat's funeral and watched
the 200th anniversary celebrations
of the victory at Lexington with
French President Mitterand from
a bulletproof viewing stand. (Spectators couldn't see the two
leaders).
It's a shame that in an age of
electronics, an era in which man is
dehumanized by television and
other audiovisual communications, that our only real human
contact with our leaders should
have to be sacrificed in order to
keep them alive. I'm not saying
that they are not justified in these
drastic measures, only that it is
sad that it has to happen. The
"pressing of flesh" is important
to the public. Whether one goes
to an official arrival to protest or
laud, the fact is that one cared
enough to show up.
It's a
reassurance of sorts that the
leader is a human being and not a
machine.
I have no solutions to the problem. I lament the fact that in
order to keep our leaders alive, we
must barricade tbem. Even then ,
someone will figure a way to get
by our defenses . And so the problem spirals. What will be doing
next? Fortifying the White House
with an army base around it?
Leslee Horwitz

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

politics

Judicial delay "violates Constitutional rights"

~

by Lauren Coleman
The issue: does an II-year-old
girl who was allegedly raped by
her mother's boyfriend have the
right to an abortion?
On October 23, Kalamazoo
Probate Judge Donald Halstead

ruled that abortion was "not in
the best interest of the child." The
IO-page decision claims that the
child would suffer psychologically
whether or not she had an abortion and that an abortion was not
"medically indicated." (By Oc-

tober 23 the girl was more than
23 V, weeks pregnant; 24 weeks is
the legal limit for an abortion
under Michigan law.)
The facts of the case have raised
alarming questions about the
responsibility of the court to look

Committee forms to remove Halstead
by Erik Stohl
On Thursday, October 29, a
meeting was held in the
Kalamazoo public library to
discuss action against Kalamazoo
Probate Judge Donald R.
Halstead. Halstead was the judge
involved in the controversial court
case involving an eleven-year old
pregnant child.
The meeting was organized by
Phyllis Marsh, a Kalamazoo resiS dent. Enraged by Halstead's decision and handling of the case,
Marsh decided to create the
"Kalamazoo Committee 'to
, Remove Judge Halstead from OfI~ flce." The gathering on Thursday

vestigate the charges. These are
not, however, recall petitions
since probate judges are appointed and not elected, and
therefore can not be recalled.
The charges state that: "Judge
Halstead denied his judicial
responsibility by claiming he did
not have the authority to rule on
an abortion, when in fact he did.
We further contend that Judge
Halstead refused to acknowledge
a 1979 U.S. Supreme Court decision stating that a child does not
need parental consent to seek an
abortion. We conclude that Judge
Halstead should have removed
himself from this 5ase as early as

organization. Thunderous applause greeted the statement by
Coalition representative Mark
Bradfield that "I think a public
display of outrage is in order."
The meeting was not 'without its
excitement as several people tried
to engage Marsh in a discussion of
the case and the actions of her
'group. Marsh responded by cutting them off rather abruptly,
stating that she was not there to
argue the merits of the case. One
woman expressed her feelings that
it was wrong to publicize a
meeting as being public when it
refused to listen to spposition,
and then dramatically exited.

PETITION
WE, THE UNDERSIGNED DEMAND THE RESIGNATION OF JUDGE DONALD
HALSTEAD FROM THE POSITION OF PROBATE JUDGE IN KALAMAZOO COUNTY. WE
AGREE WITH THE ATTACHED COMPLAINT WIDcn WILL BE FILED WITH THE
MICIDGAN JUDICIAL TENURE COMMISSION.

was to explain the proposed plan
of action and to generate
awareness of the organization. Attending were about ISO people
representing a large cross-section
of Kalamazoo. The event also
generated media coverage by both
Channel 41 and the Kalamazoo

Gazette.
The committ!!e is circulating
general petitions expressing concern with Judge Halstead's actions. These petitions will be given
to the Michigan judicial Tenure
Commission which will then in-

August 20, 1981 and that his ruling of October 23, 1981 reflected
his own personal bias as opposed
to a judicial decision made in accordance with the best interest of
the child."
A local organization called the
July 19th Coalition for Peace and
Justice was also represented at the
meeting and anno~nced a planned
protest on the steps of the county
courthouse for Saturday,
November 7th, from noon to 5
pm. This protest is centered on
Judge Halstead, and is a separate
action from that of Marsh and her

Serving WMU &
Kalamazoo College

It was also stressed at the
meeting that the stand being taken
is not one of abortion, but rather
one of judicial impropriety.
It will be a minimum of three
months before the Judicial Tenure
Commission releases its results.
However, there is little belief that
they will call for his resignation.
Meanwhile the case, having attracted national attention, is
beginning to create waves of
disapproval within the Kalamazoo
area itself as residents · express
their discontent with Judge
Halstead.
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after the best interests of a minor.
The child first reported the rape
incidents on July 29. She and her
sister were made wards of the
court on August 20 after Judge
Halstead determined maternal
neglect. It was during the child
neglect hearings in early
Sep.tember that the girl's courtappointed attorney, Nelson
Pelletier, learned of her pregnancy. On September 23, Judge
Halstead granted temporary
custody to the mother, who is
against her daughter's having an
abortion. In addition, he declined
to decide whether an abortion was
in the girl's best interest and also
refused to grant custody to the
girl's father, who would allow an
abortion to be performed.
On October 17 Kalamazoo
County Circuit Judge John Fitzgerald ruled that Judge Halstead
did not err in either decision.
After Judge Fitzgerald's decision,
Pelletier made an unsuccessful
emergency appeal to have the
girl's father granted temporary
custody so that an abortion could
be performed before she reached
the 24-week legal abortion limit.
On October 20, U.S. District
Judge Benjamin Gibson overturned Fitzgerald's ruling and declared
that the girl was too young to
make a decision and thus had the
constitutional right ~o have the
courts determine her best interest.
After ~tating that Judge Halstead

had "violated this girl's constitutional rights" by failing to address
the abortion question during the
child neglect hearings in
September, Judge Gibson ordered
Halstead to decide the case by October 23.
Halstead's delay in making a
decision has led to charges that he
should have disqualified himself
from the case because of his
strong feelings abo,ut abortion and
the pro-life stance. He reportedly
has written a letter to the editor of
the "Kalamazoo Gazette" advocating the pro-life position and
also endorsed a Mother's Day
anti-abortion ad.
The Kalamazoo Chapter of
Planned Parenthood plans to ask
for a full investigation of the case
at the November 2 county board
meeting and the newly formed
Children's Help in Legal Defense
is exploring the possibility of impeaching Judge Halstead.
Addi tionally,
several
Kalamazoo County Juvenile
Court officials have been ordered
to appear at the November 9
meeting of the county board's
Human Services Committee to
answer questions regarding court
policies in such cases. County
Commissioner Rick Morrison says
he does not want to deal with the
right-to-life issue, but he does
want to review the administrative
policies of the court in order to
prevent such an occurrence in the
future.

Conservatives.
continued from page 2
exploit every opportunity to expand their own power and weaken
the West. The Soviet rush to I
military superiority while America
disarmed following Vietnam, intervention by proxy in Africa, and
support of terrorists such as
Khadafy all bear witness to Russian opportunism.
The only
possible way to avoid conflict is to
remain militarily inviolate.
Reagan's military buildup displays
the conservative determination to
defend the free world and not let
its values perish.
The conflict between the U.S.
and the Soviet empire extends to
the Third World. It is in these
volatile lands that the relative
merits of liberal and conservative
foreign policies are most apparent. Liberal foreign policy,
wearing the white gloves of noninterventionism, will not advance
democracy. One must look at the
world pragmatically. If the U.S.
limited its allies to the nations
which met our ideal human rights
criteria we would isolate ourselves
from the bulk of humanity, which
lives under authoritarian regimes.
How would our isolation foster
any movement toward democracy
on their part?
Our noninvolvement would only lead to an
expansion
of
a
worse
evil-totalitarianism.
The support of authoritarian
regimes has the potential to advance democracy and save lives.
Authoritarian regimes seek to
maintain order; totalitarian
regimes attempt to impose an allencompassing philosophy at any
co s t.
Consequently, an
authoritarian government can be
replaced by a different group or
coalition of groups, i.e. an emerging middle class. This has occurred in Spain and Greece, and is oc-
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(cont.)

curring in such authoritarian nations as Turkey, South Korea, and
Taiwan. No .totalitarian nation
has ever advanced to democracy.
Democracy evolves slowly. BaniSadr received 70 percent of the
popular vote, but Iran was not
ready for 'democracy. As with
most of the world, Iran lacks the
necessary consensus
for
democracy.
The Soviet Union will continually exploit Third World
unrest. They seek to further their
expansionist goals by supplying
arms to revolutionaries who have
no inte~tion of creating a
democracy. The U.S., on the
other
hand,
supports
authoritarian nations such as El
Salvador in the expectation that
we can guide them towards
democracy once their government
is stable and safe from external
threats.
Only conservatlvlsm can
achieve the dreams of Liberalism.
Pacifism and non-intervention
have no moral value because only
the United States is capable of
defending the free world and
halting the totalitarian assault.
Contrary to the liberal claim, all
oppressed people support the
West.
Clearly, it is the ignorant-those intelligent enough
to desire the goals of Liberalism,
but too ignorant of world affairs
to apply workable methods-that
are today's liberals. Either the
Soviet empire or the United States
will decide the course of human
events on this planet. Only conservative policy, as Machiavellian
as it may seem, can end oppression and achieve the goals of
Liberalism.
William Gigante
D. Neil McGillivray
Douglas Vantress
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arts/ ent.~rtain'nent
Small explores the unknown
by Mat Goulish
The current display of new
drawings by David Small in the
Fine Arts Gallery is clearly the
work of an experienced composer
and craftsman.

The drawings represent three
distinct phases in the artist ' s
work . The most humorous of
these is a series of "pin-ups."
These drawings, apparently
reproduced from early memory,
display a childlike fascination with
the shallowness of the fashion
model. Cheap linoleum colors
and strained graceful abstraction

add to the superficial flavor. The
women sit talking on the
telephone or hiding half behind a
mirror. The telephone and the
mirror go beyond the flat plastic
environment, however, ar.d emphasize that which is not in the
drawing . The phone cord snakes
off the page; the mirror mutilates
the figure, concealing and revealing at once. Some parts are seen
in double, while some remain hidden. Instead of denying the old
cliche of the "pin-up girl" which
many find repulsive, the artist has
explored it so thoroughly that the
drawings rise into a realm of
biting parody and sarcasm.

sketches of figures or devices or
furniture . Uniting the themes of
the self-portraits and the pin-ups,
these complex drawings are the
most mysterious and intense. At
first glance they appear only
reference sketches.
Figures
balance with both feet on the
ground and in the air at the same
time, suspended in motion. People merge.into machines or crouch
like frogs in dreamlike attic
rooms. Somehow the disparated
parts add up to a whole, almost
haphazardly. They exhibit the
analytical qUality of an X-ray, yet
they elude conscious meaning,
leaving us in a bizarre, often
humorous dreamstate.

The series of self-portraits exists
in a different world althogether.
They are harsh, brutal crucifixions of the figure, tortured and extreme. Done in earthy charcoal
colors, they seem at once scared
and animalistic. The mirror is at
work here also.
Again, we
understand that we. view reflections, but these reflect something
deep, almost unconscious, the opposite extreme of the "pin-up"
series.
Finally there is a series of drawings constructed of diagramatical

The artist has expj·:>red the
medium in three different, equally
successful, closely related ways.
In addition, a drawing has been
included of a man in a Rennaissance hat, done in an old style
reminiscent of Sargent or even
Rembrandt. Set apart from the
others, this drawing feels very
much a thing of the past. The artist seems to be telling ill; it's time
to move out into unknown, undrawn possibilities. And that's
exactly what the show is doing.

And briefly in the Arts.
The Wild West
The Dungeon will be the scene
of "Sam Shepard's True West as
part of Sue Wild's SIP. Rehearsals of the play, which has its setting on the west coast, started this
week. The plot involves the confrontation of two brothers who
have each lived different western
lifestyles. A role reversal takes
place when the first brother, who
had been living a "cowboy life, "
meets his playwright brother in
Los Angeles .
Wild's production of True West
boasts a highly experienced cast
which includes Matt Goulish,
Robert Dewey and Jack Ingold.
Performances are tentatively
scheduled for Friday and Saturday of tenth week.

Stetson to become
medieval stage
Casting has been completed and
rehearsals have begun on Tom
Conklin's SIP production of The
Second Shepherd's Play and a
scene from Adam. The excerpt
from Adam, one of the earliest examples of medieval vernacular,
will be used as a preamble to The
Second Shepherd's Play, and is an

• •

impressionistic view of the fall of
man. The Second Shepherd's
on the other hand, is a
Play,
farce taken from the British
cycledrama. This classic English
nativity play will be staged in Stetson Chapel, which will inhance its
religious setting. Conklin's cast
includes Tom Meyers, Tom
Linguanti, Bayard Bugby, Mark
Butler , Laurie Atwater and
Juanita Scheyett. The performance will be December 3, 8 pm.

calendar
November 8

The Rockets
Read Fieldhouse, 8 pm

November 13

Shall We Dance
Recital Hall, 7, \I pm

Smith receives Lucasse Award
for creative work
The Academic Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees of K
College has announced that it is
awarding the Florence J . Lucasse
Fellowship to Lawrence Smith for
his outstanding creative work . In
making the award, the board
asserted , "the recognition accorded the work of Lawrence Rackley
[Smith) through commissions and
grants, as well as various other
performances, and the extent and
diversity of his work as evidenced
by his completed compositions,
indicate a highly creative and productive artist, worthy of being '
honored by his colleagues."
Dr. Smith, chair of the K College Music Department, has composed over forty-five compositions, ranging from solo works to
symphonies and utilizing diverse
forms of instrumentation in
various styles of music . Smith,
who composes under the name of
Lawrence Rackley, has been commissioned by the Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra, Western
Michigan University, and various
others.

The University Symphonic
and Concert Bands
Miller Auditorium, 3 pm.
November 15

November 10, 12

Studio Evenings (Dance)
WMU Walwood, 7:30 pm

Colden String Quartet
Oakland Recital Hall, 3 pm

November 16

November 10,
Choral/ Instrumental Concert
Dalton, 8 pm
Star Trek Fest/val
!lalton, 7, \I pm

November 11

November 18

Slave of Love

Laura

Recital Hall, 7, \I pm

Recital Hall, 7, \I pm

-
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The Midas Touch
by Mary Mancewicz
Meryl Streep has the Midas
touch in turning rather ordinary
movies into gold. She saved a
somewhat tedious and conventional Kramer vs. Kramer, and
rightfully gained an Oscar for her
~erformance.

Now Streep works her magic on
a new film, The French lieutenant 's Woman, which as the title
suggests, would be noth : ng
without her in the role. Fortunately the movie' s central character is
Streep's Sarah/ Anna, so the overwrought plot and heavy-handed
parallelism fail to overshadow her
fine acting and sensitive
characterization.
Sarah, the first half of Streep's
movie persona in this film-withina-film, is a young English woman
of ill repute in 1867. All Lyme
knows of her affair with a French
lieutenant after his shipwreck.
Her strange behavior, such as
searching the sea's horizon for his
returning ship, is the subject of
much gossip.
Anna plays Sarah in a movie
based on the novel The French
Lieutenant 's Woman by John
Fowles. Anna is a modern career
woman, who sees her relationship
with her French lover Davide
(heavy parrallelism) as very casual
and transitory.
The contrasts between Sarah
and Anna sharpen with the addition of Jeremy Irons' character,
Charles/ Mike. Mike plays the
lead in the film opposite Anna .
His character Charles, a Victorian
paleontologist, spends time in
Lyme digging for fossils and
visiting his coquettish fiance
Ernestina.
One day, ' while walking with
Ernestina, he sees a caped figure
on the end of a breakwater.
Because she might be swept into
the sea by the surf, Charles struggles out to the end of the pier and
em pi ores the woman to come back
to shore. She turns her face to
him . .. and he becomes obsessed
wi!h her sadness.
That powerful scene is what the
audience is supposed to experience
when Charles stumbles out on the
pier, according to Fowles' novel.
Actually, this scene more than any
other illustrates Streep's role as
the savior of this film . She handles
"the look" extremely well - I
predict a new song called Meryl
Streep Eyes will come of her performance - but Irons' can only be

described as overwrought.
Charles nor Mike exhibits
tional stability, but the
should sense this, rather than
ing confronted with rolling
and melancholia at every
tunity.
Irons does make use of
chance he gets to overact.
Charles becomes obsessed
Sarah, and Mike falls in love
Anna, the heavy parallelism
ween the stories becomes
emphasized. For
favorite and frequently used
from Charles looking
Mike, thus emphasizing that
both are the victims of
Fortunately pleasant
tions from this type of me:10(lfl:I
abound . The period
the movie recreate Lyme in
extremely well. The language
cents, clothes, shop windows J
details attest to the careful
ing of the background for
romance between Charles
Sarah.
Especially noteworthy are
and Mary . Charles'
Ernestinas ' servants respecti
Their romance parallels
employers' love initially· but
ves to be more sincere.
love for Charles quickly
to hate when he confesses
obsession with Sarah.
If
Sarah's employer,
Poultney, is portrayed
wonderful character actress,
tience Collier. Watching !
woman switch from a prim !j
widow to a modern grandm
is truly a bright spot in the ml
So despite darkly-dr
parallelism and overwrought
ting on the part of Irons,

French Lieutenant's Wo
definitely has virtues which
come its flaws . Wisely, the
tor Karel Peisz makes the ct
question of the movie not"
Charles love Sarah enou~
marry her and her past?"
"Does Mike love Anna, or
the character Anna

affair, and connects the
tionships in a final bur,n
parallelism - which surprisinl
not heavy-handed.
Viewers will have to be
catch the final resolu tion
drama, and in fact they will
to be sharp to find most
golden moments in The
Lieutenant's Woman . But
will find them, as they do

sports
1M Roundup

Pelak's Potpourri
coming Heaven:
The Hornet gridder ~ played
geous and inspired football this past Saturday in their
y over the Olivet Comets. Although the Hornets fell
d 12-10 early in the contest, they held their poise, and
y scratched and clawed to victory. The victory over the
ts was a team effort. Blocking was crisp and sure, and
>vers were held to a minimum .
os Saturday the K gridders will battle the Albion
ogs for third place in the MlAA . A victory over the
ogs would be a nice slap again st the MIAA coaches who
1<1 the Hornets to finish in the cellar of the conference. If
~ re interested in watching the football team improve its
erence record to threl> wins and two losses, contact me
ride in the victory caravan to Albion.
men's cross country team is on a roll after crushing the
Comets Homecoming weekend. But the K Harriers will
support to help them finish in front of the national
er thinclads from Hope and Calvin chis Saturday at the
to- tournament here in Kalamazoo . The Hornets' course
WMU's 1M and soccer fields.
K soccer team played to a tie against league leading
College last Saturday. Although the tie probably cost
team the MlAA championship, the kickers are still
They fought with great tenacity against the ex~
physical Knights.
Hornets' determination was not enough to capture
·.,nfprI·nce lead,
but it was certainly enough to capadmiration of all those who watched the match.
y is there a barb wire fence surrounding Angell Field?
it true that Dr. Flesche has been offered a job as the
Lions ' public address announcer?

For the Gamblers

1M Champions crowned
by Jim Leonhardt

was still keen among many
talented players. In the women's
division Andrea Zotovas defeated
Ann Scheerer 6-2, 64. In the
men's division it was Jeff Lentz
over Brian Betz in a semi-final
match 64, 6-4. Frank Urbancick
was the victor in the other semifinal over Gordon Henry. It was a
hotly contested battle which eventually went to Urbancick 6-2, 4-6,
6-2. This set up a final of Lentz
against Urbancick, and it was
rumored that Coach Acker was
going to find a spot in the top six
for the winner. Jeff Lentz won the
duel in two sets, 6-4, 7-5 . For their
victories, Zotovas and Lentz
received the congratulations of the
intramural and athletic departments. There has been no word as
of yet from Coach Acker.
The second half of the fall
quarter promises to be as exciting
as the first. Cooed volleyball and
men's basketball are scheduled,
with ten teams signed up in both

The men's 1M flag football
championship game was a classic
matchup: seniors v. frosh . And as
expected, the senior squad, The
Revised Effect, defeated the frosh
team, The Chauvinists. It was a
close contest which was not decided until lohn Cooperrider,
quarterback for The Effect, hit
Dave Lewis with a 15 yard pass
with only 18 seconds remaining in
the game.
The cooed 1M flag football
championship put The Molesters
against the Hosebags.
The Molesters slipped by the
Hosebags 20-19. It was a thrilling
g~e which was not decided until
an interception by the Molesters
on the last play of the game.
The third part of the 1M
schedule during the first weeks of
the quarter was the men's and
women's tennis tournament. The
tournaments were not open to any
'varsity players, but competition

sports. According to intramurals
co-director lohn Cooperrider, the
pre-season favorites in volleyball
are the Old Folks, headed by Dick
Carpenter, or Sunset Playground,
captained by Mel Scullen. "The
names of these two tearns indicate
that they have been around, I
think that this will be an important factor," said Cooperrider.
In basketball, there is the usual
collection of teams made up of
very big football players as well as
a good variety of other squads.
The Physical Plant looks to continue in their summer softball
tradition, and a team called the
Senior Citizens headed by Scott
Cleland should also be tough.
Cooperrider commented,
"I have to go with Pat Flaharty's
team, Patty's Cakes, as the
favorite. They have a rough bunch
of guys." Overall the basketball
league should be very competitive,
with many good teams shooting
for the title.

Harriers kick toward MIA A tourney
by Mike Houk
This coming Saturday will see
the end of regular MIAA crosscountry competition with the running of the league meet here in
Kalamazoo. The race will be held
at Arcadia, the most grueling
course in the conference and will
test the runners' endurance with
approximately 12 hills, scattered
throughout five miles of trails.

Lions 27 - Washington 26
Hope 3
Country
Tournament - 1st - Hope; 2nd - K

Sports Update
Volleyball
10129 Lost to Adrian
(O.T.)

"Field Hockey
10127 K 1 - Alma 2 (O .T.)
Overall 3 - 11

The league meet, along with
dual meet records, will determine
the top team in the MIAA. As of
this week, Calvin is at the top with
a (H) win-loss dual record after
upsetting last year's NCAA
regional champion, Hope. Albion
is third in dual standings, and the
Hornets are fourth with a 3-3
record after defeating Olivet on
Homecoming.
Under the coaching of lohn S.
Griffin, Kalamazoo has proven
itself the surprise team of the year.
Led by Greg Schuetz, sophomore,
and Perry Henschke, senior, the
Hornets have had their most successful season since 1976. In their
three dual victories, the Hornets
placed at least four runners ahead
of the flTst opposing runner, while
losses to national contenders
Hope and Calvin were not lost by

Football: A
in our
who was always too
play football with the rest
- unless we were runnreturns, then he was the
size.
of us would stand at one
field, and the little kid
at the other end. He
to mind that he
any blockers; and he
a big grin on his face,
were actually having fun .
kept kicking the ball
getting pounced on.
do that for hours, until
kid had to go home with

a nose bleed. But he would be
back the next day - with that same
big grin on his face. I could never
figure that little kid out.
After our "punt return" days,
most of us went on to play junior
football. I joined my first team
when I was nine-years-old. I was
always bigger than other kids
when I was young. So, football
came easy, almost too easy.
The year after I began playing
football , the little kid joined the
team. The same little kid that used
to get pounded on our punt
returns. He got pounded just as
badly in the organized league as he
did in our pick-up games. But he
still had that big grin on his face.
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Senior harrier Mike Houk slrldes in front of a com~lillor f~om
Hope College during K's dual meel loss to the Flying Dutchmen In
Holland_ But this weekend the K thlnciads aim to upset the
nationally-ranked Hope squad in Ihe MIAA Tournament at K.
a large margin. Other runners
meet and this year's team has
rounding out the Kalamazoo team
responded well, showing a consare returning senior Mike Houk,
tant increase in speed and strength
as the season progresses.
frosh Mark S. Rolain (the top
frosh runner in the MlAA this
Whatever die outcome, this Saturyear), returning sophomores Tom
day's race will be exciting and well
Cady and Tom Klein, super-senior
worth watching. You are enPaul Anderson, and frosh Bob
couraged to come out and cheer
Martell, Jerry Hustafa and Blake
the team. Arcadia is an excellent
Berman and a German student,
course for spectating. If you don't
Werner Krudewagen.
know where the starting line is,
Coach Griffin has been training
ask any of the members of the
the team to peak for the league
team.

sport with
Over the next several years the
names of the teams changed: from
the Gophers to the Eagles, then to
the Raiders and finally , the Warriors. Throughout them all, football was still easy for me and a
pounding for the little kid .
After my first two years in high
schools, though. I realized I
wasn't knocki ng opponents
around the way I used to; and the
little kid was beginning to grow
stronger and taller.
In order to compensate for the
growing strength of my opponents
and my "shrinking" presence on
the field, I made dozens of adjustments in my game. But no
matter what I did, I couldn' t

two sides

regain the immen~e feeling of
power that I had once had on the
field. I had to face the fact that
football was now a different
game.
It took a little time, but I eventually became accustomed to playing the kifld of football that the
little kid had known for so many
years. I played, I got pounded on,
but I kept coming back . I found it.
was fun to challenge someone
twice your size. I came to take
great satisfaction in playing
against bigger players; and I finally understood why that little kid
had been grinning.
The little kid went away for a
little while but he returned this

year. He ran over me the other
day on the football field. As he
helped me off the ground, I could
see that in many ways he is still the
same little kid . But he is no longer
little; nor is he grinning.
He has the look of a person who
has found something he has been
looking for for a long time.
My brother Mike is finally enjoying the "other" side of football .

(Ed. note: Tony Asher, a senior.
plays middle line backer for the
Hornets; his brother. Mike, a
"junior, is half back and handles
kick-off returns.)
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Hunger Awareness Week activities conclude today

Today marks the conclusion of
Hunger Awareness Week at K.
The week included several events
designed to make students aware
of the large proportion of people
in the world who do not receive
enough to eat.
With encouragement and ideas
provided by Dr. Franklin Presler,
student organizers Laurie Brush,
Roberta Pracher and Cas Smith
attempted to make as many peo-

I

pIe as possible aware of the world
hunger situation while signing up
students to fast.The distribution
of information sheets and a
"hunger banquet" served in
SAGA last night to over 100 participants were chosen as effective
means.
Student Life offered to pay
printing and publicity costs for the
event, and students, some acting
as individuals or represennting

campus organizations, staffed the
tables to solicit pledges to fast and
distribute information.
Plans for the week began when
Presler, of the Political Science
Department, received information
from Oxfam America, an
organization which collects money
to send to self-help organizations
in developing countries. The
organization asked for participation in a nationwide fast to be

held, on November 19. Because
SAGA requires a two-week advance notice before allowing a
rebate on meals, the organization
committee decided to hold the college's fast on December I.
Approximately 225 students
signed up to fast or give up a
meal. Those who missed the
registration but would still like to
participate may fast and donate

the cost of the food they didn't eat
(or the price of SAGA's rebate,
seventy cents)to representatives of
the fast organizing committee who
will staff a table in Hicks on the
day of the fast
Fast participants may expect to
find entertainment in Old Welles
during dinner hours on December
I as an alternative to the social atmosphere provided by SAGA.
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Tuition hike set at 17 percent
by Brian Tallmadge
This past week the Kalamazoo
College Budget Committee made
its fiscal recommendations for the
1982-1983 academic year. The
proposed budget was accepted by
President George Rainsford. Final
adoption by the Board of Trustees
is expected to take place during
their meeting this winter.
The budget planning process is
a year long effort. The Long
Range Planning Committee
begins by projecting enrollment
for the advancing year. The
Budget Committee then takes this
estimated figure and formulates a
budget.
The estimated student enrollment for the 1982-1983 year is
1360. This is seven pupils less than
the current enrollment. Tuition
and fees are projected to increase
17 percent for that same year.
Dan McCarrel, president of
Student Commission, and voting
member of the Budget Committee

Briefs
Student Commission
soring a "fireside" with Presldel~t I
Rainsford to be held
November 24 at 7:30 pm in the
Olmstead Room.
Although the tuition increase is
expected to be the main topic of
the question-and-answer styled
program, other topics will be
discussed and students should feel
free to attend to listen as well as

explains the increase: "We had a
range to work within. Eleven percent was the minimum to keep the
college running, and that would
have allowed no increase in financial aid and no increase in faculty
salaries. "
The 17 percent figure amounts
to an approximate $1200 increase
per student. The revenues from
this tuition raise would maintain
the present standard of operating
quality. A faculty raise of eight
percent and an increase of 17 percent in financial aid were also provided.
President Rainsford stated,
"As a matter of policy, we try to
keep the increase in financial aid
growing at the same rate of tuition." He noted that individual
financial aid packages will not
necessarily increase 17 percent,
but, rather, the funds available
for financial aid will be up 17 percent.
McCarrel pointed out, " ... the
primary concern of the committee
[was] that next year, the college be
the same college it is this year. It
seems like a given, but it would be
very easy to solve all financial problems by lowering our
standards."
He elaborated further, "When
the seniors came in as freshmen,
1500 students enrolled - then it
went down to 1425 - now it's at
1367." Declining enrollment is
only one of many causes of increased tuition. Inflation is

Snyder, who holds a Ph.D. in
phYsics from Michigan State
University,
will
present
"Molecules in Space."
A former Visiting Fellow at the
Joint Institute for Laboratory
Astrophysics at the University of
Colorado, Snyder has also taught
ostrnn","", at the Center for AdStudies at the University
Virginia, and served at the NaRadio Astronomy Obser-

by Mary Swanson
Due to what some are terming a
disregard for faculty input and
others a "misunderSitanding,';
Dr. Stanley Rajnak has resigned
as chair of the Mathematics
Department, the faculty has passed a resolution protesting an action of the college president, and a
new policy for communication
concerning abolishment of faculty
positions is being researched.
The direct cause of these events
is a series of actions prompted by
this year's tenure reviews. Three
professors, Dr. Robert Grossman
of Psychology and Drs. John Fink
and Russell Smucker of
Mathematics recieved recommendations from the Personnel Committee of the faculty to be approved for tenure.
President Rainsford, however,
only accepted two of their recommendations, omitting Smucker
from his own final recommendations to the trustees. He further
proposed, and received permission, to eliminate the position held
by Smucker. The post will remain
intact only until the expiration of
Smucker's contract.
The Math Department, and the
faculty as a whole, resented the
action because they felt the president had acted too independently
in refusing to recommend
Smucker for tenure.
Rajak's complaint extends one
step further in stating the department was not consulted before the

decision to eliminate one ' of its
positions was finalized.
"I want to de-couple it [the
resignation] from Russ Smucker
and approval of him as a faculty
member," explained Rajnak.
"My resignation was concerned
with the elimination of the position. "

As department chair, Rajnak
felt he should be included in any
critical decisions, such as elimination of a faculty position in the
department.
"The resignation," he noted,
"was a conscious, symbolic act
that the department was treated
that way. It has nothing at all to
do with personal slight."
Rainsford confirmed that Rajnak had not been directly informed of the decision concerning
Smucker's position, but claimed
that the ommission was not intentional.
"I felt the faculty was generally
on notice that there was a
possibility of reduction in
faculty," he commented, adding,
"it is true that the Mathematics
Department didn't know it was
their department until after the
decision. "
It's a matter of policy with the
administration that adjustments
in the size of the faculty be made
at regular decision-making points,
such as tenure nd retention.
Rainsford expressed his opinion
that to announce a position
elimination prior to the tenure
continued on page 4

Program couples volunteering and foreign language
by Laurie Weaver

Dr. Lewis Snyder, professor of
at the University of JIUrbana-Champaign, will
the College's Harlow
Lecture at 8 pm on MonNovember 23, in Dewing

responsible for much of the high
cost of education.
Vice President Robert Maust,
chairman of the budget committee, explained that because we get
our budgeting process completed
before most schools, our increases
are looked upon as being excessive, thus causing a stir on campus.
He cited last year as an example. Tuition for this year went up
14.1 percent over last year. This
caused quite a commotion. What
most people failed to notice was
that Western's budget came out a
month later with a IS percent iQcrease.
When asked about the anticipated student reaction, Maust
stated, "I'm hoping the student
response is one of concern but
also real understanding. .. He
compared Kalamazoo College to
other GLCA schools and asserted
that the education available at
Kalamazoo was well worth the
money. We are ranked ninth
lowest in tuition among the
GLCA. " ... and we believe we offer a better education than those
institutions ...
Members of the Budget Committee note that student representatives pJayed an integral part in
the budget formulation, and that
nobody on the committee was
happy with the increase in tuition.
It was, however, deemed
necessary to maintain the integrity
of Kalamazoo College.

Faculty disagree

Kalamazoo College has received
a grant to establish a program of
service to non-English speakers in
the community. - Recent cuts in
federal monies that help maintain
programs in local agencies and
schools have affected many nonEnglish speaking residents of
Kalamazoo. As a result, beginning in January of 1982, the college
will provide the opportunity for a
small number of students to work
in local agencies and schools with
non-English speakers.
The program coordinators,
Professors Pat Brooks and Jane
Ackerman of the Romance
Languages Department, want to
provide a mutually benefitting experience for Doth Kalamazoo College studtnts and the community.

Work placements will consist
basically of jobs as English tutors
or as aids in orientation programs
for refugees and migrant workers.
These placements will allow the
students to use foreign languages,
especially Spanish or Vietnamese,
although knowledge of a foreign
language is not necessary for
placement. The primary concern
is to recruit students who have a
sincere desire to work in the community in the above-mentioned
situations.
Students at K often fmd it difficult to combine volunteer service
with their class load.
Many
students also need financial
remuneration for the time they
provide.
The grant from the
Moses IGmball Fund of Boston,
Massachusetts will enable students
to combine both paid work and

volunteer service. Students who
participate in the program will
agree to work a fixed number of
hours per week. For this work,
students will be paid for twothirds of the number of hours they
work. They will volunteer the
other one-third. As Ackerman explained, "Students don't have to
be on work-study to participate.
Also, the number of hours you
work you can tailor to your
needs."
Besides the work placement,
once a week students will attend
"workshops" concerned with
issues such as cultural differences,
techniques of working with small
and large groups, languageteaching techniques, and differences among economic ciasses.
The workshops will be led by community members and faculty.

In order to participate in this
community service program,
students will need to fill out a
form during the last two weeks of
the quarter, to express their interest. Interviews will be conducted by the program coordinators.
Ackerman explained
that, "We are talking with agencies and schools now. The exact
match comes with interviewing
students and matching needs between the students and agencies."
Further information can be obtained from Brooks or Ackerman.
The objective of this program
according to Ackerman is not only
to provide the community with
volunteers, IJUt also to t '·able
students to "do something off
campus."
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Fear forges foreign policy

by Scott Cleland
The Reagan administration has
given top priority in foreign policy
to curbing Soviet adventurism and
Some critics have
expansion.
noted that this preoccupation with
the Soviet threat has prevented the
formulation of a comprehensive
and uniform foreign policy. In a
sense it is more a means of rallying
support at home than a pragmatic
policy of dealing effectively with
the world.
U.S. foreign policy is presently
being used as a national
consensus-builder in order to bring about some of the most fundamental ch&nges in our government since the New Deal. Unfortunately our foreign policy is based on, and promotes, fear of the
Soviet Union.
Fear is a very dangerous emotion, especially when involved in
international decisionmaking,
be<:ause it makes rational thinking
difficult. It forces people to lose
focus of the overall picture and
overreact to correct a perceived

problem. By no means is fear
completely irrational; it can be an
understandable and expected
response to a threat. Hpwever,
when fear predominates in policymaking, a nation should consider
whether or not it .has a rational
foreign policy.

"Fear is a very dangerous
emotion, especially when involved in international decisionmaking, because it makes
rational thinking difficult. "
This country has been conditioned to fear the Soviets and their
growing military machine. This
conditioned fear has a definite
basis when one looks at the
growth of Soviet conventional and
strategic forces and the present inBy
cursion into Afghanistan.
responding with an unprecedented
peacetime arms build-up,
however, America seems to be
preoccupied with fear and
astonishingly lacking in reason.

Editors' Insights
Let's be reasonable

..

Once again, the yearly budget formulation has all financially dependent students woe-stricken.
When faced with inflation, we tend to think of it from an
egocentric point of view. Prices are going up all over, and K
College is no different from the rest of the world.
What we must realize is that, for those who can afford it,
an education at K is a bargain. When students choose our
school, they do not do so because it is so uniquely affordable.
They choose it because it presents a quality program.
Incidentally, this is not propaganda from the Admissions
Office.
-BT

No pro
This week's pro/con was to have focused on whether or not
non-need financial aid should be awarded to frosh on the
basis of high school participation in extra-curricular activities. This was an issue debated by the Admissions and
Financial Aid Committee (a subcommittee of the FAC), in
previous quarters. After the Index received no "pro",
respondents to the question, we consulted various members
of the student body and staff, but still couldn't find any advocates of Jhe "participation" criterion.
According to Mike Shiner, a member of the subcommittee,
the policy affected only two people this year. He feels support for the procedure is waning, and that in the future it will
be phased out. Based on our inquiry, Shiner's assessment
~~fu~.
-ID

ampoon
Page eight is intended to be a lampoon of publications we
have deemed worthless. We are trying to similate their sty\s!
and content for the sake of humor.
Any other interpretation is purely your own.
-DG
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Answering saber rattling with yet
louder saber rattling only begs a
confrontation. In today's world,
reason and practicality require
that we have a good qUality saber
and the resolve to use it in order to
defend our country. Yet it is fear
and not reason that pushes
America to have more sabers than
it needs.
A foreign policy predominated
by fear provokes the U.S. into increased militarization. This could
be a greater pitfall than the actual
Soviet threat since a renewed arms
race eventually leaves everyone
the loser.
Where does the fear of the
Soviets and hence the arms race
originate? Is it fear that Russia is
bent on world dominion? Or is it
more accurately a threat to
American world dominance?
Geography and military size afford some very interesting insights
into which country is really bent
on world dominion.
The U.S. has the good fortune
of being buffered from hostile nations by thousands of miles of
ocean on both sides.
All
neighboring nations except one
are on friendly terms with the
United States. The hostile country, Cuba, realistically cannot be
viewed as a threat because of its
small size and the convenient fact
that we happen to have a military
base on Cuban soil at Guantanamo Bay.
Fortunately, American borders
are very secure; our nation has
never been attacked on the continent in this century. Then why
does a nation so geographically
and historically blessed feel the
need to have one of the largest and
most sophisticated militaries in
the world? The answer can be
found in America's embracing of
the role of being "the world
policeman" or "the defender of
democracy." It has been past
American policy for the military
to protect the U.S. by going to,
and wrestling with, problems at
their source. It seems that in
order to best protect its interests,
America must be the dominant
force in the world.
Interestingly, fear of the::'cJVlet
Union can be viewed as a fear of
losing the American dominant
position in the world. This point
becomes clearer by examining the
situation in context. Russia is not
in an arms race solely against the
U.S., contrary to the commonlyheld misconception.
Russia,
unlike the U.S., has hostile nations on virtually every border. It
is true that most of the hostilities
are of their own making, yet it
does not lessen the fact that those
borders are still hostile and need
defense. In addition to border
problems, Russia has a wellfounded paranoia of invasion,
having been victim to some of the
most brutal and devastating invasions in this century.

Thus, in remembering Russia's
history and by examining the
hostile nations bordering the
U.S.S.R., light is shed on why the
Soviets have built such a formidable military. Starting to the
east of Russia, relations have been
cool with Japan over a territorial
dispute. Moving westward and
not far from the Russian border is
continued on page 5

Maybe wrong,
but never sure
Dear Editor:
Regarding the letter printed last
issue of the Index entitled "Conservatives pursue Liberal Goals,"
I found the letter extremely
cine-sided and many points
deserve rebuttal.
Conservative opinion has often
been accused of being oversimplified and nowhere is this better illustrated than in this letter.
The arguments are bas-ed
somewhat on historical theory
but, for the most part, they are
based upon cliche.
"The Soviet Union is an expansionist empire bent on world
domination" is the cliche which
lies at the heart of all conservative
foreign policies. Russia: a giant
malevolent power in the East
waiting for the good guys with the
white hats to drop their guard so
they can destroy our way of life.
Conservatives see this "Red
Threat" as literally the cause of all
the world's problems. A simple
way to look at a very complex
situation.
In building these friend-foe pictures, conservatives fail to see that
the Soviet Union is a country complete with inflation, crime and
disco; it is also full of people, people who live and love and urinate
and who, believe it or not, don't
spend their day hating Americans.
It is the building of pictures and
images which truly lies at the heart
of all the world's problems. When
we label people "Commies," they
become things, and things are
much easier to hate and kill than
people.
This idea of black-white,
friend-foe also distorts our conception of ourselves. How can we
compromise when we're sure
we're right?
After World War II, the Soviet
Union had lost 20 million people,
and suffering was immeasurable
by Western standards. I cannot
see a country in such a position as
the threat which men like Truman
and Marshall made them out to
be. A Soviet proposal for a
neutral Germany was flatly rejected by the U.S.
The world had become one
giant open market for U.S. firms
who capitalized on this; a U.S.
world oil monopoly was set,
western Europe was permeated.
Third World countries were

penetrated and, yes,
ploited.
Economic Imper
subtler than military,
more permanent end, to
Soviets in 1949,
These facts have to be taken
account if we are to look al
Cold War objectively and
through the red-colored
ideological distortion.
When I attack American
perialism I am invariably
"So what's so great
Russia?" or less subtly "So
don't you go to Russia"
also means go to hell).
my point is missed: I don't
defend the Soviet Union. I
read Solzhenitysn, I have
with East Germans about
ship. The Soviet regime
militaristic and inhumai'e. Wh
do object to is two waning
powers pursuinj! pompous
rational policies which will
the destruction of civilization
more importantly, the de!;tnlclt'
of me.

style "call to arms." Let's
America strong again? It's
possible. We will never be
strong as we were in the 50's
60's because our position at
time was unique; to pretend
we can return to Camelot is
naive, and certainly
On the other hand we still
vast amounts or' economic
the Soviets have .DODe. It is
us to begin a rational policy
demilitarization. This will gain
more allies in the Third
than a million F-1 4's.
What I ultimately would
three intelligent, well-read
men who wrote the letter is:
can you be so sure you're .
How can you say that "all
pressed people support
West?" Where does this
come from? I can debate you
history or ideology but I
always entertaining the policy
I may be wrong but I never
to be sure.
Most of us here are children
the middle class, suburbs, III
comfort. We have no primary'
perience, therefore we. rn
always look at every issue wi
skepticism.
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City elections controlled by community slate
Dear Editor:
The city commission election in
J(a1amazoo brought into bold
relief some aspects of this community. The firm control that the
business and institutional sector
exercises over local policy was
reaffirmed.
A casual review of the campaign shows that the slate endorsed by the Kalamazoo Citizens
Committee won all the positions.
(The Citizen's Committee is a
non-governmental, partially structured group made up of business
leaders and leaders of local intitutions.)
Yet the real
significance lies in how and why
they won. These elements go
beyond the Citizen's Committee.
In the election Caroline Ham,
John VanderPloeg, Francis
Hamilton, Edward LaForge,
Patricia Cayemberg, Moses
Walker, and Pete Statler (in that
won seats. Top vote-getter
Caroline Ham will have the title of

potential (from a complicated
police and fire department merger
proposal to an expensive rail consolidation plan), no member of
the slate felt a need to bring them
to the forefront. Neither North
nor Cooney was able to force a
major debate.
The clear demarcation between
slate and opposition was made
without a discussion of issues. It
seems likely that the polarization
between slate and opposition was
made in the minds of the electors
before the campaign began. The
election results were uniquely unequivocable.
The results also provided a
good deal of evidence that opposition candidates are simply unable
to challenge the slate. Not since
current U.S. Representative
Howard Wolpe began his political
career by winning a commission

The significance of this grows
when the focus of each campaign
is examined. North ran his campaign on an appeal to a
neighborhood constituency.
and Don Cooney, who
ninth, identified with
.... ,~ .. "urhood interests over
concerns. Cooney atr.teDlptc:d to build his campaign on
of service in the Edison
Nellghl,orhoc)CI Center and on the
side. North is the past presiof the Vine Neighborhood
•• neigh borhoods
echoed LaForge's
campaign for commission
years ago. Cooney managed
campaign in which LaForge
in oppositon to the Citizen's
slate.
In 1979,
~<U'VII\C failed to win a seat by
400 votes. In this election,
two men who followed the
of that campaign (e.g.
first and no
's Committee endorsefinished six times further
of seventh place than Laforge
in the previous campaign.
claim that a constituency to
a grass-roots based camwas being developed has
discredited.

"The results also provided a
good deal of evidence that opposition candidates are simply
unable to challenge the slate• ..
In this year's election, neither
North nor Cooney was able to improve on the 3,500 votes garnered
by LaForge when he ran as an opposition candidate . . Laforge apparently believes that one cannot
win without the backing of the
Citizen's Committee. He sought
their endorsement in 1979 and
received it this year. The result
was that he rose from eighth to
fourth place with the addition of
3,000 votes to his total.
Neither North nor Cooney
sought Citizen's Committee endorsement, although Cooney
picked up endorsements from the

Reagonomics
Dear Editor:

Reading down the column of
election figures the distance between seventh (the last place on the
commission) and eighth places
stands. out. More than 2,700 votes
separated Roger North from
ICommissioner-elect Pete Statler.
Statler received nearly twice the
that North received.

seat in 1971 has a non-slate candidate won.

On November 13, a few days
after David Stockman's Atlantic
Monthly interview was published,
the New York Times editorial
page triumphantly proclaimed,
"The Cat's out of the Bag." A
similar appraisal of the incident
was presented to me by numerous
faculty and students at K. To
them, this interview was a signal
of Reaganomics which would
eventually lead to its dismantling.
Furthermore, they believe the interview proves that supply-side
economics is, in reality, just a
disguise for the redistribution of
wealth from the poor to the "incessantly greedy" rich .
A more realistic analysis of the
situation reveals that the factors
which made Reagonomics a
plausible solution to our economic
problems nine months ago are just
as strongly intact today.

,-

"This seems to lead to the conclusion that the Citizen's
Committee controls the elec.'
tion . ..
This seems to lead to the conclusion that the Citizen's Commit-

•
requIres

Stockman's comments were not
an indication of a radical
enlightenment on his part, but
rather a reflection of his frustration following Reagan's decision
to stay with the present supplyside approach rather than increase
taxes and decrease defense spending in order to balance the
budget.
I strongly agree with his desire
to reduce the increase in the
defense budget; however, I
disagree with his proposal to increase taxes while we are in a
recession. To Stockman, we must
balance the budget tomorrow even
if the other achievements of the
administration are sacrificed. Included in those achievements is
the general willingness of the
American people to give Reagan's
economic program a chance.
Stockman is misdirected
because he only considers the
theory that large deficits cause in~

shots

UAW-CAP, Firefighter's Union,
and others. Despite this, neither
could expand voter participation
beyond traditional middle and upper income districts where
Citizen's Committee candidates
receive large pluralities.
-. be degree of voter turnout was
significant. The 20 percent participation of registered voters was
above normal for elections which
featured no state or national
races. Those that voted, however,
were not because of either the
North or Cooney campaigns,
though the Cooney campaign integrated voter registration in its
activities.

tee controls the election. The
COmmittee, however, acts more
like a filter than an old-fashioned
political organization. They ensure that a harmonious slate is
brought forth II.. . epresent the interests of the business and institutional community.
The key to victory for them lies
in a quiet campaign. Uniformity
is not necessary-Vanderploeg's
expensive media campaign served
him well while Laforge ran a campaign not much different from the
1979 one. It is only necessary that
To
controversy be avoided.
challenge this successfully a more
ambitious campaign (which
challenges the Citizen's Committee image of a comfortable community), is needed. No opposition candidate has offered this
yet.
. Jason Deait

patience

flation.
Actually, deficits will '
play a small role in determining
future inflation rates. The more
important determinants will be the
growth of the money supply, and
savings rate.
The Fed's tight
money policy has and will continue to take care of the former,
and the Reagan tax cut will provide th~ latter. The increase in the
savings rate combined with new
tax laws which lower the cost of
investment in new plants and
equipment will cause a surge in investment spending; consequently,
productivity will increase, costs
will decrease and inflation will
make our industries more competitive and reduce our balance of
trade deficits. This is another factor which contributes to inflation.
Reagonomics
will
simultaneously fight unemployment. Better productivity and
lower costs lead to increased output. The increase in the purchas-

ing of goods will be translated into
higher levels of employment ..
As the benefits of this program
are attained, higher levels of output will yield higher tax revenues
which will eventually enable us to
balance the budget. A balanced
budget won't lead to a flourishing
economy; rather, a flourishing
economy will lead to a balanced
budget.
For the first time in recent
history this country has a comprehensive approach to economic
stability; Reagonomics is fundamentally sound. As long as the
president, congress, and the
American people are not led
astray by the short term fluctuations in the economy or by
political shocks such as the
Stockman incident, then in the
months ahead we will realize that
the president's program is indeed
working.
Steve Zacher

This is supported by the vote
among the seven successful
fU1<liClates. Although a slate (canreceived financial support,
services, and the
of the commercial network
by the Citizen's Commiteach candidate had to run his
her OWn campaign and electors
for the individual canNevertheless, the number
VOtes that separated Ham from
Was less than 300 votes.
" U V10 U"lv, a large number of
SUpported the entire slate or
least a large portion of it.
Was not to an)' one individual
to the slate. This state of afWas enhanced by the minor
that issues played in the camAlthough many were

I
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by Mary Mancewicz
Imagine working for a corporation which after seven years of service either gives its employees a
promotion ·or fires them. If you
are lucky and get the promotion,
you have a job for life - you can
never be laid off. If you are
un,lucky, they tell you there are
other companies.
Such a system seems ludicrous
in the business world, but among
universities it not only exists, but
is accepted and respected by the
professors themselves. The tenure
system at Kalamazoo College
follows the standard procedure of
most American universities,
"The main justification for
tenure is that it removes professors from the threat of
dismissal. The professor is free to
study, and to advocate positions
which might anger the people in
power," said Dr. John Spencer,
head of the faculty personnel
committee.
The committee, an independent
subset of the faculty council, has
five members who are elected to
rotating three-year terms, so every
year the committee contains both
old and new members. The com-

mittee handles all tenure and
retention reviews, and makes reccommendations to the provost
based on these reviews.
"The provost gives the faculty
reccommendations to the president of the college, along with his
own reccommendations. The
president then presents his views
to the board of trustees," said
Spencer.
i'The board of trustees would
not make any decision about
tenure'different from the president's-that would be a serious
sign of non-confidence-so in effect, the president has the decisonmaking power on tenure,"
Spencer said.
A new professor who has never
taught before at any college comes
up for a tenure review in his sixth
year of teaching.
"One of the reasons for this
long probationary period is to give
the teacher a chance to settle into
his own way of teaching. When
you are just out of graduate
school you are subject to all.kinds
of fads and impulses, and it takes
a while to settle in," said Spencer.
In the first, third, and fifth
years of teaching the professor

Faculty
continued from page 1
review would make a "mockery"
of the procedure. He also noted
that such an announcement would
be unnecessary should the Personnel Committee make the decision
themselves by not recommending
tenure.
However, when all the candidates were judged as qualified
for tenure, and the president felt a
position had to be removed, he instructed the provost to determine
where that cut would take place.
"In his judgement, and I have
to respect his judgement, if we
had to cut a position it had to be
in the Mathematics Department,"
stated Rainsford.
He then instructed the provost,
who had attended the departmental review meetings, to meet again
with the department. Since both
candidates were tenurable, the
question remained as to which
would better fit the long-range

must participate in a retention
review, similar to a mini-tenure
review.
"The critical point of a retention review is to determine as early
as possible when a teacher is not
fitted. for the job," said Spencer.
"In the retention review signals
are given-the committee may approve a renewal of contract, but if
they see an area where a little advice might be helpful, this is passed along to the teacher," he said.
These reviews are held every
other year in order to give the new
professor some idea of the progress he is making.
"The hope is that by the end of
seven years the unsuitable candidates are eliminated and those
who come up for tenure have the
necessary skills," said Spencer.
CandidaLes who fail to get
tenure have another year to teach
at the college before looking for
'another position.
"The heart of tenure is the upor-out decisinn. If the professor is
not given tenure, he cannot be retained. If he is given tenure, he
cannot be let go, except for moral
turpitude, gross neglect of duty,
or elimination of his position,"
Spencer said.

(cont.)

needs of the department.
"That is where, apparently,
there was a failure of communication. The provost felt from the
conversation the possibility of losing a position in that department
was implicit; The Math Department thought it should be
explicit. "
Rainsford recognized that the
breakdown occurred between the
three offices involved - the pro-
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by Steve Zacher
A problem facing admissions
officials at K and at all schools in
Michigan is the state's poor
economy coupled with a nationwide trend of declining numbers
of high school graduates. Recent
enrollment declines have placed
increased importance on the role
of the Admissions Department.
Kalamazoo's new director of ad. missions, David Borus, discussed
the drop in enrollment and the
role of Admissions in reversing
this trend.
As reported earlier in the Index,
this year's budgetary goal for
frosh enrollment was 425, but the
college only enrolled 365. Borus
played down the decline, calling
the goal of 425 "arbitrary." He
then stated that "being the most
expensive school in the state with
the worst economy makes it appropriate to ask: What do we do
now? and what does it look like
for the future?"
In analyzing the task ahead of
him, Borus asserted, "we will
have to work harder each year to
stay at the same plact." He quipped that "it is not doomsday,"
and explained that because of our
small size, the difference between
a good and bad year is really only
a small number of entering frosh.
"By doing a good job in Admissions, we can make that marginal
difference between a good and
bad year," commented Borus.
In order to make that marginal
difference, the Admissions
Department is in the process of
reexamining and reorganizing the
entire recruitment effort.
Specifically, Borus cited staff
changes. The most notable staff
change is Borus himself. He has
been at K since June; before that
he was director of admissions at
Earlham College in Indiana. The
Associate Director, Leslie Clark,
is also new; she was formerly
director of admissions at WiIlmington College in Ohio. There are
also new faces in the latHer ranks
of the department.
Secondly, he cited a new set of
publications presently being

developed . The first piece, "the
view book," has just recently
rived. It tries to give the "UU~I",
an overview of the college.
completed, the publications
ject will yeild a new set
materials with one com
theme. The project also includes
. new, normal sized, catalogue.
Borus also put special PITlnnla".
on the expanded role for SlUOCIIl ~
assistants. This year, rather
just being tour guides and
students are running
visitation programs and helping
out with phoning projects.
new roles are a reflection of the
importance Borus places in
campus visit. He explained, "The
impressions that students form
when they visit the campus are
single most important part of
decision . "
Additionally, admissions
sonnel are traveling to new
in an effort to increase the num(}cr,
of non-Michigan students. According to Borus, the ratio of in
students to out-of-state used to
50-50. Today, approxi",OlfPIV .
about 70 to 75 percent of the
dent body comes from M1cm,garl.l
Borus would like to see this
ed to 60 or 65 percent. This shift
would make K less dependent on
the state's economy.
One other change involves
developing a more extensive alum- e
ni admissions program.
"Kalamazoo College is an extremely marketable institution,"
stated Borus. "It is our job in Admissions to let people know what
we have to offer. These changes
are meant to do that more effectively." He stressed that it will
take a couple of years before the
benefits of these changes are
realized.
Concluding, Borus remarked,
"Whether Admissions brings in
410 or 390 frosh next year won't
influence the future one pit; it will
in the short run give the institution
a bit more or less financial flexibility. People get really bent out
of shape sometimes because they
focus on the moment. There is
nothing life threatening about this e
situation. "

Science Majors

vos~,

the president and the chair
of the department, but added that
he is "willing to take responsibility."
As a result of the incident, the
decision making and communication process is being closely examined with an eye toward
restructuring. The administartion
hopes to have the process altered
before the next tenure review process
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Wayne State University School of Medicine
is presenting

A day in basic medical sciences

Saturday, December 5, 1981

Scientific sessions on selected research projects; meet the
graduate faculty and studeBts; tour research facilities
Information about on-going graduate programs, financial aid
and admission policies
Gordon H. Scott Hall of Basic Medical Sciences
540 E. Canfield, Detroit

Interested persons should contact the Dean for Graduate
Affairs, Wayne State University School of Medicine, 540 E.
Canfield, Detroit, 48201 , or call (313) 577- 1455 .
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Chronic malnutrition affects one billion
by Cas Smith
hunger" evokes a picin the minds of most of us of
told to clean one's plate for
"slarving children in India"
one was a child, or, as one
older, of reading a horror
or two in the newspaper
some famine with incomenenSlolt' numbers of dead peoin some far-away place. Few
people living day-to-day lives,
the majority of the world's
do just that.
Our misconception stems largefrom what we've been told
hunger. Chronic malnutri, rather than the more
(and therefore more ob)us) disaster-induced famine, is
e greatest world food problem
The World Bank estimates
at one billion people, or one
urth of the world's population,
from malnutrition. (The
"malnutrition" incora number of problems,
generally refers to either
- fewer calories
dl or protein than the body
eds to maintain itself, or nutrinal deficiencies - a lack of cernecessary vi tamins and
Most of these people
e in the Southern hemisphere;
ree fourths live in Southeast
pa, the Indian subcontinent,
d sub-Saharan Africa. Children
e the greatest sufferers of
linutrition with children under
e being over half of the world's
unourished. Due to cultural
Items which demand that men
fed first, women also have a
III rate of malnutrition.
It is difficult to quantify the ef:ts of chronic malnutrition. The
orld Bank estimates that bet~n 15 and 20 million people die
lm hunger -related causes each
ar. Malnutrition has been linked
th lack of motivation, difficulty
concentration, and interference
Ih learning ability. These pro:ms compound lack of technical
velopmenl in developing counes 10 create a low rate of worker
oduClivity. Low productivity
:ans less food, which completes
e poverty cycle.

Causes
are a variety of causes of
hunger. The first and most
is an insecure world food
A poor wheat harvest in
U.S. may mean five or ten
increase in the price of a loaf
Our bread, but in a country
i marginal food resources it
.nean starvation for many
who were living at a sublevel. Political problems
using food aid as a
or puni <hment for political
also inl{"l fe re "llh cons-

a

tant food supply.
Population probl- ms are closely
tied with food scarcity. While it
seems obvious that something
mu,; be done to· curb high birth
rates in already-overpopulated
countries, actions such as the
Agency of Intercultural Development's export of birth control
devices to developing nations
which were banned in the U.S. as
unsafe have led many of their
governments to be suspicious of
U.S. motives iii ecouraging
population control. Furthermore,
c!'ltural or practical reasons (such
as a value on fertility or a high infant mortality rate) prevent people
in developing nations from participating in what birth control
programs do exist. The issues in-

volved are sensitive, and to date
no adequate solution has been
found.
The problem of distribution,
both within and between countries, has a great deal to do with
the high incidence of chronic
malnutrition. Developing countries often have a high degree of
concentration of wealth, with a
few having control over the great
majority of the country's
resources (especially land
resources). The world situation
parallels this. Georg Bergstrom, a
leading expert on world food problems, said in an interview in the
Detroit Free Press that a few
developed nations are building a
"luxury oasis" for themselves at
the expense of developing nations.

The emphasis in developed nations on meat protein is the
greatest factor in our disproportionate consumption of the
world's resources. It takes approximately ten pounds of grain
to produce one pound of meat.
Translated into figures of individual consumption, the average
American uses 2000 pounds of
grain per year, 1850 pounds of
which has been converted to meat
through the feeding of livestock.
By contrast, the average Asian
uses 400 pounds of grain. On a
daily basis, the average American
eats 72 grams of animal protein,
three and one-half times more
than is necessary. Americans are
not the only offenders. Europe
imports 12 million metric tons of
food per year, two thirds of which
goes to livestock feed. This
amount is 20 percent more than all
of Africa consumes in a year.

Solutions
Many solutions have. been proposed to the world's food problems. The promise of new strains
of wheat and rice and the mass infusion of fertilizer were given the
optimistic title "Green Revolution." However, the crucial factor
in increasing food outputs is to

maintain a high ratio of energy input to amount of food gain, and
this ratio had been steadily
decreasing.
The promise of the oceans, too,
once seemed immense, yet a combination of pollution and overfishing is dimming the prospect of
a world fed from a farm on which
no property lines are drawn. In
short, relying on a scientific
"breakthrough" may be placing
too much faith in something
which may not be possible.
Bergstrom has presented two
closely associated recommendations: first, the present inequality
of distribution must in some way
be lessened or eliminated, and second, some sort of international
body to oversee the process must
be created.
Georg Bergstrom further warns
that a "lifeboat" or "triage" approach, which says that nations
which are not self-sufficient be
allowed to "deal with their own
problems" is not only morally
abhorrent, but is tactically unwise. States Bergstrom, "If we
think we are going to live safe
behind our Berlin wall of atom
bombs and missles and create luxury oases in a sea of poverty, we
iU'e fooling ourselves."
.

Aristotle today?
(Ed. note: This article was
prepared to supplement the
quarter's Forum events focusing
on the Axial Century and its
relevance today.)
by Peter Grady O'Brien
The Greeks often seem very interesting in the classroom, but fOT
the most part are considered to be
people who lived over 2000 years
ago. "What could they possibly
have to do with my life today?" is
a question often asked of the ancient Greeks.
.~
This attitude carries over to in<5 clude many of the ancient Greek
philosophers. Yet if one gives
~ their ideas serious thought, they
:E become strikingly relevant to our
~ lives today.
One such example may be
found in Aristotle. Most fundamentally, Aristotle believed
(cont.)
that man's natural end was in the
to station over one-fourth of their
polis~ i.e. the city-state.
This
army and air force there~ .
means that individuals come
Moving westward again there is
together because it is their nature
Afghanistan, an area in whichto associate with others, rather
tens of thousands of Russian
than out of fear or for some
troops are involved in a state of
utilitarian gain. According to
war. Further west is the chaos in
Aristotle, one fulfills one's self
Iran, a situation that must be
only through interaction with
unsettling in a bordering ocuntry.
others. Man's natural end, the
Moreover, it must be discomforgood life, is no more than interacting to be bordered by Greece and
tion among friends. All else flows
Turkey, both NATO members.
naturally from this.
Furthermore, the current political
Like an acorn which can fail to
and economic unrest in Poland
reach its natural end, an oak tree,
coupled with the NATO forces
if Set in bad soil, so too can man
throughout western Europe must
fail to reach the good life if set in
make Soviet leaders preoccupied
an unhealthy environment. The
with defense.
role of the politician, then, is
It seems that the Soviet Union
much like the role of the gardener:
finds itself encircled by hostile nato provide the proper environment
tions. It is agreed that most of the
in which the object can develop to
hostilities are of the Soviets' own
its natural end. For the politician
making, yet that does not alleviate
this means producing an environthe problem that hostilities exist.
ment which fosters friendship.
What should be pointed out is
The tools of the politician are
that the Soviet military buildup is
language, discussion, and comless of a challenge of world domimunication. Through these tools
nion, and more precisely a
politics is an art which helps
challenge to America 's dominant
mankind to reach its highest exposition in the world today.
pression.

i

.F oreign policy
continued from page 2
South Korea where American
troops and nuclear weapons are
stationed. In the same region is
China, a country Russia fmds antagonistic at best, which is
evidenced by the fact of the
massive troop deployments by
both sides on their common
. border. The Soviets are sufficiently worried about the Chinese
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tables. We bind as weill
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What is this art more specifically? Politics, for Aristotle, is the
art of discussion and human interaction, and is what
distinguishes us from_ animals.
But what relevance does this
have for us today? When we
think of politics, we don't think of
language. We think of economics
or the pursuit of military
supremacy. Discussion sounds
great, but it's simply not realistic.
Maybe it wouldn't hurt us to
look at the world through
Aristotelian glasses just for a moment and look to see what role
language and discussion do play in
our lives. What happens in Congress?
What happens in law
courts? How about cabinet and
summit meetings? People talk.
What happens in wars? People
don't talk. People fight. But how
do wars cease? Is it not when one
side asks to talk to the other?
Wars ultimately .end not because
one side has more bombs than the
other but because the two sides
begin to communicate. If they
never communicated, they would
simply blow each other up.
If wars end with discussion,
maybe they can be prevented
through discussion. Perhaps our
problems arise precisely when we
tum our emphasis away from
discussion. Maybe Aristotle really
knew what he was talking about.
"Still," many students say,
"this talk of Congress, law, war,
etc. really has little to do with me
here at K."
Aristotle would suggest the contrary and encourage those who
live in a world of individualism to
consider his belief that we fulfill
ourselves only through friendship
and interaction with others. He
would no doubt call for a reevaluation of the current narcissism and insistence of "mefirst. ..
Aristotle's teachings on felicity
and the common good are what
ties him to our lives today.
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arts/entertainment ~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!
Music groups join
by John VanHout
Over 500 years of music, from
early Renaissance to modern Jazz,
will be performed as part of the
instrumental concert Monday
night in Dalton Theater.
The K orchestra, under -the
direction of Barry Ross, will
feature three selections. Besides a
Puccini operatic overture, the orchestra will perform Wagner's
Siegfried's Idyll which was written
in anticipation of the birth of his
son. Although the piece is difficult, Ross feels its mastery elicits
the same pride that Wagner must
have felt when his son was born.
Finally, a work by Brahams will
feature two soloists, Diane
Carsten and Becky aden waller .
Odenwaller's cello solo is described by Ross as one of the major
solos written for the instrument,
one "every good cellist wants to
have a chance to perform."

1rojan Women opens
by Veronica Hubbard
Who is that woman? You know
the one I mean. The one adorning
t-shirts and posters all over campus. The one that looks somewhat
like a Picasso. The one whose eyes
watch unseeing in two directions
at once. The one .... What in the
world does this woman have to do
with Trojan Women? For that
matter, what is Trojan Women?

Trojan Women is a Greek
tragedy written by Euripides. It
formed part of a trilogy that dealt
with the Trojan War. First performed in 415 B. C. the trilogy
took awards at the drama festival
at Athens . .
TrOjan Women is the
only remaining section of this
trilogy, the others having been lost
to history.
Euripides used this play to express his opinions of the current
state of affairs in Athens. At that
time, Athens was trying to force a
neutral state to join their confederacy. When they refused,
Athens attacked, killing all adult
males and enslaving the women
and children. However, Euripides
statement may be regarded as being more anti-war than antiAthens.
The play opens with a discussion between Poseidon, lord of
the sea, and Pallas Athene (David

Feiler and Elaine Klein) . Athene
persuades Poseiden to assist her in
wrecking the Greek fleet on its
way home . . Before the Achaens
can leave for home, however, the
heir to the Trojan throne must be
hurled to his death from the walls
of the city, the city burned, and
the women carried off into
slavery. To complicate and confuse this process, the heir is four
years old, the city already in ruin,
and the women aren't jumping up
to be first in line.
Senior Linda Haase leads the
mourning women of Troy as
Queen Hecuba-once the proud
and beautiful first lady, now being
sent off to serve others in her old
age. The supporting players include senior Leslie Simmer as

November 19, 20, 21

widows and six dark figures who
manipulate the scene.
The play is directed by Dr. Clair
Myers, scenery by Laurence Jaquith, and costumes by Carolyn
Lancet. The lights have been
designed by senior Jean Doherty,
and 'the music composed by
sophomore Tom Hasselwander.
Performances are Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday at 8 pm.
Tickets are available at the box office and at the door.

erving Wl'IIU &
Kalamazoo College

Cassandra-Hecuba's daughter
and formerly the priestess of
Apollo's sacred temple-now
"reeling crazy" with the thought
of becoming the bride of
Agamamnon, freshman Mary
Ryan as Andromache-Hecuba's
daughter-in-law and mother of the
boy Astyanax, heir to the throne,
John Ravet as the paunchy,
mercenary messenger Talthybias,
and as Menaleus and the-cause-ofthe-whole-problem Helen of
Troy, seniors 'Dave Tarnas and
Debra Nassar. The cast is rounded
out with a chorus of Trojan

calendar
The Trojan Women
Balch Playhouse, 8 pm

Lawrence Smith, recent r
pient of the Lucasse Fellow
for creative work, will be
one of his own works for
wind ensemble.
Utilizing
small size of the ensemble,
has also selected a piece from
Renaissance for unspecified
strumentation, giving him an
portunity for a unique
creative performance.
The vocal portion of the
gram will feature the
Singers and motets under
direction of Russell
The College Singers will
three variations on the
from traditional, spiritual
jazz idioms. The jazz
will include a dance
and choreographed by Deb
ris.
The concert begins at 8
Dalton Theater, Mon
November 23 . There is no
sion charge.
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WhyShool the Teacher?
Recital Hall, 7, 9 pm
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The Edge oj Running Water
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Recital Hall , 3 pm
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sports

Fans hold Cagers' fate

Pelak's Potpourri
Before rushing indoors to cheer for the basketball, swimmand wrestling teams, let's recount the many successes of
just completed fall sports.
Soccer: The Orange Crush could not climb past Calvin for
conference title, but the team gave its fans many exciting
ames. The kickers' ties with Calvin and Hope at home, and
their tight battle in the rain against WMU showed many footall fans just how thrilling soccer is.
Field Hockey: The K stickers were the surprise of the f.all
scene. The field hockey team's victory total this year
all .previous totals in recent years. Seniors Marti
and Cas Smith led the spunky squad to respectability in
MlAA this season. And for their fine play they, along
senior left halfback Cheryl Stout, were chosen to join
from Hope and Albion Colleges td"form the Michigan
College Team for the Great Lakes Sectional Tournament
last Saturday in Berea, Kentucky.At that tournament,
was selected to try for one of the 23 slots on the Great
Sectional Team which will compete in the National
Championships in Orlando, Florida Thanksgiving weekend.
Golf: Improvement was the mark of the men's golf team
fall. Coach Steffen's team got off to a slow start, but
loosened up to finish a strong fourth in the MlAA. All-MlAA
junior Randy Trent and Ludington's favorite son Scott Paterson led the linkers this fall.
Football: The K gridders finished fourth in the MlAA.
Coach Baker's team was held back by inexperience this
season. But next year's tri-captains Jack Lawless, Dave Held
and Paul Dillon should lead a more experienced squad to a
better finish in the league.
Volleyball: They laughed at the 1968 Mets, too! Although
K spikers did not have a successful year in the ,¥in-loss
I W1U1UU, their spirit and team play will be a strong foundation
better fortune- next fall.
Cross Country: The 1981 Harriers kicked strong at the end
the season to finish a solid fourth behind conference
and national powers Hope and Calvin at the MlAA
teurnament in Kalamazoo. The cross country team will lose
seniors Perry Henschke, Mike Houk and Paul Anderson but
Coach John Griffen should be able to supply the spirits next
autumn for another successful campaign.
The AAC (Anderson Athletic Center) is packed with 1M
volleyball and basketball players Monday through Friday
evenings. It's nice to hear the new gym humming with activity, instead of listening to Tredway gymnasium moan and
creak with each dribble of a basketball.
Since there are no sporting events at K this Saturday, the
caravan will be on the road to East Lansing to
icel,ehrate the Spartans' winning seasGn, and to attend the an1.0. sy?od. All are welcome aboard.

For the Gamblers
Football:
Michigan 39 - Ohio State 19
WMU 23 - EMU 7
Detroit Lion~ 20 - Chicagu 12
Hockey:

Detroit Red Wings 2 - Vancouver 4

Basketball :
Detroit Pistons 109 - Wa~hingto.n 97

Kickers
The K soccer team, better
as The Orange Crush, has
again claimed numerous

r'"eren'ce second team .

Ichiro Tsurouka
MIAA lst Team

•
gain

MIAA 1st Team

The Kalamazoo College
"Fighting Hornets" basketball
team, whicb will sport eight retur'ning letter winners, a new assis- '
tant coaching staff, and a new
gym, has Head Coach Ray Steffen,
excited about the upcoming
season.
According to Steffen this year
could be the "year of tht.
Hornets" if the team gets the sixth
man, i.e. the fans.
"This team will be fun to watch
and with Jan support this team
could go far," stated Steffen.
"Fan support is crucial. They
[fans) play a big part in close
games."
The Hornets return eight letter
winners, four of which were from
.last year's 4-8 MIAA, 10-12
overall squad.
Returning letter winners are
seniors John Schelske and Norm
VanSile; juniors Darrell Banks,
Chuck Jager, Barry Owens, Mark
Kocts; and sophomores Mike Van
Nieuwenhze and Doug Hentschel.
The Hornets lost one starter last
season to graduation, but returning are Hentschel at point guard,
Schelske and Jager as swing men
and Banks at the pivot.
Personnel coming from last
year's Junior Varsity on whom
Steffen is also counting are junior
Dave Shannon, sophomores Derwood Haines, Ken Sanders, and
Shawn lruelove. Besides tbose

,four, Steffen likes the Dreformance
·of Trosh recruit Steve Schelske,
Jolin's younger brother.
"The difference of this team
compared to last year's team,"
said Steffen, :'is experience and
conditioning. "
"I feel this team has the makings of a winner," stated Steffen.
"We're going to have a good running game and our defense will be
at its best by the first game."
This year the Hornets will sport
a new look in the coaching department . Steffen's right hand man,
Bryl Bowman, went across town
'to take the Nazareth head
coaching job, and left K with a
vacancy. The Athletic department, however, wasted no time in
filling the spot with a fine replacement, Pete Jarrad.
Jarrad served as head coach at
White Pigeon before coming to K.
Coach Steffen is pleased with the
.!eplace,nent.
Beside J arrad, the Junior Varsi'ty will have a new coach. Mike
Ware, a graduate from Albion
College, is replacing former coach
Lee Ingram. Also helping Ware
will be former K basketball player
Craig Mueller.
With the naming of the gym,
and the sUPPort of all the student
'body and faculty, there is nothing
more Steffen and his Hornets
would like to do than bring home
the MIAA championship.

The eagers work In preparation
for their season opener;
"It would be nice to 'ljnish atop
the league, and I feel we qm do
it," said Steffens.
The fans can get their first look
at the Hornets, this Saturday as
Coach Steffen will bring in the ,
Alumni (Oldies but Goodies) to,
do battle with his varsi:y squad.
Game time is 4 pm.

Schedule for Remahrlng
'o~ the Quarter:
Indiana Purdue Ft. Wayne
Tuesday, December I, 8:00
'Home
Nazaretb
Saturday, December S, 3:00
Home

BB Preview

Women cagers build pride
The women's basketball team is
without a victory in three years,
without any seniors, and only in
the second year of Head Coach
Terri Beattie's rebuilding program. Still, this season ,promises
improvement and some victories
for the women eagers.
Coach Beattie, a former basketball player for the WMU Broncos
and head coach at Menden High
School, believes the team's success
this year will depend on its ability
to playa high pace " run and gun"
offense. "If we can maintain a
quick moving motion offense,"
explained Beattie, "I think we will
certainl} improve over last season,
and surprise quite a few teams."
Offensively, frosh guards Mary
Kavanaugh and Ann- Kullenburg,
along with sophomore guards
Sandy Fraser and Carolyn Baker
will put Coach Beattie's running
game into operation. Sophomore
forwards Nancy Thurston and

Karl Brown, together with Kirsten
A1eite
clean the boards to
start the team 's fast break attack.
Also, .iunior Sue K1einsl1!ith, coming off the bench, should give the
team added depth.

first team, and the second consecutive year for Dere.
Frosh Dave Stranquist and
Mike Theodoulou, along with
juniors Torni Lod and John
Spitzer were recognized for their
fme play this fall by selection to
the MlAA second team .

Amusa DH Dere
MIAA lst Team

Recognition
for gridders

wi9"

The women's basketball team at
K has suffered in recent years
from inconsistency and inexperience, but Beattie has begun to
instill pride into the squad. "We
definitely want to win this year,
but more importantly I would like
the team to have a positive attitude." Coach Beattie continued,
"We have suffered from a lack of E
~
continuity, but I think people will ~
see a marked improvement in our i
play and poise this winter."
, r.
The team's first regular season
game will be against SI. Mary's in
South Bend next Tuesday. The
cagers' first home contest is
January 9 against Grand Rapids
Baptist.

post-season honors

Halfback Ichiro Tsuruoka, and
fullbacks AInusa Dere and Danny '
Minkus, all seniors, finished their
outstanding soccer careers at K
with the honor of being selected to
the MlAA first team. This is the
third year 1'suruoka and MiDkus
have been selected for the league's

Danny Minkus
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The team's MVP was AInusa
' Dere, and frosh John Galindo was
.selected the most improved player
on this year's squad. Also, each
year one player is aw¥ded the
McCandless Award which
recognizes sportsmanshfp and
perseverance. Fullback Torni Lod
was the recipient of th 1981 McCandless Award .
This season the Orange Crush
finished tied for second with Hope
College in the MlAA. Only the
Hqrnets' on the road loss to conference champion Calvin College,
3-1, kept the team from sharing
the MlAA title and a possible invitation to post-season NCAA
competition.

t
Jack Lawless
MIAA lst Team
The K gridders finished fourth
in the MIAA with a 24 conference record. However, several
fine individual performances were
honored with all-league recognition . Junior defensive lineman
Jack Lawless was selected to the
MlAA first team. Lawless was the
anchor of the Sick Dogs' defense
against the run. Second team
honors were given to seniors Tony
Cholometes and Pat Flaharty, and
to freshman linebacker Eric
Kreilick.
Cholometes was also voted the
team's MVP, and junior Barry
Owens was chosen the team's
most improved player. The Zoo
Award, given annually to the
player who best personifies the '
spirit and soul of the team, was
a warded to senior linebacker
Tony Asher.

~The

campus enquirer~~~~~~~~~~~~
Tasty Tidbits
Aliens bring NEW DIET
SECRETS
The gossip weekly
The proof scientists can't deny
By Dave "Meet me al the
Brown Derby" Hasbrook

Commission PresIdent presses for
closer relations with student body

**************
Nancy ReaK~n recently asked about her fantasy life.
"Well. gee. I do my bathtub routine while Ronme'.
and I found out from myself the other day that my
one fant~y involves Moammer Khadalft" When asked
the First Lady replied. "I really like the way he sticks
Juns. and he doesn't mess around,'"
Salvadorean President Jose Napoleon Duarte, rq;:entlv
Washington to promote his new book. The Art of
Making, was asked about the fcelings of the members
constituency in El Salvadorne replied: "Nobody eXI)ecl~
Spanish Inquisition!"
Baseball slugger Dave Winfield when asked ·about
miserable performance at the plate for Yankees in the
World Series blamed his ineffectiveness on Club
George Steinbrenner answered. "George and I rapped
the first couple games and I said I was trying hard.
L.A. at the hotel I saw him as I was getting off the
and lie punched me out." said Winfield. When asked
the incident, Steinbrenner said. "Hey somebody has to
the rich S.O.B. in his place."
Presidential Security Advisor Richard Allen who
recently been accused of pilfering $1.000 intended as
to' First Lady Nancy Reagan for an interview. When
about the situation Allen replied: "I was just holding
money for Mrs. Reagan and it got mixed up in the safe
my stashes from Exxon. G.M .• and uh. uh ... .! mean ..
The fiery First Lady responded to the incident by saying,
want my bucks. that little faggot ripped me sff." Coupl
Kalamazoo County Judge Halstead was recently seen wal
into a posh Kalamazoo night club with his date. an
. year-old local girl who looked "cute as a button."
Actor Ryan O'Neal and Farrah Fawcett-Majors are
parently going strong but according to reliable sources
one has fallen for the others teeth and beyond that. "
can't stand each other."

Alien Being Rides
in on Space Shuttle
Reported by John Petrini
lelecasts from T. Y. Of cour;e I
Sail Flals, Utah: Researchers here
had to resort to rather primilive
began intensive Questioning of a
means or monitoring, but gosh, it
small robot claiming to be from
was really fun. Things progressed
the planet Veriton. The robot
smoothly for a while after I found
maintains that he caught up with
some good waves, rode them until
the shuttle Quite accidentally, and
two days ago, and after having
intended only to visit a place callpassed nothing but Ihe I\luppels
ed Radioland, where he would atfor aboul 30 minutes I wanna lell
tempt to rendezvous with "guys
you, I thou~ht earth was prctly
and gals." The being seemed
good, not just a blur of
Quite hostile and was armed with
Republicans and meat like it was
various implements, "probably
earlier in the trip .
some sort of Soviet Anti-matter
. Then 'everything got confused, I
conversion weapon," leaked one
flit a storm, it was sort of creepy
NASA scientist.
- no continuity, no structure, no
The robot, however, maintain,;eal meaning (must have been
ed it planned only to visit a place
1980's in your time).
he calls Radioland. 'Yes, it's true.
It upset my course! For the last
You see, as any foriegner who
billion miles ... 'Is there anybody
visits this country discovers, it's
out there? Lay me in designer
hard to see all of it in one trip, I
sheets.
I'm in the mood .
mean with out mass transit and
Backseat rhythm. My Rock n'
all.
I figured I would go to
' Roll Fantasy.
Girls got
radioland.
rhythm . . .
"It seems that all of the
" , I got you. I don't got you.
developments of your earth em:rhe next whiskey bar. Do you
minate;, kom that place. I always
think I'm sexy? Highway to Hell.
hear your communication netSend Jesus your donations. Tam.works refer to 'all you guys and
pons for today's active woman.
gals out in Radioland,' or 'Hey
Twenty-five $25 Christians.
baby, we got something brand
Mother do you think they'll drop
new for you.' I think I should like
the bomb? She's a brick house.
to meet that 'baby' person too."
Bomb, bomb, bomb, bomb,
When Questioned about his
bomb, Iran. There is a devil and
methods of propulsion and his
he lives in Moscow.
Boogie
ability to monitor the earth's
Woogie shoes. Dobie. Don't
radio waves, the robot stated that
you. Doowah.' "
he was able to "ride" in on the
radio waves coming from earth .
So, you see, the last protion of
The following statement was
the journey is just a blur. I feel
obtained yesterday:
like all your radio waves have
"Yeah, at times, I rather enbeen jumbled lately.
This
joyed the ride, at about 5,000 light
Radioland place sound; like it's
years from here, I hit a patch of . headed for some real problems if
F.M. stations and heard some
you ask me."

1

General Hospital Roundup
1JHAT W£({[ !lOU WATCH1NG,

TIlE BALL GA~f ~
NO! =SOe:-)

"GENERAL ~

V

5,/7
_eJJ
Hey there G.H.'sters, we all
'know that the actress who plays
Laura is leading the show this
month. The National Association
for the Advancement of General
Hospital (NAAGH) is sponsoring
a contest entitled: "Let's get rid
of Laura!" Yes, you can have a
say in what happens to your
heroine and win some cash prizes

to boot. Will she be killed, and if
so how? Will she join a cult, save
the world, or simply get raped by
anN her swashbuckling hood and
run off with him and away from
Prot Arthur? Your suggestions
may win so send to:

NAAGH Headquarters
P.O. Box S

Cambridge
Massachusetts
O.H. Quote of the day:
"When I grow up I want
ig
just like Luke n 'Laura."
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Commission to keep closer
eye on organizations
by Mary Swanson
Students heading campus
organizations this winter will find
themselves under closer observation by Student Commission than
in the past, due to a new by-law
adopted by Commission.
Proposed by the Executive
Committee, the by-law was initiated by President Dan McCarrel
who said that for too long,
"organizations have been functioning according to tradition and
hand-down rather than by the
purposes stated in their constitutions."
McCarrel explained that according to Commission's constitution, official recognition is given
to a campus organization only
after it has submitted, and received approval for, a constitution
outlining its goals and operating
procedures. It is the duty of the
Commission to oversee the
organization and make sure it is
performing the campus service it
was designed to do.
"That's why we're [Commisin charge of budgeting," he

noted, "to keep sight of what's
going on."
McCarrel continued,' adding
that due to the constant quarterly
shift of leaders and members,
organizations suffer from a lack
of continuity. Part of the Commission's job, as overseer, should
be to help organizations deal with
this problem. He noted that if the
organization fails to keep proper
records, not only is the next leader
confused as to what may have
happened in previous quarters,
but the Commission may have no
idea as to how to help.
Not only does this hinder the
effectiveness of the organization,
but also the administrative duties
of Commission. For example, he
pointed to a budgeting situation
that arose last spring where an
organization had greatly exceeded
its budget and no records were
kept of the expenditures. Aside
from not knowing why the
organization (WJMD) had exceeded its budget, no one on campus even knew what the money
had been used to purchase.
In order to prevent similar oc-

Briefs
Dr. Mark Leventer, a Saginaw
physician, will discuss nuclear war
and current neclear weapons
technology tonight at 8 pm in 103
Dewing.
The program, sponsored by the
Chemistry Department, will also
featu re a videotaped presentation
of The Last Epidemic.
Leventer is a member of the
Detroit Chapter of Physicians for
Social Responsibility, a nationwide organization of approximately 7000 members. According to Leventer, the group's goal
is "education the public and other
physicians about the dangers of
nuclear war."
Tonight, at eight o'clock, for
one performance only, The Second Shepherd's Play will be
presented in Stetson Chapel. The
play, written in Wakefield,
England in the 14th Century, is a
farce parodying the Biblical
Nativity story. Starring in the
show are K students Tom Meyers,
BaYard Bugvee, Mark Butler,
Tom Linguanti and Juanita
Scheyett. Also featured is Laurie
Atwater. The show is directed by
Tom Conklin, who is presenting
the show for SIP credit from the
fl'Istory and Theatre DepartI lTIents.
.Another play being presented
this weekend for SIP credit is Sam
heoerd's True West being
to . IrCCted
' appeary Sueb
Wild and
IDg Saturday, December 5 at 10
and again on Sunday at 8 pm.
in True West, a tragi-

comedy about life in contemporary America, will be Mat
Goulish and Jack Ingold, both K
students, and Dean Robert
Dewey.
Sherry Stewart, a
Kalamazoo area resident, also appears.
The traditonal Christmas Carol
service will be held Friday,
December 4 at 8 pm in Stetson
Chapel. The annual service will
include vocal and instrumental
presentations, scriptural readings
and familiar seasonal carols for
the audience to sing.
Performing musical groups include the Wind Ensemble, College
Singers and Motet Choir. Scriptural readings will be presented by
Andrew Deutz, K'S5, Sister
Margaret Mac Dougall, SSJ, of
SI. Thomas More, Financial Aid
Director Joellen Sirotti, Dr.
Russel Smucker, Leslie Wirpsa,
K'84, and Dick Ballantine, Security.
Following the service, the participants and audience may join in
Hoben Lounge for chocolate,
cookies and more singing.
The Jazz and Vocal Jazz
Ensembles will present a joint
concert Saturday, December S at 8
pm in Dalton.
The vocal group, new at
Kalamazoo, will be making its
first public appearance at this concert. The 12 member group is
under the direction of Gary Stock,
who also directs the instrumental
jazz ensemble and performs
regularly with the Battle Creek
Jazz Ensemble.

What's going on here?

currences, Commission approved
the five point by-law listing duties
of both the orgllnization and the
Commission to keep the functioning of the organizations running
more smoothly and to make certain that the organizations continue to function according to
their constitutions.
The first requirement, in direct
relation to this latter purpose, is a
yearly review of all organization
constitutions. The review, conducted each summer quarter by an
ad hoc committee, will make certain that each functioning
organizaHon has a constitution
and that constitution is up to date.
"What we've found already is
that several of the organizations
on campus don't even have a copy
of their constitution," McCarrel
said. While this may seem a minor
point, it is important to note that
without a constitution, no
organization can be recognized
and, therefore, could not, according to college regulations, receive
funding.
The second point of the by-law
mandates that all organizations
keep proper records of all transactions, including minutes from
meetings. A copy of each
meeting's minutes must be sent to
the ComlT'.J.o.on, creating two
files, one for thi' organization and
one for Commission .
A1so,each quarter, the newly
appointed/elected organization
leader must file, with Commission, a statement of intent and an
estimated budget for the quarter . .
This statement must be consistent
with the organization's constitution and is due the (irst Friday of
the quarter.
A fourth requirement of the bylaw is a quarterly report to the
Financial Affairs Committee, to
be completed by the first day of
finals week. The report should in:lude a complete review of all
;>rganization activities for the past
quarter, as well as an evaluation
for each of those activities. Also
included in this report is an account of all expenditures for the
past quarter.
Finally. the by-law requires the
attendance of at least one Commission member at one meeting of
an organization each quarter. The
attending member is then expected
to report to the Commission on
the perceptions gained at that
meeting, commenting on its
membership, leaders, and the
functioning of the meeting.
McCarrel pointed out that as
yet no provisions had been made
for enforcement of the requirements, stating that he hoped
organizations would comply
voluntarily. He did mention,
however, that several courses of
action, including cutting off
financing and un-recognizing
leaders, are possible alternatives,
should it become necessary.

The Physical Plant is presently in tbe process of replacing a steam heating line which runs from Red Square to the
front of Trowbridge. The worn-out line, which is
estimated to date back to the 1940's, runs under Dewing
Hall. The new line will follow a different route, in front of
Dewing.
The Physical Plant has dug out tbe new route. A private
contractor bas been hired to Install the new steam line, as
well as metal duct and insulation.
The contractors fees will run $31,000, and tbe project is
expected to be completed at the end of finals' week. The
new line will cut tbe cost of beating both new and old parts
of Trowbridge, as well as DeWaters.
photo by Mike Houk
(re orted by Steve Zacher)

International program
proposed to faculty
Kalamazoo College has long
held a firm commitment to international education with its extensive foreign study program. On
Monday, the faculty will begin to
look at a way to make that commitment even stronger, when they
examine a proposal by the International Education Committee to
establish a program in international education.
The proposal, backed by the
Educational Policies Committee,
must go through several procedures before being implemented, but the Monday
discussionwill decide whether or
not the college continues investigating and proposing ways of
helping students receive a more
thorough education of global af-

fairs.
Among the programs containeo
in the proposal are the creation of
language floors in dorms, crosscultural classes and a possible concentration in International Education.
One other proposal calls for a
geography test to be taken and
passed as a graduation requirement. The test, not part of any
one class, would be taken on an
individualized-study type format,
and would require basic
knowledge of the continents,
countries and major cities.
Because of the time involved in
gaining approval for all the different progarms, implementation
would not take place until at least
1983.

• •
opinions

Editors' ~nsights
Overseen but overworked
In justifying the new rules governing organization heads,
President McCarrel cited the K-plan's familiar lack of student
body continuity as a major reason why more written records
are necessary. There's no argument that the lack of continuity
hurts student organizations, but the extra writing and redtape mandated by the by-law may do more harm than help.
Extra-curricular activities take a back seat to academics.
Even the most enthusiastic and interested cannot justify too
much time away from the books. Because of this, leaders for
most organizations are already difficult to find. Start requiring written minutes and quarter-end reports and the search's
difficulty will increase. The suggestion that leaders
"designate someone" to do the work ignores the same basic
idea: Leading an organization boasts only a few rewards; being secretary or business manager bears even fewer. Seldom
do the Economics profs promote organization business
managing as "good for the resume."
It's even questionable that minutes of meetings, if kept
properly, will prove all that beneficial.
Records of financial expenditures? Yes. A synopsis of the
quarter's activities? Maybe, but certainly not due tenth week.
And meeting minutes? Certainly not, even if the new leaders
see enough value in the records to read them all. It's doubtful
Commission will be able to wade through all the paperwork
the organizations must produce, and that eliminates the
-MS
justification.

A borting morality
Our anonymous doctor outlines three easy steps that may
be taken towards solving the abortion controversy, offering a
wonderful solution that approaches the simplicity of a 1-2-3
bake-easy cake; wouldn't that be nice - it certainly would
solve a lot of our problems.
Unfortunately, simplicity is not always the answer. The
idea of "deleting moral and religious arguments" in favor of
substituting scientific data would not solve the problem, but
only shift it into the scientific realm.
The fact is,
moral/religious beliefs and arguments do exist, and cannot
just be wished away.
Another appealing solution that the doctor offers is the for mulation of "a practical scientific compromise in defining tile
beginning of human life.'! This argument is faulty because a
definition should never be a compromise: it either is, or is
not. As long as we're juggling possible definitions, we might
as well be juggling existing moral and/or religious arguments.
Scientific progress is an extraordinary human development,
but it can never entirely replace belief and value systems, even
though these systems may present difficulties to answering
social questions.
-B1

Frustration is
Frustration is the Index.
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Doctor redefines abortion
(Ed. nore: The following leller
was wrillen by a local physician
who requesred anonymity.)
Dear Editor:
Experienced travelers sense that
although foreign governments
vary from one to another, the majority of people in most of the
countries of the world are quite
similar in nature. We Americans
often feel that in most endeavors
we rank number one, but in the
less prominent issue of abortion,
Russia appears to outrank us.
The number of Hystervacatus
procedures - the emptying of the
uterus - in Russia far exceed the
number of those performed in the
U.S. The coining of this latin
word is a first step towards subduing the billowing seas surrounding
the old ship abortion.
A second step towards the solution of the abortion debate would
come if the majority of Americans
were able to conceive of replacing
both moral and religious
arguments over the abortion controversy.
(After all, opposing
religious ideologies and groups
have caused most of the wars in
our world.) After deleting
moral and religious arguments, it
would then be advantageous to
substitute proper data from twO
scientific fields - energy and
medicine - to ameliorate concerns over human reproduction.
A third factor which needs to be
contended with is the consideration of a practical scientific compromise in defining the beginning
of human life; this factor seems to
bother many. A solution can be
found by using an approach com-

Yearbook
critiqued
Dear Edllor:
Congrat~
to the yearboo~
editors for pUlling in ~o much
time and effort for J fine product.
Besides the usual complainh
about "hose photo gets in hov.
many time" there ~eem to be no
real problems or big mistakes that
warrant allention .
I do have a fev. ,uggestiom fll!
next year', editor(s), mainl~
because, a~ a senior. I h3\'e a
special interest in it. The one thing
that I noticed v.as missing frolll
the 1980 Boilin~ POI wa, recogni ·
tion of the extra-currillliar activities on campus (except for
'ports and theater production,).
Student Commi~,ion, The In de,\'.
WJMD, etc. are all 'cry impol tant contributions 10 campu, life,
and the students v. ho arc invoh cd
in them sacrifice qulle a bit for Iii
tie in return . Perhar' next year Ih ,'
eoJitor, will take thi~ into (on
~ideratiun and print ~ few rictur,"
al,d name' of tho,c who v.ere
most acti,c in the,c acti'ities.
AI,o. I he past cliilor, did a
!(ood joh of getting all Ihe ,enior,'
picture, in, but Ihere\ no reason
that that ,:ouldn't he dL1ne 101
everyhuoJy on campu" e\en il yuu
have to schedule photo taking ,e,,ion,. /\ running ,' hedliq
throughout the year could let
editor, hno\\ \\ ho', missing ju,t
. before print time, v.hen they can
~till mah' a ,pecial effort to In elude e\'erybody at lea,t once.
I don't mean 10 cumplain, ju,t
offer ,uggCSlion, and perhap~
help ,lut the next lime around.
l. Hopping

monly used with other problems
turning the problem
backwards. It is not important
whether the egg come before or
after the hen, or vice versa, in Ihis
manipulation; therefore let us
consider the four vital signs that
cease to function when human life
stops.
For years life has been defined
medically as ending when:
(1) brain energy (waves) cease
(2) the heart-vascular pump
stops
(3) respiration (oxygen
intake) stops, and also
(4) when there is no longer
sufficient body "energy" to maintain a temperature (heat).
Infants that are near term are
quite often found to live hours in
snowbanks, and are then able to
survive when brought to the
hospital. However, a human fetus
of less than 25 week of gestation
may not be considered to begin
until some time between weeks 22
and 25 of gestation.
Please, no moral or religious
comments. Substitute instead a
review of an article in a 1979
Reader's Digest written by prime
religious mover Greeley of
Chicago, as he redefines the word
fidelity. His definition introduces
a meaning of 'permanency,' fringed with continuity and sustenance,
which appropriately is useful in
sustaining marnages as opposed
to divorce.
Under such a definition, the
word fideliry could also be well
adapted and substitued medically
to that 12 to 26 week period of
human fetal development. This
period of time (for performing
hystervacatus procedure or otherwise) has for years been defined
by obstetricians as the miscarriage
situation era.
Miscarriage cir-

eumstances are not at all unusual
in the practice of all obstetricians.
The fetus seeking life sustenance
for itself is striving desperatel)
towards permanency.
As the majority of the modern
public is of practical sense, it can
today accept the fact that fertiliza·
tion of a seed (or a sperm im·
pregnation of an ovum cell) is
more necessary in starting an
energy process than is a poet's
'gleam' in an eye. Of course, to·
day we all accept the fact that the
world is a sphere and no longer
considered a flat surface, though
in olden days people lived quite
well emotionally without full
knowledge of this concept. We
also find that most physicians are
accepting the fact that excessive
emotional stresses are often more
crippling than many mental 01
physical disruptions.
Are we ready to accept that
Hystervacatus procedures be fun·
damentally confined to the realm
of females? As experience is the
greatest of teachers, preference
for female discussants concerning
HY should be presented by or
pretty well limited to those
females who have had the procedure, who have performed such
procedures medically, or thirdly,
by women who have given birth to
and raised children.
Men, being the instigators of
the emotional and physical COUfst
of events, when mature, should
certainly be held responsible fOi
all economic problems in the
evolving events. Male discussantl
of HY would best be limited to
'physicians' who are obstetricians,
pediatricians who have an interest
in the subject, or those who have
performed
eluding a
follow-ups!

rr==cheap shots===
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sports

Swimming Preview

Pelak's Potpourri

Tankers seek 11th straight

This Saturday the Cagers tangle with Nazareth at the AAC ,
and the K tankers host the MIAA swimming relays. It will be
a great opportunity to cheer for your classmates and to take a
break from the books - Relax .

Thi s winter the Hornet tank ers'
only weak spot will be the di sta nce
events. Sophomore Crimmins will
need more support in these events
if the Hornets are to develop
enough overall strength to
challenge for the NCAA national
championship which will be determined in Lexington, Virginia, the
third week of March.

....

My first visit to Michigan Stadium, two weeks ago to see
the Wolverines battle the OSU Buckeyes , was a disappoint ment. Play was interrupted every other series of downs to
allow for television commercials . I am certainly glad Hornet
sports are uninterrupted, uncommercialized action.
The MC is near perfect. A second set of steps to the
Academy Street entrance would make the facility a "10".
Is anybody interested in a pair of season tickets to the
Detroit Tigers 1982 home schedule?

For the Gamblers
Detroit Lions 24 - Green Bay 10
U.M . 17 - U .C .L. A . 34 (Mini-Rose Bowl)

t Detroit Pistons 105 - Indiana 102
Hockey
Detroit Red Wings I - Mon treal 5

Sports Update
K 85-lndiana Purdue 62.

Junior'WiII Oberholzer hopes to duplicate his AII-Amencan 'III form
this winter.
pho to COurlOY of yearbook
Coach Robert Kent's K tankers
are gearing up for another MIAA
championship and run at the
NCAA Division III swimming title. Last season the Hornets easily
swept through the MIAA and
finished eleventh at the NCAA national meet.
This season the swim team ,
which has captured the league title
for ten straight years, will be led
by seniors Joe Baublis, Mike
Burns and Tim McGinnis, juniors
sophomore Curt Crimmins .
Burns , McGinnis, ' Hoisington,
Dresbach, Romano, Oberholtzer
and Crimmins have all gained AII-

Returning seniors spark team

American honors in past seasons,
and should give the Hornets great
depth. Coach Kent also expects
significant contributions from
Dave Hoisington, Phil Romano,
Ralph Venen, Will Oberholtzer,
and Bruce Dresbach, along ",:ith
frosh Jeff Coran, Christian Darby,
Tom Mclean,
Dave
Schmickel, Ken Wallace and
divers Joshua Sherbin, Dave
Stranquist and Dave Woolpy.

by Jim Leonhardt

John Barron
Tim Mallett .
Tom Welke
Scott Teter
Dave Smith
Jeff Mohoney
Chris Davis
Dayl Stout
Pat Wittekind
Steve Wittekind

Though th ~ o tl iu al season is
until the IAollll er 4u ancr. pracstaned fou r II ed , ago for the

im mrng prac tI ce'
~enerall) empha,i;c tlr \la nce to
luild ur endura nce and strength .
thi s yea r' s r .al"tl,·cs un der
,oach l yn Ma urer ha ve been no
xception. For th rec 10 four hou rs
,'eryda}. th e poo l " made into a
nini·Pacific by hoth the women\
Ind men \ swim tea ms ~ tro k in~
hrough the wa ter. and by di ver,
ptin g not to la nd on a ny wet
, II

Frosh swimmer Denise Gavin practices her stroke during a recent
workout.
Ketten, Ka th y Ma cl.eod, and
'This year 's ~chedule is tough
Ruth Rya n are aho returni ng to
with meet s again st Northern
make a strong sophomore cia,s.
Michigan University, Oakland
The frosh da ss is sma ll
UniversilY, and WMU planned.
quanti ty-wise compared to past
All three schools give swimming
years, but very high in qu alit y.
scholarships, and Northern 's and
Karen Allan , Linda Casey, [ a m
Oakland", teams arc nationally
Frederickson (currently set bac k
ranked . Kalama700's sea~on
by a cracked collarbone), Deni"
opens this Saturday with the
Gavin,
and
Mar y
Ka y
MIAA Relay Meet, held at Calvin
Goud7ewaard are all extremely
College.
talenteCl and quick; and the llihe r
Last year' s rccord was 5-3·1,
frosh, Pally Franke, Sh an da
and this year, the cOPlpetitiol1
Plumme r. and Kathlcen Rega n,
look s again 10 be c1o'c, esrecially
are quite strong and expect ed to
for the tllP three positions in the
add a great deal of depth to the
MIAA . Horc appcar, 10 be Ihe
team.
favorite, with Kalama/oo and AlOverall. the team loob Im prov
bion not far behind . ("oadl l.yn
cd in every cvent excert perhaps rn ./ Maurer point s out that though the
hreaststrokc . Julie Redn er, \11·
competition for the championsh ip
American last year in the 50, II~) ,
look s to bc betlle,'n Hope, AI ·
and 200 yards b reas l\troke,
bion, and Kalama/oo, C\ery
graduat ed la , t Jun,.. and 11111 he
"hool in the leaguc has some
greatly 1II1S' cd . Jlut the dIStance
good Sll immcrs this season and
fr(estyl e, ' print frecst yic , and
there will bc close races in ""~ ry
hack strok e events look esrccially
meet. She also point s out that in
stronger with Ihe addil iclIl o f
addition 10 thc \\il1 -lo" rccord.
Casey and Hoi,ington (di,t anc:c )'
thc pa~t tllO ,ea,ollS have hecn
Frederick son and Goud/cll aard
cspeciall) enjoyah1c and ,m'(~rrint), ,lI1d Allan, Frankl'. and
cessful in lIays th.1I arc important
(;avin (backstrokc) .
to part i"rrat 'in!! in a sport.

This Saturday the Hornet swimmers open their 1982 campaign by
entertaining the MIAA Relays .
The tankers have been swimming
between 6,000 and 7,000 yards
e.ach day in preparation for the
meet. Also, at this meet, Kent will
have the opportunity to observe
the frosh compete since many of
the squad's top performers are
currentiy off campus.

Saturday's competition will be
the Hornets' on ly competition
before th e winter quarter, so if
you are heading off campus
winter quarter, Satu rday is you r
only chance to see th e talented
1982 K swimming team.

Grapplers prepare
to regain title
Wrestling Lineup:

hI Ka rcn Hink

This yea r, the women' s swim
cam consists of threc senior\, two
uniors, cigh t sophomores, and
light frosh. Nine of thc 12 peoplc
'cturning are leller·winner~. The
hree seniors, Abby Frame, Sandy
4oisington, a nd Mary VonEh r.
off this quart er doing thei r
but "ill bc returning next
. All three were also off on
-tudy during last ycar 's
leason. Their return will not only
lcnefit thc team in terms of
eJdc"hir, hut will also add quick
lerlormances.
rhc two juniors are a rare lux. for rhe women' , swim team .
Claire Brvant will he thc
Ie,ond woman t~ swim all four
ears at K. The ~econd junior is
l iver Jud y Negele .
rhe
Iophomore class is led by Kat hy
Nancy WaJdcn ·
returning league
Sparrow placed fir ~ t
both the 50 and 100 yard ,
lackstrok\, and Waldenmaic r
iaptured the 100 va rd, bulterny
hie and teamed ~r with Bryanl
Ind senior, Pam Hamp and Julie
ncr to win Ihe 4()() yard~
rday . Amv AntHl' , I.aura
(dro'cr), Linda Haase , Beth
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Heavyweight
190 Ibs.
1771bs.
1671bs.
1581bs .
1501bs.
1421bs.
1341bs .
1261bs.
1181bs.

The Kalamazoo Wrestling
Hornets return this year with great
potential, and hopes to regain the
MIAA title it captured in 1979-80.
The K grapplers will be led by
seniors Chris Davis, Tim Mallett,
and Tom Welke. All three seniors
are past MIAA champions: Last
season's national q uali fier Pat
Wittekind and senior Jeff Mohondy will give the team further experience in the 126 and 150 pound
divisions.
Coach Terry SI. Louis, in his second season as head coach of the
wrestling squad, expects the team
to challenge Alma for the MlAA
title. "If we can avoid injuries we
can win the MIAA and possibly
send six men to the NCAA national tournament, .. St. Louis
predicted. Inter-league rival Alma
is ranked in the top twenty in
NCAA Division III wrestling, but
if the Hornets stay healthy, Coach
SI. Louis' hopes could very well
become reality.
The team's spirit is tremendous.
Senior co-captain Chris Davis
summed up the squad's attitude,
"Wrestling is typically not given
the best support by the athletic
department, or the student body .
But this season we have enough
enthusiasm among ourselves to
carry us through the season. I
hope, however, more students will
support us this winter and share in
our fun ."
Other experienced wrestlers
returning (his winler are junior

Dayl Stout and sophomore Scott
Teter. Frosh Mike Clune, Toby
Esterline, Joe Saval, Matt Shea
and Steve Wittekind, along with
sophomore John Baron will supply the team with fresh blood .

Fall 1M ends
Tomorrow is the final day of
fall intramural sports. In coed
volleyball action three teams are
still battling for the championship : The Flash; Tiffany' s Party
Store; and Wheat on Wonders .
There will be no play-offs among
the top teams in the volleyball
league; instead , the team finishing
Friday' s competition with the best
record will be awarded the title.
1M co-commissioner "Gates"
Leonhardt was forced to eliminate
volleyball play-offs because of
time limitations. "The volleyball .
league had nine teams, and due to
the lack o f time, "e simply could
not have a play-off round," exolained Leonhardt.
Tomorrow night at 7 pm the
semifinal play-off round in men's
1M basketball competition will be
held at the AAC; the championship game will follow at 8 pm.
The Sick Dogs, captained by
Joe Scott, The Revised Effect led
by John Cooperrider and tbe
PF'ers led by Pat Brandstatter will
be in the semifinal round . The
fourth position in tomorrow's
play-offs will belong to either Patty's Cakes or The Black Ve l'ets.
John Cooperrider, 1M cocommissioner, was pleased by this
fall's 1M program. "We had nearly half of the students on cam pus
play at least one 1M sport th is fall,
and this is what 1M sports are all
about," Cooperrider stated . " I'd
like to especially thank Bruno
Sims and Joe Rogers who both did
tremendous jobs officiating foot ball and basketball. They deserve
much of the credit for our sucees
this fall," he added.
-

frustration
Frustration (according to Webster):
The a<,:t of frustrating
A deep chronic sense of state of insecurity and dissatisfaction arising from unresolved problems or unfulfilled needs.
Frustration (according to K students):
Sometbing tbat frustrates.
Canine defacation on the quad, (and stepping in it).
Having popcorn, but no oil.
"What are you going to do after you graduate?"
Not having started your SIP by eighth week.
Turning off your alarm and going back to sleep.
Seeing your laundry do the backstroke in the stalled washer
when it should be spinning.
The disgusting spitting of foam which signals the end of the
keg.
Not having started your SIP by ninth week.
That first college rejection after your heard that everyone
in college was supposed to be promiscuous.
Waiting for the elevator in Dewing.
Passing the hat at a party and getting 45 cents.
Waiting for a party to start on Friday night.
A typewritter cartridge that runs out on the last page.
As a frosh, seeing your sophomore friends leave and knowing that you won't see them for a year and a quarter.
Not fitting into your clothes.
Not having statred your SIP by tenth week.
Finding out that that little paperback book you need for a
class costs $17.95
SAGA!
and more explicitly:
No raisins in tire Raisin Bran.
Plastic strings in the eggs.
One steak on steak night.
Empty bagel bowl.
Ice cream and no cones, or cones and no ice cream, or
cream and no ice.
No carbonation in coke machine.
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